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JANUARY, 1893 .

The Post Office and Mr. J. H. Heaton.

“ He was the bravest man in France ;

He said so, and he ought to know. ”

Bab Ballads.

1.-INTRODUCTORY.

VERY one who holds firm opinicns on arỳ suitject

should be prepared at the proper time to give reasons

for the faith that is in him, but it is specially necessary

to have good reasons ready when the opinion held

differs from the view which is generally taken of any person or any

subject. There are at the present time few regular readers of their

daily paper who do not believe Mr. J. H. Heaton , M.P., to be the

able successor of Rowland Hill as a postal reformer. He represents

himself as spending his life in mastering the details of postal and

telegraph matters with a view to their improvement . He has been

repeatedly spoken of by the Pall Mall Gazette and other papers as

possible Postmaster General , and when he writes a letter to the

Times, or asks a question in the House, every provincial journal

copies the indictment and rings with his praises while denouncing the

poor Post Office with energy if not with exact knowledge.

2. Perhaps the following extract from a letter, recently addressed

to me by “ X ” , conveys the popular idea of Mr. Heaton better than

anything I can say, and I will therefore use it as a text for my

remarks :

“ As a public man, I believe he has rendered great service to the

country. The fact that during the last few years many glaring

B



2 THE POST OFFICE AND MR . J. H. HEATON.

anomalies in Post Office administration have been abolished, and

that a number of reforms have been introduced is , I take it , due to

the way in which the people of this country have had the whole
question of Post Officereform kept before them in Parliament. I

can quite understand that a certain type of official is always ready

to echo Mr. Scudamore's words, and to damn to everlasting fame
the amateur reformers of the Post Office .' The same habit exists

among doctors, clergy, lawyers, and other professions against those

outsiders who tell them to set their house in order . But the out

sider is often a better man for anything in the nature of reform than

the professional, and as a humble Post Office official I should like

to bear testimony to the valuable service an outsider like Mr

Heaton has rendered to his country by preaching Post Office reform

and winning all along the line, as it appears to me that he has done.

Of course it is easy to attack him on points of detail . Being an out

sider and a stranger to the Secretary's Offic his information is

probably weak on little points of administration ; but I think it is

rather trivial to gloat over such mistakes, and to decline to face the

larger question I venture to ask . Is it or is it not a fact that most

of the Post Office reforms which have been adopted during the last

five years have been reforms advocated at one time or another by

Mr. Heaton ? The manifest irritation in the tone of the paragraphs

'ch : Mr. Heaton indicates to me that the writer , perhaps uncon

sciously, is dominated by the conviction that the question must be

answered in the affirmative. At any rate the irritation is surely a

coiifdsgioriof sexkriess if Mr. Heaton is the contemptible individual

• we make him out to be."

11.- COLONIAL POSTAGE.

3. I may perhaps as well begin by stating a few personal facts

about Mr. Heaton which are published in various periodicals and

books , and which are therefore public property. Mr. Heaton was

born at Rochester in 1848, and at the age of 16 he went to Australia

to seek his fortune. He was for a long time employed on a sheep

farm , but subsequently he became a canvasser for the Town and

Country Journal, a leading Sydney paper . After the death of the

proprietor, Mr. Samuel Bennett, some ten years ago, he married his

daughter and at once rose to affluence. He then turned his attention

to Australian politics, but did not succeed in obtaining a seat in the

Sydney legislature.

Coming over to England he was elected member for Canterbury

in 1885 , 1886 , and again in 1892. Whatever Mr. Heaton may be ,

he is certainly not a man whose ability would have served to secure

him a place in Parliament ; but he is now a man of means and leisure,

and as such he was elected . He was, however, strongly advised if he
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wished to retain his seat that he should take up some special line

for even little cathedral cities have some conscience now -a -days and

do not like it to be said that there is any immediate connection

between the election of members and that sort of love for the nation

which manifests itself principally in the building of synagogues. At

that time the quinquennial meeting of the Postal Union had just

been held at Lisbon , and the question of the rate of postage to the

Colonies and Foreign Countries was in the air. For over thirty

years the letter rate of postage to Australia and many other of our

Colonies had stood at 6d , and it now began to be felt that this was

too high . Mr. Fawcett had made strenuous exertion to induce the

Colonies to consent to a lower rate, but without effect. The question

of Ocean Penny Postage had repeatedly been mooted . As early as

1842, Elihu Burritt had written a pamphlet strongly urging it, and

at intervals the matter had been taken up by others , but it cannot

be said that the feasibility of the plan had ever been seriously

discussed.

4. In 1886 the rate to countries of the Postal Union was 2 d , in

the case of all the countries of Europe , Egypt , Canada, and the United

States , 4d . to most places beyond sea and 5d. to places in the East

viâ Brindisi . After the conference of 1885 France decided to reduce

the rate for all Post Offices under its control to 25 centimes, but as

Great Britain , for reasons which I shall presently give, could not at

that time do the same , a glaring anomaly was established . A letter

handed in at the French Post Office in Shanghai or Zanzibar to an

.address in London was carried for 25 centimes, while a similar letter

handed in at the English Post Office in the same town cost 5d .

5. The real reasons why we could not reduce our rate at once

were excellent, as we shall see later on , and successive Secretaries of

the Treasury, both in the Liberal Government of 1885 and the Con

servative Government of 1886 , were prepared to demonstrate why the

concession should not be made ; but nevertheless the anomaly was

too glaring to be tolerated for any length of time. It was not to be

quietly borne that Frenchmen should be able to correspond with our

colonists more cheaply than we could .

6. Such was the state of affairs when , on the 30th of March, 1886 ,

Mr. Heaton rose to move, “ That in the opinion of this House the

time has now arrived for the Government of this country to open

negotiations with other Governments with a view to the establishment

of a Universal Penny Postage System .” It is unnecessary to say
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much about his speech . He did not mention, probably he did not

know, the facts stated above, and his principal argument-if it can be

called an argument — was an assertion that it was wrong to make a

profit out of the Post Office. We should spend the surplus on re

ducing the rates. This motion was seconded by Mr. H. G. Reid ,

and Mr. James Hutton moved an amendment in favour of Imperial

Penny Postage on the ground that it was more practicable at that

time. As Mr. Hutton pointed out, Canada was the only important

colony to which there was then a 2d. rate, while the rates to the

West Indies were 4d. , to India 5d . and to Australia 6d .—although

the rate from France to India and the West Indies was only 25

centimes ( 2 d .).

7. Mr. Fowler, the Secretary to the Treasury, while expressing

sympathy with the object of the motion, explained that within the

Postal Union—to which almost all the civilised world belonged,

except our South African and Australian Colonies—the rate was 21d.

with power to levy an additional charge of 2 } d. in respect of sea

communication . This country was losing £365,000 a year by its

packet services, and levied the additional charge in order to prevent

still greater loss. The Government could not therefore agree to the

motion , In this debate the real weight of the attack lay in Mr.

Hutton's speech, and it was to it that Mr. Fowler's reply was

principally directed .

8. On the 7th May, in Committee of Supply, Mr. Hutton re

turned to the subject and moved,

“ That the interests of this country urgently require that there

should be a discontinuance of the charges of higher postage rates.

from Great Britain to the Colonies than is charged in Continental

countries.”

England, he said , was the only country which charged the Union

sur-tax for Ocean postage, and the result was that people who

wished to take full advantage of the Union rates had to go outside

the British Empire to do it. Every letter from England to India,

Ceylon , or China cost 5d . while in other European countries the

rate was 2 d. Similarly while newspapers to these countries from

England cost itd. , they could be sent from Calais for id. A

sample packet of 4 oz. weight from England cost 3d . , from

France id . A letter might be posted at Odessa for the West

Indies for 2d ., while a similar letter posted in London cost 4d.

He had heard of one firm who saved over £300 a year by

sending a clerk every Friday morning to Calais to post their

99
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10.

letters there. Her Majesty's consul in New Caledonia sent letters

to England for 2 d . while a reply cost 5d.*

9. Mr. Fowler in answer said that the correspondence with the

West Indies and the West Coast of Africa was so small that it might

be safely neglected , and he only proposed to reply in regard to India .

He admitted that we lost money by carrying letters from France to

India for 2ļd . , but on the other hand the House must remember

that our letters were carried at the same rate across the continent of

Europe, and the letters carried at a cheap rate by us were few com

pared with the number of our letters carried at a cheap rate across

the continent. The motion was lost.

Thus while Mr. Heaton is entitled to the credit of having

revived the old scheme of Universal Penny Postage during the first

session of his parliamentary life, it will be observed that the person

who really drew attention to the glaring discrepancies between our

foreign rates and those of other countries was Mr. Hutton, who put

the case in the clearest manner and elicited from the Treasury a

statement of its position . Unfortunately Mr. Hutton lost his seat in

the election of 1886, or probably the anomalies then existing would

have soon disappeared before his skilful attacks. As it was, the

principal result of his motions was to furnish Mr. Heaton with a

stock of ideas on which to found questions during the next three

years.

Early in the next session of Parliament ( 1887 ) , Mr. H. S.

King asked a question bearing on the difference between the French

and English rates to India and China. Mr. Raikes justified the

official position and added that we did not lose by carrying French

mails in our steamers at a lower rate than English mails, because

the contract was for a fixed sum, and if we did not carry foreigners'

letters cheaply re should not carry them at all, so that our receipts

would be so much the less while our expenses would remain as

before.

The way being thus shown, Mr. Heaton asked a similar

question on the 21st March and repeated it at intervals up to 1890.

Had Mr. Heaton been equal to the occasion , such an answer and

the previous admissions of Mr. Fowler would have made a case

II .

12 .

* In 1889 Mr. Heaton printed a pamphlet entitled Postal Reform — Sixty

Reasons for an Enquiry. It is characteristic of Mr. Heaton's methods that no

less than 16 of the 60 points were fully met by the reduction of the colonial rate

in 1890 , while 8 more were partially met. In other words the 16 wholly, and the

8 partly, rang the changes on Mr. Hutton's data .
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which it would have been very difficult for the Treasury to with

stand , but when the question was debated in Supply , Mr. Heaton

attacked the system of subsidies for Mail Packets. Among other

remarks he said :

“ The heavy subsidies we are paying for the conveyance of mails

are in my judgment no longer necessary. If we want speed, it would

in my judgment be better to subsidise the cable service of the

telegraphs. The whole system of our Postal and Telegraph Services

ought to form the subject of an enquiry. Most gross anomalies exist ,

and every week samples of English goods are posted abroad instead

of being sent from England.”

It would probably be difficult to match the first part of this

extract for gross ignorance of commercial requirements, or the

last for bathos ; but this idea that speed is of no importance

whatever so long as Penny Postage be secured will be found

to run through many of his speeches and writings up to the

present time. He seems to wish to abolish the Brindisi route in

favour of conveyance by sea all the way, which would take at least

eight days more.

13. Not content with taking up colonial postage, Mr. Heaton

now began to ask questions on the general work of the Post Office

which were often so framed as to convey a false impression. For

example , on the 15th March, 1887 , he asked the Postmaster General :

“ Is he aware that Postal Orders for ros. 6d . cost id. , while Postal

Orders for gs. cost 1 d ., and that Postal Orders for 2os . cost id.

while Postal Orders for 19s. 6d . cost 2 d . ? ” &c.

This question is so constructed as to conceal from unthinking

people the fact that a Postal Order for ios. 6d. costs id . while

there is no Postal Order for gs. , and that in order to send that

amount by Postal Order two must be obtained . Similarly with the

second case.

14. Once more, in October, 1888, the letter postage between Eng

land and Australia by sea was reduced to 4d . , whereupon Mr. Heaton

wrote to the Times (October 15th) a letter headed , “ Cheap Postage

to Australia-A Breach of Faith . " Mr. Raikes had promised to

recommend a threepenny rate and had done so. The Colonial Con

ference, however, decided on a fourpenny rate and Mr. Raikes had

been forced to yield. This is Mr. Heaton's idea of breach of faith !

It is amusing to note that, in his view, the Australian Postmasters

General are incapable imbeciles and the permanent Officials in

Australia as masterful as they are here, for he says, “ The conference

was in favour of a 3d. rate, but the officials were too strong ."
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15. It is impossible within the limits of this paper to give a full

account of all the questions asked, or even to note one or two more

speeches made by Mr. Heaton, but the point to be noticed is that

although he was attacking a gross anomaly, and one which became

worse year by year ( for in 1888 the postage from France to Australia

was reduced to 25 centimes) , he was unable to draw any reply from

the Treasury on the subject. The Postmaster General in replying

to his questions was of course bound to maintain the view taken by

the 'Treasury, but yet that view as expressed from the Treasury

Bench was so hopeless from the standpoint of public policy.

that with a really able man to lead the attack the 2d . rate ought

to have been obtained two years before it was actually conceded ,

Mr. Heaton, however, had acquired by etiquette the right to lead in

this subject, and inefficient as he was members did not like to inter

fere with him . So the matter dragged on , being kept alive by

intermittent questions from Mr. Heaton .

16. At length Mr. Stead took the matter up in the Review of

Reviews, and began organising a monster petition in favour of

Universal Penny Postage. This, with a large surplus, and the

fact that the psychological moment had at last arrived, did in a very

short time what Mr. Heaton, with all his questions , had been unable

to do ; for, on the 17th April , 1890, in his speech introducing the

budget, Mr. Goschen proposed to introduce 21d . postage to all the

colonies at a cost of £105,000 a year. It was, he admitted , a great

anomaly that it should be possible to post letters at Calais to our

colonies at a cheaper rate than they could be posted in London .

“ We propose, therefore, to remove these anomalies if we can

persuade the other interested parties to join with us, because we

cannot act in this matter without the cordial co -operation of the

colonies themselves . Ocean Penny Postage has been recommended

very much on the ground that it would draw us closer to the

colonies ; but it would be a very unsatisfactory beginning to such a

proceeding if we were to embark upon a cheapening of postage to

which the colonies themselves were opposed .”

17. The arrangement thus foreshadowed was speedily carried

out, and its effect was at once manifest in the collapse of the

Universal Penny Postage movement. Mr. Stead's half finished

petition dropped out of sight, and all Mr. Heaton's efforts have been

ineffectual to galvanise the movement into life. People are well

content that our colonies should enjoy the same rate as the rest of

the world , and the only change of importance in this direction which

lies within the sphere of practical politics is the reduction of the
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rate to 2d . when the next Postal Union Conference meets in 1897 .

There is a general feeling that a twopenny foreign rate* goes

naturally with a penny inland rate, while the hopelessness of the

penny rate to the colonies is evidenced by the fact that the internal

rate in all the Australian colonies is now ad . In Victoria, a penny

rate was tried, but has just been given up, while, as an article in our

last issue shows, the other postage rates in force in Australia are

much higher than in England.

18. I will now conclude this portion of my subject with a

statement of the real reasons which led to the delay in reducing the

rate to Australia . Firstly, there was the financial reason. It would ,

as Mr. Goschen said, cost £105,000 a year ; and Chancellors of the

Exchequer look very carefully at such a sum before parting with it .

But the other reason is far more cogent, although Mr. Heaton never

succeeded in getting it fully out, viz . , the determined opposition

of the colonies themselves.. Looking at the relations which exist

between Great Britain and Australia-relations founded on kinship

and maintained by sentiments of affection — it would be the depth of

unwisdom to make a change of this sort without the full concurrence of

our colonies . Cheap communication would indeed be dear if it were

purchased at the cost of the goodwill of Australia. Even, therefore,

if there had been no express agreement not to reduce the rates from

England without their sanction, no English Government would have

consented to that step. The Australian Governments, as I have

shown , have been strongly opposed to any reduction at all , and it

has been only by the legitimate pressure of British opinion that they

have been at length induced to consent to the change. All this

Mr. Heaton does not understand , or, if he does understand , he

ignores it . France and Germany are not, of course , bound by such

considerations , and thus they could lower their rates to Australia , as

Mr. Heaton has repeatedly proposed to do, against the wishes of

the colonies . What then , it may be asked, induced the colonies in

1890 to consent at last to the reduction ? The answer is simply that

Mr. Goschen, speaking with the authority of the Imperial Chancellor

of the Exchequer, expressed a strong conviction that it ought to be

* See a letter from Sir Arthur Blackwood , the greater part of which is printed

at page 310 of our last volume. Mr. Heaton saw the correspondence, no doubt,

in the blue -book from which we took it , and reprinted it in the Times of the

2nd of September. He has, somehow , found in it a new argument to prove the

wickedness of officials and the need of Imperial Penny Postage.
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done. If the further question is asked why he did not speak

before, the answer must be that the matter was brought before

Parliament in such a feeble and perfunctory manner by an individual
who had so little real weight in the House, that the Chancellor, not

being compelled to speak earlier, bided his time until the financial

conditions enabled him to make the change without inconvenience.

The probability is that, had Mr. Hutton retained his seat, the

reduction would have been made two years earlier.

E. T. C.

To be continued .

In Memoriam : Alfred, Lord Tennyson.

INTO the shadowed sea that circles round

Our little isle of Life , - across the Bar,

Thy noble poet soul has sailed afar ;

And we, who ever in thy singing found

Heart-stirring strains of pure, melodious sound ,

Would fain hold back our tears, lest aught should mar

Thy passing, on whose brows the laurels are

That never yet a worthier head have crowned.

Thy glorious voice, so long as Time shall last

And the great globe revolve, shall still ring on .

Thou art not dead : like Arthur, thou hast passed

“To the island -valley of Avilion ”

To heal thee of earth's wounds ; there , by God's grace,

To meet thy Heavenly Pilot face to face .

HENRY F. SMART.
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A Tour of Inspection.

HE Royal Commission, mentioned in the last number of

this magazine, has been visiting certain light-vessels

and light-houses at the mouth of the Mersey, in Ireland,

Wales, the Scilly Islands, Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, and

Hampshire, off the coast between Dover and Yarmouth, and in the

Firth of Forth. To the “ Bar ” light-vessel, near which a life -boat

was recently upset, the Commission were conducted in the steam

yacht of the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board. All the lights from

Liverpool to the South Stack are maintained by this Board, which

may for the purpose be regarded as a .local Trinity House. The

moorings of their vessels are extremely interesting, offering apparently

a solution of one of the greatest difficulties in maintaining telegraphic

communication . A chain cable leaves the port hawse-hole, and

another the starboard ; the two terminate at a large swivel close to

the bows, and from this swivel a chain cable goes off on either side

to a mushroom anchor. There is little doubt that through a swivel

thus held clear of the bottom, a telegraph cable could be led on

board and successfully maintained. When experiments were made

at the
Sunk " a few years ago, the telegraph cable was led through

a swivel, but not near the bows . Held normally at a considerable

distance below the surface of the water, the swivel was in bad

weather lowered until it actually touched the bottom, and there it

pounded away until it broke the telegraph cable. The method of

mooring at the Mersey prevents the swivel from coming into contact

with the bottom , and is thus a great improvement on the method

adopted at the “ Sunk . ” But it requires that the vessel to which it

is applied should be of great size and strength, a condition unfortu

nately not fulfilled in every case .

After a railway journey to Holyhead, and a drive to the “ South

Stack,” that most picturesque of light-houses, the Commission took

leave of the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board and steered their

course for Ireland. The passage was cold and wet, and , to crown

all, there was not a cab to be had at the landing -stage. Two buoyant

members of the Commission, roving about, discovered a two-wheeled

cart , like a brewer's dray ; on this a quantity of luggage was piled ,

and one of the buoyant pair, clad in sou ’ -wester, tarpaulin coat, and
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sea-boots, mounted the pile and stood in the highest part, whilst the

other hung on behind . Lord Zetland, the out-going Lord -Lieutenant,

had that day departed, and the driver of the cart had been drinking

whiskey in honour of the event. All the way to the hotel he flourished

his whip and shouted “Hooray for Home Rule !” encouraged by

cries of “ Bravo ! ” from one of his passengers, and heedless of the

deprecatory remarks of the other. The scene was thus roughly

sketched by the chairman :
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The Commissioners of Irish Lights are provided with a steam

yacht, the “ Princess Alexandra ,” and in this comfortable vessel the

Royal Commission went to Rockabill Light-house (north-east of

Dublin Bay) , and down to the “ Tuskar ” (offWexford ), and then

crossed to Milford Haven, where they were transferred to the

Admiralty Yacht “ Enchantress.” On the way they landed at the

“ Smalls, ” a rock light-house about 15 miles from the coast of

Pembrokeshire. A more lonely and dreary place it would be difficult

to imagine, but on the occasion of the visit it was comparatively

lively, its “ crew " of three being temporarily increased by two skilled

artisans who were fitting up an improved lamp. The entrance door

to this light-house is about 30 feet from the base, and is reached by

a series of iron projections like scrapers. The reader may find

amusement in picturing to himself a procession of Royal Com

missioners up and down these scrapers.

The “ Enchantress ” ( formerly the despatch-boat" Helicon " ) is

an old - fashioned paddle-steamer, incapable of more than about ten

knots an hour ; but she is comfortable, and her officers are charming.

The cruise to the Bristol Channel, the Scilly Islands, and round to

Portsmouth , therefore, was very enjoyable, and the only regret was

that it could not be prolonged.
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At the “ Helwick ” light- vessel one of the newest fog syrens is in

The noise is produced by compressed air rushing through

holes in two metal discs which are kept revolving quickly in opposite

directions. The air is stored in strong cylinders , into which it is

pumped by caloric engines. As soon as the cylinders are filled the

fires are put out, and are not lit again until there is fog. The engines

can be in full swing before the store of compressed air in the cylinders

is exhausted , and there is therefore never any interruption in the

succession of blasts from the syren during a fog. Occasional drills

in the firing of rockets would evidently be useful. It was attempted

to fire three. One was injured in the middle by the red -hot iron

used to ignite the fuse, and went off horizontally ; fortunately it did

not take the direction of the visitors. The next one left its stick,

and flew about the deck like a cracker ; one of the crew pluckily

caught it and threw it overboard . The third went up " like a rocket ,”

and exploded with a loud report. The syren is used to warn passing

ships that they are approaching danger , and the rockets are intended

to let people ashore know when a ship is seen in distress. Rockets

cannot be always heard , and hence the proposal to provide cables

through which the crews of light-vessels may send messages ashore

to summon tugs or life-boats.

A visit to the neighbouring light-house at Nash Point, with the

walk along the cliff amidst wild perfumed flowers , was welcome after

life on board ship. Amusing incidents attended the landing. Ladies,

preparing to bathe, took alarm , and , gathering up their paraphernalia,

fled “ to the interior.” Presently they came back to posts of vantage,

from which they watched the progress of events . Before the Com

missioners returned from the light-house, the officer in charge of the

captain's barge found that he could not keep the boat near the stones

fringing the beach, and so he had her rowed out into deep water. A

passing pilot-cutter lent its dinghy, but the surf was so considerable

that this cockle-shell could not safely come close in. Each Com

missioner was therefore carried “ pick -a -back ” by a blue-jacket and

deposited on its gunwale, and if he thence went somewhat precipi

tately backwards into the bottom, with his legs in the air, it may be

believed that the on -lookers, perched on the rocks, were neither

indifferent, silent, nor restrained.

( To be continued .)
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Who invented Postal Orders ?

TE

T is an article of faith with many worthy people that at

some time or other somegifted citizen “ invented ” postal

orders ; that “ the Department ” —unscrupulous as

ever - appropriated the invention without acknowledg

ment, and then , when success had come, conspired in all its branches

to ascribe the credit of a brilliant thought to its own “ child and

champion ” the late Mr. Chetwynd. Hence it is that every now

and again one sees letters and articles in the newspapers setting

forth , with lavish epithet, the fact that the writer or the writer's

protégé, as the case may be, was the man to whom the world owes

its postal orders ; hence it is that questions conveying the same idea

are put to puzzled ministers in parliament, and that enterprising

members even give notice to move to reduce the Postmaster General's

salary because of this great departmental fraud.

This widespread faith in official iniquity finds no stumbling block

in the fact that the present Duke of Rutland and the late

Mr Fawcett , who must have known the truth , were hardly likely men

to contrive or to abet its suppression , and were far less likely to

allow the concoction of a myth intended to glorify a member of their

staff at the expense of some other person .

Fortunately the facts of the case , though buried now beneath

mountains of official papers, can still be got at by patience and

research , and they conclusively exonerate all concerned from the

charges brought against them . It is worth while to put the truth on

record for once , and the tale may perhaps be of interest as a

fragment of Post Office history .

One need not go back beyond the date of the Postal Hegira, 1840 .

At that time, when uniform penny postage came into being, a man

who wanted to send money by post, and yet not send coin , had his

choice of four methods : he could send a money order, or postage

stamps, or a bank-note, or a cheque. So the British public began to

think that the Post Office, which had undertaken the issue of money

orders only two years before, and had now provided postage stamps,

ought also to furnish the two other vehicles of remittance in a cheap

and convenient form . It is now more than 50 years since Postmasters

General began to receive letters, which are still retained , urging that

they should sell for a small price " labels, ” each “ label ” repre
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senting a fixed sum of money ; or “ remittance stamps," as other

projectors preferred to call them, also representing fixed sums of

money ; and these letters show conclusively thattheparentage of the

postal order may on one side be traced back to the postage stamp.

And, on the other side , as is no less clear, the postal order may

claim the bank-note as its ancestor. A scheme was sent to the Post

Office in 1841 for an issue of “ money stamps," as it was proposed

to call them, on which the writer recommended that the Post Office

should charge what he called a percentage; but he clearly saw that

his money stamps would really amount to small bank -notes, and the

proposition was submitted to the Postmaster General of the day in a

minute which recorded that “ it was simply a scheme for the intro

duction, by Her Majesty's Government, of a low paper currency. "

Again and again was the Post Office bombarded with schemes of

this kind ; it is matter of indifference whether the scheme-fashioners

talked of stamps of large value or bank-notes of small value ; the

Treasury was to be enriched by the commission received , and the

community was to be made happy by a cheap and simple means of

remittance.

The people , or, rather, some of them, who then put forward their

ideas, are those who now press their claims to have invented postal

orders. They are of all ranks and all professions ; a goodly number

of our colleagues, from an Ex -Assistant-Secretary downwards, are

among them . Some were content with a sheet of note paper,
and

the vague expression of a crude idea ; some went into details and

particulars ; some had specimen orders printed ; few - a very few

understood some of the dangers and difficulties of the scheme they

advocated.

But one Postmaster General after another would have none of it .

The money order system, with its sweet security, was the favourite

plan, and Mr. Scudamore steadily inveighed with marvellous vigour *

of dithyrambic rhetoric against all the proposals for postal notes ,

remittance stamps , et hoc genus omne, which came before him, even

though the sponsor of such schemes might be no less a personage

than an Assistant Secretary.

Yet, though he little knew it , it was Mr. Scudamore's hand that

opened the door by which the postal order system was destined to

* A report by Mr. Scudamore upon one such scheme was sent, in 1865 , to Mr.

Gladstone, who was Chancellor of the Exchequer ; its style, which certainly was

not of the usual official jejuneness, moved the orator's admiration.
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come in , for in 1871 he recommended, and carried , the reduction of

the commission on money orders under ios. to id. , a rate which he

knew, and admitted, would entail a loss upon that item of business. *

The result was such as might have been expected. The money

order revenue steadily fell, year by year ; Treasury and Postmaster

General were alarmed ; a suggestion to raise the commission again

without providing an alternative cheap mode of remittance was

thought to be inadmissible ; there was a general feeling that something

must be done, and then (if I may use the slang of the day) , the

psychological moment having come, Mr. Chetwynd, in an elaborate

report, t showed how the machinery of the Post Office could be

adapted to the issue of “ Postal Notes," as he called them , at very

small expense, and so the tide of loss upon the remittance of small

sums might be stemmed. Obviously this was a work which no

outsider, and few officials, could have accomplished ; one of the

leading features of the scheme was the “ localization ” of the orders,

as it has been called , and the necessary arrangements even for this

one detail were manifold ; but one sentence of Mr. Chetwynd's report

shows clearly that he never supposed himself to be announcing

a new invention either of himself or of some other man. His

proposed “ postal note, ” he said, would “ combine the simplicity of

a postage stamp......with the advantages of a small bank post bill."

All the old objections were at once raised, but no longer by Mr.

Scudamore, who indeed soon afterwards retired ; the state of the

money order revenue rendered the adoption of some such measure

an absolute necessity, and Mr. Frederic Hill , whose own similar

scheme had been trampled out by Mr. Scudamore in 1871 , must

have had peculiar pleasure in signing the minute which obtained the

approval of the Postmaster General for Mr. Chetwynd's scheme in

1874. The bank-note and postage stamp remittance scheme, which

had been familiar for 30 years , had at last been accepted , in

principle, by the Postmaster General , but its accomplishment was

not yet.

The Government was staggered alike at the necessity of the case

and at the scale of the proposed new departure ; and a committee,

* The minute by which Mr. Scudamore enforced his view that on grounds of

policy the Department ought to consent to a loss on particular parts of its business

is still of great interest. It appears to have persuaded Mr. Lowe , to whom it

was sent.

† Dated 28th October, 1874 , and published with the report of the committees

of 1875.
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known as Mr. Moore's committee, and consisting of bankers, officials,

and men of business , was appointed to consider the whole money

order question.

Then at once came into prominence another competing set of

schemes which had been constantly cropping up , and which may be

described as the cheque schemes, as opposed to the bank-note

schemes. The central idea of the cheque schemes was that a money

order should be drawn at a Post Office for any sum, like å cheque

to “ order, " without an advice, and be payable at any other Post

Office ; the ablest exponent of this view was the late Mr. Beaufort,

Postmaster of Manchester, who appeared before the committee in

defence of it, but of course here again there was no new principle.

The “cheque bank , " whose rivalry with the Money Order Office

had at one time caused alarm both at Post Office and Treasury, had

acted as pioneer , and the usual number of irresponsible letter writers

had besought the Postmaster General to adopt the plan. The

committee reported in favour of Mr. Chetwynd's postal note scheme,

and the invention stage of the question was over. The further

hesitation of the Government, the failure of the original bill , and the

debates in parliament on the danger of the scheme, do not fall

within the scope of this paper.

To the question “ Who invented Postal Orders ? ” I return the

answer, “ Nobody " ; for they grew naturally out of the postage stamp

and the bank-note. If any one seeks to trace the parentage of the

bank-note, I commend to him this sentence of Carlyle : - “ A simple

invention it was in the old-world Grazier-sick of lugging his slow

ox about the country till he got it bartered for corn or oil—to take

a piece of leather and thereon scratch or stamp the mere figure of

an ox (or Pecus) ; put it in his pocket and call it ‘ Pecunia , ' Money.

Yet hereby did Barter grow Sale, the Leather Money is now

Golden and Paper."

H. S. CAREY.
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St. Martin's Dream .

Then let us pray that come it may

As come it will for a ' that

That sense and worth o'er a ’ the earth ,

May bear the gree and a' that .

BURNS.

St. Martin dozed on Watch Night,

The year was dying fast,

And lo ! there rose before him,

A vision of his past.

His revenues were settled

On pretty ladies' sons,

His chiefs bestowed his “ places ”

On speculative duns .

His mails were stopped at midnight

By Turpin and his bands,

His “ packets " dodged the Frenchmen ,

And ran on Harwich Sands.

He ground the poor with “charges

He hears their curses still

He read Mazzini's letters ,

He flouted Rowland Hill .

Then slowly he repented,

the penny post,

And recognised - in some things

“ The common-sense of most."

His mails flew fast and faster,

He harnessed giant steam ,

Now brighter grows -- and brighter

The spirit of his dream .

And now the lightning serves him ,

Our whisper now he aids;

Now holds he safe the pennies

Of thrifty men and maids.

с

And gave
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But yet, but yet , his conscience ,

Reposeth not in peace

When comes the strong avenger,

To bid his sorrows cease ?

St. Martin , half awakened,

Then gat him back to dreams ;

The vision of his future

Is scattering its beams.

He sees himself surrounded

By men who serve him well ,

When jobbing obscurantists

Have heard their final knell .

When all shall pull together,

And “ agitate ” no more,

When merit shall approach him ,

And none shall bar the door.

When all the old abuses

At last in limbo lie :

Why lags the consummation ?

Oh, bid the moments fly !

Hark ! '92 is dying !

There clangs the midnight stroke !

St. Martin heard its message,

He blessed his staff, and woke.

H. de W.
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Edward Graves.

HE death of my old friend Edward Graves carries my

mind back to the early fifties, when he and I almost

simultaneously entered the service of the old Electric

Telegraph Company. He was a light-haired, thin ,

delicate-looking youth , who dressed very eccentrically, appearing in

London with a soft felt slouched hat , a long waterproof down to his

heels , and sometimes, owing to weak eyes, wearing green spectacles.

His life was then spent in railway trains. His duties carried him

from Aberdeen to London — a very extended district - superintended

by an extremely able man, M. De Chesnel , whom delicate health

forced to the Mediterranean. De Chesnel left young Graves in charge

of the district , which he managed so well that on De Chesnel's death

in 1856 he was formally appointed to it as Superintendent, being

then only 22 years old.

He was born in February, 1834 , and he died in his fifty -ninth year.

He commenced his business career in the employment of the North

Eastern Railway Company, but he speedily left that service to join

De Chesnel's staff. The Electric Telegraph Company was not then

in a very flourishing condition , and his friends thought that he had

done a foolish thing in leaving the railway world for a speculative

business. The Company, by amalgamation with the International

Telegraph Company, became the Electric and International Telegraph

Company. Several rival telegraph companies sprung into existence .

Competition became very severe. Business became very active. The

Company's system developed very rapidly. Graves' district became

too large, and it was found necessary to make Scotland a separate

district, his boundary being confined to the east coast from London

to Berwick , with head-quarters at York. The active excitement of

severe competition was very congenial to him . He was a splendid

commercial manager and an admirable negotiator. He was in his

element in manoeuvring against the onslaught of an active opponent.

One of the remarkable features of the fierce competition in the early

days of telegraphy was the unbroken personal friendship of the oppos

ing leaders engaged . I have no recollection of personal acrimony ever

entering the field . We were all bred in the same school, and our

personal and friendly relations continued through the whole contest .

The transfer to the state in 1870 put an end to this competition .
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The lion and the lamb entered the same fold ; Mr. Graves was

removed to Birmingham , and appointed as Divisional Engineer.

The commercial management of the business, which was really his

forte, was taken from him , and transferred to the officials of the

Post Office . He never had any scientific proclivities , and engineering

was never very congenial to him ; but his greatadministrative ability , his

financial acumen, his wonderful memory, his quick perception, and

his intimacy with both railway and telegraph work led Mr. Scudamore

to entrust to him the defence of the interests of the Post Office

during the arbitrations of 1874-78 , between the Department and the

various railway companies who were entitled to compensation under

the Telegraph Acts of 1868-69 . His ability in this severe occupation

was most marked , and his eminent services were suitably recognised .

His cross-examination by one of the most eminent lawyers of his day,

John Horatio Lloyd , was always an intellectual treat. He was never

at a loss, and his command of figures always left him master of the

position . “ You have not always thought so ," said Lloyd , on one

occasion when he announced some legal heresy. “ No ; my opinions

change with my experience,” replied Graves. In this electrical age

we cannot be conservative.

The arrangements of the engineering department were not alto

gether fortunate. Several round men were put into holes .

Matters were getting rather into disorder when Mr. Graves and I in

1877 were appointed a kind of roving commission to examine and

report upon the organization of the department, and to suggest

modifications. This we did pretty effectually. The matter was

taken up by Parliament also. A Committee of the House of

Commons enquired into the whole matter, and the result was that in

1878 a shuffle of the cards took place. Several retirements followed,

and the engineering department has worked on its present footing

very satisfactorily ever since. Mr. Graves became engineer- in -chief,

and no department of the state has ever been served by a more

faithful and zealous officer. He never had one thought but of his

duty. He would not even take a holiday. He died in harness ,

and became almost unconscious in his official chair. He was a

delegate to the Electrical Congress at Paris in 1881-3 , for which

service he received the Cross of the Legion of Honour from the

French Government. He was a Member of the Channel Tunnel

Defence Committee in 1882 , of the recent Electrical Standard

Committee, and of the Royal Commission on Electrical Communi

cation with Lighthouses and Lightships , appointed last year. He

square
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was an early member of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, and

acted for many years as their treasurer. In 1888 he was President

of that body. In 1854 the officers of the Electric Telegraph

Company started a magazine called Our Magazine. Graves edited

it. It was printed in York, and the circulation was confined to the

company. He was a frequent contributor, his field being history

and literature. It had but a brief existence.

The chief trait of his character, which will be remembered by his

friends was his love of economy. He was never happy unless he

saved the Department a pound or two. Efficiency seemed to hold

second place in his thoughts. He would have made a splendid

Chancellor of the Exchequer. He knew the census table for many

decades off by heart, and could tell at once the population of every

town of note in the country. The following memorandum, submitted

by Sir Arthur Blackwood to the Postmaster-General, details the

appreciation of his services entertained by his official chiefs :

“ It was not long before Mr. Graves made his mark in the depart

ment and secured the confidence and esteem of his colleagues,

particularly those who were directly responsible for the conduct of

the telegraph business . In the arbitration proceedings with the

railway and other companies, whose telegraph undertakings had to

be purchased under the terms of the Telegraphs Act of 1868 ,

Mr.Graves rendered invaluable service to the department. Indeed,

it may be said that any success which attended the resistance to the

demands of the companies was due, to a very large extent, to the

evidence and advice which Mr. Graves was able to give.

“ In 1878 , on the retirement of Mr. Culley, Mr. Graves was

promoted from the post of divisional engineer ina provincial district

to that of engineer-in - chief. In this way he was brought into very

close relations with his colleagues at head-quarters, and the benefit

of his advice was always freely placed at their disposal, not merely

in engineering and technical matters, but on general questions of

policy and administration. This benefit was no small one, for a

shrewder or more prudent man of business than Mr. Graves it would

have been difficult to find.

“ All the important transactions in which Mr. Graves has had a

part cannot be enumerated, but it may be mentioned that he was a

delegate of this country to the Technical Conference on Electrical

Measurements, which was held at Paris in 1881 , for his services in

connection with which the French Government conferred on him the

Cross of an Officer of the Legion of Honour ; that in 1882 he served

on the Committee appointedby Her Majesty's Government to report

on the question of the defence of the projected Channel Tunnel ; that

in 1883 he was a member of the Departmental Committee appointed

to consider the question of a reduced charge for telegrams, and that ,

as engineer-in -chief, he devised the plan for the additional wires to
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meet the increase of business expected to arise from the introduction

of the reduced rate ; that in 1889 he rendered important assistance

in the work connected with the transfer of the business of the

Submarine Telegraph Company to this department, an occasion

when he was subjected to considerable hardship in testing the cables

of the company in wintry weather ; and that up to the time of his

death he was serving on the Royal Commission on Electrical

Communication with Lighthouses and Lightships.

“ A more unselfish , loyal, and devoted servant the Department has

never had, and it will be long before his colleagues can reconcile

themselves to the loss of his friendship and assistance . "

Upon which the Postmaster -General endorsed the following

minute, viz. :

“ I have heard with deep regret of the death of Mr. Graves, which

will be a serious loss, not only to the public service, in which he had

taken a most valuable and distinguished part, but also to those who

personally knew him, and among whom, and with whom, in various

capacities, he had been employed."

W. H. PREECE.
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Further recollections of Ann Lavender,

Postmistress.

When he had rested him awhile

In play, and game, and sport,

He said he would goe prove himselfe

In some adventurous sort.

Rime of Sir Lancelot du Lako.

INTRODUCTION .

S
E

T was always a pleasure, rather than a toil , to examine the

accounts of the Nether Westerby Post Office. At most

Post Offices you find, after spending a couple of labor

ious hours or so in counting stamps and newspaper

wrappers, checking the postal order docket, verifying claims for

porterage, and so forth, that there is an aggravating surplus or a still

more aggravating deficit to be accounted for. The latter contin

gency sets you rummaging in dusty corners, in quest of mislaid

packets of postcards or ancient bundles of inland revenue forms,

while you keep a wary eye on the postmaster lest he should attempt

some ingenious borrowing transaction in order to make good the

“ cash short.” Nothing of this kind ever happened at Nether

Westerby, for Mrs. Lavender was one of those scrupulous souls who

would fret themselves to the verge of insanity over a slight discrep

ancy such as the average postmaster waves aside with an air of

injured innocence. The consequence was that my business at

Nether Westerby was always transacted in good time, and I had

leisure, pending the departure of the coach , for a little chat with the

postmistress. On one occasion , I remember, we had been talking

about a young fellow named Donovan, who had formerly been a

telegraph messenger at Nether Westerby, and who, after qualifying

as a telegraphist, had just left the service for a better appointment.

This lad was a great favourite of Mrs. Lavender's, and she told me a

story about him. The story , I hasten to assure my readers, has no

particular moral , except in so far as it supports the old saying that

“ human nature is pretty much the same all the world over.”

MRS. LAVENDER'S STORY.

When Jack Donovan began duty as a telegraph messenger I

thought him a most satisfactory boy. He was not only sharp but
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steady . Most boys are always larking with one another, ringing

people's bells and running away, shouting up back - entries, playing

marbles, and spinning tops , when they ought to be attending to

business . Jack was unusually reserved, and would rather be reading

a book by himself than playing games with the other boys. Unfor

tunately the kind of books he read were not calculated to do him

any good. You know the sort of cheap novelettes that are sold to

boys nowadays. They are stories of pirates , cowboys, wild Indians,

and knight errants, which the boy believes to be perfectly true.

Jack was continually reading rubbish of that kind . At first it did not

matter much, because he did his work well ; but when he took to

imitating the heroes of his trashy stories it began to be a nuisance.

For instance, he had got a long rope which he wore coiled round his

waist under his tunic, and he would bulge out his tunic with things

stuck into a belt. Later on I began to receive complaints of delay

in delivery, and when a paper was sent to me from the Secretary's

Office calling for a report, I thought it high time to look into the

matter. So one day, when I was sending the boy out with a porter

age telegram , I asked my husband, John Lavender, to follow him

and see what he did . In about twenty minutes John came back out

of breath , and said, would I step up the road and I could see what

was going on for myself.

Well , would you believe it ? In the field , which belongs to Dr.

Tomlinson , just beyond the new wall -box on the Tamplin Road, we

saw Jack riding about on an old grey horse which had been turned

out there to grass. He was yelling like a costermonger and waving

a coil of rope round his head. This coil he was trying to throw like

a lasso over the horns of Dr. Tomlinson's cow. After one or two

failures he got the noose round the cow's neck , and rode on till the

rope tightened ; and of course , when the rope tightened, the silly boy,

who had got the other end tied round his own waist, was pulled off

the horse's back with a jerk . Then the cow got frightened, and

began running round the field, dragging Jack after her. When my

husband managed to get hold of the rope and set the cow free, we

found the boy more dazed than hurt ; but as we discovered that he

had got a pistol . and two long-bladed knives stuck in a belt under

his tunic, we thought it a wonderful thing that he wasn't killed .

Although no bones were broken , he was so much bruised and shaken

that I sent him home, and John had to deliver the telegram himself.

This was a serious irregularity, of course, and I had to consider

how I should punish the boy. It happened that I had a particular
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reason for not wanting to suspend him just then . You see , Jack's

father was at that time the driver of the mail cart which carries our

night mail , and unfortunately Jack's father had taken to drink . You

will remember that eventually his services were dispensed with . One

day when the man was hopelessly intoxicated, the night mail would

never have been despatched if Jack had not harnessed the horse of

his own accord, brought it round to the office, and driven it safely

over to Millborough. I know he's under 18 , but in a time of

emergency it is better not to be particular about such trifles.

On the day on which the affair of the cow took place I was very

anxious about the night mail because there were a large number of

registered letters and parcels , and, besides, I was sending up a heavy

remittance to the Chief Office . There had been several burglaries

in the neighbourhood, and I had seen suspicious characters loitering

about near the post office. The night mail was always an anxiety to

me. It was bad enough to send so many valuables in a cart with

only one man to look after it, and if that man was unreliable and

half intoxicated there was no knowing what might not happen .

Well , on that very evening, when the time arrived for despatching

the mail , the cart drove up to the door with Jack Donovan sitting on

the box . Bearing in mind the fact that Jack was in disgrace, and

also that he was under age , I thought it would never do to let him

drive ; and so I asked Mr. Lavender to go and see if he could find a

suitable person to undertake the duty. While he was gone I put the

bags into the cart, and then went upstairs to my bedroom to lock up

the safe from which I had just taken the registered letters. All this

time Jack was holding the horse's head . It was about half- past

seven in the evening, and still light, but twilight was coming on , and

I knew it would be dark before the cart got to Millborough.

Just as I was turning the key in the safe, I heard a scuffling noise

in the shop , followed by the clattering of heavy boots up the stairs .

The door was pushed open and a man put his head in. Seeing me

standing there he drew back and shut the door, locking it on the

outside. I ran in alarm to the window, which was open at the time,

to see what had become of the mail cart. I saw Jack struggling in

the arms of a big bearded man who had clasped him round from

behind, while another man—a little man—was climbing into the cart .

This last man called out to the third man, who was still in the shop,

to look sharp and bring out the things ; I could hear the man in the

shop bursting open the drawers and cupboards, and rummaging

about downstairs. What followed was so extraordinary, Mr. Clarke ,
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that I don't know how to describe it to you so that you will believe it .

However, I will do my best.

I had gone to the open window, as I told you, but at first I was so

dazed that I didn't know what to do. When I found my voice I

began to shout for help as loud as I could. The noise attracted the

attention of the man who was holding Jack. He swore fiercely at

me, and called to the man in the shop to go up and stop the row ;

and as I still kept on shouting he became impatient and let Jack go,

intending to deal with me himself. But the moment he let go, Jack

sprang at him like a wild cat, and before you could say “ Jack

Robinson ” the man was lying on his back on the pavement. Now

this man, as I told you, was a big heavy man, weighing, I should

think, about fourteen stone, and before going any further I will tell

you how it was that Jack was able to throw dow a man so much

stronger than himself. He did it by a wrestling trick which he had

learnt from one of his boys' magazines. You stand up face to face

with your big man and put your left hand on his left shoulder, at the

same time raising your left elbow so as to jog him sharply under the

chin . This puts him off his guard for a moment, and during that

moment you catch hold of him by the right leg, or rather the right

knee , with your right hand, and pull it up, still pushing his neck with

your left arm. It is all done in a moment. That was how Jack

explained the trick . He says he could floor the biggest man alive

with it. The big man went down with a crash, striking the pavement

with the back of his head, and lay there insensible.

As soon as his man was down, Jack whipped out his pistol from

the belt under his tunic and presented it at the man in the mail cart,

who was just getting down from the box to help his companion .

“ Hold up your hands, or I fire !” shouted Jack .

The man held up his hands and backed himself up to the box

seat so hastily that he tripped over it and fell back over the seat into

the well of the cart. Jack instantly sprang up into the cart and

slammed down the flaps, shutting the little man in among the mail

bags like a mouse in a trap . Then he sat on the lid and tried to start

the horse, but as he had no whip and the reins were out of his reach ,

he was unable to do so. While he was hallooing at the horse the

third man came running out of the office with a bag full of the things

which he had been plundering out of my drawers and cupboards.

At that moment, Jack , by throwing his pistol at the horse, succeeded

in starting it off. It was going up the road very slowly , hardly more

than a walking pace, so that the man had no difficulty in catching
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it up. And now for Jack's crowning exploit. Just as the man had

got to the horse's head and was clutching at the reins, who should

come round the corner in front of them but John Lavender with two

other men. When the thief saw them he stood hesitating for a

second, and then turned and started to run back . Then we saw

Jack flourishing round his head the rope which had got him into such

trouble with the cow ; he gave a wild scream (a war whoop he called

it) and sent the rope flying at the thief. The noose settled round

him as he ran, and caught him by the knees. This time, Jack had

not been so foolish as to tie the other end of the rope to his own

body. It was fastened to the cart, and I need hardly say that when

it tightened, the man was plucked from his feet and went trailing

after the cart in the dust. All of the men were tried at Millborough

Assizes for attempted robbery and were convicted .

Mrs. Lavender had wound up her tale rather abruptly, because her

husband had come in while she was speaking.

“ Good story that,” he said. “ It is not every telegraph messenger

that gets the chance of polishing off three grown - up men, and still

fewer could do it if they had the chance . You should have seen

the pride in Jack's face when we had secured our prisoners. I asked

him afterwards whether he enjoyed it, and he said he felt just like

Akkils dragging the body of ' Ector attached to his chariot. ”

“ That wrestling trick of Jack's is worth knowing, ” I remarked .

• Yes, it's very effective ; I wonder the man wasn't killed . I

wonder the other man wasn't killed, too—the one who was lassoed .

I told Jack he must be careful how he went on , or he would be

slaughtering somebody one of these fine days. What do you think

he replied ? Stop a bit ; I've got it written down in my note-book .”

Mr. Lavender produced his note-book and read as follows :

“ What death more ghastly and at the same time more suitable for

the dastard, than to be trailed by the heels at the tail of the cart he

had attempted to rob ? ”

66

“ And now , " said Mrs. Lavender, “ I'll tell you the rest of the tale.

Of course, the whole story came out at the trial and was reported in

all the newspapers. It caused a good deal of excitement, both here

and at Millborough , and a subscription was got up for the purpose

of presenting Jack with a testimonial. Nothing was said to Jack ,

but it was arranged that the presentation should take place on a
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certain Saturday afternoon , in the Assembly Room at the Saracen's

Head. When the time came we sent for Jack, and Mr. Lavender

(who will have his little joke) told him that his conduct in wilfully

delaying telegrams had been carefully considered , and that he was

to be taken before the Mayor of Millborough . So we all went to

the Saracen's Head together. The room was crammed . When we

went in there was great cheering, and then the Mayor made a speech.

He told the whole story from beginning to end, praised Jack skyhigh

for his courage, activity, loyalty and devotion to the service, and then

announced that a handsome subscription had been raised for the

purpose of presenting young Donovan with some slight token of

the admiration and esteem with which they regarded him . The

testimonial was to take the shape of a fine mail-guard's watch and

a purse of money. He then called upon John Donovan to step

forward, and in a regular roar of cheering, poor Jack , with a face as

red as a Post Office pillar box, went bashfully up the middle to receive

the presents. I assure you I felt as if I could laugh and cry at the

same time . Afterwards when Jack's father got into trouble, and it

was important for the lad to get a better situation , he had several

offers of employment from people in the neighbourhood, and he is

now, as I told you , gamekeeper's assistant to Sir James Hartley ."

T. S. CLARKE.
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Australasian Notes.

E have much pleasure in presenting our readers with

portraits of the permanent chiefs of the Sydney Post

Office. MR. STEPHEN H. LAMBTON joined the depart

ment at the age of 17 , as a junior Clerk, and has just

completed his fortieth year of service . In 1864 he was promoted

to the charge of the Correspondence Branch , and in 1865 he became

Acting Secretary, which position he occupied when the last perma

nent Postmaster-General (Major Christie ) retired . The office of

Postmaster-General was then made political , and on the retirement

of the Secretary (Mr. T. K. Abbot) , Mr. Lambton was appointed to

succeed him . For five years he was an Alderman for the municipal

Borough of Burwood ; he is a member of the local Public School

Board , and a Justice of the Peace for the Colony.

MR. JAMES DALGARNO, a native of New South Wales, entered the

General Post Office as a clerk in 1860 ; was appointed Chief Clerk

in 1869 ; and obtained the office of Assistant Secretary in 1889. In

1873 he visited Great Britain , America, and New Zealand , as Secre

tary to Sir Saul Samuel, K.C.M.G., who was then Postmaster

General of New South Wales, and who was specially commissioned

by the New South Wales Government to organise the Mail Service

between the United Kingdom and the Australian Colonies by way

of the United States .

Mr. Dalgarno has taken a great interest in the progress of Art in

the Colony . In 1886 he held the office of Vice-President of the

Art Society of New South Wales, and is still on the Council of that

Society. He was for some years President of the Sydney Mechanics '

School of Arts — a literary institution comprising upwards of two

thousand members. He took a great interest in the early develop

ment of technical education in the Colony, and has since been

entrusted with the duties of examiner in drawing, modelling , and

designing.

MR. ANDREW J. DÓAK , also a native of the Colony , entered the

Post Office in 1864, and was appointed in 1889 Superintendent of

the Money Order Office and Government Savings Banks .
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POSTAL & TELEGRAPH CONFERENCE AT VICTORIA .

Another Postal and Telegraph Conference in Australia ! Really

these colonies are incorrigible, Europe only enjoys the luxury of

conferring once in five years, but in Australia it seems to be an

annual festival like Christmas or May Day. In August, 1892 , a

Conference was held at Melbourne. Representatives of Victoria ,

New South Wales, and South Australia were present. They agreed

to raise the charge for cablegrams from 45. to 45. 9d. a word, and to

accept the offer of New Zealand to contribute towards the guarantee

to South Australia and the Eastern Extension Co. In order to

prevent frauds in telegraphic money orders, they resolved that the

telegrams should be numbered consecutively and the number

telegraphed as a prefix ; that the telegrams should all pass through

the head office for verification ; that the postmaster should be held

personally responsible for every money order telegram passing through

his office ; and that no unauthorized persons should be allowed

access to telegraph instruments. The fact that it has been found

necessary to formulate such resolutions indicates a laxity in the

discipline of the service in the past which neutralizes any surprise

we might otherwise have felt at the perpetration of the frauds

described in the minutes of evidence .

THE NEW SOUTH WALES POST OFFICE.

The report of 1891 , which is recently to hand, shows that the

receipts are less than the expenditure, although we are glad to note

that the deficit has decreased from £33,027 in 1890 to £18,364 in

1891. At this rate the balance ought next year to be on the right

side, and then no doubt this, the oldest of our Australian Colonies,

will turn its attention to a penny in place of a twopenny post. As

we stated in our last issue, our Australian kinsmen do not believe in

halfpenny postage, and though the letter rate to Europe is now 2d. ,

a postcard costs 1 d., and book packets id . for 2 oz .

The result of the reduction has been that the number of letters

sent to the United Kingdom, has increased from 589,540 in 1890 to

756,140 in 1891 , an increase of 28 per cent .

The number of letters , newspaper packets, and cards posted

during the year is estimated at 111,000,000, but although every

effort has been made to ensure accuracy “ the result seems to

indicate a continuance of the tendency previously noticed on the

part of Postmasters to exaggerate their returns -a tendency, we
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may remark, which has also been observed here . Some points in

these figures deserve notice. In England the number of inland book

packets is 27 per cent . of the number of letters. In New South

Wales , where there is no parcel post, where many things are sent by

packet post which cannot pass by book post here, and where, it may

be supposed, booksellers are not very common, one would naturally

expect the proportion of packets would be larger , but as a matter of

fact it is only 16 per cent . This does not seem to bear out the view

expressed by the Australian Postal Conference, that the public did not

want a d. packet rate . The number of postcards used is very small ,

being only about i per cent. of the number of letters . This we cannot

account for unless on the supposition that the penny postcard is

being driven out of the field by the letter card , which seems to be

sold at is. 3d. per dozen . The number of newspapers posted is 70

per cent . of the number of letters as against 9 per cent . in England ,

but then newspapers are carried free of charge. The total number

of Post Offices was 1384, and of Receiving Offices 344. In addition

to 969 " letter receivers ” (which appear to be letter boxes) , we read

that 100 “ new advertising postal pillars ” have recently been

erected . While the number of offices in proportion to the population

is thus very large, the sparseness of the population naturally renders

it impossible in most cases to establish a house to house delivery, and

thus it happens that the total number of postmen in the Colony is

only 235 , of whom 169 are employed in Sydney and its suburbs .

During the year Postage Due ” stamps have been substituted for

the docket system in collecting charges, and the Postmaster-General

reports that “ the result has been that an immense amount of clerical

labour has been saved . " These stamps are now used in the United

States as well as in many continental countries , and it may be worth

considering whether they would not be found to answer well here.

That portion of the report which deals with telegraphy is short,

and not particularly interesting, and the reason is that the form in

which the information is presented does not readily admit of the

institution of a comparison between the telegraphic business of New

South Wales and that of other countries. What, for example, are

we to make of the statement that public telephone offices have been

opened at Angledook , Bermagui South , Bibbenlake, Burradoo,

and twenty-one other places with equally euphonious names ?

Nevertheless a few facts are given upon which we will endeavour

to base a rough and ready comparison. The number of miles of

wire in the Colony, we observe, is 24,780 , and the number of
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telegrams dealt with in the year is 3,578,807 . Now the area of New

South Wales is 310,700 square miles. Our own poor old country,

the United Kingdom, has only 120,832 square miles of surface, but

we have about ten times as many miles of wire as New South Wales,

and quite twenty times as many telegrams in a year. Not that we

have any idea of unduly belauding ourselves at the expense of our

over - sea offspring. To show that this is not the case we may add

that both the mileage of wire and the number of telegrams are

increasing in New South Wales far more rapidly than they are at

home. Another detail of interest which we have extracted from the

report of the Postmaster-General of New South Wales, is the fact

that the cost of the construction of telegraph lines in the Colony is

simply enormous . The 24,780 miles of wire above referred to have

cost no less than £767,871 to erect , or £31 per mile. In England

a mile of wire on new poles costs £30, but a mile of wire on

existing poles only costs about £7 , and the average cost per mile of

wire is certainly far below £31 . The high price in New South

Wales is due , no doubt, to the cost of carriage of materials through

long tracts of thinly inhabited country, and the wages and allowances

of gangs of men absent for long periods from their head-quarters .

We have said that the mileage of wire in the United Kingdom is not

increasing rapidly , but if the scheme of Coast Communications with

Lightships, Lighthouses, and Coastguard Stations is carried out in

anything like its entirety, this and the taking over of the telephone

trunk lines by the Government will cause a considerable upward

movement in our figures in the course of the next year or two.

The report ends with some suggestions for reform . These include

the establishment of inland parcel post and postal orders , a clear

definition of the word newspaper, so as to prevent the free

transmission of mere advertising sheets , and prepayment in money

of packets posted in large numbers . This, it may be remarked , is a

much less extensive list than the one which we reprinted from the

“ Sydney Mail” in our April number ( p. 149 ) .

NEW ZEALAND.

The report of the New Zealand Post Office shows that reforms are

proceeding somewhat slowly. The promise of inland penny postage

which was held out last year is still unrealised, while apparently

postal notes for £5 have not yet been issued , although postal orders

are now current for twelve months instead of ſor four only. Money

Orders for £20 are now issued between the various Australasian

Colonies.
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The total number of letters posted was 23,867,000, while the

number of postcards was 1,100,000, of book and sample packets

3,300,000 , and of newspapers 9,800,000. As in the case of New

South Wales, the number of postcards is inexplicably low, but no

doubt the small number of packets is due to the same cause as

operated there. In the case of New Zealand, however, there is an

inland parcel post which carried 157,000 parcels as against 118,000

in the previous year — a very marked increase. The intercolonial

parcel rate has been reduced to 8d. for the first pound and 6d . for

subsequent pounds . The number of foreign parcels gives very

curious results : Received , Despatched ,

United Kingdom and Europe 17,100 3,250

Australia 1,852 1,564

It will thus be seen that while the exchange with Australia is

comparatively even , the total number is very small compared with

the exchange with Great Britain . Turning to money order transactions,

we find that while 7,000 orders were issued in Europe on New

Zealand, no less than 22,400 went in the reverse direction. Some

people put this discrepancy down to the assumption that large sums

are sent to maintain the old folks at home by sons in the colonies,

and while we do not deny that such may to some considerable

extent account for the difference, yet it seems not improbable that

in many cases this excess of exports in money orders may represent

the money sent to pay for the large excess of imports in parcels.

As a contribution to the much talked of international postage

stamp, it is interesting to note that postage stamps of the United

Kingdom have been on sale at the principal post offices for many

years, and that recently those of New South Wales and Victoria have

been added, while New Zealand stamps are on sale at Sydney and

Melbourne. It is distinctly added, however, that these stamps are

not intended for remittance purposes .

The number of letters sent to the United Kingdom has increased

under the reduced tariff by 14 per cent. , as against an increase of 28

per cent. in New South Wales.

To compare the New South Wales and the New Zealand post

offices is somewhat difficult for many reasons, but perhaps the

following is as fair a view as can be taken :

Total Savings

posted.
Telegrams .

Bank deposits.

New South Wales... 1728 54,385,400 3,578,807 £2,153,463

New Zealand ... 1231 23,745,462 1,968,264 £2,695,447

LettersNo. of

offices.

D
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A long appendix to the report gives a sketch of the recent history

of the English Post Office, and reprints some mellifluous periods

which tell of the Jubilee of 1890.

The year was one of extensive changes in the Telegraph Depart

ment. Hitherto, the amateur tariff constructors, who are so anxious

to revert to the old discredited system of free addresses, have been

able to point with pride to New Zealand . There at least, if nowhere

else, the happy public could inebriate themselves with the

exuberance of their own verbosity at the expense of an indulgent

government. Possibly for years to come we shall have the free

addresses of New Zealand cast in our teeth , as our would-be

“ reformers are not usually very strong in “ up to date ” statistics .

However, the fact remains that our Antipodean cousins have grown

tired of flooding their wires with biographical sketches and extracts

from gazetteers. Witness the following :

“ The maximum number of words in the text of inland telegrams

accepted at the initial rates for such telegrams was , in February last ,

increased from ten to twelve, and the number of free words in the

address and signature reduced from ten to six. This, however, was

not altogether acceptable to the public, and another amendment

providing for eighteen words, but including address and signature,

was substituted .”

Another important change was a reduction of the fees for

telephone exchange connections. We remarked last year on the

wide extension of the telephone system in New Zealand, and the

recent reduction of fees will afford an additional impetus. The

normal fee is now £5 . This provides for a wire within a distance

of one mile from the exchange in the case of a private residence,

and half a mile in the case of a place of business. For every

additional mile or portion ofa mile £1 is charged, which is raised to

£2 ios. when new poles are required .

A curious illustration of the ingenuity of the public in “ packing "

telegrams is given . During the year the rates from Australia to

Europe were lowered , while those from New Zealand to Europe

remained unchanged . The result was a striking decrease in the

number of telegrams from New Zealand to Europe, the senders

having ingeniously availed themselves of the reduced rates from

Australia by “ packing " their telegrams to Melbourne or Sydney for

onward transmission.

The report, unfortunately, tells the usual tale of expenditure

overtaking receipts . The expenditure increased 9.82 % , while the

revenue decreased 1:45 % , the result being a deficit of £3,000 on

a revenue of about £110,000.
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The statements which are appearing in the newspapers on the

subject of the New Zealand Mail Contract viâ San Francisco are of

special interest to those who believe in Mr. Heaton's proposal for

Imperial Penny Postage. He would disregard speed, and send

mails by an all sea route, and so make up to some extent for the

loss occasioned by the recent reduction of postage. The New Zealand

people do not see things in the same light. They naturally regard

speed as essential , and so they virtually subsidise an expensive

service via San Francisco , while their representatives in England are

very indignant that Great Britain will not continue to pay a portion

of the exceptional charge incurred in maintaining this mail service.

The commercial interests of England, on the contrary, lie in

upholding the Suez route , which provides a weekly service to all the

Australasian Colonies. The service viâ San Francisco is a monthly

service only, and although , thanks to the quick transit across the

Atlantic and the American continent, it is the fastest route to New

Zealand, yet it cannot be said that our commercial interests are at

all concerned in maintaining a service between New Zealand and a

port of the United States, although no doubt the interests of New

Zealand lie in that direction . It is on this ground, we believe, the

Treasury now declines any longer to subsidise the San Francisco

steamers, and has decided in future to pay only the ordinary sea

rates on mails sent by that route.

B. D. M.
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A Civil Service Combination.
1

“ Free-livers on a small scale, who are prodigal within the compass of a guinea."

WASHINGTON IRVING.

T is well known that the most pressing trouble at the

headquarters of the General Post Office at the present

time is the increasing tendency of Post Office men to

combine together to effect any object they have in view.

For good or for evil this tendency has so mastered me that it enters

into almost every action of my life ; and at last it has come to this,

that I have introduced the principle into the conduct of my annual

leave. There were five of us in Switzerland last September,

combining together for the purpose of having a good time, just as

four of us have often and often combined together for the purpose of

giving our chiefs a bad time. On the whole, and other things being

equal , I think a deputation of Post Office men looks better on the

Eiger than it does in the Controller's room, or in the lobby of the

House of Commons. Not that we were much to look at individually,

but combined together in one of Mr. Newnes' composite photographs,

we presented the spectacle of a very complete all-round man. To

this composite portrait my old friend C. contributes all the qualities

which are unfairly called animal . · He eats well, he drinks well, he

sleeps well , and he washes well , taking his morning bath in the

Serpentine all the year round. He has never been known to suffer,

or to have had cause to suffer, a single pang of remorse ; his high

spirits are so persistent that when on leave with him it is desirable to

take with you Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy, just to remind you

that there is another view of the existing order of things. Some

times he is a little bit selfish in his happiness, though perhaps it is

only thoughtlessness which prompts him to burst out into Gilbertian

Sullivan songs in the middle of the night and in a double bedded room .

To this composite portrait my friend H. contributes what , for want

of a better term , I may call “ the Hamlet look.” The “ to be or

not to be ” temperament, the pensive , melancholic, yet mildly

humorous state of mind , whose happiest condition is to be led by

others , with the full privilege of slanging those who do lead . H.

always acted as a brake on the superabundant energy of C. If he

saw a beautiful mountain or a blue lake, or if he caught sight of a

pretty girl , he always made the same delightful proposal, “ Let's stay

here and have a smoke." He has opinions of his own, but he is
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always perfectly ready to abandon them if you show the least sign of

any eagerness to argue with him. Needless to say, he is the essence

of good nature ; indeed , he is only miserable when there is but one

course open to him. So long as there are two courses he is happy :

he can smoke in peace and a happy indecision .

To the composite portrait my friend B. contributes that undefinable

something we call youthfulness. Eternal youth is apparent in every

thing he says or carries out in action. When you look at him, it is

Wordsworth's great ode that comes into your
mind :

“ Those whose exterior semblance doth belie

Thy soul's immensity.”

There is no indecision about B. He holds most decided views,

more particularly as to his own relation to the universe. Some

people modestly think of themselves as units in a great scheme, the

end and object of which is hid from mortal eyes. This is not the

view B. takes. To him the end and object of the great scheme is

perfectly plain ; it is subordinate in every way to his own personality.

Coleridge said of Milton that the egoism of such a man was a

revelation of spirit. One may say the same of B. , and one may go

further and say that a man who openly avows that the universe exists

for him alone is the man of all others whom one would select to be

chief of the commissariat during a Swiss tour, especially if, as

B. did when in our company, he widens his creed, so as to include

the Combination. He showed no mercy to the cook , waiter, or

porter who in the slightest degree failed to appreciate his peculiar

philosophy. For this reason he was never popular with domestics.

Some of them attempted retaliatory measures, but they were of a

rather mean description . A very charming Swiss waitress in saying

farewell to us was cruel enough to observe, Oh, you are nice boys,

but one of you is too old for your party ; it is not right that he

should play so ; tell him the next time he come to Switzerland he

bring with him his little wifie.” Never mind B. , you were the most

valuable member of our combination, after all is said and done, for

you knew what to order, and you never once made a false move in

the commissariat department.

To the composite portrait my kinsman R. contributes the non-Civil

Servant element , the effect of which is to considerably humanise the

expression of the face. If there is a hint of the man about town

look in the face, if there is a suspicion of the Tivoli , or the Carlton

Club, or Piccadilly, in the expression of the features, my kinsman R.

must bear the responsibility. Possessing a nature peculiarly sensitive

to impressions from without, he is still young enough to love
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indiscriminately, and scorns the invidious distinctions of age and

position men of wider experience are accustomed to make. Within

the space of a single fortnight he had lost his heart to a lady of 52 ,

to two German frauleins, to three waitresses, one chambermaid , and

one applewoman.

Lastly, to this composite portrait I myself contribute not a little.

I can lay no claim to the teeth the head possesses, but the wrinkles

you see there are mine, so is nearly all the hair ; indeed, without me

the children's reproach to Elisha might fairly have been directed

against our composite self.

We were a whole week in Switzerland before we saw a genuine Alp .

Mist and cloud hid from us all the monsters of the Oberland, and we

waited and waited in a little pension on Lake Thun for the dawn of a

better day. It is true we never gave in, but after climbing by railway

on the eighth day of a snowstorm as far as Mürren, we refrained for

the first time from kicking B. when he put to us once again his hourly

enquiry, " Why did I leave East Molesey ? ” We silently shook

hands with him as we sat outside a German stove in a cold and

dreary coffee room. C. approached to as near despondency as I

have ever seen him, but he quickly recovered himself after a warm

at the stove, and boldly announced that as there was nothing else to

do he should go out and have a swim . This constant craving for a

swim is quite a disease in C. Climatic influences or considerations

do not operate in the slightest degree with him . At any hour of the

day or night, at any condition of the thermometer or barometer, he

may spring upon you the terrible suggestion, “ Let's go and have a

swim .” He bathed in everything and in every description of pool

and river while he was with us in Switzerland . Under a waterfall, in

a pail, in a reservoir, in melting snow on the summit of a mountain ,

and wherever he could get ankle deep in moisture. He appeared to be

quite unconscious of any aspect of lake scenery save one. “ Soap and

towel here to -morrow , old man," he said to me as the Lake of Lucerne

first broke upon our view. After long practice he had succeeded in

being able to disrobe himself in an extraordinary short space of time ,

and respect for public decency often made me regard with uneasiness

his constant headers into any water that was handy during a consti

tutional . There is no accounting for differences in tastes ; for

instance, we waited half an hour at Basle at 2 o'clock one cold

drizzly morning ; I spent the time in the refreshment room, C. spent

it in the Rhine, and for the rest of the journey called me a dirty

beast . There is no conceit to equal that of the man who has just
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It was

washed. It had certainly never occurred to me to regard Mürren , a

place 5,064 feet high , as a bathing resort. But that is just what it is ,

and to C. is due the discovery . There is a cattle pond close to the

big hotel, where you can actually swim several strokes, and the

notice board is not yet disfigured by inconvenient bathing regulations.

There are waterfalls, too, in abundance, though, from the agitated

demeanour of the Mürren natives, I inferred that nobody previous to

C. had ever been seen, “ mid snow and ice, ” to take his morning

bath under a waterfall with the thermometer at zero.

Perhaps there is nothing like mountain climbing for bringing out

differences of character. Not only does it show up in the most

attractive form any heroic qualities you may possess, but it also

brings out into sometimes rather distressing prominence the

little meannesses and cruelties of your nature. Now, everybody

who visits Mürren who is worth his salt goes up the Schilthorn .

Some even do the Eiger and the Jungfrau , taking their cameras with

them , and are photographed in unpleasant places and in ungraceful

attitudes for the benefit of the photographers in the Strand .

perhaps fortunate for us that not one of our party was an amateur

photographer. Two at least of the combination are thankful that no

human eyes besides their own saw their laboured attempts on a

certain portion of the Schilthorn . A guide had been chartered for

us by our landlord , and we were given to understand that he could

both speak and understand English . Such as they were, he was

certainly proud of his linguistic acquirements . But his acquaintance

with our countrymen must have been unfortunate, as his vocabulary

appeared to be limited to words one is not accustomed to hear in

polite society. He must have studied English on a barge, for he kept

on applying a certain sanguinary adjective to describe the warmth of

the weather, just as if it were the usual and most orthodox English

expression . None the less he was a good fellow , and I am quite sure

all his oaths were blotted out in the recording angel's tears .

In ordinary circumstances the Schilthorn is an easy mountain , but

after an eight days' snowstorm the 9,000 and odd feet you have to

climb is a good test of your mountaineering capacities . It is an

open question whether B. or I failed the most ludicrously over the

ascent, but as I am writing the account I shall give myself the

benefit of the doubt . There is this , however, to be said for B. , that

he made a bad start . We started from our pension at 4.27 one

beautiful sunny morning, just three minutes before the time we had

decided upon over night. B. is a great stickler on these matters, and the
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premature start put him out for the rest of the day. His language,

as the early morning sun lit up the snow peaks all round us, was

distressing to his comrades to hear, though the guide never failed to

reply with gusto and delightful irrelevancy. He told us afterwards he

always understood B.'s English better than that of any other member

of the party . Until the time of our first stoppage B.'s spirits as well

as his bootlaces were very much “ down. ” Very soon after starting

we got on to the snow, and as the sun rose higher in the heavens we

found ourselves in the snow rather than on it. Sometimes waist deep,

nearly always knee deep , we toiled away under the blazing sun, and to

the accompaniment of the guide's English. And the irony of the

whole thing to me was that the grander the scenery became, the more

physically unfitted was I to enjoy it. At last, and within a few

hundred feet of the summit, on what is known as the Little Schilthorn ,

I sank down in the snow and declined to go any further. B. , in his

usual unselfish way, said at once I must not be allowed to stay alone,

and perhaps die ; he would remain with me, though it had been the

ambition of his life to get right to the top of a Swiss mountain . Our

share of the provisions was handed out to us, and the rest of the party

moved on with, of course, the guide. We were told by the last

named gentleman that he had anticipated returning by another route ,

but that if we carefully followed our own tracks in the snow we could

not come to any harm in descending by ourselves. So we were left

alone , and perhaps there is no quieter place on God's earth than the

top of a Swiss Alp. You are too high up to hear the sound of human

voices , the singing of birds is strikingly absent , and you can almost

hear the beating of your heart. Nothing need disturb the communion

of your own soul with the spirit of the mountain . All around you

are scattered in glorious confusion the greater and lesser peaks of the

Bernese Oberland ; here , on this particular peak, you have almost the

grandest possible view of that which has well been called “ the most

glorious of all Alpine wonders—the huge Oberland precipice, on the

slopes of the Faulhorn or the Wengern Alp ." How foolish it is to

talk of Switzerland being spoilt by the tripper, or to say that it is

rapidly becoming cockneyfied because a few convenient little toy

railways play about the vast slopes and precipices of the Alps ! The

odd thousands who visit Switzerland in the summer bear about the

same relation to the mountains as a similar number of flies on the

dome do to St. Paul's Cathedral . Nothing in this way can diminish

the imperishable majesty of the mountains , the awful vastness of the

great chasms which separate the one from the other, or the dizzy
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steepness of their precipices. Sitting, as B. and I were, on the top

most point of the Little Schilthorn for upwards of an hour, silence

would indeed have been the most fitting tribute to the loveliness

around us. Somebody has said that nowhere are such awful jokes

cracked as on a mountain in the presence of sublime scenery. I

think the reason is that the impression of vastness which possesses

one in such circumstances dwarfs and crushes even one's sense of

humour. How difficult it is even to rise by means of a poetical

quotation to the level of the grandeur which is around us ! The

best poetry and the best prose sound unpleasantly like bathos or an

anti -climax in the subduing presence of the mountains. Only a

great cathedral organ , it seems to me, comes near to expressing what

we feel at such moments. Fellow -mountaineers, be silent ; for

terrible is the lot of the man who has a loquacious companion who is

neither a poet nor a musician . Humorists and sentimentalists may

feel their powers dwarfed in the presence of the sublime-not so my

friend B. Unfortunately for B. the great Gothic movement that has

passed over Europe during the present century - one feature of which

is an increased susceptibility to mountain scenery - has wholly passed

him by, and with the Alps all round him, on the most glorious of

summer days, and in the divinest of airs, he asked me three times in

succession the painful question , " Why did I leave East Molesey ? "

To do him partial justice, the descent which was before us was no

laughing matter, and owing to the enormous quantity of snow on the

mountain we had to creep down the very edges of the precipices.

When you have been alone for several hours with a man who is

momentarily expecting a sudden and painful death , and who has

quite made up his mind that he will never see his housekeeper again,

your relations towards that man will be quite different for the rest of

your life from what they have hitherto been . And I should be mean,

indeed, if I were to reveal all that B. told me on the Schilthorn, after

he had decided in his mind that he must inevitably fall over one or

more of the precipices he saw beneath him. Much of what he told

me is as sacred as if it had been revealed under the seal of the

confessional ; even the cases he told me he had left over in the Savings

Bank I have not reported, nor have I intimated to the East Molesey

authorities the sort of inhuman monster they apparently have in their

midst. B. was genuinely and unmistakably alarmed. Over each

rock and down each declivity I had to assist him to the best of my

power, and to bear the full brunt of the small avalanches he kept on

starting above me. At one moment he would be wringing his hands
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and abusing the absent guide. “ How do we know we are not

walking over crevasses ? He gave us no information ; we shall die like

Swift, like a rat in a hole . ” At another moment his thoughts would

revert to East Molesey and to his housekeeper, or he would tell me

of the happy annual holidays he had enjoyed at a Southsea boarding

house , where he annually lost his middle -aged heart .

I admit to the full the nasty character of our descent ; every now

and again I felt my heart rushing to my mouth as I saw the slippery

edge of the precipice we were about to skirt. In one ofmy struggles,

either with the Schilthorn or with B. , the food I had possession of

took to itself wings and went over the precipice. When we were on

fairly comfortable ground I ventured to say to B. , who had had charge

of the wine, “ I scarcely like, old man, considering the solemn scenes

out of which we have just emerged, to remind you that some wine was

left with us, and in your charge ; of course I forgive you if it is gone."

But B. produced , without a moment's delay, the wine, telling me that

even when engaged in prayer he had never once let go of the bottle .

How the heroisms of which our nature is capable manifest themselves

on a mountain climb ! Who wouldn't go on leave with a hero like

this, in spite of his terrible tongue, his unsusceptibility to every form

of beauty , and his marvellous, his soul-destroying, appetite ? “ He

never once let go of the wine,” that is the secret of the charm of B. ,

and is the reason why everybody hungers, or rather thirsts , after him

as a companion on tour. I think we all enjoyed the Schilthorn in

our own peculiar ways. C. had a wash on the summit, and two or

three snow baths on the way down. H. had a smoke, and seemed

disinclined to descend until convinced by the guide that there was no

alternative. R. sang “ Two lovely black eyes ! ” on the summit, and

drank at one sitting a whole bottle of wine at the foot. B. , at least,

has learnt to value East Molesey and his housekeeper all the more for

his climb, while the experiences of the day have given me abundant

inspiration for future articles in St. Martin's-le -Grand. Have I been

too hard on my poor little friend B. ? I do not think so ; at least he will

not think so ; he knows my little peculiarities, and his almost super

human evenness of temper is not likely to be ruffled by my facetious

When we were on Lake Thun, B. came down to breakfast one

morning holding his hand to his head. He whispered across to me

not only that he felt very ill , but that he believed he had received

his last summons. In a man who had never had a day's illness in

his life, this constant hovering between life and death was quite a

phenomenon. I told him hurriedly that the balcony outside was a

ness.
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more effective place to die in than at the breakfast table, and he

would receive more sympathy from the ladies if he finished outside

the rolls, butter, and honey he persisted in swallowing . The

ladies were all very angry with us because we did not take his illness

seriously ; they were full of sympathy with him , wrapped him up in

rugs and shawls, gave him anti-pyrine, and moistened his healthy

brow with eau -de-cologne. As the day wore on this sympathy

seemed to decrease . By dinner time the sympathy was with us, and

against B.

This is how a lady explained to me the change of feeling which

had taken place. “ We believed in him, and sympathised with

him until luncheon time, and then our eyes were opened . Just fancy !

he had for his lunch two large plate- fulls of stewed veal , five or six

tomatoes, two serves of treacle pudding, a pint bottle of stout, cheese

and bilberries, and we found him afterwards in the orchard , eating

windfalls. Some stories are too thin, this is too thick . When he

resumed his favourite death-bed scene in the balcony he was minus

the eau -de- cologne, the anti-pyrine, and the feminine sympathy,

His excuse was that he was a meal behind, as he had had only one

roll and honey for breakfast .”

This I proved to her was a falsehood . I saw him pocket four

before he decided on being ill .

While at this pension the Civil Service combination gave a tea

party one wet afternoon to the lady visitors, in the bath-house . We

decorated the interior of the house with choice and varied bathing

costumes, male and female, and with the flowers and grass of the

field . And after tea we rowed races between two rival crews on the

lake. B. was the great French conversationalist of the party, and he

was much distressed at the small amount of French that was spoken

in this part of Switzerland . In one German house, where nobody

understood French, or perhaps his French , he was found, for fault of

a better listener, talking the language to the cat .

We gave musical parties at this pension , and at ten o'clock we

would adjourn to another pension in the village, where our combina

tion was very popular, and repeat the performance. We used to tell

our own people we were going out for a smoke ; the cat, however,

was let out of the bag on the day of our departure, when two pension

loads came to see us off at the quay. They all looked at each other

and said , “ This is their smoke . "

C. was in love with Elise , the young daughter of the proprietor of

the “ other pension .” I am afraid that he had a rival, and in his own
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special province . He was bragging to her one day about his swim

ming, and incidentally said that he could easily swim across the lake

if he had the time . She fired up, and said with enthusiasm, “ There is

only one man in the village who can do it ; it is impossible that any

other man can do such a thing ; only the son of the schoolmaster can

do it.” This sounded rather like an example in a French grammar ,

but C. made a note of it at the time .

On the day of his departure he naturally asked Elise how she would

like to come to England.

“ Oh ! ” she said, in her prettiest broken English, “ I could never

leave my dear little Gunten . ”

“ Ah , ” said C. , bitterly, “ your heart is in Gunten .”

This she indignantly and passionately denied .

“ Yes,” he said, “ it is, and he is the son of the schoolmaster !

“ Who told you ? ” she screamed, and buried her face in her hand

kerchief.

C. is going to Gunten next year to challenge the son of the school

master to a swim across the lake, and the prize is to be Elise.

To talk of our visit to Mürren without mentioning “ La Belle

Americaine ” would be impossible, at least for me. Her presence at

our pension gave to our holiday that touch of romance without which

no Swiss tour is really complete. The very meeting with her partook

so much of the unexpected and exceptional, that we all put perhaps

an exaggerated value on her charms. And yet we made a rather bad

start, and had she been anybody but a sensible , free and easy

American girl , we might have been registered in her bad books for

the rest of our days. For on that eventful and snowy day when we

first arrived at Mürren, and sat down to a long desired luncheon , the

only other occupant of the room was a young woman, whom

somehow or other we at once foolishly concluded to be German, or

Swiss, or Italian . One or two of us were describing the weather, the

Swiss , and our own luck, in language more forcible than classic, when

the young lady suddenly left the room . A horrible suspicion for the

first time crossed our minds that she understood English and was

offended . Mutual recriminations followed. Each man called his

fellow an ass and a brute for committing himself so, and our spirits

were not improved when the waitress, in answer to our enquiries, told

us that the young English demoiselle was the only other occupant of

the pension . We spent a miserable afternoon composing apologies

to her for our conduct, and we waited upon events. The bell rang

for late dinner ; we came downstairs in great trepidation ; there,
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sitting at the head of the table, full of smiles and with an evident

ease of manner, was the lady who must have heard our dreadful

description of the scenery. Somehow or other, from the first moment

of seeing her in that chair, we felt we should make ourselves utterly

ridiculous if we apologised. So we didn't. With much ease and

grace of manner and a fine sense of humour, all the finer because so

rare in a woman, she accepted the extraordinary position in which she

found herself, presiding over a Civil Service combination of the

opposite sex. And she did it very well, never once crossing the

boundary which divides the quality we call good comradeship from

that which we recognise under the name of fastness. She possessed

a true, natural insight into character, and of course she knew what

was in all our hearts . She never once referred to the unfortunate

events of the morning, though a wicked smile passed over her face

when she told us, apropos of the weather, that she felt inclined to

sympathise with the lady and gentleman who had had the gate of a

railway platform shut against them with the train still in view. It is

reported, so the American told us , that the gentleman broke out into

some dreadful, but, in the circumstances, very soul-satisfying language,

and the lady, true as far as she could be in the circumstances to her

feminine instincts, offered him her hand, and said, feelingly and

significantly, “ Thank you. "

We thought this chestnut so delicately and fittingly worked in that

from that moment we all fell in love with the beautiful American.

Beauty wears and dies away, but the charm which arises from a

pretty manner and a ready wit is imperishable . But our American

had beauty as well. Her ancestors were Irish , and in her you could

trace the well -known characteristics of Irish beauty. Her eyes were

Irish , so was her hair ; her figure was English , but her language was

American . Her ready wit was Irish ; her humour, on the other hand ,

was the choicest American . For the rest of our visit nothing was

complete without her. She joined us in most of our expeditions ;

she talked to us in strange and delightful slang ; we were “ her boys, "

and she managed us as dexterously and as despotically as a

Postmaster-General does . We took it in turns who should sit next

her at dinner, and we were all furiously jealous of one another. She

always took the chair, and toasts and songs invariably followed . I

forget how many times I proposed , in glowing oratory, the health of

the President of the American Republic, coupled with the name of

“ La Belle Americaine.” Her perfect ease and ready wit enabled

her to do, what almost every American girl can do pretty well , viz . ,
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take care of herself. Most English girls spoil their characters and

sometimes their lives by asking themselves before they give vent to

any expression of feeling, or before they take any step whatever in

life, “ How will it look ? ” or “ What will be said of me? ” They

spend their time in bottling down their real feelings, until I really

think the average English girl is becoming as dishonest in expression

as she is unreal in deed . If she really cares for anybody, she

pretends to be half-ashamed to express any enthusiasm about her

attachment. And as far as she is afraid to let herself go, to be

natural and free as she ought to be, she loses her charm . People

tire after a time of women whom one calls problems of character,

women who live two lives, the one in their own thoughts, the other

in the presence of Mrs. Grundy. Finally they bore us, and the sight

of a healthy, free and open -aired sort of character does us as much

good as a glimpse of the country after a month's sojourn in a big

city. This is where the American girls beat the English girls all to

fits. Our American at least was not ashamed to express her feelings,

and we liked her the better for her unconventionality. If she liked

you in return , she told you so straight ; if she thought, as she often

did , that you were an ass, she told you so also, and what is more she

convinced you yourself of the painful fact. It is the rarest thing

possible to hear a woman tell a good story well . She always

emphasizes the wrong portions, and the point is in her hands a mere

incident in the story , not the raison d'etre of the story itself. То

hear the American tell a yarn was an intellectual treat. Most of her

stories were chestnuts, but there was not one she did not touch up

and improve with the aid of her own peculiar humour.

At the end of the fifth day I thought the impression she had made

on my friend C. was growing quite serious. And really I was sorry,

because a serious affair of the heart in the middle of an enjoyable

Swiss tour is always unfortunate. I saw that in this instance it would

wreck the happy Civil Service combination and the sense of good

fellowship which prevailed among our members, and I was wondering

to myself whether had not better take my poor friend to task and

have a quiet talk alone with him on the subject. Besides, it seemed

so dreadful to think of my delightful, free and easy chum in danger

of taking on a wife, a back garden , and going home to tea . Judge

of my surprise when, just as I was worrying to myself how the candid

friend ought to begin a talk such as I had sketched, C. himself came

up to me, and asked whether he could have a few minutes ' quiet

conversation with me. This is how he began :
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with you .

party like

“ I say, old man, I've wanted for some time to have a quiet talk

What are you driving at ? Have you considered what

you may be letting yourself in for ? Of course everybody sees how

dreadfully gone you are on the American, and to -night I noticed

signs at dinner which led me to think the matter is getting serious

on both sides . " (N.B.—We both handed her the mustard, and she took

mine. ) “ I am so sorry because, of course, it means ruin to our

little tour ; a serious affair of this sort always does spoil a festive

ours ; it is rather hard on us, old man, that the
wag

of the

combination should break down in this way, after the sacrifices we

have made to come away with him in order to be made fun of. Besides ,

I can't bear to think of you married , and going to the stores with a

black bag, perhaps growing roses, and going home regularly to tea.

Of course the Savings Bank will give you a clock, but the old

Bennett will be buried, and I should rather subscribe to a funeral

wreath for you . You are not offended , are you ? I have rather

presumed , I know, on my acquaintance with you ; þut don't you

think you had better hold off a bit ? "

I thanked him fervently, told him how much I appreciated his

kind thought , admitted my extreme susceptibility , and, of couse,

assured him how greatly I envied him his own freedom from worries

of this description .

The day after the ascent of the Schilthorn I was ill , much too ill ,

in fact, to leave Mürren with the rest of the party, who had to return

to London at an earlier date than the day on which I was due.

Though he attributed my sudden illness to pure artfulness, C. offered

to stay behind and nurse me. He says I displayed a most indecent

eagerness to sacrifice myself in order that he might go on with the

others. “ Go on , " I am reported by him to have said ; “ don't think

ofme; I am accustomed to living alone ; I shall get well soon if I'm

left to myself ; good - bye, old chap ; so dreadfully sorry to part." His

last words to me were : Ta-ta ; if it's any consolation to you, you

have her now all to yourself. You'll soon get well.” And they left

us, and so far as Mürren was concerned the Civil Service combina

tion degenerated into an Anglo-American one ; but for me to go on

any further with this story would be to pander too much to the

depraved taste which exists, especially among our lady readers, for

romantic stories and happy endings.

EDWARD BENNETT.

Savings Bank Dept., G.P.O.
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The Post Office Savings Bank.

HE October number of the Edinburgh Revieu contains

an article on the Post Office Savings Bank which is

obviously written by a well-informed contributor. It is

always a pleasure -- and it is a pleasure which we of the

Post Office seldom enjoy — to read in newspaper or periodical

the words of a writer who understands our craft, and we should

unhesitatingly reproduce large extracts from this article for the

delectation of our readers, were it not addressed rather to the

ignorant than to ourselves.

We know , some of us only too well , the mysteries of " cross

entries, ” the system of Postmasters' accounts, the process of

entering transactions in deposit books and ledgers, and the unfailing

regularity with which acknowledgments fly back to depositors. It

is well that these things should be lucidly explained to our masters

the public - and explained they are in the Edinburgh Review ; but

we need none of this instruction . Yet, perhaps by reason of our

intimate acquaintance with each brick in the edifice of thrift, we are

in danger of overlooking the gigantic proportions of the whole, and

so some part of the formidable array of figures given may with

advantage be quoted . The writer tells us that one person out of every

six is a depositor, that the deposits ofone day have reached the fabulous

number of 72,000 and a value of £178,000 ; that in the year 1891 ,

8,941,431 deposits, amounting to £21,334,903 , were received , and

there were 3,126,231 withdrawals, amounting to £19,019,836 .

Government stock to the value of £1,025,310 was purchased by

depositors , and £607,637 stock was sold , the purchases numbering

20,841 and the sales 12,500 . ... Interest to the amount of

£1,658,148 was credited to depositors during the year, and on

December 31 there were 5,118,395 accounts remaining open with

balances amounting in the aggregate to £71,608,002.. At the

same date, 55,085 depositors held stock of the nominal value of

£5,087,766 .

Here our figures shall stop : they are of little use after all, for

mere mention of millions carries little power of realization , and these

mighty sums only mean to the ordinary intellect that the Postmaster

General is, in the words of Mr. Sparkler, “ a perfect phenomenon of
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in the wrong .

buyer and banker and that.” Thirty-one years ago there was no

Post Office Savings Bank, and now it is what it is. We are going to

moralise on this grand instance of the law of development, but

before doing so we must call attention to one or two details in the

article to which we object.

First, the writer appears to think that the bank should be called a

saving bank and not a savings bank—the sentence is obscure, but

we so understand it . In this contention we hold him to be clearly

The meaning of the title is obviously a bank for the

savings which a man has heaped up before opening an account, not

a bank for saving ' the money entrusted to its keeping. The

analogy of caisse d'épargne will not serve, for épargne means the

spirit of saving, i.e., thrift, not the thing saved.

Next, the reviewer mentions, obviously without knowledge of its

utter absurdity, an "objection that the Post Office Savings Bank

withdraws money from the provinces and locks it up in London .”

Where does it lock it up, and how ? So well-informed a writer

ought to have denounced this fallacy and shown how the savings

bank, with its rootlets in every household, draws forth from the

domestic stocking the old woman's unproductive shilling, and by

investing it in consols drives up their price, and so forces out of

consols and into every enterprise from China to Peru the funds

which the capitalist would have let lie in the sweet security of

Goschens had the price only been lower. Whether
money invested

in consols is in any sense “ locked up ” in London appears to us by

no means clear, but however that be, the reviewer may rest assured

that not one penny more money is “ locked up." in consols than

would be locked up if there were no savings bank, while on the

contrary, thanks to us and to our bank, the enterprises of all the

world profit by the money, which would without us have been really

locked up in private hoards.

And now, as we promised, we will moralise. The moral of the

wonderful story of the savings bank is that our Post Office can do any

work that is placed upon us. We were an institution for the carriage

of letters ; Parliament said we should become bankers formillions

of Her Majesty's lieges, and , lo ! by little and little, line upon line, our

colleagues of the savings bank have silently built up their great

institution . They have become experts in the law of intestacy, for

their depositors die like other men ; they can tell , like the Baron of

Bradwardine, how a soldier on active service may devise his money

by word of mouth ; they deal with strange problems about survivor

E
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ship when husband and wife fall into the river and get drowned

together, and the question arises which lived longest. Scotch

marriages at Gretna Green and Hebrew contracts of betrothal only

serve to show the omniscience of savings bank clerks and the

manners and customs of their depositors ; while often and often

arises the delicate question how much whisky may lawfully be drunk

at an Irish wake at the expense of the estate of the defunct. “Infant

widows ” have not been forgotten in the savings bank any more than

lunatics or married women domiciled in Guernsey ; the law of

embezzlement and forgery, too, has unfortunately become a familiar

thing, and now and again a savings bank clerk plays the part of

Hawkshaw the detective. The savings bank can do the work put

upon it, whatever it be, and if it shall please Parliament to put more

upon us, then more shall be done.

For we stand at the parting of the ways. The doctrine of the

Manchester school lies behind us, and that of the state socialist lies

ahead. Hitherto it has been the rule that the state shall not do for

any man the thing that he can do for himself, and that compulsion is

the accursed thing. But now, when we find that trustees cannot be

trusted, and that the funds of their banks go to provide them

dinners, * there is a tendency to insist that the state shall be the

universal guarantor of the banks of the poor. If this tendency

grows, then the Post Office Savings Bank will swallow all its rivals

and more still . The air is heavy with rumours of old age pensions

and compulsory insurance. Let the nation make up its mind and

use the " blessed word compulsion , " and then we will work the

machine. If the nation is to be made “ thrifty, " and the curse of

indigence is to be lightened by Act of Parliament, then let the work

be put upon our shoulders and we will do it, whatever it be, and our

past growth shall be forgotten in our future greatness. Only let

none impute it to us for unrighteousness that we are but the hand to

execute, and let it be remembered that it is not for us “ to shape the

whisper of the throne.” Therefore, we protest against such a

sentence as this in the Edinburgh Review = “ We have still a good

deal to learn in this matter, and we are much behind some other

countries in insisting upon children learning to save as soon as they

have any money of their own.” Who told the Edinburgh reviewer

that compulsory child -thrift was the way of salvation in a free

* See the report of the Commissioner upon the affairs of the Macclesfield

Savings Bank .
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country ? It may be so, but let Parliament decide. It is highly

probable that some system of compulsory insurance or compulsory

purchase of annuities* will be the first English experiment in real

state socialism , and that Parliament will do us the honour of

entrusting the experiment to our care. We shall not fail, any more

than we have failed before, but we shall have left our old ideal of

state-protected voluntary thrift.

Slowly and gradually, by our paternal care for our depositors, and

by our constant extension of our functions, we have prepared the

way, and soon , no doubt, we shall take our final step forward and

become the inevitable guardian of every poor citizen. The time is

at hand, and we look upon the Edinburgh article as a seasonable

summing up of the lessons of our old dispensation . Let us hope

that the time to come some future writer will tell an equally

flattering tale of the savings bank that is to be .

ELIOT HEATH.

•Experience shows that insurance and annuity business will not prosper under a

purely voluntary system-a system which excludes such canvassing as that of the

“ Prudential.” The rule of the state , hitherto, has been, “ If you want a thing,

go to the Post Office and fetch it. "
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A Post Office Cause Célèbre.

ŞF the Post Office were ever to compile a Newgale

Calendar ” of its own , an important date therein would

be the 25th March , 1888 , for it was on that day that

Miss Mary Agnes Illingworth and Miss Florence Eliza

Harrison first fell out. What the cause of that quarrel was has not

been revealed to the public ; but they have had ample time and

opportunity to study its consequences. Miss Illingworth had

“ professed the deepest love " for Miss Harrison , and the revulsion

of feeling when Miss Harrison did not give her the same opportunity

as before of expressing that intense love was at least proportionately

strong. Both ladies lived with their parents in the neighbourhood of

Balham and Upper Tooting ,—names beloved by the golfer, but

dreaded by residents further south as the beginning of the narrow

neck through which the L. B. & S.C. Railway Company slowly and

painfully introduces its trains into Victoria Station ,-and both appar

ently moved in the same circle of suburban society. At first new

patches were put on the old garment of friendship , but in 1889 the

tattered garment was torn to shreds, and thenceforth Miss Illingwoith
lived but for revenge . Hers were no ordinary “ feline amenities."

She accused Miss Harrison of sending to a common friend a letter

stating that she (Miss Illingworth) had been seen coming out of a

public house in the evening, “ with a low man reeling drunk.”

She further credited Miss Harrison with the following extraordinary

composition received upon her birthday. “ Best wishes for thy

misery, on this thy natal day, I would most fervently express. But

words cannot convey My heart's hatered ( sic ), therefore I content

myself with this : I pray that curses from on High maymake thy long

life hell.”

Lawyers' letters, police court proceedings, -protracted by the

amiable desire of police magistrates to make reconciliation ,-and

finally the appearance of Miss Harrison at the Central Criminal

Court on a charge of libelling Miss Illingworth followed . The trial

took place in January, 1890, and the jury stopped the case and

acquitted Miss Harrison , after hearing the evidence of the hand

writing expert called for the defence . ( There was an expert on

the other side, and one of them was bound to be right. ) Miss
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Tllingworth was an artist possessed of a remarkable facility in imitat

ing handwriting, and it is not uncharitable to suppose that the jury

thought that, notwithstanding her own disclaimer and the resemblance

of the writing to Miss Harrison's, she was herself the more likely

author of compositions which combined bad spelling with so much

fervency of objurgation as the birthday ode just quoted. Yet no

small ingenuity had been used to make the contrary appear. The

birthday ode was written on a visiting card, the name upon which

had been crossed out, but which could be seen to be that of Miss

Harrison when the card was held to the light. Another of the

letters was enclosed in an envelope which bore Miss Harrison's seal,

but the expert for the defence said the seal had been taken off

another envelope. In one Miss Harrison was made to ask pardon for

the birthday ode, and to say that she never thought her name upon

the visiting card would have been visible. The handwriting was a

good imitation of Miss Harrison's ; but it had been, according to the

expert, written in pencil and then inked over .

Nothing daunted by her ill success, Miss Illingworth redoubled

her epistolary labours ; she wrote to one of the witnesses against her

at the trial , calling her such choice names as “ foul liar" and

“ vindictive cat, ” and showers of offensive communications pursued

Miss Harrison to Bournemouth , whither she had retired, communi

cations of which, in face of subsequent proceedings, it would be an

affectation to suppose that Miss Illingworth was not the author.

All this while the Post Office was happily ignorant, furens quid

femina possit ; but towards the end of 1890, Mr. Harrison appealed

to the Department to interfere by stopping the delivery of offensive

communications addressed to his daughter. It did interfere, and

warned Miss Illingworth of her liability to prosecution . The result

was that Miss Illingworth promptly turned her arms against that

incorporeal entity. But for some time the Department emulated

the attitude of Burke's lordly oxen, and Miss Illingworth's experience

must have been like that of the Yankee who found it jerked him to

kick at nothing. Nevertheless, until arrested in May, 1892, her

activity was marvellous. Few officials whose names for any reason

came under her notice were exempt from her attentions. If she

knew their places of abode she would order for them some 30

tons of coal when a coal scare was on and prices at the top, and

would follow that order up with a consignment of baths or other

heavy furniture. She sent fictitious telegrams, she counterfeited

official letter paper, official signatures, official paid stamps, and
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neatly printed “ On Her Majesty's Service " on her covers to keep

the counterfeit paid stamp company. She alternated these perform

ances with apparently contrite confessions, and when these were

acknowledged and accepted by the Department she promptly

repudiated their authorship .

Even so, could she have forgotten Miss Harrison , she might have

had a yet longer tether. But she was far from doing so, and the

stream of offensive letters to Bournemouth still continued . Indeed,

in one of her confessions she said that she had forged official stamps,

and signed “ F. Harrison ” to the letters in the vain hope that the

Department would prosecute Miss Harrison. In the early part of

1892 Miss Illingworth sought fresh fields. She made a claim for

£200 in respect of a non- existent Savings Bank account. This she

followed up by a bogus claim for a lost registered letter, and by

onverting a is . postal order into one for 155.

Legal difficulties which till then had stood in the way being

removed, Miss Illingworth was on the 9th May last arrested on a

warrant charging her with forgery of a postal order . She was

brought up at Bow Street on the roth May and on certain days

following, and was finally committed on the 3rd June for trial at the

Central Criminal Court on no less than five charges, namely, forging

a postal order, attempting to obtain compensation for a registered

letter, attempting to withdraw £ 200 from the Savings Bank, sending

offensive postal packets and forging impressions of the Post Office

paid stamp, and perjury in respect of the evidence given by her in

the prosecution of Miss Harrison . At the June sessions the Grand

Jury found a true bill , but the defence obtained a postponement to

the July sessions. Then the case was tried before the Recorder of

London ; Mr. Philbrick, Q.C., Mr. Casserley ,and Mr. H.C. Richards,

instructed by Mr. Breton Osborn, assistant solicitor to the Post

Office, and attended by troops of official witnesses, being for the

prosecution , and Mr. C. F. Gill and Mr. Bodkin for the defence .

The result was that the prisoner was convicted of the postal order

forgery and of the sending of offensive postal packets, and that the

other charges were dropped by the Department, except the perjury.

charge, with which , however, the Recorder thought it unnecessary to

proceed . Mr. Gill's position seems to have been somewhat unenviable.

He defended the first charge, retired from the case shortly after the

second was opened , turned up again to proffer medical evidence

and ask for a postponement after conviction on the second charge,

while finally he was forced to acknowledge that it was not a case
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where his advice had been followed . The Recorder remanded the

prisoner for sentence to the October sessions, and on the 17th

October the last stage of this lengthy litigation was reached. The

Recorder, after hearing the evidence of a doctor, a nurse, a clergyman ,

and of prisoner's father, sentenced her to 15 months' imprisonment

to date from her conviction, and to be attended with such hard

labour as she could perform . He commented on her attempt to

convict Miss Harrison, on her skill in imitating writing, on her

systematic sending of offensive post cards , on the kind forbear

ance of the late Mr. Raikes, and the consequent necessity for a

substantial sentence . The prisoner throughout the proceedings had

protested her innocence, maintaining that she was the victim of a

conspiracy, and when the Recorder finished she exclaimed , “ You

will live to regret it.”

The medical aspect of the matter is somewhat curious. When 18,

Miss Illingworth had a serious illness which may have left her in

such a physical condition that she could not, unaided, struggle

against her over-mastering vindictiveness against Miss Harrison . In

that case she has much reason to blame her father, who just before

sentence was pronounced expressed his belief that she was innocent,

and had apparently taken no steps to keep her under control , or to

lead her to make such apologyand reparation as would have mitigated

her punishment .

However this may be, few who reflect on the pain, labour, and

expense to which she has put Miss Harrison and her family, the

Department , and the taxpayer, will find cause to quarrel with her

enforced seclusion .

z.
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A Twofold Centenary. *

T is a somewhat curious and notable fact that the abolition

of redirection postage upon letters sent to a second

address within the United Kingdom should take effect

exactly a hundred years from the time when the prac

tice of exacting such charges was first established . At any rate

there is internal evidence in a notice issued to postmasters bearing

date December 7 , 1792 , that at that period the 'rule was for the first

time authoritatively laid down. The notice is in two parts, the first

being the opinion of the Solicitor to the Post Office upon a case of

redirection submitted to him, and the second a request that all

concerned shall be governed by that opinion . The document, which

is expressed in language both quaint and logical, reads as follows :--

“ I think the case put by Mr. Woodcock-viz. , ' whether a letter

sent by the post to Bath, and the party having gone to Bristol, the

postmaster, on the application of the party, sends it to Bristol, should

be charged with the postage from Bath to Bristol '—is the same as if

a friend of the party was to take up the letter at Bath , pay the

postage , direct it to Bristol, and put it into the Bath post office to

be conveyed to Bristol . The postmaster is to be considered as the

friend or agent of the party in doing that which, in his official

situation, he is not bound to do ; consequently, I think, the letter

is taxable with the postage first to Bath, and then to Bristol ; and

that in all similar cases letters should be thus charged .

“ A. PARKIN.

“ General Post Office, December 7 , 1792 .

For your future government in redirecting letters, above you

have a copy of Mr. Parkin's (the Solicitor to the Office) opinion,

with a case put to him by Mr. Woodcock, the Surveyor.”

The boon which has now been conceded to the public in respect

of the free redirection of letters is not altogether of a satisfactory

character, inasmuch as it has been accompanied by the withdrawal

of the privilege previously enjoyed of free redirection of all other

postal articles when the redirection lay within one and the same town.

Hitherto, when a person removed temporarily or permanently from

any given town, and wished to avoid the expense and trouble of

having all circulars , newspapers, and book packets sent after him,

he might request his correspondence to be delivered to a friend in

the same town, and the friend could send forward only such letters,

* Reprinted from the Times.
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cards, and the like as he considered would be desired by the

addressee. The delivery of the whole to the friend gave rise to no

charge for redirection, such fees being payable only upon the articles

sent on to the addressee ; and frequently several letters could be

economically placed and forwarded under a single fresh cover .

Now, however, the friend's help is unavailing, and the addressee of

the correspondence must either have the whole of his mail matter

redirected to him, in which case all except letters will be taxed for

fresh postage, or he can elect to have letters only redirected , when

all other articles will be disposed of through the Returned Letter

Office . He cannot have letters redirected to his new address and

all else sent to the care of a friend ; but, even if the friend's good

offices were permitted, the other articles redirected to him in the

same town would be subjected to a fresh postage. It will be obvious

that serious difficulties must arise out of this classification , because

post-cards, though of no intrinsic value , are often as important in

respect of their communications as letters, and the tax for the

redirection of a parcel of, say, 11 lb. weight within the same town

at the inland charge of is. 6d. , when the redirection is made in the

post office, seems unreasonable. The present rules are not such as

will commend themselves to the unmixed gratitude of the public. *

It is a further interesting fact that the Post Office money order

system attains its centenary in the present year, as will be seen by

the following notice. This intimation , bearing date Money Letter

Office, General Post Office, Oct. I , 1792 , is apparently the first

notice of the commencement of the new business . It runs as

follows : ---

“ The clerks of the roads having, by permission of His Majesty's

Postmaster-General , established an office for the transmission of any

sum of money, not exceeding five guineas, by the post from London

to any part of England , also to Edinburgh and Dublin , and vice

versá , and to and from all places within England, of those persons

who may choose to avail themselves of this mode of conveyance,

instead of transmitting money in letters by post, that it is proposed

for the clerks of the respective roads to receive any sum of money,

not exceeding five guineas, and to give an order on the deputy

postmaster of the town to which the money is intended to be

remitted for the amount, which the deputy postmaster will

immediately pay.

* It is instructive to compare this with the very optimistic view expressed

by another writer to the Times, as given at p. 283 of our last volume. There is

no doubt that the recent Treasury regulations are in many cases most irritating,

and they have already been modified in the case of parcels. - Editor, St. Martin's.
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“ Where any sum of money is desired to be remitted to London,

the deputy postmaster of the town is to receive the same, and give

an order at sight on the clerk of the road ; and

“Where any sum of money is intended to be remitted from one

part of the kingdom to another, the deputy postmaster is to receive

the same, and give an order, payable at sight, on the deputy of that

town where the same is to be paid.

“ We send herewith a printed form of the order, and letter of

advice, which will only require to be filled up with the name of the

person who pays the money, the name of the person for whose use

it is intended, the sum and date, and to be signed by yourself.

The order must be wrote on such a stamp as is by law required on

bills of exchange and notes of the same amount, for which the party

must pay you.

“When you give an order on any deputy you will not only advise

him of the same, but likewise the clerk of your road, with whom

you are always to account, and not with each other.

“ I am also to acquaint you that a balance of the money letter

account between yourself and the clerk of your road is to be struck

quarterly, or oftener if necessary. If it is in your favour, it will be

remitted to you by the clerk of the road , or paid you as you may

direct ; if it is against you , you will of course remit the same.

"This being aprivate account between you and the clerk of your

road, it must not be incorporated with any other.

“ As a recompense for the trouble which you will have, you are to

receive of the party sending any remittance three pence in the pound,

besides the stamp duty, and of the party to whom you pay any money

the like sum in the pound ; and the clerk of the road will, in like

manner for his trouble, receive the same poundage, for which he will

guarantee the safe conveyance of the money.

" As the great object of this plan is to prevent the embezzlement

of letters containing money sent by post, the Postmaster-General

wishes to recommend it to your attention, and hopes you will give

every assistance in your power.

“ I am , Sir, your very obedient, humble servant,

"For Chas. Evans , Thos. SALTER.

“ You are particularly requested to be careful of the printed orders

and letters of advice , as their falling into improper hands may be

attended with serious consequences."

It will be observed, by the terms of the notice, that the money

order business was started as a private adventure of the clerks of the

roads. It was not fused with the other great work of the Post Office

proper until the year 1838. According to the notice quoted , the

commission chargeable was at the rate of 6d . per pound remitted ,

but in addition to this the sender was required to pay the stamp

duty as upon bills of exchange for like amount. So that for the

remitting of £5 the charge would be as. 6d . , plus 3d . for stamp duty,
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making 2s. gd . in all . By a notice issued by the clerks of the roads

on January 1 , 1793 , the rate of commission was reduced, as regards

money sent to or from London, to 4d . in the pound, though between

country towns the charge remained at 6d . In the year 1797 the rate

applicable to London remittances was again raised to 6d . in the

pound.

As might be supposėd , these high rates tended to keep the business

within very narrow limits, and it was not till the year 1840, when a

great reduction of ratęs took effect, that the Post Office money-order

business swelled to large dimensions. In the first half of its century

of life the business rose to only 188,921 orders issued in the year,

representing a sum of £ 313,124 (year ended January 5 , 1840) , while

in the second half it rose to 18,770,967 orders issued, representing

the enormous sum of £29,153,452 (year ended March 31 , 1878) .

Since that year, owing to the introduction of the more popular postal

orders, the money.order business has shown a steady decline, though

last year there was a very small advance upon the figures of the year

immediately preceding. The names of the clerks of the roads who

were the pioneers and originators of this extensive branch of business

deserve to be recorded . They are as follows :—Edmund Barnes,

Isaac Henry Cabanes, Charles Colston , William Ogilvy, Samuel

Ardron, and Charles Evans.
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After Office Hours.

N

Some Hew Books.

To lady novelist of the present day occupies a higher position

than Mrs. W. Kingdon Clifford . Concerning her, every

critic worthy of the name says " she will go far.” Many of my readers

will remember her first book , Mrs. Keith's Crime, and how fresh and

original, although excessively harrowing, was the tale she told. Since

then she has written one other novel, viz . , Aunt Anne, The Love

Letters of a Worldly Woman, and a considerable number of short

stories. And very recently she has published a collection of her

shorter tales under the title of The Last Touches and Other Stories.

She is just the sort of story-teller who compels a man with an artistic

temperament to throw up his cap for very joy at finding the deepest

craving of his existence—the demand for the beautiful in form

as well as in idea-so completely satisfied. Here and there in her

latest volume one comes across as powerful pieces of writing as can

be found in modern English literature. No one has a finer perception

of the tragic side of life; no one has a better appreciation of the

psychological moment in a tragic situation, which it is always the

artist's duty to seize and to put into beautiful form . So many authors

disappoint us because of their inability to recognise the particular

portions of the story they have to tell which have within them the

capacity for artistic treatment. They write fuently and they often

have a genuine insight into character, but they have no sense of the

fitness of things . And the result is, they adopt the falsehood so

current among us, that the whole of life and any situation is equally

capable of artistic treatment, or they simply give us the raw material

of a story of crime, lust , and revenge, and tell us to admire it for its

photographic truthfulness to nature. All the great literary artists of

the world are great, not because they write well , or because their

metre or their rhythm are catching to the ear, but because of their

delicate sensibility to the beautiful, tragic, or comic elements in

human life. And the more delicate the sensibility the less there is

of the raw material in their works. Let me take as an example of

Mrs. Clifford's art-power, her first story, which gives its name to the

volume. The scene is an artist's studio, and the artist in the course

of his business as a portrait painter finds himself painting the portrait

of a lady who years before treated him cruelly and jilted him . She

comes to him , the wife of a wealthy lord, and with the faded charms

of a middle-aged woman of the world . Nothing is better conceived
in the story than the dignified conduct of the artist towards his old

lover. She is still at heart the same woman ; she tries on him all

her old arts, the only result of which is apparently to deepen the
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contempt he feels for her. He paints her with such faithfulness to

the life, with such stern, unflinching emphasising ofevery line and

artificiality in her face, that she cries out in despair ; for this portrait

she cannot accept. Then comes the supreme psychological moment.

The last touches in the picture are being put : it is her last chance,

and in her hour of need something of her old manner comes back

to her. She calls up picture after picture in his mind of the long

ago, and almost insensibly, and with his thoughts full of the woman

before him as he once knew her, the last touches have transformed

the face of the middle -aged, powdered and wrinkled woman into the

girlish , fresh and beautiful face which has been the dream of his life.

Then he wakes up from his reverie, sees what a fool he has been to

again fall a victim to her charms, and he would attempt somelast,

last touches to set matters right. But her servant carries off the

picture wet from his brush ; she has won the day, and with a cruelty

peculiar to this type of woman she laughs a mocking laugh . The

triumph is hers, but the sympathies of men and women go with the

portrait painter in his delightful weakness. This is almost the only

story in the book where the man does cut a better figure than the

woman. From Mrs. Clifford's point of view, as shown in her other

stories, women are patterns of constancy and unselfish devotion ,

while men are poor weak specimens of the opposite type, who are

false to all the women and causes they connect themselves with.

None the less she makes her men extremely interesting, much more

so indeed than her terribly faithful women ; and if her insinuations

against my sex are true, we can at least console ourselves with the

fact thatwe make very good copy for the writers of short stories.

A lady novelist of a very different type to Mrs. Clifford is

Miss Rhoda Broughton . Miss Broughton's point of view has always

been that of a very charming woman of the world , and while she has

sometimes shocked us by her unconventionality, she has never failed

to convince us that she knows certain manifestations of the human

heart, and more especially the feminine heart, better perhaps than

any writer of her day. There has been in all her previous books a

certain playfulness in the treatment, a deliberate skirting, as it were,

along the edges of the problems which agitate the more serious
among us. Still she has never failed to leave with us the impression

that she could dive deeper if she made the effort. In her last book ,

Mrs. Bligh, she has quite realised our thought of her in this respect.

Mrs. Bligh is a study of an older type of woman than she generally

selects for heroine, and it is for this very reason more interesting as a
study of character. The story is an old one. A man and a woman

whom the fates seem to have almost pre-ordained to be husband and

wife, misunderstand each other, never tell their love, wilfully shut

their eyes to their destiny , believe the worst possible things of each

other, get engaged in quarters where there is no possible ground of

sympathy, and after long tribulation , and worrying and despairing and

generally behaving in a most ridiculous fashion , they find themselves

one day thoroughly tired of the unequal struggle against their destiny.
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He is at “ her feet, and says with a long, low sigh of content, ' Dear

little friend, how pleasant it is to be here again ! ' A very old story,

you will say, but Miss Broughton lights it up with her old inimitable

humour, and her old delightful insight into the secret recesses of the

human heart.

Mr. Edward A. Martin, of the S.W.D.O. , has published a little

book entitled Amidst Nature's Realms. I am not given to log - rolling,

and I can honestly say that in my opinion the book is well -written

and extremely well conceived. Mr. Martin has made a special study

of geology, and in these pages he seeks to convey to the ordinary

reader some of the results of his researches. He does so pleasantly

and modestly, and he possesses quite a knack of hitting uponjust

the very subjects we, as Englishmen , want information upon. Here

are a few of the titles of his essays : “ Afield at Margate and in the

Isle of Thanet,” “ When Britain was joined to the Continent,” “ The

Geological History of the Town of Brighton,” “ When the Site of

London was beneath the Sea, ” “ The Stones of London ,” “ The

Foundations of our South-Eastern Counties : Shall we find Coal

there ? ” I have been especially interested in the first -named essay.

In no other book on the same subject have I seen the very curious

geological history of the Isle of Thanet so well and so clearly told.

Mr. Martin takes us back several centuries to the time when Thanet

was actually an island , and when the narrow strait which divided it

from the mainland was the great natural highway for ships to London.

He gets his history, not so much from doubtful chronicles, as from

the undoubted testimony of the rocks, and his conclusions are

intensely interesting. So, too, in his chapter on “ The Stones of

London ,” he makes the stones tell their own story. Uniform with

this book also appears a second edition of his Glimpses into Nature's

Secrets, which Inoticed in Blackfriars some three years ago. Both

books are extremely well illustrated , and they are very prettily bound.

On their own merits, and not because Mr. Martin is an old colleague

of mine, I confidently recommend them to the attention of my

readers .

E. B.
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St. Martin's Wetter -Bag.

A

Sir Arthur Blackwood on the post Office.

MISCONCEPTION has more lives than a cat, lives longer

than a parrot , and is as hard to kill as a snake. Misconcep

tions regarding the Post Office, in particular, seem to be endowed

with a perennial rejuvenescence which would make a Phoenix turn

green with envy. Many a time in our humble way we have done

battle with them , but we doubt—such is our modesty — whether we

have ever actually slain one. But Sir Arthur Blackwood, in his

article on “ The work of the Post Office , ” which appeared in the

Western Morning News of the 20th October, undoubtedly dealt a

mortal blow at several of the more obstinate sort, One point which

the public fail to understand is the fundamental raison d'être of the

Post Office. They think the Post Office is a kind of autocracy

which can do what it likes . They do not realise that the sole object

of its existence is to carry out the provisions of Acts of Parliament,

Orders in Council , Treasury Warrants, and so forth . They blame

the Post Office for not relaxing its own regulations with as much

justice as they might blame a locomotive for not stopping of its own

accord in the presence of danger. The locomotive cannot stop

unless the driver puts on the brake, and similarly the Post Office

can only act in conformity with the bidding of its driver, the public.

In short, the Post Office is the servant of the public. Another

point on which Sir Arthur Blackwood dwells with much force is the

fact that the Post Office is the prey of the public. Common honesty

and the fear of imprisonment prevents people, to some extent, from

swindling one another ; the law of libel prevents them from mis

representing one another in print ; but neither law nor scruple

prevents them from swindling and misrepresenting the Post Office.

The Post Office is fair game, they seem to think. The motto . for

resourceless leader-writers would appear to be “ when in doubt ,

pitch into the Post Office.” Nevertheless, as Sir Arthur Blackwood

points out , “ with all its faults and shortcomings, its telegraphic

blunders , its red tapism , and obstructiveness, the Post Office is the

pet of the public.” And the reason is that after all the Post Office

does its duty. It has never hung back when it has been charged

with the execution of a new enterprise. “ If our masters , the public,”

says Sir Arthur, " require us to deliver their correspondence at the

top of Snowdon , or in the mines of Botallack , to carry telephones to

every cottage in the kingdom , to convey tons of agricultural pro

duce, to become universal bankers , insurers, or anything else inthe

wide world-let the Government of the day give the word , the

House of Commons vote the money, and I guarantee — let our past

record attest it—that we shall be ready, able, and willing to do it."
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Associated Obambers of Commerce.

'HE autumn meeting of this body at Newport (Mon.) was

conservative tone of the spring meeting in London (see vol. ii . ,p. 127 ) .

They passed a resolution that the time had come for establishing

imperial pe postage, and that the executive be instructed to push

the matter on. They then condemned the policy of the Government

in respect to telephones, which they said would have the effect of

extinguishing trunk lines and hampering business. The following

resolutions were also passed : - " That, in the opinion of this association,

the extension of direct telegraphic communication between the com

ponent parts of the British Empire will facilitate defence, promote

trade and investments, emphasize community of interests, and

generally stimulate the development and consolidation of the Empire. "

" That it is unfair to the public that the telegraphic department of the

Post Office should, for financial purposes, be treated as a separate

establishment, thereby causing unwarrantable delay in carrying out

urgent and much needed reforms. That, inasmuch as the postal

establishment and its various departments are in their entirety a

financial success, the time has arrived when the address of not exceed

ing six words should be allowed free of charge in all telegrams, and

that where practicable telegraphic communication should be extended

to the rural districts."

Perekos

Tbe postage of periodicals.

EOPLE who vehemently advocate a change and heap scorn on

those who object, very often neither know nor care what

there is to be said on the other side, and how many interests will be

injured by any alterations . Mr. Stead , for instance, has recently said

in his forcible way that Mr. Arnold Morley has “ got " to decree that

all monthly publications shall be newspapers, and shall pass for a

halfpenny. Mr. Stead , of course, writes this because he considers,

no doubt correctly, that if he could send the Review of Review's

for a halfpenny instead of 2d ., he would much increase its sale and

so put money into his own pocket. But then he does not explain on

what principle he would draw the line at monthly papers. Why not

at quarterlies, such as our own little publication , or the Edinburgh

Review ? Nay, why not annuals like the London Directory, or

even biennials like the Suburban Directory ? Then does he know

that to draw all this additional matter into the Post Office net would

ruin many scores of newsagents ? At any rate they think it would,

and have gone in a deputation to the Postmaster-General to oppose

any such change.

The state socialist would no doubt disregard the clamour of the

newsagent , but, on the other hand , Mr. Herbert Spencer and his school

would strongly oppose the proposition that the Post Office should

do work which is at present well done by the newsagents. To

Mr. Heaton, of course, the thing is simple - he would take the side
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which calls for a change in the Post Office, and he would not

comprehend the other view at all . One of the curious things about

this question has been the conduct of the proprietors of Tit Bits and

Pearson's Weekly respectively. Neither publication is registered as

a newspaper, and each is generally kept under 2 oz. in weight in order

to obtain the benefit of the halfpenny postage. Yet while Mr. Pearson

thunders in favour of relaxing the rules, Mr. Newnes makes no move

ment at all . The explanation is simply this : Mr. Newnes recently

turned Tit Bits over to a limited liability company, and cunningly

obtained the support of the newsagents by letting them buy all the

shares that were for sale. His cue, then , is to keep in with the news

agents, while Mr. Pearson , on the other hand, has no such motive,

and, therefore, advocates a reduction of the rate. (See Vol . II . , p.

227.)

Putting aside all these purely selfish interests, it is a nice matter

for discussion in which direction the public interest lies. Yet one or

two points seem tolerably clear. Firstly, if, as the Post Office asserts,

halfpenny postage does not pay now, it evidently cannot pay when a

larger weight is carried for a halfpenny. The newsagents further

urge that by reducing the rates we should be conferring a bounty on

publishers and ruining a deserving body of men. Mr. Stead, for

example, who now gets only a net sum ofa fraction over 4d . for each

copy of his Review , would probably offer to supply it through the

post at sixpence, by which means he would , after paying postage,

make a clear additional gain of about one penny on each copy

so sold .

But there is one more aspect of the question which deserves

consideration . Why not abolish registration entirely, and let all

printed books pass for £d . per 8 ozs ., reserving the present book rate

for “ commercial papers " ? What is there in the press of the present

day that entitles it to more consideration than a printed book ? Why

should a pound of advertisements attached to the Queen, or a pound

of Christmas tales passing as the Christmas number of the Gentle

woman, go for d ., while a pound of Shakspere or Thackeray is charged

fourpence ? That is the question which will have to be considered

when next a change is made in the book post rates.

TH

Overtime and Auxiliaries.

CHE deputation , purporting to represent the unemployed, which

waited on the Postmaster-General on the 2nd instant , brought

into very clear light some of the points which distinguish the terms

of service of a London postman from those of an ordinary workman,

with which it was sought to compare him . A dock labourer gets his

sixpence an hour, which may amount to as much as 24 /- a week,

whereas a young postman gets only 18/- . The conclusion at once is

that the Post -office is sweating its men ; but that is a very superficial

view indeed . A young postman who enters at 18/- gets higher

wages every year until he gets to, say, 34/- , a sum which no dock

F
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labourer obtains. Then, as Mr. Morley pointed out, his work is

permanent and regular ; there is sick pay, holidays, stripes , boots ,

uniform , medical attendance, and pension to be taken into account.

The ordinary workman has no experience of these advantages for he

has them not, and he cannot therefore appraise them. All he knows

is that men are employed at 18/ - a week , and that is enough for him .

The increment system is too firmly rooted in the service ever to be

abolished , but it is clear that under it a man must enter at a sum

below the average rate of wages while he eventually rises toa sum

which is presumably above it. He consents to put up with the first

condition in order to secure the advantage of the second. We are not

now discussing, nor do we propose to discuss, the question whether

or not established postmen are sufficiently paid, but what we wish to

explain is the somewhat awkward effect which the necessary lowness

of initial pay has when temporary men are employed . It necessarily

tends to depress their wages, as it would be in most cases impossible

to pay them a higher wage than junior established men get.

There is another point also which the deputation raised — that of

overtime . It is very easy to argue that overtime should be abolished

in order to make room for more employés ; butthen overtime occurs,

or ought to occur, only at certain periods. What would the public

say if, for instance, a number of extra clerks were employed in the

Savings Bank for six months in the year and were turned adrift for

the other six months, or how would it answer to telegraph all over

London for casual sorters when a foreign mail arrives unexpectedly ?

In these cases it would seem that overtime is the only remedy.

Closely connected with this question is the auxiliary postman

question . When people hear of postmen employed at 8/-, 12/- , or

15/ - a week they shudder with indignation at such " sweating,” not

knowing that these men are employed for part only of their time, and

that it is a condition of their employment that they have other

employment as well. But the question arises, why employ men in

this way ? Why not employ a smaller number and give them full

work ? Let us examine the question . As everyone is aware, the

great bulk of letters are delivered by first post in the morning.

People may get a few by later deliveries , but the general post

delivery takes the bulk . P , say, is a small town at which the night
mail arrives at 5 a.m. The postmaster and his sorters are busy at

once sorting the letters for the rural postmen , who start on their

rounds at 6 or 6.30 a.m. Then they bend all their energies to the

town letters , the delivery of which begins at 7 a.m. For the ordinary

work of the town five postmen would be sufficient were it not for one

thing—that more letters have to be delivered between 7 a.m. and

9 a.m. than in all the rest of the day. If it were possible to extend

the time occupied in delivery to 10 a.m. five established town post

men, each working eight hours a day, or 40 hours in all, could do

the whole of the work . Of these men four would be em yed on

the first delivery which , allowing an hour for preparation , would

occupy 16 hours a day, while the other duties would absorb the
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remaining 24 hours. But the public will not hear of this ; they must

have their letters by 9 a.m. at latest, and so it is necessary to

employ six men instead of four on the first delivery. In order to

provide the necessary force one of the established men is replaced

by two auxiliaries, and all six men are employed on the first delivery,

which thus occupies 18 hours and leaves the established men only

20 hours of work for other duties. But as we have seen, these

other duties occupy 24 hours, and so it is necessaryto employ a third

auxiliary for four hours a day, and thus four established men and

three auxiliaries are employed instead of five established men. The

public has the remedy in its hands. If it will consent to the work

being spread over a longer time auxiliaries can be to a large extent

abolished.

D

Ertension of tRural posts.

URING the past few months the Department has been

engaged in trying to give practical effect to the important

resolution accepted by the House of Commons on the 27th May

last , and worded as follows: — “ That an extended daily delivery of

letters and papers ought, so far as is possible , to be granted to those

portions of rural parishes where such a delivery is not at present in

force ."

In order to ascertain the number of letters which are not delivered

at the places to which they are addressed, returns have been taken

throughout the whole of the United Kingdom, and these returns

show that out of a total of about 53 millions of letters, &c . , a week,

617,000 are for places which have no official delivery. The total is
divided thus :

England and Wales 182,000 undelivered letters a week.

Scotland 123,000

Ireland
312,000

617,000

The percentage undelivered in England and Wales is '4 , in Scot

land 2.6, and in Ireland 10'2 . The midland district of Ireland is

the one in which there is, proportionately, the largest number of

undelivered letters, the proportion there being 16 per cent . of the

total number of letters .

During the period that has elapsed since May last, upwards of

100,000 letters a week have been included in an official delivery, and

there can be no doubt that when the revised rates for calculating

the revenue derived from the correspondence have been applied

generally and consistently throughout the United Kingdom , there

will not remain , throughout the greater part of England and Wales,

many letters which are not delivered.

In the northern district of Scotland, however, and in Ireland

generally, the sparseness of the population and the small number of
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letters, will render it impossible to attain such satisfactory results

except at a very large expenditure, which the circumstances do not

justify.

Some of the results of the special enquiries and reports which

have been made in connection with individual post-towns are very

striking. In July last there were 786 letters a week undelivered in

the area subordinate to the Atherstone office ; now there are only 18 .

At Haddington there were 955 letters undelivered ; now there are

only 56. In Luton there were 822 letters undelivered ; now there

are only 22 . One postmaster, whose district has been revised,

states that the extensions of delivery which have taken place are con

sidered as the greatest boon which the district has received, from a

postal point of view, for many years.

TH

"

Telepbones versus Telegrapbs.

'HE evidence of Mr. Lamb before the Select Committee of the

House of Commons on the Telegraphs Bill ( 1892 ) shows

that the new policy in regard to telephones has been adopted none
too soon . The net revenue from the Telegraph Service has been

steadily falling in the past few years. For the year ending 31st

March, 1889, it was £ 88,603, in 1890 it had fallen to £85,113, in

1891 to £68,182 , and in 1892 there was an actual deficit of

£ 85,610 . No doubt one important cause of this shrinkage has

been the increase of wages, but the competition of the Telephones

has also helped to bring about this result. How big a slice of the

Departmental cake the Telephone Companies (or rather Company,

for the “ National now stands almost alone) have had, is shewn in

the following extract from the evidence :

“ Sometime ago we had returns kept, and it appeared in a given

period the increase in the ordinary inland messages of the whole

country was 108 per cent. Whereas in that same period the rate of

increase between Manchester and Liverpool was only 72 per cent. ;

between Glasgow and Leith , 67 per cent. ; Leeds and Bradford, 79

per cent.; Leeds and Huddersfield , 73 per cent. ; Leeds and

Dewsbury, 51 per cent.; and Glasgow andGreenock , 30 per cent.

If the increase over the whole country was 108 per cent. , a larger

increase might have been looked for between busy centres ; but

instead of a larger increase we found a considerably lower increase,

ranging down to only 30 per cent. as compared with 108 per cent.”

It is, of course, precisely the most profitable part of the traffic on

which the Telephone Companies encroach . They naturally try to

secure the short-distance traffic between large towns, and are quite

content to leave the requirements of Snowdonia , Connemara, or the

Shetlands to be supplied by the Department. It is this tendency on

the part of outside Companies to take the cream of the traffic which

makes the Postmaster-General's monopoly a necessity. Perhaps a

half -penny Postal or a three -penny Telegraph service in London

would yield a profit in the hands of an enterprising Company who
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were not hampered by any consideration for the inhabitants of the

West of Ireland or the North of Scotland . Hence the necessity, in

the public interest, of enforcing the monopoly with a strictness

which to a superficial observer seems to savour of harshness.

It is a curious fact that the Act of 1868 authorizing the transfer of

the Telegraphs to the State did not confer a monopoly on the

Postmaster-General . Mr. Goschen was the only member of the

Select Committee on the Bill who was impressed with the necessity

of providing this weapon for the defence of the Revenue against

outsiders . A year's reflection, however, convinced Parliament that

Mr. Goschen was right, and in 1869 the monopoly was conferred in

the form in which it at present exists .

THI
'HE new system of trunk telephone wires is estimated to cost

a little more than £400,000, and the remainder of the

£ 1,000,000 provided in the Telegraphs Act of 1892 will go tothe

purchase of the trunk wires already erected by the National Tele.

phone Company, and to the erection of other subsidiary wires .

Mr. Lamb furnished to the Committee of the House of Commons

some interesting information as to the arrangement of this new

system . It is to consist of 9,922 miles of single wire, that is 4,961

miles of double or metallic circuits . The use of double wires to

secure increased efficiency of working by the provision of a complete

metallic circuit, thus avoiding connection with “ earth , ” is an

integral feature of the Post Office Telephone System . The back

bone will consist of main wires from London to Glasgow and thence

to Dublin viâ Belfast on the one side, and to Edinburgh on the

other. There will also be spurs to Newcastle and neighbouring

towns , to Hull , Manchester, Liverpool , Sheffield , Nottingham ,

Derby, Leicester , and other towns . Broadly speaking, the intention

is to connect all the great towns in the United Kingdom, either by

the new backbone system or by the wires already erected .

It is curious to reflect that only a short time ago the Telephone

Company of Ireland announced that they might be able to take up

the question of a telephone call to England in some ten years or so !

The Telegrapbs of the world.

HE comparative statistics recently published by the Bureau

International at Berne are extremely interesting. They are

incomplete in so far as they contain no reference to the United

States or Canada, where the Telegraphs are not in the hands of the

Government . But among the countries mentioned (including

nearly all the countries of Europe) we come out pretty well .

The principal test is the number of telegrams per head of the

population . The population of the United Kingdom is about

38,000,000 , and the number of inland telegrams about 64,000,000–

about 1 • 7 per head. The population of France is about the same ,

but the number of telegrams is less than half, namely , 31,000,000 .
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The population of Germany is considerably greater, namely, about

50,000,000, but the number of telegrams is only 20,000,000, an

average of only 4 per head . In Italy, with a population of

30,000,000, the number of telegrams is less than 8,000,000 . In

Austria a population of 24,000,000 only find it necessary to send

about 4,000,000 telegrams, and in Hungary less than 3,000,000

telegrams suffice for the requirements of a population of 17,000,000.

Even in such densely populated States as Belgium , the Netherlands,

and Denmark the average is surprisingly low, being only about

half a telegram per head.

As regards mileage the United Kingdom appears, at first sight, to

be behind both France and Germany. The mileage of lines is

about 52,000 in the United Kingdom, 88,000 in France, and

108,000 in Germany ; the mileage of wires being, respectively,

323,000 , 287,000, and 373,000. But when we take into account

the difference in area between the three countries (which is, roughly

speaking, as three to five ), the United Kingdom is found to be

better supplied than France in both respects, and to have the

advantage of Germany as regards mileage of wires, while as regards

mileageof lines it is slightly behind that country. It is curious to

note that the number of wires to a pole is about six in the United

Kingdom, and about three and a half in France and Germany.

Very much the same proportions apply to thenumber of offices, of

which there are about 8,000 in the United Kingdom, 10,000 in

France, and 18,000 in Germany. In this case , however, the pre

ponderance in favour of Germany is more decided . It is worth

noting that in France the number of railway telegraph offices is

about one in three, while in Germany and the United Kingdom it is

less than one in four.

In instruments (taking into account, as before, the difference in

area) the United Kingdom has the advantage all round, the number

being about 23,000 in the United Kingdom, 15,000 in France, and

26,000 in Germany. France and Germany show a decided prefer

ence for the Morse system, the number of Morse instruments in

France being about 11,000, and in Germany about 15,000, while in

the United Kingdom it is only about 5,000.

A comparison as regards staff and cost of working would be very

interesting, but owing to the fusion of the Postal and Telegraph

Departments in a number of countries (notably France, Germany,

Austria , and Hungary) the necessary information is not forth

coming.

The statistics afford material for an instructive comparison as

regards the proportion of foreign to inland traffic.

It might a priori have been supposed thatthe United Kingdom,

with its world-wide trade connections, would have sent the largest

proportion of foreign telegrams. But in point of fact its proportion

is almost the smallest. The number of foreign telegrams dealt with

in the United Kingdom (including those transmitted between two

foreign countries as well as those forwarded or received) is about

1

1
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8,000,000, namely, 3,700,000 forwarded, 3,300,000 received, and

900,000 transmitted. That is, only one telegram in nine in the
United Kingdom is foreign.

In France one telegram in every six is foreign , and in Germany

one in something less than four. In Greece, Roumania, and

Norway the proportion is about one in three, while in Hungary,

Sweden, Switzerland, and the Netherlands almost every other

telegram is foreign. In Denmark, Bosnia , and even in Austria

there are actually more foreign than inland telegrams ( 1,000,000 as

against 600,000 in Denmark , 200,000 as against 100,000 in Bosnia,

and 4,500,000 as against 4,300,000 in Austria) , while the little

Duchy of Luxemburg deals with four foreign telegrams for every

one sent within her own borders. It is curious to find that we are

as insular in our telegrams as in our customs.

O

Telegrapb Aotes.

N the 31st December, 1847 , the last semaphore message was

exchanged between London and Portsmouth . This system

of telegraphy had been in use for about half a century, but of

course could only be employed successfully in fair weather. Still,

under favourable conditions, a short message could be transmitted

with considerable speed. Thus it is stated that the Greenwich time

signal could be forwarded from London to Portsmouth and an

acknowledgment received in three-quarters of a minute . Sema

phores are still used to communicate with ships at sea.

HE days of laying long submarine cables are not yet past,

new cable

African coast, and Pernambuco, in Brazil. A new means of reaching

South America by telegraph has thus been placed at the service of

the public.

N important telegraph extension of recent date has been the

carrying of a land line from Mafeking, in Bechuanaland , to

Fort Salisbury, in the heart of the British South African Company's

territory. This line, which is 819 miles long, was completed in

February last . Its construction was an arduous work, the country

which it traverses being very rough. At the present time all the

principal stations in Mashonaland are telegraphically connected

with the main systems of the world . The charge for telegrams from

this country to Mashonaland is gs. 2d . a word .

The credit of this great enterprise is mainly due to the Hon.

Cecil Rhodes ; but the indefatigable premier of the Cape Colony is

already designing new schemes of great moment. No man probably

has a firmer belief in the civilising power of the telegraph ; and he

thinks, with much reason , that the extension of the line overland

from the Zambesi to Egypt will sweep away the slave trade. The

distance from the Zambesi to Uganda is 1,400 miles, and the cost of
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this extension is estimated at £150,000 . Then the territory of the

Mahdi would be reached ; but Mr. Rhodes is not at all appalled .

To quote his own words: “ I do not propose to fight the Mahdi ;

I propose to deal with the Mahdi ; and it is not an impossible thing

at all .. I have never met anybody in this life that I could not deal

with as well as fight ; and I am perfectly sure of one thing, that if I

get the money to go on with my telegraph line, I shall get that line

to Egypt."
*

M
OMBASSA, on the East African coast , a place likely to come

into considerable importance again in connection with the

British occupation of Uganda, was brought within the sphere of

telegraphic influence about two years ago. The distance from the

coast to Lake Victoria Nyanza is only about 400 miles ; and no

doubt in a short time this stretch of country will be spanned both

by railway and by the electric wire.
*

ODO
DD notions still prevail as to the manner in which telegrams

are transmitted. A person writing on one occasion to

complain of the non -delivery of a telegram he had sent , suggested

that a man should be sent out to look for it . He evidently thought

it would be found hanging to the wires somewhere, after the fashion

of kite -tails .

WE

Coast Communication.

E mentioned in our last number ( p . 324) that the Post Office

was engaged in carrying out a scheme of telephonic

communication along the coast , and gave a list of works then in

progress or completed . In addition to those the following lines are

now in progress : --

Thurso P.O. to Scarfskerry P.O. , Canisbay P.O. and Huna P.O. ;

also Wick P.O. to Ackergill P.O.

Fraserburgh P.O. to Cairnbulg C.G.S., Inverallochy P.O. , Rattray

Head C.G.S. and Peterhead C.G.S.

Deal C.G.S. to Walmer C.G.S. , Kingsdown C.G.S. , St. Margaret's

C.G.S. and St. Margaret's P.O.

Holyhead C.G.S. to Rhosneiger C.G.S.

Angle C.G.S. to Limney Head C.G.S. , Flimstone C.G.S. and

Castletank C.G.S.

Ventnor C.G.S. to all C.G. Stations south and west of Isle of Wight

to Totland Bay.

Trevose Head C.G.S. to Padstow P.O. and Padstow C.G.S.

Curracloe C.G.S. to Wexford P.O. and Rosslare C.G.S.; also

Wexford P.O. to Carnsore Point C.G.S.

Cloughy C.G.S. to Portaferry C.G.S. and Tara C.G.S.

An extension of the line connecting the C.G. Stations between

Ilfracombe and Bude to the Lighthouses at Bull Point and Hartland
Point.
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Night bells at the Post Offices at Fleetwood , Barrow , Southport,

Lytham , Blackpool, and St. Ann's , to enable telegrams to be sent

over the public wires after office hours.

Night bells in the Isle of Man at Douglas, Ramsey, Peel , Port

Erin , and Castletown .

Several of the lines have already been of service. During the

storms of last October the Brancaster lifeboat was called by telephone

from Thornham, and saved five lives ; on another occasion the

Coastguard at Winterton called a tug from Yarmouth to tow out the

lifeboat and assist a ship which was ashore on the Happisburgh

sands ; while a Norwegian steamer, the “ Edison , ” which stranded

at Palling during a dense fog on Monday, November 7th , received

early help from a Yarmouth tug, and was eventually got off after a

portion of the cargo had been thrown overboard.

O

A Hew fnquisition .

NE effect of the recent prosecution of the promoters of

“ missing word competitions has been to bring a nest

of hornets about the ears of the Department. The very morning

after the summons had been applied for at Bow Street , “ a lover of

innocent amusement” demanded the immediate prosecution of all

stock-brokers ! Another, with still more splendid audacity, has

ventured to assail no less a personage than Her Majesty's

Postmaster-General! If any one is to be prosecuted, it should be

the wicked Postmaster -General, who allows betting by telegraph,

and who even makes special arrangements for the sporting fraternity

at the race-meetings ! Our critic would have us take down our

wires to Epsom and blot out Derby Day from our Official Calendar.

Nay, he would even have us refuse all telegrams containing tips or

bets. We are 10 be a sort of moral inquisition, combining the

severity of a Torquemada with the fussiness of a County Councillor.

In the good old days it used to be said that it was impossible to

make people virtuous by Act of Parliament, but this duty, " if they

but have their way,” is to be handed over to an Ethical Department

of the General Post Office, with a staff of Professors of Casuistry

and a library of Moral Philosophy from Ptah -hotep down to
Herbert Spencer.

Nothing less would suffice to solve the thousand and one delicate

problems which would arise if the Post Office once departs from its

neutral position. The lot of a counter-clerk would certainly come

to resemble that of the policeman in the well-known song. At

present, telegrams " indecently or obscenely worded , or appearing to

contain libellous or grossly offensive matter," are not permitted to

be sent, and the enforcement of this comparatively simple regula

tion is sometimes difficult enough. When it comes to an argument

as to racing phraseology with a dozen angry tipsters, the prospect is

enough to appal the stoutest. We do not say that circumstances do

not arise in which the State may not justifiably interfere, through the

Post Office, for the protection of public morals. For example , the
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United States Post Office has recently taken a very decided line of

action indeed in connection with the Louisiana lottery. But the

necessity for intervention must be very clear. In any case, it is for

the Legislature to take the first steps ; but vigorous action is hardly

to be expected from a House which , until the present year , always

adjourned on Derby Day.

Assuming that the Legislature passes ameasure of restriction, and

that, as a public duty, the Post Office faces the odium connected

with the scrutiny and wholesale rejection of thousands of telegrams,

there is no regulation that could be framed which would not be

evaded by the ingenuity of the racing public. It would be quite an

easy matter to get behind the regulations by the use of a system of

code, and the only result of the virtuous attitude of the Department

would be a large addition to the most troublesome part of its work,

code being much more difficult to transmit than plain language.

The case is perhaps somewhat different as regards special arrange

ments. Of course, all the wires to the Grand Stands could be taken

down. But this would be a great departure from the present

attitude of absolute impartiality observed by the Department.

Wherever events occur which excite public attention , the Depart

ment does its utmost to meet the demand for early information

without seeking to constitute itself the judge of moral or other

questions which may be involved .

Once begin to boycott racing events and there will soon be other

demands. What about walking matches or bicycle competitions ?

What about the sacred Boat Race itself? It is to be feared that a

good deal of money changes hands over the result of this modern

substitute for the Olympic Games of ancient Hellas. Is the

Department to be precluded from making special arrangements for a

theatrical congress ? There are people who object to theatres as

strongly as they object to betting. Besides, if the Department is to

pick and choose, we shall have complaints from Nonconformists of

the unfairness of making special arrangements when a Church

Congress takes place at Folkestone or Rhyl. The Radical

Association will complain of the Primrose League, and , most

terrible of all , the member for Slocum Podger will complain that it is

only spite on the part of the Post Office which prevented a verbatim

report of his eloquent and exhaustive speech on the main drainage

question from appearing in all the London morning papers .

But , seriously, the Department would be placed in an extremely

difficult position if it were to refuse to make arrangements to meet

special demands. If the wires were not extended to the race-course,

a service of pigeons would probably be organised to carry messages

to the neighbouring town . They would there be reduced to code,

and handed to the Department in batches of hundreds , and as the

Department would be unable to refuse them, there would be an

absolute breakdown . Betting is, undoubtedly, a serious evil , but its

suppression through the medium of the Post Office is not exactly an

undertaking which could be commenced with a light heart.
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OF

word Competitions.

F all classes of moral reformers — says the Morning Leader

the class which has the most hopeless task before it appears

to be the one consumed with the ambition to annihilate the gambling

spirit of the age. The modern Sisyphus is the anti-gambler. Until

a month or two ago he appeared to have a possible chance of satisfy

ing his everlasting hope . The thing would be done could he but

have thrown all cards and dice into the sea, abolished horse-racing,

blown up the Stock Exchange , prevented any two dogs ever meeting

to race against each other, interdicted “ wobbling " and cycling, made

football penal, suppressed glove -fights, prohibited pigeon -shooting,

put down billiards, and abolished political elections and sensational

trials. But now a new gamble has fastened relentlessly on the

British public, and were all those old channels for futtering

completely dammed, there would yet remain a recently-invented

method which promises to vie with them all in popularity, and which

drives one to the sorrowful conclusion that the gambling spirit will

endure as long as the human race itself, and that when the end of

the world comes, the two last men will be found laying and taking

the odds about which will survive the other. It is the " missing

word ” gamble which is thus recently superseding the older forms of

wagering. The hard-working mother of ten sends her shilling and

picks her word , and the Bible- class which has not its syndicate for

covering every possibleword and cutting up the profits accruing from

the particular one which happens to be correct is not easily to be

found. That all these curious things have happened, a Morning

Leader reporter has satisfied himself by personal inspection

recently . When the Pearson offices were opened on that morning,

there were delivered through the post 12 huge sacks of letters.

Already during the few previous days 140,000 letters had come in

connection with the competition, and that morning's delivery

represented another 60,000 . By the time they arrived there was a

room full of young women , seated at two long tables , waiting to

receive them. About 150 was the number of these girls and women,

whose services had been obtained through the Young Women's

Christian Association and other ladies ' employment agencies . To

them the competition erved out, and until a late hour in

the afternoon they were hard at work extracting the postal orders,

cheques, and coupons, and arranging them in bundles. The correct

answers are at last passed on to the manager, who cuts the total

amount up among the lucky winners. As much as £6 worth of

coupons has been sent in by one man ; but by far the majority of

the letters contain single shillings . The largest prize yet secured

has been £ 75 apiece by more than 40 competitors. The

scheme, which is Mr. Pearson's own idea , was originated about

a year ago. It began in a very insignificant way, but now it is
attaining monstrous proportions, and Mr. Pearson is half afraid of

his Frankenstein. Last week £7,000 was sent in , and this week

there is fully £10,000 to be divided. It means £ 500 a week for

tters were
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stamps to the postal revenue , so that it is not to be wondered that

the Post Office tell off certain employés to deal with Pearson's post

solely. Before this was done it was rather an absurd sight to see

10 postmen outside the office on a Monday morning pouring their

sacks of letters through the letter-box and swamping the inmates of
the office. Besides stamps , there is about £ 250 paid into the Post

Office weekly for their charges on the sale of the postal orders for use

in the competition, and booksellers must have done a splendid thing
in synonym dictionaries . [The Treasury has now obtained a

conviction against Pick -me-up, the imitator of Mr. Pearson's grand

idea , so the gamblers must try something else.-EDITOR. ]

*

ON
NE of our friends in the Postal Order Branch, in a letter to a

member of our staff, gives some ofher experiences, which may

beinteresting to our readers . She says, “ We are at presentinundated

with Pearson's Weekly. It is like the charge of the Light Brigade.

Bundlesto the rightof us , bundles to the left of us , upstairs and
downstairs. Pearson says in some interview , published in the

St. James's Gazette, that one of his female clerks counts the Postal

Orders at the rate of 14,000 an hour with very few mistakes . The

ordinary rate for the Postal Order clerks, who have had a good deal

of experience and who do it all day long, is between 3,000 and 4,000

per hour, and there are very few mistakes . I think any one who

tried to count more than that would be a raving lunatic soon , and at

any rate would not be able to continue at that speed (viz .—14,000

per hour) for six or seven consecutive hours. On one Tuesday

morning a Postmaster sent his ordinary requisition for a fortnight's

supply, and over and above asked for 250 at 1 /-, for some gentlemen

who had already paid for them and wanted them urgently by

Wednesday. When the competitions were announced to end, several

Postmasters wrote asking for their stock to be taken back or trans

ferred, as they were now overstocked . ” Here follows an interesting

confession of our friends, “ We ourselves helped to swell the number

and we have won occasionally, so that on the whole we don't mind

very much . Of course, many of the clerks objected to it . ”

We know of a gentleman who having already sent up several words

in one competition , thought of another at the last moment. He

rushed out to the nearest Post Office and asked a flaxen-haired damsel

behind the counter for the necessary shilling order . She had a

scared look on her face and she did not reply to the gentleman.

She simply called out despairingly, “ Father, here's another," and fled .

And the father put the shutters up, turned the gas out, and the word

never reached Pearson's .

Jumping at Conclusions.

E really must be more careful. In our April number there

appeared an article under the title of “ The Pneumatic

System of London,” and we reprinted a plan of that system . This

map was reproduced in miniature in the September number of the
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Review of Reviews, which wants to know why cartes télégraphiques can

not be sent over London by this means as in Paris . The only answer

Mr. Stead can suggest is that the wicked Shylock of a Post Office is

determined to extract its pound of flesh in the shape of a half- penny

a word . And yet a glance at the plan might have shown Mr. Stead

that another answer was possible, for he would have seen that it is

not a plan of London at all, but merely of the region between

Aldgate and the British Museum. If he should be inclined to reply

“ Then extend the system all over London , ” the answer is almost

equally simple , viz . , that the system is not one which can economically

be extended, for, as we stated in our article, “ A tube more than two

miles long is of no practical value for telegraphic purposes.'

had had any idea of what was coming, we would have headed our

article “ The Pneumatic System of Central London .”

If we

WH

The Drill Master Abroad .

HEN the armed millions of the Continent are daily perfecting

and adding to their peace strength , their cadres and their

reserves, it might be supposed that even the State whose southern

border is the “ silver streak ” had some similar object in view when

it teaches the youngest of its servants to march shoulder to shoulder,

and makes their tender fingers grasp the deadly weapons of war.

Within the last two or three years, if we recollect rightly, one of the

most successful British commanders of our time enunciated the

opinion that there was nothing to prevent a continental army of

100,000 men properly led , once it had landed in England , from

marching on and seizing the capital ; and in the face of that opinion ,

any step which might be taken to strengthen the defensive forces of

the Crown would hardly be deserving of censure. The drill of

telegraph messengers was, however, instituted with no such object.

The public schools have their cadet corps, the board schools have or

propose that they shall have a regular system of drill , and we hold

that any establishment which employs a large number of hands will

find them more malleable and readier instruments for the perform

ance of work quickly and well if they are either formed into a

volunteer regiment , or supply a detachment to some existing

regiment when first employed in youth or early manhood

The inature gentlemen, members of the service at the time of the

transfer of the telegraphs to the State, recollect the drills of the

messengers which were shortly afterwards instituted and continued

for two or three years , but which were then allowed to drop, and can

bear testimony to the benefits derived from such drills . Sir James

Fergusson observed the need for drill with a view to induce smart

ness as well in regard to the uniform as in regard to the appearance

and setting up of the boys themselves ; and from this starting point

the existing drills have been organized . In London alone there are

no less than 3,000 telegraph messengers, ranging from about 14 to

about 18 years of age, attached to the Central Telegraph Office and
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to the twelve district offices. It would be impossible for all these

boy's to drill every week without inconvenience to the service or

without putting undue strain upon the boys, but it has been found

possible for them to drill at the rate of 1,000 a week, so that each boy

is drilled in a company numbering about 50 of his fellows once or

twice every third week. In addition to this, every boy as he comes

on duty daily is inspected to see that his uniform and equipment are

in order, and, whenever possible, he is at the same time put through

a little drill for a few minutes . In all towns, orders have been

issued for this daily inspection, and in some fifty of the larger towns

drills on the same system have been or are being organized.

When barracks are available the boys are drilled there. Open

air drill is considered the most beneficial, and the best time the

morning, before telegraph duties commence. Several volunteer

officers have placed their drill halls and drill grounds at the service

of the Department for this purpose, and the Master of the Charter

house and others have co -operated. The War Office have lent 1,000

Martini - Henry carbines for use by the boys at drill in London,

and with them they are taught the Army physical drill and the

manual exercise. There can be no question that the handling of the

carbines gives the boys additional interest in their drill . Can it

be urged that the boys of cadet corps should be provided with

umbrellas or landing nets when carbines can be procured ?

There can be no doubt that the benefit to the boys and to the

Department since drill commenced in June last has been most

marked . With a few exceptions, and such there must always be ,

they hold themselves up, walk with a quick active step , and present

the appearance of having something totake an interest in . It must

be remembered that the Department engages them considerably

earlier than an age at which it is desirable that boys should leave

school , and that they have nothing much to take an interest in

except their “ trivial round and common task .” We maintain that

the drills supply what is needed , and infuse a much needed esprit de

corps. When on duty in the streets the boys know that they have a

reputation to maintain, and that the effect produced upon them by

the drills is being noticed . Moreover , a system of prizes is being

organized which will establish a healthy emulation amongst the

boys , and make them do their best .

We should like to see as many boys as possible collected under

canvas for a week or so during the summer months, where they

could have athletic sports, bathing, etc. , as well as ordinary drill . In

any case it is hoped that those of them who do not succeed in

obtaining permanent appointments in the Department when their

engagement as messengers ceases, will carry away the impression

that while they did their best for the Post Office the Department
did its best for them .

It should be noted that Mr. Arnold Morley, by his presence and

his speech at the largest massed drill of the messengers which has

yet taken place, viz. , at the Tower Ditch , when over 500 boys
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marched past to the bands of the Central Telegraph Office and the

Eastern District, performing other battalion movements and physical

drill to music, gave great encouragement to the drill organization,

which may now be said to have taken permanent form .

J. P. M.

M
79

Industrial Life Insurance.

R. F. J. BROWN, of the Secretary's Office, contributes an

able and interesting article on “ Industrial Life Assurance

to the October number of the Westminster Review . Like all other

writers on the subject, he holds up before our eyes a presentment of

our failure to compete with the industrial societies for the patronage

of our master , the British workman, even though our terms are

more favourable to him than theirs . (See Vol. II . , p . 130.)

It is true : we do fail. And the reason is perfectly plain ; we fail

because we do not canvass. But then how could we canvass ? It is

all very well, when a child makes its appearance in this over

populated world , for the agent of the Prudential to go round and

say to Mr. and Mrs. Quiverful, “ Look here ! that baby may die in a

week or two , and you had better insure its life, so that you may

bury it decently and be able to buy a black dress. But we could

hardly go and say such a thing in the name of Her Majesty the

Queen . Or, even supposing that there was no such proverb as

“ noblesse oblige,” we could not pay an army of canvassers at our

present insurance rates, unless we-like outside societies-made

our pile out of "lapsed policies , " which Mr. Brown himself thinks

should be legally stigmatized as the accursed thing.

Then Mr. Brown ends up with an a fortiori. “ If you can't

succeed , ” he says, “ with industrial life insurance, you certainly won't

succeed with voluntary old -age pensions. " We say ditto to Mr.

Brown , with a reservation. We certainly shan't succeed in inducing

the British workman to provide a pension for his old age, unless we
either bribe him or coerce him . * Assisted ” old-age pensions may

succeed, and the " blessed word compulsion ” may succeed in the

future ; but while the citizen stands safe against starvation under

the shadow of the poor-law, he will not of his own pure prudence,

unsolicited , unbribed, and un-compelled, rob his poor self of his

beer , or his poor wife of her new gown, in order to guard against a

remote danger of impecuniosity in his old age.

W

A Flood of Talk .

HAT would the silent sage of Chelsea have thought of

the flood of talk that has been let loose between London

and Paris ? The London-Paris Telephone business , now that an

additional circuit has been provided , has advanced by leaps and

bounds. During the first six months (April to September) of the

present financial year the number of conversations increased

64 :6 per cent . as compared with the corresponding six months in
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the previous year. In the month of May the increase was actually

152 per cent. One would have expected our conversational

neighbours to have made the most use of the Telephone, but, on

the contrary, the stream flows with twofold intensity from London .

When business is on, John Bull himself becomes a second

Chrysostom.

The silence-box on the London - Paris Telephone is certainly not

the place for humming and having. At the half- yearly meeting

of Reuter's Telegram Company, the Chairman stated that 8,000

words had been heard by their clerks over the London- Paris

Telephone, and recorded in three- quarters of an hour. The

Wheatstone Automatic will soon be out of the running.

ST

Dail Jtems.

INCE our last issue the anomaly , to which reference was made,

in regard to the charging of parcels for redirection, has been

remedied, and now the rule is that redirected and misdirected

parcels alike are delivered without any extra charge if both the

original and the corrected addresses are within a delivery from the
same Post Office.

TE understand that the Department is again considering the

the
trade charges upon the delivery of postal packets, which the

Treasury refused to sanction some years ago. Such a system has

been in operation for many years in India, Germany, France,

Austria , Switzerland , the Low Countries, & c., and the testimony

from these countries is to the effect that it is looked upon as a

great boon by the people generally , and is in fact an integral part

of their business arrangements. As the Parcel Post in England

has now been firmly established for nearly 10 years, there seems to

be no reason why the system should not be introduced in this

country also. If the charges were moderate, many producers of

articles of small value in rural districts would be able to dispose of

them to people living in the towns, and in return they would be

able to pay the postman at their own doors for articles sent direct

to them from the great manufacturing centres .

AS
S foreshadowed in our last issue, the limit of insurance value

for compensation in connection with the loss or damage of

Inland Registered Postal Packets has now been increased from £25

to £50. For some time past arrangements have been in force for

the transmission of insured parcels between the United Kingdom ,
India , and eral of our colonies ; ar nderstand that efforts

are now being made to extend the system to several of the countries

on the continent .

we
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Tbe Rowland bill benevolent fund.

T

£1,774

HE usual annual meeting of this Fund was held at the Mansion

House, on the roth November, and it is again our duty to

call attention to the remarkable figures which the report discloses.

Following the plan we adopted last year, we exhibit them as

follows:

1890. 1891 . 1892 .

Amount invested £ 17,760 £ 36,890 £37,801

Income from ditto £668 £939 £1,369

subscriptions £ 1,106 4,916 4.880

Total income +1,855 52,249

Amount spent in relief £ 1,051 £1,422 £ 1,320

It will be noticed that although during the past two years the

amount of the investments has been more than doubled , the Trustees

still maintain and indeed openly avow a policy of putting the annual
subscriptions to capital account. It will further be observed that

though the income has largely increased during the past year, the

amount spent has actually decreased. This may be “ business,"

but it is not the sort of “ business which is likely to encouragę

annual subscriptions, and it is hardly surprising therefore to find

that these are falling off. Why should any one take the trouble to

collect subscriptions when he knows that at most only the interest on

the amount collected will be spent in relieving the poverty which he

deplores ? It may of course be urged that in the future, as the

service grows, larger sums will be required ; but then , as the service
grows, the number of subscribers will or should grow also.

We cannot help thinking that if the Trustees would adopt the

policy of spending their whole income, or nearly the whole, they

would soon find an increase in the number of their subscribers.

Might we further venture to urge that it would tend greatly to

increase the popularity of the fund if the Committee of Selection,

which at present represents merely the hierarchy of the department ,

could only find sitting room for one or two less exalted personages

representing the provincial subscribers .

F

The Telepbone and the Telegrapb Journal.

ROM time to time the postman brings to our door the

fortnightly issues of our little contemporary the Telegraph

Journal, one of those wayside flowers of journalism which, while

making no bid for general circulation and bold advertisement, never

theless justify their existence to discerning eyes by the interest of their

contents. This remark occurred to us after reading some thoughtful

articles, in a recent number, on that difficult question—the future of

the telephone. The question is far from new ; it was being asked

fifteen years ago ; and to-day we are still asking, “ What are the

chances of the telephone supplanting the telegraph ? ” Now, if those

G
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chances were great, some sign of the successful rivalry of the

telephone would , we take it , have made itself manifest in the last

fifteen years. But what do we find ? So far from being hindered

or discouraged the telegraph has been extending both its ramifica
tions and its business . And so also has the telephone. The truth

is that these two handmaidens of science, instead of interfering and

competing with one another, tend rather to support, improve , rein

force, and supplement one another. Their spheres, though similar,

are not the same. On the one hand, the telegraph is more reliable

over long distances ; it furnishes its recipient with a valuable voucher

or record ; it is cheap , especially for press purposes ; it necessitates

no transcription on the part of the public ; and it is wonderfully

expeditious. On the other hand , the telephone enables you to

recognise the live voice of your interlocutor ; you can discuss, thresh

out, and settle a matter, if not on the spot, at any rate on the nail ;

you can work the telephone without having any technical knowledge

or skill ; and you need not be dependent on the services of a clerk.

But then there are certain disadvantages on the part of the telephone

which science, with all its resources, seems in no hurry to counter

act. In the first place there is a want of clearness in the

transmission of certain sounds , especially that of the letter “ s ” ; there

is a lamentable want of secrecy, for you have to talk loudly, and

therefore you must either screen yourself off with an expensive

silence box , or allow your neighbours , clerks , and customers to

overhear your little conversations; there is the evergreen difficulty of

cross talk ” ; and there is the sad loss of time and temper in

" joining through." On the whole, the answer to our contemporary's

query must be that the telephone is not likely to supplant, or even

interfere seriously with , the telegraph . Still , there has been a

certain amount of rivalry between the two in the past, which has

been good for neither. Now that the telephone trunk lines are

passing into the hands of the Government we hope to witness the

disappearance of the last vestiges of this unhealthy competition, and

to see the telephone and telegraph fighting side by side like the

Great Twin Brethren at the Battle of Lake Regillus .

*

TH
HE interest with which we perused the articles referred to in

the preceding paragraph induced us to make further explora

tions into the pages of the Telegraph Journal. The chief object in

life of the publication seems to be the planting, watering, fostering,

and advertising the Postal Telegraph Clerks'Association. Besides

this, it collects a vast quantity of interesting telegraphic details from

all quarters of the kingdom , as well as from South Africa, and on

the whole it is well written and well edited. With the exception of

one individual, the local correspondents ofthe Telegraph Journal do
their work in a creditable manner. The particular exception we

have in our mind is the gentleman who contributes the “ T. S. items."

He seems to be under the impression that his paragraphs are “ not
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acceptable in some quarters , ” and laments that he “ is not able to

please everybody. ” He is philosophical , however. “ I presume,” he

says , “ I must put up with cavilling, carping, and criticism from those

heaven-born geniuses whose mission in life is not to do anything

themselves but are 81-ton guns ( sic ) at finding fault with other

people.” We are at a loss to understand what can have given him

such an attack of stoicism . Is it possible that he is angry because

nobody minds him ? While determined to grin and bear the

carpings and cavillings of some person unspecified, he deals out

carpings and cavillings of his own with a lavish hand, the object of

his attacks being the poor Refreshment Branch . Unfortunately the

Refreshment Branch seemsto be as stoically indifferent to his cavil

lings , as he is to those of which he complains. This state of things is,

of course, more than he can bear. Accordingly he announces with

tears that as soon as the editor can find another T. S. correspondent

he will be happy to resign . He only took up the duty in the

hopes that the editor would be fortunate enough to secure a more

able correspondent.” We do not suppose that there will be any

difficulty about that, and we sincerely trust that he will allow

no scruple or delicacy to interfere with his proposed re
tirement .

" FOR

Testimonialism .

OR weeks it rained gold boxes.” So wrote Horace Walpole

on the occasion when Pitt was dismissed from office by the

second George ; and the chronicler of Post Office history may fairly

assert that for months past it has rained testimonials . Anyone who

reads the accounts of recent activities in this particular direction

must perforce ask himself what are the qualifications which a man

must needs possess in order to secure an expensive testimonial on

his retirement or promotion to another office.

When the head of any office retires , the sub-head thinks it abso

lutely essential to get up a testimonial, and all the juniors hasten to

contribute from a notion, which , let us hope , is entirely unfounded ,

that if they do not they will be marked men . We are far from saying

that in the vast majority of the recent cases in our Department the

retiring chiefs have not fully merited the handsome presents which

have been made to them , and the kind words with which the gifts

have been accompanied ; but we do think that those who get up

these things cannot be too careful in avoiding the slightest suspicion

of official pressure. If they would remember that the worth of a

testimonial does not , or should not, depend on its pecuniary value,

but on the good will of the subscribers, they could often avoid

saddling their juniors with an expense which the latter can ill afford,

while at the same time they would vastly augment good feeling in

their respective offices, and relieve the recipient of the lurking

suspicion that he is furnishing his house at the expense of those who

are worse off than himself.
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THE

france.

HE French Post Office seems by no means in a satisfactory

state ; the staff is not equal to its duties, and its pay and

prospects are miserable. Its neglected condition is attributed by

some journals to the fact that instead of the Post Office forming a

separate Department of State as in other countries, it is a mere branch

of theMinistry of Commerce ; but, however this may be, the report

recently presented to the Chamber of Deputies shows that at least

3,000,000 francs annually is necessary in order to put things on a

proper footing. At present there are 2,800 commis auxiliaires, or

sorting clerks, who enter at 1,000 francs a year, but it is now proposed

to raise the minimum to 1,200 francs. Then there are 8,000 of a

higher class, called commis ordinaires, recruited by competition, who

after 20 years 'service, and when they are about 40 years of age, may

hope to reach the maximum of 2,700 francs, or £ 108 a year. It is

now proposed to raise their maximum to 3,000 francs

There are 2,264 women telegraphists and telephonists, whose initial

salary it is proposed to raise from 800 to 1,000 francs. The postmen

in Paris begin with 1,000 francs, and rise to 1,500 .
It is now pro

posed that their maximum shall be 1,800 francs, or £72 a year.
*

*

N the ist of October the cash -on -delivery system came into

,
also in connection with a new service of insured boxes (boites avec

valeur déclarée ). As was explained in our last issue, parcels ( colis

postaux) are carried by the railway companies on behalf of the Post

Office. The new service, which is confined to packets not exceeding

500 grammes ( 1 lb. 2 oz . ) , is intended chiefly for boxes of jewellery,

and is conducted by the Post Office. The charges are ( 1 ) a regis

tration fee of 25 centimes, and ( 2 ) a postage of 5 centimes for every

50 grammes. The charge for collecting value on delivery is io

centimes for every 500 francs collected .

FOR
OR some time there has existed a local parcel post in Paris, and

a decree has lately been issued raising the limit of weight for

parcels from three kilogrammes ( 7 lbs. ) to five kilogrammes ( 11 lbs . ) .

The postage is 25 centimes per parcel . For an additional 60

centimes a charge not exceeding 500 francs (£20) will be collected

on delivery. The fee for insurance up to the same amount is

10 centimes.

American Aotions.

HE Americans seem to be getting more and more dissatisfied

with their Civil Service arrangements. The " spoils system ”

naturally works badly, and all sensible men wish the service to

become utterly dissociated from politics. The New York Evening Post

of October 12th contains a long communication from Mr. William

Dudley Foulke , who begins by quoting a speech made by Mr. Harrison,

in 1886, denouncing the removal of postmasters from office without

THE
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cause assigned. Now, however, that he is President it would seem

that out of 356 removals made, in only 47 cases was any reason
given, and all requests for information have been refused. One

postmaster, who on receipt of notice to quit asked a reason , was

told : “ When your successor receives his commission , turn your

office over to him without further notice." That was all the answer

he got . Some one called the Postmaster-General's attention to a

notice which was being sent round to postmasters , asking them to

furnish a list of the patrons of their offices, with their politics , and to

consult privately with prominent Republicans in the locality, &c .

Mr. Wanamaker, in reply, stated practically that he could do

nothing.

EPLY post-cards have just been introduced into the United

States, under the name of “ return postal cards. "

ERE are some headlines from the New York Herald of the

31st August

R

HΗ

POST OFFICE PEOPLE

CANT CATCH THIEVES

UNABLE TO AFFORD RELIEF TO KOCH & CO. ,

OF HARLEM, WHO HAVE LOST 439 LETTERS

SINCE LAST APRIL.

RESULT OF THE FIRM'S COMPLAINTS.

TOLD THAT THERE WAS A “ PRESS OF BUSINESS ”

IN THE DIFFERENT DEPARTMENTS AND

“ NOT ENOUGH HELP ANYWAY.”

ROBBERIES INCREASE IN FREQUENCY.

FIFTY ENCLOSURES TO THE DRY GOODS HOUSE

STOLEN SINCE AUGUST 11 .

WHAT INSPECTOR JAMES SAYS OF THE CASE .
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T

Tbe Jndian Telegrapbs.

HE report of the Indian Telegraph Administration reads like a

page out of the Arabian Nights. The achievements of

electricity in the service of man are nowhere more fascinating to the

imagination than in our great Eastern Dependency. The vast

distances, the difficulties and perils of construction, the contrast

between the spirit of the restless West and the unchanging East , all

combine to cast a charm of romance over the most sober blue -book.

India was from the first fully alive to the importance of the new

power. The famous report published by Lord Dalhousie on the eve

of the Mutiny shows that by that time 4,000 miles of telegraph had

been erected . The three capitals, Calcutta, Bombay, and Madras,

were connected ; there were offices at Benares, Lucknow , Cawnpore,

Agra, Gwalior, Meerut, Simla, Lahore, and about 40 other towns

and out-posts extended as far as Ootacamund in one direction and

Peshawur in another.

The value of this network of communication was soon to be tested .

It is impossible to over-estimate the service which the telegraph

actually rendered in the first few weeks of the Mutiny . The parlia

mentary papers contain an interesting series of telegrams, which

show that Canning in Calcutta was in hourly communication with

Elphinstone at Bombay and Harrisat Madras, with Colvin at Agra

and with Lawrence at Lucknow . When the Mutiny broke out, the

first necessity was the protection of Calcutta , where only one European

regiment was stationed. Within two days a regiment was despatched

from Madras, and troops on their way to China were stopped at

Bombay. The delay, which led to so many disasters, was due to the

terrible difficulties of transport. If in addition to these difficulties it

had taken weeks instead of minutes to communicate between Calcutta

and Bombay, it is doubtful whether the Mutiny could have been

quelled at all.

The rulers of India have not forgotten this grand object -lesson of

the value of the electric telegraph. Ever since the Mutiny the work

of extension has been steadily continued, until now the Administration

has 40,000 miles of line and 120,000 miles of wire to show. Away

on the far north-west there is a network of telegraphs connecting the

fortifications which guard the frontier. The wires extend as far as

Chaman on the wayto Candahar, and up to Jamrud on the way to

Cabul. In Cashmere a line to Gilgit , among the snows of the Hindoo

Koosh, is under survey. In Sikkim the telegraph has been carried

up the slopes of Kinchinjunga to the out.post on the frontier of

Thibet at Gnatong. In Upper Burmah an extension to Nampaung,

beyond Bhamo, comes within some go miles of the Chinese telegraph

system at Momein .

Nor are military exigencies allowed to interfere with the interests

of the commercial world . Not to speak of the telephone companies

which are doing a thriving and growing business in Bombay, Calcutta ,

Kurrachee, Madras, Moulmein, and Rangoon, the telegraph depart

ment has established exchanges in sixteentowns, such as Cawnpore,
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Agra, Bareilly, Benares, Allahabad , Lucknow, and Mandalay. During

the year 143 new telegraph offices were opened, and about 7,000

miles of wire erected. That these advantages are fully appreciated

is shewn by the large increase of ui per cent. in the inland public

telegrams.

The service is not only being extended , but is every year becoming

more expeditious. A careful analysis shows that the average time

occupied in transmission is now 18 minutes between Bombay and

Kurrachee, 25 minutes between Calcutta and Kurrachee, 23 minutes

between Bombay and Madras, 27 minutes between Bombay and

Calcutta, 42 minutes between Calcutta and Madras, and 45 minutes

between Calcutta and Rangoon. These time-intervals have mostly

been materially reduced in the past few years . The Director -General

notes, however, with regret that there has been no improvement

between Calcutta and Madras, and as 42 minutes is considered too

long, an additional wire is to be provided .

The following extract, in its calmly official tone, gives some idea of

the difficulties with which in India the engineering staff have to

contend. It is taken almost at random :

“ A line from Bhamo to Nampaung, 40 miles, was commencedon

the 21st December, 1891 , by a party working under Mr. R. Meredith,

Assistant Superintendent, and Mr. J. C. Murphy , Sub- Assistant

Superintendent . All the coolies were Shans, and at first but little

progress could be made, as , owing to none of the permanent staff

being acquainted with the language of the coolies, and not being

ableto procure an interpreter, it was impossible to give orders to the

men or to explain what was wanted . At Mopin, the river Taeping

was crossed with a span of 350 yards . Dense strong kine -grass, from

15 to 20 feet high , impeded the work, while beyond Myothit the

country is mountainous and densely wooded . The commissariat

department assisted largely with mules and elephants. Had it not

been for this ready help , there would have been delay in completing

the line, which reached Nampaung on the 19th January ."

IN

A Million used Stamps.

N our last number we scouted the idea that there was a high

market value for old penny stamps . Since then we have

received from several quarters positive assurances that we were

wrong. Mr. Allport, of Sheffield , knows of a lady who sells them at

the rate of £3 or even £5 per million , and devotes the proceeds to

charitable purposes . There are various grades of charity, of course,

ranging from judicious beneficence to misdirected sentimentality,

and therefore in the absence of particulars we withhold the lady's

name and address. Again , according to the Catholic Times, there is

a Used Stamp Association in Belgium , which collects old stamps

and sells them at prices varying from sixteen to thirty pounds per

million , the profits being devoted to Catholic Missions on the

Congo. The stamps are not sold to savage chiefs at exorbitant
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prices (indignantly exclaims our contemporary) ; they are sold in

Europe “ for the ornamentation of drawing rooms and parlours. A

triumph of the art is to be seen in a nobleman's mansion in Rotter

dam. The walls of part of this mansion have been decorated with

postage stamps at theenormous expense of 50,000 guilders, equivalent

to about £5,000 English money.” These are extraordinary state

ments . Inclination urges us to accept them blindly , but conscience

bids us submit them to the scrutiny of common sense . A million

old stamps, carefully packed, can be got into a box measuring about

one foot each way. Is it possible that they are worth more than

their value as waste paper ? Again, million stamps would cover

the walls of nine average rooms . They could be affixed by one man

at the rate of ten a minute. Working eight hours a day, the man

could get through the million in 209 days, or, say, 35 weeks. Now

two pounds a week would be good wages, we should suppose, and

therefore at outside prices the cost should be as follows :
£ s. d.

Materials , viz . , one million used stamps 30

Labour, at £2 a week ... 70

£100

The Catholic Times is wrong in supposing that 50,000 guilders

are equal to £5,000 English money. The real equivalent is

£ 3,333. Is it possible to suppose, however, that any one would

spend so much as this on work which could be done at about one

thirty-third of the cost ?

O
O

O

TH

Tbe katipo.

HE Post and Telegraph Gazette of New Zealand now rejoices

in the title of Katipo. Of course every schoolboy knows

what a katipo is . It is a creature which, according to Sir Walter

Buller, " on being touched with the finger, instantly folds its legs,

rolls over on its back , and simulates death , remaining perfectly

motionless until further molested .” Joking apart, our colonial

contemporary is well written and well edited . Among its items

of general news we notice the interesting announcement that

New Zealand is about to adopt the Wheatstone Automatic Apparatus

on certain of its main lines.

A

Sir James Sivewright, k.C. SID.G.

GOOD many people in the mother country can remember the

time when Mr. Sivewright was a Superintending Engineer of

the Post Office in the southern division of England, and secretary to

the Society of Telegraph Engineers. In 1877 he was selected to

proceed to South Africa . In the troublous times of 1877-8-9 he

rendered good service to South Africa, and although a non -combatant

was awarded the South African war medal and clasp , and was made
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a C.M.G. He held the post of general manager of the telegraphs

until 1884 , when, on the telegraphs being merged in the Post Office,

he retired with a pension . Since thenhe has gone in for Cape

politics. In 1890 he was made Commissioner of Crown Lands and

Public Works in the Rhodes ministry. During his term of office

the department over which he presides has completed a railway

extension connecting Cape Town and other principal seaports of the

colony with the Orange Free State and the South African Republic.

In recognition of the importance of the work and the services of the

presiding minister, Mr. Sivewright has been promoted to be a Knight

Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and

St. George. We tender him our hearty congratulations.

Glasgow.

'HERE passed away last month an old servant of the depart

ment here — Mr. Millar by name - who, forming as he did a

connecting link between the Post Office of the past and the vastly

different institution of modern days, is worthy of more than a passing

notice in these pages. When Mr. Millar died , he was within some

weeks of his ninety -fourth birthday, having been born twoyears

before the century began. He joined the Glasgow Post Office in

1825 — and thus long ere the Penny Post was dreamed of — as a Letter

Carrier, then one of fifteen . In those early days he and two others,

each with a hand barrow, went to the Tontine Hotel at the Cross, to

meet the London Mail ; and doubtless they had in these conveyances

room and to spare. The office, on an equally limited scale, was

then situated in East Albion Street , or, as it is now called , Nelson

Street . He had many stories to tell of those old times, but, perhaps,

for weird pathos, the following stands alone . During the first

dreadful visit of the cholera to Glasgow in 1832 , when that stealthy

and terrible malady stalked noiselessly and unseen , except in its

awful results, through the streets and slums of the city , he kept on

his usual round. Knocking one day at a door, and getting no reply,

he opened it and entered . He saw no person about, but as a sick

man was lying on the bed , in the one apartment, whose hand was

held out as for the letter , he walked across the room and placed it

therein . The hand thereafter remained so motionless that he took

a second look and fled from the house . The hand into which he

had put the letter was the hand of a corpse !

At Mr. Millar's funeral a number of memorial wreaths were placed

on the grave. Among these was one that bore an inscription in

which there was surely an ill-timed stroke of grim humour— " His

last delivery."

Shrewsbury.

HURSDAY, the 8th December, was a red letter day in the

annals of the Recreation Society, for on that day it took

up permanent headquarters .

The room secured — which is centrally situated, being only five

minutes walk from the Post Office - is admirably equipped with

TH
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gymnastic appliances. Two guards of honour were furnished for the

occasion ; the one composed of postmen, and the other of telegraph

messengers . A large gathering, consisting of ministers and clergy of

all denominations, and most of the élite of the neighbourhood,

besides representative members of the Society, assembled at the

opening ceremony. Mr. F. E. Adams (postmaster), president and

founder of the Society, in afew introductory remarks, said that the

200 officials employed in the Shrewsbury office dealt with 100,000

letters and 2,000 telegrams, besides parcels, every 24 hours, and , in

the district under his control, about 600 persons were employed.

The Society had received substantial aid from the public, and had

been warmly commended by Sir James Fergusson, Bart. , Sir Arthur

Blackwood , and other prominent officials. The cricket team had had

a very successful season, and the football team were holding their

Classes would now be formed for instruction in gymnastics,

dumb bells, boxing, fencing, ambulance, and physical drill, both for

the male and female members. The Bishop of Shrewsbury, in

declaring the room open , said he counted it an honour to take part

in the proceedings. It was a good thing for the officials at Shrews

bury to have at their head one who felt himself called upon to

promote their healthful exercises. He (the bishop) hoped it was no

part of his duty that day to make an exhibition by swinging on the

trapeze, or putting on the boxing gloves, &c. , as he was afraid that

he was a very poor gymnast, and had not been educated in a school

of arms (laughter ). Colonel Carey, in proposing a vote of thanks to

the bishop for the duty which he had performed, said that the Post

Office was the best organised of all the State departments. From

2.30 p.m. to 9.30 p.m. musical and other entertainments were given

exclusively by members of the Society in the music hall , and the

various kinds of telegraph instruments, in full working order, afforded

great interest to the vast number of people who visited the hall . A

feature of the entertainments was the smartness and precision with

which a squad of 12 telegraph boys went through their musical drill ,

and the Society's string band received many tokens of the pleasure

which their contributions afforded .

Sº

JBooks and Bayonets at Bristol.

OON after his appointment to the postmastership of Bristol,

Mr. Tombs, moved by benevolent intentions, caused an

appeal “ for books ” to be inserted in the local press . His object

was to provide for the postmen and telegraph messengers of Bristol

a library like those which he had already established for postmen

in London , In response to his appeal the generous Bristolians

have been simply showering upon Mr. Tombs a perfect cascade of

printed matter. One gentleman, “ a bachelor of arts and a master of

postmen's hearts " —such was the calembouric periphrasis employed

by Mr. Tombs in a moment of pardonable exultation-sent no less

than two hundred volumes. Another sent eighty, a third fifty, and

the cry is still “ They come ! ” At this rate the Bristol postmen are
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likely to be well furnished with amusement and recreation of a

literary kind in the “ immediate future.” On the 11th November,

the library was opened and the first instalment of “ mental pabulum

was handed over. We congratulate Mr. Tombs on the successful

development of his excellent idea. At the meeting held for the

purpose of opening the library the opportunity was taken of

advocating the formation of a “ Post Office Company ” in the

Bristol Volunteers — another admirable suggestion, which carries

with it our heartiest good wishes. At present there are some forty

post officers in the ranks, and it is proposed that these shall form

the nucleus of the new company , with a post office man for captain.
*

B by
UT this is not all . On the 30th November, a Telegraph

Now that the messengers' hours have been reduced they have a

good deal of time ontheir hands , and this institute is intended to

enable them to make good use of it . From the description

furnished - by Mr. Sarah , the Hon. Sec., it appears that evening

classes will be held and a library established, as well as a penny bank.

We agree with the Mayor in hoping that the Institute will not be

conducted on too “ goody-goody ” lines, and that there will be

lighter sides in the form of a cricket club, drum and fife band, &c .

TH

Anecdotes from Alloa.

'HERE lies on our desk a copy of the Alloa Journal for the

6th of December, 1890, in which we find an article by

Mr. William Wilson on “ Interesting Postal Facts.” It gives a

readable resumé of the changes which have taken place since the

time of Rowland Hill . Among the postal curiosities collected by

Mr. Wilson are many ancient friends, such as the green frogs, the

lizards , the sucking pig wrapped up in brown paper, the letters with

insane addresses, and so forth . But we do not remember to have

seen elsewhere the story of the woman who, on sending a telegram

in which she said that she would not reach home till the following

day, tendered a large door key to the astonished counter clerk .

When told that the key could not go, she said that there was no use

in sending the message either. Another old woman tied a pair of

boots to a telegraph pole for her absent husband . A tramp annexed

them , leaving his own in their place. When the old lady found the

tramp's discarded shoes, she cried exultingly, “ James has got his

boots and sent back his auld anes to be clooted ! ” Another old

woman-but that's another story.

Jn tbe tRigbt Direction .

E observe that a Civil Service Debating Society has been

weekly lectures or discussions during the winter. We wish it every

success , but is not once a week a little too often ?
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AT
T Hereford the new postmaster, Mr. Wint, has started a series

of monthly lectures and entertainments , which began with an

illustrated lecture on the Sun, given by Mr. G. H. With. This was

followed in December by a concert, and by a second lecture by

Mr. With , at which the Dean presided . We are glad to observe

that one of the surveying officers of the district , Mr. R. G. Babington,

has promised to give a lecture - an example which we hope will be

followed by others .

WE

The Mail-Coach Pillar.

E are indebted to Mr. C. M. Hibberd for the accompanying

sketch of this pillar , which is situated on the Brecon Road,

2 miles from Llandovery. The following is the inscription which is

carved on two sides of it : - “ This pillar is called the Mail-coach

Pillar, erected as a caution to mail-coach drivers

to keep from intoxication, and in memory of

the Gloucester and Carmarthen mail-coach,

which was driven by Edward Jenkins on the

19th of December, in the year 1833 , who was

intoxicated at the time, and drove the mail on

the wrong side of the road, and going at a

full speed or gallop met a cart and permitted

the leader to turn short round to the right

hand , and went down over the precipice 121

feet, where at the bottom , near the river, it came

against an ash tree, when the coach was dashed

into several pieces. Colonel Gwynne, of Glan

brane Park , and Daniel Jones , Esq ., Penybont,

and a person of the name Edwards, were in

side, and David Lloyd Harries, Esq. , of Llan

dovery, Solicitor, and a lad of the name Kernick were outside

passengers, and John Compton , guard . I have heard say where there

is a will there is a way ; one person cannot assist many, but many

can assist a few , as this pillar will show, which was suggested,

designed , and erected by John Bull , Inspector of Mail.coaches,

with the aid of thirteen pounds sixteen shillings and sixpence,

received by him from forty-one subscribers in the year 1841.

The work of this pillar was executed by John Jones, marble and

stone-mason, Llandarog, near Carmarthen."

A Hecessary Apology.

N the Times of the 30th Nov. there was a letter signed “ Red

. air
Registrar-General's office, in regard to its treatment of certain

correspondence. “ And yet,” ends the writer, with fine irony , " some

people are found to assert that Government business is not conducted

in a business-like fashion. ” The next day there was another letter

from the same individual : — “ I have to express my regret for having
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written the letter which you published to -day under the above

heading. I now find that the letter of the Registrar-General, on

which I commented, was in answer, not to that in which I forwarded

to him his statutory fee (and which it must have crossed in the post) ,

but to a previous note of mine which I had hurriedly despatched

some days previously and had unaccountably forgotten . I therefore

owe him and his department an apology for attributing to him a

mistake which was really my own .” The same paper also contains

a letter from the chief clerk, detailing the real facts of the case. It

is often a matter of surprise to us that our chiefs allow preposterous

and easily refuted letters to appear in the papers without anyattempt

to reply. They might well take a leaf out of the Registrar-General's

book.

tRatber out of date.

'HE London Figaro of the 28th September describes the visit

to Glengariffe of a correspondent who speaks of the local

post office in terms the reverse of complimentary. How far his

statements are worthy of credence we leave our readers to judge.

“ We drew up,” he says, “ in front of the Eccles Hotel , our desired

haven , and there was Mrs. Eccles waiting to receive us, the very

picture of kindness and hospitality.” Mrs. Eccles, we may mention ,

has been dead for two years. The Figaro man proceeded to wander
about the town . “ The first human being we met,” he says, was

our driver, standing before the village forge.” The forge in question,

we may remark, ceased to exist about eight years ago, and the

present post office stands on its site. Now the Figaro man wanted

to send a telegram , and the post office was the very place he was

looking for. According to his own account, he “ soon found it. "

Whilehe wrote his telegram , he says , the postmistress began to

hammer, shake, and work violently and vigorously at the instrument.

From this description our readers might suppose that the instrument

was a single needle with a drop handle. But no, it is a sounder.

Perhaps the ghost of the old blacksmith's hammer interfered with

his vision. The instrument, he says, would not work ; but we

happen to know that the circuit is a particularly good one, and we

are inclined to think that his statement , if not a forgery ,” must be

due to the malign influence of that " forge." Proceeding on his

rambles about the town , the Figaro man went into a shop to buy

some pins. “Wisha ! ” said the shopwoman, “ I don't kape thim, but

Con Shea round the corner does.” The Irish , we may observe,

neither in this locality nor elsewhere, say “ kape ” instead of “ keep ” ;

and as for Con Shea, he has not been “ round the corner " for the

last six or eight years. What old fogey can have written all this ?

Not a botanist, we are sure ; for among the “ rare and delicate ferns

and mosses ” which he noticed growing about the neighbourhood,

he was particularly delighted to find what he describes as the

“ saxifrage umbrosal.” This, dear friends, is nothing more or less

than his translation of Saxifraga umbrosa, the glory of western Ire

land, where alone within these realms it grows wild , though when we

plant it in our gardens we give it the familiar name of “ London Pride.”
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Tbe Post Office Musical Society.

'HIS Society is now in full swing for the season's work , which

promises to be very heavy for all concerned . The first

Concert will be given at St. James's Hall on 31st January, in aid of

the telegraph messengers' institutes in the metropolis, when
Haydn's “ Creation ” will be performed with a strong list of solo

artistes . Later on a new Cantata , “ The Bridal Day,” by Mr.

Leonard Barnes of the R. & A. G. O. , will be introduced to a London

audience for the first time. It is a bright and very tuneful work ,

and in it the chorus is heard to very great advantage. Mr. Gill has

also written a new part- song for the Society.

The Society will also take part in other Concerts , viz. , at the

Crystal Palace, and at what promises to be a very smart affair at St.

James's Hall , for which the date is not yet fixed. This latter will be

in aid of “ The Gordon Boys ' Home,” and will be undertaken

entirely by the Hon. Conductor. Mr. S. Beckley tells us that his

choir is better than ever, and is more evenly balanced this year.

A Savings Bank Dinner.

HE annual dinner of the Correspondence Branch , past and

of
December 8th , at the Criterion , Mr. A. Belcher presiding. Besides

a much larger number than usual of Savings Bank men, there were

present, as “ old boys, ” Mr. T. J. Hanley, Mr. Manson , Mr. G. C.

Kent, Mr. H. C. Somers , Mr. W. D. Herbert, Mr. Arman , Mr. Ogden ,

Mr. Hartung, and Mr. T. R. Ling. The toasts included “ The

Queen and Royal Family ,” proposed by the chairman ; “ The

CorrespondenceBranch, past and present," proposed by Mr. W. D.

Herbert, and responded to by Messrs . T. J. Sealy and H. C. Somers ;

“ Sport," proposed by Mr. E. Bennett , and responded to by Messrs.

H. S. Thompson , E. S. Coyne, and T. R. Ling ; “ Our Guest,”

proposed by Mr. Belcher, and responded to by Mr. C. D. Lang, the

Controller ; and “ The Chairman,” proposed by Mr. J. D. Long, M.A. ,

and responded to by Mr. Belcher. Some of the speeches were

unusuallygood, even for a department which has produced so many

orators. Mr. Herbert created a great deal of amusement in referring

to the benefits the Savings Bank obtained as a result of the recent

revision in which “ Sutch jumps” had occurred ; but the best speech

of the evening was that made by Mr. H. C. Somers. With many

playful digs and witty criticisms, he discoursed on the characters of

* the old boys.” Of Mr. Cobb, the postmaster of Constantinople,

whose name was received with loud cheers, he said that he could

teach Abdul Hamid a thing or two, and especially set an example to

him in honesty and sincerity of purpose. Mr. Herbert, he said, now

enjoyed the dignity and opulence of a London postmaster, and

Mr. Arman, of Chelmsford , aspired to rival him in dignity if not in

opulence. He also gave some interesting reminiscences of his early

days in the Savings Bank, and of his experiences on what is called the
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“ Lost Book Duty.” “ The psychological moment in a lost book

case ” he took to be “ the moment when a decision has to be made

whether to ask the depositor for a shilling's worth of stamps or not.”

Mr. Belcher, in proposing “ Our Guest," assured the Controller

of the cordial and earnest support of every man attached to the staff,

being quite sure that while they studied his interests he would study

theirs. Mr. Lang, in reply, assured Mr. Belcher how pleased he was

to take part in such social gatherings, and spoke at some length on

the work of the department. Owing to the length of the programme,

and perhaps of the speeches, the musical programme had to be cut

short . Messrs. A. E. Saunders, T. M. Plucknett, C. James, and

R. P. Shepard sang a Plantation Song ; Mr. C. James gave “ A Tar

of the Queen's," Mr. Dean , a violin solo; Mr. Sealy, a song,

Memories , ” and Mr. Bovay, a song, “ If I could but forget thee .

There were nearly a hundred guests present.

“ My

St. Martin's-le-Grand in 1892 .

HE old General Post Office building, of which the south-west

- of
opened for business on the 25th of September, 1829. The building,

which was erected after designs by Sir Robert Smirke , occupies the

site of the ancient monastery of St. Martin's -le -Grand, which was

acquired under an Act passed in 1815. As originally designed , the

portico on the west side of the building opened into a large hall ,

through which there was a public thoroughfare from St. Martin's-le

Grand to Foster Lane. In consequence of the need for additional

space the hall was closed in 1870 and added to the Office. But

before 1870 the want of space was so much felt that it was decided

to locate the administrative staff and the telegraphs, the purchase of

which by the State was contemplated, in a new building on the

west side of St. Martin's-le-Grand, which had been originally

designed for the Savings Bank.

The building which was erected on ground acquired under an Act

passed in 1865, and which is shown in the centre of our illustration ,

was completed in 1873 , and is known as the G.P.O. West. It

covers a space of rather less than an acre, and provides accom

modation for the Postmaster-General, the Secretary's office , the

Solicitor's office, the Chief Medical Officer, the office of the

Engineer- in -Chief, the Central Telegraph office, and part of the

Receiver and Accountant General's office . During the day the

building is occupied by about 3,000 people, and at night about

1,200 are on duty. The very large amount of space thus provided

enabled the old Post Office, now called the G.P.O. East, to be

devoted entirely to sorting work and to the staff of the London

Postal Service.

The new building, called the G.P.O. North, of which the scaffolding

is seen in the centre of the illustration , is rapidly approaching com

pletion , and is expected to be ready by the summer of 1894. Eight
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floors in height, it will cover an area of 5,661 square yards . The

cost of the site, right in the heart of London, was the enormous sum

of £326,450 ; the estimated cost of its erection is £170,000. The

building, when complete, is designed to accommodatethe Postmaster

General, the Secretary's , the Solicitor's, the Chief Medical officer's,

and the Receiver and Accountant-General's offices, so that it will com

prise practically the administrative staff of the Department. In what

is called at present the new building will remain the telegraph

department , the Engineer in Chief, the telegraph message branch of

the Receiver and Accountant General's office, and room will , it is

hoped , be available for several branches which at present are located

away from St. Martin's-le-Grand. The elevation represented in our

smaller illustration is that which overlooks the disused burial ground

of St. Botolph Without , Aldersgate Street, which is laid out as a
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recreation ground. Contained in this little green area, preserved

from city chimneys, are also portions of the burial grounds of Christ
urch, Newgate Street , and St. Leonard's, Foster Lane . An

interesting relic of that bygone day, when the postal service was but

a shadow of its present gigantic proportions, is a tablet on the old

wall of the burial ground, within a few inches of thewalls of the half

completed building. It records that near it lie the remains of a

mother and a son who died respectively in 1810 and 1811 , and adds

" they were removed to this spot, 20th May, 1819, to prepare a site

for the intended Post Office . ” That “ intended Post Office," so

modestly referred to, is the original building at St Martin's-le -Grand,

and still the needs of the Department have forced its buildings

onwards , like the trenches of an army, until their walls are within a

few inches of the final resting place of these transplanted remains.
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Qur Own Dinner.

O

the

N Thursday, December 16th , some of the leading contributors

to the Magazine and their friends, dined together at the

Criterion , “ After Office Hours ” being in the chair . We have no

hesitation in stating that the evening was most successful , and the

fact that many gentlemen who had corresponded for years met each

other for the first time , made the occasion especially interesting .

Mr. “ Talbot Thynne,” in an amusing speech, proposed

toast of the evening, “ The Magazine," and the gentleman who

fondly hopes he disguises himself under the initials K. T. L.

responded. In his speech he alluded to the great strides we were

making in our circulation . Several hundred copies were sent out to

the colonies every quarter, and that very day the Cape Colony had

sent 250 subscriptions. Mr. Belcher, of the Savings Bank, proposed

“ The Post Office in Town and Country, ” and Mr. Bruce, of the

Secretary's Office, and Mr. Uren , postmaster of Maidstone, responded .

The latter speaker correctly interpreted the feelings of those present

when he said that there was a good deal in eating and drinking

regarded as agents for advancing both religious or literary enterprises.

Mr. Ogilvie proposed " Our Guests,” and Mr. J. D. Long, of the

Savings Bank, responded. Mr. Long also gave two recitations in a

manner and with a finish which delighted his audience. The

contributor whose “ epigrammatic poems" appear with the initials

H. S. C. proposed “ The Chairman ,” who contributed another

paragraph . Mr. Plucknett gave a musical sketch , and Messrs.

Undrell and H. S. Thompson contributed songs. We may perhaps

be permitted to congratulate ourselves upon the testimony given by

all the speakers that we had constituted ourselves a great unifying

power in the General Post Office, and that around our banner

members of all departments and offices met regardless of rank or

position . We think that perhaps another year we might with

advantage invite the whole of the subscribers to share in our festivities,

and in this way institute a really representative Post Office dinner.

Coast Communications — A Claim.

M
R. J. G. UREN writes: - “ I hope it will not be thought

that I am doing violence to my natural modesty if I

venture to claim some little credit for forwarding this movement.

The very first note sounded on the subject was in a letter of mine

to the Times immediately after the wreck of the SS . " Schiller , ” and

only last year the Standard published a letter from me, and backed

it up by a leader. During the time that Mr. Chamberlain was at the

Board of Trade , I had a long correspondence with that Department

on the feasibility of connecting our outlying light-houses and light

ships with the shore, pointing out the extreme importance, both

from a maritime and imperial stand -point, of such a measure. It

H
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need hardly be said that I was somewhat hampered in my advocacy

by occupying a public position in another Department, and the

Department which would probably have to give effect to any decision

arrived at; but now that the thing is almost an accomplished fact,

I am gratified to know that, in some small degree, I have been able

to enlist public sympathy and ripen public opinion on a reform

which, I really believe, will turn out to be one of the most bene

ficent and humane of modern times. As
many

of your
readers

may

not have followed the controversy, perhaps a few details of the

scheme may not be amiss. My proposal was to link the various

coastguard stations together, and at convenient points to put them

through to an always open office, so that in the event of a casualty at

any exposed part of the coast help might easily be obtained . I

urged, further, that wherever practicable all out-lying light-houses

and light -ships should be connected by cable with the nearest land.

Using the “ Schiller ” as an illustration, I pointed out that had the

Bishop been connected with St. Mary's, Scilly, a large proportion

of the 365 lives lost on that occasion might have been saved. Nor

was this a solitary instance. On the Goodwin Sands, at Prawle Point,

on the North Coast of Cornwall , and in fact all round the sea

board, wrecks were occurring and lives were being sacrificed for

want of such communication ; of course , there was the usual non

possumus. It could not be done, cables would chafe out against

the rocks , or snap as the light-ships swung with the tide. The

light keepers had too much to do ; it would distract their attention

from their ordinary work, and so on . And now, after nearly twenty

years of ' pegging away, ' I have the satisfaction of knowing that the

Committee are likely to report favourably on almost every point of

myprogramme, and that at last we shall be in this matter on a level

with our Colonies and powers like Denmark and Sweden, which ,

years ago , solved the problem ."

Mr. E C. Burckbardt.

WE
E are sorry to record the death of this gentleman, whose

retirement from the service we noted in our second

number, when we also gave some account of his career. Mr. T.

Phillipson , his friend and executor, has been good enough to

send us a eulogy on him which we regret that we are unable to

print in full, but we give an extract:

“ As an official chief, he was strict and just with all his

subordinates ; and , as a man, he was outspoken to friend and foe

alike — for he hated a lie or the semblance of it . Indeed , the motto

around his crest , “ Victoria in veritate ,' seemed ever to be his

guiding star. The opinion he gave on any subject was his own

a golden one generally—not the spurious opinion which he knew

was wanted from him ; and of the dross of human respect he had

none ; hence it was that he frequently made an enemy when
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another man would have made a questionable friend. But he had

nevertheless a band of the most devoted friends — a small band ,

perchance, but so true and loyal was it , that one and all its members

would have risked their lives for him and thought it a privilege

to do so ."

W

Dr. F. S. bugbes.

E regret to have to record the death , from heart disease,

on the 26th October last , of Frank Septimus Hughes.

Mr. Hughes graduated in honours at St. John's College,

Cambridge, in 1883 , and in the same year entered the Secretary's

Office by open competition . The greater part of his service was

spent in the Establishments Branch under Mr. Lewin Hill . He took

a strong interest in the negotiations for founding a Civil Service
Insurance Society, and it was largely owing to his energy and

persistence that the scheme was started here under such favourable

auspices.

Mr. Hughes was an ardent politician , and was wont to discuss

the social and political questions of the day with enthusiastic

earnestness and intensity of conviction. Himself without oppor .

tunity , and perhaps without ambition , to take an active part in

any outside movement, he had a vivid and sometimes almost

personal sympathy with all that interested those around him .

He had a refined literary taste, which , together with a more than

usually wide range of reading, a retentive memory, and a keen

of humour, made him a most entertaining companion .

He was one of the best whist players in the Department, where his
intense convictions, bright eager talk , and ever ready sympathy,

will make him long regretted by those who knew him best .

These very qualities perhaps helped to wear out a constitution which
was never robust.

sense

TH

br. T. W. Angell.

HE late Postmaster of the South Western District, who

has not long survived his retirement, was in some ways

a remarkable man. Though not gifted with much power of

organization or much capacity for mastering detail , his long

experience, knowledge of the world, power of maintaining due

respect for authority, good address and confidence in himself,

combined to render him one of the most successful and respected

of the London Postmasters. Mr. Angell was appointed a clerk in

the Inland Branch in December, 1838 , and he remained in that

office till the outbreak of the Russian War, when he was sent to

the Crimea as Assistant - Postmaster to the Forces. While in this

position he made many friends and amassed a fund of anecdote ,

which to the last furnished amusement both to his friends and
himself. He regarded this portion of his career with great and
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pardonable pride , and was always ready to talk of his own deeds

or drag in an illustration for his conversation from the time

“ when I was in the Crimea .” After the close of the war he

resumed his old position in the Inland Branch . In 1859 he was

promoted to be Assistant Controller, and in this capacity he had

charge a few years later of the South Eastern , Western , and South

Western Districts . On the establishment of the London Post

masters in 1866 , he became Postmaster of the last -named District ,

and remained in that position till he retired in the beginning of the

present year. During the twenty- six years of his régime he saw

great changes in his District. Fashionable suburbs took the place of

market gardens, green fields became covered with bricks andmortar,

and the force under his control was increased from under 400

to 2000 . He was one of the first to join the volunteer movement,

and was a captain in the Civil Service Corps . During his life he

was much associated with artists , and his wife was the talented and

well-known painter of flowers, Mrs. Helen Colman-Angell , who

predeceased him some years . Mr. Angell was one of thedirectors

of the Post Office Employés' Guarantee Association-one of the

most useful of our departmental institutions. Notwithstanding his

almost unique service of fifty -three years , Mr. Angell's seventy odd

years sat so lightly on him that the news of his death came as a

startling surprise to all his friends.

Al Commercial Traveller's truse.

A
CURIOUS case of a fictitious telegram was recently reported .

The County Court judge at Hull had a heavy shipping suit

to try, and amongst the witnesses was a commercial traveller who

had been biddento a complimentary dinner on the evening of the

day of trial. But the day wore on and the air grew thick with

charter-parties and bills of lading, the mystic hour of adjournment

came and went, and then the judge announced he would sit till the

case was finished. Dreading the eloquence of counsel , and behold

ing his dinner vanishing in the distance , the traveller repaired to the

post office and sent the following telegram to the judge : “ Come

home early, friends waiting . Mary. " But the judge's wife's name

was not “ Mary, " and he thought it hardly likely that his servant

would address him with such easy familiarity. Unluckily for the sender,

the judge , who lived not far off, sent off his usher to make enquiries.

He found no friends waiting, and “ Mary ” denied the authorship of

the message. The case went on , the traveller lost his dinner, and a

few days after expiated his interference with the course of justice

by a fine of 201-, payment of costs, and an ample apology to the

judge.
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Ballade of a Dead Parcel.

O PARCEL, both in size and weight

Thou art admissible , I see :

Here's postage at the parcel · rate , :

Affixed and cancelled properly;

Well-packed , not " Fragile ," what can be

The reason, I should like to know,

That brings thee , foundling-like, to me,

For treatment in the R. L. O. ?

Cins

Far other might have been thy fate

If only he that posted thee

Had taken a certificate

And paid the registration fee,

Knowing the liability

of parcels not safeguarded so

To be sent up , in misery,

For treatment in the R. L. O.

Nothing I see to indicate

The least irregularity ;

No pheasants in a putrid state ,

No liquids, damsons , eggs, queen-bee,

Assert themselves offensively

From underneath thine outward show ;

Then how excusest thou thy plea

For treatment in the R. L. O. ?

Envoi.

Controller , for thy sympathy,

Much thanks ; I'm unaddressed, and , lo !

I come, by sheer necessity,

For treatment in the R. L. O.

T. S. CLARKE.
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TH

Odds and Ends.

HE establishment record of a telegraph company hardly seems

a likely place to look for either pathos or humour, but both

are combined in the following extract from the records of the old

Magnetic Telegraph Company respecting one John Brady:

“ June, 1857. Entered service as magnet cleaner .

1860.. Left to fight for the Pope .

: -1862 , : Returned without scars, or medals, or money ."

This .man. appears to have been taken on again by the company ,

and continyes in the service until the Post Office took over the staff

and property of the company; but in 1872 he finally drops out of the

record , having apparently been dismissed for neglect of duty.

CCORDING to Pearson's Weekly the Prime Minister has other

A
marked catalogues which he returns to booksellers are always sent

in halfpenny wrappers with instructions scrawled on the margins of

the lists. A quaint and amusing illustration of Mr. Gladstone's

economy in this way was once placed before a meeting of the Ex

Libris Society. In response to a request for a copy of his book plate,

the G.O.M. sent one with a brief note, both enclosed in a halfpenny

wrapper, but somehow the packet was not surcharged .

A
STAINED glass window has just been placed in the east

window of the north transept of Chester Cathedral as a

memorial of the Rt . Hon . H. C. Raikes , who was appointed chan

cellor of the diocese only a short time before his death .

A
MEMORIAL to the late Professor Fawcett , presented to

ambeth by Sir Henry Doulton , has just been completed ,

and is ready to be placed in position in the new open space sur

rounding the site of the now demolished house in which Mr. Fawcett

lived for several years. Its chief feature is a colossal group designed

and modelled by that distinguished worker in terra -cotta, Mr. George

Tinworth . Mr. Fawcett is seated attired in his professorial robes,

and behind him stands a figure of Victory with extended wings ,

holding out a wreath of laurel . On the pedestal supporting the

group are eight bas-reliefs, containing subjects illustrative of

Mr. Fawcett's work and character, and an inscription similar to that

on the cenotaph in Westminster Abbey. His associations with the

Post Office and with India are treated in these reliefs.
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CAPITAL large -sized portrait of Sir James Fergusson, Bart. ,

the late Postmaster-General, is given in the November issue

of Men and Women of the Day.

AА.

THE
HE post offices of India do not seem to be well paid if the

statement of the Pioneer Mail is correct, that out of 44,000

men only 200 receive salaries of over 200 rupees a month, and only

23 draw as much as 500 rupees . Up to 1837 the post existed

principally if not entirely for Government letters, but in that year the

carriage of letters became a Government monopoly.

THFelegraphestreet ternewly-bulle premises adjoining the parcel
sorting office at Mount Pleasant.

** *

WITHI
ITH reference to " Some Popular Delusions” in your last

issue, writes J. H. S., I can fully corroborate your statement

as to ladies being under the impression that they can send a letter

for a halfpenny if in an open envelope. Perhaps, however, the

following delusion has not come under your notice . I was asked a

short time ago by a lady in a good social position iſ half of a penny

stamp would carry a newspaper through the post. Being told " No,"

she informed me that she quite understood it would , and on the

previous Sunday, not having a halfpenny stamp by her , she cut a

penny stamp in halves , affixed one half to a newspaper, which she
posted , and reserved the other half for future use . To her chagrin ,

she was told that the mutilated stamp had been observed at this

office, and the newspaper surcharged.

O
NE of the curiosities of Post Office administration , says Truth ,

is the Head-Postmaster's Book of Rules , the last edition of

which was produced in 1873 . As this was about the time when the

telegraphs were taken over, and the greater part of the regulations at

present in force have come into existence since, the value of the

book may be easily estimated . For years past it has been stated to

be " under revision .” How far has the secretary's department

advanced with this monumental task ?

PRecentlymarriedher subordinate,'the sub-postmasterofhB;
and both retain their respective positions . Of course each will love

and honour, but the question is who will obey ?
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WE
E observe with pleasure that at the opening meeting of the

Cork Literaryand Scientific Society, Mr. T. Plummer, of

the Divisional Engineer's staff, was presented with the Percival medal

for his essay on “ The Industrial Applications of Electricity in

Ireland .”

'HE Post Office Total Abstinence Society , of which Sir Arthur

T
Advocate as their organ . This is a brightly written and well illustrated

monthly publication which devotes considerable space to accounts of

the meetings of the various branches of the society. The hon.

secretary of the society is Mr. A. W. Coates, of the Secretary's Office.

*

a
N leaving Bromsgrove for Newcastle-under -Lyme, Mr. Comber

was entertained at supper by his old staff, who presentedan

illuminated address to him , and a tea service to his wife . During

his 36 years ' service Mr. Comber has been stationed also at Bath

and Liverpool.

HESTNUTS are always with us , and the latest American

specimen narrates how a newly -appointed postmaster in Texas

did not send off the mail bag as usual . When written to he replied

that he was waiting for the bag to get full before sending it.

M
R. W. H. GILL dedicates to the Post Office Musical Society

his new four-part song, entitled “ Three Merry Maids,"

written by Mr. Edward Oxenford (Novello, Ewer & Co.). Mr. Gill

has already shown himself a proficient in that form of composition in

which English musicians are pre -eminent, and this example has even

more than his usual spontaneity and freedom of movement. In the

bright key of A major and in rollicking six -eight time, the three

stanzas of the poem are given out to a flowing and lively melody ;

each stanza is followed by a refrain opening in canon for the four

voices , and the whole is closed by an effectively harmonized coda .

The soprani will perhaps find some difficulty in giving both pure tone

and true vocalisation to the final note - a sustained upper A sung to

the short and narrow vowel in “ still,” Mr. Oxenford's verses have

that thin vein of humour which is commonly considered sufficient

when associated with music , but they are carelessly constructed . In

the following stanza , for instance, it is easy to see what he intended

to say, but it is equally clear that he has not said it:

“ But every maiden had her mate,

A soldier bold was one ;

A sailor fell another's fate,

The third a farmer's son."
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C
ONSIDERABLE changes are taking place in the Secretary's

Office. The new head of the Press Section is Mr. C. G.

Hall, while a great deal of the work of the General Correspondence

Branch has been transferred to the Confidential Enquiry Branch .

The administration of the Foreign and Colonial Parcel Post has also

very properly been turned over 10 the Foreign and Colonial Branch .

HIS is not a healthy time of the year in London, and one or

two bad cases of cephalodia , or swelled head, have caused

much anxiety to the patients' friends, if not to the sufferers themselves.

TH

E
RRATUM.—Vol II . , p . 265. The fourth line from the bottom .

For in October, readon the 17th November.

*

E regret to announce the sudden death of Mr. G. A. Fuller,

Surveyor of the South Midland District , which took place

on the 20th December.

VIGI

Answers to Correspondents .

IGILANS calls our attention to the following remarks made by

Mr. Causton , M.P., one of the Lords of the Treasury , at a

recent banquet at the City Liberal Club : - “ As to the Postmaster

General , he would no doubt enable them to get rid of a great many

absurd Post Office anomalies which had injured trade and commerce

for years."

This, Vigilans considers, clearly shows that the desire for reform

(so called ) exists in other minds than that of Mr. Heaton, and he

regrets that in replying the Postmaster-General took no notice of

Mr. Causton's remarks .

We certainly share that regret ; but we can quite imagine that his

reply, had he made one, would have been to the effect that he was

indeed delighted to find that he could now count on a firm supporter

within the Treasury when next he recommended a reform ; and that

in the future he should be able to send up proposals with more

confidence, being for the first time sure that their lordships would

not, as in the recent matter of redirection for instance, take away

almost as much with one hand as they gave with the other.

For ourselves , we think it is a pity that Mr. Causton did not

enumerate some of the anomalies to which he alluded .

ORTRAITS.-We have inserted from time to time portraits of

either by sending us interesting articles , or by taking some trouble to

obtain subscribers. It was not intended that postmasters should
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send up portraits until invited to do so, but in several cases portraits

have been sent us by those whose support has been strictly limited

to a single annual subscription . If these gentlemen will remember

that the whole amount of their subscription for the three years will

not meet more than half the cost of a portrait, they will see how

impossible it is that we should do as they wish .

J.
I.—We regret that our space will not allow of the insertion of

accounts of ordinary current festivities. If your cricket club

does anything next year to distinguish itself we shall be glad to

insert a short summary of its proceedings, but our readerswould
not , we fear, be interested in an account of a cricket dinner.

Aquarterly magazine is not a suitable place for mere items of news

of no permanent interest, but there are now quite a number of

weekly papers, representing the whole or portions of the service.

which would print such items .

*

M
ACLOUTSI. — We have had another letter from Mr. Symons,

who, we are glad to learn , has been appointed postmaster of

Vryburg, that “ sweet little African village ” which he left with such

regret only a year ago . We hope to publish in our next a sketch of

the Macloutsi P.O., taken from some photographs which he has

sent us .

J :
M. F.–We have read your verses with great pleasure, and very

much regret that we have not been able to make use of them .

The Magazine is primarily a Post Office Magazine , and there

fore a long poem in no way, connected with the Post Office is

necessarily inadmissible . At the same time we would ask you to

accept our best thanks for your offer.

*

MR
R. G. BROWN suggests that we might print a Post Office

Almanack in connection with St. Martin's. He thinks

that by the aid of the photographs and drawings which have

appeared during the year a very effective and usefulsheet might be

compiled. We think so, too , but we fear that we cannot undertake

any fresh work at present. Such a scheme, too, would complicate

our accounts considerably, and they are already as much as we can
manage without professional assistance. One of the Civil Service

newspapers ought to do this .

R. A. CLARK, Postmaster of Matlock Bath , who is an

enthusiastic angler, writes : — “ As I know most of the

public waters in Derbyshire, having fished them on many occasions,

MR
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and as I am generally in a position to quickly ascertain the prospect

of sport, there may be many brother officers who would be glad to

avail themselves of any information and assistance I could render,

and, on my part, it would be a great pleasure to be of service to

any such . "

HRISTMAS CARDS.–Up to the time of going to press we

have received a few , but no doubt others will come in a

few days . We therefore postpone our remarks until next time.

C

Kue House

WEAK
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MORE HUMOURS OF The Post OFFICE .

(From a block kindly lent by the Proprietors of the Strand Magazine.)
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Postmasters Appointed.

NAME, APPOINTED TO . PREVIOUS SERVICE,

J. Laister N.D.O.... * York & Mid . Ry. Co., 1850. Elec.

Tel. Co. , 1853.

T. P. Brown King's Lynn... Elec. Tel. Co. , 1859. Asst. Supt.,

Ist Class, Bristol, 1890 .

W. A. Baker Tenby Stamper, Hereford, '60. Clk ., '65 .

Postmaster, Ledbury, 1877.

G. J. Keeping Micheldever Station S. C. & T. , Winchester, 1879.

W. C. Stone Faversham Elec . Tel . Co. , 65. Cik , Guildford ,

1887.

Miss E. Cadd Bideford S. C. & T., Bideford , 1889.

T. Trulley ... Devizes ... Postman , London, 1860. Office

Keeper & Inspector, S. B. , '85 .

E. Castle Pontypridd Clk . , Newport, Mon. , '56 . Chf. Clk. ,

1865 .

Miss C.S.E.Sutherland Musselburgh ... S. C. & T., North Berwick , 1888.

T. F. Walker Wakefield Clk. , Nottingham , '65 . Supt . , '88.

G. Swindells Sowerby Bridge Postman , Rochdale , '67 . S.C. & T.,

'72. Clk ., 91 .

J. Farrar Batley Elec. Tel. Co. , '64. Ist C) . Tel . ,

York, '81 .

H. J. Titlow Swaffham
Postmaster, Manningtree, 1880.

J. Storey Bradford , Yorks . ... Clk ., Darlington , '54. Clk ., B'ham .,

'55 .. Chf. Clk. , B'ham ., '67.
R. Barnett ... Swansea Clk ., Bristol, 1851. Chf. Clk . , 72.

.
.
.

.
.
.

This is a correction of the entry in the July number, 1892.
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Retirements.

NAME, LAST APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

Miss L. Harris

A. Wigney

W. G.Hurt

LONDON.

Asst . Supt. , C.T.O. Lon . & Prov. Tel. Co. , '61

Clk . , 2nd Div ., S.B. 1865

Prin. Clk . , Circulation Off., M.O.O. , '46 ; Inld Off., '47

L.P.S.D.

Inspector, Circulation Off., 1859

L.P.S.D.

W. Newman

.
.
.

DUBLIN.

StorekeeperW, Hanlon

.
.
.

1855

Promotions.

VAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

.
.
....

.
.
.

.
.
.

LONDON.

F. J. Barker 3rd Cl . Clk . , C. E. B. C.T.O. , '75 ; News.Dist., '83

J. Brown ... Clk . , 2nd Div ., M.0.0 . , '85;

S. B., 1885

F. Makepeace S.C. & T., Coventry, 1886

J. L. M. Holmes 1890

T G. Stevens 2ndČI . Tvig.CIK.,C.E.B. S.C.; Birmingham , 1886

W. H.Preece, F.R.S. ... Engr.-in -Chf. & Elec , Elec . Tel. Co., 1853 ; Asst.

E. in C.O. Engr. & Elec . , 1878

J. Hookey Asst.Engr.-in -Chf., E. Electric Tel. Co., 1855
in C.O.

J. Gavey ... Prin . Tec. off., Ë.in c.ö. Elec . Tel. Co., 1861 ; Supt.

Engr., 1878

H. J. Vose Suptg. Engr. , S. Wales, Engineering Dept. , 1871

E. in C.0.

E. J. Eldridge 2nd Cl.Engnr., E.in C.O. C.T.O. , '81 ; E. in C.O. , '87
W. Nash ... 2nd Cl . Examr.,C.ofS.O. Tel.,Farnboro ', 76 ;C.T.O .,'82

Miss R. K. Corbould Senr. Asst. Supt., S.B .... 1875 ; Asst. Supt. , 1890

F. Jaques .. Asst . Supt . , S.B. 1875 ; Prin . Clk ., 1884

E. E , Wyndham Prin . Clerk , S.B. 1881 ; Ist Cl. Clk ., 1884

P. J. Anthony Ist C) . 1881

H. J. McMahon Supr.Circ. ofi., L.P.S.D.1853

J. Ramsay ... Ist Cl. Exmr. , R.L.O .... 1853
S. R. Hart 2nd

Copyist, '75 ; Clk ., 2nd Div ,

'88 ; Clk. , R.L.O., '89

DUBLIN

M. Moran Inspector of Postmen 1857

.
.
.

.
.
.

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
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Deaths.

NAME . LAST APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

F. S. Hughes, B.A.

E. Graves

J. H. Knight ...

M. Walsh

J. Valentine

C. Sayers

:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:

Clk . , Secretary's Office 1883.

Engineer-in - Chief Elec. Tel . Co. , '52. Engr. -

in -Chief, 1878.

ist Cl.Examiner,C.ofS.O. U. K. Tel. Co., 1861.
2nd Div . Clk . , S. B. Boy Clerk , 1875.

Postmstr. , Ludlow Postmaster, Ludlow, 1858.

Bradford , Yorks. M.O.O., '43. S. Clk ., '57 .

Ptmr., Bradford , '79.

>

THE VERY LATEST FROM STAMBOUL.

PER
ERTURBABANTUR Constantinopolitani :

Ecce tabellifero sors data Signiferi !
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TO OUR READERS.

B

ELOW we give a statement of our accounts for the year 1892, and

on comparing it with that of the preceding year it will be observed

that our receipts and our expenditure have alike doubled . Our

subscribers increased from 900 to about 1,800, while our total

circulation has been 2,000 copies a quarter. This year our circula

tion bids fair to increase still farther, and we fully expect to send

at least 500 quarterly copies to our Colonies. All this is satisfactory, but we are
almost as far as ever from our ideal , that at least one copy should be taken at

every head post office. Even now, more than half the head postmasters in the

United Kingdom afford us no support whatever, and we hope our friends will do

all they can to remedy this.

As we have previously announced, we must depend on our readers to keep us

informed of local events of general interest. We cannot, however, insert accounts

of matters of purely local importance. We aim as far as possible at giving only

what is of permanent and general interest , and, except in special cases, local

festivities hardly come within our scope.

ILLUSTRATIONS. - Some of our friends are beginning to send us photographs of

interesting places and objects, and we shall be glad if they will continue to do so.

But a pen and ink drawing can be reproduced on a block for one-fifth of the cost

of a photograph , and we could largely increase the number of our illustrations if

some of our friends would undertake to translate photographs into pen and ink

sketches. One gentleman has already volunteered, but we should be glad to hear

of a few more who would help in this way.

BINDING.— I. - For subscribers atthe G. P.O. East and West , the Savings Bank ,

or Mount Pleasant , the price will be is . per volume.

II .-For all other subscribers in Great Britain and Ireland copies must be sent

by parcel post, and the price will be is . 4d . per volume, which should be paid by

means of a postal order crossed “ London and Midland Bank, Newgate Street,

E.C. "

All copies sent up to be bound must be tied securely in bundles with the

owner's name and address on the title page as well as on the outside , and must

be sent up together with the money not later than February 1st.

III .-For Colonial subscribers cases made of red cloth and lettered , if ordered

in quantities of not less than six at one time, will be sent out by parcel post on
receipt of is. 2d . for each case.

Statement of Account of the “ St. Martin's -le-Grand Magazine " for the

year 1892 (the second year of publication) .

RECEIPTS. PAYMENTS .

£ s . d. E s . d . £ s. d .

Balance brought forward , including Printing , Binding, & c . 172 9 3

Arrears of Subscriptions 5 3 7 Artist's Fees 3 17 6

Subscriptions, and sale of odd Engraver's Fees 30 10

numbers , & c. 274 12
206 16 10

Advertisements
4 19 Assistance to Hon . Secretaries 21 13 II

Postage
48 4

6

Miscellaneous Expenses... 5 9

Balance on hand 5 14

I

3

6

2

4

£284 15 4 £284 15 4

Eramined and found correct,

C. A. KING ( R. & A.G.O.),

WM . G. TRINDER (S.B.D.),

December 9th , 1802.

Auditors .
F. J. BECKLEY,

Hon . Sec .
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ST. MARTIN'S-LE-GRAND:

The Post Office Magazine.

APRIL, 1893 .

The Post Office & Mr. J. H. Heaton, M.P.
( Continued .)

K.

III.- IMPERIAL PENNY POSTAGE .

19 . N my previous article I have incidentally touched

on Imperial penny postage, but this subject

calls for more than a mere passing notice. As

already pointed out (8 6) the first to introduce

the proposal to Parliament was Mr. Hutton.* Subsequently the

Imperial Federation League took up the matter. Mr. Heaton's

treatment of the subject has been characteristically vague. He has

not quite made up his mind what he wants, a noteworthy feature of

all his proposals for postal and telegraph alterations.

20. Having failed to induce the House to agree to Universal

penny postage, he naturally fell back on Imperial penny postage.

One of Mr. Heaton's fullest utterances on the subject was made at

Manchester on the 3rd May, 1892. He there stated that Her

Majesty's subjects were calling unanimously for this reform . It

would , he maintained , eventually prove most profitable. He made

no proposal as to the return postage from the colonies. That was the

business of the colonial governments , and we had nothing to do with

it . At the same time he was able to assert from information supplied

to him by colonial Postmasters General that our example would

certainly be followed , and that a return penny postage would in all

cases be established to this country,

* I now find that as long ago as 1883 Mr. Arnold Forster advocated Imperial

Penny Postage in an article which appeared in the Nineteenth Century. Now that

he is a Member of Parliament it is to behoped that he will not allow any scruples as

to Mr. Heaton's supposed prior claims to stand in his way.

I
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21 . As regards this argument it is noteworthy that , whatever may

be the feeling in this country, the evidence which comes from the

colonies is diametrically opposed to these statements . We find ,

for instance , that the inland postal rate throughout Australia and

New Zealand is ad . , and that the penny rate in Victoria has been

abandoned. Again, the Cape Postmaster General has, quite recently,

stated that in view of the large subsidy paid by his Government to

the steam ship companies, such a scheme would be impossible for

many years to come .*

In April, 1891 appeared a pamphlet entitled, Uniform Imperial

Postage, An Enquiry and Proposal, written by Mr. R. J. Beadon ,

and published by the Imperial Federation League. After reading

Mr. Heaton's boastful, illogical, vague, and abusive efforts, it is a

pleasure to turn to the production of an English gentleman and

scholar who argues his case carefully, does not ignore or slur over the

arguments of his opponents, and who from first to last indulges in

not one word of insult .

Mr. Beadon is an Imperial federationist first, and a postal reformer

afterwards. He wishes to have a commercial union of the whole

empire, but sees enormous difficulties in the way, and as a beginning

he would give it penny postage so as to place British commerce on a

more favourable footing than its foreign rivals . He would go further

than Mr. Heaton, in that he advocates the extension of the inland

postal rates—including, no doubt, the parcel rates—to the whole

empire.

There is no doubt that the idea of Imperial penny postage is

a fascinating one , and Mr. Beadon's pamphlet , I think , gives the key

to the popularity of the idea . All Englishmen, except an insignificant

fraction, desire to see the empire upheld in its unity and drawn

closer together . How is this to be done ? Mere sentiment is

considered insufficient — there must be some material bond . The

first proposal was to form a Federal Council to deliberate on defence

and other common topics. But there are great difficulties to be

overcome, and the council is not yet . Sir Charles Tupper next

proposed a commercial union, but such a union would be entirely

inconsistent with our free trade policy, and there is far less chance

of that than of the council . In default then of either of these

22 .

* Writing to the Times in Feb., 1890 , Sir Julius Vogel stated that the colonies

had found it advantageous to obtain rapid rather than cheap postal communication

( see vol. I of the Magazine, page 106), and the recent action of New Zealand in

regard to the San Francisco rate shows this to be its view. (See p. 35 of the

January number ).
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alternatives, people have hit upon this postage scheme. They want

something of an Imperial character to bind the empire together, and

this has the advantage of cheapness, for it can apparently be done

at a cost of £75,000 a year. If it succeeded it would be cheap at

the price .

23. Is there then any prospect that imperial penny postage could

be maintained for any length of time as a bounty - for such it would

practically be-on trade with our colonies ? Even Mr. Beadon

admits that it could not.

“ Let us,” he says, “ have a penny postage to the States by all

means. We ought to have , and so we ought to France and Germany

too for that matter. But let us do one thing at a time, and that

which most concerns us, and that is getting a penny postage within

the empire.”

Mr. Beadon then recognises that it will be impossible to maintain

such a differential duty for any length of time, and here , as it seems

to me, his argument breaks down. He cannot but see that if we

established penny postage with our colonies all other countries must

do the same. Within a very short time penny postage would

become universal, and the federation of the empire would be as

far off as ever. Universal penny postage is, of course, quite another

matter. That may come some day, and when the nations of Europe

agree to it our colonies will no doubt agree also, though perhaps

reluctantly .

24. The anomalies which imperial penny postage would involve

are startling, and are, perhaps , hardly yet realised by the public.

Mr. Heaton has for years been very uncertain in his mind whether

the United States should be included in the scheme. Twice in the

written address which he read at Manchester he implied that he

would include the States in the proposal , but half an hour afterwards,

in reply to a question , he stated , with his usual inconsistency, that he

had at one time intended to include the States because there was

a difficulty in getting to Canada except through the States. As

however this reason no longer held good he would limit the scheme

to the empire .*

* There is not a point of importance connected withthe proposal on which

Mr. Heaton has not at different times expressed diametrically opposite views. For

example :—In 1887, in Committee of Supply, he attacked the payment of subsidies

to mail packets, and argued that speedwas of no importance (see § 12 ) ; while on

the 13th May, 1892, a long letter of his appeared in the Manchester Guardian,

advocating a large increase in the mail packet subsidies as well as an increase in

speed. Therein , he proves to his own satisfaction thatwe, who are generally

supposed to hold the carrying trade of the world, cannot hope to compete with

foreign shipowners unless we largely increase our present steamship subsidies,
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25. This point is a capital example of the difficulties which must

arise when any one even begins to look into the details. Mr. Heaton

proposed to include the United States in his scheme, not because

nine -tenths of the Englishmen who leave our shores settle there, but

because it would, in his opinion, have been anomalous to send a letter

from England to Montreal across the United States for one penny while

charging 25d. to the States themselves. He actually seems to sup

pose that because most of the letters for Canada are now sent by

a different route, he is no longer driven on the one hand to

include an independent state in his scheme or on the other to

charge more for a part of a journey than for the whole . He is appa

rently in ignorance of the fact that mails for Bermuda, Belize, the

Bahamas, and New Zealand still pass through the States. How,

again , would he justify the sending of letters through Paris and

Brindisi to India for one penny while 2 ?d . is charged to France and

Italy ? or why should a letter to Naples cost 2 d ., while a letter sent

through that city to Malta would cost id. only ?

26. Still more startling consequences must also follow . At

Constantinople we have a postmaster, and postal agents at Smyrna

and Beyrout. The Gibraltar post office maintains agents at Tangier

and other places in Morocco. In China there is no state post office,

but the Postmaster General of Hong Kong has agents at all the

principal ports. Thus, on the establishment of Imperial Penny

Postage, we should , by Mr. Heaton's logic, be obliged to establish

penny postage to Turkey, Morocco, and China, as well as to France,

Germany, Austria , Italy, and the United States, while Russia,

Scandinavia, Belgium , Holland , and Switzerland would have to put

up with the 2d. rate. In fact, if the scheme were carried out, the

next anomaly hunter elected to a seat in Parliament might take

Mr. Heaton's old questions as his model and begin baiting the

Postmaster General with startling success. Mr. Beadon , of course,

is far too acute to be beguiled by any attempt to graft this showy,

but delusive, bit of reasoning on a stem of pure sentiment. He

would exclude the United States , simply because they do not

belong to the Empire . Mr. Stead, on the other hand, goes in for a

union of the whole English speaking race - by the aid, of course , of

the Review of Reviews - and so would include the States.

27 . What I have stated in § 18 as to the injury which our relations

with the Australian Colonies would have sustained had postage

been, as it were, forced on them against their will, applies with far

greater force to the present proposal. There is no inconsistency
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between their ad. inland rate and the 2 d . rate with Europe, but it

would be absurd to suppose that we could establish a id. rate to

Australia without practically forcing the Australians to abandon their

present inland and European rates. Mr. Heaton , indeed, has

asserted again and again that we have a right to establish any rate

we please to the Colonies without any consideration for their feelings,

and without regard to the rate which they may charge on the return

journey ; but then Mr. Heaton habitually ignores sentiment, except

when it suits his purpose to do otherwise. No statesman, however,

would venture to disregard the wishes of our Colonists in this way .

28. One other argument remains to be noticed. Mr. Beadon

looks with aversion on the Postal Union . He regards it as an

insidious enemy, and his pamphlet was avowedly written with the view

of dissuading the Australian Colonies from entering it . Instead of

rejoicing that the whole civilised world is united in at least one

object, he talks about imperial communication being completely

subordinated to the domination of an international organization, and

laments that under it the Colonies are placed on the footing of

foreign nations. The Union is, in his opinion, the worst foe of

Imperial Federation . To this I would reply, “ So much the worse

for Imperial Federation if that is so . ” But here Mr. Beadon is

involved in a vicious circle. He is too acute not to see that the

Union is as great a stride in advance as Imperial Federation. Both

are excellent things ; and yet, fancying that they interfere with one

another, he curses the second that he may altogether bless the first.

The truth is that he identifies federation with a protective policy

and a protective policy applied not to one compact region, but to a

number of states scattered promiscuously over the globe . Until I

read Mr. Beadon's pamphlet, it never struck me as possible that any

one could regard the Postal Union as other than an immense advance

in civilisation . It is the only body which at all approaches the ideal

of the

“ Parliament of man, the federation of the world ,”

yet Mr. Beadon denounces this benificent organization , and if he had

his
way he would destroy it , and revive once more the long list of

rates which once filled page
after

page of the Post Office Guide and

caused annoyance and perplexity to the public .*

29. On the 12th December last the Daily Chronicle announced

in a leading article that the government were (it believed) about to

* The Saturday Review of the 25th February, in anarticle which was evidently

inspired by Mr. Beadon or his friends, denounce the Post Office for what it calls

a pedantic adherence to auniform rate.
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adopt Imperial Penny Postage. It is curious to find the most

radical of the London morning papers adopting such protectionist

arguments as the following :

“ The day that sees a penny franking a letter to any part of the

world where men live under the British flag will have seen the most

splendid act of imperial collectivism that has ever been accomplished.

At last a palpable and distinct link of daily profit and convenience

will have been forged between the mother country and her humblest

and farthest child,” &c. , &c.

A rumour was at this time persistently spread that the Cabinet

had adopted the scheme.

30. The attitude of the Imperial Federation League to the Postal

Union is well shown in the speeches made by the deputation which

waited on the Postmaster -General on the roth February, a full

account ofwhich is given on another page. The desire of the League

is to force the Colonies even against their will to agree to the proposal ,

while no account whatever is taken of the Postal Union. Mr.

Beckett's remarks about granting penny postage to our Colonies as a

right, and subsequently granting it as a favour to foreign countries,

would seem to imply that he thinks we can treat foreign nations in

as cavalier a manner as, if his proposal were carried out, our Colonies

would be treated . The answer of the Postmaster General has con

vinced all sensible men that we can treat neither Colonies nor foreign

countries in this way.

31 . No one who knows the jealousy with which Mr. Heaton

guards his one possible avenue to fame and honour will suppose that

he allowed this meeting to pass by without making himself heard .

He was formerly a member of the League, but when that body

ignored him by setting Mr. Beadon to write a pamphlet on Imperial

Penny Postage, he promptly proposed to dissolve the League. Not

succeeding in this he withdrew from it. * So on the 11th of February

a long letter from him appeared in the Morning Chronicle addressed

to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, It opens in his most aggressive

manner :

“ Sir ;—It is openly stated that the present government has resolved

to establish Imperial Penny Postage. The permanent officials of the

Post Office, however, defeated at every point, have in order to baffle

the government resorted to an expedient which is worthy of their

predecessors in Rowland Hill's day , and which I shall proceed to

demolish and expose. They have had the audacity to assert that

the Australian people will not consent to England extending her

domestic postal letter rate to her Colonies and possessions."

See Times of 22nd April, 1891 , and Imperial Federation for May, 1891 .
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And then we have the usual string of abusive epithets “ wiseacres ,”

" obstructives ," "obstinate bureaucrats ,” " quibbling officials, ” “ I

trust that the days of our effete clerk-ridden postal administration are

numbered.” He declares that the Australian Colonies are entirely

in favour of the scheme, and says :

“ To clinch the matter I am perfectly willing to visit the principal

Colonies and obtain the written consent of their ministries to our

instituting penny postage to their shores, and taxing ourselves to the

moderate extent required ."

He thus admits that the Colonies are not prepared to establish

penny postage to England.

32 . The Daily News sums up the matter thus :

“ It has been too generally assumed that all the Colonies were

most eager for the change, and that nothing but official obstruction

at St. Martin's-le-Grand stood between them and the fulfilment of

their desires. As a matter of fact, the present Postmaster General

looks with a favourable eye upon the scheme, and he thinks that the

loss it might entail would not constitute a very serious public burden .

But this is beside the main question . The main question is that the

Australian Colonies, on recently entering the Postal Union , expressly

stipulated that there should be no reduction of the present 2d. rate

until the meeting of the next Postal Congress in 1897. They show

no sign of repenting of their bargain, and , until they do so, the

change cannot be made Imperial in its scope. Mr. Henniker

Heaton, it will be observed , has undertaken to make them repent of

it by going in person tơ effect their conversion .
Either he is very

sanguine, or the Postmaster General is not fully aware of their wishes.

Our hopes are with Mr. Heaton, our convictions with the Minister.

There is another difficulty. The Postal Union as a whole might

have something to say to a private negotiation for a reduction of the

rate between its separate members. Mr. Heaton, however, cites

cases in which such reductions have been made without protest.

But the Union would be saved the trouble of protesting, if opposition

came from one of the very parties it was proposed to benefit.

Australia blocks the way . Mr. Henniker Heaton should start at once

The Morning Post, Standard, Daily Telegraph, St. James' Gazette,

Globe, and the Morning all take a similar view, the latter ending a

leaderette as follows:

“ An Ocean Penny Postage cannot be forced upon unwilling

Colonies, and at present the Colonies are far from unanimous in

their estimate of its benefits. For four years, at any rate, nothing

will be done . The Postal Union will meet in 1897 , and then it may

be possible to re-open the question on a practical basis. What has

in the meantime to be done is to influence public feeling at home

and abroad in favour of better facilities for postal communication .

Great Britain has been pestered by Mr. Henniker Heaton into

unflinching faith in the efficacy of his doctrines. Would it not be
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advisable to send him out to the Colonies to try the effects of his

persistence there ? ”

33. The Times, in a most scurrilous article, took the opposite view.

It preferred Mr. Heaton's assertion, that the Colonies are in favour

of the change, to Mr. Morley's, that they are opposed , because, it

says, " he ( Mr. Heaton ) must be admitted to know something of

Colonial feeling.” Let us see what proof there is of that. On the

23rd of March, 1892 , he wrote to the Times as follows:

“ A few obstructionists have been rejoicing during the past 48

hours that the enterprising Colony of Victoria, which established

penny postage more than a year ago, has reverted to two-penny

postage. Your readers will be glad to learn that the Government,

which merely proposed the two-penny rate (on an election platform ),

will be hurledfrom power in a few weeks, and there is no probability

of the change beingmade.”

Nevertheless the change was made.

34. At this time, for reasons which will appear later on, Mr. Heaton

had every reason to suppose that the Times would no longer

publish his abusive letters, and he seems to have been astonished and

overjoyed when this article appeared, for on the same day he sent

the editor a copy of the letter which the Daily Chronicle had already

published, accompanied by another, in which he says of the Post

Office officials :

“ Knowing it to be false, they put into Mr. Arnold Morley's mouth

the statement that the Colonies object to penny postage.”

Another paragraph is noteworthy :

“ I have the written and verbal authority of the Colonial Govern

ments for saying that they would assent to England establishing

penny postage to all parts of the Empire."

This is vague, as usual ; it looks like an attempt to " hedge ” in

respect of his offer to go out to the Colonies. He was probably

surprised that there was a disposition to take him at his word.

35. Although all the daily papers felt it their duty to say some

thing about the subject, yet the real interest taken in it may best be

gauged by the fact that none of them made any attempt to discuss

the economic aspect of the question . The leading weekly papers,

too, were silent on the entire subject, with the exception of Truth,

which remarked :

“ The exchange of letters is based on question and answer, and

the longer the interval between the two the fewer the letters.”

To this Mr. Heaton replied :

“ My experience is that the masses are in this matter far more

affected by cost than by distance. That is why the man who while
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in this country writes 46 letters a year to his friends, on emigrating

writes home but twice in three years."

The fallacy of this argument is obvious. When persons are

separated by thousands of miles they write seldom because they have

little in common to write about. Moreover, although the average
of

letters per head in England may be 46, Mr. Heaton overlooks the

fact that the average is enormously swelled by the commercial

classes. The English poor, who form the emigrant class whom he

proposes to benefit, write comparatively few letters even to friends in

England.

Truth's reply to his argument is :

“ Were I Mr. Henniker Heaton , and had I penny postage on the

brain, I would endeavour to convince the Colonies of its advantages,

for I do not think that—whatever may be the merits of his scheme

it is probable that it will ever be adopted by us without its reciprocal

adoption by our Colonies.”

The unexpected encouragement given him by the Times seems to

have led Mr. Heaton to loose still further the fetters of conventionality,

which to some slight extent have hitherto curbed the exuberance of

the epithets which he applies to us, and the result is seen in the first

quotation given in paragraph 34. So far as my researches into

Mr. Heaton's writings have extended, I do not recollect any previous

case in which he has accused us of deliberate falsehood . Some

excuse must however in fairness be made for the circumstances. In

the first place he had just had the bread taken out of his mouth by

an interloping body which had actually dared to go in deputation to

a minister on his one solitary subject. In the next place he himself

had planned a deputation of some 200 members, whom he was to

introduce on the 16th February, and had announced this in the

Standard ; but whether it was that he could not get members to

follow his lead , or whether after his first abusive letter the Postmaster

General declined to see him, the fact remains that the deputation

did not come off,

36. It has already been foreshadowed (see Vol. II . , p. 310) that at

the next meeting of the Postal Union Conference the letter rate may

be reduced to zd . If it should then be universally reduced to id.

no one in the Post Office either could or would object. That would

be purely a matter for the legislature. The Post Office officials

would calculate the cost, and if Parliament approved the thing would

be done. But with the present proposals the case is different. If the

matter came up for discussion it would be the obvious duty of the

officials to point out all the anomalies which must result from such a
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change, even although in doing so they encountered still further

outpourings of the ever -brimming vial of Heatonian abuse.

37. Before concluding this portion of my subject, I may, perhaps,

be allowed to say a few more words in regard to Mr. Heaton's

methods of controversy. The sheep farms of the Australian bush

are not better schools for teaching a yo ing man how to express

himself with clearness and politeness than are the slums of Wapping or

Whitechapel, and the terms of endearment used among sailors and

bush whackers are alike unfit for ears polite. To the narrator of the

famous ballad of the sparrow, the spout, and the thunderstorm, *

the epithet prefixed to these several nouns conveyed no specially

truculent meaning, although to us it seems very offensive. It is merely

an epitheton constans, bearing no more particular force than does

Homer's epithet of “ swift- footed ” when applied to Achilles .

This is, perhaps, hardly a full statement of the case as regards

Mr. Heaton's abusive expressions, because he makes them serve the

further and, to him, most useful purpose of a substitute for argument.

Looking, however, at his expletives as a whole, it may be broadly

inferred that he divides the staff of the Post Office into two classes

the fools and the knaves. The knaves are the permanent officials,

while the fools, of course, are the successive Postmasters General .

The latter are represented in picturesque language by Mr. Heaton

as unable to carry out reforms, owing to the “ implacable opposition

of the permanent officials, who virtually rule that department ”

( Times, 25th August, 1892 ) . There is nothing very new in all this.

If my readers will turn to page 52 of our previous volume, they will

see that Mr. Fawcett was so represented before Mr. Heaton's appear

ance above the political horizon ; † but it is specially curious to find

Mr. Heaton applying such language to the late Mr. Raikes, who not

only had a will of his own, but who, during the greater part of his

official career, was notoriously in antagonism to his chief advisers.

The ballad was thus rendered by two University men :

Sanguinolentus erat, si vera est fabula , passer,

Cui fuit in plumbo sanguinolenta domus ;

Sanguinolenta ruunt demissa tonitrua coelo ,

Eluerisque tuâ, parve cinæde, domo.

“ Sanguinolenta tibi præcepta hinc sumere possis,

Sanguineos memori si bibis ore modos ;

Quicunque ædificant in plumbis sanguinolentis ,

Hos error stolidos sanguinolentus agit. ”

+ Before the present Postmaster General had been a month in office the same

thing was said of him . ( See vol . ii . , p . 307. )
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38. If Mr. Heaton really thought what he said, and said only

what he thought, it might have struck him that the evil, if it exists,

must be much more deeply seated than he represents it to be. For the

Postmaster General is nominated by the premier, and yet, according

to this view, Mr. Gladstone and the Marquis of Salisbury have for

years past allowed one of the largest Departments in the State to

be ruled by utterly incompetent men, while Parliament has acquiesced

in the arrangement and Mr. Heaton alone has found it out.*

This systematic abuse of all connected with our Department began

in 1887 , and it was in answer to one of Mr. Heaton's early attacks

on Sir Arthur Blackwood that Mr. Shaw Lefevre, an ex-Postmaster

General, denied the statement that the permanent officials obstructed

reform . That was not his experience, he said , and before him

Mr. Fawcett had carried our a large number of reforms with the full

support of Mr. Blackwood and the officials.

E. T. C.

( To be continued . )

Those who wish for further samples of Mr. Heaton's language and arguments

will find some on turning to pages 106, 193 , 267, and 270 of vol. i . , and pages

129, 226, 318, and 337 of vol . ii .

'OCEAN PENNY POSTACE .

LITTERS MAY BE POSTED HERE EGR

AMERICA CANADA AUSTRALIA INDIA

SOUTH AFRICA NEW ZEALAND & .

min

CATER BOX

(From the Band of Hope Review of March , 1853 )
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The Postmaster -General on Imperial

Penny Postage.

[ The following account of the proceedings is compiled from the Times and the

Daily News of the 11th February.]

A

DEPUTATION of the Postal Committee of the Imperial

Federation League was received by the Postmaster

General at the G. P.O. , St. Martin's -le -Grand, on

the roth February. The object of the interview was

thus described in the circular announcing the meeting :

“ To press upon the Postmaster-General the following points, in

view of the probable adoption of the penny rate for over -sea letters :

1. That to whatever countries the penny letter-rate may eventually

be extended , it shall be first applied to countries within the Empire.

2. That a specially designed British Empire penny stamp, with a

distinctive mark, for issue in each country of the Empire, be intro

duced for this particular service. ”

MR. ARNOLD FORSTER, M.P. , remarked that they had seen it

stated that there was a favourable disposition in the Post Office at the

present time towards Imperial penny postage. It was pointed out by

the Postmaster -General's predecessor that the loss which would follow

upon its adoption was , comparatively speaking, insignificant. That

the reform would be beneficial ultimately he thought there could be

no two opinions. Assuming that under Mr. Morley's administration

Imperial penny postage were introduced , they, as members of the

Federation League, desired that it should be given in a manner which

would not in any way detract from the value of the gift. They were

not animated by any want of sympathy with foreign countries .

Representations had been made, they were aware, that the United

States should be included in any such scheme as that described, but

they thought that the benefit should first be applied to the countries

within the Empire. To others it might afterwards be extended as a

matter of privilege ; to those composing the Empire it should first be

conceded as a matter of right. If the colonies thought fit at any time

to come into the arrangement, so much the better. Meanwhile, they

asked that it should be introduced throughout the United
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Kingdom. It would, in their opinion , be of great advantage that the

changes should be accompanied by the introduction of a distinctive

imperial penny stamp.

MR. E. W. BECKETT, M.P., said that the archives of the Post

Office contained a long correspondence which had passed between

Mr. Henniker Heaton, M.P., and the late Mr. Raikes, in which the

case in favour of the Imperial Penny Postage was fully stated.

Universal experience pointed to the fact that when a reduction was

made in the case of postage, it eventually paid , and paid well, fully

recouping the outlay many times over. He understood that some

thing like £75,000 per annum was paid in the form of subsidy to

steamship companies, but as, on the other hand, £100,000 was paid

to France and Italy for the conveyance of overland letters to India

and Australia, he thought the cost of any further subsidy to steamship

companies might be saved by avoiding, as a general rule, the overland

route. For those who required it, the 2£d. rate might be retained

for letters specially carried by the present route. Moreover, cost

might be saved by encouraging traffic to Australia through Canada,

subsidy being paid to a line of steamships between Vancouver and

Sydney.

The PosTMASTER GENERAL, in reply, said :-I may say at the

outset that I have a very strong sympathy with the general objects

of the Imperial Federation League, and I am not at all surprised

that the League has turned its attention to the postal communication

between the various parts of the Empire. I start with a strong

sympathy with the objects you have in view as a league, and with the

view you take as to the beneficial operations of the changes you are

here to advocate to -day, First of all I should say that one or two

speakers have mentioned an understanding which it has been stated

in the newspapers the Post Office and the Government have arrived

at as to instituting an Imperial or ocean penny postage. I am afraid

I must dissipate that idea absolutely, so far as the statement goes that

the Government have come to any conclusion on the subject. There

are very considerable difficulties in the way which I do not think are

generally known by the public, and which I should judge, by the

speeches of the gentlemen who have addressed me, have not been

sufficiently studied even by the members of the Postal Committee of

the Imperial Federation League. I shall dwell upon these difficulties

in a minute or two. In the first place, I desire to refer to two

particular points which have been dwelt upon to -day - points of

importance when the change takes place, if it does take place. I
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certainly personally am not in any sense hostile to the proposal that

the change suggested should be made applicable first to the Empire,

as apart from further extensions to the United States or the rest of

the civilized globe.

As to the suggestion of the introduction of an Imperial stamp I do

not think I need deal with that point, for I think you will understand

from what I have to say of the difficulties which stand in the way

that this is a point which had better be deferred till we are in a

position practically to deal with the question. I must make one

other proviso—that in not dealing with certain statements made by

the members of the deputation to -day I must not be taken as

admitting their accuracy . For instance, Mr. Beckett said that re

ductions in postage have invariably led to increase of revenue . I

have not been long at the Post Office, but I have in that short time

learned that several reductions have led to very considerable reduc

tions in revenue. I mention that as an instance of statements

generally accepted by the public, but which are inaccurate, as are, I

am afraid , some others that have been made to-day. I want to come

to close quarters with the real difficulties. There are difficulties of

finance. There are difficulties that may be termed administrative

and other difficulties in the way of carrying out the suggestions pro

posed. I don't want to say anything of the financial difficulties.

admit they are not serious. I cannot of course admit the figures

that have been given, or the statement made as to the way in which

that loss, or any loss that might accrue, could be met. I do not

deal with the financial question because, as I say, it is not a serious

A Chancellor of the Exchequer might even with a small

surplus think very little of allocating the sum of money necessary to

carry out such a reform if he felt it was strongly desired by the

various portions of the population of the Empire.

The administrative difficulties would be considerable, but in no

sense insuperable. They would necessitate considerable reorgan

isation of the postal service to various and divers parts of the globe ;

but I do not believe they would be insuperable. I believe they

could be met with the ability and energy with which similar and

greater difficulties had been met by the capable officials of the Post

Office in this country.

The real question, the serious difficulty, is one which the Imperial

Federation League , perhaps more than any other body of men in the

country, will thoroughly appreciate and sympathise with — namely,

the necessity in a change of this kind of carrying the Colonies along

one.
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with us . It seems to me that a cardinal principle of the Federation

League in carrying out the various steps contemplated is that the

mother country and the Colonies should act in concert and harmony.

I think I can show that the difficulties in the way at the present

time, upon this point, are insuperable. I am referring to some of

the steps which have been taken in connection with the institution

of postal arrangements with our Colonies . In 1844 an Act was

passed conferring distinct authority upon the Postmaster General to

establish posts in any of her Majesty's Colonies , and directing that

wherever in any Colony such posts were established all Colonial Acts

and Colonial ordinances relating to the posts in force within the

Colony should cease and determine. By the same Act the Treasury

were also authorised to fix the rates of Colonial postage. At that

time the Postmaster General and the Treasury had under this Act

distinct authority given them to arrange all the postal details even

within the Colonies themselves. Two years later, in 1846, a consti

tution was given to New Zealand, with power to make laws for

regulating the Post Office, and the carriage of letters between the

different islands which composed the Colony of New Zealand, and

similar legislative powers were given to the Australian Colonies. The

Act of 1849, after reciting that it was expedient to authorise the

establishment of posts and postal rates in her Majesty's Colonies by

the Legislature of such Colonies , gave full powers to the legislative

authorities of the Colonies , by Acts, laws, and ordinances, to make

provision for the establishment of posts within the Colonies , and for

charging rates of postage for the conveyance of letters by such posts,

and for appropriating the revenue to be derived therefrom . The Act

declared that after the establishment of local posts the authority of

the Treasury and of the Postmaster General in relation to the posts

within the Colony should cease ; and then there followed the proviso

protecting the privileges, powers, and authorities of the Postmaster

General and of the Treasury otherwise than as respects the posts and

the rates of postage to be charged for the transmission or conveyance

of letters within the Colonies . Up to that time, therefore, the Post

master General and the Treasury still had the power of regulating

the rates between the mother country and the Colonies ; but the

power of regulating the rates within the Colony and making all

necessary arrangements was transferred by legislative authority to the

postal authorities in the Colonies themselves. In 1867 the Dominion

of Canada was formed, with similar powers as to postal arrangements ,

and in 1874 the first meeting of the Universal Postal Union took
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place. At that time no Colony was represented at the Postal Union.

Great Britain was represented by delegates, and although those

delegates were not empowered in terms to represent the various

portions of the Empire, no doubt they did appear for them.

In the following year, 1875 , an Act was passed reciting that legisla

tion was necessary in order to give effect to the regulations which had

been passed at the Postal Union Convention, and this Act gave

authority to the Treasury to fix, by warrant, rates of postage on postal

packets conveyed by post, whether in the United Kingdom or else

where. That still retained to the Treasury the power of fixing postal

rates upon letters both in the United Kingdom and between the

United Kingdom and other portions of the Empire. In 1876 British

India joined the Postal Union by a separate instrument of arrange

ment signed by the postal authorities of the countries parties to the

Union Convention, and signed separately by the representatives of

Great Britain and British India. Then in 1878 there was a second

meeting of the General Postal Convention , and among the delegates

who appeared were delegates representing Great Britain and divers

English colonies, including representatives of British India and

Canada ; and Article 21 provides that with regard to certain articles

of the treaty, relating to representation and voting, the Empire of

British India and the Dominion of Canada “ shall each be considered as

a single country or Administration." Then in 1885 the Federal

Council of Australasia was formed, but no special mention was made

of postal arrangements.

Up to that time, so far certainly as Australia was concerned, the

right and the power of making arrangements and fixing the rates of

postage between Great Britain and the Australian colonies was clearly

in the hands of the Treasury, unlimited and unfettered by any restric

tion ; but in 1890, which was the time when the question of Imperial

penny postage and of a reduction generally in the postage between

Great Britain and the colonies was attracting a good deal of public

attention, the late Government took the opinion of the law officers of

the Crown as to the legal right of the Postmaster General to establish

rates of postage lower than those sanctioned by the Postal Union

Convention — first, with foreign countries ; secondly, with colonies

parties to the Convention ; and, thirdly, with colonies which were not

parties to the Convention. At that time British India and Canada

had been admitted to the Union, but Australia had not yet come in.

The law officers advised that the Imperial Government was not

entitled to establish such lower rates of postage, either with foreign

)
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countries or with colonies parties to the Convention ; but that it

could establish postal rates with colonies not parties to the Convention

without regard to the regulations of the Postal Union.

That opinion was given without any reference to the consent of the

colonies being obtained or not. In 1891 , at the last meeting of the

Postal Union Convention , the Australasian colonies became parties

to the Union, and were admitted as parties to the Union upon certain

terms; and I think the terms upon which the Australasian colonies

were admitted to the Union, so long as they remained in force, did

form a most serious difficulty in the way of carrying out this proposal.

At the time the Conference Committee was appointed, a sub-committee

was appointed to consider the introduction of new members to the

Union, and the Australasian representatives stated to this sub-com

mittee that " they did not think they ought to resist longer the general

wish , and that, consequently, they were about to apply to their

Governments for authority to adhere to the Postal Union with a single

vote. They demanded , however, to be guaranteed, in the first place,

against an immediate modification not only of the sea-transit rate ,

but also of the general postage rate of 25 centimes per 15 grammes ” .

that is , what we call the 2d. rate of postage. Then the sub-committee

reports to the general committee that it “ has the honour to propose

to the first committee that the congress be recommended to accept

the entry of the colonies of Australasia into the Universal Postal

Union. It is understood that the sea-transit rates and the postage

rate of 25 centimes per 15 grammes shall be maintained at the

present fixed rate unless revised by the next congress. ” When these

conditions were laid before the congress, a declaration from the

representatives of Australasia was read, and that declaration contained

the following paragraphs :

“ In pursuance of the instructions of our respective Governments,

we, the undersigned, declare that Australasia will enter the Universal

Postal Union on the conditions arranged with the sub -committee of

May 22 , 1891 - namely, that these colonies shall enjoy together a

single distinct vote in the Congress and in the affairs of the Union,

and that the rates of transit for sea carriage shall be maintained

without alteration until after the next quinquennial congress. It is

understood, moreover, that the postage ratefor letters of 25 centimes

per 15 grammes shall not be modified during the same period, and

that the Australasian colonies shall have the right to maintain or

establish between themselves postal tariffs lower than those fixed by

the Union Convention.

“ Subject to the approval of the several Governments concerned ,

we fix October 1 , 1891 , as the date on which the above-named

colonies will enter the Union ."

K
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The admission of these colonies to the Union was accepted by the

congress, and their admission signed by representatives of Great

Britain and other portions of the Empire, as well , of course , as by

the other members of the congress. I have dealt at some length

with these Acts of Parliament, and with the proceedings of the con

gress, because I think it will be seen that Great Britain has assented

to the introduction into the Postal Union of the Australian colonies

upon the distinct understanding that the postal rates governing the

transmission of letters from one country to another should remain at

the amount which had then been fixed - namely, 21d. It would be

impossible for us, in the teeth of that agreement, to take action

without the full consent and approval of the colonies who were parties

to that agreement ; and I regret to say that, according to the infor

mation which has been supplied to me as to the attitude of the

colonial Governments at the present time , there is no reason to

believe that there would be any willingness on their part to agree to

a still further reduction. I have seen the reports of the postal con

gresses which have been held in various parts of Australia, and the

statements of the considerable loss which has accrued owing to the

reduction of the postage to 24d ., and until evidence is brought to

me of a different state of affairs, and until there is a change of feeling

on the part of the colonies, I fear it would be impossible for the

Government of this country to carry out a proposal which would be

in direct opposition to the distinct pledge given by our representative

at the Postal Union Convention in 1891 .

In reply to a question by MR. ARNOLD-FORSTER the POSTMASTER

GENERAL said : As to the first point—that the Australian colonies had

reserved to them the right of fixing their own postal tariff as between

the various colonies in the Postal Union of Australia — that was part

of the bargain and of the terms upon which they entered into the

Postal Union ; but it was, I think, a very fair bargain for them to

make, considering that they were going to appear at the Postal

Union with a single voice—that they could only have one vote for

the whole of the colonies of Australia ; and they made it a part of

the agreement on which they entered that they should have freedom

of action among the colonies themselves, just in the same way as the

Dominion of Canada would have absolute right, although it is a

member of the Postal Union, to fix what rates it liked as between

the different provinces of the Dominion.

MR . Arnold-FORSTER.—Have we that same right as regards

all parts of the Empire which are represented by the General
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Post Office here - I mean, for instance, to Singapore or to the

Mauritius ?

The POSTMASTER -GENERAL . - I should think clearly that

we have. The question of reciprocity is more important. My

remarks were directed to the question of outward as well as incoming

postage rates, because the very essence of a Postal Union and of

the agreements come to at the Postal Union is that it fixes not only

a maximum , but a minimum , of postal rates, because the provisions

of the Postal Union are that the country to which the letters are

addressed should have the right of surcharging double the deficiency

of postage which is paid by the person who sends the letter from the

country of origin ; and under the Postal Union if we were to reduce

the postal rates to the colonies it is an undoubted right on the part

of the colony to surcharge double the amount of deficiency — that is

to say, if we send a letter for a penny from England to Australia the

postal authorities in Australia would clearly have the right of

charging double the rid. deficiency — that is to say, 3d . - upon the

receipt of the letter. I do not say they would do it, but they would

have the right to do it.

O
N
E

Lost

Over . Lared . & . sea .

(From Ally Sloper's Half Holiday of the 28th December, 1892 ).
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All Fools.

Auriculas asini quis non habet ?

Keep the April Kalends holy ! Gibber on your clerkly stools ;

Take your pens—I set the copy --write ye down yourselves as fools.

Write ! and bind the scroll upon you, flaunt the legend on your brow,

Tell it out among the people ye are Folly's servants now.

Thirst not ye for Wisdom's chalice, get ye unto Folly's throne !

O'er your future she presideth ; ye are hers and hers alone.

Pleasure this side , that side duty ; Folly sees you make your guess ;

Laughs because the other thimble hides the gilded pea- Success.

Lightly poised on wings of motley, deathless Folly, Queen of Men,

Hovers o'er the civil servant, pours flapdoodle down his pen .

Folly bans official papers ; style and culture take to flight,

And our boasted education goes to water as we write.

By demoniac possession our “ officialese ” is made ;

Surely, but for this enchantment, we could call a spade a spade.

“ We are better than our Fathers, ” so at least we make our boast ;

We have put away corruption, we are pure as heaven's host !

We have said our “ Vade retro to the jobbery of old ;

We, whom open competition fashioneth in Virtue's mould !

• We are better than our Fathers ” -So we said and so believed

And we call our jobs “ arrangements,” and we simper self-deceived .

Boast ye ! Brothers ! Sons of Folly ! boast that these are days of

light ;

Boast ! but hug your little secrets ; hide them from your colleagues'

sight.

Mysteries of little import -- are not these your constant pride ?

Mark your papers " confidential ” ; hide your little knowledge, hide !

Each as good as each and better—these are democratic days,

Grade by grade we hate each other , stint each other's meed of praise.
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Flout your chiefs, ye young and brilliant ! older men are good to

flout;

When ye choose your staff, ye elders ! choose them with the brains

left out.

See the “ idols ” of the Service moving over Folly's stage

Agitators and controllers, fools in youth, and fools in age.

Here the dulness of a dotard darkens counsel - very dark

There omniscience, feebly pompous, marks the youngest Treasury

clerk.

Then a discontented army mutters like a rising swell,

Hot with zeal and strong in numbers—stronger still in votes to sell .

Fools we are and fools we will be ; change is not ordained for us ;

Brothers ! read the screed of Folly ! Keep the April Kalends thus !

“ Vox clamantis in Deserto ! " thus I teach in Folly's school;

As the pupils, such the teacher ; lo ! I write myself a fool.

H. S. C.
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Mr. W. H. Preece on Telegraphy.

[Our space will not permit us to print Mr. Preece's recent address in full, but

we give the portions which refer more immediately to the work of our Department. ]

AVING completed my fortieth year of continuous service

in developing the practical applications of electricity for

the use and convenience of man, it has appeared to me

that I could not better repay the high compliment you

have conferred on me by electing me, for the second time, to be .

your President than by surveying and criticising the growth of the

various branches of electrical industry with which I have been more

or less associated during this long period .

In 1852 , when I commenced my engineering career in the office

of Mr. Edwin Clark, Member of the Institution of Civil Engineers,

the electric telegraph was in its infancy — the needle system of Cooke

and Wheatstone in England, the electro -magnetic recorder of Morse

in America, the sounder of Steinheil in Germany, and the semaphore

of Breguet in France, were struggling into existence against adversity

and ignorance. They were crude in their form , slow in their action ,

and uncertain in their working.

In 1852 the principal instrument used in England was the double

needle. It required two wires for its operation.
Our offices were

fitted with massive Greek temples , fashioned in wood, containing in

their interiors the galvanometers and commutators by which the

elements of language were to be transmitted instantaneously between

London and Edinburgh and other towns. This wonderful structure ,

so much prized in its day, is now, like some antediluvian monster,

discovered only in our museums ; but its memory is dear to those

who, like myself, struggled with its troubles, and who learnt most

of what they know by mastering its whims and conquering its

vagaries.

The semaphore has also been relegated to the museum, and the

Morse recorder is gradually disappearing to the same refuge, but its

struggle for existence is more prolonged and better maintained. The

telegraphic tory who sees virtue in a tape, and believes in the greater

accuracy of a record , still exists in large numbers in various parts of

Europe ; but he has disappeared from the United States of America

and from England. The ear is more accurate than the eye, and more

rapid in deciphering those fleeting signals that convey language.
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The record , however, remains in Wheatstone's automatic apparatus

and in Professor Hughes's beautiful typewriter, which delivers the

message to the receiver in clear, bold Roman characters—an instru

ment that has weathered every storm, and is now the great

international medium of communication between all European

nations .

The instrument that we have principally developed in England is

the automatic fast -speed apparatus, based on a principle of preparing

messages for transmission by punching, devised by Alexander Bain in

1848 , and improved in its mechanical details by Mr. Augustus Stroh

in 1866 . This has been my special pet, and with the electrical

assistance of Mr. J. B. Chapman, and the mechanical skill of

Mr. J. W. Wilmot, all the ills that telegraphs are heir to have been

routed , and the practical speed of working has been multiplied more

than six - fold .

It has been one long continual contest between patient observation ,

inventive skill, careful experiment, and technical acquirements on

the one hand , and resistance, electrostatic capacity, inertia (electro

magnetic and mechanical), bad insulation, impure materials, imperfect

workmanship, &c. , on the other. But we have, step by step, won all

along the line : 75 words per minute have become 500 ; a possible

130 has become an actual 600. Duplex automatic working over

cable lines is possible, and modes of working have been introduced

that were thought at one time chimerical and impossible.

All these things have been done without recourse to the Patent

Office. Dozens of improvements have been effected which in

ordinary commercial life would have been patented and published,

and received recognition. The absence of a patent has led to the

belief in the absence of invention . An actual six - fold improved

capacity for carrying messages is an answer to this supposition.

The Hughes typewriter has this year been successfully duplexed

between London and the Continent-a problem which had hitherto

baffled all attempts at a satisfactory solution. The use of electro

motors instead of weights on this instrument and on the automatic

apparatus, and the extensive use of accumulators instead of primary

batteries, may be mentioned , although time will not permit me to

refer to a host of minor improvements which have been effected .

The results to which I have referred have not been attained without

very special attention to questions of construction and maintenance

of the wires, both aerial and submarine, and a very complete system

of test is now applied both before and after every line is completed.
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In the early days of telegraphic communication very rough and crude

tests were in use, and the condition of the lines caused serious

difficulties ; but at the present day we must ascertain the purity of

the metal employed, its mechanical strength , its electrical resistance

and capacity, its insulation resistance, and the relationship between

the latter and the conductor resistance, as well as its speed value.

The employment of copper as the conductor suspended on poles

in place of iron, which was inaugurated at my instigation in 1884 , by

a very costly experiment between London and Newcastle, has had a

material influence in increasing the speed of working and improving

telegraphy in all branches This is due not only to its reduced

resistance, but to the absence of electro magnetic inertia in a long,

single-suspended copper wire. All our long important telegraphic

and telephonic circuits are now built with copper.

One of the arguments used against the proposed transfer of the

telegraphs to the State was the notion that invention would not be

fostered by a Government Department. This has been entirely

falsified. Telegraphy has been advanced in this country more

rapidly by the British Post Office than by any private undertaking,

and we have certainly shot ahead of our smart cousins on the other

side of the Atlantic, from whom, however, I am proud to say, I

learnt so much on my visits in 1877 and 1884. Their engineers are

looking to us to develop their inventions, and we have done so.

They cannot always get them taken up in the States. Diplex,

quadruplex, and multiplex telegraphy are importations from them,

but they have been improved in our service by our own develop

ments, and have now become the staple and the standard modes of

working. No one has done more to effect this object than Mr. M.

Cooper.

An accident in the drafting of the Act of Parliament of 1868-69

transferring the telegraphs from the hands of private companies to

that of the State, has led to a tremendous development of newspaper

reporting in England. Few people are aware of the immense busi

ness done for the Press. The growth of Press messages is shown in

the fact that 21,701,968 words paid for in 1871 have grown in

1891 to 600,409,000-an average of nearly 2,000,000 words per day.

When Mr. Gladstone spoke at Newcastle, at the National Liberal

Federation , in 1891 , 390,778 words were signalled to different parts

of the country. This kind of business is not , however, confined to

the Post Office. The Exchange Telegraph Company, which com

menced operations in 1872 , working under the license of the
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Postmaster -General, has in London over 800 instruments at work

( 120 being in newspaper offices), distributing a daily average of

3,381,134 words to various receiving instruments , adapted to the

requirements of the respective services ; the financial intelligence,

for example, being transmitted over instruments furnished with type

wheels containing the various fractions most in use in Stock Exchange

quotations. The latest form of this instrument prints at the rate of

40 words per minute. General and Parliamentary intelligence are

distributed to the clubs over column printers , and legal , sporting,

and Parliamentary news to newspapers on specially fast tape printers ,

capable of delivering, in the hands of skilled operators, 45 full words

per minute to any number of subscribers simultaneously. The news

transmitted is chiefly commercial and financial, amounting to

2,775,000 words per day.

To return to the purely State telegraphy. Some idea of the growth

of the general telegraphic business of the country may be gathered

from the following statement, which gives the total number of

messages paid for in each year :

1852 211,137

1869 6,830,000

Transfer took place in 1870.

1882 31,345,861

1892 70,215,439

The monopoly of the Post Office is a mutual co-operative concern,

in which every member of the community has an interest , and which

everyone helps to maintain in efficiency and good working order by

watchful supervision. It is not a mere commercial industry, main

tained for the benefit of the few who have risked their capital in

speculation . It is maintained for the general good of the community,

and for the public service. Everyone can criticise and growl, and

everyone does when he gets the chance , and would probably growl

if he had not the chance. There is always joy in the soul of the

editor when he fancies he discovers a fault in a Government official.

We public servants do not object. We rely on public criticism , and

our sole object is to serve our masters, with a conscientious deter

mination to do our duty to the best of our ability .

SUBMARINE TELEGRAPHY .

In 1852 the only working cable was that laid between Dover and

Calais by the Submarine Telegraph Company, under the auspices of

Sir James Carmichael (one had been laid between Anglesea and

Ireland , but failed on the second day ). Those between Dover and
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Ostend , Orfordness and Holland, and between Scotland and the

North of Ireland followed in 1853 ; and several miles of the first

named cable have remained down ever since, and form parts of the

present cable between Ramsgate and Ostend.

In those early days I was much engaged in testing, laying, and

maintaining submarine cables, and in 1858-62 was engineer to the

Channel Islands Telegraph Company, whose cable between Portland

and Alderney gave such immense trouble, from the nature of the

ground near either end, that it had eventually to be abandoned,

because the business did not pay for the cost of maintenance. A

new cable was laid in 1870 over a different and better route, and

now, 1893 , the islands maintain cables of three conductors.

The growth of submarine cables about the world is extraordinary.

The total mileage , which in 1852 was 87 nautical miles (nauts), now

reaches a total of 139,594 nauts, of which 14,479 nauts belong to

various Government administrations. The experience of early days

has taught us how essential it is to have accurate surveys of the

bottoms to be crossed before trusting cables to their tender mercies ;

and thus geography and biology have been immensely benefited by

the work of the electrical engineer. By the end of 1855 the North

American lines had extended to Newfoundland, while those in

Europe reached the West of Ireland, and a scheme was started to

connect, by a cable across the Atlantic, the New World and the Old.

Cyrus Field, as Vice-President of the New York and Newfoundland

Telegraph Company, obtained the sole right to land cables in New

foundland, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward's Island, and the State of

Maine, and the Atlantic Telegraph Company was formed by him to

make and lay the cable.

The first attempt was made in August, 1857 , by H.M.S.

“ Agamemnon ” and the U.S. frigate “ Niagara ; ” but after paying

out about 380 miles from the Valentia end the cable broke and the

expedition was abandoned until 1858, when the same two ships, this

time commencing in mid-Atlantic and steaming in opposite directions,

succeeded in laying the cable, but after 732 messages had been sent

through it again failed, in October, 1858. Several unsuccessful

attempts were made to pick it up, and the Atlantic scheme remained

in abeyance until 1865 , when a heavier cable was successfully laid,

being the commencement of the present Anglo -American Company's

system , with its four cables now working across the Atlantic. There

are now it cables bridging the Atlantic Ocean, 1o of which are

duplexed.
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Between this country and the Continent all the cables (with the

exception of those to Norway, Sweden , and Denmark , those to Spain ,

and those forming the connections with the Eastern Telegraph

Company's system ) now belong to the respective Government

administrations, and are all maintained by them. The British Post

Office owns and maintains those to Holland and one of those to

Germany , while those to Belgium and France , containing 37 wires ,

are joint property, but maintained by the British Post Office.

By far the greatest cable corporation in the world is the Eastern

Telegraph Company, whose system of 25,376 miles stretches from

Cornwall to Bombay, connects the northern and southern shores of

the Mediterranean with Malta, and joins up the various other islands

of the Mediterranean and the Levant. This company, in conjunction

with the Eastern Extension and the Eastern and South African

Companies, also gains access to Australia and New Zealand on the

one hand, and to the Cape of Good Hope on the other, the combined

mileage reaching a total of no less than 47,151 . This enormous

system has all grown up within , practically, the last 23 years.

The form of cable has practically remained unaltered since the

original Calais cable was laid in 1851. Various sizes of core and

armour, and various modes of protection from decay, have been used

to suit different routes, but the cable of to-day may be said to be

typically the same as that used in the English Channel in 1851 , and

in the Atlantic in 1865.

The first cable had gutta-percha as a dielectric, and it is still almost

exclusively used for submarine cable-core ; but the manufacture has

so improved in the last 20 years that a core having an insulator

weighing 150 lbs. per naut, which then had a dielectric resistance of

some 250 megohms a naut at 75 ° F., can now be obtained giving

2,000 megohms at the same temperature. India-rubber is creeping

in , owing to the high price and scarcity of gutta -percha.

Next to strong tides, rocky bottoms, anchors, and shallow water,

the greatest enemy to submarine cables, more especially in the tropics,

has proved to be the teredo of various species ; but this depredatory

worm has been utterly routed by covering the gutta-percha core with

a lapping of thin brass tape laid on spirally. A remarkable thing

about this little insect is that , whereas 20 years ago it was practically

unknown in our English waters, it has now gradually spread all round

our coasts, with the exception , perhaps, of the North Sea . A new

cable about to connect Scotland and Ireland is being served with

brass tape.
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as ever.

With the cables has grown up a fleet of telegraph ships to lay and

maintain them . In 1853 the “ Monarch," belonging to the Electric

Telegraph Company, was the only ship permanently employed as a

repairing telegraph ship ; now, in 1893 , the cable feet of the world

numbers no less then 37 , of which 7 belong to Government adminis

trations and the rest to private companies, the Eastern Telegraph

Company heading the list with 5 vessels.

Perhaps the most remarkable history of a cable is the following :

In 1859 the light cables laid in 1853 from Orfordness to Holland

were picked up and replaced by a heavier one. A few nauts were

sold to the Isle of Man Telegraph Company, and had an extra sheath

laid on . This cable was submerged between that island and St. Bees,

where it remained until 1885 , when it was replaced by a three-core

cable. It was again put under water in 1886 as part of the cable

between Uist and Harris, in the Hebrides, where it still lies, as good

The durability of submarine cables is remarkable. That

laid between Beachy Head and Dieppe in 1861 is still working ; and

that laid between Beachy Head and Havre in 1870 has broken

within the last month for the first time.

Despite the enormous growth of submarine cables during these 42

years, there would appear to be plenty of scope for still further

extension. The Pacific still remains untouched, and a project is at

the present time under consideration to connect our possessions in

North America with those in Australia .

TELEPHONY.

I had the good fortune in 1877 to bring to England the first pair

of practical telephones . They had been given to me in New York

by Graham Bell himself. After a series of experiments, I brought

them before the British Association meeting, which was held that

year at Plymouth . Who at that time could have imagined that the

instruments, which were then but toys, would , within 16 years, have

become a necessity of commercial, and almost of domestic, life ?

Yet to - day the number of telephones in actual use may pretty safely

be put down at a million !

During 1878 Edison devised his carbon transmitter, and Professor

Hughes presented his “ microphone " to the world . These inven

tions made the telephone a practical instrument of vast commercial

importance . It may be said to have sprung into existence well-nigh

perfect; and the fewness of the actual improvements on the Bell

receiver and the Hughes microphone is scarcely more astonishing

than the immense number of fruitless attempts at improvement that
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have been made. Even now the original instruments are not easily

beaten.

The institution of telephone Exchanges has led to a development

of systems of switching that might fairly be considered a special

study in themselves , and the demand for communication between

distant places has necessitated the application of much special

attention to the method of constructing lines and of arranging

circuits .

It is in this latter field that I have been a diligent worker, and the

application of the so-called “ KR” law has proved of material

benefit in connection with the problems of long-distance telephony.

It is a law which implies that the number of signals that can be

transmitted per second through any circuit depends solely on the

capacity (K) and the resistance ( R) of the circuit. It is very much

the fashion to deny the accuracy of the K R law . This is probably

the result of ignorance of its meaning or of its interpretation . Some

speak of it as empirical , others scoff at it as imaginary, and some

sneer at it as an impossible law ; but it is a law that has determined

the dimensions and speed of working of all our long submarine cables ;

it determines the number of arms a circuit can carry on the multiplex

system , the speed attainable with the Wheatstone system , and the

distance to which it is possible to work quadruplex ; it is a law that

has enabled us to bring London and Paris within clear telephone

speech of each other, and which will probably, before the year is out ,

enable Dublin and Belfast to speak to London-a message of peace

to Ireland as solid and substantial as any promised political proposal.

The New York and Chicago trunk line is 950 miles long, and it is

built with 435 lbs. (or No. 8 S.W.G.) copper wire . This wire gives

a resistance of 2.06 ohms per mile, which is easily verified ; but it is

said by Mr. Wetzler to have a capacity of o‘0158 microfarad per

mile , which cannot be verified , and which is absurdly high. 00158

microfarad was a measurement made by me in England on an old

line , but I have frequently pointed out that owing to the use of earth

wires the capacity of our English lines is very much greater than that

of American lines. Mr. Edison discovered this in 1872 when he

came to England to introduce his automatic system . Moreover, I

have also pointed out that induction still further diminishes this

capacity. The capacity of the Paris circuit does not exceed 0'005

microfarad per mile . I should estimate the Chicago circuit at 0'004

microfarad per mile , and the KR at 7,500 , which gives a result

that quite accords with the opinions that I have heard expressed by
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those who have tried the two circuits as to the relative efficiency of

the Paris and Chicago lines. My American friends would have

done better if they had used thicker wire. I should have specified

600 lbs. per mile ; but if it had been in England I should have used

1,000 lbs. , for we cannot dispense entirely with cables and under

ground work as they have done in the States, and the increased

capacity introduced must be compensated for by reduced resistance

As a matter of fact, I once proposed 1,200 lbs, wire for a circuit

between London and Berlin — a distance of 760 miles , including a

cable 55 miles long.

The beneficial effect of induction as a negative capacity is also

observed when working a circuit telegraphically with automatic high

speed apparatus. Thus, on two copper wires 450 miles long, making

goo miles altogether, the speed on each single wire was 120 words

per minute, and on metallic circuit

Loop viâ different routes 120 words per minute.

on same poles 150

So that the improvement effected by induction was 25 per cent.

There is no difficulty in measuring R of a metallic loop. The

Wheatstone Bridge determines it at once. There is more difficulty

in obtaining K. It cannot be measured directly. But with a

metallic loop of copper, partly overhead and partly underground,

there are several modifications required, due to electrostatic and

electro-magnetic induction, which are at present beyond the reach

of formulæ , and render it difficult to determine the capacity except

approximately from the telephonic effects themselves . Thus the

capacity on the London-Paris circuit proved to be only one-half of

that obtained by calculation, and every long circuit will require

its own K to be determined by comparison with an empirical

K R scale. Such a scale I have determined by careful experiment

on artificial cables.

I have recently devised a new form of cable which will probably

quadruple the rate of telegraph working to America ; and I may

say with all confidence that there is no theoretical reason what

ever why we should not converse between London and every

capital in Europe, while it is not impossible to speak even across

the Atlantic.

THEORY.

In the Presidential Address which I delivered to the Society

of Telegraph -Engineers and Electricians in 1880 , I took the

opportunity to formulate the theoretical views of electricity that
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I had acquired at the feet of Faraday. It is not given to every

boy to have his great ambitions realised. One of my ambitions as

an earnest listener to Faraday's simple and delightful lectures was

to be his assistant, and in almost the last investigation he under

took on electric induction in underground wires, it was my

privilege to see much of him, to prepare many experiments for him ,

and to realise my ambition. Early in 1854 , at his wish , I carried

out for Mr. Latimer Clark certain experiments on the comparative

effect of increments of voltage in increasing the rate of transmission

of signals through long telegraph circuits . It was found that varia

tion of voltage had no effect. Currents from 31 and from 500

Daniell cells sent through 768 miles of gutta - percha- covered under

ground wire showed precisely the same velocity. These experi

ments were sent by Faraday to Melloni, who had prompted the

wish, and Melloni (“Faraday's Researches,” vol . iii . , page 577 )

remarked : “ The equal velocity of currents of various tensions

offers a fine argument in favour of the opinion of those who

suppose the electric current to be analogous to the vibrations

of air under the action of sonorous bodies.” This is to be

found in the very last contribution inserted in the greatest

work ever published on our science, “ Faraday's Experimental

Researches in Electricity. "

Faraday's views were subsequently expounded and extended by

Maxwell, who said :

· Faraday, in his mind's eye, saw lines of force traversing all

space, where the mathematician saw centres of force attracting at

a distance ; Faraday saw a medium where they saw nothing but

distance ; Faraday sought the seat of the phenomena in real actions

going on in the medium, they were satisfied that they had found it

in a power of action at a distance impressed on the electric fluids."

Since that period, I have never regarded electricity as anything

else but as a form of energy, and its effects as modes of motion of

the molecules of matter and of the ether that fills all space ; and

during my long apprenticeship of 40 years I have never examined

one experiment or considered one fact that was not explicable on

this mechanical theory .

The electricity of the engineer is a definite form of energy. It

has one objective reality that we can generate, utilise , measure, and

sell. It is even regulated by Act of Parliament. It is, moreover,

“ understanded of the people .”

The doctrine of the conservation of energy implies that energy, like

matter, cannot be created or destroyed. Its form only can be
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changed. Its total value always remains the same, and we can

always measure it when all the different forms in which it exists in

the particular system are taken into consideration . There has been

no more fruitful principle introduced into science during this century

than the equation of energy , which implies that the total energy of

every physical system is the sum of all the energies of its different

parts, whether usefully or uselessly expended.

Every molecule at any instant of time is in one place only, and

any change of its position during any interval of time is the result of

force applied, and is effected along a continuous path and in an

orderly manner. The laws governing the mode of motion, and

determining the direction , magnitude, and nature of the work done,

are the objects of physical research.

Maxwell said : - “ The special work which lies before the physical

inquirer is the determination of the quantity of energy which enters

or leaves a material system during the passage of the system from

its standard state to any other definite state .”

The molecular theory of electricity, which regards it as a form of

energy, supplies the physicist with a powerful weapon to combine in

one great science of energetics ” all physical phenomena.

Maxwell, had he lived , would probably have accomplished this. He

raised a superstructure upon the foundation stones laid by Faraday.

He annihilated action at a distance, he established the existence of

stresses and strains in the ether, and he showed the identity of

luminous and electro -magnetic waves .

Subsequent experiments have confirmed his views.

Electricity is therefore energy which is transmitted by matter and

through space by certain disturbances the result and the equivalent

of work done, and in certain orderly and law -regulated forms, called

electro -magnetic waves." It is not difficult to conceive the ether

carved or the molecules of matter swayed or excited in definite

or periodic waves. A molecule is subject to all kinds of motion

-translation, oscillation, rotation upon its own axis, and revolu

tion about some external axis. Clausius suggested that the atoms

or groups of atoms constituting a molecule revolve round one

another similarly to planets, and are sometimes nearer to and some

times further from each other. The difference between the infinitely

great and the infinitely little is only one of degree. The motions of

the solar system and that of a molecule of water are similar. These

motions are imparted to and transmitted by the ether, and they are

taken up again by matter. One kind of wave gives us light, another
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radiant heat , another magnetism , and another electrification . The

rate at which these waves move is the same, viz. , 30,000,000,000

centimetres, or 192,000 miles, per second . It is only their form and

their frequency that differ. Matter and ether are subject to strains,

currents, vortices, and undulations, and every single electro -magnetic

phenomenon can be compounded of or reduced to one or other of

these mechanical disturbances. Rotation in one direction gives

positive electrification ; rotation in the opposite direction gives

negative electrification . A whirl in one direction gives us North

magnetism ; in another direction , South magnetism . Hertz, the

experimental exponent of Maxwell's views, has shown the existence

of electro -magnetic waves, and has proved their reflection , refraction ,

and interference. The rate of their propagation is the same in ether,

air, and conducting wires.

It is a misfortune that a beautiful hypothesis like Maxwell's electro

magnetic theory of light has been discussed almost solely by

mathematicians. Its consideration has been confined to a small and

exclusive class. It has not reached the public ; and this is to be

regretted, for, after all , it is the many, and not the few , that determine

the acceptance or refusal of a theory. The existence of the ether is

now thoroughly comprehensible. Light is now regarded as an

electro-magnetic disturbance. The eye is an extremely sensitive and

delicate electro -magnetic instrument. The difference between

luminous, thermic , and electro -magnetic waves is one of frequency

and form . We thus have to consider the propagation of these waves

not only in the conductor and in the dielectric in the direction

of the circuit itself, but in the ether at right angles to this direction .

The former produces currents in the conductor, and the latter induc

tion and secondary effects in contiguous conductors . Thus it is easy

to see why electric and magnetic lines of force are at right angles to

each other, and each of them perpendicular to the line of propagation

of the primary electro -magnetic wave, and why the transversal

disturbances are secondary waves of electro -magnetic energy which

can be transformed into electric currents of opposite direction

whenever contiguous conductors lie in their path so as to be cut by

these lines of force in the proper direction. Induction is thus mere

transformation of energy whose direction and magnitude are easily

calculated .

It is by following out this line of thought that I have recently

succeeded in sending messages by Morse signals across the Bristol

Channel between Lavernock and Flat Holm, a distance of 3'1 miles.

L
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The electro-magnetic disturbances were excited by primary alternating

currents in a copper wire, 1,237 yards long, erected on poles along

the top of the cliff on the mainland. The radiant electro -magnetic

energy was transformed into currents again in a secondary circuit,

610 yards long, laid along the island. The strength of these

secondary induced currents complied almost exactly with calculations,

APPENDIX .

In 1870 the speed of working between London and Dublin,

attained by means of a relay and a Bain's chemical recorder, was

75 words per minute ; it is now possible to work at a speed of 500,

and the record is made in ink by the direct action of the line

current.

In 1875 the maximum speed of simplex working on our land

lines did not exceed 100 words per minute, while automatic duplex

working was not practicable.

In 1877 , although duplex key -working on our land lines was

fairly good, the imperfect balancing appliances at our disposal

made duplex working to Dublin very unsatisfactory, owing to

the distortion of signals ; and at this time Mr. B. Williams, of

Haverfordwest, suggested the use of retarding resistances in con

nection with our balancing condensers, which greatly improved the

duplex signals. In fact, we found that our enemies, apart from

bad insulation, were resistance capacity and electro -magnetic

inertia, and all our efforts were devoted to reducing their ill effects

to a minimum. In the same year repeaters were inserted in the

Irish circuits via North Wales, and the speed of simplex working to

Dublin was increased to 100 words per minute.

Until 1878 the Wheatstone duplex receivers could be employed

only for key duplex working, but it was then found that by joining

the coils of a high -resistance differentially wound receiver in

multiple arc, a high simplex speed could be attained by the

direct action of the line current on the receiver, and the Bain

recorder and its relay were superseded.

The average speed of signalling was then limited for the first

time by the mechanical construction of the automatic transmitters,

and less importance was attached to very short electro -magnets to

reduce the effects of electro -magnetic inertia as a means of

recording rapid signals.

Bichromate batteries were next introduced, and , owing to their

low internal resistance, proved to be more suitable for high speeds.

The introduction of bichromate cells enabled us in 1879 to raise
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the simplex speed of the circuits from London to the Channel

Islands from 90 to 120 words per minute, and soon afterwards

duplex working on these wires was permanently established.

In 1880 it became necessary to alter the mechanical construction

of our automatic transmitters and receivers to obtain a higher speed,

and a rate of 200 words per minute was attained between London

and the North of Scotland by dividing the circuits into three sections

by two repeaters, one at Leeds and another at Edinburgh, instead of

repeating automatically at Newcastle only,

The higher speeds involved special alterations in the perforators

and in the mode of driving the receivers, recourse being had to

weights instead of springs.

In 1881 shunted condensers were introduced to increase the

speed of simplex transmission , resulting in an increase from a

normal 120 to fully 200 words per minute ; and in 1883 fast speed

duplex repeaters were constructed , and the automatic transmitter

was improved.

In 1884 a single signalling condenser was applied to cable duplex

circuits, and the balancing condensers were divided into three

adjustable portions , with the result that the duplex speed to Dublin

was raised to 140 words per minute.

In 1885 double signalling condensers and a receiving condenser

were attached to the cable duplex wires by Mr. A. Eden, and the

speed consequently increased 25 per cent .

In 1886 a further improvement was effected in the transmitters,

and this, in conjunction with a more exact knowledge of the

application of the shunted condenser as a negative capacity, raised

the speed of simplex working to 400 words per minute ..

In 1889 another advance was made on all our cable circuits

by changing the connections from differential to bridge duplex ,

retaining the duplicate signalling condensers, and placing a shut

across the receiving condenser as in simplex high-speed working.

The result of this change was to further augment the duplex

speed to the extent of 30 per cent. , the final outcome of all these

improvements, in conjunction with the erection of copper wires,

being that at the present time our practical simplex speed is 450,

and our duplex speed between London and Dublin is at the rate of

300 words per minute, or a total of 600 words being signalled each

minute on each of our Irish wires viâ North Wales.
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A Tour of Inspection

( Continued .)

EAVING Nash Point, its lighthouses, its surf-beaten shore,

and its laughing ladies, the “ Enchantress ” steered for

Lundy Island, passing the lighthouse at Bull Point

on the way. In the clear calm evening she came to

anchor at the south-west corner of the island, her only companion

being a weather-stained coasting steamer. Except at this corner,

where there is a shelving shore round a little bay, the whole island

is girdled with high cliffs — the home of the peregrine falcon and of

innumerable sea birds. There are 16 men in the island, including the

proprietor ( Mr. Heaven) , the tenant of his farm (who also holds the

office of sub-postmaster) , the lighthouse keepers , some farm hands,

and one fisherman . With women and children the total population

numbers 50.

A few years ago the committee of Lloyd's laid a cable to the .

island and built a signal station ; but the route of the cable was so

badly chosen that the communication could not be maintained , and

eventually the station was closed and the cable picked up and

brought to the Thames for sale. Instead of starting from Hartland

Point and passing over a ledge of rock , the cable ought to have

been laid from Croyde Bay. It would then have been on a sandy

bottom all the way, and it might have been working to this day.

The lighthouse on Lundy is at the highest point of the island . Its

base therefore is about 525 feet above the sea, and its lantern more

than 600. This is far too high for practical purposes, as the light :

is often obscured by cloud or fog, when at a lower elevation the air

is quite clear. To remedy the defect as far as possible, an auxiliary

lantern has been fitted up on the ground floor ; and hence the

probably unique sight of a lighthouse giving out rays of light at both

top and bottom. What ought to be done is to build two lighthouses

close to the level of the water, one at the north end of the island :

and the other at the south ; and, no doubt , when funds are available,

this is what will be done. There is no look-out, no life-boat, and no

rocket apparatus. If a ship strikes on the western side at night ,

she may never be seen, and it may never be even known that she

has struck. By morning light there will not be a vestige of her, or
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a sign that human beings have been engulfed. On the eastern

side there is more chance of a rescue.

About a year ago the French steamer “ Tunisie ” dashed against

the cliffs not far from the little bay already mentioned. She was

fortunately seen by the fisherman , who ran , as fast as his legs would

carry him , to the lighthouse and the farm and called for help. No

proper appliances, but plenty of good -will and alacrity. A fishing

line was converted into a rocket line ; coal-bags were made into

“ cradles ” ; all the bits of strong rope that could be found were

fastened together, and with a few common signalling rockets the

little band hurried along the cliff. The rockets were feeble and

would not carry the line over the ship, but one of the French sailors

managed to clutch the line just as it came within reach ; then the

strong rope was hauled on board, and before long the whole crew

were rescued .

The Royal Commission recommend that a new cable be laid

forthwith . If that be done, the Admiralty will station coastguardsmen

on the island, and then will follow a look-out and a proper rocket

service. It will also be possible to summon life -boats from the

Devonshire coast and tugs from Swansea for the storm -beaten ships

that drift past the island.

As the “ Enchantress " was bound for Scilly and Captain Vine

wished to get to his anchorage there by daylight, the Commissioners

got their visit to Lundy over before breakfast. Never had the

lighthouse keepers been under inspection at so early an hour. Their

surprise was great ; but everything was in beautiful order, and the

keen eye of Sir Leopold M'Clintock (Elder Brother of the Trinity

House, as well as Royal Commissioner) detected no fault. Coasting

along Devonshire, the commissioners had evidence that the Post

Office could act promptly. They had expressed a wish that

advantage might be taken of the construction of the wires to

certain coastguard stations to extend the telegraph to the lighthouses

at Bull Point and Hartland Point ; and from the deck of the

“ Enchantress " they saw that their wish was already complied with.

As the Seven Stones light-ship was passed, a thought was given

to some eager correspondents of the newspapers who urge that this

ship , if no other, should have a telegraph cable. They probably

are not aware that she rides above a submarine plateau of jagged

rock , on which a cable could not be maintained, and that, even if

a cable could be maintained, it would be useless, because the ports

from which assistance could be summoned are too far away.
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The Bishop Rock lighthouse came in sight late in the afternoon,

and as close an inspection as possible was made of it ; but a landing

could not be effected . At high tide there is scarcely visible any

of the rock on which it stands, and it is only in very fine weather

that a boat can get alongside. A wonderful thing in the way of

building has been done here. The lighthouse has been entirely

cased with new blocks of granite, the blocks being dovetailed into

each other and into the stones of the original building so as to form

a solid mass . At the same time the lighthouse has been raised by

about 40 feet, and a new lantern has been fitted. Yet, never for a

single night has the light failed to make its appearance and warn the

passing mariners. The granite was all carefully prepared ashore and

brought in a steamer, which was then moored fore and aft near the

rock . Each block of granite was hoisted into its place by a derrick

fixed on the lighthouse. Often the steamer had to run for shelter,

and nothing could be done in winter. It therefore took several years

to complete the work , and certainly it was a triumph of human

patience and ingenuity, more calculated than even the building of

the new Eddystone to make the name of Douglass famous. The

Bishop Rock itself descends sheer for more than 20 fathoms, and

the Atlantic waves dash with terrific force against the lighthouse.

The solid green water (not spray) used often to sweep up the hollow

side and over the top of the building ; but the new casing has been

carried up for a considerable distance in a perpendicular line, and

this tends to “ split ” the waves and disperse them. It is only spray

therefore that reaches the lantern in its new and more elevated

position.

On the following day the Commissioners were the guests of

Mr. Dorrien Smith, the “ Lord of the Isles, " and in his steam

cutter visited the lighthouses on Round Island and St. Agnes.

( To be continued .)
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A Political Economist on the

Post Office.

PA

ROFESSOR BASTABLE, who teaches Political Economy

in the University of Dublin , has lately published an

important work on " Public Finance . " This subject, in

its widest sense , has, he says, been much neglected

by political economists in England-save by Adam Smith and a few

others—possibly because our excellent financial practice has made

much theorising a superfluity. His subject he defines as the supply

and application of the resources required by the State in the due

discharge of its functions, and he deals with it in six books .

Book I. treats of the different branches of public expenditure,

such as defence, justice and security, poor relief and education.

Each branch is considered historically to some extent, and the aim

of the writer is rather to enunciate standard theory than to discuss

the unsettled problems arising in each branch . Book II . deals with

one source of revenue, “ the quasi-private receipts ” of the State,

arising from Crown Lands, from industries such as the supply of

water and gas, the provision of roads, railways , and canals ; and in

this section our author treats of the Post Office, which he regards

therefore as a source of revenue in the first place. Book III. deals

with the principles of taxation , Book IV, with its various modes as

known to history. Book V. treats of State debts, and Book VI. of

the constitutional processes of supply and public accounting.

The criticism which first suggests itself on the treatment of the

Post Office is that one would expect its various services to be regarded

primarily as a necessary mode of State work and expenditure rather

than as a source of revenue. True it is that the letter-post, its

primary and main industry, does yield a profit, and has always been

expected to do so ; but even in this branch we now chiefly consider

its relation to public convenience, and the other branches of the

Post Office duties have been deliberately undertaken because they

could best be worked by the State, and not as a source of profit. We

think therefore that the Post Office would have been better dealt

with as a part of the subject of Book I.
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In another way the effect of this treatment is, perhaps uninten

tionally, heightened. The collection of revenue is recognised as a

necessary part of State activity and expenditure , and our author

says, “ In England, the Customs , the Inland Revenue, and the Post

Office are mainly earning Departments. The mere mention of these

establishments will suggest the remarkable differences in the relation

of revenue to the cost of collecting or earning it.” Then follows

a table giving “ the cost of collection or earning of revenue,” wherein

it appears that in 1890 the cost for the Customs was 4'5 per cent. , for

the Inland Revenue 3-2 per cent. , and for the Post Office 71 per

cent. Here at least we may say that the professor is .comparing

unlike things. The actual collection of Post Office Revenue, which

alone is comparable with the expenses of the Customs and Revenue

services, is a very small percentage of the gross receipts, smaller

probably than in either of the other two departments, because the

process is simpler. The cost of the services rendered by the Post

Office, to which nothing corresponds in the work of the other

Departments , is responsible for most of its expenditure. Probably

Professor Bastable knows all this as well as we do, but not to point

it out is to set a trap for the more uninformed reader.

We will now give a summary of our author's views . The Post

Office, he says , has always been regarded as an exception to the rule

against State interference in trade. “ It is, perhaps," said Adam Smith,

“ the only mercantile project which has been successfully managed

by, I believe, every sort of government." The postal service

originated in the claim of the State to control affairs, such as private

posts, which closely affected public interests, and in the need of com

munications between officials . From the first it has always been

a strict monopoly, and has yielded an increasing revenue. The

introduction of the penny post, however wise, had a revolutionary

effect on the profits. The gross receipts did not again reach the

amount of 1839 till 1855 , and the net revenue only recovered itself

in 1864 .

The postal history of France presents the same features as those

of England in its origin , in its examples of "farming " the service,

in its control of passenger traffic as well as that of written communi

cations , and in the treatment of the post as a source of revenue.

other countries, except in Germany, the Post Office presents a

special feature, namely, the smallness or entire absence of profit.

The Post Office is in fact a collection of different though

connected industries. The conveyance of books, newspapers, &c. ,

In
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is undertaken at low rates, on the principle familiar to railway

managers of charging “ what the traffic will bear.” The carriage of

newspapers and parcels is not a Post Office monopoly, and “ is

therefore a true industrial agency whose earnings contain no tax

element.”

To secure a proper adjustment of rates for various classes of

articles is a very complicated problem . Four elements of cost

should apparently be considered. ( 1 ) The weight of the article ;

( 2 ) the distance it has to be carried ; (3 ) its nature ; and (4) the

mode of conveyance used. The first is the basis of present letter

rates. The second is so small an element of cost that its variation

is of little importance. “ The reason for this at first sight curious

system is found in the fact forcibly urged by Rowland Hill, that the

actual cost of carrying letters is small enough to be ignored. At the

rate of one penny per ounce a ton of letters all up to the full weight

would produce almost £150, while the cost of conveyance would

certainly not be £5 , or one thirtieth of the receipts. The real

charges are those of collection and distribution and the maintenance

of offices, the cost of which is equal on all letters. The uniform

charge irrespective of distance , and the lower charges on additional

weights , are thus easily explained and proved to be sound as well as

equitable. It is in the extension of this principle to international

postage that the greatest advance in the future may be expected.”

The question of the retention of postal business by the State is

hardly an open one. Even Mr. Herbert Spencer has hesitated to

condemn the continuance of the English Post Office, opposed though

he is to state action. The peculiar nature of the service is the cause

of its fitness for such management. The work extends over the

whole kingdom, it is uniform and regular and conducted on a definite

routine , and the necessary capital is small in proportion to the

expenditure and receipts . The criticism of the public stimulates

supervision. A monopoly is justified to prevent rivals competing in

busy centres, in which case double postal arrangements would even

there make a reduction of rates impossible. The financial gain

cannot be very great. There is little interest to be paid on capital,

but there is a saving from unity of management. “ Any further

charge is really a form of taxation and requires to be tested by the

rules applicable to that mode of procuring revenue.” “ Unduly high

charges will , by their reaction on industry, prove seriously detrimental

to other financial resources.”
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On State telegraphy our author says that it is a natural appendage

to the postal system - with serious differences. Such work has, unlike

postal work, been done successfully by companies. Capital expend

iture is relatively very large, and hence there is danger from “ the

tendency of official bodies to confuse capital and revenue. ” The

saving by unity of management is not very great, and increased

business increases expenses more rapidly than postal business does.

The English system has been handicapped ( 1 ) by the large purchase

price ; (2 ) by pressure on Parliament for reduced rates. With perfect

freedom to regulate rates, expenses might be met and the capital paid

off, but the advantage of such a step is not clear. The most serious

blot on State telegraphy is the treatment of new inventions.*

On some of these views, if space permitted , a good deal might be

said, but for the present we leave their criticism to our readers.

A. M. OGILVIE.

* On this point, however, see Mr. Preece's article in our present issue. - ED.

SANTA MARIA. LA PINTA . CAMPANIA. NINA.

(300 tons. ) ( 100 tons.) ( 12,500 tons .) (30 tons . )

THE SHIPS OF COLUMBUS AND THE LATEST CUNARDER.

( Produced by the kind permission of Messrs. Marcus Ward & Co., Belfast.)
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The Alleged Dulness of Official Life.

W

HEN a man has been nineteen years in the Postal Service,

and in one Department during the whole of that time,

it may naturally be supposed that he has no history, or

at any rate, no story to tell which is likely to be of any

interest to his fellow creatures . It is indeed a popular delusion that

the Civil Service is a very monotonous business altogether, and that

Civil Servants themselves are a very uninteresting and soulless race.

But the facts are not so. It is impossible for me to do much in the

way of removing this delusion, because, like all my colleagues, I am

more or less tongue-tied. That is to say, if I were to show by illus

tration from my own experiences that we sometimes have what are

called “ high old times ” in the Service, I should very properly be

dismissed , or transferred , or censured . This is how the delusion has

come into existence. No Civil Servant can disprove it. The

moment he attempts to do so he ceases ipso facto to be a Civil

Servant. It is possible that in his “Life and Times , " which is care

fully kept in one of his Departmental Chief's pigeon holes for future

reference, there may be found some very appetising records of his

various misdemeanours and indiscretions; but the full and unvarnished

report of these possibly exciting proceedings, from the officer's point

of view, cannot be prudently given to the public until he takes his

pension . For the present he had better hold his tongue, consoling

himself, perhaps, with the reflection that when he is sixty he will be

in a position to make his colleagues laugh, and the official world hum

a bit. What tales he now has to tell must be either about other

people, or the less exciting and more prosaic episodes of his own

official career . That is, at any rate , all that I aspire to do . Like

Wordsworth ,--

“ The moving accident is not my trade,

To freeze the blood I have no ready arts."

And yet in one sense the moving accident ” has entered very

largely into my life as a Post Office clerk . Indeed, when I look back

upon the last nineteen years, it all seems one long move. I have

never known what it is to experience the honour and joy of pro

motion , but the absence of excitement in this direction has been

abundantly compensated for by my official superiors in the variety

they have attempted to put into my life by moving me two or three
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times a year about the City of London. Of course, I owe this

constant change of air and scene to the fact that I belong to a

growing Department. The other day I came across an old news

paper, dated September roth , 1666, and my eye rested on the

following advertisement, “ The General Post Office is for the present

held at The Two Black Pillars in Bridges Street, over against The

Fleece Tavern, Covent Garden, Till a more convenient Place can be

found in London. ” As I had just been moved for the second time

in the space of four months on the same pretext, I sympathised with

my predecessors of 1666 , though in one respect they had the advan

tage of me, if, as I gather, they were located either in, or over, or

next door to, a licensed victualler's establishment. In this respect

the modern Post Office has certainly gone back . During my official

career I have worked in eight different unlicensed houses, on almost

every floor in those houses, and in times of pressure on most of the

window sills. I have never complained ; on the contrary, I always

enjoy a move ; it keeps one out of otherwise inevitable grooves .

Needless apologies are sometimes offered for these constant changes,

and on each separate occasion I have been told by my chief that

the move is but a temporary one, and that very shortly I shall be

located in what will be the permanent home of my branch of the

General Post Office. Official etiquette extracts from me an assurance

that I am glad to hear the good news . But I think all the time of

my brethren of 1666, and I smile . Like Galileo, " I feel it moves,

nevertheless.” Of course, our predecessors of 1666 were burnt out,

and I am not a stranger even to that experience , but that, as Rudyard

Kipling would say, is another story.

Some of my literary and artistic friends have often expressed their

surprise at my being able to endure with anything like cheerfulness

what they call “ the monotony of a Government office.” But the

eye sees that which it brings with it the power of seeing, and if you

have an observant eye it does not much matter where your life may

be spent, so long as you are in touch with your fellow creatures. For

instance, the habits and manners of depositors in the Savings Bank

are a rich mine to the student of human nature. Only the other

day I was treating a case, the particulars of which are as follows :

An old gentleman of eighty reported the death of his wife to the

Department , and in doing so forwarded a full statement, giving

particulars as to her estate , &c . He claimed the deposits as her

widower, but the deposit book , he stated , he was unable to find. In

the course of the treatment of the case a report was received from the
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postmaster to the effect that the deposit book was found, and what

is more—I am quoting the postmaster's own words— " the depositor

who it had been thought was dead had now rallied, " and she .

naturally declined to give up the book to her now much bereaved

husband . How am I to explain such a phenomenon as the post

master describes ? Perhaps my friend, Mr. Podmore, can give an

explanation. Or is the moral of the story simply that husbands must

not be in too much of a hurry ? When one thinks of the old gentle

man of eighty years toddling off to the post office to get his wife's

money, and of her rallying powers, one is reminded of Louis XI.

rallying sufficiently to see the Dauphin trying on his crown .

Then again , so far as my Department is concerned, we sometimes

are able to console ourselves with the fact that we are rendering the

public great services. Very frequently, indeed, opportunities are

given to us to speak the word in season which shall make or mar

human happiness. Now and then it is given to us to strike a blow

on behalf of social morality. A friend of mine was in attendance at

the Whitechapel Savings Bank, when that Bank was closing its doors,

for the purpose of advising depositors who might wish to transfer

their deposits to the Post Office Savings Bank. There entered one

day a working man and a working woman. The following dialogue

ensued :

Working Man : Morning, Sir ! What I came to see yer abart is just

If I transfers my little bit to the Post Horfice, how abart

' er (pointing to the lady ) when I dies ? Will there be any trouble

abart paying: 'er ? There ain't no kids.

Clerk : Of course you are married ; in that case it would be all right.

Working Man ( doubtfully ) : Married ! Don't exactly understand

this ere .

you , Sir.

Clerk : Well, have you got any marriage lines ?

Working Man to Working Lady : 'Ave we, Sal ?

Working Lady ( confidently ): Na, not likely.

Working Man : Well , young man, its like this 'ere . Me and 'er,

we've lived together for the last twenty year ; she’s my missus, I'm

'er 'usband , and I wants ' er to ’ave my little bit when I goes up

aloft . Ain't that it, Sal ?

Working Lady ( coyly ) : Yus.

Clerk : Well , did you go to church to be married ?

Working Lady : Get out, not likely .

Clerk : Did you go to a Registry Office ?

Working Lady ( indignantly ) : Not me !
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Clerk : Well, you'll excuse me saying so, but you don't appear to

be married .

Working Man ( puzzled ) : I dunno ; Yer see my missus and I,

we've been together these twenty years and its very 'ard on 'er, if

when I dies she don't get this ' ere brass. Can't say as it ever

occurred to us to go to church or to a Registry Office. What I

wants to know, what am I to do, young man ?

Clerk (with a sudden enthusiasm for morality ) : Why don't you

get married ?

Working Lady : 'Ow much does it cost ?

Clerk : Oh ! only a few shillings.

Working Man : Well, Sal , what do you say ?

Working Lady ( tossing her head ) : Oh, if it won't do us no 'arm,

I s'pose we'd better.

Working Man ( thoughtfully ) : It can't ' urt us, and as the young

man says, it'll make the money right for you, Sal.

Working Lady ( indignantly ) : Well, come on ; it's all them thievish

lawyers — it's another do to get money out of yer. The idea for the

likes of us to go to church. Oh my !

A FEW WEEKS AFTERWARDS . The SAME SCENE.

Working Man : Morning, young man ; ere's our marriage lines, and

you'll make it all right for Sal now ; we've been to church and we

planked our money down.

Clerk ( with a great deal of unnaturalmoral unction ): Very glad

to hear it. It is what you ought to have done twenty years ago.

Working Man : Can't say, Sir, as it ever occurred to me and Sal

before, but wery much obliged to you for the suggestion. Of course

if it 'ad occurred afore, I'd a done it. 'Taint been much of a bother

and all done for a few shillings, and of course, as you say, it is worth

the expense to 'ave things put straight for Sal when I dies. She's

been my missus 'ere and a rare good ’un all these twenty years, and

it jest made us both laugh outright when the parson chap asks me

if I'll 'ave 'er. It do seem ridic'lous, but I'm much obliged to

you , Sir. Course the law is the law , and the lawyers must live , so

we don't grudge 'em the shillins, and we ain't none the worse . Come

along, Sal . Will yer ’ave anythink , young man ? ”

My friend to this day prides himself on the results of his missionary

efforts in the East End. But I am afraid his conversion of the

working man to a recognition of the importance of the rite of Holy
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Matrimony was but partial. The lady he saw was hopeless from the

outset .

No, he that hath ears to hear need never be dull in a Government

Office. There is plenty of human nature, even in a quill-driver's

occupation, and though no doubt some of his richest experiences

must be held over until he takes his pension, there are many stories

the Post Office clerk can tell which need not bring in the least

degree the blush of shame to the cheek of officialdom . As

Wordsworth says, “ We are greater than we know .” A little boy of

my acquaintance suddenly said to his mother who was reading to

him out of Line upon Line, “ Mother, has God got a wife ? ”

no, my child ," said the shocked mother, " what can you be thinking

about ?" " Then , ” said the irrepressible child , thoughtfully, “ He's

like Mr. Bennett. To be associated in even a negative way in

a child's mind with his idea of Deity is perhaps as much as a Post

Office clerk has a right to aspire to. If I hadn't been a Post Office

clerk I might have married and so have lost caste with my little

friend . And I might have been writing on “ The Alleged Dulness

of Married Life." Who knows ?

EDWARD BENNETT.

Savings Bank Department,

General Post Office.

“ No,
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Ralph Allen ,
)

HERE is no more illustrious name in Post Office history

than Ralph Allen's, nor one more entitled to honour.

He was born, probably about 1693 , in the village of

St. Blaize, in Cornwall, where his father kept a small

inn, called “ The Duke William , ” or “ The Old Duke.” His grand

mother kept the Post Office at St. Columb, and there Ralph Allen ,

as a boy, was employed in carrying out the letters and in the general

work of the Office. He attracted the notice of the local Surveyor ,

and by his help , and the patronage of Sir John Trevelyan , Allen

became a clerk in the Bath Post Office, at the age of 18 , in 1711 , the

year after the passing of Queen Anne's Post Office Act, which was

intended to restore the efficiency of the Royal Post Office, but failed

to do so. In spite of the penalties authorised by the Act, letter

smuggling by all sorts of irregular conveyances continued on a

wholesale scale, chiefly because of the inconvenient routes used for

the transmission of letters by the Post Office. After a few years"

service, Allen was appointed Postmaster at Bath , and soon attracted

the notice and support of influential persons. He is said to have

gained the interest of General Wade and others by furnishing infor

mation to the Government, obtained by examination of the letters of

adherents of the Pretender living in the West of England. No doubt

this was done by order of the Government. Allen's first wife was

a Miss Earl , a natural daughter of General Wade's, with whom

probably he received a considerable dowry, as not long after his

marriage he bought the Combe Down Stone Quarries, which he

worked so well that Bath stone became one of the favourite

materials for public buildings and mansions in the South of

England .

As Postmaster Allen saw the hindrance to business brought about

by adherence to the old post roads of the previous century, and the

want of cross country communication. There were many subsidiary

posts working on to these roads, but as a rule letters from one

country town to another had to go up to London by one road and to

be forwarded thence by another. On these “ country letters ” double

postage was charged, and the time occupied in transmission was very

great. In 1720, Allen began by contract with the Post Office to
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work his system of “ Bye Posts, ” which at first extended only to the

West and North-west of England, connecting Exeter, Bath, Bristol,

and Gloucester with Lancashire, and with Chester and the Irish Mail

route. For letters conveyed by these Posts he was to receive all the

postage and to bear all the expense of conveyance, besides paying

£6,000 a year to the Government. General Wade was bondsman

for a considerable sum under his first contract for seven years, and it

was no doubt through his influence that Allen obtained the contract

in spite of considerable opposition from the Post Office. The

contract was renewed time after time until Allen's death in 1764 :

To what good purpose he worked it is shown by the letters and

accounts which are printed at the end of this article.

Considerable opposition was made to the renewal on each occa

sion . Attempts were made to excite the avarice of the Treasury by

pointing to Allen's large profits. These objections he overcame by

offering to open new bye posts, and to maintain daily posts on the

main roads, at his own expense. It was also objected that his posts

decreased the number of “country letters , " on which double postage

was charged, passing through London . This argument he met by

offering to guarantee the maintenance of revenue from such letters.

With the aid of strong political support, won by his influence at

Bath, Allen's arguments prevailed, and there can be no doubt of the

wisdom of his schemes. The direct contributions to the revenue

were as much increased by the extension of postal facilities as they

would have been by the increase of Allen's payment to the ex,

chequer ; and the indirect advantages to trade and commerce were

very great indeed . Allen was fortunate also in being able to retain

his system under his direct and irresponsible control during his

whole life, and in so avoiding the troubles which beset the careers of

John Palmer and Rowland Hill. The best account of Allen's

system is given in a statement drawn up by himself in 1761 , a copy.

of which is now among the Home Office papers in the Record Office .

This narrative we hope shortly to publish.

Allen's force and beneficence of character made itself widely felt

outside the Post Office service . In 1722 he was elected to the

Bath Corporation, a body of great influence because it elected the

Members of Parliament for the city. He was only once Mayor, in 1742 ,

but his influence with the Corporation was so great that a contempo

rary caricature gives a portrait of him entitled “ The One-headed

Corporation . ” He was also popularly known in the last century as

" the Man of Bath ." Near his quarries he built, between 1736 and

M
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1743, a magnificent mansion in the classical style, known as Prior

Park , which soon became celebrated as the resort of the ablest

writers and public men. His friendship with Pope and his many

kindnesses to the poet are well known. To Fielding he was a most

generous friend. Warburton, afterwards Bishop of Gloucester, who

married his niece, and Bishops Sherlock and Hurd were intimate

friends, and the elder Pitt, who represented Bath in Parliament, was

a constant visitor to Prior Park.

Allen's acts of munificence and charity were numberless. He

gave £ 1,000 to the Bath Hospital, as well as the site and the stone

for the building. He built a bridge at Newton St. Loe at a cost of

£4,000. Early in his career he set apart £1,000 a year for charit

able purposes. He gave the stone for St. Bartholomew's Hospital in

London . The plantations which he made on his estates and the

houses which he built in Bath are among the chief glories of the

place to this day.

In appearance Allen is said to have been rather above middle

height, of stout build , “ very grave and well looking ,” extremely plain

in his costume , and remarkably courteous in his behaviour. The

literature of the 18th century is full of testimonies to his simplicity

of life, his benevolence, his splendid hospitality, his strong natural

abilities , his superior good sense, and his domestic virtues.

Allen's second wife was a Miss Elizabeth Holder, by whom he

is said to have had one son , who afterwards became Comptroller

of the Bye Letter Office. The fact that no mention is made of this

son in his will seems, however, to make this relationship doubtful.

The Ralph Allen of the Bye Letter Office was more probably a

nephew to whom he left £5,000 .

Ralph Allen died in 1764. His memory is still cherished at Bath ,

where there are yet remaining many evidences of his public spirit,

and we have a living portrait of his personality in the character of

Squire Allworthy, as described by Fielding. His whole career displays

a wonderful instance of the union of public usefulness, benevolence,

and goodness of disposition , with worldly success of the best and

highest kind.

Secretary's Office. A. M. Ogilvie.

The following letters and accounts were written by Ralph Allen in

1761, when seeking a renewal of his contract for the seventh time ;

and it is believed that they have never before been published .
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“ Prior Park, Decr. 2nd , 1761 .

Sir, - I have now, pursuant to the clause in my contract, sent

the Postmasters General under your cover a full and clear state of

my accounts for the management of the Bye and Cross Road letters

in the year ending with last Midsummer, which is more beneficial to

me than any of the preceding years, and much more than can be

expected from any of the succeeding during the remainder of my

contract, for the reasons particularly inserted at the bottom of that

state.

“ With this account I have sent a plain narrative of all my trans

actions with the Government from the commencement of my con

cerns to this time, for the better enabling the Lords of the Treasury

to form an equitable judgment on my case.

“ These papers, with my respectful compliments, I desire you will

present to the Postmasters General, to lay before the Treasury when

and in what manner they may think fit.

“ With these papers are two other copies of the narrative ; one of

them is for Lord Bessborough and the other for Mr. Hampden .

“ I desire you will acknowledge your receipt of this letter and the

enclosed papers to

• Sir ,

“ Your most h’ble Servnt. ,

“ R. ALLEN .

“ To Henry Potts, Esq .”

“ 1. — An abstract of the State of Mr. Allen's account for the Bye and

Cross Road letters in the year ending with Midsummer, 1761 .

The gross amount ( i.e., of postage) £31,299 4 3

Salaries, dead letters, and allow

ances to the Country Deputies £8,481 17 11

Other expenses over and above

the salaries and allowances to

the Country Deputies 4,569

The annual rent to the Government 6,000

19,050 17 17

o O

The Nett Produce £12,248 7 it

Upon this occasion it is proper to observe that the next year's

clear produce will be considerably reduced by additional salaries to

the country deputies, in consequence of Mr. Allen meeting of the

every day post at his own charge, which cost him at least £3,000

per ann . , a small part of which sum only can be expected to be

repaid to him by the increase of the Bye and Cross Road letters.

" Another great lessening of the neat profits of this concern in the

following years must be expected upon a peace, which will evidently

appear from the following observation, viz ., in the year 1755 , before

the commencement of this war, the gross produce of the postage of

the Bye and Cross Road letters was no more than £25,142 per ann. ,
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but since that year, from a successful war and vast increase of com

merce under the protection of it , this article has increased to such a

degree that by the above State of Mr. Allen's accounts for the year

ending with last Midsummer they amounted to £31,299 , which is

an augmentation of £6,157 per ann.

“ A third cause for theincrease of the postage of this year's letters

is the interval of Franking, though a short one, at the general

election.

“ To finish this representation it will be necessary to take notice

that the Bye and Cross Road letters in 1719 , before the commence

ment of Mr. Allen's concerns with the Government, produced no

more than £3,700 per ann. , but in the year ending at Midsummer

1761 they are increased to £ 18,248 after the expenses for the

management of Mr. Allen's plan are deducted, which shows a clear

increase of £14,548 in this article.

“ The annual amountofthe country letters in 1719 was, upon a strict

examination made by the Accomptant of the Post Office, found to be

£15,433 , which letters at Midsummer 1761 amounted to £27,898,

which creates an annual increase in this article of £ 12,465 a year.

To this memorandum it must be added, when Mr. Allen entered

upon his regulations both the above branches of the revenue were

considerably sinking, and under the bad management that they were

then in must in a few years have been reduced to a trifle .

“ Likewise, that several of the officers in the above list of expenses

for the management of Mr. Allen's concerns are very serviceable to

the general revenue of the Post Office, and must have been sup

ported at the expense of the Government if they had not been

annually paid by him.

“ To the several articles of increase above mentioned it will be

proper to add the great increase of the London letters , in conse

quence of Mr. Allen erecting the every day Posts between that City

and the most considerable places of commerce throughout the

kingdom at his own expense.

« This account, thus explained , shows the true state of Mr. Allen's

affairs at this time.

“ R. ALLEN.

“ Dec. 2 , 1761."

“ II . - A particular account of expenses for the management of the

Bye and Cross Road letters over and above salaries given to the Country

Deputy Postmasters in the year ending with Midsummer, 1761 .

“ Three Surveyors at £300 per ann. ... £900 O o

An additional allowance to Mr. Atkinson Robinson,

Surveyor, in consideration of his long, able, and

faithful performance of his duty in that station

To Mr. Potts, the Secretary, and his Clerks 300

To Mr. Hall , the Solicitor

To Mr. Christopher Robinson 150

Іоо

о
о
о
о

о
о
о
о

Іоо

.
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£1000

бо

15

о
о
о
о
о

о
о
о
о
о

20

50

To the Comptroller

To Mr. Pitchers

To Mr. Strictland

To the Inspector of the Franked letters

To Mr. Jackson

" Allowances to the following Deputy Postmasters

(with) whom no particular accounts are opened:

Woobun ... £4 0

Hertford
5

Dunstable 40 0

St. Alban's 6

Barnet 6

Snow Hill 30

Oxford ...
15

Rochdale

Ongar

Lewestoffe

Tuxford ...

Woodstock

Kettering

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

w
u
n
u
r

a
v
a

о
о
о
о

о
о
о
о

.:

* 174 0
O

200 O

о
о
о

O

1,969 оо

“ To four clerks, viz . :

Mr. Prynn , senr.

Mr. Prynn , junr . 150

Mr. William Ward
150

Mr. Thomas Hyett IOO

600 0 0

Expenses attending my last journey to London in

the renewal of my contract, in fees and all other

charges 500 0 0

" The offices at Prior Park, bags, mails, bills , vouchers,

fire, extraordinary journies, and other incidents

attending the management of this concern, at least
600 0 0

“ To my nephew , Philip Allen , as the person princi

pally employed in the management of this enlarged

concern £600, and for servants and horses attend

ing it as a Surveyor, £300 in all ... 900

£4,569 OO

“ The great increase of business in my management of this branch

of the Post Office revenue necessitated me, some years since , to have

a principal assistant for the better conducting this enlarged concern

during the remainder of my life, and to leave it under the best regu

lation at my death , and finding my nephew, Philip Allen, qualified for

* There is apparently an arithmetical error in this total , which should be £ 147 ,

not £ 174 .

O
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this office I preferred him to any other as one in whose care and

diligence I could most confide, and as a relation whom it was natural

for me to desire to benefit, but my principal motive for this choice

was its enabling me to fulfil in the most perfect manner my obligation

to the public.

“ Bymy contract I have bound myself to leave at my death the

best and fullest directions I am capable of imparting to the Post

master Generals for their right management of this branch of the

revenue ; but verbal instructions, directions or explanations in writing,

how full soever and how careful soever drawn up (as those I shall

leave to the public will be) , have their obscurities even in essential

points, and need explanation by one that has been well versed in the

management of these concerns, but it is not to be supposed that

during my management I should impart all these things to any but a

relation in whom I have a perfect reliance.

“ R. ALLEN.

“ Dec. 2 , 1761. "
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More Stray Thoughts on the

Civil Service.

D

URING the recent by-election in South Bedfordshire the

postmaster of Woburn put in his window the placards

of the Liberal candidate. It is against the regulations

to exhibit political placards at a Post Office, and con

sequently the postmaster was reprimanded for his action. From

the statements since published it appears that Mr. Sergeant, the

postmaster, is a stationer as well , and his friends contend that he has

a perfect right to put up in that window of his shop which is devoted

to his private business any placard he may choose. This is certainly

a delicate point, but it is only a sample of those which often arise

when a man is a tradesman first and a postmaster afterwards. For

years the policy of the Department has been as far as possible to

reduce the number of head post offices held by men who are not

wholly in its service. It will, of course, always be necessary to

employ shopkeepers as sub-postmasters, but with the sole exception

of the late Mr. Raikes , every Postmaster-General for many years

past has, when possible , removed head offices from the gift of the

Treasury into his own patronage.

Some years ago an incident occurred which illustrates the difficulty

felt in dealing with men who are, and at the same time are not,

servants of the Department . A person of considerable wealth and

colossal vindictiveness wrote to the Secretary to say that a certain

man living near the shore of a well known lake had cheated him by

letting out a leaky fishing boat and rotten tackle. As this man was

also a postmaster he wished the Department to take the matter up.

I happened to be assisting the surveyor of the district at the time,

and the papers were handed to me for enquiry. I found the

delinquent an open hearted robustious dalesman who made a good

deal of money by keeping an hotel and letting out fishing boats, and

a very small sum by acting as sub-postmaster of a little village. As

I examined his accounts he poured into my ear all his grievances,

and told me that he took on the Post Office merely in order to oblige

his landlord . He was evidently spoiling for a fight, and would have

been only too glad of a good pretext to throw up his official appoint

ment. I saw at once that it would have been worse than useless
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even to mention the subject of the boat, so after doing my other

business I smoothed him down and went on to the next office. I

know not what answer was sent by the Secretary, but I hope it was

not a very soft one, for a more paltry proceeding than that of the

complainant it would be difficult to meet with.

As I am on the subject of surveying work I may as well mention

another surveying reminiscence . A town post office had recently

been closed, as the receiver had been suspended , and I was one day

walking up from the railway station to talk to the postmaster (who, I

observe, has now recently retired on a pension) , when on passing

the shut up office I saw two ladies reading a notice on the

shutters with evident amusement, so I walked across the road and

this is what I found :

THIS OFFICE IS CLOSED TEMPARORY.

By order,

Postmaster.
* * *

I tore the notice down and took it to the head office, where I

showed it to the postmaster . Many years before he had been some

sort of a schoolmaster , and was very touchy on educational subjects,

but he could not deny that such an exhibition was likely to bring us

into discredit. So he considered a while and then he sat down and

wrote :

THIS OFFICE IS CLOSED TEMPORARY.

To this also I objected, much to his amazement, and then after a

long argument he sent his daughter upstairs for a very large

dictionary, which having consulted he once more sat down and

produced the following :

This OFFICE IS CLOSED TEMPORALLY.

Then I fear I laughed much, while his wrath nearly ended in a fit.

It was a long time ere he again approximated to his normal tempera

ture ; and in order to aid the process I walked out of the office on

some other business. However, later in the day I had the satisfac

tion of seeing on those shutters an announcement that they were

only in position temporarily. This reminiscence naturally leads me

back to the subject on which I discoursed last time - official English.
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If there is one thing on which the average civil servant prides himself

more than another it is his English . He is thoroughly satisfied of

his command over his mother tongue. Accustomed from his youth

upwards to spend his time in writing, he rashly concludes that this

is all that is necessary to make his prose perfect. His good opinion

of himself increases with his salary, and by the time he has obtained

the position of an overlooker of other men's compositions he can

“ cut up " a letter with any man living . Finnicking has become a

fine art, and many a one succeeds at length in attaining such a height

of officialese as to. cut up nearly every letter once, and some even

twice or thrice .

When young Tityrus entered the service he was placed under a

chief of this class. Day by day his letters were cut up because he

wrote “inform you " instead of " state,” or “ beginning " instead of

“ inception . ” He was a sensitive youth then, this Tityrus, and a

persevering, and so when his letters were sent back to him scrawled

over with rude remarks in pencil, he kept them and studied them,

and made cross references over them, and actually tried to imitate

his chief's style. He ought to have known better, for he had

received a sound education and knew what a good style was. I do

not defend his conduct . I have no doubt he knows better now, but

at that time he was young and perhaps a little weak and a little

desirous to get on in the office. He was prepared to sacrifice his

style -- as Agamemnon was ready to sacrifice his daughter-in the

hope of raising the wind. At last there came a day which seemed

like other days unto the world without, but which to our hero was big

with fate. He had a long letter from some irascible outsider to

answer, and he now felt prepared to take the final step and write a

letter in a style which would make his chief's face glow with step

fatherly pride, although it might make Macaulay or Burke turn in

their graves and groan . Well, the chief took the letter and read it .

There was nothing to find fault with . Tityrus' feelings as he looked

on were violent, though mixed . He has often told me (in strict

confidence, of course) that his principal emotion was one of triumph

at having attained such a “ bad eminence."

“ Better to reign in hell than serve in heaven . "

Then his sub-conscious self, as my friend Mr. Podmore would say,

came into play, and he became aware of a contending emotion, that

of hatre for the man had for ever ruine his style . This

feeling, I have heard him declare, was rapidly gaining the mastery,

and might have led to fearful consequences, when suddenly the chief
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tore up that letter. The fact was that the feeling of fatherly pride,

which had begun to glow on first reading the masterpiece, was now

replaced by less respectable emotions . “ When I was a junior my

chiefs nagged at me—now that I am a boss I will nag in return , ” said

he to himself, and so he turned and read the letter through once more

-but no , there was nothing that he or any of his school could possibly

find fault with . Meanwhile, Tityrus stood by and beamed in a sub

conscious way, and the chief observing this grew more and more

angry, till at last in sheer desperation he turned from the answer to

the original complaint of that irascible outsider . Now I should

explain that this outsider had written about two separate subjects in

the same letter, and Tityrus in his answer had skilfully passed from

one to the other, but he had unfortunately transposed the order of the

subjects from that in which the outsider had written . True the trans

position had improved the answer, but it also gave the chief his

opportunity, and as soon as he saw it he cut up that letter. Tityrus

was for a time crushed , but it was a blessing in disguise of a disaster ,

the goat substituted for Iphigenia , the loss of the choristership in

Canterbury Cathedral, which forced the young barber to turn to the

law for a living and led him on till he became Lord Chief Justice of

England.

From that day Tityrus turned his thoughts into other channels,

and soon got himself transferred to a branch where red tape

raged less furiously , and where he could live in peace and comfort,

neither bullying others nor being bullied himself.

Times have changed since this happened. Though finnicking is not

dead yet, its palmy days are gone for ever. Even as I write, the

break up of the G.C.B. has driven a very large nail into its coffin.

K. T. L.
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4. Bettimorta .

THE MASHONALAND MAIL COACH AT THE MACLOUTSI Post OFFICE.

The Macloutsi Mail.

[Our readers , we are sure, must by this time be well acquainted with Macloutsi

and its late Postmaster. In our July issue he described, in mournful numbers , the old

post office there, and the curious effect which it produced on the hyænas of the

surrounding veldt. Since Ajax defied the lightning, few pictures have exceeded in

sublimity the defiance of the jackals by Mr. Symons. We don't like to criticise

such a scene, but, for ourselves, we think that a pot shot would have been more

useful in raising the hair on their backs than any amount of objurgatory language.

As we announced in our last , Mr. Symons has now been promoted to Vryburg ;

but before leaving Macloutsi he sent us the following interesting account of the

new office, in the erection of which he himself took a useful if subordinate part.

We can assure Mr. Symons that we indeed envy the celerity with which they

knock up a new post office in the Protectorate. There is one being built outside

our official window which has already been four years in hand, and which will not

be ready for occupation for another two years at least. )

HE Macloutsi Post Office may not appear a very

magnificent pile, and a comparison with St. Martin's-le

Grand would perhaps make it appear somewhat

insignificant; but I will warrant that the pictures of this

office, which I enclose, will arouse more interest than would a

picture of your G. P. O. I wish you to bear in mind that I saw to

the building of it myself ; I was the architect, and watched its growth

with keen interest ; it took nearly 14 days to build , and every day I
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sat on a stump close by, smoking and watching and listening with

gentle approval to the builder as he coined choice epithets for the

lazy native workmen. I even went so far as to help kick the niggers

when the deliberation of their movements was more pronounced than

usual ; so you can imagine how proud I am of this my office !

One of the views was taken from the south-west , and shows the most

beautiful part of the new building ; the nearest door is for the public,

and that farthest away leads into my sanctum. The two natives are

runners, who convey the Tati and Buluwayo mails from here.

Standing up against the building is my assistant-a trooper in the

Bechuanaland Border Police—and to his left, and a little in advance,

appears your humble servant (the beard mown off), dressed in the

usual tropical manner—white trousers, light shirt, open in front and

sleeves rolled up above the elbows, a sash round the waist, and a

broad-brimmed felt hat . The open shirt is for coolness and con

venience, for it answers in lieu of pockets, as I generally carry my

tobacco pouch, matches, and pocket-handkerchief therein .*

The office is a large hut 30 feet x 14 , and is rather well built ; the

walls being of strong poles smeared over with clay and cow-dung ;

the roof is of dried grass. The windows are small wooden frames

covered with canvas, as glass is scarce up here owing to the great

distance it has to be transported by ox-wagon over a rough road. I

cannot get the interior of the office photographed or sketched , or I

would send you copies for reproducing in the magazine. The tele

graph instrument is on a small , roughly-made table in the one

corner, alongside of which is the safe, and next to that my office

table, under which is arranged the Daniell's battery, so that I have

to be careful with my feet. On the other side is the sorting table ,

about 10 feet in length and two feet wide ; and 20 feet from the

front door are arranged the pigeon-holes running nearly across the

room, leaving just space enough for a small doorway leading into my

chamber beyond. For the public there is a space inside about six

feet square, the barrier consisting of boxes piled to a convenient

height, and a small light table which I can move on one side to

allow a passage to and from the public entrance ; a very primitive

letter box, four shelves, and two chairs complete the furniture and

adornments of the office, barring some lengths of limbo from one

rafter to another, arranged as a ceiling to keep the dust and straw

from the roof from falling on the tables.

* This view we have unfortunately been unable to reproduce in time for the

present number.-ED.
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My private apartment is rather snug, 14 feet by 10 . In it I have

my stretcher, an easy chair, a table which contains my small but

select library ; a trunk , and another chair ; and looking glass , photos

and knick.nacks arranged on the walls. I have covered the floor

with carpeting, and the walls with blue limbo to hide the back of the

pigeon-holes and to cover the naked walls.

The mail from Vryburg, including English and Colonial mails,

arrives once a week, and up to the end of July brought me a large

amount of work , as all the Mashonaland mails were made up on

this office ; running from 8 to 13 bags, and containing some 3,000 to

4,000 items , including letters , papers, parcels, and book-packets ,

each item carrying an " additional postage " debit ; letters 2d. per

oz.; papers id . per 4 ozs. ; parcels and book -packets 3d. per lb.

The letter bills carried the total debits, and all the items had to be

checked to avoid errors ; so that if the letter bill stated “ 913 letters,

1,014 rates ” (1 ozs. ) , &c . , &c. , I had to see that I received letters,

& c ., agreeing with this. I used to empty all the mail bags on to the

floor, placing the papers , parcels , and book -packets in distinct heaps ,

and the letters on the table ; the letters I would first check, then

stamp and sort ( for I was alone for some months) , and pacify the

“ madding crowd " by delivering them first; then I would check all the

other items and sort them , and nearly always managed to deliver the

whole local mail under three hours ; and I can assure you I worked

hard , and perspired freely, only muttering a naughty word when I

heard some voice outside complaining to the crowd about the

terrible delay in the delivery. The voice was a recruit's , and he

assured the bystanders that " in London they would finish the whole

thing in half-an-hour " (this is a positive fact, I can assure you ) , and

then I would laugh-a demoniacal laugh--and I am afraid my tuneful

voice was heard telling him to go back to his smoky old London. I

give below an example of the “ additional postage ” letter bill : --

800 letters, 912 rates .

1,000 papers, 1,610

48 parcels , 138

50 books, 60

I had to count the letters and weigh those which were over a } oz.

to arrive at the correct number of rates, and in the same way I

had to deal with the papers , &c. , and their rates . Items originating

in the Protectorate had to be carefully put on one side, as they were

not charged with additional postage .
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Then the local delivery , and miniature letter bills ( for I had to

collect the additional postage) . Example :

3 letters, 4 rates 8d .

7 7d.

I parcel , 3d.

book-pkt. , 2
... 6d.

6 papers,

I

I

2S.Total

When the local delivery was finished, I made up the Mashonaland

mail on Tuli, making a slight addition to his letter bill as under :

£ s. d.

800 letters , 912 rates ... 7 12

1,000 papers, 1,610

48 parcels, 138 6

50 books, 60 o 15

O

6 14 2

I 14

O

£ 16 15 8

For this he would forward me a cheque by the following mail .

And at the end of the month my “ additional postage ” schedule

showed total number of letters and rates, papers and rates, &c. , &c. ,

and their total value, which I remitted . I generally despatched the

Tuli mail about eight hours after the arrival of the mail from Vryburg.

The mail arrived Sunday morning, as a rule.

The mail from Tuli and other Mashonaland offices arrived Sunday

night, late , and I sorted and checked it on Monday. The down

mail , including England, Colony, &c. , left here at noon on Tuesdays.

On the first of August, the British South Africa Company joined

the South African Postal Convention , and from that date the mails

have been made up on the Mashonaland offices direct ; and the

Mashonaland offices make up their mails on the different offices ;

so that Macloutsi , now, has only its local mail to deal with , which

makes a very considerable difference in the amount of work done at

this office .

The mail for Tati and Gubuluwayo ( Lobengula's Kraal, Matabele

land) leaves here on Mondays at 3 p.m. It is carried by native

runners, who do not boast of much raiment ; one carries the bag

for Tati, and another the Buluwayo bag. They arrange the mail bag

on the one end of a stick, and on the other end they fasten their

blanket , sandals, “ tin billy " for cooking a piece of meat (sometimes),

and some mealie-meal tied in a piece of cloth ; the stick is put on

the shoulder, they bid me “ Dumela " (good day) , and the mail leaves.
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Tati is about 120 miles from here, and they do the journey in from

3 to 4 days. Other runners are engaged from Tati to Buluwayo,

which is about 120 miles further. The telegraph line from Mafeking

to Salisbury belongs to the British South Africa Company, and is

splendidly constructed, iron poles nearly the whole way ; the charge

for telegrams is — minimum , 10 words 25. 6d . , and 3d . for each

additional word . South of Mafeking an additional rate of is. for

10 words and 6d . for every additional 5 words is charged, which goes

to the Bechuanaland Administration for transmission over their wires .

There is not such a vast difference in the working of this line from

any other, so comments would be wasted. We use the ordinary Morse

instruments . There are some duffers ” on the line, and some very

smart clerks.

J. E. SYMONS.
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After Office Hours.

E"

For my part

Some Hew Books.

VERYBODY knows the story of Paul and Virginia . And yet

I suspect a very small number of Englishmen have read

Paul et Virginie. A still smaller number are familiar with the life

and character of Bernardin de St. Pierre, the author of that immortal

book . But no one who is interested in the study of human nature

should be ignorant of the life of this remarkable man.

I can forgive the reader who, disgusted with its sentimentalism ,

flings his Paul et Virginie into the fire, but I have nothing in

common with the man who says he is not interested in the per

sonality of Bernardin de St. Pierre. In the “ Great French Writers

Series,” which is being translated into English, the latest addition

has been Arvéde Barine's Life of Bernardin St. Pierre. It is a

charming little book . It paints for us , with genuine literary skill ,

the great Frenchman as he was, with all his sentimentalisms, his

dreams, his scientific impertinences, and his unconscious humours.

Moreover, M. Barine is scrupulously just, and for this we are thank

ful, when we remember how much nonsense has been talked by

Frenchmen on the subject of Paul et Virginie. He laughs at his

hero as a philosopher, as a man of science, and as a practical man ;
he praises him as the lover of the beautiful wherever it is to be

found, and as one of the finest of French word-painters, and he

recognises what even the ordinary school- boy is able to see now -a

days, that when M. de St. Pierre thought he was rising “ to the

height of this great argument " and explaining the ways of God to men,

he was only writing exquisite rubbish . I like him none the less for that:

to M. de St. Pierre as a man my heart goes out. What a delightful

philosophy he professed ! This is the best of all possible worlds ,

and everything we see around us makes for man's happiness and

comfort. In this cheerful, and to most men impossible, faith , M. de

St. Pierre lived and moved and had his being. No monstrosity or

cruelty in nature shook his convictions . Even such curses as the

existence of certain insects do not disturb his equanimity. At any

rate their attacks are preventible . “ Even those which attack the

human body have distinguishing signs - either they have a strong

odour like the bug, or contrast in colour to the parts to which they

attach themselves like white insects on the hair, or the blackness of

fleas against the whiteness of the skin .” M. Barine very pertinently

asks, “ How about niggers and their fleas ? ” But M. de St. Pierre

would not have been floored by such Rippancy . He would have

told M. Barine blandly that niggers suffered from white fleas, because

if they did otherwise it would be at variance with his philosophy,
which was a true one . With the true instinct of the poet, if hewas
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told the facts were against him, he would say, “ So much the worse

for the facts. My theory is beautiful, therefore it is true.” For my

part I am always drawn to anybody who has a healthy hatred of facts,

and who has sufficient genius to dispense with their aid.

Bernardin de St. Pierre married the daughter of his printer. She

had loved him for a long time ; indeed , “ she did not fear to own it

to him .” So he decided to marry her ; he could think of no reason

why he should not do so, and hewanted some one to cook his

dinner in his ideal colony. Poor Felicité was in love with the author

of Paul et Virginie, not with Bernardin de St. Pierre as a country

gentleman ; she had dreamed of sharing his glory ; " she had to be
satisfied with being his housekeeper." Here is an extract from one

of his love letters. What a blow it must have been to her ideal of

him ! “ I presume that you will in the morning occupy yourself

with household cares. At three o'clock we will have a dinner of fish ,

vegetables, poultry, milk -food, eggs, and fruit produced on our

island. From four to five rest and a little music. At six we shall

go to see your parents and walk in the neighbourhood. At nine a

frugal supper." Or this extract from another—“ I send thee, dear,

some potatoes, some beetroot , which thou dost not much like, but

which necessity will perhaps render agreeable to thee. P.S. — There

is no sugar here at all; send me a pound of moist sugar.” One can

only hope that the dreamy and romantic Felicité said to herself, as

she packed up the moist sugar, “Beast ! ” It would have been

natural, and she would love him none the less. In his second mar

riage he appears to have thought less of his stomach, and was

perhaps genuinely in love with her whom he called his " joy," his

“ dear delight,” his “ everlasting love,” his Désirée. This is more

like the Bernardin de St. Pierre we know in Paul et Virginie, and

it is pleasant to think that the days of his second marriage were the

happiest in his long life. It is not often that the marriage of

November with May is a happy union. But it was so in his case.

He died an old man, to the last tending and “observing his flowers,

adoring his young wife," and in perfecting on paper the great dream

of his life—the ideal colony. Like many of us, whether writers or

Post Office clerks, he missed his vocation ; he wrongly conceived

where his best work had been done. He thought he was giving us

a philosophy , and nobody cares a fig about him in the character of a

philosopher He was a lover of the beautiful and knew, as few men

have done before or since, how to put his love into words. As M.

Barine says, “ He did well , for it is when he wanders from the point

and forgets his system that he is original and interesting. " of how

many writers could one not say the same !

Once more I am about to draw attention to John Oliver Hobbes.

Her last book is entitled A Study in Temptations, and it will be

recognised that she is as happy in her titles as she is in her epigrams.

The temptation to use her epigrammatic powers will, I hope, not

spoil her as a novelist. The book is packed full of clever things, of

witty criticisms, and of merciless analyses of character. We almost

N
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feel inclined to cry out to her to be merciful, and not to be so

remorselessly clever. George Meredith is the only other writer I

know whose books extract a similar cry from me. But how can

I find fault in this way ? Listen to this little bit of portrait painting.

“ Miss Bellarmine was not a maiden lady of that pathetic type who

pour out tea and who have once loved. She was tall and of com

manding appearance, her figure was considered purely Greek. . .

She had really beautiful features if one examined them separately,

but as a whole they appeared out of drawing, as though they had

been picked off various antique divinities and stuck on her face at

random. Thus, her nose began too soon and her mouth ended too

late ; whilst her eyes, charming in colour and shape, were so placed

that they offered one a constant temptation to shift them either lower

or higher. Her expression was neutral, for her character, like that

of many Englishwomen, slumbered behind her countenance like a

dog in itskennel, to come out growling or amiableas circumstances

demanded. She was highly accomplished and spoke five languages

with one well-bred accent. Theology was her recreation, but Villon

the serious study of her life. " Like the Yorkshireman in “ A Pair of

Spectacles,” “ I knaw that woman .'

The only other book I have been studying lately is a Continental

Time Book for March, price 3d When I get into March I always

consider myself justified in thinking about annual leave. It is then

that I begin what is to me one of the pleasantest occupations, viz.,

sketching out on paper all the possible and impossible tours from the

data given me in my Continental Time Book. My present intention

is to start from Victoria on Saturday, September 2nd, by the 8.15 p.m.

train for Dover. I go straight to Geneva. I catch a boat at 10 o'clock

on Monday morning which goes up the Lake of Geneva. I make for

Chamonix, Zermatt, and go through the Simplon, take a look at the

Italian Lakes, go on to Turin , Venice, Milan, Florence, Rome, and

end up at Naples. At Naples I catch one of the Orient Steamers

bound for London, where I arrive on the 7th October, having pre

viously obtained the five extra days' leave from my Controller on

account of “ urgent private affairs All the trains, boats, and trams

fit in beautifully, and I have not worried myself yet about what it

will cost. When I set about this part of the business it will probably

end in my going to Clacton -on -Sea, but then I shall have enjoyed

my dreams while they lasted. The man who in this lovely spring

time does not find his thoughts turning either to love or the world of

nature—well , he is fit for treasons, stratagems, and spoils. To him a

Continental Time Book for March has no significance ; he is happier

by far with a Stores Price List. Tome, my Time Book at this period

of the year is as suggestive as my Wordsworth , or my Browning, or

my Tennyson. It tells me of earthly paradises and how to get to

them , of sea and river, and cathedral and mountain, and even the

times which mark the different stoppages — why, they babble of green

fields. It is excellent reading.

E. B.
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Sir Blundell's Blunders.

N the 20th of September last a reply - paid telegram was received

by Sir Blundeli Maple, M.P. , and the reply portion having

been put aside was not used until December 9th ,when, being more

than two months old, it was disallowed. Then Sir Blundell wrote to

the Daily Telegraph : “ Any one would imagine,” he said, “ that

the longer money paid into the Post Office Exchequer remained

without service being rendered for it , the better for the department.

Why then is this preposterous condition made, and why is money
acknowledged to be received by the Treasury confiscated ? " Next

day one of the young lions of Peterborough Court ” was put on to

write a leader on this grievance. “ Excellent service,” says Leo ,

“ has been done by Sir John Blundell Maple to the cause of public con

venience, simple justice, and common sense, in drawing attention to an

exceptionally stupid and vexatious regulation persisted in for no appar.

ently conceivable reason by the authorities of the General Post Office.

. . If the Post Office authorities were able to show that they suffered any

material injury, or that their system of book -keeping was thrown into

confusion because reply-paid telegrams were not made use of within

a given time, they might have some slight reason for refusing to cash,

so to speak, an order which has been duly purchased. It surely

cannot matter, however, to St. Martin's-le -Grand whether the form

for which they have received the money is made use of within a week

or a month or six months from the date at which it was originally
issued. There is, at all events, the certainty that the instrument has

not been forged , ” &c. , &c.

The Daily Telegraph, as we know, is renowned in certain circles

for the style and imagination of its leading articles. When Sir Louis

Cavagnari was murdered, it discovered that“ Dugga " was Afghan for

treachery, and thereupon it wound up a shriekingleader by proposing

to re - christen Cabul by that name. For years afterwards Truth

invariably referred to the D. T. as the Daily Dugga. Again, when

the statue of Queen Anne in front of St. Paul's was ruinous, it

suggested that the monument should be replaced by figures of Queen

Elizabeth, Queen Anne, and Queen Victoria dancing round hand-in

hand like the three Graces ! After the young lions have performed

such feats, it is not surprising that, struck by the seeming logic of

the Knight of Tottenham Court Road, and having nothing else to

write about, they should have hazarded the above statements. Has

the writer, we would ask , ever tried to cash a cheque more than six

months old ? If he has tried he has of course failed , but did it then
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strike him to write a farrago of nonsense such as he has written in

this case ? Yet, why not ? The same arguments apply, though less

strongly. Little as he may think it, the reply-paid form is one which

could easily be forged, and the only security against forgery is that

after it has been used it is checked by means of the form of the

original telegram , on which the sum prepaid for the reply was

brought to account. The forms of inland telegrams are destroyed

afterbeing kept three months, and consequently it is necessary to

limit the currency of a reply -paid message to a shorter period , or the

check would be impossible. Our system of book-keeping , in fact,

would be thrown into confusion if such messages were long

outstanding.

N
EXT day the Knight , evidently immensely elated at the notice

he had attracted, wrote to air another grievance . The young

lion had stated in his article that “ a reply -paid form should be no more

susceptible of losing its value than a postal order.' This further

instance of ignorance of the subject in hand seems to have shocked

Sir Blundell, whose second letter was written to complain that postal

orders do lose their value after three months. “ In my opinion ," he

says, “ a postal order ought to be repayable at any time, like a cheque

or a bank note.” This is his second grievance, and putting aside his

reference to a cheque as repayable at any time (which , as a matter of

practice is not the case) , it only remains to tell him that Parliament,

when it sanctioned postal orders, deliberately determined that they

should not be used as currency, and that they should not be available

after three months. If , then, this is “ too absurd,” why does he not

use his influence in the House to terminate the anomaly ?

IN
N our last number we drew attention to what we considered the

mistaken policy of taking no notice of attacks of this kind ,

Here we have a Member of Parliament and a writer in a leading

paper, both of whom have somehow convinced themselves that the

Post Office authorities invariably act in deliberate defiance of

common sense, and frame their regulations with the sole object of

causing annoyance to the public. Each of them is entirely wrong,

and yet their absurd travesties of facts are allowed to obtain currency,

and are repeated again and again in the provincial press, until the public

almost persuades itself that there is a something seriously wrong in

the Post Office. Can nothing be done ?

Communication with Lightbouses and Ligbtsbips.

'HE Royal Commission on telegraphic communication with

T .
Asour readers are aware, the work of establishing a network of

communication between the Coastguard Stations is already well

advanced ; but before the extension of the system to lighthouses or

lightships, it was necessary to consider “ the practicability of
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establishing and maintaining communication without impairing the

efficiency of the Light service, and at a cost bearing a reasonable

proportion to the advantages that might be expected to result.” It

was for this purpose that the Royal Commission was appointed, and

it is most gratifying to learn from the Report that the difficulties are

not such as cannot be surmounted .

The recommendations of the Commission do not profess to be

exhaustive. They are limited , for the present, to certain points of

the coast where the records of wrecks and loss of life have been

heaviest in the past ten years. But they are still sufficient to afford

a very substantial instalment of the complete system which , we trust,

will one day be provided . It is remarkable that so much can be

done at so little cost. The total expenditure recommended is only

about £25,000, or £ 33,000 if the cost of fittings, & c . (to be pro

vided by the lighthouse authorities) , be added . For this amount

communication can be provided with five lightships (at distances of

from 4 to 18 miles from the coast) , nineteen shore lighthouses, one

pile lighthouse, and four lighthouses on islands or isolated rocks .

The case of the lightships is themost pressing. Those selected

are the Goodwin, Kentish Knock, Shipwash , and Hasborough, lying

near the track of vessels making for the Thames, and the Scarweather

at the entrance to the Bristol Channel . They are moored on

dangerous sand.banks where many a good ship has been stranded,

the number of wrecks on the Goodwins alone having been 122 in

the last ten years. An outlook is kept up night and day, the crew

usually consisting of seven men. At present, when a ship is seen in

distress, a gun is fired as a signal to the shore, but the distance is so

great that it almost needs to be fine weather before the signal can be

heard ! In future the still small voice of the telephone will be heard

speaking in the storm . The cables to these lightships are estimated

to cost £ 11,465 , the largest item being the cost of the cable to

the Kentish Knock, estimated at £ 3,575. In this case the lightship is
18 miles from land.

The shore lighthouses ( 19 in number) which come under the

scheme are mostly situated at a comparatively short distance from
the office with which they are to be connected . Hence the most

expensive of these connections (that to Hook Point, Waterford, from

Fethard) will not cost more than £ 265, while in one case (the

extension to Douglas Head from South Quay) the cost is not more than

£30. The total cost is estimated at £ 2,115. The points selected cover

a very wide range of coast from Orkney to the Needles, along the

west coast of England and Scotland, and the east coast of Ireland.

They are as follows: Start Point , Anvil Point, Needles, Orfordness,

Girdleness , Noss Head, Cantick (Orkney) , Mull of Cantyre, Carse

wall (Stranraer) , Mull of Galloway, Douglas Head, Point of Ayre,
Nash (both lighthouses) , Bull Point, Hartland Point, Minehead

(Dungarvan ), Hook Point (Waterford ), Bailey (Howth ).

The pile lighthouse to be connected is that at Gunfleet, near

Walton -on -the-Naze. The lighthouses on islands or isolated rocks
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include Caldy (near Tenby) , Lundy, Tuskar (near Wexford ), and

the famous Fastnet, a useful point for news of coming storms from

the Atlantic. The latter extension is the most expensive of all,

being estimated to cost £ 3,800 . That to Lundy will cost £ 3,465,

the total cost in respectof the five lighthouses not situated onshore

being £11,524.

St. Martin's Dog.

BOUT a hundred years ago, before the railway rose,

The mails were sent in coaches, as every schoolboy knows ;

Andwhenever a mail coach started from London for the north

From underneath a drinking trough a little dog came forth .

He barked about the horses' heels, he yelped with all his might,

He yapped, and snapped, and bounded in everybody's sight;

He showed his public spirit, he barked untiring on,

And kept himself in evidence until the coach was gone ;

And then he went and boasted to the other dogs in town

Of this fresh triumph added to his previous renown ; - ..

The same thing happened every time, whenever a mail departed ;

He took the credit to himself of every coach that started .

And now that the days of light are come, and the world goes

spinning by,

And idle words of idle men on lightning's pinions fly,

While steamers bridge the tameless sea and cables fringe the coast,

While the tough old world is pressed to death by the weight of the

Parcel Post,

While the sons of thrift have their dull ears blest by a sweet metallic

clank ,

And laugh Ha ! ha ! at the heaped-up gold that bursts the Savings

Bank ,

The little dog barks and barks and barks ; but now we cannot flog,

For evolution has done its work, and, lo ! a human dog !

The land of the boxing kangaroo has sent us a dog indeed

(And ours is a landwhere ANY CUR is counted of human breed ) ;

For whenever our wheels more smoothly run, when sounds of friction

cease,

Out yaps that pert little dingo dog, " ' Twas I applied the grease,”
Andev'ry birth of time must hear that dog's obstetric bark

And bear on its brow, I know not how, that spurious canine mark .

Oh ! from the pow'r of that loud dog deliver my darling rhymes,
Or as soon as known they'll be claimed for his own, in a note to the

spit -fire Times.

Coast Communication.

URTHER extensions of this system have been put in hand as

follows :

An ABC circuit from Cleethorpes to Grimsby P. O. , with switch

to put through to Hull at night.

FU
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A telephone line connecting the Coast Guard Stations at Torquay,

Paignton, Brixham , and Dartmouth .

A telephone line, Mumbles Coast Guard Station to look-out.

Loop to Llandudno P. O. from Mersey Docks wire.

Switch at Yarmouth, I. of W., to put Totland Bay through to

Southampton at night.

Night bell at Whitehaven P. O. on wire to Seascale, Holm Rock,

Ravenglass, and Bootle.

These works will exhaust the sum of £20,000 voted for the

purpose.

AS
S some of our readers may be aware, Mr. F. H. Maberly, late

an Assistant Surveyor, has long taken an interest in this

question. In January, 1888, he published a pamphlet on the

subject, and he claims that it was bymeans of his advocacy that the

Associated Chambers of Commerce were induced to take up
the matter. We have much pleasure in printing the following

communication from him :

“ Being in a position to demonstrate, without fear of refutation ,

that my action originated, and very materially furthered, the move

ment which brought before the Government the vast importance of
establishing night and day electric communication off and around

our coasts, and so led the House of Commons to accept the

appointment of a Royal Commission on the subject, I may perhaps

be allowed to call attention to parts of the scheme which I fear are

not receiving attention . First , as regards the transfer of all the ship

signal stations from Lloyd's to theCrown. It is admitted that in

case of war they must be taken over by the Admiralty ; for, being

situated at the most salient points of the coasts, they are so many

principal " eyes " of our Navy, to use the expression of Admiral Sir

George Tryon, who, when in command of the fleet in 1889 , fully recog

nised the value of the position of the Lizard signal station by treating

it as a most , if not the most, important eye of the manæuvres of his

fleet. The transfer certainly ought not to have to be made when

war is upon us, and every energy of the State is taxed to the utmost,

and after irreparable mischiefmay have been treacherously done.

Such alone seemsamply sufficient reason why the transfer should be

made without delay ; but there is , so far as I can judge, another
very cogent one, for without it an efficient and reasonable tele

graphic tariff cannot be afforded to the mercantile marine, which it

most assuredly deservesat the hands of a nation so dependent upon

it as the United Kingdom is . Lloyd's tariff is next to prohibitive,

as is shown at pages 28 and 29 of my pamphlet ; but to exemplify

this, I may state that for a message for orders between Falmouth

and a look -out steamer off the Lizard, a distance of about 20 miles ,

Lloyd's charge isros. 6d., though a message can be sent between the

signal station and any telegraph office at the ordinary inland rate.

If this station, one of the most important in the kingdom , were

taken into the hands of the Post Office entirely — the Postmaster
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General having purchased a lease of it for 50 years (about 30 of

which have still to run )—and worked at a low tariff, not only would

it be a very great boon to the mercantile marine, but if such

facilities were given for the exchange of messages between passing

vessels and the station, as indicated at page 25 of my pamphlet ,

I fully believe that the number of telegrams would so increase that

the gross receipts of the station would be as large, if not larger than

at present. It was, I think, Lord Wolseley who said that when the

next war breaks out the nation may be like a man with any amount

of money in his purse, but who has not time to take it from his

pocket ; and yet our arrangements for electric communication off

and around our coasts are miserably incomplete .”

Telegraph Hotes.

HE question of overhead versus underground wires has been

settled in German East Africa in favour of the latter. The

country, it is said, abounds in giraffes, and the heads of these animals

by coming into contact with the overhead wires were the cause of

frequent interruptions. To remedy this state of things it has been

decided to use underground wires .

TH

N the West Coast of Africa a cable has just been laid

connecting the German colony of Cameroons with Bonny

and thus with therest of the world ,

AT
T the last meeting of shareholders in the Eastern Telegraph

Company Sir John Pender referred in his speech to the

proposal of Mr. Cecil Rhodes to cross Africa from south to north

with a telegraph line. Admitting the great courage shown by

Mr. Rhodes, he thought that it would be many years before his

shareholders would have any cause for anxiety on the score of the

competing line. Until that line reached Cairo it would simply be

a feeder for the Eastern Company's system .

A manufacture or hecable occupiedfrom the13th of October,
1892, until the 3rd of January, 250 workmen being engaged on it

daily. Its length is 1,158 kilometres, and its value is estimated at

2,650,000 francs. The immersion of this cable is a matter of some

considerable difficulty owing to the depth of the Mediterranean Sea

in certain places , the soundings having given as much as 2,600
metres.

A
CONTRACT has been made for the laying of a cable between

Zanzibar and the Seychelles and Mauritius.
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"HE French Telegraph Administration has adopted for corres

Tunis on the other a system of “deferred telegrams.' These

telegrams are accepted at a reduced rate, but they are only forwarded

over the cables at night, and after the transmission of messages upon

which the full charges have been paid . So far as land transmission

is concerned , these messages are telegraphed in their turn with

ordinary messages. In India a system of deferred transmission ”

has been in operation for some time.

FE

S on

on

EW readers will credit the statement that so late as last year

there existed in Europe an independent state without any

telegraphic communication with the outside world . The state

referred to is the republic of Andorra . It has removed the stain that

blemished its character, its 175 square miles having been crossed by

telegraph lines last year. Its 7,000 inhabitants now enjoy all the

advantages that flow from a means of communication that was a

novelty to the rest of Europe half acentury ago. For the information

of those readers who haveleft Civil Service examinations many years

behind them it may perhaps be well to mention that Andorra is

situated in the Eastern Pyrenees, between France and Spain .

A Dream of Inter - spacial Telegrapby.

IR ROBERT STAWELL BALL, the Lowndean professor at

Cambridge, in the course of a lecture " Astronomy

recently delivered at the Royal Institution of Great Britain , said :

“ The grandest truth in the whole of Astronomy, nay, in the whole

of nature, was the answer to the question , whatare the stars ? Each

of the stars was a sun, often far surpassing our own sun in splendour,

and only dwarfed by it in consequence of the stupendous distance

to which it was removed . The sun was 93 millions of miles away ,

but they would have to multiply that distance by 200,000 before

they would get the distance of Alpha Centauri-in round numbers,

20 with 13 noughts after it would represent the number of miles

between the earth and Alpha Centauri . Now, a telegraphic message

would go seven times round the earth in a second , and if a telegraphic

message could be sent to the moon it would reach its destination in

a little more than a second. It would take something like eight

minutes to arrive at the sun ; but how long did they think it would

take to get to Alpha Centauri travelling thither at 180.000 miles a

second ? Seconds, minutes, hours. days, weeks, months would not

be long enough ; it would take not less than three years travelling

all the time at that tremendous pace before it would reach its

destination . If that was the case with respect to the nearest of the

stars, what must be said of those which were farther off ? There

were stars so remote that if the news of the victory of Wellington at

Waterloo had been flashed to them in 1815 on that celestial

telegraph system it would not have reached them yet , even if the

message had sped at the pace which he had indicated and had been
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travelling all the time. There were stars so remote that if when

William the Conqueror landed here in 1066 the news of his conquest

had been despatched to them, and if the signals flew over the wire

at a pace which would carry them seven times round the earth in a

single second of time, that news would not have reached them yet.

Nay, more, if the glad tidings of that first Christmas in Bethlehem

19 centuries ago had thus been disseminated through the Universe,

there were yet stars of which astronomers could tell them, plunged

into space in depths so appalling that even the eighteen hundred and

ninety -two years that had elapsed since that event would not have

been long enough for the news to reach them, though it travelled

at 180,000 miles in every second.”

Dr. wm . b. Preece.

"O Mr. Preece, if he will pardon the use of a technical expression ,

we have diplex congratulations to offer, first, on account of

hispromotion to the rank of Engineer-in -Chief to the Post Office,

and second , on account of his election, for the second time, to the

presidency of the Institution of Electrical Engineers. So much of his

forcible and eloquent inaugural address as relates to the Post Office

we have much pleasure in presenting to our readers. It will be found

to emphasize by unmistakeable testimony the progressive spirit which

has animated the Department since the time ofthe transfer of the

telegraphs to the State.

T °

F the matters dealt with in Mr. Preece's address there are some,

Wewere not a little startled , for example, to learn that the “ press '

rates were due to an accidental error in the drafting of the Telegraph

Bill of 1868. Did not Mr.William Saunders and his myrmidons make

elaborate calculations to show that the charge for press work made

by the Companies averaged about 4d. per hundred words ? And

was not the present charge adopted because it was supposed to be

an approximation to the same rate of payment with a slight balance

in favour of the newspapers ? Again, the statement that the number

of words of news delivered in 1870 was only 21 millions is essentially

surprising. We are aware thatthis figure is taken from a foot-note in

one of the Postmaster General's reports ; but on thinking it over we

cannot but suspect some inadvertence on the part of the printer of

that report. The figure to which probability points is something like

200 millions; and we wish that some of ourmore leisured contribu

tors would rummage among the blue-books and records and ferret

out the truth of the matter. Another subject upon which we should

like to share Mr. Preece's confidence is Maxwell's hypothesis as to

the mechanical arrangements of the luminiferous ether. That

electric and luminous waves are both transmitted by the same ether

is probable enough , but can it be said that any satisfying proof has

been given of identity in their mode of transmission ? It was a

corollary of Maxwell's vortex hypothesis, if we remember aright, that
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the specific inductive capacity of the dielectric must be equal to the

square of the refractive index for light waves of infinite length . But

in the caseof certain fatty oils, and certain varieties of glass which

Dr. John Hopkinson investigated, this does not hold good. It is

possible that themode oftransmission of electric waves in ether may

differ considerably fromthat of light waves, though the rate of trans
mission is the same. Viewed, however, as a dynamical explanation

of a field of magnetic force, Maxwell's hypothesis is incomparably

more complete than any other, and there is every likelihood that it

will ultimately be confirmed and corroborated to an extent now

scarcely dreamed of.

Early Telegraph Days.

R. PREECE'S appreciative article on “ Edward Graves,"

writes Mr. R. W. Johnston, will strike a responsive chord

in the hearts of those who, like myself, can go back to the early

fifties in reckoning their connection with the old Telegraph Service .

I very well remember M. de Chesnel visiting Edinburgh when I

was abeginner in the office of the late Electric Telegraph Company.

I fancy his full name was Theodore G. de Chesnel, and I thought

how much more imposing it sounded than that of J. S. Fourdrinier,

the then Secretary of the Company. I remember, too, that about

this time Mr. Graves gave a lecture on the Telegraphs in Edinburgh,

and the description given of him by Mr. Preece— " a light-haired ,

thin , delicate-looking youth , who dressed very eccentrically " -exactly

corresponds with my recollection of his appearance. The lecture

was, of course, illustrated by experiments, but those were of a very

meagre character compared with what can be shown now -a -days in

connection with a lecture on the subject. The “ Double Needle

was the only instrument in use then , and as all messages for the South

were transmitted either at Newcastle or York, or sometimes at both, the

scope for “ speaking through " was not very extended . I remember

with how much care it was arranged that the Lecture Hall was to

“try to get” LY ( Lothbury), and if that failed, how YO (York)

was to interpose ; failing this, NT (Newcastle) was to answer, and

failing this again, EH ( Edinburgh) was to " make believe.” The pre

arranged question was “ What is the time ? " so that it was perfectly

safe for any office to answer in the name of Lothbury . No one

knows better than Mr. Preece how we have changed all that.

Lecturing in the same city twenty-one years ago, I was able to speak

through from the platform to London, Manchester, Liverpool, and

Birmingham , and to receive a message direct from my friend

Archibald Forbes, who was then at the zenith of his fame. Besides

the Double Needle, I was able to show all forms of the Morse

instrument , the Wheatstone, the Hughes, the Duplex, and a working

model of a pneumatic tube.

I well remember the appearance of Our Magazine, which

Mr. Graves edited , and if I am not mistaken there was one Jeffrey

associated with him in the enterprise. Henry Schultz Wilson was
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one of the contributors, and a poem or translation of his, entitled

“ A Legend of Antwerp ,” took my boyish fancy immensely. I

remember, as if it appeared only yesterday, the opening lines :

“ Gabled Antwerp, quaint old city,

Rich in commerce, great in art.

Mr. Wilson was then , or later, Assistant Secretary of the Electric

Company, and I used to admire the skill with which he parried

complaints of delay or inaccuracy in telegrams, a by no means

light task in those days of “ weak lines ” and weaker signals. It is

only a year or two ago since I saw Mr. Wilson in his favourite haunt,

the Arts Club, I hope he is still to be seen there — an evidence of

the healthfulness of his favourite pastime, mountaineering.

The “ Scottish District, ” which was carved out of Mr. Graves '

original district, was remarkable as having been the scene of the

early labours of not a few of those who came to the front at the time

of the transfer of the Telegraphs to the Post Office, and most of

whom remain in the service till this day. If I am not mistaken ,

Mr. R. S. Culley was the first superintendent of the Scottish District.

He went from Edinburgh to Bristol, and from thence to London,

where he became Engineer- in -Chief, on the transfer of the system to

the Post Office. Mr. Culley is a fine example of the truth of the

adage that " a creaking gate hangs long.” He has been a delicate

man ever since I have known him , and I was delighted to see that,

on the death of Mr. Graves, he was able to contradict a newspaper

paragraph which spoke of him as “ the late " Mr. Culley. Long

mayhe be able to repel so base an insinuation . Another of the

older pre-transfer men who were at one time associated with the

Scottish District is Mr. Henry Eaton, whose service goes back to

1851 , and who, after a stirring experience in the Mauritius and else

where abroad, is to be found to -day at the head of the Engineering

Branch of the Metropolitan District. Mr. Eaton, whose merit is

only equalled by his modesty, has done yeoman service in a post

beset with not afew difficulties and discouragements, and his labours

in connection with the pneumatic system are an outstanding feature

of his service under the Post Office. I think it was Eaton who used

to tell with great glee the story of the Scotch stationmaster who, on

being threatened with pains and penalties if he did not at once learn

the working of the Double Needle, answered triumphantly, “ Eh,
mon ! dae ye thinkI could look at twa things at ance ? ” But both

Mr. Culley and Mr. Eaton were imports ” into Scotland, a most

unusual thing in a country which boasts that it not only rears all its

own great men, but supplies the world at large with the article.

It remains now to speak of Mr. David Lumsden and Mr. James

Gibson , both of whom are “ as Scotch as Scotch can be.” We were

“ boys together," and well do I remember the envious feelings with

which one of us at least witnessed the departure of Lumsden

for Bristol , he having been “ spotted ” by Mr. Culley during his

term of office in the Scottish District. Lumsden always had a turn

for engineering, and he was early promoted to the dignity of a
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screw driver,” to the no small dismay of those who had to interpret

the “ bad marks ” of those days. He is now in his element, “afloat

on the ocean wave ” and king of all the cables from Lands End to

John O’Groats. Long may he walk the deck of H.M.T.S. “ Monarch ,”

and whether “ laying or “ repairing, ” may he always “ keep his

weather eye open ,” or there may be squalls at TS and elsewhere.

Mr. Gibson remains in the country of his birth and boyhood, rather

contrary to the practice of Scotchmen of brains and enterprise. But

he has his reward in the engineering control of the better half of

Scotland—no mean task in these days of extensions to remote

Highland villages and even to lighthouses and lightships. I had

almost forgotten Mr. John R. Edwards, superintending engineer of

the North Wales District, who spent a portion of his early service in

Scotland . He was “ a fellow of infinite jest," and I daresay he will

remember a very pleasant time he and I had in his nativeWales

about the time of the transfer .' Of the so - called “ Commercial

Staff of these early days, I fancy only Mr. Midgley , of Glasgow,

Messrs . Gray and Wood, of Edinburgh , Mr. Nisbet, of Inverness,

and Mr. Eggo, of Dundee, now remain . The three first -named

gentlemen were Englishmen , from Mr. Graves' old district. I say

were Englishmen, because I suppose they now consider themselves

as Scotch as any of us , after nearly forty years' residence across

the Border.

Other two Englishmen I remember who took a prominent part

in Telegraph affairs north of the Tweed in the early days. One was

Edward Gilbert , who came from Birmingham, and who, after serving

for some years under the Scottish North Eastern and North British

Railways, joined the Telegraph Service of the Japanese Government .

but subsequently returned to Scotland and became Manager of the

Dundee and Arbroath Joint Railway. He died only a year or so

ago. The other was Robert Rule , a delightful man , whose simple

nature endeared him even to the hard matter-of-fact Scots, amongst
whom his lot was cast . His ideas on electrical matters were rather

primitive, although there wasn't much to know or to learn in these

early days, when the “ Technical Officer ” had not been invented .

He had a kind of phonetic way of working the Double Needle,

which only took account of abouthalf the beats proper to a letter ,

and which made it rather distressing to read him at times. His

great pointwas to have the “ terminals ” of the double needles quite

free from lumber of any kind , and many a time have I seen him

sweep coats, hats, and mufflers from the instrument desk into

the middle of the floor, when the grand rage was upon him .

Not unfrequently , I imagine, was " dead earth " or total disconnection

on the line some twenty miles away attributed to the accumulation

of coats and other impedimenta around the terminals at EH. But

he was a fine fellow , Robert Rule, and many an hour have I spent

in his top floor in St. Andrew Square, where his sitting room was

fitted up as a kind of Telegraph School, in which several young

“ Effendis ” were trained for the Telegraphic Service of the Egyptian
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Government. Ah ! those early days ; what a flood of recollections

they bring back ! Great progress has been made in forty years, a

revolution in fact has taken place. But it is rather in methods than

in men, methinks.

Clota v. Bodotria .

IVIC virtue is a very good thing in its way, but like other good

things it may
be carried to excess. That is what the

Glasgow Herald has been doing at intervals for a long time past.

Edinburgh, as every one knows, is the historical capital of Scotland;

but Glasgow is bigger - indeed, local chauvinism describes it as the

“ Second City of the Empire.” Glasgow having waxed fat kicks

against the hegemony of Edinburgh, and in our issue of just a year

ago will be found a small selection from the multitude of choice

epithets which the Herald flings at high Dun-Edin in the presumed
interests of Glasgow.

As our readers are aware, the Scottish Post Office, although

subordinate to the London office, has a head -quarter staff at

Edinburgh, as well as an Accountant's Office where all Scotch

accounts are kept. Now there may have been a good reason for

keeping up this establishment or there may not ; but to most people

it would seem clear that if it is retained Glasgow should be

subordinate to it , while if swept away the three Scottish country

surveying districts should assume the same position as corresponding

districts in England, the postmasters of Edinburgh and Glasgow

being also surveyors like the postmasters of Manchester, Liverpool,

Birmingham , and Bristol. Neither of these alternatives, however,

would suit the Herald . On the one hand it does not want Glasgow

to be ruled from Edinburgh, but on the other it is equally averse to

Glasgow being absorbed into the English postal system . So it

proposes that there should be common and ordinary surveyors at

such minor towns as Aberdeen, Inverness, and Dundee, but that

the greater part of Scotland should be divided between two Surveyors

General , one at Glasgow and one at Edinburgh, each presumably

with a large head-quarter staff. In fact, though the Herald does

not yet claim that Glasgow is the only capital of Scotland—that

will come in time—it does claim for her equal rights with Edinburgh,

one of the principal objects in view beingto obtain for Glasgow half

of the Edinburgh head -quarter staff.

NE
EW YORK is said by Americans to be the second city in the

world in size, but we have not heard that it has yet started a

claim to supersede Washington as the capital of the United States .

It will , however, be well for those politicians who go in for “Home

Rule all round " to note that when they come to deal with Scotland

Glasgow will be satisfied with nothing less than a parliament of its

own, if only a local one. This is a plutocratic age, and the time may

come when people will throw over all pride in their national history

and choose a capital by annual competition among the big cities ,
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just as the Prætorians chose an emperor by public auction. But

that time is not yet, and we have no doubt that the unutterably

shabby and painfully parochial efforts of the Herald will produce

exactly the opposite effect to that which it wishes to produce.

Tbe United States Letter Rates .

LARGE number of petitions,” says the Philadelphia Public

" A , by and
presentatives from every section of the country urging the passage of

a bill to reduce letter postage to one cent per ounce. These

petitions are identical in language and form , giving evidence that

the movement was projectedby certain individuals who have sent

out the petitions for signatures. Members of Congress of long

experience have no trouble in detecting these manufactured " popular

movements, and know how to estimate them . There is no reason

that can be urged at this time for the reduction of letter postage

that might not be urged for the free passage of letters through the

mails. Two cents per ounce is as low as the service can be

performed for, and there is no desire among the people for a lower

rate .

“ The movement has evidently been started by business houses

which send out daily large numbers of letters, and to whom the

reduction to one cent would be a material saving. To the average

citizen, however, a reduction of one-half the present rate would

not perhaps amount to 50 cents per annum. On the other hand,

the proposed reduction would take from the Treasury about

$ 25,000,000 annually to make up the deficiency which would be

thereby created ." *

THE are

HE postage stamps issued by the United States to com

memorate the discovery of America remarkable.

Ordinarily, the American stamps bear portraits of deceased presidents,

but this series gives a series of 15 pictures connected with the life of

Columbus.

Mr. Wanamaker expects that there will be a million and a half

of profit from the sale of these stamps to collectors who prize most

those specimens that have never been put to their intended use of

franking letters, etc. , through the post . “ That,” said Senator

Wolcott, “ is a trick sometimes practised by the Central American

States when they are short of funds. They get up a new stamp and

sell to stamp collectors all over the world and get money for it.

This is too great a country to subject 60,000,000 people to the

inconvenience of using this big concern in order that we may unload

a cruel and unusual stamp upon stamp collectors to fill in their

albums."

Tbe still-vert Bermootbes.

R.ARTHUR C.C. JONES sends us a most interesting letter

from the latitudes in mid Atlantic,

Where the remote Bermudas ride

In the ocean's bosom unespied.

M
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The island, twenty miles long and three miles broad , is a kind of

paradise of everlasting spring, enamelled with pomegranates and

oranges, which shine " like golden lamps in a green night.” Even

this Garden of Eden finds a post office, with all the latest improve

ments in telegraphy and telephony, an indispensable adjunct to its

perfection. One of England's oldest colonies and a large military

and naval station, Bermuda is simply a huge fortress. This fact in

itself is sufficient to account for the need of postal facilities ; but ,

besides, the mild and equable weather, with a thermometer always

over 50 degrees, brings hordes of wealthy Americans, fleeing from

the wrath of New York blizzards, to spend the winter months in this

counterpart of Xanadu. Consequently there are no less than 19

offices in the island . There are no railways, and the distribution of

the mails is effected by means of “ the old double coach." . The

permanent staff of the head office consists of three persons, the Post

master-General (Mr. Aubrey G. Butterfield ) and two clerks, of whom

Mr. Jones is one . Within the last two years the Parcel Post has

been established between Bermuda and Great Britain . Eight kinds

of stamps are in use, three kinds of postcards, and large and small

registered envelopes, but no newspaper wrappers. Happy Bermuda !

In the winter there is communication once a week , and in summer

once a fortnight, with New York , by contract steamers, and there are

contract boats with Halifax, N.S. , about twice a month . Our illus

tration of the chief post office has been drawn by Mr. W. H. Gill ,

from a photograph sent us by Mr. Jones .

A Visit to tbe Continent.

N the month of January last the Postmaster General authorised

the despatch to the continent, on a special mission of enquiry,

of two members of the Secretary's office, Mr. Bruce and Mr. Horne.

I
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The principal object of their visit was to examine the methods of

conducting parcel post work and money order work ; and on these

important subjects these two gentlemen have prepared interesting

reports which are now being considered by the authorities. The

countries visited were Belgium , Germany, Switzerland, and France.

In Belgium and France the parcelwork is performed by the railway

companies, and not by the Post Office. In Germany and Switzer

land the Post Office performs parcel work, and conveys parcels up to

a much higher maximum weight than is allowed in this country.

Travellers in Switzerland know this from the fact that their luggage

is conveyed for them from point to point by the Post Office at

exceedingly small charges.

In Germany the Post Office accepts parcels up to 50 kilogrammes

( about 110 lbs . ) in weight, and the annual number of parcels dealt

with exceeds 120 millions, i.e., more than double the number dealt

with in this country.

Mr. Bruce and Mr. Horne speak in the highest terms of the

courtesy and kindness with which they were everywhere received, and

of the trouble taken to explain to them the whole working of the parcel

post and money order systems. We hope, in our next issue, to give

some account of the experiences of these gentlemen during their

tour of inspection.

S

br. 3. Cbadwick.

OUTH AFRICA now boasts of two Postmasters-General, and

having, in our October issue, given a portrait of one of

them , we have now much pleasure in giving that of the other.

The head of the Natal Post Office entered the postal service in 1870

as a telegraph learner at Scarborough under Mr. F. Shaw, now of

Frome, and was appointed a telegraphist in the following year.
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was

He was soon removed to Newcastle-on- Tyne,where he worked as

personal assistant to Mr. P. J. Mosley, now Postmaster at Stoke

on - Trent ( whose portrait will also be found in this issue ). In March ,

1879, he went to South Africa, and for a few months acted as

Assistant-Superintendent of the Telegraph Office in Cape Town,

after which he was transferred to Natal, where he assumed , on the

ist of July, 1879, the position of Superintendent of Telegraphs at

Durban. On the 1st of July, 1880, he transferred to

Pietermaritzburg to the position of General Sub -Manager of Natal

Telegraphs, Mr. (now Sir James) Sivewright being at the time

General Manager of Cape, Natal, and Transvaal Telegraphs. On

the ist of January, 1883, he was made Postmaster-General of Natal,

that office being combined with the one he was already holding.

Finally, on the ist of January, 1884 , he was appointed to his

present office of Postmaster-General and General Manager of

Telegraphs, Natal. He had the honour in 1884 to receive the thanks

of the Secretary of State for War (The Right Hon. the Marquis

of Hartington ) for a report on the Telegraphs of Natal rendered by

him to the War Department in that year. Mr. Chadwick, it will be

seen, has, like Mr. French, had a very rapid rise ; but we cannot

therefore advise all our telegraphists to emigrate in the hope of

becoming Postmasters -General of, say, Macloutsi or Zimbabwe.

Still it would seem that a great many ofthe South African staff are

recruited from the Old Country, for Mr. Chadwick tells us that

several of our Natal readers have discovered among our portraits

faces of old friends.

What
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We have also to thank Mr. Chadwick for the very interesting

Christmas card which we reproduce. We think our readers will

agree with us in thinking this a most curious production. The laugh

on the face of the Zulu is absolutely the most idiotic that we have

ever been privileged to see.

Mesazése Nese

W. HUTCHINSON. C. G. MCLAUGHLIN .

WE

He was

Men of Merit.

E have much pleasure in publishing the portrait of Mr.

William Hutchinson , aged 19, a town postman at Sheffield ,

who on the 4th of January rescued a lad from drowning. The boy

was skating on theDon when he fell in , and Mr. Hutchinson rescued

him with great difficulty. On getting to the bank both were in a

pitiable plight, and for some time the rescuer seemed in worse con

dition than the rescued . ( r . Hutchinson caught a bad cold and

was absent for some days under a medical certificate.

subsequently presented with the medal of the Royal Humane

Society by Mr. C. S. Court (on behalf of the Postmaster General) ,

and more recently with a silver watch , subscribed for by the

Sheffield men, and a number of books given by the father of the

rescued child .

EADERS of de Quincey will recollect his inimitable account

of a society of amateurs in murder. One of its members

had the reputation of having finished off a reporter ; and at a dinner

given in honour of this particular member, a song was sung which

thus gracefully alluded to the event :

“ Et interrogatum est à Toad- in -the -hole, ‘ Ubi est ille Reporter ? '

Et responsum est ab omnibus , cun cachinnatione undulante

trepidante, “ Non est inventus ! ' "

R
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We have often to lament that this gentleman when he died left

no successors behind him who might keep down reporters as cats

keep down mice. If things go on as they are something will have

to be done.

As our readers may by this time be wondering what our blood

thirstiness portends, we may now explain that when Mr. Hutchinson

was at home under a medical certificate a reporter came along, all

agog for news, and next day Sheffield was informed, with the usual

twaddle about red - tape, that the Post Office had rewarded Mr.

Hutchinson for his gallantry by suspending him from duty ! And yet

that reporter, we believe, still lives !

*

*

WE
E also give a portrait of Mr. C. G. McLaughlin, a sorter in

the Newspaper Branch of the G.P.O., who on a dark and

foggy night in November plunged into the Serpentine and rescued

a woman who had attempted suicide. He also has received the

medal of the Royal Humane Society with the thanks of the Post
master General,

Maisnoboch

W. LYLE SMITH, B.A. E, A. MAY.

International football.

NGLAND still leads the world in athletic sports , and other

nations are now beginning to follow in her footsteps. The

French especially begin to pride themselves on their sporting tastes

and on their sporting terminology, though it is not many years ago

that we saw in one of the leading hotels in Cae a print of a buffalo

hunt bearing the curious bilingual legend, “ Chasse au buffle "

“ Fox hunting to the buffalo. Recently a French team visited

England to do some fox hunting to the foot-ball, and it was a team

E
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of Civil Servants—ten of whom were Post Office men—who showed

them a good many Richmonds in the field , or rather, we should say,

beat them in the field at Richmond before a large audience.

HE Post Office (writes our football contributor) sent a large

contingent to the fifteen of the Civil Service Football Club , to

which fell the honour of playing a match at Richmond, on February

13th , with a picked French team . It would perhaps be to much to

say that our men covered themselves with glory, but they managed

to " do their dooty,” like Mr. Toole in Walker, London, and did

not let the foreigner triumph over them. In other words, they won

the match by a try and a penalty goal , while their antagonists were

unable to score. The try was gained by F. K. Hirst (Savings Bank),

and the goal kicked by W. Lyle Smith (S.O.) . The latter is one of

the veterans of the club with which he played in its palmy days, some

9 or 10 years ago, when it turned out some of the strongest teams

of the London district ; but he is still a most useful three-quarter

back , as he retains much of the speed by which he earned distinction

on the running path. His portrait, together with that of the stalwart

captain of the club, E. A. May (R. & A. G. O. ) , is presented to our

readers. As the fame of the match was world -wide, and it was the

subject of innumerable paragraphs in the daily newspapers, there is

no need for us to describe it . A great deal of amusement was pro

vided by the difference of styles of the two teams and the energetic

“ tackling ” of the Frenchmen made a lasting impression . The

publicity of the affair, though it did not improve the play of the team ,

who seemed somewhat nervous under the critical gaze of some 5,000

patriotic spectators, will probably further the interests of the club ,

which has had a very successful season and is steadily gaining in

strength . A Smoking Concert on the Saturday before the match ,

and a Dinner at the Holborn on the day following it, were greatly

enjoyed by English hosts and French guests. There wasmuch

graceful eloquence expended on these occasions, and Mr. G. Rowland

Hill , the honorary secretary of the Union , came out particularly

strong with a French speech of the best Stratford -atte-Bowe model.

There was also much cordiality and fraternity and singing of the
Marseillaise and God Save the Queen . Altogether a colossal success.

A Discredited prophecy.

HEN the penny post was first introduced, of all the prophets

who prophesied its failure the bitterest and most persistent

were the postmen themselves. It galled them to deliver for nothing

a letter upon which they had been accustomed to collect something

like thirteenpence -halfpenny. Shortly after the introduction of the

great change-that is, in 1841 or thereabouts — an amusing dialogue

on this subject was contributed by Dr. Norman McLeod to a Gaelic

Magazine, the Cuairtear nan Gleann. Mr. L. McPherson , of the

Edinburgh Office, has translated it from the expressive but difficult

W
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tongue in which it was written , and kindly sends us a copy. While

tendering him our thanks, we regret that the paper is too long to be

reproduced in these pages. It is interesting to notice that Malcolm

the postman, who is one of the speakers, prophesies that the Post

Office will become as bankrupt as the washing-blue merchant. ”

That individual had yet to learn how his wares might be made to

soar by the gilded wings of advertisement.

Christmas Cards.

Χαίρε, ω βέλτιστε Κοββίαδα, και μήποτε παύσαιο ολβιζόμενος.

Such was the observation in Attic Greek (guaranteed) which rose to

our lips when we received Mr. Cobb's tasteful Christmas card ,

wishing us a merry Christmas in all the languages spoken at

Constantinople. Translated freely, our remark means that we wish

him the same and many of them, and we may add that it applies

equally to all the other friends and colleagues who sent us the

greetings of the season . The cards which we received may be

divided into two broad classes, one having pictorial illustrations, and

the other not. Among those of the former class we especially prize

a delightful little etching from the burin of Mr. G. R. Smith,

formerly Controller of theR. L. O. From Halifax comes a pleasing

representation of the local office ; from Kirkwall, a card ornamented

with chameleonic devices which change colour in different lights ;

and from Bristol, a tablet elaborately decorated with views of the

town and neighbourhood . The design of this latter work of art is

from the hand of Mr. E. J. Burt , a Telegraphist at Bristol, and the

proceeds of its sale, amounting to about £10, go to the newly -formed

Telegraph Messengers' Institute and Library. From Hawkhurst

come sketches of oast-houses and hop-poles, drawn by Mr. Balcombe ;

from Shrewsbury, pictures of the pursuits of the P. O. Recreation

Society ; and from Lincoln , some exceedingly tasteful local vignettes.

New South Wales sends a well-designed and beautifully printed

arrangement of pictures shewing the progress made in matters postal

and telegraphic since 1792 . Among the cards not pictorially

illustrated, or illustrated only with armorial bearings, we may specially

mention those contributed by Sheffield, Tunbridge, New Zealand ,

Chippenham, and Southampton. The colours on this last look as if

they had been painted by hand, and with no less discretion than

dexterity.

A Hew Partssong.

Fall manifestations of music the part -song for male voices is,

in our opinion , the most delightful. To sit in a jovial

company, with a brimming wine -cup in one hand and a Villar y
Vilar in the other, listening to exquisitely harmonized quartettes

about foresters sounding cheerful horns, about warbling lyres, and

wanton gales, and the songs of the river spirit , is to our mind the

quintessence of enjoyment. The success and perfection of the

melodious exposition causes a shudder of contentment to ruffle our

back hair ; we dream for the moment that our salary has been doubled,

OF
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and we gaze with approval through rosered spectacles at a world in

which everybody is promoted accordingto his own view of hismerits.

Of the societies which make a special feature of this kind of music

the South London Musical Club is one of the very best. Amongst

its members are numbers of our colleagues, and its success is largely

due to the taste and ability of its conductor, who also hails from the

Post Office. This Club used to offer prizes for part -songs for male

voices. We remember, for instance , an excellent quartette by Mr.

Gerald F. Cobb, of Trinity College , Cambridge . We have just

received a copy of a new part-song, entitled “ A Lover's Counsel, "

written and composed specially for the enterprising club to which we

refer. The words are by our colleague, Mr. F. Wyville Home,and

the music by the well-known composer, Mr. F. H. Cowen. With

the aid of our valued contributor, Mr. T. S. Clarke, we have sung it

with much delight and satisfaction, and we can cordially recommend

it to our musically disposed fellow -officials.

Mr. Podmore's Pbantasm.

ROM the Weekly Sun of the 5th of February, it would seem

that our clever colleague and occasional contributor, Mr.

Frank Podmore, has been interviewed on the subject of Ghosts .

The account of the alleged interview is both long and interesting.

In using the word "alleged " we disclaim any intention of discrediting

the bona fides of either Mr. Podmore or the interviewer. Still, we

use the word advisedly, and we will now proceed to explain our

reasons for doing so. In one of those touches of graphic personal

description without which no modern interview is complete, the

writer remarks, “ Mr. Podmore's face is the face of a student, and,

not incuriously, he singularly resembles the late Russell Lowell. ”

Whatever may be the meaning of the phrase not incuriously,” it

seems beyond a doubt that to the interviewer's eye Mr. Podmore and

the late Russell Lowell resembled one another. Now Russell Lowell

is dead , while Mr. Podmore is very much alive. When Russell

Lowell was alive he certainly did not much resemble Mr. Podmore.

How then are we to account for the fact that the interviewer dis

covered a singular resemblance ? It is remarkable that in searching

about for some one with whom to compare Mr. Podmore, he should

have fixed upon a man who was dead . This suggests an obvious

inference. Is it possible that, although he may never have seen

Russell Lowell in the flesh , he has seen Russell Lowell's ghost ?

Ghosts are more slender than their prototypes. One of our poets

uses the word “ spectre-thin.” Another speaks of

“ The shrunken ghosts

That tramp the sands of Acheron .”

If, therefore, the interviewer, after seeing Lowell's ghost, thought

he had seen the original , all is explained. There is , however,an

alternative and, in our opinion , preferable hypothesis ; it is possible

that the interviewer (whose bona fides, we repeat, are incontestable)

did see Lowell alive, but has never seen Mr. Podmore. What he
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interviewed may have been simply Mr. Podmore's phantasm . For

the phantasm of a living person , as everybody knows, is the converse

or obverse of the ghostof a dead person . The latter is merely a

reduced similitudeof its original, an edition on thin paper for trans

mission abroad ; but a Phantasm of the Living presents the features

of its prototype enhanced, sublimated, glorified, and spiritualised

beyond the potentialities of actuality. Whichever may be the correct

explanation, it is clear that the interviewer was unwittingly the witness

of an interesting phenomenon , and the whole case, we submit ,

deserves to be specially investigated by the Psychical Research

Society ,

Miss Annie Astill.

THportiale, isthesub-postmistress of Kaitby,Leicester,towhich
position she was appointed in February, 1892. Her father, who died

not long ago at theage of 76 , wasabout four feet in height, but his
eleven brothers and sisters were of average size. For many years he

travelled about with Robert Hales, the Norfolk Giant, who was

accustomed to hold him upright in the hollow of his outstretched
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hand. He was twice married, and his second wife, who was the

mother of Miss Astill , and who slightly exceeded her husband in

height, is still alive. Miss Astill is 3 ft . 5. ins. in height , and weighs

3 st. 13 lbs. As will be seen from her picture, although small, she is

well made, and has pleasing features. Her voice is that of a child ,

but she is very intelligent , and performs her duties to the full satis

faction of her official superiors.

Postal Antiquities.

N the 14th of February, Mr. Pye, Postmaster of Yarmouth ,who

must, we think, be either a contributor to, or a reader of, the

Stamp Collector's Journal, delivered an amusing address entitled

“ A Peep behind a Postage Stamp.” He traced the art of letter

writing to its earliest beginnings. “ It was a little startling,” he said,

“ to find that the two earliest recorded instances of letter writing and

transmission were intended to compass, by means of deception , the
deaths of individuals. David, when he coveted Uriah's wife, wrote a

letter to his general, directing that Uriah should be placed in the

hottest of the battle, so that he might be slain ; and when Ahab was

casting longing eyes on Naboth's vineyard, Jezebel wrote letters in

the King's name, and sealed them with h's seal , directing the rulers

of Naboth's city to put him to death .” Mr. Pye cites also the case

of Ahasuerus, who, " smarting probably under petticoat government,

sent letters into each of his provinces, directing that everyman should

rule in his own house. " These are early instances, no doubt, but we

think that postal facilities of even greater antiquity are recorded.

Noah's Ark, for example, carried males, which must , we should

imagine, have required careful sorting ; they ran the risk of being

destroyed bywater ; but the Ark reached Mount Ararat and they were

delivered. There are traces, moreover, of a pigeon post, upon which

we need not dwell . Passing from ancientexamples ofpostal facilities

to curiosities of letter writing, Mr. Pye refers to Herodotus , who tells

us " that the heads of trusty messengers were shaven ,and the message
by some means imprinted on the skull. When the hair had grown

sufficiently to hide this, the messenger was sent on his way, to be

again shaven by the addressee, and the message read off.” The word
" addressee " is certainly humorous. But we are not to be outdone

by Mr. Pye in the matter of postal curiosities . A singular and

extraordinary case lately came under our notice, a case of a letter
which remained unread for nearly a thousand years.

About the year

900 , an old woman, carrying a basket of acorns , was walking along

the Roman road which runs through Staffordshire . She came to a

wayside house, in the window of which was a notice bearing the words

" Collops to sell. ” She did not want any collops, but she wondered

whether they were hot or cold. So she knocked at the door to

enquire. There wasno one at home, and she got no response to her

knockings . Tired of the delay, and yet wishing to leave some record

of her enquiry, she went into a field opposite the house and planted

the acorns in the form of the words “ Hotte or colde ? ” Then she
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wrote an account of the matter in a note -book, and afterwards died.

The note-book, with her other property, was handed down in due

course to her descendants from generation to generation . The other

day the last living representative of her line came across the singular

passage in her diary, in which the incident of the acorns was described .

For about a thousand years , so far as he was aware, no one had taken

any notice of the message planted by his impatient ancestress . Filled

with curiosity, he took a journey to the spot, in order to see whether

any trace remained of the oak-tree document. He found a number

ofancient trees, most of them mere stumps tottering to decay, and at

first he thought they were sprung from the old lady's acorns . But on

examining them more closely he found that they were so arranged as

to spell the word “ Both.”

The Seamy side.

HATEVER good qualities the Post Office may have (and it

has many) a love of art is not one of them. We must of

course be utilitarian, not only because we are British, but also

because utility is our calling. But is it absolutely essential that we

should quite abandon a higher view of things ? The Treasury

barber has long since cut off the seven locks of the Post Office

Samson, and with the aid of the Delilah of the Board of Works
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has handed him over to the Philistines bound hand and foot. Well

built and substantial though it be, the G.P.O. West was never

anything to boast of from an artistic point of view. To begin with ,

it does not improve a public building to dig an area round it, but if

that was inevitable the architect might at any rate have arranged the

elevation on sound principles. This he might have done by using
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rusticated stone work on the ground floor front only, instead of on

the ground and first floors. As it is the small cornice above the first

floor cuts the original elevation horizontally into two equal parts.

No wonder the late Right Honourable Acton Ayrton (the Great

Ædile ) told those who attended the laying of the foundation stone

that if anyone asked them what the style of the building was they

were to reply that it was Post Office style.

Years went by until at last it became necessary to add a story to

the building. Now one would have supposed that advantage would

have been taken of such an opportunity to improve the proportion .

The heavy cornice under the roof might have been taken off and

put on above the new story. But this was not done. The new

story did not follow the lines of the lower portion, while the heavy

cornice remained where it was, and a new and skimpy cornicewas

put on above the new story, making no less than three in all . The

pediment , too , was taken from above the portico and plumped down

on the roof, where-it.is quite lost. And now while we write, the

G.P.O. East, the only decent building of the group from an

architectural point of view , and one which has already suffered

many things of many physicians, is undergoing the indignity of

having its façade built upon. The picture which we give hardly

exaggerates the peculiar appearance which the building at present

exhibits to those who look out of one of the opposite windows.

It is too early yet to speak of the G.P.O. North , but we are

inclined to think that it may, at any rate, prove a decided improve
ment on its immediate predecessor.

A Gross Outrage.

'HE average Englishman knows the name of Coniston , with the

same kind ofknowledge as that which he brings to bear on

Hawarden. Coniston is but the environment of that spirit of Art,

Culture, and Calm — that y.pórnja vyvémov yalávac — which mortal

men call by the name of “ Ruskin .”. Ruskin, with his feet by the

shore of the silver lake and his head sublime in the blue heavens,

is a sacrosanct figure whom no mundane noise or prosaic utility

should approach . Least of all should there be near him any

reminiscence of a railway, that “ infernal means of locomotion,"

that offspring of the “greed of directors,” that thing of “banks and

screams,” which is so justly “ blamed for blood. ” And now, in the

Post Office Circular for the last day of February , we see it an

nounced that Coniston has been made a Railway Sub-Office. Its

beauty is vilely cast away as though it had not been anointed

by the spirit of Ruskin . Our sighs end in broken gasps ; and with

one final “ woe and well-a -day, ” we turn the page.

Confirming a Aullity.

'HERE was a amous statesman who said he did not care for

supporters who supported him when he was right ; the men

he wanted were supporters who supported him when he was wrong.

In the spirit of that declaration St. Martin's - le -Grand supports the

THE

The
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Semi-Official Scribe , though Irish newspapers rage horribly and wire

pullers imagine a vain thing. It came about thus. Tom and Jerry

were opposing candidates for an Irish appointment, and Tom had a

friend who may pass by the name of Bob Logic. Bob wrote to the

Great Chief to press Tom's claim, and received from the semi-official

scribe a short note to say he need not trouble himself, for his

beloved Tom had already been safely appointed . But presently

Jerry triumphantly took up that appointment, and Bob Logic asked

that semi-official scribe what the digamma he meant by it. The

scribe had really and truly made a mistake - a sheer abject mistake,

for, when he first wrote , no appointment had been made at all and

now he meant to relieve his soul by a full confession. But unfor

tunately his confession,when reduced to writing, was not so clear as

his conscience ; he said, indeed, that he wrote his first letter under a

misapprehension, and that the appointment, which he had thought

to be settled , was really only under consideration, but then he went

on to say that Tom's appointment had not been “ confirmed . ”

Somehow or other the eternal war between protestants and priests

was mixed up with the case, so Bob Logic promptly pounced on the

semi- official scribe with a loud “ Ho ! ho ! then he was appointed

after all, although afterwards that appointment was not confirmed . ”

Doubtless , to the ignorant , this looked like a " palpable hit," but

our readers shall soon see that the scribe was right. To say that an

appointment was “ not confirmed ” does not involve an assertion

that it was ever made. For example, if a bishop were to commit

himself to the statement that the man in the moon was never

confirmed , you surely could not quote episcopal authority for the
existence of a man in the moon . Or if anyone were to say that the

semi-official scribe was not a confirmed idiot, you could not cite

the sentence as an authority for the proposition that he was an

“ idiot ” though unconfirmed . Also, if you were to say that he had

" given himself away,” you could hardly be held responsible for an

implied assertion that someone had been found who would take him

at a gift. No. The scribe's English was quite correct. That

appointment was not confirmed because it never existed.

Post Roman.

N Mr. Martin's interesting work , Glimpses into Nature's Secrets,

which we reviewed in our last issue, and which we are glad to

see has reached a second edition , is an interesting descriptionof the

piece of the old city wall which now forms the retaining wall separating

the area round the G.P.O. North from the churchyard of St. Botolph.

By permission of Messrs. Raithby, Lawrence, & Co., we reproduce

here the excellent 'sketch of the wall which Mr. Martin gives, and

which represents its state before the houses on the south side were

demolished . Mr. Martin is , we think, mistaken in attributing the

existing fragments here and in London Wall to Roman times. The

foundations are doubtless in great part Roman, but the general con

sensus of antiquaries points to the wall itself being mediæval,

IN
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although in many places it is built out of Roman materials. An

interesting proof of this was furnished some years ago, when a number

of broken fragments of Roman monuments were found embedded in

two bastions near Camomile Street. These fragments are now to be

seen in the Guildhall Museum.

Anotber Book by Antæus.

0
UR colleague " Antæus," who has just published another

volume of poetry (his third) and seeks to disarm criticism

by calling it Little Poems of a Poeticule, would scarcely thank us

if we daubed him with excessive eulogies. Far be it from us, on

the other hand, to belabour his booklet with unmerited severity.

We are not biassed , like the critic who exclaimed with Mark

Antony, “ I come to bury Cæsar, not to praise him .” Discriminating

nicely , then , and weighing him in the scales of common sense, we

find much to like in “ Antæus.” Not to mention the joviality of

his views of life, there is a wild inconsistency in his ideas of morality

which appeals strongly to our fancy. He reminds us of the Irishman

who took for his motto “ Pleasure regardless of the consequences.”

His lines ripple easily, and sometimes not unmusically. He gives,
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for instance , a picture of two lovers who sit listening to the merry

chorus of the woodbirds and declare those noisy elves to be

“ Not half so happy as ourselves,

Who cannot sing for joy.”

This is distinctly pleasing. But on the other hand, alas ! he some

times insists on the bald facts of life with quite unnecessary emphasis.

When Mr. Crummles gave his celebrated lecture on Adam and Eve

he was not to be deterred by fine scruples from mentioning that

they wore no clothes. He said that he intended to state the “ naked '

truth . He would give nothing but the “ bare ” facts. But we think

it will be found by readers of the Little Poems of a Poeticule that

with all his professed outspokenness Mr. Crummles did not go

anything like so far as “ Antæus." We fancy that on reflection

“ Antæus " himself will admit that the chances of his real merits

being recognized may possibly be prejudiced by his exuberance in

this direction . Insistence on unusual details is so often the resource

of writers who have failed to interest by more ordinary methods.

Tbe Hew Testimonialism.

HERE is a fine old Latin tag which may be made to mean that

when a man can earn no more money he wraps himself up in

his virtue. We venture to append the comment “He that wrappeth

himself up in virtue doeth well, but he that is wrapped up in rugs

doeth better. ” Joseph Tolson, of Cockermouth, was a rural postman

for many a year ; he took his pension in 1878, but still continued

to deliver a few letters in the town ; now, at last, he has laid down

his bag for good at the age of 78. And there is something better

than his virtues to keep him warm, for postmaster and staff have

presented him with two rugs. Soft be his sleep thereon and there

under, and more power to the elbow of the donors, for they are men

of sense !

TH

C
ONTRAST is always pleasing, so here is a story of a man-not

of sense, but of sensibility. He was a clerk, and he played

the piano ; he was yet in harness, but he longed for a testimonial.

He bethought him how Mr. Toots wrote letters to himself from

eminent persons, and thus attained the “high top-gallant” of his

desires. So he went out and bought an ormolu clock and ornaments

of testimonial pattern , and presented them to himself with all the

honours ! There stood the emblems upon his mantel , and he ate

and drank , and played the piano in the gleam thereof, until one day

his breakfast table seemed to lack the usual super-ambient glow ; he

looked up , and, lo ! under the glass cases pieces of crumpled news

paper had replaced ormolu ! And what availed it that adjoining

streets were denuded of police, and that the domestic Blouselinda

left her place without a character ? The testimonial was gone—to

look through wide space for its mystic donors—its possessor's pride

was broken , and his health failed. Now he has his pension, and is

gone from us.
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football at Soutbampton.

Ninteresting account has reached us of a football match ,

which took place recently at Southampton, between the

teams of the Portsmouth and Southampton Post Offices, the latter

being victorious by seven goals to nothing. We are always glad to

hear of friendly games between neighbouring offices. They promote

good feeling in the service as well as health in the individual.

The game was followed by a dinner, at which the chair was taken

by the Surveyor, Mr. W. S. Rushton , and among those present were

the Postmaster of Southampton , Mr. Carter ; Mr. Lugg, Chief Clerk

at Portsmouth ; Mr. Sweetman, Surveyor-General of Canadian

Post Offices, and Major Addison, R.E. , Superintending-Engineer of

the Southern District. In the course of his speech Major Addison

mentioned that his period of service with the Post Office was rapidly

drawing to a close. All who have come in contact with him will be

sorry when the course of time bids him sever his connection with

the Department.

bereford .

E are glad to hear that the Literary Society is flourishing.

On the 24th January the Rev. Canon Phillott delivered

an interesting lecture on " Ancient English Church History," at

which the Mayor presided. Having thus dipped into antiquity for

one night, the staff were brought up to date a month later when

Mr. A. G. Babington , of the Surveyor's staff, gave a number of

recitations, grave and gay, in a style which enchanted his audience.

WE

W
HILE we are glad to hear that another dignitary of the

Church has turned his attention to the needs of the Post

Office, we must confess that Mr. Babington's performance gives us

even more pleasure . Only a few years ago we heard two surveying

men gravely discussing the question whether, if they shook hands

with apostmaster, they would not be compromising their authority in

some way. True, that incident took place in a portion of the still

United Kingdom where curious notions abound, but the idea was

pretty well the same among old-fashioned men in England Mr.

Babington's action is far more likely to ensure respect for him and

his office, and we hope that his example may be extensively followed .

Carnarvon .

HE following report, from the Postmaster of Carnarvon, shows

that old -fashioned adventures in which mail vehicles encounter

snowstorms and get the worst of it are by no means things of the

past. We are glad to learn that David Evans has been thanked for

his services, and that a gratuity has been awarded to him—though it

might have been larger without material injury to the revenue.

" In submitting the Mail Cart Time Bills for last week , I beg to

report that owing to the severe weather and the deep snow , it was

found necessary, on Saturday last , to start the Mail Cart from

TH
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Beddgelert at 3.30 p m.- 11 hours before the proper time—in order

that it might reach here in time for the Night Mail , and were it not

for the exceptional and noteworthy effort made by the driver, Evan

Jones, it is doubtful whether the journey could have been made at

all . After travelling about five miles with great difficulty, he was at

last forced to leave the Mail Cart on the road-side between Rhyd -ddu

and Bettws Garmon, and bring the mails in on horseback, the whole

journey taking 4 hours and 20 minutes, or 1 hour and 50 minutes

more than the prescribed time.

“ Yesterday (Sunday) he started on his outward journey with a

light car, and after proceeding as far as the Snowdon Ranger Hotel

-about 7} miles from here—he had to leave his horse and car there

and complete the journey on foot, carrying the Rhyd-ddu and

Beddgelert bags, and it waslate in the day before he reached the end

of his journey, returning after a very short stay. The Mail Cart left

on the previous night was not to be seen, being completely buried in

the snow.

“ I think it right that this man's conduct should be brought under

your notice as being most exemplary and worthy of some recognition ."

The Cricket Club Smoking Concert.

T would be rather outside our sphere as a quarterly magazine, as

well as rather out of date, to give a detailed account of the

Post Office Cricket Club Smoking Concert which took place in

January last . But we may take this opportunity to refer to it as one

of the best social gatherings that have ever taken place in the Post

Office. We use the word best in the sense that it was so eminently

representative , and because it was an outward and visible sign that

the scattered departments of the General Post Office are beginning
to sigh after what we may call Imperial Unity. It is an excellent

precedent , and now that the cricket club has led the way, we hope

gatherings of this sort will be more frequent than they have hitherto

been . To Mr. Lang belongs largely the credit of the success of the

concert . Mr. Lang's philosophy is that it is easier and more politic

to manage men who are in a good temper than to first put their

backs up and then try to manage them . Webelieve he is right. At

any rate others greater than he have found that the best way to

overcome the average man is through his stomach or his pipe.

Post Office Clerks' Benevolent Fund.

HE Annual General Meeting of the subscribers to this Fund

was held
the 28th February, Mr. J. C. Badcock

occupying the chair. The report stated that the number of

subscribers was 838. The sum of £183 18s. was collected for

the Urgent Distress Fund , and £ 113 is. 8d. for the Pension Fund,

£275 at the same time being dispensed from the former mentioned

fund, and £, 165 from the latter, necessitating a call on the balance

in hand , which now stands at about £ 110 less than at the same

time last year . The reduction , however, is not due to any falling

off in the support which the fund received .

THE on
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The chairman , in moving the adoption of the report , expressed

his deep regret at the loss the fund received owing to the retirement

of Mr. Copeland, who for 16 years had filled the post of honorary
secretary. He could not help being struck at the small number of

lady subscribers, and suggested that steps should be taken to

enlist their sympathies. On some occasions dissatisfaction had been

expressed at relief being given in the case of an officer who had

been in receipt of a large salary. The committee, however, were

of opinion that they should not look at what that officer should have

done for his family, but rather at the distress which he had left

behind—not at what was, but rather at what is.

The committee, with the exception of Mr. J. Downes of the

Returned Letter Office, whose place was taken by Mr. H. F.

McConnell, having been elected , Mr. T. M. Plucknett was appointed

secretary in succession to Mr. Copeland.

*

WE

THpS

E are informed that the circular specially issued last month

to the clerks in the S.B.D. , urging the necessity of more

support, has met with the warmest response, something like 340 new

members sending in their names, of whom it is gratifying to notice

that 180 are lady clerks . Perhaps similar measures might be taken

in regard to the other departments .

The C.S.S.A.

'HIS useful institution may looked on from more than one

point of view. Many men regard it as a machine for the

evolution of dividends , others as a more or less convenient shop for

obtaining goods cheaply , while others again make it their ambition
to become directors thereof. When all these influences are at

high-water mark and the annual meeting supervenes, the result is

often a row, as was the case on the 28th February last . Mr. J.

Manson , one of the retiring directors, sought re-election ; but Mr.

G. W. F. Foord , the exile in Siberia , opposed him on the ground

( 1 ) that it is undesirable that a Controller or Assistant Controller of

a department should be a director, ( 2 ) that it is desirable that one

of the directors at least should be a junior officer, ( 3 ) that the
policy of the directors is unwise . It must be admitted that

there is a good deal to be said for Mr. Foord's second point, and

though the shareholders did not care to dismiss a useful man like

Mr. Manson, the probability is that when next a vacancy occurs a

junior man will be selected . Meanwhile Mr. Manson and his

colleagues have engaged themselves to revive a practice begun by

Messrs. Philips and Wight, of holding an annual meeting of

shareholders belonging to the Post Office group . If properly

managed, they will no doubt be as useful and well attended asthey

were when Mr. Philips conducted them , and they will at any rate

give shareholders an opportunity of judging the fitness of their

representatives.

P
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Dr. Talliburton .

N Saturday, 18th February, Mr. Halliburton, Chief Clerk of

the Edinburgh Post Office, completed his official career, which

has extended over the long period of almost forty -eight years. For

the last twenty -one of these he has filled the position stated. As a

parting mark of the esteem in which he has ever been held by those

immediately connected with him , he was, just before leaving, pre

sented with a piece of silver plate in the form of a beautiful and

artistically designed salver, bearing thereon a suitable inscription .

Mr. Halliburton entered the serviceas a junior clerk in the Secretary's

Department of the G.P.O. , Edinburgh, in 1845 — and thus but a few

years after the introduction of the Penny Post-Sir Edward Lees then

being the head of the Post Office in Scotland . During his official

life he has served under three secretaries, the other two being

Mr. Francis Abbott (happily still surviving ), and Mr. Cunynghame,

the present Chief of the Department. The Post Office in Edinburgh,

when he took up duty, was situated in Waterloo Place, now the New

Waverley Hotel. It was, in 1866 , transferred to the stately building

where it now is , at the corner of the same street and the North

Bridge. It may be interesting to note, in passing,that a considerable

and much needed addition is in course of erection, and, indeed, well

on towards completion .

Although Mr. Halliburton's official life has been wholly passed in

Edinburgh, not many officers connected with the Scotch Postal

Service have been more widely known than he, not only north of the

Tweed, but even beyond “ Tweed's southern strand.” His duties

throughout these years brought him into daily communication with

the chief officials, with postmasters, and many others, and it is not

too much to say that by the marked ability which invariably charac

terised the discharge of these duties, by his sound discretion, his

manifest fairness, and unfailing courtesy, he earned the respect of

very many whose only knowledge of him was gained through the

medium of such official intercourse . It is , however, by those who

were personally associated with him in carrying on the work in the

chief office, that his worth and sterling qualities were best known.

By them he was regarded rather as a friend than an official superior .

He carries with him into his retirement the best wishes of his fellow

officers of all ranks, and their earnest hope that he may be long spared

to enjoy in health and happiness the rest and leisure he has so well

and so faithfully earned.

balt a Trutb.

MONG the numerous departmental publications of the present

day, the Postman's Gazette holds a not unimportant place as

representing the aspirations of a numerous and importantbody of

our colleagues , and affording them an opportunity for “ letting off

steam ." We always read it , and seldom fail to find therein something

to interest and amuse . Its primary object is to improve the position

of its subscribers by agitation , and with such an object in view there

AM
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is a natural tendency to exaggerate petty complaints , and represent

the Department as a hard taskmaster. A man who nurses a

grievance, however well founded his grievance may be , inevitably

becomes soured, and the same thing is true of newspapers. We

have no doubt that the editor is aware of this tendency, but we

cannot say that he is altogether successful in avoiding it . He

certainly appears to us to admit too easily to his columns tales of

seeming grievous wrong without having taken any steps to verity

them. For example, the issue of the 4th February contains this

paragraph

“ A correspondent sends us the following :-

PROMOTION FOR THE DESERVING IN THE Post Office DURING

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.-AN EXTRAORDINARY INSTANCE

OF Post OFFICE NIGGARDLINESS .

A postwoman at near Cumberland ( sic), has been in receipt

of the large sum of 12/- per week, for walking, on an average, fourteen

miles per day for three and four days per week. I suppose she has

had to go in all sorts of weather, like the rest of us. The party who

told mesays she was called ' Old Dun, the postwoman, ' about thirty

years ago. She is now over 80 years of age, and still plodding her

district, and cannot give it up, as she will get no pension , and it is

her only livelihood . Last year, in June, she was promoted to make

it her daily walk, with no rise in her salary, six days per week . I

think it a case that should be brought into prominent notice, as it is

a very hilly district , and always severe in winter time. Perhaps from

these few lines you will be able to cope with the facts concerning

the case, and make it one for quotation in case of need."

Here it is distinctly stated that this woman's duty was increased

50 or 100 per cent. without any addition at all to her wages, and it

is implied that she now does a full day's work at wages of only 12/

a week.

Now we have done what the editor of the Postman's Gazette

ought to have done long ago, that is, made some enquiry on this

subject, and found that at the village of H- in Cumberland there

is an allowance for a morning delivery, which has been in existence

for many years. The sub-postmaster up to 1885 received 6/6 a

week for the duty, which was performed for him by an old man and

subsequently by the old man's daughter, who is the “ Old Dun ” of

the legend. The sub-postmaster is free to employ any competent

person on the work , and on her father's death the woman was, at her

own urgent request , allowed to do the work. In 1885 the allowance

was raised to 8/- a week , and in 1892 , when the duty became a daily

one, to 10/- . The district is certainly hilly, and the round of about

12 miles ought to take about The woman is in her 70th

year. Our informant, who saw her last September, states that her

only fear was, that the new sub-postmaster of H— would employ

his own son instead of her. She is, however, still retained, though

her son does the work for her.

4 hours .
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This is one more phase of the Auxiliary Postmen question, to

which we referred in our last issue. The work at H—- is not

sufficient to employ a postman all day, and so an allowance is given .

The sub-postmaster employs a man whose daughter proceeds to

establish a claim to do the work . From kindly motives she is next

employed , and now in turn her son is doing the work , although the

sub-postmaster would be glad to employ his own son on it . If such

circumstances as these are supposed to give the woman a claim to a

pension , it seems clear that sub -postmasters must be compelled to

employ only ladson these small duties, or at any rate never to employ
persons of middle age.

Savings Bank Jtems.

ESTIVITIES have been rampant in the Savings Bank Depart

ment during the past winter months. Dinner has succeeded

dinner, and smoking concert smoking concert with monotonous

regularity. That section of the Department known as “ B. B. 12 '
struck out a line of its own . They would have a steaksupper among

themselves at one of the quiet taverns for which the old city is

famous. They would ignore official tradition by placing one of the

most junior men of the Branch in the Chair. Accordingly, on Friday

the 24th February, 44 members and friends of the Branch assembled,

under the sway of Mr. S. J. Edwards, to partake of the good things

provided both in the eating and musical way . The result of the

experiment was in every way a success, and our summer meeting ”

was greeted with great enthusiasm .

F

TH
HE boy messengers of the Savings Bank Department, who have

been undergoing a course of drill , under the supervision of

Colonel Grene, and Lon. R.V., are now blossoming forth into a first

rate little army . The Government has lent its aid in the shape of

carbines, and through the kindness of several friends in the Depart

ment the boys are now in possession of a band of their own. The

band is ambitious and intends to take part in a concert to be given

on the 19th April next.

a Transfer by Apparatus.

WRITER signing himself “ Headon Hill ” has for some time
past been contributing tales of the mysterious detective order

to our penny contemporary The Million . Written in emulation of

the Adventures of Sherlock Holmes , these productions fall lamentably

short of the elegance and precision of their model . Instead of logic

and perceptivity Headon Hill gives us strainings after effect and

elephantine gambollings painful in their grotesqueness. One of his

latest specimens is a tale called “ The Postmaster General's Story, "

which tells of a man who tried to steal a letter from a leather pouch

suspended upon the arm of the mail bag apparatus beside the railway.

As might be expected, he failed to get the letter ; but , according to

Headon Hill, the man himself was caught by the apparatus and

A
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hooked into the mail train by the net. It is only too clear that

Headon Hill never saw the apparatus being worked from the outside ,

or he would never have attempted to palm off upon an innocent

public an impossibility so stupendous in its absurdity.

Tbe Value of Civility .

M Lloyd SS . “ Spree " broke her shaft in mid-Atlantic and

was towed into Queenstown Harbour in December last . Her

passengers, cargo, &c . , were afterwards transferred to the SS . “ Havell”

of the same line. The number of telegrams, letters, &c. , received

at and sent from Queenstown in connection with the event was

very considerable. Amongst others , the postmaster, Mr. E. W.

Carrette, received a letter from a gentleman in Germany concerning

certain packages that had been placed on board the SS. “ Spree ."

Mr. Carrette , as a matter of courtesy, made the necessary enquiries

from the shipping agents at Queenstown, and communicated the

result to his correspondent in Germany. The matter had passed

out of mind, but in the course of a few weeks the German

gentleman wrote to say that for the kindness and courtesy exercised

in his behalf he took the liberty of sending what he called “ a

slight gift, a token of German life.” This arrived in due course,

carriage paid to Queenstown, and upon the case being opened it

was found to contain a biscuit box of curious pattern , mounted in

silver, a valuable and useful article .

Postmasters, whether they deserve it or not, have the reputation of

being sometimes “ crusty.” We commend the Queenstown incident

as an example of what may be gained by civility .

IN

Odds and Ends.

N a recently published account of a journey across the south of

France in a gipsy van , entitled Across France in a Caravan,

occurs the following account of a visit to a village post office : - “ We

went to the post office to get four stamps and five post cards , and we

had to wait twenty -five minutes for them , as half the population of

Marmande seemed to be there learning to write and the other half

helping them , and nothing would induce the officials to take us out

of our turn , even for such a modest request as we had come on . ”

This is an instructive comment on M. Yglesias' statement ( see

Vol. II ., p. 51 ) that the one point in which the French Post Office

is ahead of us is in the matter of supplying writing materials at post

offices.

M
ESSRS. WAITE & SAVILLE, Otley, have invented a news .

paper wrapping machine which is stated to be capable of

folding and enclosing in wrappers from 2,000 to 3,000 packets an

hour. It remains to be seen whether the machine will be found

useful in practice .
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THT
HE most interesting itemin the portion of the late Sir Henry

Cole's library, sold at Sotheby's on the 6th February ( says

the Daily Graphic), was not a book, but a unique mass of corres

pondence in connection with the introduction of the Penny Postage.

It comprised the autograph letters and other documents received

during Sir Henry Cole's secretaryship of the Committee of Postal

Reform , 1838-9. The more noteworthy among them are a letter of

the Duke of Wellington , who declined to present a petition on behalf

of Penny Postage, and a letter from Thomas Carlyle , accompanied

by a long draft of a “ Petition to be signed by Men of Letters. " This

is entirely in Carlyle's handwriting and is unpublished. Concerning

it Carlyle himself wrote, “ make what use of it you will ; on the con

dition , which I beg you to consider strict and literal, that my name

be not mentionedor whispered in regard to it." Mr. Quaritch pur

chased this lot for £28.

R. WHISTLER'S latest epistolary bizarrerie, says the

M ,
Post Office, and as it is characteristic and comical enough in its way,

I reproduce it below. It was written outside a parcel of engravings

of the " Butterfly," posted from Paris a few days since to Mr. Alex.

Reid , of the Société des Beaux Arts, West George Street, and is as

follows:

“ The British Postal authorities are informed that this parcel

contains lithograph drawings --and if it is thought necessary to

examine the same, they are cautioned to proceed with exceeding

care . The heads of Departments are mildly besought to refrain

from the simpler methods practised upon a similar package on or

about the 29th of June last , when the proofs, on their way to the

Fine Arts Society , London, were properly punched and prodded

through and through by some curious Coastling in full official pursuit,

probing among prints !!!-J. M'Neill WHISTLER.”

It will be noticed that in order to make the shaft go home the

painter underlines British St. Martin's le -Grand seems to have

felt annoyed about it , for it carefully pasted a sheet of paper over

Mr. Whistler's injunction, and it was with some difficulty Mr. Reid

was able to remove the sheet (which looked suspicious) to see what

it concealed .

Sothe
OME years ago, before the parcel post was invented , and when

the difference between the book rate of postage and the letter

rate was much greater than it is at present , a poor woman had sent

a pair of trousers through the post to her son , paid only at the book

When delivered, a heavy charge was demanded, and paid.

The woman then appealed to the Secretary , and a reply was sent

explaining the regulations, and pointing out that the book post was

not intended for the transmission through the post of such articles,

as she would see by consulting the Post Office Guide. The poor
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woman wrote back to say that she had consulted the guide, and

found that anything open at both ends could go by book post. She

therefore asked for the return of the surcharge. This was refused ,

but the officer who dealt with the case was a Scotchman !

THI
HIS is the age of meetings , associations, and combinations of

all kinds . Clerks, sorters, telegraphists, postmen , all have

their associations ; but we must confess we were much surprised to

read the other day that the sub -postmasters of the Bristol district had

just formed an association. What its precise object may be we know

not, but it is somewhat remarkable that a body of men who give

probably their main energies to non -official matters should thus unite.

* *

M
R. W. DICKSON, whose retirement from the service we

record elsewhere, deserves a word of notice as the inventor

of collapsible sorting tables and bag holding racks, which are found

exceedingly useful at Christmas and other times ofpressure, while

when not wanted they can be stowed in a very small space. They

were also used by the Army Postal Corps during the Egyptian and

Suakim campaigns.

*

TH
HE Godby memorial , to which Mr. Wint , of Hereford, has

devoted much labour, is now about to be erected in the

church of Meol Brace . It consists of a tablet formed of encaustic

tiles with a moulded border. The field is occupied by a large cross,

having various Christian symbols in the four panels. To judge from

a photographwhich we have seen, the design is an excellent one, but

the original idea of indicating in mediævalfashion the occupation of
the deceased by some symbolhas not been carried out. As the cost

of the memorial is not yet fully met, Mr. Wint will be glad of sub

scriptions from any admirers of Mr. Godby who have not yet given.
*

E stated in a recent issue that the Irish Post Office does not

pay its expenses ; and it now appears, from a statement

issued in connection with the Home Rule Bill , that the income is

£740,000 a year, while the expenditure is £790,000.

WE

M
R. F. Bellamy , on leaving Warwick to act as Head Stationary

Clerk in the South Eastern Provincial District, was the

recipient of several presents, including a clock (not ormolu) and a

brass inkstand, as well as certain aids to reflections, which took the

pleasing form of pipes and a tobacco -jar.

HE Economic Journal for March contains an interesting article

of
Consumption of Tea and other Staple Drinks.”
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“ W
E note," says the Financial Observer, “ that Messrs .

have opened up a direct telegraph line with all Post

Offices in the United Kingdom. ” This being translated into English

merely means that the firm in question have begun to rent a private

wire to T.S. This is, indeed, a fine instance of “ making the most

of it ."

OW is it that the Annual Library Meeting has not been held ?

We have a new and energetic honorary secretary, who, it

might have been supposed , would be only too anxious to give an

account of his reforming stewardship . Why, then , this delay ?

Hº

E have much pleasure in recording the marriage of Mr. S. R.

Hope,

with Miss Josephine Murphy. The event took place at St. Peter's,

Cranley Gardens, London , S.W. , on the 21st February.

!W ,

R. ALEXANDER MACKINTOSH SHAW was a Principal

Clerk in the Secretary's Office until the 18th March , 1893 .

But on that day his name was lost for evermore, and by operation of

a deed poll he became Mr. Alexander Mackintosh Mackintosh.

M

W.

Answers to Correspondents.

M. G. W.-Many thanks for your letter. We are interested

to learn the true source of the tale to which you
refer.

A Theen given to the ticket-bearer ofthesign-post.

TH CLIATH .—As far as we are aware, the lot has not yet

All that has

happened is that to the postmaster has fallen the task of Standard
bearer.

“ You catch th' paranomasia, play 'po'words ? "

The following elegant solution of the problem (given on p . III ) is

due — as a mathematical man would say — to the pen of our ever

helpful friend T. S. Clarke :

TRIOLET OF THE SIGNIFER.

Deliver the Standard

In Constantinople ?

Mr. Cobb has been slandered .

Deliver the Standard ?

St. Martin's- le-Grand ' ud

Say, “ No one, I hope, ' ll

Deliver the Standard

In Constantinople . "
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T.
B. E.-Thank you. The extract is , however, not of sufficient

general interest to warrant us in inserting it .

*

and Italian will not necessarily assist you in the matter ,

although it might not unnaturally be thought that these are indis

pensable for such work. We should recommend you to turn your

attention to translation, which at the present rates ought in judicious

hands to yield quite a small fortune.

“ W
HETHER it was by design or accident,” writes F.T. , “ the

much despised and rejected word ‘ sortation ' crept into

the special P.O. circular dated the 15th December, 1892 , relating to

the Christmas arrangements , is of course not evident, but its appear

ance there in all its glory is nevertheless amusing. Was the paragraph

written by one who was successful in the recent ' missing word

competitions , ' or did the printer make a slip with the finalword ?

Anyhow, after being condemned to death by a trumpet blast from the

seat ofauthority some monthssince, it seemed almost unholy even to

think of the word , and now it is revived one wonders whether its use

by postmasters and others is optional. ” [We are glad to see that our

provincial readers keep an eye on the Queen's English , which is

perhaps safer in their keepingthan in that of some London officers

whom we could name. We think it right, however, to point out to

F. T. that the obnoxious word in question occurs in a quotation

from an order issued prior to the " trumpet blast." ]
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Postmasters Appointed.

NAME . APPOINTED TO.. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

J. Livingstone Altrincham Postman , London, '58 ; Sorter , '61 ;

Postmaster, Nuneaton, 1888

Miss S. A. Ford

F. Platt

Chulmleigh

Margate...

Miss J. A. Hogarth

A. Burgess

T. M. Evans

G. H. Knight

Maryport

Milford Haven

Newport, Salop

Nuneaton

Postman , Liverpool, 1855 ; Inspect.

of Postmen, 1867 ; Postmaster,

Altrincham , 1876

S.C. & T. , Blackpool, '83; Clk., '86

S.C. & T. , Devonport, 1870

Sortg . Clk. , Shewsbury, 1871

Boy Sorter, London, 1878 ; Assist.

C. E, B. , 1880 ; Paper Keeper

Registry, 1884

Elec. Tel . Co. , 1863 ; Ch. Clerk ,

Lowestoft, 1888

Mrs. K. Eachus...

W. H. Hope

Sandbach

Sheerness

Mrs. R. C. Mills

Miss M. A. Graham

Stevenage

Ecclefechan, N.B...

Deaths.

NAME. LAST APPOINTMENT, PREVIOUS SERVICE .

G. A. Fuller ... Surveyor

.
.
.

Clk. , Dead Let. Offi , 1852 ;

R.A.G.O., 1854 ; Clk.

in Ch . , 1855 ; Sur. Clk. ,

1861 ; Sur., 1885

E. Wilde ... 2nd Cl. Engineer, E. in C.

Dept.

2nd Div . Clk . S.B.

Ist Cl. Clk . S.B.

2nd

Postmaster, Alford

Broadford, N.B.

E. E. Rogers ...

Miss V. K. Peel

Miss E. L. Breen

C. Smyth

A. Sutherland

...

Magnetic Tel. Co. , 1861

1886

1881 ; Ist Cl. , 1890

1882

Postmaster, Alford , 1869

Broadford, 18;8

.
.
.
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Retirements.

NAME LAST APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

... ...

...

LONDON..

F. J. Tobin ... 2nd Cl. Clk. , Sec. Office ... | M.O.O., 1870 ; S.O. , 1871

H. C. Harris Ist Cl . Clk. , Grade II . , Sec.

Office
M.O.O., 1858 ; S.O., 1872

G. T. Richmond Ist Cl. Engineer, E. in c.0. Elec . Tel.Čo., 1851

W. Morrison Assist. Supt. , C.T.O.

P. C. Durrant 2nd Div. Cik., R.A.G.O .: M.O.O., 66; R.A.G.O. , '72
T. W. Soppet S. B. , '63; R.A.G.O., '66
Miss F. M. Conway Prin.clk., C.H.B. " Tel. T. S., 1871 ; Clerk

C.H.B., 1871 ; Prin . Clk .,

1886

Miss A. S. Cather Ist Cl . Clk. , P.O.B .... C.H.B., '77 ; P.O. B. , '81

Miss R. F. Dann .. 2nd Sorier, S.B., 1885 ; Clk. ,

P.O.B. , 1886

* R . Burt... Controller, Returned Let. D. L. O. , 1846 ; Cont.

Office R.L.O. , 1892

H. Headland Ist Cl . Clk . , S.B. 1863

C. Mackinlay 2nd Div. Cik. , S. B.... 1866

Miss E. B. Marsh Ist Cl . Clk. , S. B. P.O.B. , 1882 ; S. B., 1882 ;

Ist Cl. , 1890

Miss K. M. Delaney ... 2nd 1877

Miss M. J. Ewart 1882 ; Ist Cl. , 1890

W. Dickson Supervisor, L.P.S.D. 1849

G. Bowles 3rd Cl. Clk. , Cir. Offi. S. B. , 1873 ; I. B. , 1888

EDINBURGH.

•W. W. Halliburton Cf. Clk . , Survey. General's

Office, Edinburgh ... 1845 ; Chf. Clk . , 1871

*G. Jack ... Supt . Sorting Office ... 1853 ; Asst. Super. , 1891 ;

Super ., 1892

DUBLIN.

Miss A. E. Farrell 2nd Cl. Clk . , Acct . Office . S.B., 1882 ; A.O. , Dub. ,

1885

*U. J. Daly Supt., Sortg. Office... 1848

W. Williams.... Clk . , Sortg . Office 1851

Ist

...

...

...

•S. Court Postmaster, Derby... A.G.O. , 1844 ; M.O.O. ,

'45 ; Ptmr., Derby, '65

Clk. , Cirencester, 1862 ;

Pimr., 1880

R. Herbert Cirencester

* Under provisions of Order in Council --over 65 .
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Promotions.

LONDON.

VAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

A. G. Leonard, M.A.

C. Stevens

W. T. White ...

.
.
.

W. F. Besant ...

W. Newnam

.
.
.

2nd Cl . Clk . , Secy.'s Offi. Clk. , Secy.'s Offi., 1883

Ist Ci , Clk . , Grade II . ,

Secy.'s Off . 1870

Prin. Clk . , C.E. B. S. B., 1874 ; R.A.G.O. , 1880 ;

C.E. B. , 1883

Ist C1. M.O.O. , 1874 ; C.E.B., 1884

2nd Cl. M.0.0. , 1877 ; S. B. , 1878 ;

C.E.B. , 1885

Asst. Super. Engineer ... 1871 ; Inspector, 1891
U.K. Tel. Co. , 1865

Electric Tel. Co. , 1862

Relay. Clk ., E. in C.O ... Tel . , Leeds, 1877

Jun. Clk ., Super. Engrs.

Offi., Lon.... Tel. , T.S. , 1885

D. M. Stewart

D. P. Walsh

G. H. P. Lee ...

T. Holbrook

A. H. Wood

:
:
:
:
: Engineer, 'Ist ci!

W. C. Pittman

W. M. Batchelor

G. Henshilwood

:
:
:

...

F. Wiggins

R. McIlroy

R. L. Dawson

H. J. Langton

J. H. G. Taylor

W. J. Honnor

G. Brown

:
:

Ist " cu Čik . Factories, Tel. , C.T.O., 1883

V. M. Dunford

J. Guess

M. W. Irvine...

T. McKenzie...

E. Long

C. R. Davies ...

F. W. Wheeler

A. G. Simpson

Miss A. E. Lee

s.c. & T.'Rochester, 1884 ;

Tel . , T.S. , 1887

Tel . , T.S. , 1888

Draughtsman & Shorthd. Tel . , Belfast, 1885 ; Junr.

Writer, E. in C.O. ... Clk . , E. in C.O., 1891

Exam. , Ist Cl.,C. of S.O. 1870 ; Examiner, 1882

2nd Tel . , Hull , 1882 ; Factory

Clk . , C. of S.O. , 1889

Boy Clk . , S. B., 1888 ; Clk. ,

2nd Div. , R.A.G.O., 1891

” ci. .
C. of S.O. Tel. , L.P.S.D. , 1881

Senior Tel. , C.T.O. 1881

1871

ist Cl. Tel., 1881

1882

1881

1879

1881

1881

Asst . Supervisor Tel. ,

C.T.O. 1870

Controller, R.L.O. C.D. , 1861; R.L.O. , 1867 ;

Prin . Clk. , 1892

Prin. Clk . , R.L.O. M.O.O., 1857 ; C.D., 1860 ;

R.L.O. , 1867

Ist Clk . , S. B. 1866

Supt., L. P.S.D. Clk . , S.B., 1864 ; C.D., 1866 ;

Asst. Super. , 1884

3rd Cl . Clk . , Conts. Offi.,

L.P.S.D. Clk . , L. Div. , M.O.O. , 1887

Sortg. Cik . , Liverpool, 1880

Glasgow , 1882

Tel. , 'Cardiff, 1885 ; Shrews

bury , 1890

J. Downes

.
.
.

.
.
.

J. R. Hay

.
.

G. P. Morris ...

C. P. Moginie

C. E. Hamer ...

M. W. Beattie

H. A. Cockshott

W. Pugh ...

.
.
.
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NAME . APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

H. R. Blumsum

C. H. Cooke

9W. Winter

H. G. Carter

H. Mould

T. A. Varley 9

H. C. Bullen ...

W. Hallowes

N. C. Sayers ... .

87

...

.
.
.

...

Supervisor, L.P.S.D. 1870 ; Inspector, 1892

3rd Cl . Clk., Cir. Offi.,

L.P.S.D. ... Clk. , L. Div ., M.O.O., 1885

C. of S.O. , '89

Sortg . Clk . , Bristol, 1880
Tel. , Liverpool, 1883

Tel., C.T.O., 1884 ; Birm

ingham, 1888

Sortg. Clk . , Glasgow , 1887

1888

Bradford, Yhs. ,

1892

Inspector, L.P.S. ... 1805

Clk ., W.C.D.O. Tel ., Glasgow , 1883

» Paddington ... Clk . , L. Div ., C. or S.O.,

N.W.D.O. S.B. , 1882

Senr. Counterman and

Tel. , L.P.S. 1870

1871

1870

1871

1872

1870

1871

1871

1874

1870

1855

1858

1856

1856

1870

Ist Ĉi. Counterman
and

L.P.S. 1880

1883

1880

1881

Supervisor, L.P.S.” 1871

J. Clark ...

F. W. D’Evelyn

J. W. Campion

D. E. Ayling ...

C. Stephenson

G. W. Holloway

W. G. Hallet ...

J. Hanchard

W. C. Grisoid

H. E. Pearman

J. J. Brenham

E.R. Nash

J. Shepherd

J. Carter ...

R. C. Hughes...

J. Watson

J. Bullard

J. J. Oulet

C. Blackley

S. H. Barnewall

99

9 )

9

99

>>

Tel .,

99A. J. Coochey

G. Buck

H. A. Swaby ...

Miss E. W. Genery

PROVINCES.

OFFICE NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

Birmingham J. Lewis ... ...

...

'92...

H. Heritage

G. Pearce

H. J. Bennett

C. Č. Payne

W. C. Banwell

F. Tranter ...

A. J. Flewell

Chief Clerk 1856 ; Prin. Clk ., 1872 ;

Ch. Supt . , 1890

Chief Supt. (Postal) 1860 ; Supt., 1881

Supt. 1861; As. Spt., Ist Cl.,90

Asst.Spt.Ist Cl. "', 1878 ; 2nd

2nd 1879 ; Clk. , 1890

Clk. 1871 ; Tel. , Ist Cl . , 1881

Clk. Tel. , Gloucester, 1881

Ch. Clk . Elec. Tel. Co. , 1862 ;

Supt. ( Tels .), 1889

Blackpool

Bristol
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OFFICE, NAME . APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

:
: :

:
:

...

Bristol W. H. Gange Supt. ( Tels. ) ... Elec . Tel . Co., 1863 ; As.

Spt. (Postl.), 1st Cl.,90

W. H. Edwards Asst. Supt. Ist Cl. Elec. Tel. Co., 1862; As.

( Postal) Spt., 2ndC1.(Postl.),'86
J. Robertson Asst. Supt. ist ci. Elec. Tel. Co., 1857

(Tels.)

J. Bargus Asst. Supt. (Postal) 1866 ; Clk . , 1890

Bury, Lanc. T. Nuttall Clk. 1874

Chatham ... Miss S. Simmons Supervisor 1866

Chichester W. Sandham Clk. 1882

Coventry... W. W. Smith Ch. Clk.... S.C. &T. , Abingdon, '83 ;

As. Spt., Coventry, '92

B. M. Harris Asst. Supt. Stg . Clk ., Oxford, 1875 ;

Clk ., Coventry, 1881
H. Dancaster Clk . 1880

Exeter W. H. Rendle Asst. Supt. (Postal) 1860

Gloucester J. Mills Supt. 1860 ; Asst. Supt. , 1891

H. C. Dawe Asst. Supt. Elec. T. Co. , '66; Ck. , '85

A. Lewis Clk.
1869 ; Stg .Ck., ist Cl., '85

Guildford W. F. Stedman .. Cik. 1879

Jersey T. Angell Supt. 1874 ; Clk. , 1889

T. M. Leat Clk . 1872
Lichfield ... H. Barker ... Clk . S.C.& T., Stafford , 1879 ;

Lichfield , 1884

Liverpool ... A. D. Taylor Clk. (Postal) 1876 ; Sg. Ck . , 1st Cl. , '84

Miss A. Hatchman Asst. Clk . in Ch . 1880 ; Counterwoman,

Ist Cl. , 1884

Manchester T. Kelly Clk. (Tels. ) Magnetic Tel. Co. , 1860

Margate Miss H. J. Jell... Supervisor 1870

Newport, Mon. T. S. Cooper Ch. Clk.... 1864 ; Clk . , 1887 ; Asst.

Supt . ( Postal), 1891

R. P. Nott Asst. Supt. (Postal) 1872 ; CÌk ., 1889

H. T. Ventom Clk.
1873 ; Sg. Ck. , Ist Cl.,'85.

Normanton H. Pretty Clk. 1873

Oswestry C. E. Cotgreave Ch. Clk .... Sg. Ck . , Stoke-on-Trent,

1880

W. F. Pearce Clk. Tel. , Maidstone, 1873 ;

S.C. & T., Berwick , '82

Petersfield J. H. Merritt Clk. S.C.&T. , Staplehurst, '86

Portsmouth A. C. Leamy Asst. Supt. (Postal) 1868

C, R. Coltherup Clk. 1870

Reading J. H. Wadhams Clk. 1874

Redditch G. Morris ... Clk , 1876

Rochdale ... R. Worrall ... Clk. 1882

Sevenoaks E. Gilham ... Clk. S.C. & T. , 1879

Shrewsbury ... B. J. Bebbington Clk . Clk. , Burnley, 1880; S.C.,

Preston, 1888

Southampton ... J. T. Witt ... Supt. ( Postal) 1861 ; Asst. Supt. , 1891

F. Nutt Asst. Supt. 1875 ; Clk . , 1890

J. T. Edney Asst. Supt. (Tels .) E. Tel.Co., 1868
T. Permain E. Tel . Co. , 1863

Stoke-on-Trent A. C. Woolley ( Postal) Sub- Pmr. , Longton, 1882.
Sunderland G. L. Fox ... Clk. 1873

Sutton, Surrey C. B. Church Clk. 1886

Wolverhampton T. D. Douglas . Asst. Supt. (Postal) Tel. T.S.,1881 ; S.C ,ist

Cl. , Birmingham , 1887

29

...

.
.
. ...

...

...

9

>
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SCOTLAND.

OFFICE. NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

Edinburgh W. J. Barber

G. Purves

P. Watson ...

...

Aberdeen

Glasgow ...

C. J. Sword

Miss J. Kerr

D. Anderson

J. Macpherson

J. Parker

H. Johnstone

Clk. (Postal) 1873

Cik . 1874

Asst. Supt. ist Cl. E. Tel. Co., 1867 ; Asst .

( Tels.) Supt., 2nd Class, 1891

Clk. (Tels.) E. Tel. Co., 1863

Asst. Supervisor 1873

Asst. Supt. (Postal) 1874; Clk. , 1891
Clk . S.C. , 1879

Clk. 1876

Asst. Supt. Ist Cl. Magnetic Tel. Co. , 1864 ;

(Tels.) As. Spt. , 2nd Cl. , 1890

Asst. Supt. 2nd Cl. U. K.Tel. Co., 1866 ;
(Tels. ) Clk. , 1890

CIk. ( Tels.) 1872

.
.
. H. Wilson ...

.
.
. H. F. Rice ...

IRELAND.

Clonmel ... E. O'Neill ... Clk.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

Enniskillen

Galway

Mullingar

J. E. Applegate ... Cik.
J. F. Plummer Clk.

H. J. Savage Clk .

Tel. Dub. , 1878 ; S.C.

&T., Clonmel, 1887

1882

1887

1887

ERRATUM.

No. 9, p. 105 .

North Midland.

Fourth paragraph. For South Midland read
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TO OUR READERS.

A

LTHOUGH our mode of doing business is a novel one, yet inost of

our subscribers now understand and fall in with it . St. Martin's

is not sold to any except Post Office men , and orders sent through

booksellers are refused .

As the Magazine is not conducted for profit, we think we may

reasonably ask our readers to save us unnecessary trouble by sending in their

annual subscriptions in proper time. Unless we know before the January number

appears how many subscribers we shall have, we cannot tell how much money we

ought to spend on that number, or even how many copies we should print. We

have to thank the great bulk of our readers for having complied with our request ;

and , acting on the indications furnished , we printed 2,500 copies of the January

number. By the end of January, however, but few copies were left, and we were

obliged to put a premium , first 6d . and afterwards is . , on the remaining copies.

In most cases of tardy application this has been cheerfully paid , but in one or two

cases gentlemen of high official position have felt much annoyed. They do not

seem to see that we must treat all alike . In one case we have had quite a long

correspondence on this trumpery subject, and in the end the gentleman in question

requested, and was allowed , to withdraw the subscription which he had paid.

Generally speaking, we may say that the hundred or so of subscriptions received

since publication have caused more trouble than all the rest put together, and next

year we propose to raise the subscription price to all European subscribers as soon

as the January number has been issued.

The increase in our subscription list has enabled us to increase once more the

size of the Magazine, as well as to give a much larger number of illustrations.

There is still , however, room for an increase in the number of subscribers, though

before sending up their money our friends will do well to consult our business

announcement on the cover, and to remember that No. 9 is now out of print .

There are still a good many important offices where we get no support

whatever, while at others the one or two subscribers whom we have, if they do

not actually discourage others from subscribing , at least do nothing to spread our

circulation among them. We append the names of a few offices where an opening

might no doubt be found if some of our friends will take the trouble :-Bangor,

Barnstaple , Bath , Belfast, Birmingham , Blackburn , Boston, Bournemouth ,

Burton -on - Trent, Canterbury, Carnarvon , Cork , Coventry, Croydon, Darlington ,

Doncaster, Dorchester, Dublin, Dudley, Eastbourne, Gloucester, Grimsby,

Guildford, Jersey, King's Lynn , Londonderry, Middlesborough, Newport (Mon.),

Peterborough, Plymouth , Reading, Stockton -on - Tees, Swansea , Weymouth,

Windsor, York .

VOL. I.

Anyone who has a copy of Volume I. for sale is invited to write to the Hon.

Sec . , stating price , and whether the copy is bound or unbound.
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ST . MARTIN'S -LE- GRAND :

The Post Office Magazine.

JULY, 1893 .

The Post Office & Mr.J.H. Heaton, M.P.

( Continued .)

-Ye gods, it doth amaze me,

A man of such a feeble temper should

So get the start of the majestic world

And bear the palm alone

Julius Casar.

»

IV.-INLAND Postage Rates,

39 . BHE question now arises—What was the state of

the Department when Mr. Heaton first entered

Parliament ? If it was in a stagnant and back

ward condition it would certainly seem on the

face of it as though Mr. Heaton had done wonders. But I turn to

the Postmaster General's annual report for 1885–6, and I find that

during the year the following alterations came into force :

(a) Private letter boxes, with collections by postmen , established

in London .

(6) Post Office Handbook first issued.

( c) Postage rate on inland letters reduced from one penny per oz.

to one halfpenny per 2 ozs . ( ſor weights over 12 ounces) .

(d ) Fee for continental letters posted at Charing Cross or Cannon

Street up to the time of departure of mail trains, reduced from six

pence to fourpence.

(e) Insurance and compensation systems introduced in connection

with Inland Parcel Post.

() Parcel Post Service begun with 27 colonies and foreign

countries.

Q
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40.

(8 ) Sixpenny telegrams introduced.

This effectually disposes of the idea that our office was at a stand

still when Mr. Heaton first bethought himself to take us in hand.

Now I assume, and I think that my readers will admit the

correctness of my assumption , that it is not the duty of the Post

Office to anticipate demands for large reductions of rates. It is, of

course, the duty of all officers to endeavour to improve the machinery

of the Department — to take care, for instance, that the telegraph

appliances are of the best and most approved construction , and that

the train service is adequate for the due carriage of the mails. But

it is not the duty of the Post Office to initiate proposals for radical

alterations of rates, which would make a large inroad in the revenue.

All such suggestions must originally come from public discussion in

the press, and when at length the point is brought before Parliament,

it is the duty of the Department to carefully and fairly criticise such

proposals so that the House may see all sides of the question before

it makes up its mind .

41. Admitting then the principle that in large matters the Post

Office must follow public opinion, not lead it, such success as

Mr. Heaton has attained is easily explained. A man writes to the

paper proposing some change. Mr. Heaton makes a note of it and

adopts it as his own, asks questions about it but takes no heed to the

answers ; writes to the papers about it and finally embodies it in a

scrappy pamphlet. Meanwhile the Post Office has considered the

matter, the Treasury approves, the thing is done, and then Mr. Heaton

takes the whole credit to himself.

42. Take for example the question of the cost of post-cards and

Messrs. de la Rue's contract. The first questions on the subject

were asked in the House in 1887 and 1888 by Mr. A. O'Connor,

Mr. Firth, and Mr. R. Powell. When the way had thus been shown ,

and not until then , Mr. Heaton took up the question, and in a speech

on the 17th August, 1889 , he claimed the whole credit of the reduc

tion of price obtained on that contract. “ I set to work ” he remarked .

43. As a specimen of the dire confusion of Mr. Heaton's mind

on postal questions , take the following example :

On the 25th March , 1890 , he asked a question as to the cost of a

million post -cards and a million halfpenny stamps . Two days

afterwards he asked whether it would not be cheaper to allow people

to affix stamps to their own post -cards than to compel them to buy

post-cards supplied by government contractors. To this, of course,

the reply was in the negative, because the Department makes a profit
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out of the sale of cards. This answer was apparently addressed to

deaf ears, for in the Contemporary Review for March, 1891 , he

writes :

“ It should be observed that by reason of this regulation the Post

Office annually incurs an unnecessary expenditure of £20,000 on

the material of official postcards. In answer to a question, the

Postmaster General informed me that the cost of printing halfpenny

adhesive stamps amounts to only £ 160 a million, whereas the post

cards cost £.234 a million . Some official wiseacre has doubtless

advised Mr. Raikes that this regulation is necessary. The blunder of

that wiseacre costs £20,000 a year.”

Once more, in a letter which appeared in the Times of the 25th

August last, he repeats the statement that “ by adopting this plan

the Post Office would save £20,000 a year.” On this being

challenged he again writes in the Times of the 26th September :

" WhatI docharge the Post Office Officials with, is that they are

doing an illegal action , viz . , making a profit of £ 20,000 a year out

of the sale of Post Office stationery. What right, I ask, has the

Government to make a profit out of stationery ? And I am told their

post cards are made in Germany and contain 20 or 30 per cent. of

clay. A high-class stationer has handed in an offer to make as

good cards for the Government at £20,000 a year less than is now

paid ."

These extracts show that although Mr. Heaton has had this

subject before him now for four years, he does not know yet what he

wants. Anyone who reads these extracts may well puzzle over that

£ 20,000. At one time the public loses it , at another the Post Office.

At one time the action is illegal , at another merely a blunder. The

last extract leaves it doubtful whether the German firm has netted

that £20,000 or the Post Office.

44. Take another instance. In the article in the Contemporary

Review above quoted he proposes that the Parcel Post rate should

be threepence for the first pound and a penny for each subsequent

pound instead of a penny-halfpenny as at present. He then says:

“ An agricultural parcel post should be established at specially low

rates for the benefit of farmers, market gardeners , dairymen, and

others, so as to utilise the superior speed of the post for the convey

ance of perishable goods , and thus encourage an important home

industry which is at present subject to the fiercest foreigncompetition.”

45 . We next hear of this proposal in a letter to the Times of the

25th August last, where he puts a sort of supplementary report into

the mouth of the Postmaster General, whom he represents as saying :

“ With much vexation I must add, that owing to the implacable

opposition of the officials referred to ( who I wish to say are honestly
convinced that they can best consult the public interest by resisting
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all change), I have been prevented from establishing the system of

an agricultural parcel post, devised by the honourable member

already mentioned, and approved by the ex-Minister of Agriculture ,

under which dairy and farm produce, flowers, &c. , would have been

forwarded at a uniform rate of one penny per pound .... I am

still more vexed to find that we annually import from the continent

eggs , butter , fruit, vegetables, and flowers (all conveyed by cheap

foreign parcel post) to the amount of £ 30,000,000, every penny of

which ought to go into the pockets of the British cultivators if we

offered them special facilities for conveying their produce to London

—the greatest market in the world—and other important cities of

England.”

This is indeed a gem, £30,000,000 of foreign vegetables sent

yearly to England from the continent, and sent by cheap foreign

parcel post ! It shows an ignorance which is positively astounding .

A glance at the Post Office Guide would have told him that the

carriage of a 7 pound parcel from France costs one shilling and

ninepence, while a similar inland parcel costs only one shilling Can

anyone suppose that any appreciable quantity of agricultural produce,

much less a trade of £30,000,000 a year, could be done in parcels

not exceeding 7 pounds in weight and at a cost of threepence per

pound ? Finally, how does Mr. Heaton arrive at the statements that

the foreign fruit and butter trade amounts to £30,000,000, and that

every penny of this sum might be made to go into the pockets of

British cultivators ? It is interesting to observe that in his recent

article in the Nineteenth Century the amount is stated at£ 15,000,000 ,

or just one half of this amount.

Last autumn a country tradesman wrote to Mr. Heaton

complaining that the Parcel Post was ruining him , as by means of it

people obtained their goods more and more from the large towns.

Mr. Heaton , in a reply which was published in the Yorkshire Post of

the 27th September, expressed sympathy with the writer, but added :

“ As to the remedying it , that is another matter, as you know the

uniformity of postal rates , irrespective of distance, is the principal

reason of their success." So far so good, but in the Nineteenth

Century for June, Mr. Heaton has an article on the Post Office,

written in his most illogical and scurrilous vein . I do not enter into

it because it contains nothing new, and no doubt a reply will appear

in one or more of the July magazines. However, among other items

of his indictment he prints this correspondent's letter, and complains

that “ owing to the excessive charges made for the conveyance of

parcels over short distances, trade is diverted from small country

towns to the metropolis, and the postal revenue is on the whole a

46.
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In

loser." In other words he now wishes to establish differential rates.

Some people may conclude from this that he has changed his views

for the worse during the past year, but others who do not think that

he possesses any views, will probably conclude that there have been

different " ghosts " at work in the two cases.

47. If I have made myself clear, I have shown that Mr. Heaton's

defects as a Post Office critic are not mere excusable ignorance of

trilling details ; but that they are due to a fundamental incapacity for

the acquisition of facts, and for sustained and logical argument.

far less time than Mr. Heaton has had, Rowland Hill, though an

outsider, mastered all the details of the office, and was able to set

forth the advantages of his scheme in a way which carried

conviction to all but the most bigoted. Is there a single scheme

now set on foot in Mr. Heaton's name of which this can be

truthfully said ?

48. If anything more is needed to show what amount of candour

and acumen Mr. Heaton brings to bear on Post Office questions, I

would invite attention to a recent correspondence in the Times. On

the 25th August last , a letter from him was printed in that journal .

It was written in the form of a supplement to the annual report of

the Postmaster General , and consists of 19 paragraphs. One relating

to the agricultural parcel post I have already quoted , while the

contents of others will appear from the sequel . The following is the

fourth paragraph :

" It is equally disappointing to me to leave office without having

instituted the value payable, ' or cash on delivery ' post, which is in

active operation on the Continent as well as in India and other

British dependencies. Under this system one need not go to shop '

for one's goods. An order is sent by post ; the parcel postman

brings thearticle (book , grocery, or what not), and receives the price
of it at the purchaser's door, to be remitted to the vendor. This

system my respected subordinates will not hear of, just as their

predecessors, in 1841 , would not hear of her Majesty's postal

officials selling a penny stamp over a vulgar counter. "

Much, no doubt , to Mr. Heaton's surprise ( for hitherto he had

always had the field to himself ) , an answer signed Mastix appeared

on the 13th of September, questioning eight of Mr. Heaton's points ,

and specially asking for information as to the agricultural parcel post.

To this Mr. Heaton replied on the 26th of September, taking up six

of the points , but omitting to say anything about the agricultural

parcel post and the cash on delivery system, on the plea of want of

time.
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The following characteristic sentences are culled from the ending

of Mr. Heaton's second letter :

“ I have said sufficient to show how uncandid Mastix is . With

respect to his kind suggestion that I should print in The Times long

and detailed information in support of every one of the reforms on

my list and still to be carried , let me in turn suggest that he should

read the thousand pages which I have published on these very subjects,

and then decide whether I can ask you to reproduce them . . .

You, Sir, have never charged me with asking a stupid question or

boring thepublic, or wasting the time of the House of Commons” ...

I will only add that wherever Mr. Heaton may have got this last

idea from , he did not get it from Mastix ' letters. Who could have

started such a notion ?

49. Mastix ' second reply was as follows :

SIR ,-I hope to be able to convince your readers that I am able to

reply to Mr. Heaton's letter, and that I am not uncandid. I will

deal consecutively with the points taken by him.

I. Express Letters . — Mr. Heaton gives the list of the entries

which have to be filled in by the postmaster and the messenger when

an express letter or parcel is sent. He seems to think them

unnecessary, because hesays that no such particulars are given in the

case of telegrams. If it were a fact that no such particulars are

given in thecase of telegrams, this alone would not necessarily show

that to give them in the case of express letters or parcels is a waste

of time, for surely an express parcel , if not an express letter also, is

presumably more important even than a telegram . It is certainly

more likely to get stolen . But , more than that , it is incorrect to say

that similar details are not required in the case of telegrams ; they

are required and are found most useful. This shows how little

Mr. Heaton really knows of the interior working of the department

which it is the business of his life to criticise, for, as he will find on

enquiry of any telegraphist, there is hardly a single one of the 23

items on this form which is not also to be found upon the forms used

when a telegram is sent. Such items as those numbered 2 and 5 ,

relating to weight and registration , are obviously not applicable to

telegrams, and in both one or two items of information are only

given in special cases when they are required . The only important

difference is that the addressee of an express packet is asked to give

a receipt, though he is not obliged to do so , whereas no receipt is

asked for in the case of telegrams. As to the utility of the proceeding,

Mr. Heaton has not attempted seriously to dispute Sir James

Fergusson's statement that ' the check is useful to the public and the

department, and that no single person has ever complained of it . '

How does he imagine a missing express parcel could be traced

without details of the time , place, and persons concerned ?

II . Postmaster -General's Report.- I gather that Mr. Heaton

wishes more details of foreign mails . No one, of course, would

object to that , but it would surely not be necessary to swell the
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report to 1,200 pages in order to obtain it. Let him move for the

return which he desires, and the thing is done.

III . Sale of Colonial Postage Stamps in the Chief Post Offices.

Mr. Heaton admits that he was told by Sir James Fergusson that the

Post Office does all in its power to discourage remittances by postage

stamps, because temptation is thus placed in the way of sorters, & c.

Mr. Heaton's proposal would thus be contrary to the deliberate

policy of the Post Office. Of course, it by no means follows that

Mr. Heaton may not be right in opposing this policy, but it is,

I submit, for him to prove that this is so. The issue is a fair one .

When he has proved his principle, then it will be a question, as I

before stated, whether there would be any demand for such stamps.

Besides, has it struck him that any one who really wants current

colonial stamps can always procure them at a small enhancement of

price ' from any stamp dealer ?

IV. Postal Orders to the Colonies.—If Mr. Heaton will look at

my previous letter he will see that this is one of the schemes which ,

in my opinion, is quite open to discussion , but the practicability of

which has not yet been proved. He appears to misapprehend the

objection raised . It is not the fear that orders would be stolen in

the post, for there would be no unusual risk in this respect, but it is

that English orders might easily be forged and uttered in a distant

colony where there could be no adequate check on them . In

England every one knows the appearance of an English postal order,

but how could a postmaster in England who had never seen a

Victorian order before know that one presented for payment was not

a forgery ? If Mr. Heaton wishes to test this objection practically ,

let him try to cash an Irish or Scotch £ 1 -note at an ordinary trades

man's shop in London .

That a way may be found to surmount this objection is not

impossible, and it would no doubt help matters if Mr. Heaton would

state where an account is to be found of the means which , he states ,

have been suggested for rendering fraud impossible in these cases.

Then there is another serious matter ; a postal order sent to or from

Australia would be outstanding so long as to become a paper

currency and defeat the policy of Parliament . Besides , this long

outstanding of an order would render still more difficult the catching

of thieves.

Mr. Heaton asks whether I am aware that the “ whole of the

Australian Postmasters-General in conference at Hobart have just

resolved to establish postal orders to England.” I am not aware of

this, but I am aware that the assembled Postmasters-General agreed

to move their respective Governments to invite the London office to

adopt an exchange of postal orders . This, I take it, merely means

that the subject is open to discussion , and no doubt it will be

discussed.

V. Inland Telegraph Rates.—When this point was last considered

by Parliament that body decided to abolish free addresses . Mr Heaton

thinks an address of eight words should be carried free. This again

is a plain issue which he or some other member might bring before
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Parliament, but instead of doing so he sneers at the Post Office

because the Government has preferred a simple rate of one halfpenny

a word, and at myself because I suggest that when a change is again

made a farthing a word would be simpler and better than either. 20

or 22 words for 6d. After all, the question is one of the general

financial policy of the country ,and not of the preferences or predilec

tions of permanent officials . In connection with this matter I note

that Mr. Heaton stated in his first letter that “ the London telegrams

are all forwarded by pneumatic tube, and neither the address nor the

body of the message is telegraphed at all. ” Here again he shows how

little he really knows of the Post Office, for the tube system only

extends to Southampton street and Charing -cross on the one side and

to Billingsgate on the other. In fact, with the exception of a special

branch line to the House of Commons, the system is confined to the

E.C. and W.C. postal districts, or, in other words, the business

portion of London, while all the residential parts of the metropolis

are served by wire. A little reflection will show that of the six

millions of local London telegrams the number which circulates

wholly within these two small districts must be but a minute fraction

of that number, while all other local telegrams, even if sent part of

the way by tube, have at some period to pass over the wires. It will

perhaps interest Mr. Heaton to know that the system of cartes tele

graphiques has recently been abolished in Paris, so that he will not

be able in future to quote French authority for his proposal.

VI. Relative Cost of Post - cards and Stamps.-I can assure

Mr. Heaton that, although I have seen statements by him on this

subject repeatedly, I am still at a loss to know precisely what he

means. In his last letter he says that the Post Office makes a profit

of £20,000 a year on post-cards, and that that is illegal . But

further down he says that the Government pays £20,000 a year for

cards more than they need pay. I am, I fear, still unable to see his

point, but of course if an illegal action is being done the matter

might be raised in the House. It is characteristic of Mr. Heaton

that he blames the Post Office, whereas he is well aware that the

responsibility for post-card contracts is cast by statute upon the

Board of Inland Revenue, whose spokesman is the Chancellor of the

Exchequer.

VII . Cash on Delivery System.-In his first letter Mr. Heaton

abuses the Post Office for not introducing this system ; but though I

challenged him on the point, he says nothing of it in his second
letter . I must, therefore, draw his attention to the following extract

from The Times of May 7th, 1889 :

" Mr. Bartley asked the Chancellor of the Exchequer what steps

had been taken by the Treasury with reference to the trade charges

collection scheme of the Post Office ; and whether any system of

paying the postmen per transaction was proposed ?

· The Chancellor of the Exchequer.-In reply, I have to inform

the hon . member that after a full consideration of the scheme I have

been unable to adopt it . The business undertaken by the Post Office

is already so extensive, and even its ordinary growth is so difficult to
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( leal with, that it has appeared to me inadvisable to impose upon it

new responsibilities not absolutely unavoidable, which would involve

an increase of charge for staff accommodation , and which ought , I

think , to be met, if required , by private enterprise .'

Surely one who is understood to make the Post Office his special

study cannot be ignorant of this answer of Mr. Goschen's, and

let I should be sorry to think that Mr. Heaton had it in his mind

when he blamed the permanent officers of the Post office for not

carrying out the scheme.

VIII. Agricultural Parcel Post.—But these seven points are com

paratively unimportant just now. In most cases their realisation is a

question of time, means, public demand , and opportunity. There is

one more point in regard to which Mr. Heaton says he has no time

to reply ; but it unfortunately happens that this one point is by far

the most important of all—it is, in fact, a point that puts all the

others into the shade—viz. , the proposed agricultural parcel post .

On this in my previous letter I laid special stress. I asked why a

pound of butter should be sent by post for less than a pound of salt .

I asked him to define agricultural produce, and whether it was not

quite certain that someone would at once demand a mineral parcel

post at the same rate.

Mr. Heaton says he has published a thousand pages on post

office matters, but will he say where he has published any reasons in

favour of this proposal ? I challenge him to produce any now. If

he wants to know what statesmen think of it , let him ask Mr. Goschen .

The point which Mr. Heaton thus avoids is one which he has

repeatedly urged, on which he lays special stress , and which he claims

to have originated . On the 9th April , 1891 , a letter appeared in The

Times, in which he said :

' In order to give practical effect to this suggestion , I beg to say

that I do not wish to hear from people who have long thought of or

advocated the idea and believe it impossible to carry out, but I ask

ladies and gentlemen in the country and fellow -members to write to

me expressing their willingness to form a deputation to wait on the

Postmaster -General.'

Then, as now, he avoided discussion on the merits of the subject,

and as far as I know he has nowhere stated either the grounds of his

proposal or the means by which he suggests that it should be

carried out . I am therefore very much surprised that he should

plead want of time, especially as he has thought fit to call my letter

“ uncandid . ' If Mr. Heaton again refuses my challenge I can only

conclude that he has no reasons to urge which will stand examination .

It may be wise to reduce the parcel post rates generally, but that is

of course quite another question.

Finally, I would say that I have not accused Mr Heaton of asking

' stupid questions, and that as he perhaps may fairly object to my

signature, I will promise him that when this correspondence is at an

end I will never again sign myself

Mastix ."
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50. Here we have a discussion raised in the columns of the

leading journal by a member of Parliament who is popularly

supposed to be an expert on the subject. He is answered , and

responds after a fashion. His reply is then challenged in a long and

argumentative letter, but to this day he has not dared to reply ,

although the seventh paragraph especially forms a very awkward

dilemma for a public man.

E. T. C.

( To be continued . )
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The Debate on Imperial Penny Postage.

M

If they

[Our limited space precludes us from printing in full the speeches delivered in

Parliament on this subject on the 28th April, but we give below the principal

arguments used both for and against the proposal .]

R. LODER moved :

" That, in view of the recent declaration of the Post

master-General to the effect that there are no serious

financial or administrative objections to such a step, the

time has come when the charge for the transmission of letters from

the United Kingdom to all parts of the British Empire should be

reduced to one penny per half-ounce letter .”

He reminded the House that the principle which underlay his

proposal was identical with the principle laid down by those who

introduced the penny postage scheme in this country — viz., that

distance ought not to affect the rate charged. It was the recognition

of that principle which made the penny post such a success.

carried the reform he proposed they would mitigate one of the draw

backs of emigration, and do something to bridge over the distances

between those who had left this country and their relations and friends.

It might be said that postage was cheap already, and no doubt that

was true with regard to a very large number of people ; but with

regard to the correspondence of those who emigrated in such large

numbers to the colonies every year, cheapness was of greater object

than rapidity, or even than security of transit. He might be asked

by the Postmaster-General whether there was a desire for this reform .

In the first place he could bring before the right hon . gentleman

quotations from the entire Press of this country, metropolitan and

provincial , and from the colonial Press . The Chambers of Commerce

in this country and in the colonies had passed resolutions in favour

of the proposal he made. It was discussed at the Colonial Confer

ence in 1887 , and if it was not favourably received , the reason would

be found in the fact that some of the representatives were Chancellors

of the Exchequer, who, if they had large responsibilities , had not

large hearts as well . Some asked why we should tax ourselves for

the benefit of the colonies ; but it was not exclusively for their benefit,

it was partly for our own advantage. And it was not necessary to

find the extra sum by taxation . The Post Office had in past years

yielded the country a surplus of about £3,000,000, and , whilst it was
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convenient that the Post Office should be a source of revenue, still it

ought not to hand over such a surplus unless it was fully meeting public

requirements . The subsidies paid for the conveyance of mails by

steamers were part of the price of retaining those steamers in case

they should be needed in time of war, and also helped to enable them

to carry emigrants at low rates. We paid too highly for the transit of

mails across France and Italy. It was difficult to see what were the

administrative difficulties in the way of carrying out this reform . We

had nothing to do with any difficulties within the colonies themselves,

and any difficulties in this country must be small indeed. Among

them, perhaps, was the desire of the Post Office for uniformity, which

amounted almost to a craze . It was said that we should try to carry

the colonies along with us , but still there was nothing to prevent 40

millions of people adopting their own price for sending letters to the

colonies, whether they chose to send their letters to us at the same

price or not . It was said the change would produce anomalies, such

as charging 21d . to Calais and id . to Hong Kong, but the answer

was that Hong Kong was part of the Empire. There were plenty of

anomalies , however, to keep this anomaly company. For a two-ounce

newspaper Australia now charged double what we charged . * A post

card was id . one way, 1 d. the other . The uniformity existing was

not so great that we need hesitate to break it . Why should the

colonies object to our charging ourselves what we liked ? On the

contrary , he believed the colonies would certainly welcome our

liberality and reciprocate it in a very short time. The strongest

objection seemed to be that the Postal Union had fixed the rate at

2d. ; but it was clear from articles 3 and 21 of the Convention that

it expressly reserved to any two countries the right to make between

themselves any arrangement they liked for their own convenience .

At the time the Convention was sitting there was a suspicion in this

country that it might tie our hands in dealing with our colonies, and

the Postmaster-General, being asked in the House of Commons on

July 20 , 1891 , whether the Government would insist on the reserva

tion of perfect freedom within the limits of the Empire, replied that

that point would not be lost sight of. Germany and Austria , Spain

and Portugal, and the United States and Canada had made separate

international agreements with regard to postage. Under the arrange

ment between the United States and Canada the postal charges for a

letter sent from Canada to the United States was itd . , whereas the

This merely means that Australia charges id. per 4 oz. , while our rate is £ d.

per 2 oz . The Postal Union allows a little latitude on such minor points.—EDITOR.
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postal rate for letters sent from the United States to Canada was only

id . Therefore, under the Postal Convention, a separate treaty had

been made between Canada and the United States, under which the

former was allowed to charge double the rate which the United

States charged. This showed that there was nothing to prevent this

country from entering into any arrangement she chose with her own

colonies on this subject.

MR. H. Lawson said that he thought that the arguments which

the hon . member for Canterbury had adduced over and over again

in favour of this proposal were absolutely unanswerable. Every pre

diction which the spokesman of the Post Office made in 1886 , and

upon which he based his opposition , had been falsified . He said ,

“ Look to the immense loss upon the ocean postage and the loss by

the packet service . ” There had been a great saving, however, on

the packet service of late years . In 1887 there was a saving of

£20,000 , in 1889 of £6,000 , and in 1891 of £7,000 . There had

been a saving on the Indian and Chinese service, and a small one on

the West Indian ; the only large loss incurred had been on the

Australian . He would call the attention of the Chancellor of the

Exchequer to this consideration—that, though the Post Office was

a great national business, it was conducted, so far as its accounts

were concerned , as no other business was conducted. The cost of

all the permanent buildings was set down as part of the annual ex

penditure, and that made it appear to be larger. That was a safe

way to carry on business, and he did not object to it. But he wished

to call attention to the fact that the most onerous covenants were

inserted in every contract for the packet service, and those covenants

had nothing to do with postal business, they were dictated by political

rather than commercial considerations . . The mails, for instance, to

the West Indies , with which we had a comparatively trivial corres

pondence , were paid for not merely for postal but for general pur

poses. The subsidies given served a great purpose, they helped to

keep up our mercantile marine, which served as a nursery for the

Royal Navy. The money spent for that purpose ought not to be set

down as part of the postal expenditure. The Treasury, in approving

of a proposal of this kind on July 18, 1889 , said : " The scheme is

not justifiable upon postal reasons ; what does justify it is its great

political and strategical value.” All these things ought to be taken

into account in counting up the cost of such a proposal as was made

to -night. He would leave it to the hon, member for Canterbury to

demonstrate to the House what saving would be effected if payment
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on a weight basis were adopted and if the Admiralty paid for the

services rendered to it . The Times newspaper, weighing 4 oz . , went

to Australia for one penny ; and in every mail bag 90 per cent. of

the contents were other than letters, and if the argument for special

arrangements applied to letters would it not apply equally to news

papers and packages ? There were already special arrangements for

some classes . Every schoolmistress, every naval officer, and every

official could post a letter from one part of the Empire to another for

a penny. Why should that privilege be confined to those classes ?

He did not see why a schoolmistress should be specially privileged

above other classes. * If the suggestion of his hon, friend were not

adopted some difference might at least be made between the over

land and long sea routes. Every day steamers were increasing in

speed, and it might be possible to have special rates overland to

Brindisi and have a penny rate for the long ocean route. A favourite

argument of the late Mr. Raikes was that, while the internal penny

post had an area of productiveness, the ocean post had no such pro

ductive area . It was remarkable that since that right hon . gentleman

spoke the increase in the internal “post had been only 3 per cent . ,

while that of the ocean post had been 10 per cent. , showing that the

ocean post had an area of productiveness. Last year, 1891-2 , there

was an increase in colonial parcels of 10 per cent. , letters increased

from 1,400,000 to 1,450,000, and with regard to the Cape, which

showed the largest augmentation, there was no less than 10 per cent.

increase in money orders. The colonies would certainly not object

to the reform . He believed they were in favour of it . The Post

master-General told a deputation that Australia objected to the

experiment. Certain of the official classes might object, but the

colonists generally did not. Australia objected to the postal reduc

tion to 2d ., but gladly accepted it when it was given. The colonial

Press was in favour of the change, and to the same effect he might

quote the opinion of those members of that House who had the

largest experience and knowledge of the colonies.

MR. A. MORLEY rose early in the debate for two reasons—in the

first place, because of an alleged declaration made by him to a

deputation of the Imperial Federation League, which formed the

basis of the motion ; and , secondly, because it was well the House

should be put in possession of the real facts of the case before

* This is a most misleading statement. The privilege is confined to soldiers,

seamen , and non -commissioned officers, in which last class army schoolmasters

and schoolmistresses are included .
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recording their vote upon the question, which was an interesting and

important one . He adhered to every word he said upon that occasion ,

but perhaps some explanation was necessary in order to convey

exactly what he meant. The argument which had been used by a

member of the deputation was that the reduction of the colonial and

Indian postage from 2 d . to id . would result in a loss to the revenue

of £75,000 . Dealing only with that statement , he said he could not

admit the accuracy of the figure, but that, as far as that amount was

concerned, he did not consider that the Chancellor of the Exchequer,

if on other grounds he was satisfied the reform was justifiable, would

consider it a serious difficulty in meeting a general demand, both on

the part of this country and the colonies , if such demand existed ,

and he had a surplus at his disposal. As far as Imperial penny

postage was concerned, he did not hesitate to say that there was no

administrative difficulty in the way, but ocean penny postage, the

alternative idea thrown out by his hon. friend, would mean serious

administrative difficulty. It would mean new contracts , which formed

the heaviest item in the postal service, and would be wholly

inadequate to meet the legitimate desire of the public in this country.

What the public desired was, first, regularity ; and , secondly, rapidity ;

and a system of ocean penny postage by which letters would go from

the United Kingdom to the colonies by sea, and therefore in many

cases by much longer routes, would not meet the demands of the

public. If ever the time came for instituting a penny postage to the

colonies and India it would not be by an ocean penny postage , but

by the routes which now exist, which were the shortest and most

rapid routes connecting the United Kingdom with the various

branches of the Empire. In proof of that statement he mentioned

that in 1888 the Government of that day introduced an alternative

route to the Australian colonies by sea, for which the charge was 4d.

instead of 6d. The mails, of course, took a much longer time in

delivery, but the alternative route was made very little use of, and

certainly did not justify the experiment. On the new packet contracts,

in 1890-1 there was an estimated loss of £281,200 ; in 1890-1 the

loss had increased to £299,200 ; and in 1891-2 , the year after the

reduction to 2 d ., it was £414,760. He had come to the conclusion ,

then, that an ocean system was not one which would meet with

general approval. Under the old rates of 4d . and 6d . the colonial

and Indian mails resulted in a substantial loss to the Post Office,

The colonial and Indian mails formed a large proportion of the

charge for the packet service, and he did not think it unfair to say
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that a very large proportion of the figures which he had mentioned

represented the loss upon the colonial and Indian service under the

old rates. In 1891 the postage on Indian letters was reduced to

2 d. On April 17 , 1890, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, in his

Budget speech, stated that this reduction would entail a loss in a

complete year of £105,000 in addition to the loss already incurred

under the old rates. An estimate that he had had made lately showed

that the loss, if the postage were reduced to a penny, would be

somewhere between £90,000 and £100,000 a year, in addition to

the£ 105,000 which was the result of the reduction to 2 d. It was

said that the loss would be compensated for by the increase that

would take place in the correspondence. That was not the experience

of past reductions . So far as colonial letters were concerned, the

Post Office had to deal with four services—there was the inland

service, there was the Channel service, the foreign land transit service,

and the sea transit service. It must also be remembered that the

return letter from the colonies to be delivered in the United Kingdom

had to be dealt with by the Post Office — that was to say, there was

also the Inland service upon the return letter. A very carefully

considered estimate of the cost of the inland service on an out-going

letter showed that it was something over d. There was a similar

charge of td . upon the incoming letter , and for the service performed

on the incoming letter nothing was received by the Post Office. There .

fore, for every letter the Post Office incurred a charge of over one

penny for inland service alone. In these circumstances he thought it

would be difficult to prove that an increase in the correspondence would

recoup the Post Office for the reduction The greater the correspon

dence, the greater would be the loss to the Post Office. Now he came

to the real difficulty of dealing with this question at the present time .

In 1890 the opinion of the law officers of the Crown was taken as to

the power of the Home Government to alter the rates of postage to

the colonies, whether members of the Postal Union or not, and they,

instead of the opinion which my hon. friend the member for Brighton

has stated, gave the most definite and distinct opinion that the Home

Government had no right whatever to alter the rates of postage to

colonies during the continuance of the convention and until the

next congress. The opinion of the law officers was clear and distinct,

that, with regard to those colonies which were members of the Postal

Union, this country had no right to alter the postal rates, either with

or without their consent . The position of affairs wholly changed

after the meeting of the congress in 1891. As the late Postmaster

General well-knew , up to thattime the Australian colonies had resisted
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the pressure which had been brought to bear on them to join the

Postal Union ; but in 1891 , after considerable difficulty, they con

sented to join the Union on certain express and definite conditions.

The congress appointed a special sub - committee to consider the

terms on which the Australian colonies should be admitted, and that

committee reported that the Australian colonies asked to be guaran

teed till the next quinquennial congress against not only a modification

of the sea-transit rates, but also of the postal rate of 25 centimes per

15 grammes. The congress embodied in their official proceedings

a statement of the terms on which the Australian colonies entered

the Union. These postal conventions were diplomatically ratified ,

and the opinion of the Foreign Office was that the rates could not

possibly be modified until the next congress, unless the unanimous

consent of the parties to the Postal Union were first obtained ; and

that though it was not a matter of strict treaty obligation, yet the

carrying out of an express engagement was a matter of good faith .

In the face of that declaration, perfectly well-founded, the hon .

gentleman would do well not to ask the House of Commons to

pledge the Government to do that which would be a breach of good

faith . The agreement arrived at by the congress was not to modify

the 25 centimes rate till the next congress. Of course, exception

was made with regard to conterminous countries. Even had we not

joined in this undertaking, we should still be absolutely bound in

honour in the case of the Australian colonies, of Canada, and of

India not to lower the postal rate below 24d. without the consent of

India, Canada, and the Australian colonies, who were parties to the

Postal Convention. He suggested to those hon . gentlemen who

were interested in the work of the Imperial Federation League that

it was very important , before a change of this kind were brought

about, that it should be shown that the colonies were in favour of it .

The Postmaster General of Cape Colony, when interviewed in

September last, expressed disapproval of the proposed reduction of

the postal rate. In Canada the other day, at Ottawa, the Postmaster

General said that a reduction of the local postal rates was impossible.

At Melbourne, Mr. Patterson expressed a similar opinion . At

Hobart Town a proposal to reduce the post-card rate was rejected,

as was also a proposal to reduce the inland postal rate from 2d. to id .

In New South Wales, the Postmaster General estimated that there

the reduction in the postal rate from 6d . to 24d . had resulted in a .

loss of £11,000 a year, and that a reduction from 2 d . to id . would

result in a further loss of an equal amount. On the other hand ,

some of our colonies had lately increased their inland postal rates

R
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from id . to 2d.; and a reduction to id . was , therefore, impossible.

A general reduction to id. would mean a still further loss to the

postal revenue of this country of £ 100,000. He did not say that

the time might not come-he thought very likely it might come

when, the obligation which we were under to India, Australia , and

Canada in this matter having come to an end , this country might

not be willing to sacrifice a certain amount of revenue in order to

bring about the change advocated in the motion. But it was im

possible for any Government at the present time to agree to the

proposal, and he therefore hoped that the House would decline to

assent to the motion.

Mr. H. Heaton, in supporting the resolution, remarked that the

Post Office had never thoroughly considered the proposal nor seriously

consulted the colonies on the subject.

Sir J. FERGUSSON opposed the resolution , first, because the tax

payers ought not be compelled to bear a loss for the benefit of a

limited class ; secondly, because it was not right that ſurther postal

reforms at home should be postponed by reason of a development in

one direction ; and, thirdly, because we were precluded by an inter

national agreement which had been entered into for the public

advantage from reducing the present rate of postage.

Mr. GLADSTONE said Her Majesty's Government had no desire to

offer a denial to this proposition. Indeed, they would be glad to be

in a position to give it immediate effect, but some important colonies

were at the moment averse to it . Besides, we had covenants with

foreign Powers, which rendered it impossible for the Government,

without a breach of honour, to adopt at the present time a plan of this

description . The Foreign Office declared that we could not reduce

the postal rate without obtaining the consent of all the parties to the

Postal Union, as well as the consent of the colonies ; and the law

officers of the late Administration gave their opinion that Her Majesty's

Government were not entitled to establish a lower rate either with

foreign countries or with those colonies which were parties to the

Convention.

Mr. Goschen said the members of the late Government could not

assent to a course that would be a breach of the Convention which

they themselves negotiated.

After some remarks from Sir J. MAPLE and Mr. J. LOWTHER,

The CHANCELLOR of the ExchEQUER said the Government thought

the step proposed in the resolution might be a proper one to take

when the finance of the country admitted of the charge.

The resolution was then by leave withdrawn .
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The Post Office and the Cable

Companies.

M

R. HENNIKER HEATON'S latest proposal is little

more than a beating of the big drum. His warmest

admirer could hardly regard the scheme propounded in

the April number of the Contemporary Review as

coming within the range of practical politics . He proposes that the

British Government should acquire the cable system of the world ;

chiefly, it would appear, in order that “ ten thousand Christmas

greetings may be flashed to the great Southern Continent.” Mr.

Henniker Heaton takes small pains to conciliate his natural enemy,

the Chancellor of the Exchequer. The scheme is not designed to

bring wealth into the national coffers . Mere money -making he

leaves to Sir John Pender, “ who stands like a sinister angel between

father and son , mother and daughter , brother and sister.” The

nation is to enjoy the nobler privilege of subsidizing telegraphic

Christmas Cards.

Mr. Henniker Heaton would make short work of all the existing

rates , ranging from 2d . up to 12s . 2d. per word . He suggests that

three cable-zones should be instituted. The first is to include all

Europe, and the charge is to be id. In the second, which is to

include Egypt, India, Persia and Afghanistan (the Ameer having in

the meantime been forced to admit our telegraphs ! ) , the charge is

to be 6d. In the outer zone the charge is for the present to be is.

Simplification of rates is , no doubt, an attractive ideal , but so is

the Millennium . The question is whether the means are adequate

to the end . It is true that practical uniformity has recently been

attained in the Foreign Postal Tariff, and our “ reformers ” at once

jump to the conclusion that a similar reduction and simplification is

practicable as regards telegraphs . But analogies are proverbially

misleading. Uniformity can only be attained when there is a

moderate difference between the lowest and the highest expense to

be incurred . It would , obviously, be impossible to have a uniform

tariff for a journey from Blackfriars to Charing Cross and for one

from Penzance to Thurso. The zone system in railway fares has , it

is true, been tried in Hungary, and to some extent the principle of
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uniform fares or rates for a given area, without regard to the actual

distance traversed, is adopted in Great Britain . But in spite of

Royal Commissions the table of fares and the rate-book are still

happy hunting-grounds where the anomaly -hunter is always sure of

bringing down his quarry. It is true that in most countries there is

a uniform tariff for inland telegrams (the United States, where the

telegraphs are in the hands of private companies, being a striking

exception) ; but the deficits with which nearly every Telegraph

Administration is unfortunately too familiar, show that the principle

of uniformity has already been carried too far for profit. It is, no

doubt, a natural and proper course for a State to bear the loss on the

Telegraph service for the benefit of its own people and within its

own borders, but when it becomes a question of international

relations the position is entirely changed . If the British Government

is willing to bear a loss in order that Christmas dinners may be

enlivened by the arrival of telegrams from the Antipodes, does it

follow that other countries on whose shores the cables are landed

will be equally magnanimous ?

Mr. Heaton almost talks as if the whole world belonged to Great

Britain, or at least as if the British Government could do precisely

what it pleased . It would, no doubt, be possible at gigantic expense

to provide a network of cables which should be landed only on

British territory. For example, there is the much-discussed project

of a cable from British Columbia to Australia , and a cable from

Australia to the Cape has also been suggested. It is, of course ,

possible that such cables may ultimately be laid , but the cost would

be enormous, and there can be little doubt that heavy subsidies would

be required. Mr. Heaton does not , however, suggest the con

struction of new cables. What he proposes is that the existing

cables should be acquired. But he apparently forgets that the

foreign Governments, on whose territory the cables are landed at

intermediate points, would have to be parties to the arrangement .

For example, the cables of the Eastern and Eastern Extension

Companies are landed at points on the shores of Spain , Portugal,

Egypt, Saigon, China, Japan, and Java, and many other instances .

might be quoted. Assuming that the foreign Governments continued

to allow the cables to be landed, is it likely that they would allow the

British Government to establish stations on their territory to be

worked by British officials ? At present they feel that they are dealing

with a commercial company, and they freely grant permission to the

company to work the cable by its own staff. The cables are thus in .
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British hands throughout, with the result that a most desirable unity

of working is maintained . It is obvious, however, that if the British

Government were to take the place of the cable companies, all this

might be changed.

We do not propose to defend the existing table of rates in its

entirety. He would certainly be a bold man who would undertake

such a task . Broadly speaking, the cable companies know their own

business , and they only charge such rates as the traffic will bear.

But, no doubt, there are cases where anomalies might be removed

or reductions carried out without detriment to the companies' interests ,

and it cannot fairly be said that the companies have shown an indis

position to meet the public demands in this respect. The reduction

of the rates to Australia is a case in point. Mr. Heaton describes

this transaction in his usual dithyrambic style, and gives the reader

to understand that the Australian Governments are paying £27,520

per annum for the reduction of the rate from gs . 7d. to 45. gd. In

point of fact, we believe they are paying nothing at all in respect of

this reduction . It was not a subsidy but a guarantee that they

undertook to pay. When the rate was in the first instance reduced

to 4s. , the additional traffic was not sufficient to counterbalance the

effect of the reduction . As the Australian Governments would in

that case have been liable for half the loss, they took alarm , and the

rate was raised , at their request, to 45. 9d . , a point at which the

former amount of receipts is expected to be maintained. Of course,

if the Eastern Extension Company had possessed the gift of prophecy,

it could have lowered the rate to 4s. gd. without a guarantee, but

cable companies can hardly be blamed for declining to run such a

risk. It is easy enough to lower the rates , but not so easy to put

them up again . We do not see why the directors should be described

as enemies of the human race because they rather fight shy of

experiments which may be disastrous to their shareholders. It seems

not unreasonable that, if the companies are pressed for reductions,

they should be guaranteed against actual loss. Sir James Anderson

indeed suggested a scheme under which , in return for an international

guarantee of four per cent. , the various Governments would obtain

control over the rates and thus be able to ascertain the proper

amount in each case by the method of experiment. Whether this

scheme would work may well be doubted , but at all events it has

the appearance of fairness.

Mr. Heaton's arguments, to say the least of it , are somewhat

superficial. They remind one of his complaint that the steamship
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companies charge a higher rate per ton for letters than they do for

pig -iron ! Neither are his facts invariably beyond question . But

whatever may be thought of his arguments or his facts, he is certainly

a man of powerful imagination . Here is his picture of the good time

coming :

“ I see the larger and fairer half of the world, including scores of

dominions, principalities, colonies and settlements, united and happy

under one British Sovereign , throbbing with the same aspirations,

suffering the same anxieties , discussing a common policy as if face

to face in a room , exchanging instantaneously advice, condolence, or

congratulation. I see the emigrant in New York flashing words of

love, and with them the money that is needed to a sick mother in

some poor Irish cabin . I note the keen -faced merchants discussing

their elaborate daily reports of the state of trade in regions thousands

of miles away ; I hear politicians in London debating with minute

and full information the problems that stir and agitate the Antipodes."

For the realization of this beautiful dream Mr. Heaton tells us, in

an address delivered to the Royal Colonial Institute, that he possesses

one qualification. To use his own words : “ I have at least one

qualification for a struggle like this ; I can wait. ” Happy the

reformer who is animated by this spirit of calm endurance, worthy of

a Roman senator in the palmiest days of the Republic ! They also

serve who only stand and wait .

M. K.
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AND FARRINGDON STREET."

( Illustrated London News, 24th March , 1855. )
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Some of My Old Comrades.

N an article I wrote for our last number I hinted that I

had many tales to tell of the men with whom I have

worked for so many years, and that any tales about

myself would have to be postponed until I take my

pension . I must now introduce a further limitation and confine my

stories simply to the doings of those who have either retired from the

service or have died in harness. And the moment I begin to stir up

my recollections , the faces of my old comrades crowd in upon my

mental vision. The Savings Bank has helped to mould or mar

many careers . Two old Savings Bank men are in the House of

Commons ; several have had honours thrust upon them in the

Colonies ; others , after having struggled for years to compute interest

accurately at two and a half per cent . , have found a safe refuge in

holy orders in the Church of England ; one of our number was

last seen as a porter at a District Railway station , while of a small

few let us say de mortuis nil nisi bonum, and let us extend the word

mortuis to mean also those who have left the service and are still at

large . Temporary writers, such as were many of them, were taken

from almost every class of the community. And as a rule they were

the failures of every class . Like most failures, too, they were often

extremely interesting men. They were generally birds of passage

and their stay in the department was seldom for very long. I

remember well a temporary writer who looked like a broken down

theatrical , and who was one of the biggest duffers at official work I

have ever met. Out of sheer pity for the man I used to help him daily

through his difficulties with the ledgers . The sense of gratitude was

very keen in him , and I could see he felt deeply, not being wealthy

enough to make me even the smallest return . But one day, after I

had stayed behind to clear up his work , he could stand it no longer .

He said, with a choke in his voice, “ Look here , I'm going to tell you

something ; I haven't a cent to bless myself with or I'd ask you to

come out and have a drink : but I tell you what I will do for you,

old man. I've never mentioned it to any of these snobs and nobs in

this place, and I should probably get the sack if they knew I had

another situation , but of an evening I'm a check-taker at the Pav .

You understand . ” The hint was unmistakable, and I spent several

very enjoyable evenings at the Pav . without any corresponding
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benefit accruing to the shareholders . He is the only man in the

dramatic profession from whom I ever obtained any orders, with the

exception of a fireman at the Savoy who once enabled me to hear

the whole of H.M.S. Pinafore through a chink in the wall near the

place where he sat. To such straits did my passion for the drama

drag me in those poverty-stricken days .

There is, perhaps, no rarer gift bestowed on the sons of men than

personal magnetism , or the power of influencing others by sheer

force of character or individuality. In a large department like the

Post Office, where controllers, principal clerks , superintendents, and

postmasters meet one at every turn, this fact in human nature is often

made painfully evident to the poor long -suffering subordinate, who, of

course, always thinks he could do better if he were in a similar

position. This is, however, quite an illusion, for the art of superin

tendence is a gift we receive straight from the gods, and is either born

within us or is never possessed by us. If we have it not, we need

not complain ; there are diversities of gifts, and the man who is a

perfect genius at superintendence may often be unable to write a

sentence in good flowing English. But it is often the difference

between happiness and misery to us , poor subordinates, whether the

man we serve under owes anything to the gods. We can correct his

English ourselves ; we cannot implant instincts which are inherited ,

not acquired .

How greatly some of us have suffered in the past from chiefs who

were not chiefs, just as Charles Lamb said he had read books which

were not books ! Many years ago I was moved from one branch to

another, and there existed considerable mystery as to the reasons for

my move. My new chief apparently shared in the prevailing

perplexity. He was overheard to say to another official luminary,

“ How I wish I knew whether the controller wants me to report

favourably or unfavourably of this new man. Which do you think I

had better do ? ” His remark has always seemed to me to typify

the chronic state of mind of a certain class of official. My dear old

friend, against whom I have never felt the least grudge for his

readiness to either damn me or praise me, represented a type which

is really more amusing than harmful. He was the kind of man

whose highest ambition is to be the mere mouthpiece of his official

chief. Whether he himself is just or unjust, courteous or dis

courteous , depends not on his own inherited or acquired capabilities ,

but upon those of his own immediate superior. A change of chiefs

may therefore have the effect of entirely altering and revolutionising
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such a man's official character and habits. The same change may

also have the effect of altering his unofficial habits . I have known

an instance in which a man, who was for a considerable period great

at night-schools, missions, and temperance meetings, suddenly took

to volunteering, whist , and smoking concerts , without any correspond

ing mental development having occurred to account for the change .

This was simply due to the honest interpretation the man put on

his duty to his neighbour. The mental shock caused by a revolution

of this sort is less than might be imagined , as very little will power

is called into play ; the force used is more closely allied to what we

call personal magnetism . It is often done in a manner so ingenuous

and so free from the least suspicion of toadyism that we realise if

only the man had a sense of humour he would be a dangerous

competitor in a struggle for a principal clerkship . As matters are ,

the thing is done too clumsily to satisfy our sense of the fitness of

things. It is true mental gymnastics of this kind are often directly

due to the possession of a sense of humour, but in such cases they

are performed with a finish and form which make the whole business

a real work of art. When it is done beautifully in this way, and with

a sense for proportion, I , for one, never grudge the man any benefits

which may accrue to him from his trouble ; only if it is done

clumsily, and without regard to the principle ars est celare artem do

I weep metaphorically when I hear the man is made a postmaster or

a superintendent. I know what I shall be told ; " Physician , heal

thyself. ” And I must admit that I am not altogether blameless in

the matter. I remember taking to cycling simply because the

superintendent of my room was the captain of a cycling club , and I

hoped that the feeling of good -comradeship would affect his dealings

with me in official hours . I never sought promotion or official

reputation by this conduct ; only an extension of my dinner hour. I

was young then , and growing boys are substantial feeders. When I

left this man's room I sold my bicycle, and bearing in mind my new

superintendent's tastes I took to gardening. This was, however, a

mistake, because it is easier to learn to ride a bicycle than it is for an

amateur gardener of a month to talk shop successfully with

another amateur of several years standing. My new chief only

despised me, and while in his room I found it advisable to have a

hurried lunch at Lockhart's, consisting of a charcoal biscuit and a

cup of coffee. Since then I have tried to acquire a sense ofhumour;

besides I am no longer a boy and, as Ibsen said when Hedda Gabler

shot herself, “ Men and women don't do such things. "
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Among these men who were once my comrades there are several

whom I am especially sorry to have quite lost sight of. We suffered

together; we were reported together ; we agitated together ; and for

months our official lives ran on parallel lines . And what fun we had

together ! They left the department in order, as they said , to better

themselves. I often wonder whether they have succeeded. At any

rate I remain in statu quo, and when I am depressed and out of

condition I often wish that I too had taken the plunge and tried my

chances in the world of men. But what friendships I should have

missed , what experiences I should have lost ! Besides , I have this

consolation , that in a world of disappointments and cross purposes I

know my old comrades in their fits of depression are regretting that

they ever left the Savings Bank. At this present moment they may

be thinking of the good old times and the good fellows with whom

they used to work . They would very likely give worlds to be signing

again one of our old memorials , to be looking in again at Hartridge's,

or the Black Swan, or the Old Bell , and to be discussing again with

us the iniquities of those who rule in high places.
It is the honour

and glory of the Savings Bank that every man who has left the

department looks upon it as if it were his Alma Mater. And even

some of those who have left us still come to Hartridge's to lunch ,

and between meals , though they have to walk miles to do so. Can

any other public department produce such evidences of affection on

the part of its “ old boys ” ? I am quite sure it cannot do so. “ Sweet

are the uses of adversity,” for our troubles have made us what we

are.

EDWARD BENNETT.

Savings Bank Department ,

General Post Office, E.C.
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A Tour of Inspection .

( Concluded .)

tale "

HROUGH recent books the Scilly Islands have become

well known, otherwise it would seem like a “ traveller's

to say that palm trees, Australian gums, and New

Zealand ferns form a grove near Tresco Abbey, and

that ostriches stalk about the paddock. All kinds of rare birds visit

the islands. The golden oriole comes in considerable numbers every

year. The splendid black-backed stork of Egypt, and a beautiful

little falcon , whose home is amongst the ruined temples of Greece,

come now and then ; and birds of passage from the distant north

take up their quarters regularly for the winter season . The islands

are a paradise for the naturalist and for the man who likes to cruise

about in a sailing boat.

But the Royal Commissioners had to hasten on to Cornwall ,

Devon, Dorset, and Hampshire.

A rapid inspection was made of the coast of these counties , and

evidence was taken at Plymouth from Mr. Robert Bayly and

Mr. Groser. Mr. Bayly's devotion to the subject is well known, and

his evidence was given with authority as well as with great sympathy

for the sailors whose sufferings he knows so well . The chairman had

been summoned to Osborne to take leave of the Queen on the

change of Government, and the commission proceeded without him.

Arrived at the Needles , they examined very interesting

arrangement, devised by Mr. Willoughby Smith , of the Telegraph

Construction and Maintenance Company, for giving telegraphic

communication between the shore and an outlying rock lighthouse .

The experiment made a few years ago at the Fastnet had shown the

great difficulty of maintaining a submarine cable if one end of it be

landed on a rocky islet . With the movement of the waves the cable

is incessantly chafed, and it is not long before it gets worn through

and the communication is interrupted. If a channel were bored

from the surface of the rocks to their base , or to some point below

low-water mark , and the cable were brought up through this channel

and then cemented in , it might last ; but the plan would be expensive,

and it is not certain that it would be effectual, whilst in some cases

the boring operations might affect the stability of the Lighthouse. An

а
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alternative plan, therefore, was much to be desired ; and this has been

supplied by Mr. Smith . He does not carry his cable all the way to the

outlying rock, but terminates it with a mushroom anchor about 60

yards short of the rock, where it lies quietly in deep water. Then

from the lighthouse he hangs two naked wires into the sea, one on

the side nearest the mushroom and the other on the opposite side.

From the shore he carries out a short arm of the cable for about

100 yards, and terminates it also with a mushroom, so as to get good

“ earth .” The circuit is worked either by the “ mirror ” telegraph

or by a combination of Morse sounder and telephone , When the

latter combination is used, the sounder transmits long and short taps

and the telephone receives them . The current sent by the sounder

is not sufficient to actuate another sounder, but is amply sufficient to

influence the telephone, and this sensitive apparatus reproduces the

taps in loud buzzings . The following sketch plan will perhaps help

to make this description intelligible.

Coast Guard

tlaner LAST Wolse

Rock ISLET

A curious difficulty presented itself in the course of the experi

ments. When currents were transmitted from the shore , they had a

tendency to return from the distant mushroom along the outer

sheathing of the cable. This sheathing had therefore to be removed

for a few yards, and the copper conductor left with nothing round it

but the gutta percha and the hemp. In this way the difficulty was

completely overcome. Communication was equally easy from the

lighthouse to the shore. The commissioners found that for three

weeks the keepers had been sending messages to their homes, and

they themselves sent a message to their chairman which was duly

received by him at Osborne. There is no necessity to adopt this

plan at the Needles permanently , the experiment having been made
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there merely because it was a convenient place . The lighthouse can

easily be served by an aerial wire from the neighbouring cliffs, and, as

a matter of fact, the wire is now in course of erection .

The cruise was now drawing to an end . Steering her course amidst

men -of-war and yachts, with the sun glancing on a blue sea and on white

sails, the “ Enchantress " made for Portsmouth Harbour, and landed

the commissioners at the railway jetty, whence they departed by train

to their several destinations.

Reassembling in a few days at Dover, they joined the Trinity

Yacht “ Vestal,” and visited the lightships on the east coast, from the

Goodwins to the Hasborough.

10

THE “ VESTAL."

The sea being far from calm it was not an easy matter to board a

lightship. The “ Vestal ” manoeuvred so as to give her boats as

much shelter as possible, and then the commissioners dropped in

quickly , and the boats were pulled to the lightship. There could be

no manoeuvring with that vessel, and, as she rolled and heaved, the

only thing to do was to watch until she and the boat came close

together, then grasp the man -ropes and spring. A miss would leave

you hanging in mid-air, and if you were not very lucky you would

be dipped in the sea at the next roll or bruised against the gunwale

of the boat. With a little aid from the imagination it enabled you

to realize fairly well what it must be to leave a sinking ship and take

to the boats in a storm.

“ Cribbed, cabined, and confined ” are words that accurately

describe the condition of the two keepers at the “ Gunfleet," a small

lighthouse built on piles about five miles out from Walton-on-the

Naze. At a short distance it looks as though it could not afford

accommodation for even one man. But when you mount the iron

ladder and wriggle into the interior, you find a little living room and
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sleeping bunks for three men. Only two men are employed at

present, but, when connection is made with the shore by a telephone

cable, the Trinity House will provide a third man to attend to it and

to make the duties generally a little easier.

On the “ Enchantress ” everybody had been exclaiming from timeto

time, “ Why no Kodak here to take this view ? ” So the chairman came

on board the “ Vestal ” with a very fine apparatus, and, after a careful

study of the printed directions (designed apparently for the express

purpose of darkening the mind) brought it into operation . The earlier

attempts were naturally not altogether what might have been desired .

A distinguished and genial member of the commission came out with

two well -defined noses, and another found himself represented in

triplicate. But they look forward to a highly successful career for that

Kodak, and trust that it will produce many a memento of their

wanderings to remote and unfrequented spots.

The “ Vestal” lay quietly all night in Harwich Harbour, and

proceeded in the morning through a choppy sea to Orfordness

lighthouse, and to the Shipwash, the Corton , the Cross Sand, and

the Newarp lightships. The commissioners had a lively time of it ,

and were glad to land at Yarmouth and get a comfortable night's rest.

Next morning the more hardy ones paid an early visit to the Would

and Hasborough lightships , and at mid -day the whole party left by

train for Peterboro , ' to be ready to catch the next day's express for

Edinburgh.

Business began without delay at Edinburgh , for no sooner was

dinner done than a meeting took place with the Board of Northern

Lights ; and , far into the night, the conclave was held at their office,

in a dim religious light , with solemn testimony from two pilots of the

Forth , and much serious reading of correspondence and reports.

After early breakfast in the morning a drive to Granton brought the

commissioners to the “ Pharos, ” the steam -yacht of the Northern

Lights, where there was a full meeting of the Board . Its composi

tion is cúrious — the sheriffs of the maritime counties and two or

three provosts, with not a seafaring man amongst them .
They gave

their visitors a very cordial welcome, and the cruise in the Forth will

long be remembered with pleasure. Their gas buoys alone are well

worth study. To give a steady gas light is comparatively easy , but to

give an intermittent one requires a very ingenious arrangement.
It

is done in this way. The full blaze heats the air until by expansion

it presses a valve and turns the gas tap down. The light cannot go

out because the tap will only turn far enough to bring the light
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down to a little jet . With the light thus reduced , the air cools

quickly and releases the valve , the tap then turns full on again and

the light leaps into sight; and so it goes on incessantly . On May

Island, at the entrance to the Forth , the lighthouse is fitted with the

electric light, which is visible even at Broughty Ferry and Carnoustie .

It is worked with a De Meriten's magneto. There is a curious old

watch-house on the island where the pilots used to sleep whilst their

boats were lying in the creek . Now, their boats being decked, they

stay on board . The sleeping place in the watch-house is a wooden

slope round the walls. There is some curious carving in the

chimney -piece, and the date 1636 and a star are carved over the

door-way. The writer had that morning received a letter reminding

him that it was on a trip with the Northern Lights Commissioners that

Sir Walter Scott got the materials for the “ Pirate . " He was telling

this at luncheon to Mr. Stevenson , the engineer, and the words were

scarcely spoken before there was passed round the table a silver

mounted snuff -mull with an inscription on it recording that it had

been presented by Sir Walter as a memento of that very trip.

Night brought the travellers to their hotel again , and thus ended

the first tour of inspection of the Royal Commission on Electrical

Communication with Lighthouses, &c.
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Who invented Postal Orders ? —

A Reply.

AM anxious to say a few words with reference to the

subject of postal orders with which Mr. Carey so ably

dealt in the January number of this Magazine, and I am

indebted to the Editor for giving me the present oppor.

tunity of doing so.

It seems to me that the question is not “ Who invented postal

orders ? ” but “ Who invented the present system of postal orders ? "

Postal orders are obviously merely an off -shoot of money orders,

and it was undoubtedly as such that the late Mr. Chetwynd

proposed his scheme. He did not, so far as can be gathered, ever

take credit for having evolved a new principle , but what he did claim

to have done was to have invented a “ simpler and cheaper scheme

of transmitting small sums of money " than the money order system ,

a claim which cannot fairly be disallowed . I am quite in accord

with Mr. Carey when he returns the answer “ nobody ” . the

question “ Who invented postal orders ? " but that does not in my

opinion dispose of the fact that Mr. Chetwynd did devise a system

for the transmission by post of small sums of money which had

not previously existed and that that system is the postal order system .

It is not contended that there is any new principle in notes or orders

being issued by the department payable to a certain person at a

post office, for money orders, which are postal orders with greater

safeguards attaching to them , have been known since the year 1792 .

In the face of bank notes, and Cheque Bank cheques, it was easy

enough for any one to write to the Post Office authorities and suggest

that that department should issue and pay notes of a similar character.

But it cannot be allowed that any new idea was suggested. The

numerous claims to the invention of postal orders which Mr. Carey

has so carefully unearthed from their resting place do not therefore

appear worthy of serious consideration, and they had better far have

been allowed to remain in the obscurity from which they have been

momentarily rescued .

As Mr. Carey has pointed out, the true origin of the present

system of postal orders was the rapidly decreasing revenue derived
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It was

from money orders, consequent upon a reduction of the money order

rates of commission. Any retrograde step was obviously inexpedient,

and it became a problem how the facilities which the penny money

order rate afforded to the public were to be continued , and the loss

of money order revenue at the same time prevented .

Mr. Chetwynd who solved that problem , for he showed how the

means might be provided for the transmission of small sums of

money in a simpler and cheaper way than by money orders , whereby

that system might be relieved of the unprofitable part of the business .

A
money order was still to be the main feature of the new system,

but it was to be divested of many of the encumbrances which tended

to make the older money order system so expensive. What, in effect,

Mr. Chetwynd did was to apply the principle of the money order, so

far as it was a note drawn at one post office and payable at another

office, to his new scheme . Still the system of postal orders is

essentially a new one and quite different from the parent system .

Mr. Carey speaks of it as being “ the bank note and postage stamp

remittance scheme which had at last been accepted.” As a matter

of fact, the postal order is in character neither a bank note nor a

postage stamp, and it is , I believe, wholly due to this very circum

stance that Mr. Chetwynd's proposal was ever accepted by Parliament.

It was not without considerable opposition that the bill to legalize

postal orders was passed through Parliament, and that opposition

centred almost wholly round the idea that such orders would become

a paper currency, an idea that could not well have been dispelled

had the proposed orders partaken of the nature of bank notes or

postage stamps. Of course it was clearly shown by Mr. Gladstone,

Mr. Fawcett and others what the true character of the proposed

orders was, and thus the opposition to their introduction was over

Mr. Carey quotes Mr. Chetwynd's own report to show that

he ( Mr. Chetwynd) “never supposed himself to be announcing a

new invention either of himself or some other man ." That is true

enough , but the inference drawn from the further words which

Mr. Carey quotes, namely, that the note would “ combine the

simplicity of a postage stamp . with the advantages of a

small bank post bill ” is erroneous. Whether the missing words

in this quotation were omitted of malice aforethought, or not , I

cannot say, but it is those very words which afford the true interpre

tation of the sentence quoted. Mr. Chetwynd , as will be seen

from a perusal of the report in question , was demonstrating the

simplicity of the proposed new order “ as the subject of an account. ”

come.

S
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According to his own definition, he was merely adapting the

money order to a new purpose, as clearly shown in the following

extract from his report : - " My idea ," he says, “ is to avoid not only

the necessity for an advice of each order, but all detailed records

whatever, and to use for this purpose a form which will require no

writing on the part of the postmaster beyond his signature.”

Mr. Chetwynd, in brief, was essaying to meet a want that at the time

appeared to be much felt. A new system for transmitting small

sums of money through the post which should be cheaper and

simpler than the money order system was required, and the question

to my mind simply is, Who met that requirement ? Many proposals

were offered to the Department, all of which no doubt received the

consideration they deserved , but the one which the Government

adopted was unquestionably Mr. Chetwynd's scheme. As Mr. Carey

remarks, “ here the invention stage ends,” and the consideration of

the scheme by the George Moore Committee, its subsequent adoption,

and legalization by Parliament are, of course , matters of history.

In conclusion of these rough notes, what I claim for Mr. Chetwynd

is that he planned and successfully brought into operation a new

system of postal remittances. To have devised such a scheme ,

although the principle of it may not be new, is suțely a matter

deserving of credit and public recognition. We do not deny Edison the

credit of giving us the electric light because he was not the discoverer

of electricity, and so no less should we deny to the late Mr. Chetwynd

the full credit of having originated and established so successful and

useful a system as that of postal orders, merely because bank notes ,

money orders and postage stamps were pre -existent.

R. & A. G. ( ) . ARCHIBALD GRANGER BOWIE.
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CENTRAL TELEGRAPH OFFICE, CAPE Town.

The Cape Post Office.

HE report just presented to the Cape Parliament by Mr.

Ben Duff, who has acted as Postmaster -General during

the absence of Mr. French in England, shows that the

Cape Post Office is fully alive to the necessity of

progress . The recent extensions of the railway system in the Colony

has led to an increase in the number of travelling post offices, the

utility of which , however, is so little understood by the public at

large that it has actually been found necessary to devote a con

siderable space in the report to explaining this. It has been

suggested to the Transvaal and the Orange Free State that a T.P.O.

in their territory would be very useful in accelerating mails, and this

will come no doubt before long ; but already “the transmission

through the post of very heavy weights of native gold from the
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Transvaal has made it necessary to run a large Travelling Post

Office Van through to Johannesburg weekly, in time to return with

the express train carrying the mails for Europe. This van is specially

fitted up with an improved safe to carry diamonds and gold with

greater safety. For the better protection of this valuable mail , two

armed constables and one armed officer of this Department travel

from Johannesburg in charge of the van until its entry into the

Colony at Norval's Pont, from which point it is taken over by the

sorting staff, who are accompanied through to Cape Town by the

armed escort of this Department."

There is as yet no through line of railway between Natal and the

Cape, but the gap is bridged by means of the mail coach, and letters

posted in Pietermaritzburg on Saturday evening reach Cape Town

in time to catch the English mail on Wednesday. Recently, too , the

Mashonaland service has come under the control of the Cape office

and mails are conveyed weekly between Tuli , on the borders of the

Bechuanaland Protectorate, and Salisbury, the administrative centre

of Mashonaland, in about twelve days . From Salisbury there are

branch posts weekly to Umtali, Hartly Hill , and Mazoe.

As regards the mail steamers, it is worthy of note that provision

has been made in the new contracts for a sorting room to be set

apart when necessary , but in view of the heavy expense which would

be incurred , the time for its use has not yet arrived. A curiosity in

the way of mails is the annual despatch to Tristan d'Acunha, made

on the 31st December last and consisting of 4 letters, 1 book packet ,

and 5 newspapers.

Turning to legal matters , we find that quite a large number of

convictions were obtained of persons who had re-used old postage

stamps, while a post office agent who was falsely accused of tampering

with letters, sued his accuser and obtained damages and an apology.

A person whº had sent a press message reporting a Kaffir rising was

prosecuted for sending false news and sentenced to a fine of £5 or

14 days' imprisonment.

On the other hand we are glad to see that when , as occasionally

happens , a postmaster or postman goes wrong, the Cape people do

not attempt to conceal the matter, but state fairly the crime and

conviction . Formerly our Post Office Circular contained announce

ments of this kind , which were useful as warnings ; but now the

theory is that we are an honest Department and that consequently

all such reports should be suppressed . We believe, and we are
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supported in this belief by very high authority outside the Post

Office, that this new policy is an entirely mistaken one, and we hope

some day to see the old system come in once more.

In another point, too, we may well take a lesson. The Book of

Instructions for postmasters has been issued, and already it has been

found most useful in preventing misunderstandings and reducing

the amount of official correspondence. This book is furnished with

a comprehensive cross index than which nothing could be more

useful. When our Book of Rules appears—somewhere about the

Greek Kalends probably—it is to be hoped rather than expected

that it too will possess such an addendum.

As we ventured to suggest when reviewing last year's report (see

Vol. II . p. 212 ) , the Cape Colony has now joined the Postal Union ,

therein following the example of Natal, while more lately the

Transvaal has also joined that useful though maligned body.

Following the policy of Australia , an effort has been made to

establish a South African Postal Union, but the Orange Free State

alone is at present in a position to join with the Cape in agreeing to

this proposal and the penny letter rate applies in and between

these two countries alone.

We are glad to see that the total revenue has increased from

£238,768 to £256,020, but there is no striking increase in the

amount of correspondence which (exclusive of official correspondence)

stands at 22,245,000 as against 22,214,000 last year. The smallness

of the total increase is due to the fact that the postage on parcels

has been altered from a minimum of 2d . for parcels under 4 ozs. to

a minimum of 4d. ſor parcels under 8 ozs. , which has led to a

reduction in their numbers from 603,792 to 335,062 . We are

somewhat surprised to read that it is found necessary to have a

hand-to-hand check on parcels, a system which must largely increase

the work .

Turn we now to the telegraphs. In our notice of last year's

report we observed that although the “ Cash Receipts ” had been

dwindling and the “ Government Messages ” multiplying, the

outlook was promising on the whole. ' We ventured, in short, to

prophesy, and this new annual report enables us to see whether, so

far, things have turned out as we expected . Before we speak about

this, however, there are one or two points to which we must call

attention . The number of Government telegrams dealt with at the

Cape is really enormous as compared with the number of ordinary
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telegrams. If our readers will cast an intelligent eye over the

following table they will see what we mean.

Number. Value,

Paid messages 876,444 £70,194

Government messages 547,917 £80,925

Total ... 1,424,361 £151,119

The entire expenditure on the telegraph service for the year was

£75,878 , so that if the total of £151,119 shewn in the foregoing

table is considered to be the “ total revenue " there is a surplus on

the year of £75,241 . But we think there is something unsatisfactory

in reckoning the “ value of Government messages as profit without

a word of qualification . The majority of them are railway messages,

which in England pass free . Others are Government messages

proper, the intrinsic value of which is a more or less uncertain

factor. It seems to us, therefore, that if we want to get a working

idea of the prosperity or otherwise of the Cape Telegraph Service

the best plan is to look at the two following items ( 1 ) the Cash

receipts and (2 ) the Actual Expenditure and see how they compare

with one another. Now these two items fluctuate from year to year

in a truly remarkable manner. In 1874, the receipts exceeded the

expenditure by about £1,000. Three years later the expenditure

exceeded the receipts by £5,800. Four years later the receipts

were no less than £19,000 ahead of the expenditure. Three years

later the expenditure was in front by £3,400. In 1889 , the receipts

were ahead by £27,700 ; and in 1891 the expenditure led by

£11,367 . In view of the strange reversals in this ding-dong race

we said last year that although the cash receipts for the year had

shown a decrease there was no serious cause for apprehension.

The result shows that we were entirely justified. In the past year

the cash receipts have increased by more than £2,000, while the

expenditure has been reduced by about £3,500 and we see no

reason why, as the Colony becomes more settled , its telegraph service

should not win its way to a pinnacle of solvency and stability

unapproached in the annals of other nations.

There are some people who think that the State has no business

to aim at making a profit out of its telegraphs . Its first duty , they

say, is to strive after efficiency, and leave the profits to take care of

themselves . We do not entirely endorse this view, and we do not

think Mr. French would accept it either. Still there is ample
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evidence from the report before us that the struggle for efficiency

is very strenuously conducted at the Cape. Among other things,

Mr. French has renewed the attempt which he made last year to

reduce the Inland and Interterritorial tariff from a shilling for ten

words to a shilling for twelve words. The South African Telegraph

Convention of 1887 , which settled the present uniform rate, contained

a provision to the effect that no change in the tariff should be made

without the consent of all the parties concerned. One of the parties

concerned is the South African Republic (generally known as “ The

Transvaal " ) and as the government of that State have steadfastly

refused to entertain the proposals, the question of reforming the

tariff has for the present come to a standstill . This is a pity ,

because the change would be beneficial in every way. The senders

of telegrams would get more for their money ; the number of

telegrams would be increased and the revenue also, while on the

other hand there would be little (if any) increase in the expenditure ;

and in point of convenience the new tariff would be far superior

to the old, because each word would practically cost one penny

instead of the awkward fraction of five - sixths of a penny. However

we feel sure that Mr. French will not let the matter drop and that

the realisation of this needful reform will evolve itself in due course

from the womb of the gadabout years."

Another reform which the Postmaster-General of Cape Colony

has for years vainly attempted to bring about is a reduction of the

cable rate between the Colony and England, which now stands at

the monstrously high figure of 8s. 11d . per word . The negotiations

for a reduction which were fully detailed in last year's report have

been continued , but unfortunately without success . The Eastern

and South African Telegraph Company, who are the happy possessors

of a monopoly, have announced that they are not prepared to

consider any change in the present telegraph tariff to South Africa.

Unless , therefore, there is any prospect of the construction of the

Overland route, via Uganda, to which Mr. Rhodes so hopefully

referred when he was last in England (and we confess the probability

of the successful completion and maintenance of such a line seems

exceedingly remote ), South Africa will have to be contented with the

existing high charges for some time to come.

The postal annals of the Cape of Good Hope begin soon after

its discovery, and for many years it was itself a “ post office, ”

affording the means of communication between Europe and the East .
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Outward and homeward bound ships of the various India companies

—Portuguese , Dutch and English-made the Cape a place of call,

in order to receive despatches from , or to communicate with, their

countrymen at home or abroad. The mode adopted by these

primitive post carriers is thus described by the old Dutch writers.

The commanders of the several ships brought with them large

stones of a peculiar shape, engraven with the name of the vessel and

its officers ; and these stones were left at particular spots on the

shores of Table or Saldanha Bays as indications that beneath them ,

or in a certain direction from them, were buried letters and despatches.

Sometimes the voyagers entrusted such documents to those of the

natives in whom they had sufficient confidence. But after the

early colonists arrived here these practices were, of course,

discontinued.

For the century succeeding the settlement of Europeans the

annals of the Colony supply very little information respecting postal

communication, and the first establishment of a regular inland post

appears to have taken place after the occupation of the Colony

by the British troops under the command of Sir David Baird ,

in 1806.

The history of the post office for the next forty years is barren of

events ; with the exception that, from time to time , branch offices

were formed, and an alteration in the rates of postage was made

by which letters were charged according to the distance carried,

ranging from 1 d. to is. 2d. , but there was only one post a week

between Cape Town and Graham's Town.

About the year 1815 , the works executed under the direction of

the Central Road Board began to be of great service to the post

office. Good roads were made, rivers bridged, and communication

was opened up to nearly all parts of the Colony. In 1846 the

mails were conveyed between Cape Town and Graham's Town,

twice a week each way ; and the old rate of postage was superseded

by a uniform rate of fourpence per half-ounce letter .

In 1852 the book post was established between Cape Town and

the United Kingdom, the rate of postage chargeable being 6d. the

half pound , and in the same year postage stamps were first

introduced .

In 1855 the book post with the United Kingdom was extended

to the whole Colony, but an inland book postage was not established

until 1862 .
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The later history of the department will probably engage our

attention at some future time, but meanwhile we present our readers

with a view of the Central Telegraph Office as it was in 1862—

a mere kiosque at the foot of the Table Mountain. The telegraphs

were then the property of a private company and were bought by

the State in 1873. At present this branch of the work is conducted

in a suite of rooms adjoining the Railway Station , while the post

office proper occupies a building not far removed, and the

administrative offices are lodged in temporary quarters elsewhere.
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TELEGRAPH OFFICF, CAPE TOWN, 1862.

A spacious new G.P.O. is about to be begun in Adderley Street ,

adjoining the station , and when it is finished not only will all the

various branches of the business be under one roof, but it will be

possible to undertake fresh branches of work , which is at present

impossible from want of space .

We also give a view of a post cart standing outside the old post

office building which was used as the head office in 1862 . The cart

is one of those by means of which mails were conveyed along all
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the main roads before the introduction of railways. As much as

1000 lbs. of mails was often conveyed by one of these carts, four

horses being generally used .

பெரம

wqpattesworth

Cape Mall Caki.

Cromwell.

B

ORN in due time, ' mid stress of storm-tossed years,

Stern son of Truth ! in Error's darkest night

Thy dauntless spirit , like the steadfast light

Of the blest day-star, through the gloom appears .

Not thine to parley with pale squeamish fears ;

God's warrior thou ; in thy dread Captain's sight

A people's wrongs outweigh a monarch's right,

E'en tho' baptised in royal blood and tears .

Cromwell ! the Joshua of our errant race !

Leading thy flock from desert waste of lies

Through shocks of strife triumphant, by God's grace

Into the Canaan of their liberties .

Thine the grim striving - ours the hard-won prize :

Yet ’mongst th' immortals thou, too, hast thy place.

TALBOT THYNNE.
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A Postal Tramp Abroad.

COME account of an official visit which we recently paid to

the Continent may perhaps be of interest to readers of

the St. Martin's -le -Grand Magazine. Our instructions

left us at liberty to visit Belgium , Holland , Germany,

Switzerland and France ; but on account of want of time we were

unfortunately obliged to omit Holland.

In Belgium the Railway, Postal , and Telegraph services form one

great Department under the control of a Minister of State. The

Railways are managed and worked by the State , and thus early in

our travels we had practical experience of the enormous advantages

to the postal service arising from this condition of things . In our

own country, the Post Office has to pay upwards of a million and a

half pounds sterling annually to the Railway Companies, whereas in

Belgium the cost of the railway part of the work does not come into

the accounts of the Post Office at all. There is no charge for

conveyance of mails or of Officers travelling in charge of them.

There is no charge for hauling travelling Post Offices, and these

accordingly are very widely used, and penetrate to all parts of the

country. Moreover, the wants of the Post Office are always consulted

in preparing and revising the time tables . These arrangements

enable the authorities to circulate the correspondence very quickly ,

but in one respect they are much behind us, viz . : —the transfer of

mails to and from trains in motion. The practice is resorted to in

some cases, as we saw for ourselves, but the methods are primitive ,

and only adapted to the transfer of a light weight to or from a train

progressing at a moderate rate of speed . The mail bag

enclosed in any pouch , it is simply fastened to an iron ring about a

foot in diameter. This ring is then suspended from an iron bar fixed

about a foot from the side of the carriage, from which it is

struck off by a spike projecting from a standard at the way side

station . Such an apparatus would be quite unequal to the transfer

work accomplished nightly in this country, where the pouches trans

ferred at one station sometimes weigh several hundredweight , and the

trains are travelling at a high rate of speed .

In Belgium the Inland and Foreign Parcel work is done by the

Railway Companies and not by the Post Office, except in remote

districts to which the railway service does not penetrate. But

not
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although relieved of the press of parcel work , the Belgium Post

Office servant has a vast deal of other work to perform . To see

this you have only to stand for a few minutes in the hall of

the beautiful new central Post Office at Brussels. Around three sides

of the hall (the centre is reserved for writing desks for the public)

are ranged long rows of the familiar “ Guichets,” little moveable

glass windows behind each of which a Post Office clerk sits to

transact business ; and about 30 of these “ Guichets ” are required to

provide for the various branches of the postal work alone. We

sometimes pity our own poor Sub-Postmasters who are supposed to

master the postal regulations printed for their guidance ; but these

regulations are not nearly so numerous or voluminous as those

handed to a Belgian Sub-Postmaster. His instructions extend over

several substantial volumes ; and we are bound to say that they

appeared to us models of systematic arrangement and clear exposition,

which we might well endeavour to emulate. Perhaps this is due in

part to the use of the French language, which is such a perfect

instrument for clear and precise expression .

We were much surprised not to find in either Belgium, Switzer

land, or France any Post Office official who could speak English,

and all our conversation had to be conducted in French. In

Germany, on the other hand, many of the officials spoke English

very well, and at Berlin we were courteously supplied by Herr Sachse

with a companion and guide who explained everything in English

and accompanied us throughout our sojourn in that city .

In travelling from Brussels to Berlin we encountered extremely

cold weather, and the thermometer for several days recorded a

temperature from 20 to 30 degrees ( Fahrenheit) below freezing point.

But so good were the arrangements for heating the trains, that we,

were able to take off our hats and overcoats during the journey in

spite of the cold without.

The Germans are very proud of their postal service, which has

been practically created in its present form during the past 25 years ;

and it would be difficult to deny that the service is at the present

time the most complete in the world . In some ways superiority

could be claimed for our own system , and in other ways our methods

are perhaps more suited to the British character and surroundings ;

but judged simply as a Postal Service, and having regard to the range

of its operations, to its admirable organization, to the intelligence

and physique of its officers, and to its buildings and appliances, it

certainly seems to us to bear the palm .
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The gross amount of the business is very large. Our newspapers

are accustomed to quote with bewilderment the enormous figures

which always appear on the first page of our Postmaster-General's

annual report ; but the German figures over- top them . . The

Imperial Post Office deals with upwards of 3,000,000,000 articles

annually ; but it is only fair to add that this total would fall short of

our own if it were not for the vast newspaper traffic - more than four

times as many newspapers passing through the post in Germany as

in the United Kingdom. The employés form an army of upwards of

150,000 men . They deal with upwards of 80,000,000 money orders

in the year, and with upwards of 120,000,000 parcels . The parcels

are about 21 times as numerous as in this country, while the maximum

weight carried is 110 lbs. per packet as compared with 11 lbs in this

country.

The gross revenue, however, does not quite come up to ours, and

the net revenue is not a quarter of the sum which we hand over each

year to a voracious Chancellor of the Exchequer, and this nothwith

standing that the railway companies receive no heavy subsidies in

Germany.

One of the many reasons for the small surplus is no doubt the

fact that by law every house in the Empire is entitled to a daily

delivery of letters, and this has often to be maintained at a cost

which far exceeds the revenue from the correspondence delivered .

We were much interested in visiting at Berlin the Imperial Post

Office Museum, which is housed in certain rooms belonging to the

central administration in the Leipzigerstrasse. The Museum has

now been in existence for upwards of 20 years, and each year there

appears in the estimates an item of £1000 for enlarging the collection

by the purchase of objects of interest in connection with the postal

and telegraph services of all countries throughout the world . Like

all other branches of the Postal Service, this Museum is admirably

organized and the exhibits well arranged , while an illustrated

catalogue of 370 pages fully explains all the articles exhibited.

Some brief account of the exhibits may be interesting. They

commence with the dawn of civilization, and in the first section are

ranged specimens of the writing materials and modes of conveyance

used in Egypt, in Greece, and Rome, and their respective colonies ,

Passing to the middle ages, we find specimens of early writing and

printing, and of letters and newspapers, also illustrations of the

means of communication used in various countries in times of peace

There are many pictures and some models of postmen,
and war.
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both mounted and on foot. In those days many of the large towns

had postmen of their own dressed in a special garb, and in one

portion of the Museum is a representation of each of the postmen

employed in the Swiss cantons. In this connection, one of the most

interesting exhibits consists of various illustrations of the Postal Service

provided by the Princes of Thurn and Taxis. When we were boys ,

the stamps of these Princes and also their names were familiar,

but we were not aware of the history attached to them . As a matter of

fact, the Princes ofThurn and Taxis were for many centuries the heredi

tary Postmasters-General of the countries now included in the Austrian

and German Empires. Francis von Taxis may be said to have been

the founder of the Post in the modern sense of the word . He lived at

the close of the 15th century, and was appointed in 1500 by the

Emperor as Postmaster-General of that great Empire which included

Austria, the Low Countries, Spain , Burgundy, and part of Italy ; an

old postal time bill containing his signature in that year has been

discovered . He undertook to maintain for a certain specified sum

a regular service for Government despatches, and afterwards was

allowed to convey private individuals and their correspondence in

return for payment. His establishments were in all the large towns

of Europe, and a monopoly was thus created which was not finally

abolished until the year 1867. In that year the family gave up its

monopoly of the Post in no fewer than 18 states of the North

German Federation in return for a very handsome sum down, which

will keep its members in affluence for generations to come ; and

when we visited Frankfort-on -the -Main we found part of the postal

staff located in an old palace of the Princes of Thurn and Taxis, with

magnificent staircases and painted ceilings, pending the completion

of a new Post Office now in course of erection.

Coming next to the present century and the present time, we

find gathered together in the Museum articles illustrative of the

Postal and Telegraph Service in all parts of the world-pictures of

Chinese and Annamite postmen, for instance ; of bicycle posts,

elephant posts , camel posts, reindeer posts in Canada, and

so on.

In the English section we noticed, among other things, a model of

a stage coach presented by the late Mr. Fawcett when Postmaster

General , and a complete working model of a travelling Post Office

on the London and North Western line.

The German section was of course the most complete and

extensive, though a number of the exhibits had gone to the Chicago
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ances,

in which money

Exhibition. It included a complete set of models of all the mail

cart conveyances used throughout the Empire, for unlike our own

practice , the German Post Office designs and owns all these convey

Rural postmen are not left, as with us, to buy or beg any

conveyance they can pick up ; all the mounted postmen are supplied

with a conveyance specially designed for the purpose. In Berlin

itself not only are the conveyances the property of the Post Offices,

but also the horses ; and one of the most notable sights in Berlin ,

from a post office point of view, is the large stables, opposite the

great parcel delivering depôt , where the horses are kept.

Further on , in several rooms , are models of most of the Post and

Telegraph Offices built in Germany during the past few years, and these

certainly give one a very vivid sense of the liberal way

is spent on the Post Office Service . We have no doubt that many

Post Office officials wish that less money was spent on these palatial

edifices and a little more on their own salaries. Most of the buildings

are in excellent taste, and efforts have been made to conform the style of

architecture of each building to the prevailing style in the town in

which it is situated, so that the models when seen together make a

varied and interesting collection. The German Postmaster-General

is in the happy position of being his own First Commissioner of

Works. Not only that but he occupies a permanent position , and

ranks as a Secretary of State, introducing and defending in Parliament

the estimates for his own Department. When it is added that the

present occupier of this honourable post is His Excellency Dr. von

Stephan, a household name throughout Germany, a postal enthusiast

and the great moving power in the Postal Union* , you know how it is

he has been able to secure such success .

The Museum also contains a very complete Telegraph section,

illustrating the growth of the service from the old days of optical

telegraphing down to the latest developments of the telephone and

the phonograph .

There is, further, a working model of the pneumatic post used in

Berlin for circulating letters, a very complete collection of postage

stamps of all countries , and a library of books on all matters '

connected with the post .

The whole Museum is an excellent school of instruction for all

officers of the Department, and is so used . Far more attention is

paid in Germany than in this country to the careful and systematic

* In the International Bureau at Berne, Dr. von Stephan's portrait hạngs

side by side with Sir Rowland Hill's.
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teaching of the officials, and all of them, from the great Dr. von

Stephan himself, have done the practical work in Provincial Post

Offices, and in the travelling Post Offices, and before promotion had

to shew, by standing certain technical examinations, that they under

stood their work and were competent to undertake superior duties.

We were very much struck during our visit by the great intelligence

of the officers, and their capacity to explain at a moment's notice the

work they were doing and its relation to the other parts of the Post

Office Service. If we were to venture on a critical remark here , we

should say that the proverbial “ red tape " is probably more conspicuous

in Germany than even in this country. Official discipline is maintained

with great rigour and military precision ; greater deference and

outward signs of respect are exacted than would be tolerated in this

country, and of course the lower officials in return take it out of the

long suffering public. The visit of a stranger to a large German Post

Office is a solemn and imposing performance ; at every 20 yards or so

you are pulled up and introduced to a Herr Post Inspector, or

a Herr Cashier, or a Herr Head Postman ; there is elaborate bowing

and explanations, and generally an interchange of visiting cards,

which soon exhausted the stock we had brought from home. It is

singular, too, that very few women are employed in Post Office work

in Germany, though this is done extensively both in Switzerland

and in France.

We travelled from Berlin in a travelling Post Office to Eisenach ,

and then on to Frankfort, Basel , and Berne. Here we paid our

respects to M. Höhn, who has succeeded M. Eugène Borel as

director of the International Bureau of the Postal Union, located

in an office from which is visible that wonderful view of the Oberland

mountains which people travel from all parts of the world to see.

As all travellers know, the Swiss postal system is a very good one,

and the charges very low. But it would not bear transplanting to

our own land. It is meant for a land where everyone is honest and

where everyone knows his neighbour. Switzerland has no large

towns , and the way of doing business there implies trust in both the

officials and the public. The officers work hard and, except in

the lower grades, are very poorly paid ; but then it must be remem

bered that Switzerland really is a poor country. The Director

General of Posts only receives £350 a year ; he works hard during

the business hours (8 a.m. to noon , and 2 to 6 p.m.) and is a

permanent official, thoroughly master of all the branches of the

service .
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Our visit to Paris was hurried and we saw little of the actual

working of the postal system in France. Our colleagues of the

Administration seemed to be, as in London, too much of specialists.

Each man understood his own little branch of the work, but was

generally quite ignorant of other matters. One suspects also that

they are almost as “ insular ” as ourselves, especially are they inclined

to rebel against “ this everlasting imitation of the Germans.”

Everywhere we found the most delightful spirit of camaraderie.

We were hailed as colleagues and treated as friends. The word

“ treated ” is true in more senses than one, and we probably got the

character of excessive abstemiousness. At any rate we escaped the

fate of a certain Postmaster -General who had preceded us in

examining the postal systems of Western Europe, but who in an

unlucky hour went to Monte Carlo — presumedly to inspect the Post

Office. In a short time he had to telegraph to his Government for

money to pay his debts and bring him home. They sent the money,

but cashiered him on arrival. By the brevity of our visit and “ strict

attention to business ” we have escaped any such unfortunate

termination to an episode in our official careers which we shall always

look back upon with pleasure.

ROBERT BRUCE.

Secretary's Office . L. T. HORNE.

L'abat- jour égalitaire deviendra obligatoire pour les demoiselles employées

dans nos bureaux de poste, si l'Administration tient à leur épargner les galanteries

du public et à assurer la rapidité du service. ( From Le Charivari.)

T
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Telegraph Engineering.

蘭

HAVE been frequently asked in what line of business

I am, or what is my occupation . After replying that I

am engaged in the Engineering Department of the

Post Office Telegraphs, the next query is, “ Well, what

do you do ? ” As the latter question has often been asked me by

people in the Civil Service, as well as by outsiders, I thought it

might be interesting to your readers if I gave a short account of the

work performed in an Engineering District. Of course, to put it

briefly, the duties consist of the erection and maintenance of

telegraph lines, and the fixing and maintenance of instruments and
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batteries. This seems simple enough, but I should like to enlarge a

little , and give a more detailed statement of what is done and the

processes that have to be gone through .

We frequently hear the Post Office and Telegraph Departments

(the latter expression meaning the commercial Branch) spoken of and

written about in very glowing terms, but the Engineering Depart

ment of the Telegraphs is rarely, if ever, mentioned , This is

probably due to its inherent bashfulness, in not forcing itself before

the public ; but although numerically small it is a most necessary

branch of the Service. I do not wish to thrust the Engineering

Branch to the fore unnecessarily, but when we are told that all we

have to do is to sit in the office and write out service messages, or

go riding and walking about the country enjoying ourselves , it is

perhaps as well that some of the ignorance thus displayed should be

replaced by some little knowledge of the work done, when a more

charitable view may be taken of our doings.

It must be borne in mind that before even the Telegraph Depart

ment can begin their work of transmitting and receiving messages,

the Engineers must have got everything ready for them, and also be

prepared to keep things in working order, so as to enable the

telegraphists to dispose of their work with that despatch for which

they are noted .

In the first place, when it is proposed to open up a new office, or

build a new line, an estimate of the cost has to be prepared . Before

this can be done, surveys have to be made of the country through

which the line will pass . Frequently severals roads have to be gone

over before a route is decided upon. Many things have to be borne

in mind before a route is selected , primarily economy. As wide a

road as accessible must be chosen. It should be as straight as

possible, and preferably free from trees . Again we must be careful

not to offend any of the better class of people by erecting what are

frequently termed “ unsightly poles" in front of their aristocratic

mansions. Having chosen our route, we choose our sites for poles

(but how frequently, alas , do we have to alter them ! ) ; and this is not

always so easy a matter as people imagine. Some folks seem to

think you have only just to dig a hole, drop the pole in , and there

you are . Vain conceit ! You have to bear in mind that it will not

do to place a pole so that it will interfere with the view from that

gentleman's drawing room , or obstruct the beautiful landscape seen

from this lady's boudoir, or unduly interfere with the greensward

where gentlemen of money and leisure are wont to exercise their
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horses. Then you must be careful to have your wires of sufficient

height over gateways, lanes, and highroads, so that vehicular traffic

will not be impeded. Again you must dodge that ornamental tree,

and steer clear of the ancient oak which it would be sacrilege to cut ;

curves have to be taken into account necessitating shorter spans, and

involving staying and strutting to prevent poles from buckling or

bending.

Tree cutting has to be avoided as much as possible, as landowners

like to have timber on their property , if it is only, as it often happens,

for the look of the thing, many of the trees as a commercial

commodity being all but worthless. Then again other people are so

æsthetic as to imagine that telegraph wires attached to the chimney,

or gable end of the house , do not improve the appearance thereof.

These persons have to be conciliated, although success does not

always meet the Engineer, no matter how diplomatic or affable he

may be.

Next the cost of erection is duly counted, and the estimate goes

in. Sometimes it is accepted , and at other times, due to reasons best

known at Head Quarters, the work is not carried out. Assuming

that it is accepted , wayleaves have to be obtained. The names of

road Surveyors of the different sections of the highways have to be

ascertained, the extent of their jurisdiction found out (not always an

easy matter) , and applications duly made. Some highway boards

only meet once in three months ; owing to circumstances your

application goes in just after a meeting has been held-result, weary

waiting . Then perchance one or two consequential members of the

board do not like the idea, a committee is appointed , and an officer

of the Engineering Branch has to meet the committee, go over the

ground with these gentlemen, and be prepared to meet all kinds of

trivial objections in a pleasant manner, and promise to carry out

all their needs and requirements, whether possible or politic. Other

highway boards depute the task to their surveyor. Sometimes a

question of rental , or unsightliness, is raised, and litigation results,

which has hitherto, I believe, always ended in a verdict in favour of

the Department. Assuming we have got over this difficulty, then , in

accordance with Act of Parliament, it is necessary to advertise in the

local newspapers for two consecutive weeks, also to distribute notices

to the householders en route informing them that the Department

having obtained the consent of the public bodies is about to erect a

line of telegraph between so and so. Then 21 days have to elapse

from the date of the last advertisement, before we can begin work,
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in order to give time for the residents to raise any objection they

may think fit. Even then, if no obstructionists appear on the scene,

there are what are known as private wayleaves to be sought. These are

needed where is is necessary, or advisable, to fix struts and stays

over the hedges, or fix poles on private land, in order to avoid

cutting trees, or to make the line look better, or what not. The

making of these solicitations is not always an agreeable duty. An

irate elderly gentleman will say that he has done without telegraphs

all his life, and does not see why his descendants cannot do the

same, further he will see the Government hanged before they shall

put any of their ugly line props on his land. Of course the old

party has to be reasoned and argued with , to get him in a reasonable

frame of mind, and no matter how good an officer the negotiator

may be, he is not always successful in luring the old man over to his

side. Another man has no objection to the telegraphs but he has a

most decided objection to the line encroaching on his land. He

would not have much to say if the Department went on neighbour

Jones' land, and thinks it would be a much better route. I may

mention a case , where, some few years ago, it was desired to cross

some private land belonging to a horse dealer ; two officers had

made several visits to the man, but their petition was met with a firm

refusal, and all arguments were useless ; a third officer, one of a

higher grade, tried his luck, and being a good judge of horses , got

into the stables, and by a little judicious praising of the equine

inhabitants, alluding to their good points , and so on, got the horse

dealer into a excellent humour, and having completed his circuit of

the stables, proceeded to the trap that was waiting for him , accom

panied by the trader . Just as he was getting into the vehicle, he told

him who he was, and his business, and presumed he would have no

objection to the line of poles crossing his land : the man without

the slightest hesitation said , “ Oh, yes ! it will be all right,” and a

troublesome job was thus happily ended . Clearly a case of knowing

the customer you had to deal with.

Then again some persons evidently believe that the Government

purse is of a most elastic nature, and think nothing of asking pro

hibitive sums for the privilege of making fixings on their property ;

all the arguments that can be adduced to the effect that the telegraph

is for the public benefit and so on are simply wasted, and a detour

from the original route has to be made. This probably renders

futile several days work of getting consents, and a fresh start has to

be made. A whole host of amusing stories might be related of the
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difficulties to be contended with . I remember one case where a

gentleman strongly objected to having his trees interfered with ; by

some unfortunate misunderstanding the men cut the trees one

morning before the man was up . He, happening to look through his

bedroom window, found that his orders had been disobeyed, and

promptly fetched his gun and threatened to shoot the men. The

foreman came on the scene and, after a deal of parleying, somewhat

cooled the old man's anger by promising to dismiss the man who

had directed the work.

In consequence of building operations, road alterations , erection

of railways , and other causes, the line has oftentimes to be altered,

and these alterations are not unfrequently awkward, involving, as they

sometimes do, an entire re-construction of a certain section of the

line.

Of course when the lines are erected they have to be maintained,

a strict eye kept on the insulation and the general stability of the

line , a sharp look -out being kept on weak places , it being the duty

of the engineer to prevent faults and not wait until they arise.

Perhaps the most objectionable work the Engineering Branch have

to contend with is a breakdown , because it mostly happens in the

winter, or when bad weather prevails. No matter how hard it rains,

how heavy the snow falls, or how boisterous the wind, the Engineer

and his men have to start with a good horse and suitable conveyance

for tools, a coachman who is willing to assist, a draw-vice, a pick and

spade, coils of line wire and binding wire, a couple of good hand

saws, two good axes, rope, climbing irons, G.P. wire for tying slack

wires to standing trees if required, and a few other small tools . A

very useful tool when trees are across wires is a cross cut saw about

4 feet long in the blade. You are then prepared for all emergencies ,

provided you have not forgotten your purse (a most essential point) ,

and drive along through a blinding snow storm , or in face of a

pitiless rainfall or blustering wind , or both, or all three, until the

scene of the catastrophe is reached ; then out you get, and with all

the despatch possible put right the damage done by the elements ,

working in your wet clothes in the cheerless twilight, or daybreak, or

even middle night if there be any moon, or artificial light of any

kind , to work by. Then on again until the whole length of the

section in which the fault has been localised is covered, because

there may be more than one unfriendly tree uprooted and across the

wires. Then perhaps you have to wait in a cold station for an hour

or two until a train comes in to get you back to head quarters, when
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you may possibly have to start out after another interruption that

has cropped up in another direction . No wonder if our people are

more or less martyrs to rheumatism !

I give one or two incidents that have been sent me by different

engineers when on the war-path or rather the fault -path :

“ On one occasion , after a very heavy day at break-down work—80

trees being across the wires in 22 miles—it became necessary to get

more assistance. There was a gang of men lodging 14 miles further

on ; and I started with a waggonette and pair of horses at 10.0 p.m.

After travelling about a milewe began to run through water, which

increased in depth until it wasup to the horses knees; fortunately we

were obliged to go slowly, for just then there was a sudden stumble,

andwe were crashing through branches. An examination with the

carriage lamps showed three trees across the road . The driver

wanted to turn back but the obstacle proved not to be insurmount

able . Stepping out into the water (the driver keeping the reins and

his seat) , I got the horses over the fallen branches, and by assisting

at the wheels, managed to clear the trees . On we went , wet but

cheerful, until in a narrow part of the road an enormous tree blocked

all progress, high banks prevented the possibility of getting round

through the fields, and crestfallen we retraced our steps, again

stepping into the water to clear the first trees, and back tothe town.

Nothing venture, nothing have . ' There was another road, but it

was fivemiles further round ; we tried it and succeeded in getting

through , the horses in places having almost to swim , the water rising

six inches over the floor of the carriage. At 3.0 a.m. we arrived at

the men's lodgings, and whilst they were dressing I took advantage

of the delay to pour the water out of my ' water tights ' ande ' wring

out ' my stockings . We were soon on our wayback enjoying a

splendid view of a comet and laughing heartily at the only grumbler

in the party who, at each recurring stretch of water we drove through ,

reminded us it was nice to be a telegraph man to be fetched out of

bed in the middle of the night and dragged through a river ! '

However a substantial breakfast later on put him in a good form , and

by daylight I had the pleasure of knowing that the breakdown was

being attacked from both ends at once , another 12 hours work

making me feel that I had earned a night's repose. ”

Another writes :

“ Once I was nearly lost in a snow drift on the Cotswold Hills .

It is often remarked that all the hedges are stone walls ' in that

locality. To get at the end of a broken wire which lay on the snow,

I stepped off the top of one of these ‘ hedges' into the snow which

reached within a foot of the top, when I suddenly disappeared, and

helplessly floundering was glad to call for the help of the lineman ,

who came, and casting me a wire for a rope, hauled me forth , a
veritable snow man. I afterwards ascertained that the snow was

14 feet deep where I had stepped into it. "
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The illustration at the beginning of the article graphically pour

trays the difficult and dangerous work that has to be accomplished.

The rain is falling fast and a high wind is blowing, which necessi

tates the man being tied to a branch of the tree to prevent him

being blown to the ground. The sketch is from an actual break

down. The tree has been uprooted by the gale, fallen across the

line of wires, and rendered them useless. The top has to be sawn

off, the wires released , repaired, and regulated, and under the trying

atmospheric conditions in which the work has to be performed it is

no enviable task , as my readers will admit.

Of course there are smaller faults continually occurring from some

cause or other. These always receive prompt attention , taking

precedence over any other class of work. That they are not always

easy to trace is fully shown by the following example :

" When the Magnetic Co's wires were first erected on poles

between London and Birmingham, there were no intermediate test

ing stations. The Companywere frequently troubled with a metallic

contact on the same two wires. The whole length of line was closely

examined time after time. Wires were well regulated and no cause

could be found. Still the contact kept appearing. It was also

noticed that it was more frequent on fine days than wet. One day

an Engineer was driving through the village of Hockliffe not knowing

that the contact then existed. Looking at the wires as he passed, he
saw the upper window of a house was opened . This window was

formed of the old fashioned lead squares in an iron frame. Every

time it was opened the iron frame rested against the two wires, and

so caused contact.”

In consequence of the nature of the work the engineering staff is

no stranger to fractured limbs and sprains, while hairbreadth escapes

are by no means rare . The following is an instance for the authenti

city of which I do not vouch :

" Telegraph linemen are supplied with a large pair of steel cutting

pliers . When not inuse they are placed in a leather pouch attached

to a belt worn around their waist, the pliers hanging just over their

right hip . All telegraph people know what an earthplate is. It is

a square sheet of galvanised iron 3 feet by 3 feet and ths thick,

and very brilliant when new. When they are being carried, as a

rule they are slung over the shoulder like a sandwich man's board.

Being about to bring the telegraph into use at some rifle butts, the

lineman was instructed to go and put an earth plate in. When

walking across the range he was mistaken by some of the recruits
for a moving target, and was fired at. The ball went clean

through the earth plate , struck the pliers , glanced off, without
injuring him .”
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Telegraph construction men have less advantages of shelter than

almost any other body of men. They are not supposed to be in an

ale-house during working hours even if there happens to be one in

the neighbourhood. On one occasion when an engineer went out

to pay a gang of men he found they had taken shelter, during a

heavy thunderstorm , in some outbuildings of a roadside inn. Not

being allowed, under the Truck Act, to pay men on licensed

premises there was no alternative but to pay them on the high road.

The means of so doing had to be contrived. One man formed the

desk , another held the ink -bottle, whilst the engineer had to shelter

I
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the vouchers to prevent them getting wet. Of course if the vouchers

are not carefully protected a gust of wind often blows them away .

The cash accounts which are paid directly from the Superintend

ing Engineer's Office, in the district to which I have the honour to

be connected, amount to about £18,000 a year. In addition to

this, bills and accounts are certified and forwarded to London for

payment by warrant to the extent of about £2,000. The value of

the stores dealt with reaches a figure something like £25,000.

These are the normal figures. Of course when a new main line is

being built, as, for instance, in 1883 , when a line of 17 wires, 156

miles long was erected, the amounts given are considerably exceeded .
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Then the Engineering Department makes all the necessary arrange

ments for getting off the work at race meetings, and all special

arrangements for the extra telegraph work occasioned by public

ceremonies , political speeches, etc.

The mileage of lines to be properly maintained, and the instru

ments and batteries to be kept in thorough working order by this

district is shown below :

Mileage of poles 1,520

wires 15,000

Number of offices ... 670

instruments ... 1,300

battery cells ... 17,100

Under the jurisdiction of the district referred to there are in

addition to the above about 850 miles of poles and 7,000 miles of

wires on railways.

Although essentially a spending branch , we nevertheless contribute

something towards revenue by the rentals accruing from private

wires. This district brings to the Treasury a net rental of over

£8,000 from this source, and the cost to the department is very

little, as the ordinary maintenance staff are able to cope with the

work without extra assistance. In addition we have now eight

engines, four Lancashire boilers, &c. , to attend to in connection with

the electric lighting, pneumatic system , and hydraulic lifts in use at

the Birmingham Post Office. The whole of the electric lighting

arrangements are looked after by the Engineering Branch, and there

is an equivalent of about 1,000 16 c.p. lamps.

HENRY KING.

Birmingham .
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Preparing for the Parcel Post.

HE ist of August, 1883 , witnessed the inauguration of

what has unquestionably—with the single exception of

the Telegraph service-proved to be the most important

of the many branches of work which have, from time to

time, been grafted on to the old Post Office system . Events march

so rapidly in these days, and the conveyance of parcels has now

become so closely interwoven with the other duties of the Post Office,

that few , whether they be officials of the Department, or members

of that insatiable giant, that mighty and all-compelling power , The

Public, stop to think that ten years ago there was nothing to indicate

that such a system was seriously contemplated by the Government,

though, no doubt, expressions of a desire for it on the part of the

public were not wanting .

Upon officers of the Surveying Branch fell a considerable portion

of the work of organizing and starting the new service in provincial

towns, and some account of the procedure adopted and the difficulties

to be overcome may not be altogether uninteresting to readers of

St. Martin's. To convey a parcel the size and nature of which

(within certain limits) was to be chosen by the sender, who also had

the selection of starting and finishing points, was no small under

taking, especially as there was practically no machinery existing for

the purpose. What number of articles would have to be dealt with ;

what would be the average size and weight, and the nature of the

contents ; would conveyance be demanded from one town to another,

or from towns into country districts ; would the larger proportion be

of a local character, or would they have to be conveyed long dis

tances ; what kind, and number, of receptacles would be required

for their transmission ; how was conveyance into rural districts to be

provided for ; would additional accommodation be required at Post

Offices — these and many other considerations had to be weighed by

those engaged in the work of arranging and organizing the new

service. Moreover, the Postmaster General had given a pledge (in

Parliament, I think ) that under no circumstances would it be allowed

to interfere with the Letter Post, and our instructions on this point

were very strict.

Certainly the situation seemed full of difficulties, but as is so

frequently the case, they proved not so insurmountable as we at first
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feared . First of all we were informed from London that we might

assume the proportion of parcels to letters would be in a certain ratio

- 1 in 200, if my memory does not play me false ; but, whatever it

was, the estimate proved remarkably accurate. This removed the

risk of making false estimates of the anticipated numbers—or, rather,

it placed the responsibility on other shoulders, much the same thing

to us—and as there is always a record kept of the average weekly

number of letters received at each Post Town, it became easy not

only to arrive at the total number of parcels expected for each place,

but also to apportion it among the several subordinate offices and

the various towns and rural deliveries. A second intimation as to

the expected average weight enabled us, taking the two instructions

together, to calculate how many parcels, of a certain weight and

producing a certain revenue, might be expected in every town or

village, or on any line of rural post. Scales of remuneration for

postmasters and sub -postmasters were fixed , and an instruction was

given to endeavour to keep the cost of dealing with each hundred

parcels within a certain fixed sum . Photographs of barrows, carts,

and vans which were thought to be of the pattern best adapted were

supplied, as were also specimen plans of office fittings, to serve as a

guide in making alterations at offices where the existing accommoda

tion was insufficient.

Armed with this information, and with a blank “ Summary " form ,

the Surveying Officer visited a town, and, after due enquiry, was

expected to elaborate the arrangements he thought necessary to deal

with the new traffic in each division of this town and its subordinate

district. It need hardly be said that all such arrangements were of a

strictly temporary nature, and a point to be kept in mind was that

they should be made capable of prompt modification or extension .

There still remained the great question, that of the actual trans

mission of the parcels from place to place . It was felt to be absolutely

necessary , in the first place, to keep the arrangements as simple as

possible. To attempt anything approaching the circulation of letters,

even apart from the use of Travelling Post Offices, was to court

disaster. “ Confusion worse confounded ” would have been the

inevitable result. Moreover, we were much in the position of those

worthy citizens who after giving 99 good reasons for not firing a

salute on an occasion when they were expected to do so, gave as the

100th reason that they had no guns. We also, if asked to explain

why we did not establish a complete system of interchange of baskets

throughout the country , might well have offered, in addition to many
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other good reasons, the final one that we had no baskets - or, at all

events, not enough .

It was agreed on all hands that the only practicable plan was to

concentrate the whole of the parcels in each Surveyor's District upon

one or two large towns in that district. At these towns separate

parcel offices - or depôts, as they were officially styled - were provided,

if possible at , or close to, the railway station . Each depôt was to

have communication not only with the offices in the district to which

it belonged, but also with depôts in other districts . For each

despatch in one direction a return mail was carefully provided , so

that each place would have the basket it sent away returned again in

due course. These arrangements being made, and circulation lists

of an elementary character provided for use at each depôt, there

remained at last little to do but to await the arrival of the momentous

day. It came in due course. Postmasters and their clerks had well

digested their general rules and local instructions, and the despatches

were made in proper order, and with wonderfully few hitches ; but

when the arrivals began to come in, it was soon seen that there was

a good deal to be learnt as to packing and dealing with parcels, both

by the public and by our officials. I think the first basket I saw

opened contained a parcel of handsome satin , presumably material

for a dress , absolutely saturated with juice from fruit packed in a

cardboard box. This box, placed immediately above the roll of satin ,

had had to bear all the pressure of the lid of the hamper, which was

tightly strapped down. Of course the box collapsed , and this was

the result. At that time the Department admitted no liability, and

one can imagine the feelings of the unhappy lady towards the new

Parcel Post, which had been talked so much of. I did not envy the

postman who had to deliver the roll of satin.

But this was not by any means the only case of the kind . The

uses to which the new post was put from the very first showed what

unlimited confidence was reposed in the Post Office. Eggs, packed

in a cardboard box, had distributed their contents impartially over a

dead and plucked chicken, a roll of cloth or silk, and shreds of lace

and flowers, the remains of a dainty hat or bonnet. A bottle of

whiskey, wrapped in brown paper, had given a spirit bath to a large

wax doll ; and fruit !-there never was such a year for fruit — often

reached its destination in a condition more closely resembling jam

than fresh fruit.

It was amusing to see the expectant look which came over every

body when a hamper was brought into an office to be opened .
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Sometimes a consignment of beef or mutton had succumbed to the

corrupting influences of a three or four days' journey in August. A

package of fish would arrive in almost a " kippered " condition,

while an evil-smelling bunch of brown leaves was all that remained

of what was once a box of cut flowers.

It became evident that a better system of circulation must be

developed, and that speedily. Parcels sent long distances sustained

undue delay by being transmitted from depôt to depôt, and the

detentions in some instances were long. Imagine an extreme case

of a parcel from the North of Scotland to the South -west of England.

It would probably be conveyed viâ Inverness, Perth, Carlisle, Bir

mingham, Bristol , and Plymouth ; at how many of these places it

would be handled , I cannot say, but no doubt at three or four at least.

The length of detention would vary ; but let us assume it was sorted

at Perth . It is quite possible that the train which brought it from

Inverness would connect with that by which Perth made its last

south -going despatch for that day ; consequently the parcel would

have to remain there all night, and probably through a considerable

portion of next day. If to detentions en route be added the delay at

the delivering office, consequent upon the order that the Letter

Post must not be disturbed , and if it be remembered that no parcel

work of any sort was done on Sundays, it will be seen that it was

quite easy to fritter away a week or more in carrying the parcel from

one place to another.

It must be admitted that the patience of the public was in some

cases sorely tried ; but a little explanation had a wonderful effect. A

friend of mine, whose fish , posted on the ist, had not arrived on the

4th of August, was half inclined to be very angry, and half inclined

to jeer at the pretty mess we had made of it. After a little conversa

tion, however, he admitted that he had no right to expect so extensive

a service as the Parcel Post to be started, fully equipped and

organized, in one day.

But the new service was not going to be a failure if we could help

it . Offices were visited in quick succession, the despatches in each

direction doubled , trebled, and re -arranged ; postmasters instructed ,

as a temporary measure, to make up special baskets whenever it

seemed necessary to do so ; local intercourse obtained by means of

the letter bags ; direct communication opened between the larger

towns and London, and what may be called the trunk lines between

depôt and depôt amplified and extended . I remember the case of

one large depôt, at which returns were taken for every hour of one
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day, showing the number of parcels at each hour for all places for

which mails were made up, the destinations of the parcels being at the

same time carefully examined. As a result, the receptacles sent away

and received at that office were absolutely revolutionized, and in

three or four days the number was more than trebled .

The delivery arrangements were all revised. As a rule, in order to

avoid risk of delay in delivering letters, it had been arranged that

parcels should be delivered in the towns by means of hand carts, and,

in some cases, by horse and van. This was soon abandoned, as it

was found they could be more expeditiously and with less labour

delivered with the letters, and that without causing delay to the

latter. Except in the larger towns the amalgamated plan still remains

in force, the public being benefited by the division of the town into

a larger number of districts, which more than counteracts the extra

time taken up with the parcels.

Thus in a fortnight - I might almost say in a week—the parcel

service had already been brought into very much closer accord with

the Letter Post ; and it was then we began to feel its success was

assured. Later on , when the Travelling Post Offices were utilized

for parcel work, the last link in the chain which bound the two

together was forged, and the circulation of a letter and of a parcel

became generally simultaneous throughout the country.

The first month after the start of the Parcel Post was certainly the

most exacting and harassing period of any, but for long afterwards

the work in connection with it was heavy. The problem which

always presented itself was how to improve the parcel arrangements

without interfering with the letters , and any question of improving

the postal service was complicated by the necessity of considering

the parcels as well as the letters. Even now the same difficulty is

felt, and there is no doubt the Parcel Post will always demand more

attention and consideration, comparatively, than the far more

important Letter Post.

But I have reached the limit of my subject — the starting of the

Parcel Post in the provinces . Its subsequent development has

shown that, in the long run, the confidence of the public has been

fully retained . Despite the fact that the Railway Companies, imme.

diately the Parcel Post Act became law, reduced substantially their

charges for the conveyance of small packages, a daily average of

59,000 articles was posted during the first month . In August last

year, nine years afterwards, the number had risen to 150,000 a day,

and in December last to 258,000 a day. The growth has been
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wonderfully steady, without any relapses, and in no single instance

has the number posted in any one month been less than that posted

in the corresponding month of the previous year.

I feel that this statement does but scant justice to so good a subject,

but as some record of the work done in one—and a too often

maligned — branch of the Service it may not be uninteresting ; and

if it did but induce officers engaged in other branches of the work

to set down their experiences of the same event, we might have a

record which would not be without its value in days to come. Which

of us, for example, who has joined the Service since that famous year

1870, when the Telegraph system was transferred to the Post Office,

but would read with interest and pleasure an account of the work

done and the difficulties to be overcome ? “ A nod is as good as a

wink, ” they say, and it is even now not too late for many who

remember the transfer to give us some account of it .

WALTER WEBBER.

Surveyor's Department, Edinburgh,

POSTES ET TELL411!!!LS

mimi

LES DEMOISELLES DANS LES BUREAUX DE POSTE.

Un mandat de cinq louis ! A l'ordre de qui ?

Au vôtre, mademoiselle, si vous le voulez bien ... en échange d'un sourire.

( From Le Charivari.)
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After Office Hours.

TH

Some Hew Books.

HERE is perhaps one advantage in a period of publishing and

literary sterility, such as the present, that there is no particular

book which you are expected to have read by your partner at a dinner

table : and so the smaller fry of novelists and literary men get a

chance of being talked about. I have, for instance, been reading a

charming story entitled Ships that pass in the Night, by Miss Beatrice

Harraden . It is , I believe , Miss Harraden's first book , but except

perhaps in the unsatisfactory ending , it bears no trace of the amateur's

hand. The story is finely conceived, and there is much humour as

well as pathos in the treatment. Two invalids, over whom hangs the

curse of incurable disease, meet at a foreign resort for consumptive

patients. The man has been in the place seven years , in fact he

keeps himself alive by remaining there , and by the stoical and cynical

manner in which he has accepted his fate and abandoned all his

cherished ambitions he has earned for himself in the pension the

title of " the Disagreeable man . " The lady has just arrived at

the pension as the story opens ; she has also had to abandon a life

full of promise, of work, and of ambition ; the doctors had told her

she might or might not recover ; and what is left for her to do ?

One thing, certainly, in Miss Harraden's opinion, and that is to fall in

love with the Disagreeable man, and this she straightway does, and he

with her. It is all told in a natural, easy , and quite healthy manner.

I will not tell my readers the end, they must read it for themselves :

the real end to me is quite immaterial ; what is plain is that love,

containing within itself even the element of cruel fate, transformed

and lightened up for a time two interesting personalities . They were

ships that passed each other in the night, but both were better, not

worse, for the friendly signals they had exchanged.

“ So on the ocean of life we pass and speak one to another,

Only a look and a voice , then darkness again and a silence. "

I have been reading a volume of short stories called The Twilight

of Love, and I like everything in the book except the title, and that

Í simply do not understand . The second title, Studies in the Artistic

Temperament, sufficiently explains everything. Nothing could better

describe the efforts which Mr. Charles Brookfield the actor, and the

author of the book , has made to interpret the lives of those who are

blessed or cursed with the artistic temperament. The best story is

Kirk and Stage. A narrow, puritanical Scotch architect, a good

elder of the Free Kirk, marries early in life a very attractive girl who

at the outset was merely “fighty and fond of gaiety and admiration,"

and “ failed to extract a due amount of sweetness from the long

services in the Free Kirk .” With the narrowness peculiar to his

race the elder cannot put up with any other point of view than his
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ever.

own, and he agrees to make his wife an allowance, on condition that

she lives apart from him. Then she goes on the burlesque stage,

makes a great success ; an English lord is willing to marry her if

she will get a divorce, which the Scotch elder only consents to obtain

when certain worldly advantages are held out to him. But the charm

of the story lies in the way in which the girl's heart is always with

this sordid, uninteresting, selfish Scotchman . He comes to see her

merely to arrange about some business matter in connection with

the divorce, and she, the prospective wife of an English lord , the

most popular burlesque actress of the day, forgets in her husband's

presence all this, forgets even the business of the moment, and, with

the charming unreasonableness of women, sees only in the brute

before her, her realhappiness. “ I should never have left you, David ,

if you'd seemed to care for me,' said Florrie, her eyes brimful of tears.

' I always loved you, I don't mind confessing it now everything's

over,' and she rose and came and stood close in front of him .

• I've never seen any one else I've cared for one bit. ' " Oh , David, '

she sighed at last , “ it is such heaven to be in your arms again . ' And

David only said vaguely, still sticking close to his copy book morality,

* Righteous lips are the delight of kings.'” And so she goes off with

Lord Forder, but “ everything is not over, " as she implied. David

goes down in life, fails in business, and is more unattractive than

He meets his former wife in Bond Street, he gives her a look

of misery, and she forthwith leaves Lord Forder and goes off to

Brighton with David. Lord Forder tries to find her, and at last he

is successful. In the next room to the one he occupied at Brighton

he heard some music going on. “ It was an air which Lord Forder

knew exceptionally well, and he recognised the touch on the piano

to be Florrie's. The voice was rough and unmusical. The words it

sang ran thus:

* Frady's boy is but four foot nane,

Soterdy's lanky and ta ',

But Sondy I kip forr the best o' the hip,

Forr the Best Boy of a' .'

• And that's the man, ' said Mr. Carslake to Lord Forder, with a little

dry laugh, that you've settled eight hundred a year upon for life.' '

In fact Lord Forder had made a bad bargain, and the story has an
excellent moral : “ Beware of the artistic temperament in a lover ;

in her faithfulness she is as terrible as she is reckless in her

unfaithfulness.” The stories are all excellent and are full of tragedy
and comedy.

Two other works of fiction I have much enjoyed reading lately are

Lena's Picture, by Mrs. Barrington, and The Real Thing, and other

Stories, by Henry James. The first, which is a novel , is concerned

with one of the gravest problems of modern life, viz . :—that of

hereditary mental disease , and it deals with it very sympathetically.

Moreover, there is so much humanity in the authoress's point of

view, that although we are conscious she has her own opinions as to

the duty of her heroine in the circumstances in which she is placed,
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yet she leaves her readers plenty of reasons for thinking that in

sacrificing her hopes as she did, Lena was unnecessarily hard on

herself. It is a novel to make one think . As for Mr. Henry James'

last volume, it is all written with the finish and care for expression

which we are accustomed to look for in this popular author. The

story which gives the title to the book is a little gem of its kind .

The tale is a very slight one, but it contains within itself a moral

which every artist has to learn before he can do anything great.

The real thing, the raw material is not art : here, for instance, in this

particular story, are a society gentleman and his wife, distinguished

and handsome in appearance, but reduced in circumstances to the

extent of having to sit as models for a painter of scenes in which

society people figure. The artist employed this interesting couple

out of charity, and because he was amused at their assurance that

they must be valuable for his purpose, for whatever else they might

be, at any rate, as they said , they were “ the real thing.” The quality

of his work fell off as a consequence, and in spite of the presence of

the real article in his studio, he found he was not painting to please

his employers. Nay, his regular model who sat for every character

imaginable—Lady Macbeth, Joan of Arc, a coster girl , a lady of

title, a princess or a washerwoman - made a better model for his

purpose, vulgar and uneducated though she was , than his two

aristocratic friends. She, at least, knew her work ; she knew her

duty was not to look but to suggest the real thing, and to leave the

rest to the artist's imagination. The dialogues between the artist and

his models are full of humour and good sense.

And now perhaps I may be allowed to leave the subject of novels

and to draw attention to a little book which has lately been published

by Messrs. Macmillan . The volume I refer to is the Letters of

Cowper, in the cheap edition of the Golden Treasury series. I

recommend it to all my friends who want to take a book away with

them on their holiday to read at the many odd moments that turn up

at such times. I may be prejudiced , but I don't know any letters in

the whole of English Literature, not even excepting Charles Lamb's,

to equal those of William Cowper. Sunshine and shadow, shadow

and sunshine followed each other in rapid succession in his curious

and interesting career ; and all his various moods are reflected in these

wonderful letters. At one moment we are thinking of him as crushed

to the earth in deepest melancholy, and the letter he writes in such cir

cumstances is a real cry of pain ; and in a moment we turn to another,

written not very long after the first, and we think of Cowper as the

very soul of playfulness and humour. Surely it is these varying moods

which made him so delightful a companion, while his melancholy and

moroseness were but evidences of his sensitiveness to every influence

which visited him . Mr. Birrell once said that Cowper's letters were

as easy as an old shoe , and that as a result everybody thinks his
merits as a letter -writer exaggerated. It looks so easy to write as

Cowper did , and to go on page after page talking about trivialities.

Jane Austen's novels are also as easy as an old shoe; every novel
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she has written is concerned with the trivialities of life in such a way

that we are almost ashamed to say we are interested in the stories.

But we are interested , genius has transformed triviality, and Jane

Austen will be read when George Eliot is forgotten. Cowper was a

born trifler and yet the most serious minded of all English poets.

He put most of his seriousness into his poetry, but he trifled in his

letters. In poetry he could write :

“ Man disavows and Deity disowns me,

Hell might afford my miseries a shelter,

Therefore, Hell keeps her ever-hungry mouths all

Bolted against me.”

And yet it was the same man who writing to Lady Hesketh is full of
the joy of living. “ And now, my dear, let me tell you once more

that your kindness in promising us a visit has charmed us both . I

shall see you again . I shall hear your voice . We shall take walks

together. I will show you my prospects, the hovel , the alcove, the

Ouse and its banks, everything that I have described. I anticipate

the pleasure of those days notvery far distant, and I feel a part of it
at this moment. Talk not of an inn . Mention it not for your life.

My dear, I will not let you come till the end of May or the beginning

of June, because before that time my greenhouse will not be ready

to receive us, and it is the only pleasant room belonging to us .

When the plants go out we go in . I line it with mats and spread the

floor with mats, and there you shall sit with a bed of mignonette at

your side, and a hedge of honeysuckles, roses, and jasmine, and I

will make you a bouquet of myrtle every day.” Am I not right in

saying this is a book to take away on one's holiday ? Does not this

extract breathe the very spirit ofthe country ? And the love of man,

the possession of the born humourist , is not less apparent. You will

love the country better ; you will certainly love more wisely and make

greater allowances for your fellow men ; and last, but not least, you

will love Cowper himself better when you have invested half-a-crown

in this little volume and have read, marked, and learned its contents.

E.B.
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$ t. Martin's Letter -Bag.

WE,

Official Esprit de Corps.

E are not in the habit of mounting the pulpit and preaching

to our readers. If the present article savours unduly of

the unction of the sermon, we regret the fact ; we tender our

allocution rather as an apologia or as a manifesto than as advice

or reproof. For it is clear from casual remarks in papers which

claim to represent the views of the Civil Service, as well as from

letters which from time to time reach ourselves, that our attitude

towards “ Service ” questions is misunderstood.

St. Martin's - le -Grand does not, and will not, back the efforts

of any class in the Post Office to secure a larger share of official

loaves and fishes than falls to it at present, and therefore we are

accused of want of sympathy with the men, and even of subservience

to the powers that be. Our withers are unwrung, our métier is not

agitation , and our official morals are not those of our censors.

Esprit de corps is the principle which ought to pervade a service

like ours, and the very opposite of esprit de corps is the trade

unionism which some would have us bless. It is all very well for

trades unionism, with its militant organs, to preach combination and

organization so that the various orders of our body politic may

extort concessions from their chiefs. Far be it from us to say that

such combination is unholy or even unnecessary , but we do assert

that it is not esprit de corps, and that it cannot be made the principle

of a Post Office Magazine.

It ought not to be necessary in the nineteenth century to recall

the words of the ancient philosopher who pointed out that when you

lived by any profession you really had two professions. Our main

profession is to run the Postal Service for the good of the country,

our subsidiary profession is to get a livelihood out of the state.

For running the Postal Service to the best advantage of the state

we are united by esprit de corps ; for bettering our own livelihood

we are united by the spirit of trades unionism. There is the

distinction , and St. Martin's- le -Grand - devoted to the interests of the

Postal Service -knows nothing of the trades unionism of classes .

It is a most unfortunate thing that a sense of unity — as of parts

of a great machine—has been almost absent from among us.

It would be impossible to say of the Postal Service what Rudyard

Kipling says of the typical regiment . When the young subaltern

joined, “ it was gently but firmly borne in upon him that the

regiment was his father and his mother, and his indissolubly wedded

wiſe, and that there was no crime under the canopy of heaven
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blacker than that of bringing shame upon the regiment, which was

the best-shooting, best-drilled, best set -up , bravest, most illustrious,

and in all respects most desirable regiment within the compass of

the seven seas.” How many of us take a pride in the Post Office

as a whole ? Some of us may be not entirely set on increasing our

own salary and importance ; we may even feel a pride in our

own Department, or Branch, or Office, but of pride in our position

as parts of one whole, not a jot, not a tittle, not a shadow of a

shade.

It is likely enough that this want of imagination -- for such it is

is rendered somewhat inevitable by our separation over the face

of the land . But that is not the whole story. Have we never heard

of chiefs whose desire and aim it is that their staff should like the

unprofitable servant-do that which it is their duty to do, and

no more ? What happens to the man who takes interest in the

Post Office, and uses brains and energy in his service if he happens

to serve a chief of the bad old school ? Is there camaraderie

between fossilized chief and active lieutenant ? Not a whit, and

then where is the possibility of esprit de corps ?

Or take the younger man, who poses as a “ superior person ."

He is a memberof a well-known club, or he is a gentleman of the
press, when he talks to his friends. He sinks the Post Office when

he can, although he lives by it ; the very last thing he would do

is to join an official function of sociability ; " what the devil has he

to do in that galley ? "

And so esprit de corps has been wanting. Chiefs have been

dotards who only desired to drive niggers and who took no interest in

anything but their own narrow groove of duty and their own receipt

of salary; in the younger ranks have been “ superior persons ” who

ostentatiously played the part of Gallio, and cared nothing for the

Post Office, and thought the whole thing “ infra dig."

Moreover, there has been jealousy between various departments

of the Post Office ; one has charged another with encroachment

and high -and -mighty-ness, and one has looked down upon another

with lordly contempt . They have not realized that they were only
members of one body.

It has been “ the object all sublime ” of St. Martin's -le -Grand,

from its first beginnings , to make us realize our unity, to instil into

us a pride in our Service, while not ignoring its short-comings, and

to preach the good of the service rather than the good of ourselves .

And so we have stunk in the nostrils of the trades unionist element , and

doubtless we shall so stink as long as the magazine exists . But,

nevertheless, in spite of all obstacles, we rejoiceto see that esprit de

corps is really gaining among us . Apart from the increasing success

which attends this magazine, the recent smoking concerts in

St. James' Hall have shown that there is now—as there never was

before - a camaraderie between all ranks and between all Departments.

Let us hope it will increase , and let us end with words of counsel .

Let it be borne in upon us that the “ superior person ” who is
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ashamed to be supposed to take any interest in the service by which

he lives is a despicable sort of animal ; let it be remembered by the

chiefs that even juniors may have brains, and are none the worse if

they are allowed just now and then to take a little interest in their

work, and are treated with some sort of consideration and confidence ;

and , most of all, let us cultivate some little germ of the regimental

feeling of pride in ourselves, pride in our colleagues, and pride in

the success of our service, taking care, however,not to be blind to

the necessity for constant improvement. ThereinTherein is esprit de corps,

and not in the abundance of good things which a man hopeth to

possess by combined agitation .

Tbe Bearing of it.

T is instructive to notice how economic arguments have been

Postage. Those who opposed it made no attempt to strengthen

their case by demonstrating, as they might have done, that the

proposal is practically for a bounty on trade with our colonies .

Mr. Heaton, on the other hand, repeated his old argument that if

newspapers could be carried for id , letters could be carried for that

sum also , and it is on this latter point that we wish to say a few

words. As to this we would first remark that small newspapers are

carried for d ., so that if there is anything in the analogy letters

should pass for d. also . Some of our readers, perhaps, may have

read an interesting controversy which appeared in the Times some

months ago between Mr. Acworth and Sir J. Whitehead on railway

rates. The problem was, why a railway company should charge a

lower rate for carrying a truck load of coal than for a truck load

of brass. The cost of haulage per ton is the same, and the wear and

tear is the same. The conclusion at which Mr. Acworth arrived

was that the only sound principle on which railway rates could in

practice be arranged was to charge what the traffic will bear.

This, practically, is the principle on which alone we can justify the
sending of books and newspapers at a cheaper rate than letters. The

Post Office exists primarily for the transmission of letters, and the

machinery of the Department, the post offices, the staff, and the

means of conveyance, were originally formed solely with a view to

carrying and delivering letters. But this machinery once having been
established it was found that it would be comparatively inexpensive

to add to it a system of carrying book packets. Book and newspaper

packets will not bear such a high rate as letters ; but the low rate

which they will bear is sufficient to cover the additional expense

involved .

In the case of letters to our colonies the principal expense is the

subsidy which is paid in order to induce a company to put on and

maintain steamers starting punctually at fixed times , whether loaded

or not, and travelling at a high and fixed rate of speed . The total

weight of mails carried is very small in comparison with the total
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freight of the steamer, and the subsidy would be the same for the

time of the contract whether the mails carried consisted of five tons

of letters only or if ten tons of newspapers and books were added.

Thus the newspapers and books are practically conveyed free of charge,

and the only cost of them to the Post Office is for collection and

distribution , which the postage paid is sufficient generally to cover.

ore “ Trutb ."

OMEBODY took the trouble to send Mr. Labouchere the follow

SOMEBOestion, thichthe printem,though hechiseesthatscaled
from commendation :

“ I, Is the Postmaster-General aware that a letter posted at King's

Cross at 12.5 a.m. is not delivered in the southern suburbs ( say,

Brixton-a distance of six miles) until 12.30 p.m.

“ 2. Is he aware that letters reaching London from the provinces

at 6 a.m. are not delivered in the same districts until after noon ?

' 3. Does he blush for the shortcomings of a Department which

takes longer to carry a letter across London than the Chatham and

Dover Railway Company takes to carry a passenger from London to

Paris ? ”

Of course, if people will post letters five minutes too late for the

last collection at night, they cannot fall into the first delivery in the

morning, and the same statement applies to letters arriving from the

provinces too late to fall into the first delivery. Arguments of this

ad captandum sort take in the foolish , and it is a wonder Mr. Heaton

did not reprint them in his article in the Nineteenth Century. As

regards the third point, we fancy that if the writer were to arrive at

Victoria station at 12.5 a.m. he would have to wait a long time

before he got into a train for Paris.

IT

Tbe Frisb Post Office and home Rule.

T seems more than probable that if the Home Rule Bill becomes

law the English Post Office officials in Ireland will be called

upon to retire, and the amount of their retiring allowance will be

fixed in accordance with the terms of the 5th schedule appended to

the Bill . The long and short of it is that a number of public

servants will find themselves thrown upon the world with an income

reduced by about one half. If, therefore, they view the prospect

with some little apprehension , the fact is scarcely surprising. Some

of them , no doubt, are able to supplement their incomes by extra

official earnings: but the majority will find it hard, we fear, to make up

the startling deficiency with which their slow-built salaries are likely

10 be smitten. Some of them may perhaps be transferred to vacant

posts of equivalent value in Great Britain , but at the time of writing we

are not aware that any provision is to be made for such transfer, beyond

the regular provision which applies to all pensioners. In the majority

of cases it is probable that years will elapse before the opportunity for
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transfer will arise. Meanwhile these prodigals' favourites will have to

take the uncomfortable part deplored bythe poet in the sad case of the

Lesser Celandine. Whether or no the Home Rule Bill is calculated

to promote the greatest happiness of the greatest number it is not

within our province to determine; but it seemsto be an inevitable

necessity that so far- reaching a measure should involve to certain of

the “ lesser number ” an amount of hardship which they never con

templated when, years and years ago, they installed their pens behind

their official ears and swore the oath of fealty.

*

The Corporation of Dublin held a meeting on the 9th of April , at

which the Home Rule Bill was the first subject in discussion .

Alderman Meade had given notice of a resolution for the adoption

of a petition in favour of the Bill . While in favour of the Bill as a

whole, the Lord Mayor found many drawbacks, such as the arrange.

ments with regard to the taking over the Irish Post Office, with its

annual deficit of £50,000. The Post Office in Ireland would be

just as essential to the trade and manufactures of the English

merchants dealing with Ireland as to Ireland . They should share

the annual deficit. It was better to state their views now than to

remain in the hope that at some future time England might be

induced to reconsider the question . Alderman Meade, in moving

the resolution, endorsed this view. All parts of the United Kingdom

were equally interested in the Post Office, which resulted in a profit

to the state of three millions a year. If Ireland paid 1-2oth of

Imperial taxation it should get 1-2oth of this profit — that was to say,

it should get £150,000 a year from the Post Office instead of paying
a deficit of £50,000.

[A similar naïve proposal , we may remark , has been put forward

in one of the Magazines by Mr. Redmond ; but the obvious remedy ,

viz . , to leave the Post Office to the Imperial Government, as is done

in the United States , appears to have been ignored in both cases.]

Type-writing.

HE alteration recently introduced in regard to the admissibility

calls for a word of explanation . Hitherto these documents have

not been admissible by book -post at all , but now a concession has

been made and they are allowed to pass if handed in 20 or more at

one time . They are then stamped with a special triangular stamp ,

which shows that this rule has been complied with .

Of course the press are not altogether satisfied with this concession ,

and , in the stupid way in which postal subjects are usually discussed

in the papers, it is put down to mere “ red tape " that these

documents are not allowed to pass as freely as other documents .

The matter stands thus :-written letters are not and never have

been allowed to pass by book post, therefore also type-written letters ,

which are really written letters, cannot pass . So far all is clear, but
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the difficulty is how to treat facsimiles of type -writing produced

either by a copying process or from type of a character which closely

imitates type-writing. The usual argument is, “ If you allow litho

graphed letters in imitation of hand -writing to pass without restrictions,

why do you not allow imitations of type-writing to pass ? ” This

certainly looks a very strong argument at first sight , but the answer

is simply that there is as a rule no difficulty in discriminating between

a written letter and a lithographed copy, while in many cases it is

absolutely impossible to tell a type-written letter from an imitation.

It may of course occasionally happen that a lithographed letter is

taken for a written letter, and in that case it is taxed as a letter ;

but such cases are very rare, for there are always peculiarities

about a written letter, however neatly it may be written, which

differentiate it at once from any mechanical process. In the

other case , however, the problem is to discriminate between one

mechanical process--type-writing - and another mechanical process

imitation type-writing. This last is , as we have said, a problem

which in most cases defies solution, as type-writing experts themselves

admit. It has consequently been necessary to look for another

criterion , and this has been found in the requirement that a number

of copies precisely identical are handed in at the time.

tRailway Free Telegrams.

E are glad to learn that a troublesome question which has

taxed the patience of the Department for years is now in a

fair way of settlement .

When the Telegraphs were acquired by the State , it was, unfortu

nately, made a part of the bargain with the Railway Companies that

they were to be entitled to send over the Postal Telegraphs, free of

charge, messages “ in any way relating to their business. This

seemed a small matter at the time ; in fact in 1871, the first complete

year after the Transfer, the total number sent by the Companies of

England and Wales was only about 87,000 , representing a charge of

about £ 5,000 per annum . But the number advanced by leaps and

bounds untilin 1892 it had reached the enormous figure of 1,330,000,

of a value of about £70,000. Adding the figures for Scotland, the

total was over a million and a half, representing a total charge of

about £ 80,000 per annum .

The questionhad for a long time engaged the attention of Parlia

ment, and about two years ago negotiations with a view to imposing

some limit on the exercise of the privilege were opened between the

Railway Companies and the Department . As the result of these

negotiations, an arrangement has been made with a number of the

principal Companies (who, taken together , send more than

one half of the total number of Railway free telegrams) under which

they will be entitled , in future, to send only a limited number of

messages containing a limited number of words . Negotiations with

a view to the adoption of the arrangement by the Railway Companies

generally are, we understand , still in progress .

WE
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TH

Al Cable to Mauritius.

HE post office has recently brought to a successful conclusion

negotiations with the Eastern and South African Telegraph

Company for the laying of a cable from Zanzibar to Mauritius . The

isolation of Mauritius was forcibly brought home to us at the time of

the recent tornado, and it is gratifying to hear of the provision of

this additional link in the ever-lengthening chain of telegraphic com

munication. The route to be followed isviâ the Seychelles Islands,

the total length of the cable being about 2,300 knots.

Of course such an extension could not possibly be self-supporting,

and in view of the value of the cable for the purposes of Imperial

Defencethe Company are to receive a subsidy of £28,000 for 20

years, of which £10,000 is payable by the Imperial Government ,

£10,000 by India, £ 7,000 by Mauritius, and a modest £1000 by

the Seychelles Islands. It may be interesting to note that there are

three other cases in which cables are subsidized by the Imperial

Government, in each case for 20 years. These are the cable from

Aden to Durban viâ Zanzibar, laid in 1879 , for which the Imperial

Government pays a subsidy of £ 35,000, in addition to £15,000

payable by the Cape Government,£ 5,000 by Natal, and £ 5,000 by

Portugal; the cable from St. Vincent to Bathurst, Sierra Leone, and

other British possessions south of the Niger's mouth, laid in 1886 ,

for which the subsidy is £ 19,000, partof this amount being recovered

from the colonies interested ; and the Halifax and Bermuda cable,

laid in 1890, for which the subsidy is £8,100 .

JBreaking the Hews.

N application recently made to the Post Office in regard to

telegrams relating to bereavement, &c . , recalls the story of the

sailor who, because of his tact and delicacy in such matters,was chosen

to break gently the news of a comrade's death to the wife. On his

knocking at the cottage door, who should answer the summons but

the good woman herself. “ Good morning, Widow Jones ; ” said the

sailor. “ What do you mean ? queried the woman . “ What I say,"

replied the tactful man of the sea ; “ your husband was drowned this

morning, so you are Widow Jones, ain't you ? ” In a more hopeful

spirit than that in which Solomon thought of reforming the foolish, it

has recently been suggested “ that they could be got to act discreetly

by means of the modern panacea of paying a fee and handing over

the matter to the Post Office. ” The suggestion, which was described

by its author in a letter to the Standard, was that on a small extra

fee being paid by the sender of a telegram relating to death , &c. , the

office of despatch should instruct the delivery office to enclose the

message in an envelope of a distinctive colour, which would indicate

the serious nature of the contents, so that persons in charge of invalids

would be able to guard them against dangerous shocks. The writer

regrets to add that after consideration his proposal was declined by

the Department. Figaro says that “ If the Post Office were run
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for the benefit of the public, the suggestion would be atonce adopted,

but it would be unreasonable to expect a circumlocutory, " &c.

That familiar adjective, of course , outweighs all reasoning , but would

the proposal be for the benefit of the public ? The distinctive colour

of the new envelope must be very striking, and must be in harmony

with the sad nature of the message. Evidently it must be black .

Now, how much gratitude would be felt towards the Post Office by

an invalid if in his trembling fingers was placed such a funerealthing?

Or if his attendants discreetly refrained from handing him the message,

why could not the same discretion prompt them to examine his tele

grams even if enclosed in old -fashioned brown envelopes ? Or,

suppose the invalid were temporarily away from home, what would be

the anxiety and terror of his family with that solemn black envelope

confronting them , like Poe's raven, hour after hour ? Then, too ,

everything depends on the sender. Unless he pays the fee and gives

the instructions, the special envelope is not to be used. In that case,

what need of the special envelope at all ? Why not write or telegraph

in terms that would not cause a shock , or send a preparatory message,

or wire to a friend telling him to break the bad news to the invalid ?

Until an answer is forthcoming, the Department, however circumlo

cutory it may be, seems to be in the right.

Of course, if our critics looked up the Post Office Guide, they

would discover on page 435 that special directions to meet any case

can be written on the outside of a telegram envelope if the sender
pays for their transmission .

M

A Good Morning's work.

R. HENNIKER HEATON says so many unkind things of

the Post Office that it is gratifying to find that there is at

least one branch of the service which is up to its work . We refer

to the country telegraph messengers . Mr. Henniker Heaton has

clearly a very high opinion of their capabilities as pedestrians

witness the following extract from his article in the Nineteenth

Century for June :

“ It has been proved to me that a boy will often earn for the

Government perhaps ros. for porterage in a morning, while his weekly

wage only amounts to 5s.”

The average distance for a " porterage ” message may be taken

at about 25 miles, i.e., 5 miles including the return journey.

this the charge is 1s. , so that in order to earn ros. , the boy will have

to walk 50 miles-a pretty good morning's work !

We should hardly have given our messengers credit for such smart

work as this ; but Mr. Henniker Heaton tells us that it has been

proved to him – so, of course , there is nothing more to be said .

The Viennese lately welcomed the long-distance walkers from Berlin

with brass bands and bunting. Well, England is not the country

for ceremonial ; no brass band , not even a street piano, to welcome

our gallant messengers on their return from their pedestrian feats.
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But there is a dignity in the common task , the daily round ; and , as

Aristotle pointedout long ago, happiness consists in the full exercise

of our powers. Hence the happy smile on the face of the virtuous

messenger, as he comes in jauntily from his goth mile, softly humming

to himself that appropriate ditty : “ I did it ! I did it ! It didn't take

me long ! ”

Savings Banks and Legislation .

DE MALARCE—a well-known French authority upon

M. to
copyof the new edition of his article (which originally appeared in

the Journaldes Economistes for November, 1891 ) upon the Savings

Bank Act, 1891. The Act did not very greatly concern the Post

Office ; it was levelled at the trustee banks and was founded upon

the report of Mr. Shaw Lefevre's Committee. As M. de Malarce

concisely puts it, the trustee banks- or, rather, the trustees— " ne

paraissent pas prendre assez au sérieux leur mission de dévouement

public et encore moins leur responsabilité financière.” The result

was the scandalous series of frauds of which the famous smashes at

Cardiff and Macclesfield were only two salient instances. Who

that ever read it could forget the bill of fare of the Macclesfield

trustees' dinner, paid for out of the funds of the bank under the

heading of “repairs of building ” ? Of course it is a truism that

gratuitous work is as a rule ill-done, but nevertheless we agree with

the conclusion of the Committee that it would be a pity to end the

trustee bank system , and it would be far better to mend it . Let us

hope that under the new law and under the watchful eye of the

Committee of Inspection trustees will take themselves seriously and

will go on and prosper.

It is pleasant to read in M. de Malarce's article that “ en matière

de Caisse d'épargne les lois , les institutions et les meurs des deux

pays se trouvent d'accord, et que ces deux grandes maîtresses de la

civilisation, l'Angleterre et la France, éminentes dans les æuvres de

finance et de crédit, vont ainsi de conserve dans leur marche au

progrès."

W!
E shall furnish soon, perhaps, a new text for M. de Malarce,

for we are trying to legislate on our own account. One of

the many coaches struggling to get abreast through the Temple Bar

of the House of Commons is a Savings Bank Bill, backed by the

Prime Minister, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and the Postmaster

General.

We want to raise the annual limit of deposits from £30 to £100,

the annual limit of stock investment from £100 to £ 200 and the

total limit of £300 to £500. Also, we want to make sundry other

little improvements which need the authority of Parliament, and
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when our Bill passes we will give a full account of it and sing a song

of triumph . Perhaps it would be a little “ previous ” to do so yet,

for we are not out of the wood.

*

T
HE Banking interest-alert as everr-has come down upon our

little projects, and has sent a deputation to the Chancellor of

the Exchequer to protest against the Bill . The questions of state

banking as a whole, the danger of a general “ run," and the alleged

disregard by the State of the obligation to keep a heavy gold reserve are

scarcely matters for discussion in these pages. But as to the competi

tion between the Post Office and the country bankers for the custody

of the savings of the “ masses,” some of our readers might have

much to say. The Bankers maintained that it was the joy of their

lives to keep very small accounts for all and sundry, and to see the

money drawn out by cheques for half- a -crown or so. The Chancellor

seemed to think that they had hitherto dissembled their joy very

well , and we say ditto to Sir William . We do not believe for a

moment that our customers are people whom the countıy bankers

would go out of their way to serve if we did not “ hold the

field,” however much they may think our presence to be a grievance.
*

*

A
ND yet it is a pity that the country bankers do not compete

with us more effectively for the custom of the small men.

They could serve them far better than we can . The big man does

not look upon his banker merely as a person who will take care of

his money. His banker is above all things a person who will lend

himmoney upon good security when he has an opportunity for some

profitable investment. But the poor man, whose credit may be

perfectly good for a few pounds , and who could give security, has no

friendly banker to advance him the needful money when there is a

chance of snapping up a cow or a field at a low price. The state

could not do it , and the small man banks with the state. The rich

man trades with his banker's capital ; the poor man, who needs

extraneous capital—in his little way — just as much, cannot get it

without going to a money lender.

IT
T would lead us too far afield to consider how far this want of

ramification in the ordinary banking system tends to the con

centration of trade in the hands of the great distributing houses , and

ousts the little men. We protested six months ago against a

heretical saying that the savings bank system withdrew money from

the provinces and locked it up in London : we admit at once that

it is possible that the want of an efficient banking system in the

country districts excludes the poor from the chance of profitable

trading with the capital of the poor, and thoroughly as we believe in

our own savings bank we will welcome the competition of bankers
whom we can trust . Then perhaps we shall hear less of the ruin

caused by “ Liberators ” ; and old ladies will cease to write to us to ask

for advances upon the security of title deeds .
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IT

Treason and Twaddle.

T would be a pity to spoil by any comments whatever the effect

of the following extract from theJacobite :

“ Many loyal subjects have no doubt found it a grievance that the

coinage and postage stamps should bear an image and superscription

otherthan those of the Queen. In the matter of the coinage it is

difficult to suggest any remedy, and useless to counsel that attitude

of indifference which is observed by the Republicans of France,

whose Government still authorises the circulation of coins bearing

the likeness of the usurper, Louis N. Buonaparte. But in the matter

of postage labels an effort is being made to allay the irritation . A

series of postage labels is in course of preparation, bearing the

portrait of the Queen with the legend - Maria IV ., D.G. , MAG. BRIT. ,

FRA. ET HIB . REGINA F.D. These will not of course frank letters ;

but it is suggested that they should be placed at the top right -hand

cornerof envelopes in the usual way, with the ordinary stamp of the

Lady Victoria underneath it, head downwards for franking purposes.

This method will have the advantage of familiarising our countrymen

with the likeness of the Sovereign, and of reaching many who might

otherwise remain uninformed . The Jacobite postage labels will not

resemble those of the Post Office, and all risk of confusion will

consequently be avoided. They will be issued at the low charge of

3 /- a hundred, gummed and perforated, and it is hoped that

Legitimists will see their way to making extensive use of them.

Orders may be sent to 'M.R.,' care of the Editor of The Jacobite,

257 , Kentish Town Road, N.W.”

L

was .

Tbe St. Ikilda ( Dail.

AST week, says the Glasgow Evening News of the 20th March,

a crofter named McDonald, while working on the shore in

North Uist, saw a buoy floating in the water quite close to where he

Bringing it ashore , the finder read the words painted on it

“ To be opened.” The contents were found to consist of five letters

and 5d . in coppers, and a note with a request to the finder to post

the letters at the nearest Post Office, which was forthwith done . The

letters were addressed to friends in Skye and in Glasgow. The little

mail box had been sent adriſt from St. Kilda and had reached the

point of landing-a distance of over 60 miles—in little over a week.

A few Questions to Answer.

EAR K. ,—It is said that a draft letter was picked up under the

table at the “ Metropole at which the Treasury men sat on

Wednesday evening. Unfortunately the original is missing, but I

hasten to supply you with a copy .

Yours truly,

L. H.
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Draft letter from the Treasury to the Hon. Secretaries of the Civil

Service Dinner Committee.

Decr., 1888 .

Gentlemen,—The Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury

have had under their consideration this year's scheme for the Annual

Civil Service Dinner on the 19th instant.

My Lords are quite unable in the absence of figured and detailed

statements to give even a provisional approval of the project, and

they have grave doubts whether the Committee of Management will

be able to satisfy their Lordships upon all questions requiring solution.

With a view, however, to save time, My Lords have prepared the

following set of questions ( 1,000 in number) which are of course

merely preliminary to a complete investigation of the whole case .

( 1 ) On the subject of dinners generally, My Lords, doubting

whether adequate authority exists for the practice, will be glad to

learn the date of any Order in Council thereon prior to that regulating
the

( 2 ) Has the Committee of Management been appointed with the)
consent of the Civil Service Commissioners under Order in Council,

No. 23,456,789 ?

(3) What are the size, age, height, girth, and weight of each

member, and what is the date on which he last had his hair cut ?

Place of Meeting.

(4) Why is the Hotel Metropole chosen ? Do all the Share

holders in the Hotel Company hold Civil Service Certificates ?

AN ORDINARY EVENING,

ELUL

DIT

A PUBLIC Dixxer EVENING .
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(5) Has a recent return been obtained of the number of cabs

calling at the Hotel (a ) on ordinary evenings, (6 ) on a Public Dinner

evening, and is the return perfectly accurate and capable of being

worked out to six places of decimals ?

Dinner .

(6) Waiters.-- My Lords entirely disapprove of fees, and they

must ask for a promise that no fee shall be paid . Waiters should be

warned that any fees will vitiate all claim to pension.

(7 ) Dress. - Has any attempt been made by intending diners not

possessing evening dress to borrow armour from the Tower ? My
Lords will regard any such proceeding with grave disapprobation.

(8) Napkins. — My Lords learn that the Ancient Order of Buffaloes

exercise a wise economy in this respect, and they have directed the

Auditor General to disallow any claim on this account.

(9) Bread . — Has any contract been made with the Civil Service

Bread Company to supply rolls ? My Lords could not but view such

a proceeding with serious apprehension.

Here My Lords cannot refrain from once more stating that they

attach the first importance to maintaining the authorized proportion

between the classes, and they must insist that the quantity of Bread

consumed in relation to the quantity of Sack drunk shall not exceed

the proportion laid down by the late respected Sir John Falstaff,

1

W
e

WAP
them from stitch

AN EFFECT

or PEPPER :

( 10) Pepper and Salt . — Have steps been taken to prevent an undue

consumption of these condiments ?

My Lords advise ( although they do not absolutely require) that all

intending diners should be examined by the Civil Service Commission

as to the proper use of articles of this description . My Lords

expressly reserve to themselves the right to discuss from thispoint of

view the whole policy of allowing Salt Syndicates .

( 11) Vinegar. — The question of Vinegar is of such capital im

x
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portance that My Lords must call for a categorical reply to all the

issues raised in the Great Parliamentary Debate on the Vinegar

Duties in 1843. See Hansard, vol. 20,000 ; page 3,246,892 .

IN SEASON

WAB
OUT OF SEASON

from sketch

(12) Has Mr. Isaac Walton, the newly appointed Inspector of

Fisheries, given a certificate (see Order in Council, A.D. 1066) that

the oysters and fish to be eaten are in proper season ?

( 13) Has a catalogue raisonée been furnished to the Chief

Government Analyst of the ingredients of the several kinds of soup

to be served, and has he furnished a certificate that none of

the said ingredients contravene the

Adulteration Acts of Boadicea and

Tostig I. ?

As you are aware, My Lords never feel

perplexity on any matter, unless, as

indeed too often happens, perplexity

arises from the stupidity of some sub

ordinate Department; but on this occasion ,

they, as at present advised, fail to see to

which Sub-Head of Votes P.R.O.G. it

is proposed that the expenses of the

dinner shall be charged , and in the

absence of a clear understanding on this

point , My Lords are not prepared to

accede to your suggestion that any excess

in the vote shall be met out of the savings

in other votes.

[ NOTE . — The draft here ends abruptly, and it is supposed that

" My Lords" went out to lunch and forgot to set forth the remaining

987 questions when they came back.]
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Tbe wisdom of Solomon.

Solomon said , in accents mild,

Spare the rod and spoil the child ;

Be it boy or be it maid,

Whip it and wallop it , Solomon said.

'HE subjoined official correspondence may be interesting :

THE
* The SECRETARY,

Miss Quitecowed is usually careful. She has been particularly

warned that any subsequent case of similar negligence will be

noticed by the infliction of some tangible form of punishment,

should she escape chastisement in this instance — which I would

recommend to be allowed , as a caution in future.

SOLOMON BLUEBEARD,

New Siberia .” Postmaster.

“ The POSTMASTER,

New Siberia.

Does the Postmaster realize the full significance of the

language he has used in the last paragraph of his report ? Personal

chastisement is not , it is presumed, a form of punishment in vogue

at New Siberia. The caution administered will suffice in this

instance.

O. MEALYMOUTH,

( for the Secretary ).”

“ The SECRETARY,

I very respectfully beg to state that personal chastisement

is not in vogue at this office. The expression was intended to convey

the fact that any future case of carelessness would be visited either

by extra duty or the recommendation of a fine.

SOLOMON BLUEBEARD,

New Siberia . ” Postmaster.

[ The only comment we can add is an expression of regret at the

tone of the minute from the Secretary's Office. If the postmasterofNew

Siberia had really been accustomed , as we presume he had, to make

the palm of his hand intimately acquainted with the plump cheek of

Miss Quitecowed; and if he was prepared to take all the risk and

unpleasantness of the enforcement of discipline by such means, why

shouldn't he ? Sir James Fergusson's famous admonition has not

perhaps yet penetrated to New Siberia , and very likely Miss

Quitecowed is occasionally impertinent . Of course another solution

may be possible—viz . , that , like the semi-official scribe , Solomon

really cannot express himself correctly in English , and that he meant

in this case less than he said .]

Hew Soutb wales.

E gather from the Transmitter — the interesting monthly

money order departments of that Colony have been amalgamated, by
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which it is expected that a saving of nearly £6,000 a year will be

effected . Mr. Lambton is now Deputy Postmaster -General, while

Mr. Doak combines the position of Chief Accountant with the

Controllership of the M.O.O. and S.B. Mr. Dalgarno is Secretary

of the Postal Service, and Mr. P. B. Walker (whose portrait we shall

be glad to receive ) is Secretary of the Telegraph Service.

In country offices, apparently, the new arrangement is only begin

ning to be carried out; but the following is the scale of payment

adopted in the Colony for all classes of postal servants, including

postmasters and telegraphists (or “ operators " ) :

27 appointments £340 to £ 400

104 £260 to £320

271 £180 to £240

562 £100 to £160

From these sums a deduction of 4 per cent. is made annually in

aid of the pension fund .

It appears that hitherto telegrams have been prepaid in cash , and

this has been found to necessitate a costly system of check, which in

future will be rendered unnecessary by the use of stamps.

ON

An unsane Address.

NE of those tiresome individuals who think it amusing to

mystify the postmen by writing addresses in vague and

ungrammatical doggerel, which scans not neither does it rhyme,

recently posted at Liverpool some Christmas cards enclosed in an

envelope upon which the following somewhat gauche effusion was

written :

FROM AN OLD BACHELOR.

To a young lady,

The youngest of three,

Who lives in a house

Close down by the sea.

The house is pretty large,

But part of it is used for a shop,

Where a relative of the ladies

Deals in tea, tobacco, and soap.

In .........

In the scraggy tail end of the British Isles.

No difficulty seems to have been experienced in sorting the letter in

the first instance, but after passing through several hands it began

to hang fire. Then a sorter, gifted with some skill in geography,

wrote in blue pencil under the address the following impolite,

though perfectly grammatical, couplet :

Now, Postal Officials, don't curse so !

It's probably intended for Thurso . ”

But Thurso would not do. Instead of being the scraggy tail end

of Great Britain , that town is, as Mr. Talbot Thynne has shown, its
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intellectual apex. So the packet was sent on to Kirkwall for trial at

a place in the Orkneys. Even this, however, was not far enough,

and eventually the packet was delivered somewhere in the

Shetland Isles.

M

The tRomance of a Country Postman.

R. THOMAS BAKER, late of the Western Central Office,

has kindly translated for us a short tale called “ Le Facteur

Rural,” which appeared in a recent number of the Courier de Londres

et de l'Europe. It is too long for us to reproduce in full, but is

interesting as an example of what, presumably, is considered in

France not to be too sentimental for nineteenth century consumption.

Very idyllic is the opening : the Country Postman with his war

medal and his empty sleeve , with his infinite good-humour and his

greeting from all, defies the seasons as he goes his rounds , and

never forgets to bestow a kiss upon the very French Susannah

whom he is to marry at the end of April ; while “ Maman ” beams

approval upon the happy pair . Their joy is to physic their poverty ,

and the “ Heavenly Father ” is to feed them , and so no wonder that

the little birds sing , and April “ scatters flowers among the moss”

and “ shows its laughing head .”

“ It is a rude calling, that of a Rural Postman , and, when one

reflects upon it , pity is felt for the unhappy men, who, notwithstand

ing the inclemency of the seasons, the great heat of summer, or the

frost of winter , have to walk over hills and valleys , traversing through

woods and ravines, climbing mountains, and sometimes having to go

a couple of miles under an ardent sun or under a thick snow to take

to some cabin a bit of paper ' which had so small a place in their

haversacks. It is a rude calling, and so poorly paid for. A sum of

£32 per annum, barely sufficient to keep a man from dying of

hunger, for walking from morning till night , feet bruised by the road

stones, torn by wood branches, heating the blood by the fire of June,

and freezing it by the hoar frost of January. Notwithstanding all ,

Peter Ladello liked it , and would not have wished to change it even

if a less laborious position with double the pay were offered him .

He liked it, and nothing frightened him, neither the rain which

drenched him to the bones, nor the snow which enveloped him like

a shroud, nor the wind which pursued him, howling; he feared

nothing, and dreaded nothing."

But alas-as the poet sings— “ The Angels, not half so happy in

Heaven, Went envying her and him ," and the last act developed into

tragedy. A specially valuable parcel in the postman’s pouch, a kiss

of the usual kind, a cry of a drowning child , a one-armed postman's

attempt at a rescue, his disappearance while Susannah looked on

unable to help, her own careful delivery of the valuable parcel

surely these things are very French indeed , and very refreshing.

“ And the bag ? ' thought she , suddenly. She returned upon her

steps , took it, and pressed it to her bosom as if the warmth of him
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remained in it after the disappeared body, and then the poor girl set

off. As she met no one who could come to her assistance, and as

there was no longer any doubt as to the fate of Peter, she ran

without stopping to the town, where the employés of the little Post

Office saw her enter amongst them, frightened and with haggard eyes .

' Here,' said she, holding out the bag, ‘ it contains a letter of

value, of which Peter spoke tome, as as ... he is dead ...

drowned ; if I had not brought it it might, perhaps, be said

that he had gone away with it . I ... did not wish that such

should be believed of him . They made her sit down, questioned

her, and tried to reassure her. The alarm having been given, they

went immediately to search for the body of the poor fellow, which
they found, not far from Mougy, and that of the child also, whose

hand was still grasped in that of the drowned man .”

Snipped from Official Papers.

1.—THE COMPLAINT.

IR ,-On Monday and Tuesday and Friday,

In the box at the corner near here,

Iposted a number of letters

Addressed to my friend Mr. Vere,

Of St. John's Park Avenue, Deptford ;

I took them myself to the post ;

They were all of them very important,

And the whole of those letters are lost!!

Not one of the lot was delivered !

Ten pounds compensation I claim,

But my loss is beyond compensation ,

And I think it's a scandalous shame.

The way the Department is managed

Is a perfect disgrace to the land;

Such gross dereliction of duty

I'm surprised that the nation should stand .

If I don't get ten pounds by to-morrow

(And I will not take anything less)

I shall institute legal proceedings

And expose the affair in the press,

And I'll tell Mr. Henniker Heaton ,

Who is one of the members for Kent ,

And get him to ask a question

In the Houses of Parliament! ”

II .-INTERMEZZO.

“ Ack . short, and then

Refer to Mr. Badcock

For immediate enquiry: F.J.B."

" For the Secretary,

This has had attention .

J. C. Badcock , 14th April , '93."
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III.—THE REPLY,

Answer applicant as follows—“ Sir, Referring

To your letter of the 14th ultimo ,

In which you state that certain letters posted

At the pillar box in High Street , Pimlico ,

Directed to J. Blankton Vere, Esq . ,

At 3 , St. John's Park Avenue, S.E. ,

Although stamped fully and addressed correctly,

Were not delivered to the addressee,

I beg leave to inform you that enquiries

Have now been made, from which it would appear

That all the missing letters you refer to

Were delivered in due course to Mr. Vere ;

The postman who delivered them remembers

Having placed them in the box at No. 3,

And the due receipt of all the correspondence

Is now admitted by the addressee . ”

T. S. CLARKE.

M

The Civil Service - Tben and how.

R. G. A. Aitken writes :—The Civil Service is very different

in many respects from what it was in the time of George II. ;

yet in some matters traditions have been handeddown in a surprising
manner, and when we come upon details relating to the service a

century and a half ago we feel thatthey are, after all, not very strange.

Among the State papers of 1729 , preserved in the Record Office,

is a list of public persons who received presents of venison from the

Royal Parks - a custom not yet abandoned. How different London

then was from the London of to-day we can see from another

document, which states from what Parks the venison was to be

furnished . There were no does to be obtained from the New Forest ;

but some came from Hampton Court and from Bushey Park , and ,

strange as it now seems, about a dozen were to be killed in Hyde

Park . Indeed , pictures of Kensington Gardens early in the last

century sometimes show deer feeding in what was then a country

park, with the rising ground of Notting Hill , broken only by a farm

and a post-house, in the distance. But to return to the fortunate

recipients of the venison . Among these we find, of course, the

Lord Mayor and Sheriffs, who each had three brace ; but the others

were all more or less strictly in the Civil Service, of which nearly every

Department was represented. There were the Lord Chamberlain,,

the Vice-Chamberlain, and certain officers of the Household ; the

two Secretaries of State (who each had two brace) , the under

Secretaries (with one brace) , and several clerks ; not a few officials

connected with the Excise and Customs ; and a considerable list of

gentlemen at the Treasury, ending with the Doorkeeper, who had

half a brace . The Post Office, also, is represented solely by its two

“ Governors ” —there were two Postmasters-General in those days,
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the ordinary officials, from the highest to the lowest, being entirely

ignored.

Have we not here an apt illustration of the manner in which

history repeats itself ? A short time since Mr. Labouchere expressed

his indignation when an author received a grant of £ 100 a year

from the Civil List, while a doorkeeper at the House of Lords
retired after a prolonged period of service with a pension of £300 .

But while we may keenly sympathise with underpaid men of letters,

this comparison is very misleading ; for the Civil Servant accepted

his situation on the express understanding that he should receive a

pension , calculated in exact proportion to his length of service, and

if it had not been for this prospective pension he would have expected

and would in all probability have had a larger salary. Pensions are,

indeed , in reality, deferred pay , and considering how few people

enjoy them for any considerable number of years, they are an

extremely economical device on the part of the State. The author,

on the other hand, has nothing to look for but what he can earn by

his pen from year to year, and he would be insane if he calculated

on ever receiving any State aid, the more especially as the motives

which guide the authorities in awarding the small sums that are

devoted to the assistance of literary persons generally appear

inexplicable to any one who examines the list of recipients.

But however we may disagree with writers who attack the system

of pensions on the supposition that they are some beneficent windfall,

we may fairly apply Mr. Labouchere's moral to the story of the

venison — which was a foretaste of things that were to come-and

say, It is better to be a doorkeeper in the House of Lords (or the

Treasury) then to have one's official dwelling in the Post Office.

T

“ The Times " a hundred Years ago.

HE TIMES of 3rd October, 1798 , is curious reading at the

present day. It consists of a single sheet,abouttwenty inches

by twelve, or about the size of the old Pall Mall Gazette. There

are four columns to a page, or sixteen columns in all ; and of these

about seven are devoted to advertisements . On the front page are

two advertisements , “ By Command of the Postmaster-General," and

signed “ Francis Freeling, Secretary.” One relates to the robbery

of Mail Bags for Sevenoaks , Tunbridge, Lammerhurst, Battle, Rye,

and Hastings , and offers £200 reward for the apprehension and

conviction of the robber, who is described as a young man , middle

size, had on a drab -coloured great coat, and rode a horse with a

white face. He had a pair of small saddlebags, and had the

appearance of a London Rider, in the opinion of the Turnpike

Man . " There is surely a touch of irony in the term “ London

Rider, " as though your honest “ Turnpike Man ” of a century ago

had a sort of contempt for your “ Cockney -on-horseback " of those

days. These were the days of highway robbers, apparently , for the

same copy of the paper relates how Mr. Vernon, of the Treasury ;
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Lieutenant Millar, of the Royal Horse Guards ; and Mr. Courvoisier,

one of His Majesty's Messengers, were stopped on the highway in

different parts of the country and relieved of their watches and
money. There are also two columns of news headed “ Rebellion in

Ireland,” and concluding with the following P.S.— “ In our different

actions with the rebels they lost between 500 and 600 men. We lost

but one man and a few wounded , the list of whom I enclose.” It is

also added, “ a part of the Fifeshire Fencibles is here who conduct

themselves with the utmost propriety. ” There is an old-world sound

about the “Fifeshire Fencibles.” What if the Times of this time

next year, or so, should announce another “ Rebellion in Ireland ” !

But the great interest of this copy of the paper lies in the fact that

itcontains an account of Admiral Nelson's victory over the French

Fleet near Rosetta, off the mouth of the Nile, on the ist of August,

1798. Although the news was despatched by the great Admiral on

the 3rd of that month, it was not published in London until two

months later, to the very day, so that we can appreciate the great

strides made in the matter of transmission of news for the Press

during a brief century, of which the evidence is to be found nowhere

more conclusive than in the Foreign columns of the Times of to-day .

The great victory is matter of history, and needs not recalling in

these pages, butone or two of the incidents attending its proclamation

are curious and interesting. Thus we read that the Court was

sojourning at Weymouth at the time, and that “ Mr. Winchester, the

Messenger, was sent off express, in order that His Majesty might learn

the glad tidings before he went to rest.” Also, that Lord Spencer,

then as now First Lord of the Admiralty, informed the Lord Mayor of

the “ Glorious Victory," winding up with these words : — “ I most

sincerely congratulate your Lordship on this important occasion , ” as

though his Lordship were almost the King himself. Again, under

the heading of “ Theatre,” we read :—“After the play the news of

Admiral Nelson's glorious victory produced a burst of patriotic

exultation that has been rarely witnessed in a theatre. " Rule

Britannia ' was lustily called for from every part of the house, and

Messrs. Kelly, Dignum, Sedgewick , Miss Leah, and Mrs. Bland

came forward and sang it , accompanied by members of the audience .

It was called for a second time, and the acclamations were the loudest

and most fervent we have ever witnessed. The following lines,

written for the occasion, were introduced by Mr. Dignum and Mr.

Sedgewick :

6. " Again the tributary strain

Of grateful Britons let us raise,

And to the heroes on the Main

Triumphant add a Nelson's praise.

Though the “ Great Nation ” proudly boasts

Herself invincible to be,

Yet our brave Nelson still can prove

Britannia Mistress of the Sea .' "
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The King during his stay at Weymouth went to Maiden Castle,

near Dorchester, to witness the sports of the country folks, to which

the invitation was in the following terms: - " All persons of jovial,

friendly and loyal disposition are invited to be present at, and to

partake of the undermentioned Country Sports, which, with others to

be declared upon the ground, are intended, if the weather is fine, to

be exhibited at Maiden Castle, near Dorchester, in honour of the

birthday of Her Royal Highness the Duchess of Wurtemburgh.”

Some of the sports are rather out of date now. For instance :-“ A

cheese to be rolled down the hill : prize to whoever stops it” ; and,

“ A pound of tobacco to be grinned for. ” It is not stated whether

" the King, Queen, and all the Princesses, with a number of the

Nobility ” enjoyed the sports or not, but no doubt they did.

There is a smack of the comic element in the Times of that day.

Thus :- “ Croydon Fair commenced on Monday, where many things

besides walnuts were cracked, as a few months hence the church

wardens will testify. ” Again : - " To captivate is the great object of

female dress, but the fashionables of the present day forget the old

adage :

• In vain is the net spread in the sight of any bird . ' '

This, too : — “ The citizens of London have nicely trimmed the Gallic

Cock—they have cut his comb for him ” ; and this : - “ The opposition

papers state that Mr. Fox does not mean to attend his duty in

Parliament during the ensuing session. However greatly the talents

of this gentleman may be rated, the want of his counsel has not

proved detrimental to the public prosperity. It would , on the

contrary, appear, from the brilliant success of the country since his

secession, that his absence has been auspicious to the promotion of

our National honour and glory.” Finally, this : — “ The late Turkish

Ambassador, in a conversation on the subject of religion , defined

the difference between the two promised Elysiums to be—the

Christian's joys in Abraham's bosom, and the Mahomedan's in his

wife's and daughters'.”

The paper also contains the announcements of one birth , one

marriage, and two deaths . Of the latter this is the most curious :

“On the 24th of last month,much regretted , at his house at Hackney

Terrace, after a short illness, Mr. John Braidwood, many years an

eminent Instructor of the Deaf and Dumb, and son-in -law of the

gentleman of the same name who first brought this useful art to

perfection in Great Britain . The public will be happy to find (see

advertisement in front of this paper) that an institution so beneficial

to an unfortunate part of mankind is to be continued by his family ."

There is a happy combination here of the biographical and the business

element-a combination which we seldom see in thenewspapers of

to-day. But just think of the Times of even a hundred years ago

containing only four announcements under the head of “ Births,

Marriages, and Deaths " ! Why, there must be a considerable

revenue from that column of the paper alone at the present day, to

say nothing of the “ In Memoriam ” noticeswhich form a prominent
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feature in modern journalism . I suppose the Times of to-day

contains , on an average, ten times as much matter as that of a

hundred years ago. If the circulation has only increased in propor

tion to the contents, one can easily imagine how the paper stood

the “ Pigott ” blow without visibly reeling. But has it ?

R. W. J.

Brentwood Hew Post Office.

n
i

/W.A. pettuswerthe

TH
HE postal work of this town and district had far out-grown the

capacity of the old office, which was formerly a butcher's

shop. The accommodation for the public and the staff was quite

inadequate for the proper performance of the duties , and so the

present building was erected . The structure is of red brick , with

Bath and Portland stone dressings . The public office, which is 21

feet by 19 , is lighted by two five-feet light elliptical-headed windows

of embossed glass. It is floored with pitch pine blocks, and the

fittings are of pitch pine and mahogany. There is a corridor from

the public office leading to the sorting office, situated at the rear

of the block ; on the left is the telegraph instrument room, and on

the right (commanding the public office and sorting office ) is the

postmaster's room. The sorting office is 40 feet by20 feet, lighted

by a lantern , making the office splendidly light and airy. Ranging

along the whole left wall are the postmen's tables (twelve in number)

with swing seats, used by the men to lay in the letters, &c. , which

are given them for delivery . On the right are parcel, newspaper,

and packet sorting tables, registered letter lockers, and private bag

boxes. In the centre are the sorting, stamping, and parcel tables.

These fittings are of pitch pine and mahogany, and are of excellent
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finish . Beyond the sorting office is the mail lobby, for the despatch

and receipt of mails; on the right is the postmen's room with

lavatory, lockers , table, &c. , and beyond this are the latrines, bounded

by a brick wall . In the basement are the linemen's store-room,

also the coal cellars, &c.

It may be interesting (writes Mr. E. R. Symonds) to mention a

few facts in connection with the post office of former years by way

of contrast to the present. About thirty years ago the office was held by

an old lady, Mrs. Tyler, who from all accounts was none too agree

able, and not over obliging. She kept a small shop about 50 yards

from the position of the present office. The post office customers

were served in a passage (which divided the two houses) from an

opening in the wall about a foot square having a small door ; when

stamps or anything else was required, the public would have to knock

at this door, and when the old lady felt inclined she would attend to

them . Often a customer had to wait until a second appeared , when

perhaps the two would be served at one time . The town and neigh

bourhood in the earlier period of this old lady's rule was served

by one postman who used to go out three times a week , going

over the town one day, and the rural districts the second . A

resident in the town remembers the old man saying, “ I had a letter for

you the day before yesterday , but I ain't got it withme to -day.” He had

left it at the office, as no doubt he thought he had done his duty by

it , in attempting to deliver it once ; if the addressee wanted it he

would have to fetch it , that appeared quite evident. Sometime after

this period the staff was increased by one town postmanand one

ruralpostman, and so the town got a daily delivery. The then rural

postman (now superannuated) relates how he used to have the

letters given him out of the “ hole in the wall ” referred to above,

and he had to arrange them for delivery in the passage as best he

could. In winter time he used to bring his own candle to enable

him to lay in his letters , and in the summer used to sit on the door

step to perform this portion of his duty. After a few more years an

additional rural postman was put on , but the accommodation was no

better ; the old lady would not admit the men into the office. This

additional postman, it appears, did not stand this outside work long.

He used to go to a public-house at the beginning of his walk ,

and generally laid in his letters there . About this time it is known

as a positive fact, that a fresh man was engaged for a delivery. It

was not known, however, that he was unable to read, and the man

did not deem it necessary to mention this. His first day's perform

ance as postman was a very easy task for him ; he disposed of all the

letters by leaving one at every house he came to until he got rid of

the whole of them. Some of the householders thinking the man

had made a mistake by mis-delivering the letters, took them to the

rightful owners who were within reasonable distance of their own

abode ; but some, finding the distance too far, brought them back to

the office. When he came on duty the next day his further services

were dispensed with .
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At the present time the staff consists of 6 sorting clerks and

telegraphists, 2 assistants, 8 town postmen , 2 auxiliary postmen,

6 rural postmen , and 11 others in the district. The number of

letters, &c. , now dealt with in a week are upwards of 67,000, with

1,500 parcels and goo telegrams.

The “ Telegrapb Chronicle . "

ITHERTO the mouthpiece of the Postal Telegraph Clerk's

Association has been the Telegraph Journal, a steady -going

unpretentious periodical , not without merit , and certainly well

provided with news, but not calculated to dazzle the opulent

quidnuncs of the Post Office with its journalistic up -to date-ness .

Now, a new champion has appeared , calling itself the Telegraph

Chronicle, in type and style a great improvement uponits predecessor,

On its staff there is an interviewer who has fleshed his maiden pen

in a colloquy with Mr. Henniker Heaton . He wanted to find out

how far the “ Telegraph Clerks possessed the sympathy of the

ardent Postal Reformer. ” Mr. Heaton is byprofession a champion

of the public, as against the Post Office ; and as he is against the
Post Office would not be unnatural to expect that he would be

against the Post Office employés also ; but in reply to the

interviewer's queries Mr. Heaton emphatically denied that he was

hostile to the Telegraph Clerks. Taxed with ignorance of the

science of telegraphy, Mr. Heaton laughed heartily, and pleasantly

intimated that he probably knows more about Telegraph Clerks

and their work than some of them give him credit for. He said he

thought all government servants ought to receive good wages ; but

he hastened to add that the wages of telegraphists have recently been

raised to a very satisfactory point. “ Then ,” says the interviewer,

“ Mr. Heaton was questioned as to telegraphic reforms he considers

pressing, and he ambled off into so many matters that it is evident

he has a reform of some sort almost oozing out of every pore.” We

can quite believe it. One ofthem is his telegraphic rate of a penny
a word between France and England. The rate per word in England

is d ., and the rate per word in France is id . “ Why, then , in the

name of common sense, ” he says, “should not the rate for each

word from France to England be id . ? ” There is a strip of sea
between the two countries which necessitates a submarine cable.

Cables are expensive, and when laid have to be paid for. This

cheerful little fact seems to have been overlooked. Reading between

the lines it is clear that the interviewer's estimate of Mr. Heaton

does not differ widely from our own.

Mercury's Missives.

CHARMING little magazine, written entirely by officials con

nected with the Glasgow Post Office , has made its appearance ,

andwe have read with much pleasure the copy which has been

forwarded to us. It is called Mercury's Missives, and is a collection

A
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of short tales, poems, and essays. Serious in tone, yet lightly and

pleasantly written , the little magazine is a credit to its authors Of

the tales the best is “ Dauvit Brodie's Craze, " by an anonymous

writer ; and among the poets the palm is undoubtedly due to

Mr. James Brown, whose “ Wee Jean ” is well conceived and happily

executed . The tale entitled “ A Faithful Woman ” is strong, but

the style is a little stereotyped and occasionally somewhat melo

dramatic. As an illustration of the severity of its formality we will

quote a single sentence, “ Baffled in his efforts the drunkard grew

wilder with rage, and with one heartless blow stretched his unhappy

victim unconscious at his feet . ” In these latter days , so resonant

with the harpings of the New Journalism , it is startling to hear what

seems like an echo of the tin trumpet of the penny dreadful.

Nevertheless Mr. Paterson's tale is a good and strong one, and with
a simpler style he would make a most effective writer. We have

read with interest the appreciative notice of Robert Tennant, the

postman poet. Tennant was born at Airdrie in 1829 , and died at

Glasgow on the 27th January, 1879, having been a Glasgow postman

for the last 25 years of his life. His book of poems, entitled

Wayside Musings, was issued in 1872. A long biographical and

critical notice of his work appeared in Edwards' Modern Scottish

Poets, and also in Murdoch's Scottish Poets, Recent and Living.

Three delightſul specimens of his poetry are given in Mercury's
Missives.

ON

Dore Subconsciousness.

N a Monday morning a few weeks ago, a working man who

had been imbibing freely, asked the Money Order clerk at

the Wigan Post Office counter to let himhave a postal order for ten

shillings. “ And look here , my young fella,” said he, " just put it in

this envelope and address it to my wife, Mrs. Drunk, number 19

Such a Street, Wifetown.”

Not being very busy at the time, and taking the man's condition

into consideration, the clerk obliged him , and received his “ Thank

you, young fella, you're a gen'l'm'n ,” with a smile.

Next morning — Tuesday — the same man appeared again , but this

time sober. Approaching the clerk from whom he had received the

order, he said quite seriously, “I've just been wondering if I could

get to know whether I got a postal order here yesterday.

“ Yes, you did , ” replied the clerk, “ for ten shillings.

“ Then I've lost it," said the man, anxiety depicted on his face.

“ I can't find it anywhere.”

" I put it in an envelope and posted it for you .

“ What to Mrs. Drunk, number 19 Such a Street, Wifetown ? "

“ Yes.”

Oh, thank you very much. I thought I'd lost it,” said the man ;

and sinking his voice into a whisper, he continued confidentially,

“ you see, I got a drop of drink yesterday, and I really couldn't
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remember whether I'd gotthe order or not. I'm very much obliged

to you. Good morning, sir."

“ Good morning." And away went our friend, evidently much

relieved in mind, leaving the impression that the little affair was at

an end.

It was with surprise, therefore, that on the following morning

Wednesday — the same clerk found himself face to face once more

with the same man, who was, if possible, in a worse state of intoxi

cation than on the Monday; and it is hardly necessary to say that

the risibilities of those at the counter were awakened, when the

bibulous one mumbled out slowly and with an air of seriousness,

“ Look here, young fella . Did I come here yesterday to see whether

I bought a postal order on Monday ? "

[We are much indebted to Mr. G. W. Leah for sending us this

really funny story. The man seems to be what Mr. Podmore would

call a "remarkable human document.” He evidently possesses a

" unique faculty of forgetfulness " which Felida x. herself could

hardly surpass. Mr. Stead might well give us a portrait of him in the

first number of Borderland .]

O

A Brave Postman.

N the 5th March (Sunday ), at one a.m.,the mills at Bridford,

Exeter, were discovered to be on fire. The occupier and his

family escaped, together with the workmen who slept on the premises.

A female servant, 20 years of age, still remained in the burning

house. Several attempts were made by the occupier and his men to

get into the girl's room, but without success. A postman named

Thomas Saunders, who lived about 200 yards from the mill, also

made the attempt. Finding it impossible on account of the flames

and smoke to reach the room by way of the stairs, he unhinged a
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gate , with the assistance of two men , and rearing it against the wall ,

climbed with much difficulty to the window, and got in. The room

was on fire at the time, and full of smoke. He took the girl on his

back, but while he was trying to find the window he stumbled down

the burning staircase . He recovered himself, however, and at last

reached the window with his burden. When he got there he found no

one waiting to help him, the miller's men having gone round to the other

side of the house. Saunders, therefore, had to drop the girl from

the window and jump after her. He then carried her to his cottage,

where she was cared for until she died about 40 hours afterwards .

After risking his life in this way whilst other people were standing

about somewhat bewildered, Saunders mounted a horse and rode six

miles for a doctor . We are sorry to learn that in carrying the girl he

sprained his back , and has since been incapacitated from work .

Tom Saunders was born at Charles, near Southmolton . He is 34

years of age . He enlisted in the Coldstream Guards in May, 1879,

and was in the army 63 years. He fought with Colonel Burnaby

under command of General Stewart at Abu-Klea, January 17 ,

1885 ; was at the battle of Metemneh, 1885 , and served in the square

where. Burnaby fell. He was shot through the leg while serving as

an escort to a sick convoy retiring across the desert from Metemneh .

Hewas one ofthe 35 wounded that were carried from the “ Jackdaw '

Wells to the Nile, 100 miles , by the Soudanese. He is in possession

of the Egyptian war medal and the Khedive's bronze star. He is

married and has four children . We regret to learn that his wife was

so seriously upset by the affair that she had to be sent away to the

care of some friends.

Saunders has been presented with the sum of £ 18 , collected from

the public by the Rev. R. H. Murphy, rector of Bridford, and Mr.

Spencer James of the Exeter Post Office ; the Royal Society for the

Protection of Life from Fire gave him £5 and a bronze medal ; the

postmen serving in the same district gavehim a £5 silver watch ; and

the Postmaster -General has commended him for his gallant conduct.

The American Dail Service. The Queenstown Route.

ROBABLY but few persons—writes Mr. E. W. Carrette

have even a tolerably correct idea of the enormous volume

of the mails passing between this country and the United States .

The following statistics will give some information on the subject:

Sacks.

Mails embarked at Queenstown , 1891 ..52,150

Do. do, 1892 .60,305

Mails landed at Queenstown, 1891 .. 29,563

Do. do. 1892 34,816

In addition to the above there were mails em

barked at Liverpool in 1891 ..... .. 26,125

Do.
..29,429

Mails landed at Liverpool, 1891

do. 1892 ....

4,236

Do. do. 1892
4,570

PR
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O SOME POSTMASTERS. Ka
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do .

The estimated total weight of the correspondence, inward and

outward , in 1891 , was 4,483 tons, and in 1892 , 5,165 tons ; being an

increase of 682 tons in 1892 over 1891 .

The increase since 1881 is very remarkable. The figures (partly

estimated) for that year are as follows ::

Sacks.

Mails embarked at Queenstown and Liverpool ...... 42,810

Do. landed do. ......28,070

Estimated weight in tons, 2,835 .

The outward mails are conveyed twice a week by contract steamers,

by the White Star Company on Thursdays, and by the Cunard

Company on Sundays . The keenness of the competition as regards

mails and passengers is shown by the fact that the Cunard Company

have just built two new Packets, the “ Campania ” and “ Lucania , "

at a cost of half a million each . The “ Campania ,” sailing on her

maiden trip , arrived at Queenstown on the 23rd April last. She is the

largest ship that has ever been built , the “ Great Eastern ” excepted ,

and is a very wonderful specimen of the perfection to which shipbuild

ing has attained. It is expected that these new Packets will be able

tomake the run in 5 days and 5 hours from Queenstown to New York.

The homeward service is being worked in a thoroughly efficient way .

Special trains from Queenstown to catch the ordinaryPackets at Kings

town are run whenever necessary, and where this would not bring the

mails into London during business hours there has been, since the 1st

January last, a further and a very marked development by the

employment of a through special express service .

When it is remembered that a large special staff was engaged in

sorting the letters for London between Queenstown and Kingstown,
where the work was taken up by a fresh staff, and continued to

Holyhead, so that the correspondence was virtually ready for delivery
when it reached Euston, it will be seen to what a high degree of

efficiency the service has arrived .

The Irish public keenly appreciate the advantages of the American

mail and passenger traffic being retained by Queenstown ; in fact,

I know of no subject upon which the people generally are so

thoroughly unanimous. There is therefore a strong feeling of

gratitude to the present Postmaster-General for having inaugurated

this new, and , it is believed, unprecedented mail service. It cannot

be learned from enquiries made on the subject that there is a

service corresponding as regards efficiency, swiftness and general

completeness, not to mention its unique character, in any other
country in the world .

The Post Office Musical Society.

'HIS Society gave the second concert of its third season at

St. James's Hall on Friday the 28th April. The first part of

the programme consisted of a new “ Pastoral Cantata ” entitled

Y

TH
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“ The Bridal Day," written by Mr. Frederic B. Needham and

composed by Mr. Leonard Barnes, of the R. & A.G.O. The plot is

simplicity itself. Margery ( soprano) has just been wedded to Paul

(tenor) , and the first portion of the libretto consists of congratula

tions exchanged between the chorus of villagers, the bride's father,

Simon (bass), the bridegroom , and the bride. These finished, the

chorus disperses to gather flowers wherewith to adorn a sylvan

throne for Paul and Margery. The bride, at her father's sugges

tion , sings a song to lighten their task , and the bridegroom yet more

obligingly repeats the song in which he gave vent to his feelings

when the bride, in accordance with time-honoured practice, was late

for church.

Upon this idyllic scene the village witch, Martha (contralto),

intrudes, brought thither by Margery's rival, Claudine (mezzo

soprano ), who has bribed her to try and sow jealousy between Paul

and Margery. Martha fails, and thereupon goes beyond the bargain

and predicts all manner of ill for the lovers. Startled by the

witch's hate, Claudine confesses her fault, and calls down the witch's

curses on her own head . Margery forgives her and all ends happily.

This unpretentious “ book ” has been wedded by Mr. Barnes to

music which suits it well. In this, his first essay as we believe, in

musical composition , he has set before himself a modest aim, and he

has succeeded. It was not his design to recall the performance of

McClan with the bagpipes. As the reader of the “ Bab Ballads " is

aware that was wild-it was fitful - as wild as the breeze-it

wandered about into several keys.” . Mr. Barnes has produced a score

to which perchance a restless modern music lover might object on

the ground of want of relief, but which is easy, graceful, melodious, and

musicianly , and expressive of the themes with which it deals . The

choruses which form the more important part of the work are by no

means difficult, and were well sung by the choir, and the soli were

safe in the hands of Miss Annie Laurie (soprano) , Miss Dora Gill

(mezzo) , Miss Clara Butt (contralto) , Mr. Reginald White (tenor) ,

and Mr. Pierpoint (bass) . Mr. Sydney Beckley conducted the choir

and orchestra with his usual thoroughness, and the composer was

called to receive the congratulations of the audience. The work is

dedicated to the composer's master, the late Professor Sir G. A.

Macfarren , and is published by Novello, Ewer & Co. It is one

which well deserves to find its way, as we hope it will , to the notice

of many of the smaller musical societies .

The second part of the concert included songs by the artistes above

named ; a performance of Chopin's Valse in C sharp minor, by Mr.

James Twyford, who acted as accompanist throughout, and several

part-songs by the choir, amongst them a new part-song by Mr. W. H.

Gill, of the Secretary's Office, called “ Three Merry Maids," which

was well received . Miss Clara Butt bewitched her hearers by her

rendering of Blumenthal's “The old , old Story, ” and the choir sang

Dr. Bridge's simple setting of Tennyson’s “ Crossing the Bar ” with

exquisite taste .
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Savings Bank Losses.

INCE our last issue the Savings Bank has lost two of the most

,
a Sub-Controller of the Department, was also one of the original

twenty -one who formed the staff on the starting of the Post Office

Savings Bank in 1861. Though he had seen many years of service

he was only 56 when he died ,and he was at his post almost up to the

very last week of his life. Every man who is worth his salt makes

enemies in the course of an honourable career. But there is such a

thing as living down the opposition of one's fellows ; and of late

years Mr. Wilson occupied the very enviable position of a man who

had lived down all his enemies. Everybody liked him. Everybody

trusted him , and knew that whatever course he adopted he would

act fairly and squarely. Many men who entered the Department

as boy clerks remember him as their best friend at a time when

everybody else's hand seemed against them. He was independent

and courageous in many of his official ac ns, and on more than

one occasion, at great risk to his own reputation , he has presided

over meetings of his subordinates held forthe purpose of bringing

their unfortunate position before the authorities. Mr. Wilson was a

cultured man : he had read and thought much, and a quiet talk with

him often revealed sides of his character very rarely possessed by

the average official. Moreover he had a keen sense of humour,

and it was almost worth getting into trouble in his Branch in order

to experience how just and fairand sympathetic the possession of a

sense of humour makes a man. He was fond of a good story, and

the present writer, who in a humble way shares in the same taste,

always reserved his very best for Mr. Wilson . He was, too , always

a gentleman. Cardinal Newman, in his beautiful description of the

attributes that constitute a gentleman, said that some of his char
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acteristics are that “ he is merciful towards the absurd , he is never

mean or little in his disputes , never takes unfair advantage , never

mistakes personalities or sharp sayings for arguments , or insinuates

evil which he dare not say out. He has too much good sense to be

affronted at insults, he is too well employed to remember injuries, and

too indolent to bear malice.” “ Too indolent to bear malice " is a

fine description of an enviable temper of mind , and the words call

up in many minds the recollection of their dead chief. So much

was Mr. Wilson respected that a sum not very far short of £100

was subscribed in the Savings Bank to provide a suitable memorial

of him. The portrait we are able to publish with this number is

from a drawing by Mr. A. J. Hewitt of the Savings Bank

Department .

Of Mr. Whiting, a principal clerk in the same department, who

has also recently died, we have nothing but good words to say . He was

of a quite different type to Mr. Wilson, save that Cardinal Newman's

definition of a gentleman would have fitted him equally well. He

was always easy -going and good-natured ; he had a smile for

everybody. He was perhaps lacking in individuality or assertiveness,

and in his lifetime we might have said that , like Newman's gentlemen .

" he concurs with the movements of those about him rather than

takes the initiative himself.” He was the only son of Mr. Whiting who

for so many years was Postmaster of Brighton, and it is to be feared

that he first contracted the disease which ultimately killed him when

living under his father's roof. He was an expert and daring swimmer,

and was in the habit of diving off Brighton pier every morning. He

died of heart disease at the early age of 48.

The United kingdom Postal and Telegrapb Service

Benevolent Society.

HEannual meeting of this society was held in theCentral Hall ,

Mr. Lewis, of the

Birmingham Post Office, was elected chairman of the meeting, and

in his opening remarks he impressed on the 175 delegates who were

present that they were not assembled as postmen or clerks,

telegraphists or sorters, surveyors or postmasters, but as elected

representatives, every man intent on doing his best for the society .

After a short discussion the annual report and balance sheet were

adopted. Mr. Jarvis, of Manchester, then brought forward a motion

providing that a facsimile of a member's nomination , and of any

altered nomination , should be entered in each member's rule book.

This was negatived by a large majority. Mr. Newland , representing

the Edinburgh Local Centre, proposed an amendment to the rules

to the effect that any excess over £60 realised by the initial penny

subscription should be retained until sufficient money had been

obtained to remit a second class case, and that whenever the extra

levy of fourpence in a first class case produced more than £90, the

surplus should be retained until sufficient to meet a first class case.

Mr. Newland explained his views in a very lucid speech , being ably
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opposed by Messrs . Belcher ( London ), Braid (Glargow ), and others.

The proposition was eventually carried by 83votes to 82. Three

propositions providing in various ways for a call upon the superannua.

tion of any member were ruled to be out of order. A proposal from

Liverpool (W.D.O.) that no one should hold the office of central

secretary for more than two years, in order, as the proposer put it,

“ that all should share in the benefits of the society,” failed to find

a seconder. An Aberdeen proposal respecting a third class

membership was lost , and an idea emanating from Buxton that the

society should be formed into a limited liability company was ruled

out of order. An animated discussion took place on the resolution

of Manchester, No. 3 , that the meetings should in future be held

biennially, 77 members eventually voting for and 83 against the

motion . At the conclusion of the meeting Mr. C. C. Sutch , the

central secretary, was re-elected, as were also the auditors and the

committee. A cordial invitation from Liverpool to hold the next

meeting in that city was accepted amidst much cheering, and a

hearty vote of thanks was given to Mr. Lewis, who presided

throughout with great tact andability.

In the evening a banquet, at which nearly 300 guests, including all

the delegates, were present, was given in the Masonic Hall.

Mr. J. F. Wight, the Postmaster of Birmingham , occupied the chair,

and he was supported by the Mayor of Birmingham, Mr. J. T. Bunce

( Birmingham Daily Post), Mr. Yeld ( surveyor), Mr. Braid (post

master of Glasgow ), Mr. Belcher, Mr. Sutch , and the old watch -dog

of the society , Mr. Asher, Space prevents us giving a full report of

the proceedings , which lasted until midnight, but we may specially

direct the attention of members to the eloquent speech made by

Mr. Bunce in proposing the Postal and Telegraph Services, which

will be published at length in the official report. The band of the

2nd V.B. of the Warwickshire Regiment performed during the dinner,

giving the tired debaters a much-needed respite, and later on some

excellent glees and songs were given by the members of the

Edgbaston Glee Union , Mr. Sutton, and others .

On the following day parties of the delegates were conducted over

the works of Messrs. Elkington, Messrs. Cadbury (cocoa) , and

Messrs. Gillott (pens) . Others visited the various public buildings of

the city, including the magnificent Art Gallery of the Birmingham

Corporation , where a fine loan collection of David Cox's pictures was

on view. The members of the reception committee of the Birming

ham Local Centre, the secretaries of which were Messrs. Mills, Nock ,

and Harris, were untiring in their efforts for the comfort of the

delegates, and the courtesy and kindness shown to the visitors were

warmly appreciated.

Smoke.

HE last smoking concert at St. James' Hall was eminently

successful, and no doubt , like its predecessor, deserved our

praises for its pacific and unifying influences upon the many-headed

THI
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blatant Official Beast. But there is one little problem which has

been exercising our brains ever since. What is the “ specific differ

ence ” of a god ? About the great gods who inhabit Olympus as

of right there is no doubt whatever. There they sat — mostly in

severe attitudes of conscious gravity - round the cloudy eminence

where the Postmaster-General sat, like a genial “ Jove in his chair, of

the skies Lord Mayor.” But round about them, with pipe in mouth

and whisky glass at elbow, and wearing faces stiffly starched into a

solemnity which would have been portentous had it not been so

funny, sat a ring of " little tin gods,” who had not the halo of the

real divinities, and yet apparently did not regard themselves as mere

mortals.

Next time they will do well to mingle with the herd of mortal men,

when, we will guarantee, they will enjoy themselves far more, though

they may not afford so much sport to onlookers.

A

Dr. Samuel Court.

LTHOUGH at sundry times we have felt constrained to make

monializing, yet when an old and valued officer carries into

honourable retirement the grey hairs that he has acquired in

upwards of forty years' faithful service, and is presented with tokens

of hearty goodwill-not only by the members of his staff, but also by

his townspeople—we cannot but join in tendering him our congratu

lations and our sympathy. Such is the case of Mr. Samuel Court,

who for the last twenty- eight years has been postmaster of Derby,

and is now removed from his post by the relentless operation of the

sixty -five rule . One Wednesday last April, a numerous company
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assembled in the Guild Hall at Derby, under the presidency of the

Mayor, Mr. W. H. Marsden, to bid farewell to the postmaster. The

testimonial from the Derby and District Postal Staff took the shape

of a silver tea and coffee service, accompanied by an illuminated

address. That from the public of Derby consisted of a massive

carved English oak bookcase, with a cylinder writing table and

library chair to match. Of what was said in Mr. Court's praise by

the various speakers, and in the illuminated addresses, we need only

remark that it was no more than was due to Mr. Court's high

character and valuable service. It may not be generally known that

since 1874 Mr. Court has taken an active part in promoting the

welfareof the local Young Men's Christian Association. He was,

and still is, the first president of the Mutual Improvement Society in

connection with this Association . In 1879 he undertook the work

of honorary general secretary ; he edited for a time the manuscript

magazine, and he has held the office of vice-president of the

Association since 1883. We have much pleasure in presenting his

portrait to our readers.

Aberystwytb .

ANY of the subscribers to this Magazine, writes Mr. J. Jones,

have probably visited the beautiful falls at Devil's Bridge,

and have enjoyed the drive from Aberystwyth ; but in consequence

of a downfall of snow that drive was not so enjoyable to Daniel

Price , Mail Cart driver, during the first fortnight of the present year .

For several days Mr. Price could take his cart no further than

Goginan, a village eight miles distant . From there to Ponterwyd ,

about four miles further, he had to convey the Mails on horseback.

Beyond that point, however , the roads were impassable even for a

horse, and he performed the rest of the journeyto Devil's Bridge, a

distance of three miles, on foot, carrying two mail bags on his back.

M

TH

sbrewsbury .

'HE first annual meeting of the Recreation Society was held at

the gymnasium on the 5th May last, the President in the

chair, and a large number of members were present. Mr. Adams,

in a few introductory remarks, said the society had been a splendid

success, and he hoped it would continue to make satisfactory progress.

The balance sheet showed that donations had been received amount

ing to £71 ; the members' and honorary members' subscriptions

produced £ 78 ; and the profit realised from concerts and enter

tainments was £10. As was to be expected, the establishment and

maintenance of the various clubs of which the Society is composed

involved a heavy outlay, £130 being expended for the purpose,

leaving the substantial balance of £30 to be carried forward tonext

year's account. In a short report issued by the committee of

management it is stated that there are now 171 members in the

society, as compared with 158 in May, 1892. During the year 13
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cricket matches were played, 7 won, 5 lost, and i drawn ; 14 football

matches were played, 6 won, 7 lost, and 1 drawn ; and 10 concerts

and entertainments were held . Two picnics and two debates also

formed part of the year's programme. A hearty vote of thanks was

accorded the President for the unremitting energy he had displayed

in furthering the interests of the society, he having attended 27 out

of the 29 committee meetings which had been held . Mr. Adams

had also conducted a class for physical exercise at the gymnasium

during the past winter.

The President, Secretary, and Treasurer were unanimously

re-elected , and ten members were chosen for the committee. Every

thing points to further success in the second year of the society's
existence. A centrally-situated field has been secured for cricket

and football, and the cricket team is exceptionally strong, whilst

boating is held in as much favour as last year.

During the early months of this year the medical officer conducted

an ambulance class for the male staff, and 25 members of it , including

the Postmaster and Chief Clerk , have qualified for rendering first aid

to the injured. Several female members of the staff have also gained

similar certificates. After the examination , the members of the class ,

through the Postmaster, presented Mr. Edwards with a handsome

inkstand as a token of his assiduity in imparting tuition .

bereford.

HE Hereford P.O. Literary and Recreation Society continues

to flourish. The last lecturewas given bythe Rev. W. D. V.

Duncombe and the subject was “ Christmas carols and the customs

connected therewith . ” The lecture was rendered more interesting

by the lecturer singing a number of carols in illustration of the

various styles.

000s and Ends.

S we stated in our October number (p . 341 ) a cricket challenge

cup for the Yorkshire post offices has been established . The

first match was played on the roth May, between Leeds and Bradford,

which ended , afteran exciting game, in a victory for Bradford by one

TH

AS

run .

T
'HE following Post Officers have been exempted from the

operation of the order in Council which makes retirement

compulsory at the age of 65 * . The reason assigned for retaining

them is stated to be that they “ possess peculiar qualifications which

are essential to the performance of their duties, and which it would

be difficult to replace by a fresh appointment.”

Name Department and Office Age For how long continued

J. D. Rich ... Postmaster, Liverpool......67... Further to end of 1894 .

J. Wheeler 65 ... To October 9th , 1893 .
Office, L.P.S.

*A previous list will be found at p . 257 of Vol . II .
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THE
HE latest loss which the Secretary's office has sustained is that

of Mr. G. A. Aitken , who finds that he will actually gain by

throwing away the seniority he has acquired by ten years' service, and

starting afresh as the junior clerk in the Home Office. That a man

of Mr. Aitken's abilities and service should be obliged to take such

a step is a matter which ought to call for the serious consideration of

the powers that be.

PRIKY
RIZE Puzzle No. 2 . When will the new book of rules for

Head Postmasters be issued ? Editors have come and gone

Home, or even to Brindisi ; printers have taken contracts and resigned

them ; the official mountains have been in labour for years , and the

expense must have been enormous, but as yet we have not seen even
a ridiculous mouse.

M
ISSING Word Competition . However well a public office

may be manned , there is always a certain number of men

therein who, either from want of ability or from indifference, form a

residuum . This residuum generally tends to gravitate to a particular

branch . That branch used to be the G.C.B. but now it is the

*

Wuste
HAT we wrote more than a year ago about the dangerous

state of the Dingle Light Railway has proved to be only too

well founded, as the recent melancholy accident shows . The gra

dients are very steep, the curves are very sharp, and the engines are

very inefficient — three circumstances which , when taken in combina

tion , will account for a great deal.
* *

M
R. CHARLES JACQUET, of the Secretary's Office, has a

more varied experience than the fates allow to most post

officers. He joined the army in January, 1855 , served in the

campaign in Italy with Garibaldi in 1860 , and sought " the bubble

reputation, even in the cannon's mouth , at the Battle of the

Volturno and the taking of Capua. From these stirring scenes he

returned to serve Her Majesty again in the Royal Dragoons, and the

Royal Horse Guards , of which he became Assistant Riding Master.

But, breaking an ankle while on duty in “ piping times of peace, "

he left the army in 1877 to become a Civil Service writer.

It never rains but it pours ! On the 7th April last Mr. Jacquet

was appointed an Assistant Clerk , on the 29th April our Othello wedded

his Desdemona, and a few days earlier the members of the Establish

ments Branch presented him with a marble clock as a proof that he

has captured yet another Reputation - hardly less agreeable, we hope,

than the first.

*

HILE I was Clerk-in-Charge of the post office at one of the

London Railway termini ( writes Mr. Flacke, of Blandford ).

a seafaring man wished to send a message, and the counter clerk ,

WHI
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pointing out the writing compartments, told him “to write it over

there." After the lapse of a long time the man came back to the

counter and said he had “ done it ” ; but when asked to bring the

message to the counter, looked puzzled and declared he could not.

Further enquiry showed he had laboured with quill and ink on the

wall of the office forming the back of the writing compartments, and

had ignored the forms in front of him !

TH
HE anomalies attending the working of the new redirection rule

are well illustrated by a case which recently occurred. A book

packet weighing 3 lbs . , and paid is . id . , was sent from London to

Birmingham . It was then redirected from Corporation Street to

Albert Street, and was charged another sum of is. Id. for the second

service. Had the sender sent the packet originally by letter post at

a cost of is. 2d.(or by parcelpost at acost of 7 d.)it would have

been redirected free . The total cost of the packetin the three cases

would thus have been—by book post 25. 2d., by letter post is. 2d. ,

or by parcel post 7d.

RRATA . Page 117 , bottom line but one of note . - For

denounce read denounces. Page 199, last line but one. For

areread is.

E

IT
T is the opinion of many persons that the same arguments which

are used in favour of Imperial Penny Postage might be used in

favour of Free Imperial Postage, and now Mr. James Haysman ,

Schoolmaster and Parliamentary Candidate, has put forward proposals

for a Free Imperial Post Card . No doubt we shall have more of

this by and by

M
R. H. HIGGS (S.O.) , in addition to the Newmarch Lectures,

recently delivered a lecture on “ Workmen's Budgets

before the Royal Statistical Society. Although a century has passed

since Arthur Young and others first compiled such documents, yet

there is still room for careful and accurate enquiry on a subject which

has very important bearings on economic questions .t

PREMI

Answers to Correspondents.

RETORIA.-We have found another very good friend in

Mr. J. Stewart, Pretoria, who has already procured us many

subscribers,and now promises us as many more. We would suggest

that , as the year has so far elapsed, it would save him trouble if he

would collect subscriptions for 1894 at the same time. Mr. Stewart

has now added to our obligations by sending us some photographs

and an interesting article which we hope to print in our October

number. He also sends us a pamphlet in double Dutch headed
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• Verslag, " which we understand to be the annual report of the

“ Postmeester Generaal .” All we dare to say about it is that it looks

like business . In conclusion we can assure Mr. Stewart that he owes

us nothing. No subscriber ever owes us anything. They pay up

first of all , and that is the secret of our financial success.

E are obliged once more to remind our friends that a quarterly

local festivities. When anything of an exceptional and really interest

ing character takes place we are of course glad to insert it , but we

have no room for cricket scores nor long accounts of meetings. As

to testimonials, we have so recently expressed our opinion on the

subject that it is not necessary to repeat it.

*

C
ANDIDATE . — Recent experience has fully tended to confirm

the correctness of the advice we gave you in our sixth number.

Age for age, the clerks in the London Postal Service, who enter by

a mere qualifying examination , are better off than any body of open

competition clerks in the Post Office, whether of the first or the second

division . Whether the reason for this is pre - eminence in ability we

are unable to say.

To our Colonial Readers.

E sadly need help from the Colonies in the shape of articles,

short notes, or cuttings from newspapers and official publi

cations. We shall also be glad to reproduce photographs of persons,

places, or things connected with the Post Office ; and we would

specially invite the permanent heads of the Colonial Post Offices to

send us their photographs, as well as the photographs of their principal

officers and postmasters. In sendinga number of phctographs to form

a group, it is very important that the heads should be as nearly as

possible of the same size.

We would also suggest to our Australian and our New Zealand

friends the advisability of collecting the subscriptions for 1894 as

early as possible. The number of copies printed depends on the

number previously ordered , and it is impossible to know how many

copies of VolumeIV. we shall require unless all subscriptions are to

hand by the 15th December next. We have experienced much

difficulty from this cause in the past , and have been unable to supply

a number of our Colonial readers with No. 9 simply because orders

arrived too late.
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Postmasters Appointed.

NAME. | APPOINTED TO. PREVIOUS SERVICE

W. J. Wildblood Ludlow ...

F. Borrow

J. A.Weatherill...

Emsworth

Cirencester

Elec . Tel. Co. , 1866 ; C. ( Postal )

Shrewsbury, 1885

S. C. & T. , Chichester, 1882

Elec. Tel. Co. , 1865 ; R.C. , E. in

C.O. , 1884

S. , 1877 ; S.C. & T., Colchester, 1878A. F. Potter

J. MacInnes

:
:

Manningtree ...

Broadford

Retirements.

NAME, LAST APPOINTMENT.

PREVIOUS SERVICE AND

DATE OF LAST PROMOTION.

..

...

W. Wedderburn ... Insp .- in -Charge, W.C.D.O. 858 ; 1881

H. Barker In. , London , E. 1855 ; O. , 1873 ; 1876

J. Baker Storekeeper, P.S.D. 1855 ; Supervisor, '78 ; '91

W. Samuel As. Storekeeper, P.S.D.... 1858 ; In. , 1881 ; 1891

Mrs. Arundel Colliver ... Su . , ClearingHouse Branch 1870 ; Su. , C.H.B. , 1871 ;

Pensioned, 1880 ; Re

called , 1881

Miss E. M. Russell 2nd Cl. C. , C.H.B.... R.A.G.O. , 1887

S. A. Bates ... Ist Cl. Cm. & T. , S.W. 1882 ; 1891

K. M. Delaney 2nd Cl. C. , S. B. 1877

#W. Weygang Su . , C.T.O. Electric Tel. Co. , 1860

T. Holt ... Magnetic Tel. Co. , '53 ; '91
E. Summerfield Ist Cl . Én. 1872 ; 1892

J. B. Harrison Sub-Postmaster, Aldershot Postmaster, Ulceby, 1873

Camp, Aldershot ...

J. T. Bailey As. Su., Colchester ... S., 1867 ; 1891

T. M. Ward ... C. , Hereford S. C. , 1871 ; 1887

J. Dixon Postmr., Kendal 1855 ; 1871

R. Brocklebank C. , Leicester 1866

Mrs. A. Heape Postmistress, Lichfield

W. Richards ... Ch. C. , Nottingham C. , 1858 ; 1868

J. Neville C. , Liverpool S. , 1855 ; 1890

J. Goward Postmr . , Wisbech C. , 1845 ; 1884

R. Fraser As. Su. ( Postal), Aberdeen Stamper, '50 ; C. , '54 ; '91

P. Watson Su . ( Postal) , Glasgow P. , 1854 ; C. , 1872 ; 1885

1873

...

...

...

• Under the provisions of Order in Council on attaining 65 years of age.
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Promotions.

LONDON

NAME. APPOINTMENT.. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

G. Cheetham ...

J. Crane ... ...

C. J. Youngs ...
1

J. England

L 1867

M. J. B. O'Connor

...

...

Ist

9 )

H. E. Carlyle

E. H. Daniell

J. Williams

A. H. Thorns

W. E. Gifford

M. Weeks

W. A. E. Batchelor

Miss E. Devereux ...

Miss F. M. Cooper

Miss B. J. Carson ...

J. W. Platt

W. T. Bramston

H. J. Dilks

C. Ford

A. Stiles

9

As. Super. En. T. , Manchester, 1872 ; R.C. ,

1878 ; En. , 1885

2nd Cl. En. T. , Burton-on -Trent , 1872 ;

Jn. C. , E. in C.O. , 1882 ;

Senr. C. , 1887

Senr. C. , En. Off. , L’pool S.C. & T.,King's Lynn, 1881;

Jn. C., E. in C.O., 1885
Ist Cl . Ex . , R.L.O. Inland Off., 1854 ; R.L.O.,

2nd Cl. Ex. , R.L.O. Acct. Office, Dublin , 1870 ;

Copyist, Sec. Off., London ,

1881 ; R.L.O., 1892

Sub-Cont. , S. B. 1862 ; P.C., 1884

Prin. Clk . , S.B. 1866 ; As. P.C. , 1892

1866 ; As. P.C. , 1892

As. 'P.C., s.B. 1864

1864

Ĉi. Cik .;' S.B... C.D., 1868 ; S. B., 1870

1870

1879

1881

1882

In . , Cir. Off ., L.P.S.D. 1870

Ist C ) . Cm . & T. , 1885

1881

1866

Supert . , C.T.O. E. T. Co. , 1854 ; Resigned ,

1865 ; Re-appointed, 1866

As. Su. , C.T.O. 1870

E. T. Co., 1864

As. Su. , 2nd'ci., C.T.O. E. T. Co., 1853
1870

| E. T. Co. , 1867

1870

1871

E. T. Co. , 1868

E. T. Co. , 1865

L. P. T. Co. , 1866

U. K. T. Co. , 1867

Senr. T. , c’T.o. 1874

1873

E. T. Co. , 1865

1870

1872

1873

1870

Su .,'C.H.B ., R. & A.G.O. 1870

As. Su. , C.H.B. , R. &

A.G.O. 1873

In . , " E.D.O.

:
:

.
.
. ...

:
:
:
:
:...

H. T. Wright

S. Wright

H. W.Allaway

F. Goodwin

C. J. Cowell

O. Bathurst

S. M. James

J. W. Parish

G. T. F. Williams ...

W. Hooper

W. H. Robson

H. Kemp

C. H. Honeysett

W. J. Barnett

J. W. Jater

A. F. Bell

F. Goodheart ...

R. F. Greenwood .

Miss A. Boulton

Miss A. L. Powell ...
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NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

A. Slate ...

Miss K. T. Wingrave P.C., C.H.B., R.& A.G.O. 1872

Miss E. S. Wingrave 1873

Miss F. M. A. Hall Ist Ĉi . c. , C.H.B.,'R. &

A.G.O. 1883

Miss S. A. White ... 1883

Ist čl. T .,"c.t.o. 1881

W. H. Stubbs 1881

F. W. Mason ... 1881

A. E. Shields 1881

F. Hicks ... 1881

G. J. Manners 1881

W. J. Rockett 1881

LONDON POSTAL SERVICE.

d. E. Adeney ... ... Ch. Su. , Cont. Off. 1875 ; Cont. Off ., 1882

W. Howson ist Cl. C. , 1872 ; Cont. Off., 1885

A. H. Reddrop 1874 ; Cont. Off ., 1887

H. C. Somers ... 1875 ; Cont. Off., 1887

J. W. Aston 2nở'ci. .
1875 ; Cont. Off ., 1887

W. T. Wheeler 1876 ; Cont. Off ., 1887

J. Elder 1876 ; Cont . Off., 1887

J. Dixon P.C., Circ. of 1871 ; As. Su . , 1887

H. Filmer Ist Cl. C. , Circ. Off. 1874 ; Cont. Off., 1885

J. G. Oakley 2nd Cl. C. , 1871 ; F.B. , 1885

J. G. Elford 1873 ; F.B. , 1885
H. Turrell 1881 ; Cont. Off., 1887

G. Garland 1859 ; I.B. , 1888
W. V. Inman 1873 ; I. B. , 1888

W. H. Ayling 1876 ; I. B. , 1888

A. L. Couratin 1880 ; Cont. Off ., 1890

R. G. Hitchcock Su . Sortg. Off . 1866

F. G. Whitaker
As. Su. , Sortg. Off. 1866

G. Hopkins 1865
B. Smith ... 1868

E. H. Brereton Ist ci. C. , Sortg. Off. 1868

J. W. Platt In . , Sortg. Of. 1870

PROVINCES-ENGLAND AND WALES.

...

...

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

1

.
.

...

OFFICE. NAME . APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

Aylesbury R. A. B. Abbot

Birmingham J. Thornton

Blandford W. C. Bristow

Bristol R. L. Standrick

H. J. Taylor

C. Š . Douty

Burton -on - Trent H. C. Lowe

E. Blanshard

Clerk

Ist Cl. As. Su.

Clerk

Clerk (Tels. ) ...

Ist CI. T.

Clerk (Postal )

As, Su .

:
:

S.C. & T. , 1882

S.C. & T. , 1872 ; C. , '83.

S.C. & T. , 1882

T. , 1870

T., 1885

S.C. , 1878

E.T. Co., 1867

T. , Hull, 1871 ; S.C. & T.

Burton -on - Trent, 1885

T. , 1885

S.C. & T. , 1873

P. , 1881 ; Sorter, 1882

1874

S.C. & T. , 1883

...

Cardiff

Carnarvon

Guildford

Horsham

Huntingdon

D. W. Jones

J. D. Jones

A. Cooper

J. Austen

W. Gwilliam

Ist Cl . T.

Clerk

Clerk

Clerk

Clerk

:
:
:
:
:
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OFFICE. NAME, APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE ,

.
.

.
.
.

9

i
i
:
:
:

:
:
:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:
:
:

...

.
.
.

...

.
.
.

29 99

:
:
:
:
:

...

Leeds J. Fewster Ist Cl . T. T., Rochdale, 1873 ;

Leeds, 1882

Leicester ... W. Holland Ist Cl. S.C. S.C. , 1879

E. Topliss ... S.C., 1879

G. H. Geeson S.C. , 1879

R. H. Ball S.C. , 1880

W. Bell S.C. , 1880

Liverpool R. James C. su. ” . P. , 1859 ; C. , 1861 ; As.

Su., 2nd Cl. , 1863; Ist.

Cl. , 1881; Su. , 1890
R. Barrett ... Supert. C. , 1867 ; As. Su ., 2nd

Cl . , 1883 ; Ist Cl., 1890

W. J. Hatton Ist Cl. As. Su. C., Lancaster, 1868; S.C.

Liverpool, '70; C. , '83 ;

As. Su ., 2nd , 1890

T. Speight 2nd 1870 ; S.C., 1881 ; C. , '85
E. Heath Clerk 1876

A. Fearnley ... Ist CI . S.C. 1885
F. Clark S.C., 1885

T. Kindleysides" Clerk ( Postal) S.C. , 2nd Cl., 1876 ; ist.

Cl., 1885

A. Calvert ... Ist Cl. S.C. S.C. , 1885

Manchester H. S. Hough Ist Cl . T. 1882

Miss E. Unsworth 1885

J. Meals Ch. Clerk S. , Carlisle, 1864 ; S.C. ,

L'pool, 1867 :As. Su. ,

L’pool,'82 ; Su.,L'pool

go; Ch . Su. , L'pool,292

S. O. Jones Su. (Postal ) . S., 1859 : C. , 1865 ; As.

Su., 1875

G. W. Walker ... S., 1859 ; C., 1863 ; As.

Su. , 1881

W. B. Dean As. Su. Ist Cl. (Pos.) 1866

A. Rogers ... 1865

T. Toy As'Su. 2nd Cl. (Pos.) 1872

I. Almond . 1872

I. Salmon Clerk ( Postal ) P., Kilkenny, 1874 ; C.,

1874 ; Manchester, '78
O. Owens 1876

I. Cleugh 1878

C. Simmonds Ist ci. s.c. ... Boy Messr. , London , '81 ; .

Ś . , Manchester, 1884

T. Mulliner

A. Ferguson 1884
N'csle.- on - Tyne MissM.C. Sleight 1st ci. T. 1885

Normanton J. Worfolk As. Su. S.C., 1873 ; C. , 1876
Peterborough C. N. Jones In . of Postmen S.C. , 1887

Plymouth Miss A. James Ist Cl. S.C. 1890
Shrewsbury S. T. Davis 1884

Southport G. Beeston S.C. , 1882

Southampton T. Lanham S.C. & T. , Swindon,'84 ;

and Ci. S.C. , South

ampton, 1888

Twickenham ... A. W. Wheeler... Clerk S.C. & T. , 1884

.
.
. ...

...

9

.
.
. 1884

...

Clerk '

Ist Cl. s.c.
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SCOTLAND.

OFFICE, NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

Edinburgh

Aberdeen

Glasgow 1883

E. D. Thomson Ch. Clk. , Edinburgh 1871 ; P.C., Sur. Gen. Off.

1892

Miss M. P. Inglis As. Supervisor T. , 1874

A. J. Smith Clerk P., 1871 ; S. , 1882

G. Cooper ... Ist Cl. S.C. P. , 1871 ; S. , 1874

J. Graham ... Ist Cl. T.

M. McC. Eagle

Ist CI. S.C. 1884

R. Reid Supert. S., 1867 ; C. , 1880 ; As.

Su. , 1887

IRELAND.

some ..

.
.
.

Cork

.J.J. A. Dennehy ... ist Cl. T. 1874

ABBREVIATIONS.

As., Assistant ; C., Clerk ; Cm. , Counterman or Counterwoman ; Ex. , Exami

ner ; En. , Engineer ; In.. Inspector ; Ju ., Junior ;0., Overseer ; P.C., Principal

Clerk ; P., Postman ; R.C., Relay Člerk ; S. , Sorter ; S.C., Sorting Clerk ;

Su. , Superintendent or Superintending ; T. , Telegraphist.

Deaths.

NAME. LAST APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

R. Etheredge...

P. Lehuraux

2nd Cl. Ex., C. of S.O.

Senr. T. , C.T.O.

Elec . Tel. Co. , 1869

FromSubmarine Tel. Co.,

G.P.O. , 1889

W. Paige

J. Tombleson

A , C. Wilson ...

ist Cl . T. , C.T.O.

2nd Div. C. , R.A.GO.

Sub-Cont. , S. B.

1872

M.O.O. , 1855 ; S.B., '61 ;

P.C. , '75 ; Ex., '83 ; Sub

Cont .. 92

J. C. Whiting

G. Crump

J. T. Holderness

F. J. Hooper

Miss A. E. Hayes ...

Mrs. E. Mitchell

G. J. Hayward

C. Henderson

Miss A. Steele

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Prin. C., S.B. 1863 ; P.C. , 1888

C. , Cir. Off., L. P.S. 1860

Senr. C.'man & T., L.P.S. 1870

2nd Div. C. , S. B. 1875

C. , P.O.B. R.A.G.O. , 1889

Postmistress, Emsworth 1889

Postmaster, Mitcham 1869

Royston 1866

C. , Accts. Off. , Dublin 1881
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The Post Office & Mr. J.H. Heaton, M.P.

51 .

( Concluded .)

F any further proof is needed of Mr. Heaton's

absurd incapacity for the task which he has

undertaken, it is only necessary to look at his

latest public utterance . In the June issue of

the Nineteenth Century he published an article of the usual kind

a mere disjointed string of complaints and abuse. This was received

by the press generally with the chorus of unreasoning praise which

always greets his utterances. It was quoted in almost every London

and provincial paper , and the usual quantity of venom and scorn was

poured out on the Post Office. The Evening Standard (June 12th)

was almost alone in taking a different view of Mr. Heaton's per

formance, and it remarked that :

“ Those who find grievances against the Post Office often fail to

consider how extremely complicated a business the collection ,

carriage, and delivery ofletters, newspapers , and parcels has become.

Mr. Henniker Heaton , for instance, in one of the Reviews this month,

exposes a large number of acts on the part of the postal officials

which are doubtless stupid and vexatious enough as narrated ; but

the lower ranks of Post Office servants are not of course allowed to

exercise their own discretion . They must carry out the regulations

as laid down, and there may frequently have been good reason for

the introduction of a rule, the application of which in some isolated

cases is apparently senseless and certainly irritating. On the whole

there has been very little real ground of late for complaints as to the

postal service, and during the last few years several convenient

reforms have been effected . There is nevertheless room for improve

Z
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ment in many respects, and the introduction of the mandat carte

for which a name will have to be found if it comes into use—is an

innovation which seems desirable .” &c.

52. The following is extracted from a criticism which appeared

in The Rock, a religious organ . Its interest lies in the way in which

the critic exposes the personal and slender foundation on which his

bitterness against the Post Office is based :

“ Mr. Henniker Heaton is a benefactor of the public in his battles

with the Post Office, whose permanent officials are most domineering

and pettifogging. Their rule is never , if they can possibly help it,

to acknowledge themselves in error. We once complained of an

overcharge of a letter, which , on being weighed at their own office

before being opened , was under weight. Their excuse was that

probably the wet ink had made it heavier. It happened, however,

that our correspondent had weighed the letter before stamping it.

We have beside us a whole pile of envelopes which , to our much

discomfort, have been carelessly delayed in delivery. The regulations

about transmission of newspapers are , beyond imagination , stupid ." &c.

53. Although consideration of space will not permit of my giving

details of the Nineteenth Century article, yet I cannot forbear to

make one quotation which shows the readiness with which

Mr. Heaton pledges himself to do something startling when he

knows that it is impossible that he should be called on to do it. *

“ It is a favourite allegation of the postal authorities that they

would be happy to concede this or that privilege to the public if

some wickedly worded Act of Parliament did not stand in the way

of their benevolent intentions. Now , if it were not presumptuous

to introduce my humble personality, I would here undertake to get

through Parliament in a week any amending bill which would relieve

the public of such vexatious disabilities as have been pointed out.”

54. In the July number of the National Review appeared a

reply signed “ One who knows,” which took up all the more

important of Mr. Heaton's complaints and explained or answered

them . At the same time the article carried the war into the enemy's

country and accused Mr. Heaton of shirking discussion , of stupidly

misunderstanding the rules he condemns, and of muddle-headedness

generally . In noticing this reply, the Economist (July 8th)

remarks :

“After Mr. Gundry's paper, the most noticeable contribution to

the National Review is ‘ In Defence of the Post Office : By “ One

who knows." The anonymous writer successfully disposes of many

of the adverse strictures contained in Mr. Henniker Heaton's article

entitled “ Post Office Plundering and Blundering, ' published in the

* For another instance , see paragraph 31 of this series of articles,
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Nineteenth Century of last month, an article to which we did not

call attention, as it seemed to us that its title was hardly fair or

applicable to a Government department, on the whole both ably and

successfully administered .”

The Review of Reviews, which in its June issue had glosingly

described Mr. Heaton's article as “ admirably lucid ,” remarked of

the reply that “ Mr. Heaton will have no doubt a great deal of

pleasure in answering. It is a great thing to get your adversary to

condescend to reply in print.” It is indeed , for neither in the

August nor in the September magazines has Mr. Heaton ventured

to make any reply ; and no doubt he intends to follow his usual

tactics and once more to turn tail. To impartial men it must

certainly seem strange that a man who (as Black and White recently

remarked) “ has made a world-wide reputation as a postal reformer, "

and who is in many quarters regarded as a second Rowland Hill,

should thus habitually shirk discussion and prove quite unable to

meet the serious objections put forward publicly by his opponents .

55. Mr. Heaton, as I have already stated, was once a newspaper

canvasser, and it is impossible to say how much the Town and Country

Journal must have lost when he gave up that position on suddenly

finding himself the husband of its owner. Some years ago in the

House he asked the late Mr. Raikes whether he would not consult

the advertising agents on some point or other, whereupon Mr. Raikes

drily remarked that he thought the matter was rather one for the

opinion of advertising politicians . Looking at his very limited range,

it must certainly be admitted that he has shown wonderful audacity

in sticking to his position , and as I have admitted already, he certainly

did good service in bringing the high colonial postage rates under

public notice. Beyond that he has done nothing which could not

have been done far better by almost any other member of the House.

His own mental equipment is so small that the arguments put forward

by him remind one often of the pretendings which form so large a par

of a child's every -day life, and which Mr. R. L. Stevenson has so

charmingly turned into verse :

“ We built a ship upon the stairs

All made of the back bedroom chairs,

And filled it full of sofa pillows

To go a- sailing on the billows .

We took a saw and several nails

And water in the nursery pails,

And Tom said , ' Let us also take

An apple and a slice of cake ! '

Which was enough for Tom and me

To go a-sailing on till tea.”
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Fodder of this kind is what Mr. Heaton invariably provides to fill

the gaping mouths of the press-men. The saw of abuse is always

there, and the nails of argument are hammered in without the slightest

thought that one interferes with the other. However, signs are not

wanting that all this is coming to an end .

56. But although shirking all serious discussion , Mr. Heaton is

by no means inactive . Though the Times hardly knows him new

as a correspondent, the provincial press still keeps his fame before

the people. The following modest epistle, for example, appeared in

the Glasgow Herald of the 4th July last :

“ I only hope my article in the Nineteenth Century may have the

effect you anticipate of teaching the postal officials what the country

expects. They have practically unlimited power and discretion in

these matters ; and it is certainly desirable, if it be only possible, to

" educate our masters. You wish me Postmaster-General for a year ;

but I think , with a list of urgent and indispensable reforms in my

hand, that a week would be sufficient. You will remember the story

of the stranger who played at chess with the Caliph , the prize being

the right toact as lord of the faithful for one hour, and what wonders

the stranger, on checkmating His Majesty , accomplished in that

short period. This was because he had already mapped out his plan

of action before sitting down to play. Now, I have no great desire

to preside at St. Martin's le Grand . But I should like to have my

long list of reforms carried out at a more rapid rate. On the average

it takes a couple of years to wring each item from the officials, who

struggle to retain each of their oppressive and absurd regulations as

if it were a tooth in their heads. My complete list would , at this

rate, not be cleared off until about the middle of the 20th century.”

57. One of the most curious incidents in Mr. Heaton's career is

afforded by his relations with Mr. Robert Dennis, who in 1888

brought an action against him for £500, alleged to be due for

literary services rendered . The action did not come on for trial , but

was withdrawn , and it is understood that Mr. Heaton paid £400

and costs . Subsequently, Mr. Dennis, being annoyed at Mr. Heaton's

conduct since the settlement of the action, printed an account of

the matter in a letter addressed to the chairman of the Conservative

Association at Canterbury, which was widely circulated at the time,

and which has, I believe, never been answered. The pamphlet is

very funny reading. Mr. Dennis claims that he wrote out almost all

Mr. Heaton's speeches and letters from June, 1886, to March, 1888,

and that the latter is quite incapable of doing any literary work.

According to Mr. Dennis, Mr. Heaton actually expected in 1886

to be made Under- Secretary for the Colonies, while subsequently he

aspired to be Secretary to the Treasury ! Then we have a circum
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stantial statement of the various letters and papers written by

Mr. Dennis and signed by Mr. Heaton. Mr. Dennis , for example ,

claims that he wrote a series of three important and weighty letters

to the Postmaster-General in 1886-7 , and adds : “ A fourth letter

which Mr. Heaton sent I did not write. Mr. Heaton told me it had

been written for him by his governess. ”

58. In this age of textual criticism it might be possible—though

not worth while — for someone to study Mr. Heaton's writings, and

to endeavour to separate them into their original documents, after

the manner of Professor Driver. Such a process would require a

distinct nomenclature, which would possibly assume some such

form as the following:

H. Mr. Heaton's own writings - illogical, confused, abusive,

maladroit. For instance, in the extract given at the top of page 230,

he has clearly himself interpolated a remark which shows that he

has a strong suspicion that people do accuse him of asking stupid

questions in the House .

D. Mr. Dennis , who probably wrote most of the letters and

speeches up to 1888.

G. The Governess-an indefinite feminine quantity, who cheaply

supplies the verbs and gives an elementary cohesion to the sentences.

She has also an imagination and some waspishness.

S.S.S. Various private secretaries whose styles have not yet been

differentiated.

59. It now only remains for me to say a few words in reply to

“ X. ” He says that Mr. Heaton is weak on little points of detail ; I

claim to have proved that he knows nothing about Post Office matters

at all . He says this magazine gloats over Mr. Heaton's little mistakes.

I say that what “ X.” calls little mistakes are fundamental errors ,

betraying an utter ignorance of social economics in general , and Post

Office matters in particular. He asks why, if such is the case , we

take
any notice of his attacks ? This a typical ad captandum argu

ment, and my reply is that a man's importance is not always measured

by his intellect and attainments, and in the present case the only

measure is the fact that Mr. Heaton is a member of Parliament who

has been able, through a fortuitous combination of circumstances , to

make himself a name by systematically abusing the office to which I

am proud to belong.

60. “ X.” further tells us that the habit of decrying those who tell

them to set their house in order is common to many professions,

including doctors . This is a somewhat unfortunate reference just
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now, for it can hardly be said that the latest would-be reformers of

the medical profession - Miss Cobbe and the Bishop of Manchester

have done much beyond making themselves ridiculous, and surely

“ X.” would not assert that ignorance of a subject is the criterion of

a good critic ? If a man took on himself to pose as an authority on

bi -metallism or railway rates, would the statement that he was not a

banker or a railway manager save him from ridicule if he proved utterly

ignorant on these subjects ? Would Rowland Hill ever have carried

penny postage had he not made himself master of the working of the

Post Office ? Mr. Heaton, as a member of Parliament, possesses

opportunities of learning details which Rowland Hill did not possess.

I thoroughly agree with “ X.” that it is most necessary to the useful

ness of the Post Office that an independent member should keep a

special eye on its working, but then a great institution like ours may

surely expect that a member who takes this duty on himself should

bring to the task undoubted good faith , a reasonable amount of

intelligence, and a mode of expression other than that of the fish

market or the cab rank.

61. “ X ” probably hardly realises the havoc which Mr. Heaton's

methods must necessarily work on the morale of our hundred

thousand colleagues . How can it be expected that men will do their

duty in an organisation which is systematically held up to ridicule in

the press as hopelessly inert and governed by knaves and fools ?

Such a belief, if allowed to grow up, must necessarily produce the very

effects which , according to Mr. Heaton, now exist. For the past six

years these attacks have been scattered broadcast by pamphlets and

in newspapers, and, until recently, no attempt has been made to answer

them, although, as this magazine has from time to time shown, most

of them are perfectly capable of being answered , for the real faults of

the Post Office are not usually those which affect the public. Any

thinking man who carefully considers Mr. Heaton's utterances with

regard to this Office as a whole must condemn them , whether they

are true or false. If they are false they condemn themselves. If

they are true the matter is a most serious one , and it was Mr.

Heaton's duty long ago to bring the matter substantively before the

notice of Parliament. This is a dilemma from which there is no escape.

That a member should go on year after year insulting and

abusing a great public department without daring to bring anything

definite forward is rapidly becoming a public scandal. A member

of Parliament is not doing his duty when he continues to utter mere

vague denunciations in the press. If a systematic and deep-seated
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evil exists in the public service it is his duty to propose a remedy .

If he cannot do that, he can at least bring forward his charges in the

House so that they may be investigated . That is what Mr. Heaton

would have done long ago had he, while believing the truth of his

assertions, at the same time been animated by any higher desire than

that of mere self -advertisement.

E. T. C.

WAPattesworth

Addressee. — I've had to wait twenty minutes, postman . Why so late ?

You haven't much to carry .

Postman . — No, sir ; but if I'd come sooner, sure the weight would

have been just the same !
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Mr. F. E. Baines, C.B.

1.–BY MR. A. E. CHAMBRE.

N Tuesday, the ist of August last, in the 39th year of his

service in the Post Office, one of the best known and

most able officials of the Department, constrained by

considerations of health , resigned his appointments of

Assistant Secretary and Inspector General of Mails, and , quitting the

service he had adorned and laboured for so zealously and so long,

retired into private life . The health of Mr. Baines had been greatly

shaken by an attack of influenza last year ; and although at the date

of his resignation he had again resumed duty at St. Martin's-le -Grand,

and the Department would have readily extended his sick -leave,

he no longer felt himself equal to the severe strain at times of

pressure in the Post Office, nor was there likelihood of improvement

sufficient to permit him at an early date to resume continuously and

energetically the duties of his responsible position ; consequently he

elected to retire.

I feel sure that a large number of his former colleagues to whom

Mr. Baines is personally known, and a still larger number to whom

he is known only by repute , would wish to have placed on record

some authentic account of his life and labours ; and as an old friend

and fellow - worker of nearly forty years' standing, familiar with his

official career , I have, at the request of the Editor of this Magazine,

very willingly undertaken the task .

Mr. Baines is a native of Barnet . At an early age—I do not

think he was more than 14 or 15 years old-and while there was

still great activity in the railway world , he applied himself

assiduously to railway work in the field , mastering to a great extent

the elementary functions of a civil engineer, as regards land

surveying, levelling and the like, preparatory to railway construction.

It was due to this early experience , I make no doubt , that Mr.

Baines's deep interest in railway matters and incidentally in the

principles underlying the construction and practical application of

the electric telegraph , took root and grew up , leading on to his pro

posal of 1856 for a system of Post Office Telegraphs (printed a few

years later as a portion of a Parliamentary paper ) ; and to the active
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and very prominent share which he took , under the late Mr. Frank

Ives Scudamore, C.B. , in the transfer and organisation of the

Telegraphs in 1870. This, with the establishment of the Parcel

Post (Home, Foreign , and Colonial) , and important improvements of

the mail service, to which he has devoted himself with so much zeal

during the last ten years, form the chief landmarks in his official

career . For some, or all of these works, he was rewarded at the

close of Mr. Shaw Lefevre's postmaster-generalship with the distinction

of a Companionship of the Most Honourable Order of the Bath .

The feverish demand for the projection of new railways which

marked the year 1846 , gradually subsided . A re -action set in , and

Mr. Baines , quitting the field for the signal room , became an official

of the Electric and International Telegraph Company. For a year

or two he had charge of the telegraph office, in the General Post

Office itself, which was situated on the southern side of the great

hall , now part of the circulation office. In 1855 , however, Lord

Canning, at the request of Sir Rowland Hill and Mr. Frederic Hill,

gave him an established Clerkship in the Secretary's office, General

Post Office, and in that office, with the exception of a few years

when holding the post of Surveyor General for Telegraph Business,

Mr. Baines has remained ever since.

When he entered the service I had just been released from the

post of private secretary to Colonel Maberly, then Secretary of the

Post Office, by the appointment of the latter as a Commissioner of

Audit . Sir Rowland Hill then became full Secretary, and our

Postmaster -General was Viscount Canning. After a few years'

service in the General Correspondence Branch of the Secretary's

Office under Mr. Hardy, in the Missing Letter Branch under Mr. Ellis,

and in the Home Mails Branch under Mr. Benthall, Mr. Baines was

transferred to the Foreign and Colonial Branch, under the late Mr.

William Page and Mr. E. H. Rea, C.M.G (who retired from the service

at the end of 1891 ) . There, more than a quarter of a century ago,

we worked shoulder to shoulder for many years. I recall one

incident at this period which is characteristic. He was engaged with

the final arrangements for sorting the homeward West India mails on

board ; and I well recollect how con amore he framed time tables

and time bills ; any work of organisation was at all times in the

highest degree congenial to him .

Meanwhile-in 1856 , as I have said—Mr. Baines launched his

proposal for telegraph reform . The Duke of Argyll and Sir Rowland

Hill seem to have thought well of it , but the paper reposed at the
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Treasury for several years before any action was taken . Had earlier

effect been given to Mr. Baines's scheme, I, at any rate , have always

thought that some, if not many, millions sterling might have been

saved to the British taxpayer. Be that as it may, a comparison

between the proposals of 1856 and the facts of the present day

shows that the existing telegraph system is based on the identical

principles which the paper of 1856 sought to establish , viz ., liberal

extensions, a limited free delivery, quick and accurate despatch , and

a sixpenny rate .

It is interesting at this date, on looking back at the expectations

held out thirty-seven years ago-to see that Mr. Baines was almost

apologetic in estimating, when telegrams numbered only an aggregate

of a million in the year, an ultimate transmission of thirty-two

millions per annum. The Department is now called upon to deal

with a yearly total of about seventy millions of ordinary paid messages,

besides uncounted millions of telephonic and privatewire messages,

and billions of words of press news. So vastly has a good service, a

low and uniform tariff, and last , but far from least, Post Office

management developed the capacity of the Telegraphs.

The work of the Department summarised under the general

heading of the transfer of the Telegraphs to the State may be said to

have occupied from 1868 to 1871 , and no words of mine can

adequately depict the magnitude of the labour it entailed . Acting

from the very outset as second to Mr. Baines, I have abundant

authority to speak to this point. Some colleagues , now high in office,

will bear me out in saying that such prolonged strain and pressure

upon one and all have never been experienced in the Department

before or since.

It was during the twelve years from 1869 to 1881 that, first as an

officer of the Secretary's Office, planning and devising, and next as

Surveyor General, revising, extending, and improving telegraph

arrangements, Mr. Baines became known to--in fact made the personal

acquaintance of a large army of - officials of whose ability and devotion

to duty he has always spoken in the warmest terms of admiration .

It is within my personal knowledge that his constant desire was that

every worker should feel himself directly responsible for the good

working of the great postal-telegraphic machine, and should be

certain of appreciation and approval when his part was efficiently done .

Whenever he personally could control circumstances, he endeavoured

to put this principle into practice, and he lost no opportunity of

influencing others, as far as possible, in the same direction.
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Mr. Baines held and acted upon the view that while on the one

hand one of the greatest incentives to good work was the belief that

the workers' share in it would transpire ; on the other, no more

depressing influences could obtain than the (unfounded ) fear that

no matter how conscientiously one might work, there would be no

recognition of the service performed. The abnormal efforts of the

Department at Christmas time and other periods of exceptional

pressure always filled him with just pride and delight as a member of

a service which yielded results so inspiriting, and in which so much

esprit de corps was, and is always, displayed. Almost his last act

as Surveyor General for telegraph business was to accompany

Mr. Fawcett and Sir Arthur Blackwood to the Treasury, when in

1881 or 1882 , the great revision of telegraph salaries was sanctioned

and carried out. I believe it was his scheme among many others

which Mr. Fawcett preferred as just and fair to all . At all events,

from what I have since heard, that is my impression .

Mr. Baines has , probably, the longest experience in telegraphy of

any one connected with the Post Office, his first employment in

practical telegraphs dating as far back as 1848 , when Cook and

Wheatstone's double needle telegraph was the wonder of the day,

and the “ Morse " and later forms of apparatus were wholly

unknown.

From 1878 to 1883 , being out of the service consequently upon the

abolition of the post I had filled of Surveyor of Private Wires, I am

not able to speak from personal knowledge of what Mr. Baines had

accomplished as Surveyor General, but I am tolerably sure that he

travelled about the country without ceasing, and ; for the most part

singlehanded , effected or laid the foundations of many economic

and substantial improvements. What I take to be his great work at

this time, and one on which the present efficiency of telegraph circuit

arrangements largely rests, is known as the Humber and Mersey

Survey, a work which , completed in 1872 , was intended to deal with

the telegraph arrangements of the Midland counties alone , but

which eventually included by far the greater part , if not the whole , of

Great Britain .

In January, 1883 , at the instance of Mr. Baines, who had then

been appointed Inspector General of Mails, I was recalled to active

service to take part in the organisation of the Parcel Post. I then

found that a degree of activity prevailed in Mr. Baines's branch

approaching that of the never-to -be- forgotten transfer of the

Telegraphs.
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My colleagues know well enough, but few of the public can

appreciate, what the planning of a new departure in the Post Office

involves. Rumours gain currency that such and such a postal change

is likely to be made. A year goes by, and a short official notice is

issued, describing the change, appointing a date, and publishing

regulations. Nothing can be more simple. All works smoothly.

Even in the Office itself (outside the branch concerned) little or no

impression is made. But in the branch in which every principle is

examined , and every detail adjusted , very different circumstances

obtain : the most exhaustive examination of, and providing against,

every contingency which can be foreseen, patient drafting of every

rule and instruction — these are what make the great measures of the

Department work so smoothly ; like some vast piece of machinery,

such as that which propels the “ Campania ” across the ocean at 25

knots an hour, or drags the special night mail train up Shap Fell at

nearly a mile a minute. All this takes place equally outside the ken

of the British public, whether the question at issue affects buildings,

staff, appointments , accounts, stores, home mails, foreign communi

cations, the convenience of the public (and this is more or less

involved in every case) , or what not.

On the passing of the Parcel Post Act , the work thrown upon the

Home Mails Branch was very severe ; first came the Inland Parcel

Post , then the Foreign and Colonial Parcel Post , then insurance,

registration , and cheapening of rates, with a modified scale of

weights ; at the same time were negotiated and brought into

operation new mail contracts with the great railway companies,

acceleration of existing services, and last , but perhaps not least

(though extra- official), the great Postal Jubilee celebrations . The

officers of the Home Mails Branch in the decade 1880-1890 will

long remember that period .

In recent years Mr. Baines' duties at St. Martin's-le-Grand rarely

allowed him to travel for any great distance or length of time. But in

1870 and 1871 he spent many months in the organisation of telegraphs

in Ireland , and as I accompanied him I can testify that he was well

acquainted with all parts of Ireland . As Inspector General of Mails ,

almost his last official act of importance in that portion of the United

Kingdom was to personally inaugurate a new North of Ireland mail

service viâ Stranraer and Larne. But , while he was much attached

to the warm hearted and hospitable race across the Channel , Scotland

had a strong hold upon him .

It will not be out of place here to quote Mr. Scudamore, who in
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as one of

1871 described Mr. Baines as “ one of the most able and self

sacrificing officers in the Department, ” and many years later

Mr. Fawcett, then Postmaster General, when referring in the House

of Commons to Post Office matters, spoke of Mr. Baines

the ablest of its officers."

I must not forget the active share Mr. Baines took in the

Volunteer movement of 1860, though his work in that direction lay

almost entirely outside the Department. He held a commission as

Major, but only for a short period , in Colonel du Plat Taylor's Post

Office regiment; and I have reason to believe, though here again I

do not speak from personal observation , that he was for ten or

fifteen years especially active in parochial affairs in his native town

of Barnet , and in his adopted parish of Hampstead. To the latter

suburb he has given a literary token of regard , in the shape of a

large and finely printed volume, entitled Records of Hampstead, a

copy of which is in the Post Office library,

I also recall a pleasing incident, when some years ago Mr. T. E.

Sifton, on behalf and in the presence of the members of the Home

Mails Branch , presented Mr. Baines with a silver inkstand on the

occasion of his marriage. I borrow a paragraph from the

address :

“ Your name will ever be held in honourable remembrance in

connection with the transfer of the Telegraphs to the State and the

reorganization that followed. Mr. Scudamore, it is well known,

looked upon you and spoke of you as his second self, and the

labours and strain which you then underwent were very severe,

Only great physical strength, and great mental power and capacity,

could have enabled you to accomplish what you then accomplished .”

History repeats itself, and as one of the committee of Mr. Baines's

friends and former colleagues who have had the pleasure of

organizing a testimonial to him from a large number of his brother

officers on his retiring from the service, I am pleased to record the

presentation to him of a handsome set of library furniture and

fittings, including a clock with a silver plate suitably inscribed , and a

number of valuable books which he desired to possess.

I think that one of the most pleasing facts which Mr. Baines can

look back to during his official career is the share which he took in

raising, in 1890 , the magnificent sum of £22,500 for the “ Rowland

Hill Benevolent Fund." I was at the Mansion House in November

of that year, when Sir Arthur Blackwood, K.C.B., in most graceful

terms, which he is so well qualified to use, referred to this incident

in a speech which is not likely to be forgotten.
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Of course the achievements of the Post Office are not one man's

work alone ; but so far as individual efforts are concerned, I would

point to the share taken by the subject of this sketch in large postal

questions , in telegraph and mail organisation , and in the affairs of

the Department generally ; and would leave it to others to consider

how far the beneficial action of the Post Office has been advanced

by Mr. Baines's deep devotion to its affairs, and active, zealous action,

and how far his well-known solicitude for the interests of his

colleagues may properly abide in their recollection.

By all who have had the pleasure of working with him, whether

like myself — for long years, or for shorter periods, I am confident

that he will ever be remembered as a most able, zealous, and

distinguished official, and an honourable, true, and trusty friend.

One and all of his late colleagues will, I am confident, unite in

wishing him many years of well -earned repose.

II .-By S.

Mr. Baines became Assistant Secretary in December, 1881 , on

the appointment of the late Mr. Benthall to the newly-created post

of Third Secretary, and, relinquishing telegraph work, took charge

under Mr. Benthall of the Home Mails Branch . The question of

organising an Inland Parcel Post, which had been for some time

before the department , and in regard to which negotiations with the

Railway Companies of a tentative character had taken place, was

one of the matters which here claimed his attention . What had

been contemplated was the carriage of parcels not exceeding 2 lbs. in

weight for 6d . , and heavier parcels up to 4 lbs. for is. Mr. Baines

was early convinced that a more liberal measure was feasible ;

and, being invited to give expression to his views, he sketched

out , and advocated with characteristic fulness and force, a

scale of four gradations — viz ., 1 lb. for 3d . , 3 lbs . for 6d . , 5 lbs . for

9d . , and 7 lbs. for is.--which at once obtained the concurrence

of Mr Fawcett, and became the basis for all subsequent proceedings .

The death of Mr. Benthall deprived Mr. Baines of his senior and

colleague at the very time when his experience and skill in the

railway business of the Department would have been of the highest

value, for the Postmaster General now desired to settle with the

railway companies the necessary terms and conditions, and to bring

the Parcel Post into operation with the least possible delay. The
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management of this important business devolved upon Mr. Baines.

The negotiations with the railway companies were carried through,

and the results embodied in the Post Office (Parcels) Act, which

became law on the 18th August, 1882. Preparations within the

Department proceeded apace ; but eighteen months of incessant

labour were necessary before a work so complex and so vast could

be brought to completion. This preparatory work of organisation

was indeed only accomplished by the co-operation of many minds

and many hands ; and to Surveyors, Heads of Departments, and a

host of others of lesser rank , a great debt was due for the untiring

way in which they devoted themselves to the task set before them.

But the guiding spirit in all their deliberations and efforts was

Mr. Baines. His grasp of principles, power to discern the

bearings of a question, his knowledge and care of details, his

readiness of resource, his thoroughness, impressed all who were

brought into contact with him. The Parcel Post was finally launched

in this country on the ist August, 1883 .

The ten years which have since elapsed have seen Mr. Baines

occupied in the establishment of Parcel Posts between this

country and all its colonies and dependencies, all the states of

Europe (except Russia) , and most of the states of Central and South

America. There has scarcely been a time during the whole period

that negotiations for conventions and agreements, or arrangements

for giving effect thereto, were not going on. The parcels transmitted

within the United Kingdom have increased from about 20 millions

to about 50 millions a year — the result in part of additional

facilities, such as the introduction of a system of Insurance, and the

raising of the limit of weight to 11 lbs.

Besides the services which he has rendered in connection with the

Parcel Post, Mr. Baines has in his capacity of Inspector General of

Mails had charge of all arrangements relating to the conveyance of

the letter mails within the United Kingdom. Contracts with

railway companies, agreements with mail cart contractors, even

the foot posts of the rural districts, have been his care. He has

planned and carried out many important improvements of the mail

service on the main lines of railway, notably the acceleration of the

night mail on the London and North Western and Caledonian

systems, which took effect in 1885 , and which involved the establish

ment of a special train, from which passengers are excluded ,

between Euston and Perth in both directions. He has endeavoured

in regard to railway service not only to satisfy the requirements of
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the present moment, but in some degree at least to forecast and

provide for the wants of the future. And, while always upholding, as

was his first duty, the interests of the Department, he has known how

to maintain friendly and even cordial relations with the railway

authorities .

He carries with him into retirement the respect and good wishes

of old colleagues in every part of the Kingdom.
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[This block is copied from one which appeared in the Illustrated London News

of the 17th January, 1846.]
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The Electric Powers Committee.

ONCLUSIONS of great public importance have been

come to by the Joint Committee of Lords and Commons,

presided over by Lord Cross , to " consider and report

whether the grant of statutory powers to use electricity

ought to be qualified by any prohibition or restriction as to earth

return currents, or by any provisions as to leakage, induction or

similar matters, and if so, in what cases, and under what conditions.”

Practically, the question was, whether, in the public interest , a better

claim to the use of the earth for the completion of the electric circuit

could be established for electric traction on the one hand, or for

telephones on the other. There were also involved the subordinate

questions of preventing electric traction currents from disturbing

railway signals , and from corroding gas and water pipes by electrolysis.

As regards telephones, the extreme sensitiveness of the delicate

instruments used renders them unworkable under disturbance arising,

whether through leakage or induction from the powerſul currents

necessary for electric traction , unless the precaution is taken to pro

vide the telephones with “ metallic returns, " i.e., with wires (instead

of the earth) for the passage of the return currents. With some very

small exceptions all the 16,000 miles of Post Office telephones have

such metallic returns, and are therefore protected . But similar

protection is wanting to almost all the 90,746 miles of telephones

owned by the National Telephone Company, which , as is well known,

is now the only remaining telephone competitor with the Post Office

throughout the United Kingdom. The company has , accordingly,

opposed applications to Parliament for electric traction and lighting

Bills unless clauses were inserted guarding the company's telephones

against ill effects from the large currents to be employed. So great

has been the effect of these clauses, that it is contended they have

been almost prohibitive to the development of electric traction in the

United Kingdom ; and that the public have suffered in consequence,

their interest in good traction being even greater than their interest

in cheap telephones. The figures quoted on each side are enormous.

The National Telephone Company transmit annually more than

A A
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218,000,000 messages (counting a call and reply as two messages ); on

the other side , 500,000,000 passengers are carried annually by

tramways, for many or all of which it may be expedient to adopt

electric instead of horse or steam power. The Board of Trade

considered that the case called for complete enquiry by Parliament ;

hence the appointment of the Commission .

Among the witnesses examined were Sir Courtenay Boyle , K.C.B.,

Mr. Preece, Major Cardew, electrical adviser to the Board of Trade,

Lord Kelvin , and the Astronomer Royal .

The limited space at our command will not permit us to do more

than give a summary of Mr. Preece's evidence and of the report of

the Committee.

SUMMARY Oe MR. PREECE'S EVIDENCE.

The disturbances caused by the passage of currents of electricity

through the crust of the earth and by induction were necessarily

very serious, seeing that the earth is universally used to complete

the electrical circuit for telegraphs (railway and postal ) , almost

universally for block signals, and very largely indeed for telephones.

The disturbing currents arose not from electric lighting, as regards

which the use of the earth is forbidden, but from electric traction .

Thus in the case of the City and South London Railway (which does

not designedly use the earth ) , the current passes from a centre rail

through the electric motors on the locomotive, and returns by the

wheels and the rails, but the insulation being imperfect , a leakage

current gets into the earth. This leakage was detected as far away

as North Walsham, having been conveyed thither over a wire earthed

at the General Post Office. Experiments showed that the disturbance

varied in exact correspondence with the trains. So also at Greenwich

Observatory certain instruments suffered disturbance at train times.

Again, a chemist at 156, Clapham Road had an instrument in his

shop window which recorded the passing and the movement of every

train ; it was simply connected on one side to the gas pipes and on

the other to the water pipes in his house ; the pressure between the

pipes was o'3 volt, which produced a current of almost half an

ampère , enough to light an ordinary glow lamp or ring a division

bell such as those used in the House of Commons.

The existence of the electric leakages from tramway currents

having been demonstrated, Mr. Preece dealt with their effects on

( 1 ) gas and water pipes, (2 ) railway signals, (3 ) telegraphs, and (4 )

telephones. Alternating currents would not affect the gas and water
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pipes — continuous currents would ; the water pipe or gas pipe,

whichever was connected with the positive side of the current, would

be corroded away by electrolytic action when the current exceeded

a certain voltage ( the voltage in the Clapham case would be sufficient),

gas or water would escape, and an accident might result. The

disturbance could , however, be much diminished by placing the

whole of the gas system or the whole of the water system in direct

communication with the return system of the railway. ( 2 ) As regards

railway block signals, for which earth return circuits are used ,

currents picked up from the earth had been known to lower the

signals to “ All clear ” at the wrong time. In 1880, when the

London & North Western Railway Company lighted up the harbour

at Holyhead with the electric light, the first effect was to break

down their block signals. As the Post Office maintains nearly

all the block signals in Ireland, it has no small interest in the

matter.

The remedy is to provide a metallic circuit throughout, which is

the more easily done seeing that the block circuits are short, only

extending as a rule from half- a -mile to a mile . (3 ) For telegraphs, the

use of earth returns has been universal ; the Post Office could scarcely

work its quadruplex and other complicated systems if it used return

wires, while, financially considered , such wires would double the cost

of construction and maintenance. As a matter of fact, no disturbance

has hitherto been caused to the working of the telegraphs by the

stray electricity in question, but if all London is to be percolated

with electric railways, the injury to the telegraphs would be almost

certain to become serious. This opinion was supported by observa

tion of the electrical effects produced by the overhead electric railway

at Liverpool, although there the effects were diminished by the fact

that the rails were partly insulated by being laid on wooden sleepers.

The remedy is careful insulation of the railway. (4) As regards

telephones, the remedy against disturbance is metallic return

circuits.

Mr. Preece also furnished the committee with the following : -

Statistics of Post OFFICE WIRES AND INSTRUMENTS.

Mileage of wire on 31st March, 1893 = 209,046 miles. * Of this

mileage about 16,000 miles are worked telephonically.

* Of this total 2,882 miles of wire are the joint property of the Department and

Foreigu Administrations.
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Number of Instruments in use :

Automatic, simplex

duplex

Quadruplex

Multiplex

Repeaters

Sounders, simplex

duplex

Printers, simplex
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A.B.C.'s
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Other kinds
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57

894

4,714

4,161

6,500

2,670

25,456

There are in course of construction by the Department some

10,000 miles of telephone trunk wires in pursuance of the Telegraph

Act , 1892 .

As regards the general course of the proceedings, it was represented

on behalf of the National Telephone Company that they had

prescriptive right, being already in possession of the earth for return

currents ; that the system of earth returns was extensively adopted

abroad , and was on the whole satisfactory to subscribers here ; that

where the conditions were unfavourable to that system , as, for example,

in London and on trunk lines, the Company used or were about to

use metallic returns ; and that after the immense sum already

expended (£3,371,000) , it would be a hardship for the Company to

be obliged to spend , say, another million in introducing metallic

circuits generally during the limited term of years allotted to their

concession. The alternative proposed was that electric tramway

companies should, like electric light companies, be compelled to

use strictly insulated returns instead of flooding the earth with

currents noxious to telephone business.

On the other side, on behalf of electric traction , it was urged that it

was practically impossible to work with a completely insulated return

conductor in any of the three suggested methods , viz . :-( 1 ) Two

overhead wires with collector pulleys or trolleys running in contact
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with them ; ( 2 ) Two insulated conductors in a conduit below the

road ; (3) One overhead and one underground conductor. Then

there was stated to be a growing tendency to the use of telephones

guarded by metallic return circuits against disturbance, as universally

adopted by the Post Office. "Roads were for traction, not for talking

through," and with huge cities, always growing, the paramount

demand was for good traction for carrying the population to and

from the suburbs.

It appears that simple remedies can be found for disturbances to

railway block signals, and for electrolytic corrosion of gas and water

pipes.

After full investigation , the committee embodied their conclusions

in certain recommendations, and in six model clauses for insertion

in Bills and Provisional Orders authorising the use of “ larger electric

currents for other than electric lighting purposes.” The clauses

require persons employing such currents to use either insulated

returns or uninsulated metallic returns of low resistance, and to take

all reasonable precautions , under the direction of the Board of Trade,

against interfering with the electric appliances of other undertakings.

After a number of years (not specified) telephone enterprises without

a complete insulated circuit will have no right of action under these

clauses. The Joint Commission further endorse the Post Office policy

of metallic returns for telephones in Recommendations Nos. 6 and 10

as follows :

“ 6. The Committee are of opinion that it is desirable in every

way to facilitate the use of complete insulated metallic circuits for

telephones, and for this end they recommend that statutory powers be

granted enabling telephone undertakers to lay their wires under

ground.”

“ 10. It appears to the Committee to be just that undertakers pro

posing to use large currents should be required to give ample notice

to those using small currents, to enable them to protect themselves

by insulation , and that with this view a period of two

years may fairly be allowed to telephone and telegraph companies

from the date of the passing of any Act (Order). ”

Recommendation No. 9 states :

“ The Committee regards with apprehension a large extension of

the system of overhead wires in crowded centres."

With regard to Recommendation No. 6 , it may be pointed out

that under the Telegraph Act of 1892 the Postmaster -General is

e.npowered to grant to telephone companies, his licensees , the
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powers held by himself for the purpose of laying underground wires,

but the exercise of these powers is subject to the consent of the

local authorities.

A discussion of the objections of municipal authorities to granting

a private company powers of breaking up streets (Recommendations

Nos. 6 and 9) , and the consequent tendency towards complete

Government control over all telephones , local as well as trunk -line,

will be found in an article from the Times which is reprinted on

another page.

The future of electric traction as opposed to telephones rests with

the Board of Trade , who will no doubt do the best for all parties,

but it is to be doubted whether electric traction will ever be developed

here to the same extent as in America.

V.

WAP

ON THE WAR -PATH .
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Revenue and Expenditure..

VILTHOUGH the Post Office is classed amongst the

“ Revenue Departments," it is , in spite of Professor

Bastable , and other economists of his class, in a wholly

different category from either the Customs or the Inland

Revenue . These latter are mere collectors of revenue , while the

Post Office is a creator of it ; and to speak of the percentage of cost

of collection as though the Customs and Inland Revenue earned the

revenue they collect in the sense that the Post Office earns what it

collects, is merely to blind the issue. These departments collect

their revenue in pounds, and sometimes in thousands of pounds.

The Post Office collects its revenue in pence, and has to work for

every penny it collects. More than this, it collects no inconsiderable

amount of Inland Revenue, and disburses a large amount annually

on behalf of the War Office and the Admiralty, for which it is doubt

ſul whether it receives any payment either in money or in kind.

Not only so, the Post Office renders valuable and costly services to

all Departments of the State—the weight of correspondence carried

for the Inland Revenue Department alone during the year ended

31st March, 1893 , exceeding 22 million ounces, or upwards of

600 tons . In short, the Post Office is the “ maid of all work ” to

the Service generally, and is generally treated as a kind of “ below

stairs ” department, and sneered at as only an East-End Office . "

The " spending departments, " which have no revenue, either net or

otherwise, to compare against their expenditure, are the prodigals of

the Service, and have the fatted calf killed for them every time they

“ ask for more.” The Post Office is merely the dutiful child of the

State, hard -working, and stay -at -home, ever ready to obey the high

behests of Her Majesty's Treasury, or the humble bidding of the

poorest of Her Majesty's subjects. Its fate is too often that of

institutions, as of individuals, only designed to be useful ; but it goes

on its way uncomplainingly, proud that it is one of the most popular,

as it is also one of the most patient, of the departments of the State.

That the Post Office proper - i.e., as apart from the Telegraphs

should have yielded no more than the estimated revenue during the

last financial year, is a circumstance so unusual that it has arrested
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attention both in Parliament and elsewhere. But the reason is not

far to seek , when we consider the long-continued depression of trade,

and a variety of other causes which have contributed to this untoward

result. During the year the charges on re- directed letters were

abolished, involving, as pointed out by the Postmaster-General in his

last report, a sacrifice on the part of the Treasury. At the same

time a new classification of book-post matter, giving effect to the

provisions of the Post Office Act, 1891 , was carried out , by which a

more liberal interpretation was given to the expression “ book

packet,” and concessions were made as to the character of circulars,

invoices , and other documents, which are permitted to pass at the

cheaper rate of postage. Both of these changes were loudly called

for as well in Parliament as in the Press, and that relating to the book

post has removed what was rapidly growing into the dimensions of a

scandal, owing to the anomalies surrounding the circular and invoice

posts. Here, again, a certain loss of revenue must have taken place,

and a further loss has no doubt been experienced, especially in the

matter of Christmas cards, by the concessions made as regards the

transmission of open envelopes under the halfpenny post. Then,

too, there have probably been changes in the Foreign rates of postage

which have contributed to a reduced revenue from that source. All

these influences have been at work to contract the revenue, while

there has been no single influence at work to expand it .

As regards the Telegraphs, the case is much worse, on the surface

at all events. They yielded £80,000 less than the estimate. “ A

bad revenue," said the Chancellor of the Exchequer, “ being£115,000

less than actual working expenses , setting aside the non-payment of

interest on purchase-money, and likely to go from bad to worse owing

to the competition of the telephone." The primary cause of the

falling off here is no doubt the same as that which prevented an

increase in the Postal Revenue, viz . , the depression of trade .

Amongst other causes, the telephone is , no doubt, one of the fore

most. The Postmaster-General can hardly be said to have taken

much by his victory over the Telephone in the Law Courts some

years ago, and subsequent Acts, we are told, have only tended

towards constituting the monopoly which Parliament desired to

prevent. The telephone is, unfortunately, able to attack the Post

Office in its most vital part, viz. , the local or short-distance traffic,

and the fear of “ stifling invention," of which so much was made when

the Telegraph Bill was before Parliament , has no doubt deterred the

Postmaster-General from going as far as he might legitimately have
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gone in the direction of restriction. The Trunk Line arrangement

has hardly had time to take effect yet, but it is over short distances,

and especially within towns , that the greatest danger is to be appre

hended , and here there would appear to be no remedy short of

downright acquisition of the system by the Post Office, which is

probably what the companies want. The sixpenny rate for Inland

telegrams, which may be said to be a boon only second in importance

to the penny post, has not been a financial success, so far. For,

although the number of telegrams increased from 39 millions in

1885–6 to 70 millions in 1892-3 , the revenue would appear not to

have increased proportionately, and the average value of an Inland

telegram would appear to be going down, that for last year being

7'7d . , as compared with 7 * 77d . for 1891-92 . The word rate, which

charges for every word sent, is justly considered an ideal tariff, but

of course it cuts both ways, and it obvious that the public are

becoming alive to the value, if not the virtue, of brevity. In fact,

they are literally taking care ofthe “ bawbees,” and that not infrequently

at the expense of clearness. That the sixpenny rate has been an enor

mous success from the point of view of the public, admits of no doubt

whatever ; and looking at the considerable period which elapsed before

the Postal Revenue recovered itself after the introduction of the

Penny Post, there would appear to be hope for the sixpenny telegram

yet. While the telephones and the reduced tariff have had most to do

with the depressed condition of the telegraphs, there are several other

respects in which the system has been handicapped and rendered

unremunerative. Thus, the value of work performed for other

Government Departments exceeded £39,000 in the financial year

1891-92 , while the number of messages carried free for the railway

companies, under the provisions of the Telegraph Act , reached the

enormous total of 1,549,344 , representing a money value of probably

more than £50,000. These two items together would more than make

good the loss of revenue deplored by the Chancellor of the Exchequer,

and it is to be hoped that the efforts which are being made to reduce

the amount of this free service will prove successful, especially in the

case of the railway companies, who deserve little consideration at the

hands of the l'ost Office. Then, again, it would appear that the cost

of providing Coast Communications—a most excellent and necessary

thing - is to be thrown on the Telegraph Service . The Post Office,

of course, does not object ; it neverobjects to anything that the country

really wants. But it is only fair that credit should be given for extra

departmental work of this kind .
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Not only has the Postal and Telegraph Revenue failed to come

up to expectations, but the expenditure in both departments has gone

up considerably. Perhaps this is not greatly to be wondered at, con

sidering the demand there is in every department of labour for less

work and more pay, and the leaning there is in Parliament towards

ameliorating the condition of the humbler class of State employés.

It is this class of Post Office servants who have almost exclusively

benefited by the recent increase of expenditure, and it might perhaps

be said with truth that the Post Office is more to blame for the parsi

mony of the past than the prodigality of the present, and has, in fact,

been working off an arrear of benefactions towards its employés.

But the Post Office is still far from bankrupt, the estimated gross

revenue from both branches of the service for the current year being

upwards of 13 millions sterling, and the estimated net revenue being

not very far short of three millions sterling. Given a favourable year,

and this estimate will probably be exceeded ; but , whether or no, the

Chancellor of the Exchequer need fear no reproaches on the part of

the public, who would gladly see the net revenue even less than it is.

The Post Office is the pet of the public, which, although exacting, is

never unreasonable when it is well served . It never expects both to

eat its cake and have it , and it is fully aware that there are many

indirect ways in which it is benefited by the action of the Post Office.

The Parcel Post, for instance, has not only conferred great benefits

in itself, but has brought down the railway parcel rates enormously,

while cheap Inland telegrams have paved the way for cheap Foreign

telegrams. Who, for instance, would have predicted ten years ago

that it would be possible to send a telegram to any place in

Europe for tenpence, although this is not, perhaps , so wonderful as

the being able to send one from Jersey to John O'Groats, or from

Scilly to Shetland, for sixpence, and a parcel in either case for half

the amount. The public is quite conscious of the benefits it derives

from the Post Office, which it regards not as a mere tax-gatherer, like

the Inland Revenue and the Customs, but a beneficent genius,

scattering blessings wherever it goes—and where does it not go ?

And if the Post Office sometimes “ asks for more,” it is only in order

that it may give more.

R. W. J.

1
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My Autobiography
“ Insanis Paule : multæ te litteræ ad insaniam convertunt."

M
AD ye call me? aye I may be ; but I know I once was sane ;

Listen friend ! and , in the telling, let me live my life again.

In my youth the seeds of learning fell upon a fruitful soil,

And I sought the Civil Service as the guerdon of my toil .

There was method in my madness , and I laboured week by week,

Cramming law and metaphysics, cramming Latin , cramming Greek.

Well I knew how Pitt and Brutus lopped the head of Capet's race,

Knew the Sanskrit prepositions governing Taltarum's case .

Sometimes — best of all the poets - gentle Euclid was my joy,

He who sang how Kant and Berkeley strove before the gates of Troy.

Horace kept the bridge of asses, Mill displayed his tangent sines,

While I traced the arcs of spheroids bounded by Iambic lines.

Here a little, there a little, perfect wisdom slowly grew :

Out of all the crowds examined , I was in the chosen few .

Is there wonder that I chortled ? I with such a brain as this

Surely not to all is given æqua mens in urduis.

Telegraphs should flash around me : I was proud to serve the Queen.

Posts should run to meet each other : I would run the whole machine.

I would be the Postal Order-order free from discord's riſt

I would charm the shade of Fawcett, I would be incarnate thrift.

There I sat, and , if thou scoffest, judge between my hopes and me ;

There I sat , and slowly-slowly-I became the thing you see.

I explained to ancient ladies why a postman wore a Cape,

Proved a thousand times that Postcards must not vary much in shape.

Thousand times I did the abject when a letter hadn't come,

Wept when Tweedledee got money meant for Mr. Tweedledum.

Here a grievance — there a grievance - something petty ev'ry day ;

I–King Mob's obedient servant-answered to my master's bray.

Then I sank my books in Lethe-iced my super-heated zeal,

Worshipped daily in the temple where the lotus - eaters kneel.
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Then, methought, I won Nirvana, then contentment o'er me stole ;

Then at length I cared for nothing, ceased to be a human soul.

Product of official system , perfect Civil Servant I,

Drifting through the day's employment, careless of the how and why.

Yet sometimes a flash descending through the mist of clerkly days

Brands upon my rest a question whether, after all , it pays .

Then awhile I sit lamenting for the brilliant brains I had :

Now my head is like a toy shop, mad, my masters, very mad !

H. S. C.
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WA Blettesworth

Old Laily. — Oh, postman , I thought it was your rap !

Postman . — Yes, I want wraps here. Look at your pipe !

0. L. -I meant your tap.

P. - There seems to be a tap here, but it isn't mine.

0. L. - I mean, I thought it was you I heard ringing.

P. - No, I shan't wring them till I get home.

0. L. -You don't understand.

P. - Oh, yes I do, I'm standing under. Good day, M'm.
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*** WAB.

Moosbach

INSIDE THE NEW YORK Post Office.

The New York Post Office.

HE New York Post Office, say the guide books, stands

in the triangular end of the old City Hall Park , at

the junction of Broadway and Park Row, and is not

only a substantial and elegant structure of Doric and

Renaissance architecture , with domes patterned after those of the

Louvre of Paris , but is also the largest public building in the city.

Its dimensions are 144 feet front on the south, 279 feet on the Park ,

and 2621 feet on each of the other two sides . Its cost was nearly

$7,000,000 , and it was first occupied in September, 1877. The

United States Government Supreme, Circuit, and District Court

rooms are in the upper part of the building.

On entering the office from Broadway I noticed a “ Bureau of

Information .” I enquired there where I could obtain a Post Office

Guide, and was directed to go to room 21 on the floor above, which

I did by means of an elevator large enough to hold thirty people ,

which is in constant use to convey the public and officials up and

down. I obtained the Guide and returned to the Bureau to enquire if I
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might be shown over the office, telling the official there (Mr. A. M.

Clarke) that I belonged to the English Post Office. He asked me

to go into his office until his assistant came, and said any questions I

cared to ask he would endeavour to answer. While there I found out

what a useful institution the “ Bureau " is . All information respecting

domestic and foreign mails is given , and letters, &c. , weighed. When

any question refers to a particular department the applicant is directed

where to go. Of course the Bureau is intended for Post Office

information only, but the advice of the officer is sometimes sought

on questions entirely outside the Post Office, such as the value of

diamonds, &c.

I had heard of a letter-stamping machine and wished to see it if

possible. Mr. Clarke's assistant informed me that he had been in

charge of one with which it was possible to stamp 38,000 letters an

hour. He escorted me to the employees' entrance and told the

officer in charge what I wished to see. I was then shewn round the

letter sorting room-a very large office containing upwards of fifty

sorting desks, and besides three stamping machines there were many

stamping tables for hand stamping. All bulky letters , circulars,

newspapers, and books are stamped by hand ; the principal machine

only requires one man to attend to it , that is, to feed it with letters

which are brought to him “ faced,” and as quickly as the machine

can be fed (about half -a -dozen letters at a time) the letters are

stamped. The impression of the stamp is clear, and the postage

stamps are properly cancelled . Each date stamp has the time

changed every half hour during each twenty -four hours. *

The basement is devoted to newspapers ; it is badly ventilated ,

and the electric light has to be used all day.

It is estimated that 1,000,000 letters and 36,000 tons of

newspapers pass through the New York Post Office each twenty

four hours.

In the letter sorting room are two galleries which the public are

allowed to visit. These two galleries are connected by a passage,

the sides of which are formed of lattice work. The passage is for

officials only, and is, I believe , used by the Confidential Branch ; all

officers in the sorting room can be scrutinized without the person

watching being visible to the staff.

I send a picture of an American Mail Bag ; they are usually made

of leather, and always locked—not sealed as ours are. The locks are

* We may remark that two of these machines are in use in the G.P.O. , but

they do not seem likely to supersede hand -stamping at present. -EDITOR.
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changed once in five years. The receptacles which contain registered

articles are secured with a special combination lock .

The Money Order Office is on the first floor, several rooms being

devoted to record keeping and other clerical work , but there is no

Savings Bank connected with the United States Post Office. All

printing required in the office is done on the premises.

WAR

Female Clerks are employed chiefly as typewriters in the different

departments.

The Officials are allowed fifteen days leave annually ; if absent

longer a substitute has to be provided by the absentee.

The heads of the departments are usually changed with the

Government ; the services of the subordinates generally retained

until there is good cause for dismissal . No pension is allowed on

retirement.

A free delivery of letters is only allowed in towns where the

population exceeds 10,000. The letter carriers are usually called

“ Mail Carriers,” and wear uniform of a blue -grey colour.

The private box system differs from that in England. The boxes

are placed with one side in the public office, each box being

numbered and locked ; the renter is supplied with two keys, then he

or anyone authorised by him attends at the Office and helps himself

to any “ mail ” which is placed ready in the box, thus saving the time

of the officials. There are over 6,000 private boxes in New York

City Office, the annual rent being sixteen dollars.

The Express Delivery, or “ Special Delivery," as it is termed, also

differs a little from that in force here. For a letter to be so delivered,

a special stamp, value 10 cents, is affixed to the letter in addition to
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the ordinary postage. The letter is then entitled to immediate

delivery within the free radius, or within one mile of the post office

where it is received . Letters arriving from abroad bearing a U. S.

special delivery stamp receive immediate delivery ; ordinary stamps

are not valid for special delivery.

The Poste Restante Department has five windows , labelled

respectively “ A to I," " J to Z ," “ Advertised Letters," “ Foreign

Letters,” and “ Women's Letters . ” At the Foreign Letter window

clerks familiar with most foreign languages are in attendance.

All letters addressed to women, to be called for, are delivered

through the Women's Window, and no letter addressed to a woman

will be delivered to a man without a written order, and vice versâ .

When letters addressed to a Post Office are not called for, they are

advertised in a weekly newspaper before being sent to the Dead

Letter Office, and one cent charged for each letter delivered after

being advertised .

The town Mail boxes are very different from the English pillar

and wall boxes . They are not more than eighteen inches deep and

twelve wide, and are fixed to lamp posts at the corner of the streets ;

the apertures are not large enough for newspapers , &c. , so anything

too large is placed on top of the box, where it remains until the box

is cleared.

I have never visited a large office in England . If I ever do I

cannot be treated with more courtesy than I was by the various

officials I came into contact with in the different departments of the

New York Post Office,

Wellington (Sal . ) . A. Jarvis.
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Irish Telegraph Reminiscences.

N February, 1862 , I was made very glad by receiving

the news that a telegraph appointment in the south of

Ireland awaited me, if I chose to accept it, which I did

without much delay. It took but a short time to pack

up and bid good-bye to my friends, and the 2nd day of March , 1862 ,

found me starting from Holyhead for Dublin in one of the finest

mail packets then afloat, the “ Leinster.” On reaching Waterford ,

I met my chief, W. T. Ansell, a dashing, kind -hearted man, a thorough

gentleman . I use the term in its widest and truest sense ; and I

know that all , without exception, who served under his command

will , if they see this, confirm my opinion of him. I did not how

ever stop long in Waterford, for my chief, hearing that one of his

principal officers was ill at Wexford, despatched me to that town ,

for there was little to do just then. The time soon arrived for

active operations in the business that had brought me to Ireland ,

News had arrived that the new cable was being loaded, and would

very shortly connect the two portions of the Old England and

equally Old Ireland, between Cardigan Bay on the Welsh coast and

Carnsore Point, near Wexford . It was a splendid specimen of

electric cable, with four insulated wires, and was destined to supply

an ever-increasing want. My comrade and friend had received

instructions to fit up an office, and to overhaul the newly erected

land lines, and we were thoroughly well occupied. At last the office

was completed and open to the curious to see ; and, as this was to

be the introduction of the mysterious agency into Wexford, the

good people were worked up to a high degree of expectancy. One

little episode is worth relating. We had invited the editors of the

newspapers to inspect the place, and see how the new means of

communicating with distant places was worked. One of them came.

I think it was Mr. Green, of the Independent ( for Wexford, like

Eatanswill , had its rival weeklies) , who brought with him two ladies .

We arranged to show them how the apparatus could be made to

speak . At that time reading the Morse alphabet by sound was little

known, certainly not practised officially in England, though it was in

America ; so we arranged that one of us twain should work the key

в в
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whilst the other went out of the room to the distant end of a long

passage there to shout out what was keyed. Mr. Green then wrote

out this passage:

“ She never told her love,

But let concealment , like a worm i ' the bud,

Feed on her damask cheek : "

As it was signalled word by word, so it was repeated in stentorian

tones by the operator in the passage. To see the looks of

wonder and delight of the visitors was a pleasure I shall never

forget.

Two Sisters of Mercy—they, like the rest of the community, were

touched with Fatima's complaint-stopped at the door one day and

naïvely enquired the way to Main Street - only 20 yards beyond,

and which no doubt they knew as well as I. One of them raised her

veil and displayed a young and lovely face, which , perhaps, induced

me with much politeness to invite them inside to view the wonder

of the world , for I knew it was that that they wanted ; but after a

whispered consultation, in which the elder seemed to show a

wavering and reluctant self -denial, my invitation was declined with

thanks, prettily expressed . So there was nothing left for me to do

þut to direct the ladies to Main Street.

At length the cable ship commenced her work , and our shore end

was to be connected with the deep-sea portion . All was excitement

and hurry. There was then no hut erected in which to receive and

test the cable, so a few planks were obtained, on which we placed a

Morse instrument and batteries, and the testing coils, and there never

was such a make-shift telegraph office as that open to the blue sky

on Carnsore's vast sands.

All went merrily , and England and Ireland were again united

by happier bonds than the political ones.

In due course , the company I represented advanced its connections

to Cork and Queenstown, and purchased the wires, plant , and con.

nection of the South of Ireland and London Telegraph Company,

which then ceased to exist ; and in June, 1862 , I was ordered to

proceed to Roche's Point , just outside Cork Harbour, where the now

defunct company had started an arrangement with Lord Fermoy, of

Trabolgan, and had opened an office for reception and transmission

of telegrams to and from America. I will endeavour to describe the

arrangements made for collecting and disposing of telegrams; it will

seem to those of my readers who at that time were non -existent, or

very young indeed , rather rough, and even wild, but there was then
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no Atlantic Cable. Rough as it was, the life we led had an indes

cribable charm about it . The excitement was exquisite ; the freedom

was delightful.

The office was established in a tumble-down four-roomed cottage,

built near the lighthouse , and it had both an eerie look and name,

having been built over the graves of some ship -wrecked sailors , whose

ghosts, it was said , haunted the place . The apparatus was a Wheat

stone A B C, then used for the first time .

It was a more powerful instrument than the similar ones now used

in the Post Office. It transmitted to Waterford at the rate of 18 words

a minute , but it frequently went wrong, and when that happened we

were like the miller when the wind dropped .

The messages were collected in a curious way :

We used tin canisters about a foot in diameter and a foot high ,

having a neck and movable top that fitted so closely that water could

not enter, also a socket to hold a blue light by night and a small

flag by day. They were painted red, and had ropes looped about

them to admit of their being fished up with a boat hook. On home

ward bound steamers all messages handed to the purser on landing

at any of the American ports, or by passengers on board , would be

put into one of these canisters, and when the vessel approached

the mouth of the harbour she would be met by the Telegraph

Company's boat, manned by six oarsmen - each man was over six

feet high-and a smart coxswain. In day -light, or at night, the tin

would be thrown overboard just as the boat came up to within easy

speaking distance ; and it would be speedily picked up by the

boatmen, who would start rowing for dear life (they were well

paid) to reach shore before the steamer could get well into the neck

of the harbour.

Safely landed, the coxswain would seize the canister, jump from

the boat, oftentimes up to his waist in the sea , and with a rush

would reach the office on the cliffs, from which the operators would

be anxiously watching. No time was lost in calling up the

transmitting office, and one by one the pile of telegrams would

disappear. And then there would be a calm until the next arrival

mail steamers arrived twice, and thrice a week sometimes.

Of course there was a proper watch kept, for a part of the arrange

ment was to receive telegraphic orders from owners and others, in all

parts of the kingdom, and signal them to passing vessels. This was

done by means of flags. To do this Lord Fermoy had given up for

our use an old tower situated on a hill half a mile from the station
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It was a big tower, and had been used by a former lord as a

summer house.

In this tower, connected with the station by telegraph, we placed

our signalman , an old Welshman and man-o'-war's man named

Owen ; he was furnished with the proper codes - Maryatt's and

another-with all the necessary flags, with a powerful telescope and

a very tall flag -staff. It was his duty to sight all passing vessels,

signal to them, get names and destination , and then enter all

particulars in a book which he called his log. From his coign of

vantage he could see a steamer coming round the headlands long

before we would, and therefore there always was abundant time to

prepare. Now and then there would be a false alarm , but that would

have its good point, for it enabled us to keep the men together, as,

when a steamer was due , they would be afraid to go away from the

station .

Life, then , at Roche's Point was most enjoyable, a splendid

climate and lots of spare time for shooting and fishing in the

bay. And it was a fine chance for making one's self acquainted

with the people around . They proved to be exceedingly kind

hearted , always ready to give a helping hand, always, even in

their unmistakable poverty, willing to give away a share of their

belongings.

I was told , on good authority, that labourers on the estate were

paid 5s. a week , and were given a cottage (mud floor) rent free.

“ What generosity ! ” I think I hear you say. These simple peasants

lived their quiet uneventful lives without a murmur, rarely going

beyond the nearest village , Whitegate or Aghada, about three miles

distant. Naturally they were very superstitious ( their legends of

fairy land are even more extraordinary and beautiful than those of

Devonshire, I think ). Every one has of course heard of the

Banshee, but that is a mature kind of ghost, belonging principally to

old and noble families. It is the fairy kingdom that is the people's

chief concern . Round about this primitive spot, at all events, I have

seen the native people absolutely afraid to leave their homes to go to

a neighbouring cottage , on a darksome night, for fear of meeting

with the “ Sidhe ” (fairies ), of whom the king ( Finvarri) is said to

be very cruel . Céol-Sidhe, or fairy music , has a wonderful effect

on this simple folk . I have seen women, girls , and young men, too,

run with all their speed when, in the gloaming, they have fancied

they heard the fairies playing on harp and dulcimer such inexpres

sibly sweet , low, and pathetic airs.
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One beautiful Autumn evening some of the boys, having nothing

to do, left the station, resolved to enjoy an hour or two in an ancient

earth -work , supposed to have been erected by the Danes during one

of their incursions. It is to this day called the Danes Fort.

Beautifully wooded, it had the reputation of being haunted by

fairies. These youths had with them a flute on which one was

playing, with some ability, that exquisitely touching air, “ Silent, Oh

Moyle.” I happened to be with them, and looking up I observed ,

about a hundred yards away—they could not see our little party

a number of women and girls loaded with their purchases ; they had

been to market at Whitegate . Hearing the plaintive tones of the

song, they paused, listened for a minute, made up their minds that

the fairies were having a frolic, and then took to their heels and

scampered away telling any one they met that the Sidhe were out .

So time sped on. In due course morse printing instruments took

the place of A B C. magnetos, and we worked to London and

sometimes direct to Liverpool ; also, we had three circuits instead of

one . Duplex working was then unknown, although the late C. F.

Varley had been making experiments in that direction ; experiments

were also made by the late Mr. Gollings, about five years later, with

some success too. Telegraphists of to-day know very little of the

difficulties that beset manipulators 30 years ago, what with badly

insulated wires, and crude instruments - a Varley key, for instance ,

with a play of quite iš inch. Varley's relays, however, were always

good, and to this day they may be used where the more delicate new

kind of relay fails .

It was well that our preparations were completed, and all in order ;

for the American Civil War, that had long been simmering, broke

out in real earnest and boiled over with all fury. The latest

American news now became a necessity to all operators on the

English and Continental Bourses, and , in fact, to operators on all

kinds of markets.

The London Times sent a special correspondent or agent to

Roche's Point, and set up a rival boat with a crew of six even

bigger men than we could boast ! and great was the fun to see the

two boats racing hard to be first with its can . On dark nights

sometimes these can.'s — the blue lights extinguished—would be

picked up with difficulty ; then the excitement would be greater than

This sort of thing went on for many months. Reuter's

Agency, which had existed for some years, gave rise to others of a

kindred nature, and we were very busy. The Battle of Bull Run

ever.
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had been fought and details were looked for with some impatience .

At last an Inman boat arrived on a Tuesday, two days overdue,

when a pile of work was got through ; and as it was the opinion of

the skipper of the Inman ship that the Cunarder " Kangaroo ," due

that day , must be equally impeded by adverse winds, it was resolved

that the staff, the Times agent included, should enjoy a little relaxa

tion the day following. That enjoyment took the form of a little

dinner at the village of Whitegate .

At about 8 p.m. , however, our festivities were interrupted by the

entrance of the host , who called out that the “ Kangaroo " was off the

Old Head of Kinsale. In a moment we were on our feet ; seizing

cloaks and hats we hurried downstairs , and there, at the door, stood

Lord Fermoy's private car, which he had thoughtfully sent to bring

us back . In a very short time we were seated , all but the Times

agent , and started at race -horse speed for the station . In our hurry,

the night being extremely dark , we had not noticed the absence of

our friend and co-worker. We soon reached the station , saw the

boats racing past the lighthouse, and then hastened to get the

circuits through to Cork and London. This was accomplished before

the boats touched shore . Then began the hardest night of work I

can remember as message after message was despatched. At last

the Times canister was opened, and then it was that the Times agent

was missed for the first time ; he had been left behind at Whitegate.

Now, no one but the agent knew the secrets of the Times method of

proceeding, and yet the Times was a power it was not desirable to

offend . So we held a short consultation , and resolved to telegraph

all the contents of the envelopes. We buckled to, and by 5.0 a.m.

( 8 hours) we managed to complete the task (quite an event in those

days) of telegraphing, amongst other matters, about six columns, or

twelve thousand words, for the Times. No one, nowadays, has any

idea of the big job it was ; pumping — no other word can describe the

operation with a Varley barrel key for a considerable portion of eight

hours made one feel tired and a bit exhausted . We thought we had

done exceeding well , and made sure of a vote of thanks at least, and

possibly a good honorarium for our magnificent labours . Our spirits

were a bit dampened, however, when the Times agent arrived just as

we were finished, and he became furious when he found that we had

wired the correspondent's letter, for it transpired that it was his duty to

compile a brief telegraphic summary before sending on the letter to

London by post. We very soon received the thanks of the directors,

but nothing more, because it was explained that the Times refused
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to pay for the message, or paid for only a portion of it. Our feelings

may well be imagined . The agent , or correspondent, was presented

with the sack, poor fellow ; he had only dined too well.

Shortly after this I took upmyposition as manager in Queenstown ;

a pretty place it was when I knew it , nearly thirty years ago. I have

heard it variously described as being in form something like Torquay ,'

or Naples and its Bay, the buildings excepted , which were rather

mean looking. However, be that as it may, I thought it “ nice, "

with its terraces of houses and fine churches and club-house. The

climate is delightful, a very big consideration in the selection of any

place of residence.

I well remember being in the town on the day of the Prince of

Wales' marriage . All was joyous, and a stranger to the land of

banished snakes would have thought there was no such thing as

Fenianism brewing-we all seemed so loyal . It was that night that

the construction of the town was seen to most advantage. The

windows of the houses, terrace upon terrace, were lighted up by rows

of candles (technically known as window illumination ) . The men

of- war in harbour were manned with bluejackets holding blue lights

in their hands ; coloured lamps were placed in the port-holes .

It was, indeed , fairyland on a large scale . Viewed from the

centre of the harbour, it was a sight never to be forgotten . Beautiful

music (the town possessed an excellent band) added to

enjoyment.

Time wore on , and so did the great American Civil War ; but

commerce and enterprise were not allowed to sleep . For in spite of

the cruel war that was savagely devastating his country , the famous

pioneer of Atlantic cables, Cyrus Field , was thinking out his schemes

for uniting the Old with the New Englands . He travelled across the

mighty main many times. I well remember my first interview with

the great man . He was expected at Queenstown in the good old

“ Scotia," one Sunday morning, on his way to New York, and I was

commissioned to hand him certain despatches. The “ Jackall," best

of tenders, took me out to the ship , and when I spoke to the great

Cyrus he offered me one finger to shake. I thought I was then

living sixty or a hundred years ago, but I took the proffered digit

with as much grace as I could command. The next time I met him ,

under similar circumstances, he offered two fingers for me to shake ;

and I dare say , had I had occasion to continue to meet him , I would

have arrived at the honour of a full - fisted hand- shake ; however, the

world has to thank Cyrus Field for its Atlantic cables.

our
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Just about this time Fenianism became a serious trouble that had

to be grappled with. I was assured with all gravity by a prominent

townsman that the Fenians had a splendid organization ; that their

ramifications entered every household—a fact, as servant maids were

members of a centre or an outer ring—and that upon a given

signal every Englishman in Ireland could be put to death .

We, known to be loyal men, were allowed to have and to carry

firearms, but all others were prohibited from possessing such. The

arrivals and departures by steamers were quietly but closely watched,

and in suspected cases searched , and , altogether, it was an exciting

time. Very little came of Fenianism just then ; there were a few

skirmishes with the police , and Head Centre Stephens was discovered ;

but he most adroitly made his escape to France. After a time

matters quieted down ; but the Fenians were not destroyed - they

slept.

Then began the second Irish exodus. It would need the brain of

a Dickens to do this subject justice . Shall I ever forget the heart

rending scenes that day after day, for nearly two years, met my gaze ?

Fathers, mothers, brothers , and sisters, and poor old grand -parents

parting from kith and kin for, perhaps, ever. Many a touching

“ farewell ” I witnessed on the crowded quays, and on the steam

tenders, as the big steamers of the Cunard, Inman, Guion , and White

Star lines bore away and gradually lengthened the distance that

parted loving hearts. I can assure my readers that it was quite

enough to make one forget all about the policy of this , and of that,

that made it so obviously necessary for these young emigrants to

leave the “ land of their fathers. ” It was a painful sight, too, for me,

a humble admirer of Adam Smith and Stuart Mill, to see so much

fine physique—healthy, clean , and hopeful looking through it all

quitting Britain to swell the ranks of a possible enemy.

“ But a bold peasantry, their country's pride,

When once destroyed can never be supplied .”

Time wore on . Cyrus Field found his efforts crowned with success,

but not before he was almost ruined ; the Atlantic Cable of 1865 had

been made and laid , but, alas ! the cable parted near the shores of

Newfoundland. But nowise daunted, he resumed his gallant efforts

and a new cable was the result. When the 1866 cable was approach

ing completion , I was selected to proceed to Valentia, a small island

nearly 6 miles long and 2} miles broad . It is approached by way of

Cahirciveen , 3 miles distant; a ferry boat conveyed passengers from

the mainland to the island—when the weather and old Mike, the
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ferryman, permitted. The weather was sometimes exceedingly

boisterous, and old Mike was almost always hilarious ; poor old fellow

( I have met many a worse specimen of the human race) , he was a

leetle too fond of his native usquebaugh . It may have been the

sweet melancholy of Kerry's own mountains, or perhaps it was the

salt water into which old Mike invariably fell when so happy !

Certainly he was a thirsty soul.

It is on this Island of Valentia that the Fitzgerald knights of Kerry

have their seat—a modest mansion near the sea—and a patriarchal.

looking old gentleman did the old knight , now dead , appear. The

land is very poor, chiefly bog, affording grazing for the famous

Kerry cows ; they and they only can manage to feed off the very

poor grass. A story used to be told that the late knight, thinking to

improve the worldly condition of his people—something like the

feudal system prevailed - imported a herd of fine Devon cattle ; they

simply starved , the short grass gave never a mouthful. The Kerries

remain masters of the limestone rocks and bog grass, and they are

not likely to be disturbed now.

The cable of 1858 had been landed at the north end of the island ,

where, I believe, portions of it may still be seen at low water ; but

the 1865 and 1866 cables were landed in Foilhummerum Bay, at the

south end. This is a fine cove with cliffs between 80 and 100 feet

high , at the top of which the Electric and Magnetic Telegraph

Companies had erected a wooden structure containing offices for the

land lines and for cable working, eight or nine separate bed-rooms,

a mess room, and capital kitchens ; nothing that would be likely to

add to the comfort of the staff had been omitted. A splendid whale

boat by Forrest, of Limehouse, sets of cricket and now almost for

gotten croquet were supplied, and an excellent piano for indoor

amusement. And when I say that the island afforded numbers of

snipe and curlew, the mainland a fair quantity of game, and wild

duck in plenty, you will readily understand that our lines, if not cast

in pleasant places, as that is sometimes understood, at least had been

cast in a tolerably jolly spot ; and “ happy were our days."

I was selected to proceed to Valentia, as representative of the two

great land lines, and, until the cable was actually laid , I had nothing

to do but to enjoy myself, which I did with gun and line, for there

was splendid sea -fishing, and the Waterville lakes, on the mainland,

gave plenty of trout fishing.

At last there was considerable stir at the hut. Smart-looking

strangers came, inspected , and made arrangements for the cable
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staff. A ship load of stores, including creature comforts and eren

luxuries , was landed ; then the staff itself, a lot of fine jolly

fellows. Then one fine day the steamer with the 1866 shore end

came, laid it , and after buoying the ocean end departed ; in a few

days more was heard a joyous shout ; the “ Great Eastern ” had found

the shore end , spliced it to the cable, curled away in her hold , and

was “ paying out.” Then hour by hour were tests made and

recorded , all with the utmost care, messages passing between those

aboard ship and those in the house a-top of Foilhummerum Bay.

In due time the thin line, well and duly laid beneath the heaving

bosom of the vast ocean, connected the old with the new world ,

and work began in thorough earnest .

It was an interesting and wonderful sight to see the bright reflected

light rushing up and down the scale ; this scale was a strip of

cartridge paper about an inch and half deep , and two feet long ;

beats to the left represented dots, whilst beats to the right represen .

ted dashes of the morse alphabet. Of course the room had to be

darkened , whilst a curtain hid the operators from view. Strict

silence was observed by all .

The work came in fairly well . £20 a message of twenty words

was almost prohibitive, but it was wise to fix a large price at first.

There was however plenty to do, and the promoters were in high

spirits , for they very rightly saw big dividends looming in the near

distance. And it was anticipated that the broken and sunken 1885

cable would be recovered before the cable ship returned to England ;

this gave speculators an anxious time, and tenacious bulls were

rewarded ; some of them made huge fortunes. For early one fine

morning a patient watcher was delighted by seeing what had been

for weeks a stationary vertical light on the scale suddenly oscillate ,

as though a powerful electric shock had affected it ; and so it proved ,

for in a few seconds the light steadied and the signals VA (Valentia)

gave the welcome news that the British end of the 1865 cable had

been picked up by those clever patient men on board the “ Great

Eastern , ” commanded by James Anderson, afterwards Sir James , an

old Cunard skipper ; in a very short time the other end was picked

up, a splice was made, and we rejoiced in two good cables between

Europe and America .

All this time money was being earned in plenty for the share

holders , a much suffering race ; but the high rates charged gave

rise to a new and exceedingly profitable industry. Packers came into

being ; they invented codes ; having collected the names, occupation ,
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and addresses of the more prominent people on either side of the

silvery waves, they undertook to send short messages, to be amplified

on arrival , for a comparatively small cost. Naturally the company

thought it necessary to combat the system, though all to no purpose ;

but it led to a reduction in the rates, which even then represented

as many pounds for a short message as we now pay shillings.

But just a little while of peace at home and abroad - for the

American Civil War was ended — when we were startled by rumours

of more Fenian troubles .

No doubt , reader, you wonder why we, in such a peaceable corner

of old Ireland , amidst barren mountains , in smiling valleys, and

purling streams , and placed more than fifty miles from the nearest

railway station , why we should be startled by such rumours ; well,

the fact is , rumour also had it that our cables were to be seized in

Newfoundland and in Valentia, and it is not after all surprising that

we speculated as to the probable or possible results of our resistance.

For one and all were determined to resist . Excitement was mani

fested by the constabulary . A force of six men , mostly recruits ,

commanded by Sergeant McTavish, a rigid Presbyterian , made its

appearance one day, and put the “ natives ” in a flutter. This force

was quartered upon us, sent to take care of us in fact.

The “ force ” was followed by a gun-boat , and altogether we made

something of a show. This went on for weeks, the monotony

being broken by friendly games of cricket between the officers and

crew of H. M. gunboat and the staff. When one night McTavish

“ received information,” there was a consultation, and it was thought

well to line either side of the passage of the building with the thick

cotton mattresses ; we argued that we would be more secure, and

bullets might be stopped from passing right through our poor wood

hut . McTavish himself, very like one of Cromwell's Ironsides, from

one of whom he actually was descended, put on an exceeding stern

grave look as, bible in hand , he paced up and down the passage for

all the world as though his hours were numbered . However, nothing

came of it ; perhaps the enemy had an idea that his movements were

known, or, and this is more probable, he had no intention of coming

Poor McTavish ! his manner had affected his troops, par

ticularly a young recruit named Mahoney. Constable Mahoney was

made nervous, and, hearing a loud knocking at the barred door—it

was quite believed that all hands were aboard-got excited, and with

rifle at the “ present, " called out, “Sergeant ! Sergeant ! will I shoot ,

will I shoot ? " Well , had there been the least misunderstanding on

near us ,
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the sergeant's part, brave Constable Mahoney must have put a bullet

through one of our good comrades, for we discovered, just in time,

that our roll was short. Jack C. , merry Jack we called him, an

Irishman and an Ulster man to boot, had gone for a stroll and had

returned after dark, and finding himself shut out, took care to make

the “ force " understand that to be out in the cold was not to his

liking. All's well that ends well, and Jack's life was saved .

This was all the harm the Fenian scare did us, but the policemen

remained with us many months, McTavish being replaced by the

more genial Sergeant Butler. Meanwhile the rebels had taken to

the field , and centred on Killarney, where they had a pitched “ battle ”

with H. M. Rifle Brigade ; the whole thing, however, was one-sided ,

and ended in the route of the rebel army, which, by-the-bye, consisted

of a few hundreds of half-starved misguided poor wretches whose

general was a draper's assistant , and whose commissariat comprised a

bushel or two of poor praties (potatoes). In fact the commissariat,

or the want of one, decided the matter, and in a few hours all was

over at Killarney, but not so elsewhere, I am sorry to have to

relate. Police barracks were stormed and burned at Kells and one

or two other places, and lives were lost ; but the end of the little

burst was near, and in the course of a few days General Halford - I

think that was his name — came riding into Cahirciveen at the head

of a troop of Lancers. This was the beginning of the end . The

gunboat and force of marines left the quiet waters of Valentia

Harbour ; then the constabulary were withdrawn , and we settled

down again to industrious peace. Thus ended the Fenian scare

of 1867 .

I could tell many tales of the Fenian period, but as I have already,

I fear, taken up too much space , the following must suffice for the

present, and will serve to point my story.

As a party of us were taking a walk by the side of the mountains

along the Killarney road, we heard a conversation between two

sturdy farmers returning from Killorglin market. They were talking

of recent events. Said one of them : “ Sure an' the poor boys will

suffer much for their brave endeavours to free their country this day. "

“ Indade, and why are you not a Fenian ? ” “ Och ! is it me be a Fenian ,

an ' butter at fivepounds a firkin ? Sure an 'you must be beside yourself

to ax me! ”

Llanelly. C. F. THOMAS.
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The Transvaal Postal Service.

HAVE been reading the back numbers of St. Martin's

le -Grand, and from what I can gather, the fact that

there is a postal service of any kind in the Transvaal

seems to be almost unknown to those who write therein.

I can only find three references to us in these back numbers. One

is, “ Though of small population and scant resources, the two Boer

Republics, etc.," while the other two refer to the Christmas card of

the Johannesburg Post Office asking the public for “ tips. ”

To deal with the latter first, I may say that such cards will never

again appear, as the Postmaster-General has put his foot on the affair

most effectually this year. As regards “ the small population and

scant resources, " this applies very well to the Orange Free State, but

hardly to the Transvaal, considering we have the largest town in

South Africa and the richest goldfields in the world .

St. Martin's - le -Grand has been as unknown to the Transvaal

service as the Transvaal has been to St. Martin's, but I hope we

shall be better acquainted in future. I only received a specimen

copy last March, and therefore all the officials do not know of the

magazine as yet ; but it has been taken up most enthusiastically by

every one in the service from the Postmaster-General downwards,
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and I hope we shall beat all the other South African States in point

of circulation by the time the July number appears.

In the number for April last I see it is stated that South Africa

has now two Postmasters-General (Natal and Cape Colony ). Now

this is a little hard on South Africa, as there are no less than seven

Postmasters -General, and it is the more hard on us considering that

as regards the amount of business done we come second, Cape

Colony, of course , being first. The revenue of our Department is

seven times that of Natal postal and telegraphic services put together,

and this too although it has virtually existed for eight years only.

I have been reading over some records of the Postal Department

of the year 1881 , just before the retrocession of the country by the

British , and even although we are nothing very great yet, the com

parison between then and now is amusing. The Department then

appeared to be nothing more than an agency for carrying letters and

newspapers. No other kind of postal business was done, and even

the carriage of mails was erratic. There were one or two regular

posts from Pretoria, but all other mails were allowed to accumulate

for a considerable time, and when there was a respectable number of

bags in the office a cart was hired to take them away somewhere-it

didn't appear to matter much where they were taken as long as it

was out of Pretoria.

This state of affairs continued until 1885 , when our present

respected chief, Mr. van Alphen, was appointed Postmaster-General .

Where he obtained the extensive knowledge of postal affairs which

he undoubtedly possesses I do not know. He was a compositor

until he reached the age of twenty-six, and took part in the Transvaal

War of Independence, and if I am not mistaken he was the printer

of the proclamation of war by the Boers against the British . After

the restoration of peace in 1881 he was appointed postmaster of

Potchefstroom , once the seat of government, but still only a very

small town, and I expect very little was done there in the way of

postal business .

In 1885 , on the death of the then Postmaster -General, Mr. Van

Alphen was sent for to fill his place . On his arrival at Pretoria , the

capital, he threw himself heart and soul into the work of organising

the postal service . There had been no system of accounting, or

filing records, or in fact of doing anything that ought to be done.

The Postmaster -General's office at that time consisted of a small

mud hut ; the staff, I am informed, consisted of the Postmaster

General, two clerks, and two donkeys. What were the duties of
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these two last I have not been able to ascertain, but it seems to be a

fact that they were attached to the Department , and lived in the

office . After moving the office to a more respectable building,

augmenting his staff (and dismissing the donkeys, I presume, for I

find no mention of their having been removed to the new office ),

and putting the existing arrangements , or disarrangements, on a

satisfactory footing, Mr. van Alphen turned his attention to bringing

civilisation into postal matters . This must have been a difficult task,

as he could make no extensive improvement on his own responsibility.

Everything had to be laid before the Volksraad ( Legislative

Assembly) for approval, or disapproval as it more often turned out to

be. The older -fashioned Volksraad members looked upon an im

provement of almost any kind as a work of the devil , and I imagine

that it was only by ceaselessly pegging at the Volksraad that he has

got his Department into the state of efficiency in which it now is .

While on the subject of these older -fashioned Boers, who are

members of the Volksraad , it may not be wandering too much from

the subject to give one or two instances of utterances by our

legislators, for the truth of which I can vouch . In a neighbouring

State when a Bill was introduced into the House providing for the

building of railways in that State, a long discussion ensued on the

large amount of money required for the purpose . To settle the

question , one of the members gravely suggested that instead of the

proposed line the Government should first build a mile or so of rail.

way, see how it worked, and if it was a success, then build the entire

line. This happened many years ago, but we can beat that in our

own Volksraad of the present day. Last year Government proposed

to set aside a certain sum of money for the purpose of exterminating,

if possible, one of the curses of our country-locusts . However, our

sage legislators refused to grant the money , having come to the con

clusion that locusts were God's agents and that it would be a terrible

sin to destroy them . Again, the President wished to insure the

Government buildings against fire. As these buildings were only

recently finished at a cost of about £250,000 it would be a serious

loss to the country if they were burnt . However, the leading locust

member insisted that if the Almighty set the buildings on fire, the

insurance wouldn't keep them from burning, so that it was only

wasting money ; he actually found a considerable amount of support

too. In the long run a compromise was arranged by which the

buildings were insured for one year, for the same reason as the rail

way proposal was made, I suppose - to see how it worked.
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In 1886 Mr. van Alphen drafted a Postal Law , which I should

imagine was badly wanted, and which was passed by Volksraad. In

1887 Money Orders were introduced by him , at first being confined

to offices in the Republic, and then extended under convention to

the Cape Colony, Natal , Orange Free State, and subsequently to

foreign countries. In the same year private letter boxes were pro

vided at each post office, and let out at a small charge. There is no

house to house delivery even now in the Transvaal, and until these

boxes were put up, if any poor unfortunate member of the public

wanted his letters, he had to go very humbly to the clerk officiating

at the window of the post office and ask for them . If the clerk was in

a good temper he might give the letters, but if not, it very

frequently resulted in the official shutting down his window,

coming out in the street, and having it out with the said member of

the public.

In 1886 Johannesburg sprang into existence. In the beginning of

that year the site of the present city was bare veld, not even a tin

shed being visible . In the middle of the year gold was first found ;

and to-day, in the short space of seven years, Johannesburg is by far

the largest and busiest town in South Africa , and, in proportion to its

size, the richest in the world . The town itself is well laid out with

fine streets and many magnificent buildings. The Main Reef (of

gold) extends for miles on either side, and the countless mines are

supplied with costly and delicate machinery. When one comes to

consider that every piece of that machinery, every stick and stone of

which the town is built , were imported, and carried for hundreds of

miles over sandy, inhospitable plains, I think it will be agreed that

Johannesburg is at least one of the most wonderful cities in the world.

This town so suddenly springing into existence, and the consequent

influx of inhabitants, of course, gave an immense impulse to the

business of the Post Office, and necessitated a large addition to the

staff, as well as extensive re -arrangements.

In 1887 the first Postal Guide was issued, and one has appeared

yearly since then ; in the beginning of 1892 the foreign parcel post

convention with Cape Colony was concluded , and from that time

parcels were sent to and from every country in the world between

which and London a parcel post service exists. This parcel post was

greatly desired, and has been much appreciated by the inhabitants

of the Republic, and was the pet idea of Mr. Aitchison, late

Postmaster-General of the Cape Colony. It occupied his thoughts

for years, and he was continually pressing Mr. van Alphen to accept it .
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After all, he died a week before the arrangement was completed.

The latest improvements are the free exchange of newspapers and

the savings bank, both of which were approved by the Volksraad

last year. The savings bank only began operations in January this

year, and was at first confined to four offices, but is being gradually

extended to all offices in the State. During the short time which has

elapsed since the establishment of the bank, the deposits have reached

a sum of something like £40,000.

The two subjects which are engaging Mr. van Alphen's attention

particularly now, are, I believe, a house-to -house delivery for the

larger towns, and the erection in towns of pillar boxes for the collec

tion of letters . This latter scheme was before the Volksraad last

year, but was thrown out for some mysterious reason . Taken on the

whole, our entire service compares very favourably with that of Cape

Colony.

At present , the Colony and Natal are cutting each other's throats to

obtain the carrying trade of the Transvaal, and, of course , this includes

the postal business. Since Johannesburg and Pretoria were connected

with Cape Town by rail , in the beginning of this year, the Cape has

had the best of it , and if we should ever come to possess an indepen

dent route of our own, the Cape Postal Department would suffer a

serious loss.

On the Johannesburg fields alone the gold is said to be inexhaus

tible. The output there has increased from nothing in 1885 to a .

hundred and twenty thousand ounces a month at the present time,

and is still increasing. But Johannesburg is not the only part of the

Republic where gold is to be found in abundance . People are now

turning their attention to the north in Zoutpansberg district, where

there is a tract of gold -bearing country, hundreds of square miles in

extent . Those who know say that it is far richer than the Johannes

burg fields. Even here , in quiet , sleepy little Pretoria, we are going

to turn diggers. Prospecting has been going on for some time, and

very rich quartz is being shown. The town commonage is going to

be proclaimed a gold field in a few days. The population already

consists for the greater part of English -speaking people, and Johannes

burg especially is just like any English town - only busier.

There is no doubt that the country has a great future before it,

and consequently its postal department has the same. Of course the

latter is very far from being perfect. What impressed me most strongly

when I came up here, was the free and easy manner in which

work was carried on, and the old idea that still seemed to cling to

CC
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many officials, that they were not the servants of the public, but their

masters. The post offices open at nine in the morning, close for a

couple of hours in the middle of the day, and finally at five. Smoking

and other free and easy habits are allowed, but all this the public

don't seem to mind, and really one gets accustomed to it very soon,

although it is rather aggravating to a new comer.
Free and easy

republican customs obtain everywhere in this country. I didn't

know anything about it at first, and when I took up my appointment

here it was in the same spirit as that which exists in the Colonial service.

Being brought up ( officially speaking) under the awful eye of Mr.

French in Cape Town, my ideas of discipline received a rude shock

on the second day of my service here, when I saw the Acting Post

master -General sitting astride a bench dividing a huge water melon

among the staff with great glee. When I was given my share and

ate it, I realised I wasn't dreaming. I tried to imagine Mr. French

astride a bench dividing a water melon among his staff, but couldn't.

I wasn't very long shocked however, and soon appreciated to the full

the change I had made. Here no one treats his junior differently

from his equal. There is a kind , hearty equality among all ( I speak

from my own experience) , and the youngest clerk can speak to the

chief in the same manner as to a brother officer. I can guarantee

that nothing is lost by it , and our chief has quite as much respect

displayed towards him, both in his presence and absence, as is the

case where discipline exists in the perfect condition in which it is in the

old service. Each system is indeed well adapted to its environment .

The other point—the officials in some cases appearing to think

that they are the masters of the public instead of their servants — I do

not take to. The first time that I observed this was on going into

the Post Office to obtain a money order. I was kept waiting a con

siderable time. There were others before me waiting to be attended

to, but apparently in vain. After kicking my heels impatiently for

five minutes I asked what was the cause of delay, and found that the

money order clerk was finishing an interesting article in the news

paper, not heeding the waiting public in the least. I found afterwards

that this was the clerk's usual manner of conducting business. I

should have reported the matter to the Postmaster General if I had

done my duty, but as that clerk is now no longer in the service it

does not signify. I occasionally observe little affairs of the same

kind cropping up, but their number is becoming small by degrees

and beautifully less, as when any offence of the kind is reported the

chief promptly “ sits on " the offender .
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Considering the difficulties under which we labour, the public have

very little to complain of nowadays, and to do them justice they

seldom do complain . It is not here , as it appears to be with English

papers, " When you've nothing else to write about, go for the Post

Office . ” If any one has any grievance whatever, he either writes to

his local newspaper or direct to the Postmaster-General. In either

case the matter is set right at once. On the other hand, if the

department does anything praiseworthy, the public are always ready

with the praise , so that it is a pleasure to be in the department.

There are anomalies, too , which would offer a glorious field for

Mr. Henniker Heaton , when England is about played out for him .

For example, it costs twopence to send a letter from here to Johan

nesburg, a distance of thirty - five miles, while to send the same letter

to England costs only twopence-halfpenny. Still no one seems to

mind very much. We have a very costly inland mail service to

maintain, as there are only two towns through which the railway

passes. All the remaining towns and districts are served by coach.

At the same time I should like to see established a South African

Penny Post , and the Telegraph Department brought under the con

trol of the Postmaster-General, instead of being as at present under a

separate head. Almost everything else is as it should be.

When I began this article I meant it to be more a sketch of Mr.

van Alphen, but changed my mind, partly because his biography is

the history of the Post Office, and partly because, as I am under his

control, my motives might be misconstrued . However, I may just

say that he is the right man in the right place . He is universally

popular with the public, the press, with the Department, and most of

all with his own particular staff. He is very hard on any one for

gross neglect of duty, but at the same time always willing to make

every allowance he can . No one could wish to be under a better

chief. I think the best evidence of his popularity with the public is

shown by the fact that in no paper has there ever been the slightest

complaint against him , and almost every other prominent official has

come in for unmerciful criticism even since I have been here. But

I had better say no more of this or I shall hear more about it .

I have tried to keep from being prosy in this article, and therefore

have refrained from giving any statistics . These can be obtained

from the yearly reports, which , by the way, are in Dutch. I should

just like to mention , however, that the number of articles dealt with

by the Post Office has increased from eight hundred and fifty -six

thousand in 1885 to over twenty millions in 1892 , the number of
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post offices from 44 to 154. The amount of money orders issued in

the State in 1887 (the first year) was £4,732 , in 1892 it had increased

to £237,539. All other postal business has increased in proportion,

and is increasing daily.

Most of the post offices in the country are miserably inadequate

for the amount of business done.

The Postmaster -General's office, however, is splendidly situated

on the top flat of the Pretoria Government buildings, an illustration

of which I give. These buildings are the largest in South Africa .

They would be too large for the requirements of Cape Town, much

more of Pretoria . Still as we have a share of them we have no

reason to complain about their grandeur.

I fear my account of the Transvaal Postal Service has been unin

teresting and erratic, but I have gained my object if I have convinced

you, Mr. Editor, that you cannot dismiss us with the observation that

we are only the staff of one of the “ two Boer Republics of small

population and scant resources. ”

J. STEWART.

Pretoria , March, 1893 .
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The Municipalities and the

Telephones.

HE application of the Glasgow Corporation for a licence

to work telephones in their city (recently referred to in

The Times ) will probably oblige the Government to

consider once more the whole question of telephone

administration. This application is , indeed, but one of many indica

tions that the public, and those most powerful representatives of the

public, the municipal corporations, are at once tired of the present

state of things, and dissatisfied with the arrangements promised by the

Government last year. Of the existing telephone service there seems

to be but one opinion. Not only is it very dear ; it is also very bad.

While the annual rent of a telephone on the Glasgow Exchange is £10 ,

in Canada it is £4 , and in Melbourne £6, while in Holland it

varies from £6 to as little as £2 ios. , and in Stockholm between £4

and £5 is paid for the power of conversing over a district 40 miles

in length. But the quality of the service arouses still louder indigna

tion. One Glasgow councillor , in the course of the recent discussions,

said he had been trying to speak to a firm for more than a fortnight,

and had not yet succeeded , while another had given up the telephone

because he was not prepared to use the bad language necessarily

incidental to attempts to carry on a conversation. One cause of these

difficulties is well -known. Telephones can only be worked efficiently

on a double twisted wire, forming what is known by electricians as a

completely insulated metallic circuit . The telephone companies have

never thought fit to incur the expense of such a system , and the

consequence is that talking over their wires in any large town is made

vexatious, difficult, and sometimes impossible by the buzz of conver

sations on other wires. At the same time, the companies have

consulted economy by running all their wires overhead, and thus

covering every large town with a metallic web, harmless enough under

ordinary conditions , but annoying to the householders whose chimneys

and roofs are made use of, and occasionally, in a peculiar state of the

weather, dangerous to liſe and limb. Moreover, this network of

wires has been erected by companies possessing no statutory powers

Reprinted from The Times of the 7th September, 1893.
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and without the leave of the municipal authorities. At a time when

municipal life gains in vigour every year, such a slight has been deeply

resented, and the National Telephone Company, which has now

absorbed all rivals, has become unpopular with mayors , town councils,

and town clerks. There is yet another drawback to the present

system . The telegraph and the telephone ought to supplement one

another. The telephone has the advantage of despatch and of being

at hand when wanted ; the telegraph excels in furnishing a written

record of a message, in privacy, and in applicability to varying

circumstances. There are many cases in which the two systems might

be combined with advantage. A subscriber to an exchange may like

a particularly important message to be delivered to his correspondent

in writing, but at the same time it may be more convenient to him to

use his own telephone than to send a telegram to a post office .

There is no reason whatever why he should not speak his message to

an exchange or a post office and have it delivered thence - except

that the telephones belong to a private company and the telegraphs

to the State. If the company were allowed to deliver written

messages, it would be for all purposes a telegraph company competing

with the State, and , rightly or wrongly, the Government has thought

it impossible to sanction such a competition . Hence the telephone

has hitherto been used under limitations which go far to impair its

usefulness, even had the mechanical arrangements of the telephone

companies been what they ought .

Nevertheless, and notwithstanding these drawbacks, successive

Chancellors of the Exchequer have been forced to lament a falling

off in the telegraph revenue, and , suspecting the competition of the

telephones to be one cause of this decline, the late Government

determined upon the new departure explained in the Treasury Minute

of last year (House of Commons Papers, No. 229) . These proposals

reverse the policy of free competition initiated by Mr. Fawcett. They

confine the telephone companies to certain areas, and reserve the rest

of the country to the Postmaster-General. In other words, while

telephonic communication within towns--exchange business- is left

to private companies, the Government proposes to take into its own

hands all communications between town and town — trunk -wire

business. Trunk -wires are to be open to all comers, and call -offices,

where persons not on an exchange may communicate with sub

scribers , are to be multiplied . At the same time exchanges and post

offices are to be connected , so that telephonic messages may be

spoken through to the post office, and thence transmitted as telegrams
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or letters. Moreover, the nuisance of overhead wires is to be

checked by giving the telephone companies certain powers of laying

underground wires.

In some respects these proposals (which of course can only be

acted upon by agreement with the National Telephone Company)

are an advance on the present system . It is something to establish

public telephone wires from town to town, and to combine the tele

phone service with that of the Post Office. But there are grave

objections to the new policy. In the first place, it would secure the

National Telephone Company in the enjoyment of a practical

monopoly of telephonic communication in towns. The expressions

of the Treasury Minute on this head are clear :

“ As to fresh licences, no further licence for the whole country

will be granted ; and even for a licence to establish an exchange in a

particular town no application will be entertained unless a formal

resolution in its favour has been passed by the corporation or other

municipalauthority, and evidence given that there is sufficient capital
subscribed to carry out the undertaking."

Now, it is obvious that if no further licence for the whole country

is granted, the company possessing such a licence may safely defy

any new local company, for, besides competing with it on its own

ground, it will blackmail its subscribers when they try to communicate

with other towns where exchanges of the one company which has a

general licence are established . In fact, then , the new arrangement

would amount to a partnership between the Post Office and the

National Telephone Company. Now, whatever may be said for or

against a State monopoly, a monopoly in private hands , and used

primarily to earn money for shareholders, is abhorrent to the sentiment

of the present day. Nor is a partnership between the State and such

a monopolist less objectionable. A partnership is only satisfactory

where the partners have confidence in one another, and work for the

same object. The Government and the National Telephone Company

would certainly not work for the same object, while distrust and

suspicion would, as certainly , take the place of mutual confidence .

How can it be otherwise ? The Government must before all things

satisfy the public ; the telephone company must before all things

satisfy its shareholders. The Government is interested in earning a

revenue from the telegraphs ; the company has every motive for

driving the telegraph out of the field . Neither the Government nor

the company can ignore the possibility that some day the Postmaster

General may call upon the company to sell its enterprise. The

company cannot but wish to enhance the value of the property it may
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have to sell ; the Government cannot but wish to prevent any such

increase of value. How is it possible that two such partners can work

in harmony ? Moreover, it seems probable that the partnership

would be founded on a bad bargain for the Government. The

Government is to take over trunk-wire communication , partly by

purchasing the trunk-wires of the company, partly by erecting new

lines, and Parliament by the Telegraph Act of last year authorized

the raising of a million of money for the purpose. Suppose, when the

million has been paid , the Government finds itself in possession of

all the costly and unremunerative telephone business of the country,

while the company is left in possession of that branch of the work

which is inexpensive and profitable. Local letters and local telegrams

are said to pay for those which travel far. But the State will have no

local telephone messages, and though it will not be bound to uni

formity of charge for long-distance work it will not be able to raise its

charges indefinitely. And what complications may not arise between

these suspicious partners as to the boundaries of towns, and the

distinctions between trunk-wire and exchange business ! Will not the

company be the first to suggest to the inhabitants of a suburb that

it is a monstrous thing that they should be compelled to pay a trunk.

wire charge for communicating with the exchange of the adjoining

town ? History will only repeat itself in such complaints. Anomalies

of this kind obliged Mr. Fawcett, in 1884 , to abandon the principle

of restricted areas and to give licences for the whole country.

But these difficulties might for the present have been overcome,

or at least over-looked, were it not for the question of way -leave.

The telephone companies say they cannot get rid of the nuisance of

overhead wires unless they are authorised to open streets and put

their lines underground. So obvious is this conclusion that the

recent Joint Committee of the two Houses appointed to consider

how the balance might be held between the telephone companies

and companies working electric tramways and railways went some

what out of its way to recommend that “ statutory powers be granted

enabling telephone undertakers to lay their wires underground "

( House of Commons Papers, 1893 , No. 331 ) . But to this the

municipal corporations have the strongest objection, an objection

recognised by the present law , which gives them an absolute veto

upon the exercise of any such powers in their respective towns .

They allege that to give a company which is in possession of a

practical monopoly the right to take up streets without a concurrent

obligation to supply the commodity in which it deals at certain rates
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and on certain uniform conditions is a departure from the best

traditions of municipal government. They do not intend that the

control of their streets shall be taken from them without some

adequate consideration ; and they have a strong dislike to the intrusion

of a private company on any terms . It is to prevent such intrusion,

as well as to deliver its citizens from the ills which they bear at the

hands of the Telephone Company, that the Corporation of Glasgow

has resolved, if possible , to take the supply of telephonic communi

cation into its own hands ; and there is much to be said for its

proposal. If telephonic communication is not undertaken by the

State, there is absolutely no reason why, if the ratepayers are agreeable,

municipalities should not undertake the work . They already under

take the supply of water, gas, electric light, and the means of

communication by tramways ; in fact, they undertake all enterprises

which require the use of the streets. If telephonic communication

can only be efficiently supplied by using the streets , why should not

the municipalities undertake that work also ? The work they undertake

they generally do well ; they would probably do this work far better

than any private company.

But there are two serious objections. One arises from the nature

of the thing to be supplied . The telephone is used not only for

speaking within the area over which the municipality rules, but for

speaking to distant places with which the municipal authority has no

connection . Assume that inter- town wires are in the hands of the

Government ; still , not only these wires, but the exchange wires of

other towns, must be used. Every municipality, therefore, must

agree with Glasgow in taking the telephone into its own hands-that

is, it must carry on a commercial business at the risk of its citizens

or the Telephone Company will have to be dealt with ; and that

company will certainly know very well how to make charges and

interpose difficulties which will still relegate the telephone millennium

to a distant date. Still more serious is the difficulty arising from the

fact that the telegraphs are in the hands of the Government . The

telephone is only one kind of telegraph , and until both are in the

same hands there must be competition between these rival means of

communicating instantaneously with persons at a distance. It would

be a misfortune to bring the State into competition with the munici

palities ; it would be a misfortune to place in many hands a business

which should be in Parliament solemnly decided in 1868 and

1869 that the State should supply telegraphic communication. No

one proposes to reverse that decision . As long as it stands it is an

e .
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inconsistency to allow one very important species of telegraphic

communication to be in the hands of private companies or local

bodies . To levy a royalty upon other undertakers is not to undertake

a business ; and Parliament never authorised the purchase of the

telegraphs merely to enable royalties to be charged, and business to

be pro tanto impeded and discouraged. The real lesson, therefore ,

of the proposal of the Glasgow Corporation is that the position created

when licences were granted to private telephone companies has

become an impossible one. The advocates of the proposal have

been careful to state that it is made only because the Government

has made default in the work intrusted to it by Parliament, and by

way of protest against the transfer of such work to private hands.

The municipalities have no objection to the use of their streets by

the Government ; it is the intrusion of a private company to which

they object. Let the Government take the telephones into its own

hands and most of the difficulties vanish. A grievous mistake was

made in not purchasing the telephone patents as soon as their value

became apparent, and in creating a vested interest in a business

which it had been deliberately decided was the business of the State.

The public have said little about this mistake, because there has

been a lurking suspicion that if the Post Office had acquired the

telephone in early days very little more would have been heard of

that wonderful invention . In these days of travel and communication

the stifling of such an invention would have been impossible. But,

however that may be, the telephone has now established itself as a

necessary adjunct of commercial life in England. The only question

is, How can the public gain the greatest advantages from the instru

ment, having regard to the fact that the telegraphs are in the hands

of the State ? Many will hold the answer to be that the State should

take the telephone also, even though it may have to pay somewhat

dearly for past mistakes of policy. The alternatives are either to

force the National Telephone Company into the streets of unwilling

municipalities, or to bring these municipalities into the field of

telegraph work as competitors with the State.
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After Office Hours.

O

Some Hew Books.

NE or two of my readers have suggested to me that the

calculated to do me much intellectual harm. They have written to

ask me why I do not notice such a thought-compelling work as

National Life and Character, by Dr. Charles Pearson, or Cardinal

Newman's Meditations. “ Don't you ever read anything improving ? "

asks one dreadful correspondent. My answer is, that in “ After Office

Hours" I do not appear before myreaders as a preacher, a teacher,

or an apostle of culture. All that I have ever cared to do in this

connection is to attempt to give pleasure to my readers by indicating

to them certain books which have at one time or another delighted

me. I am always afraid of people whose interest in me only springs

from a desire to improve me, and having suffered myself at the

hands of people of this description , I would spare those who care

to read these pages anything in the shape of sermon or lecture .

Besides, I havenot read National Life and Character or Cardinal

Newman's Meditations, and indeed during this hot summer my
reading has been as light as my costume. And one of the books I

have been able to read, even with the thermometer at 90 ° in the

shade, is Sweetheart Gwen , by William Tirebuck. I cannot

altogether describe the charm of the work ; it is not certainly due to

the story, which is slight almost to a vanishing point ; it must be

the strain of healthy, human sentiment which runs through all its

pages that makes the volume so eminently readable. And any man

who takes a pleasure in livingover againin imagination the days of

his own childhood, or who is fond of children, will certainly revel in
this book . Mr. Tirebuck has, for instance, described with inimitable

truth and humour the operations of dressing and washing a little

child in a passage which alone is enough to promise him a high

place some day among English novelists. To read it is better for the

soul than pages of so - called improving literature. Sweetheart Gwen

is simply the story told by himself at the age of thirty - five of a man

who could not drop his boy -life or the impressions that life had made

upon him. He is a dreamer and a brooder, and the image of Gwen ,

whom he loved to distraction as a boy, seems to shut out the

possibility of any less divine figure taking possession of his heart .

Somehow or other we can't quite fix this Gwen. Her personality is

elusive ; she is almost a shadow to us, and to the hero himself she is

evidently half-goddess, half-human . But looking at her from the

point ofview of art, she is in these pages exactly what I think would

be the impression on a man's mind of a personality he venerated in
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his boyhood . Many men who have lost a mother in early life before

they learnt to criticise even her, have just such a shadowy, ideal

conception of what she had been to them. In their eyes there has

existed one perfect woman, concerning whom everything they

remember is of good report.

If this very appetising morsel does not satisfy my far too serious

correspondents, let me turn them on to A Cithedral Courtship, by

Kate Douglas Wiggin . It helped me to endure a two hours ' journey

in one of Sir Edward Watkin's trains, and this is high prạise, as most

of my fellow -sufferers on his Kentish line will admit. The book is

an account by an American girl of a tour she made in company with

a maiden aunt in this country, the primary object of the tour being

to see and to record their impressions of the cathedrals of England.

It is brightly and pleasantly written, and is full of good fun. Like

all American girls, she is honest. “ All the time I have left from the

study of routes and hotels I spend on guide books . Now I'm sure

that if any one of the men I know were here, he could tell me all

that is necessary as we walk along the streets. I don't say it in a

frivolous or sentimental spirit in the least, but I do affirm that there

is hardly a juncture in life where one isn't better off for having a

man about. I should never dare divulge this to Aunt Cecilia, for she

doesn't think men very nice. She excludes them from conversation

as if they were indelicate subjects . ” It was an improving tour,

although she did meet and fall in love with Jack on the way. “ I

hope my mind is improved, but, oh , I am so hazy about all the

facts I have read since I knew Jack . Winchester and Salisbury

stand out superbly in my memory. They acquired their ground

before it was occupied with other matters. I shall never forget, for

instance, that Winchester has the longest spire , and Salisbury the

highest nave of all the English cathedrals.” As a guide to one aspect

of the cathedrals of England I can honestly recommend the book.

And I cannot conclude this notice without saying that I envy Jack .

Mr. Henry James represents the American intellect in a more

serious mood in his Essays in London and elsewhere. It is probably
too light reading for many intellects, but the weaker brethren will

thank me for drawing their attention to the book. I have much

enjoyed his essay on London. He comes to his study of the big

city with just sufficient aloofness from us to make him an interesting

observer, and with just sufficient knowledge of us to make him a wise

and far-seeing critic. He feels the charm of London even in her

blackest and ſoggiest moods. He loves the Strand with something

approaching to passion, and he expresses the opinion many have held

before him , that the British capital is the particular spot in the world
which communicates the greatest sense of life. And he says, very

truly, that it is not to be denied that the heart tends to grow hard in

her company, but she is a capital antidote to the morbid, and to live

with her successfully is an education of the temper, a consecration

of one's private philosophy. “ She teaches her victimsnotto mind,
and the great danger for them is perhaps that they shall learn the
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lesson too well. ” Perhaps one of the greatest benefits which annual

leave confers on a man, is that it enables him to fall in love afresh

with the city of his adoption . I will not be hypocritical and say

that I am always glad to get back to my official desk, but I am

always glad to see London again. If during my holiday I have had

occasion to experience the horrors and boredom of a provincial town ,

or the littleness and provincialism of a foreign city, all the more do I

value the large-heartedness of London, her variety, her persistent

good humour, and her sublime cosmopolitanism . Indeed, to a

bachelor London should be a paradise, and it is only poor married

men and dyspeptic clerks who want to live in the country in order

that they may escape the attractions they cannot either afford or

consume.

And yet one other American book , Essays in Miniature, by Agnes

Repplier. The essays have the saving quality of freshness.

of the good things have probably been said before, but in an

English or an Old World way. Here they are said in an American

and a New World way, and hence their freshness and their charm. I

hope I shall not be considered a beast if I say I am particularly

attracted to the essay on the “ Humors of Gastronomy.” At least I

am in good company if Miss Repplier's statement be true, that an

extraordinary number of gastronomical triumphs must be put down

to the credit of the clergy. There was the Abbé Chevrier's spinach ,

which was warmed up with butter seven days before it reached the

acme of delicacy, and Miss Repplier wonders at the admirable

patience of the Abbé's cook , who would return seven times with

unremitting industry to the consideration of a single dish . Then

there was Dr. Nowel, the learned and pious Dean of St. Paul's , who

first gave bottled beer “ to his astonished and grateful country.”

Peace be to his ashes. Housewives may remember with gratitude

that the earliest list of recipes in this country was the work of an

Archbishop. And to the Jesuits we owe the discovery of the turkey

as an article of European diet . Surely these are facts strong enough

to soften the heart of the most ardent Liberationist. And do not let

us be ashamed of our appetites, and still less of our critical tastes.

Charles Lamb said, “ I hate a man who swallows his food affecting

not to know what he is eating, I suspect his taste in higher matters.

So do I , for do not I always bolt my own food in this way ? “ Three

famous old maids” is another very interesting essay of Miss Repplier's.

Jane Austen is, of course, one of the old maids ; but those who picture

her as she is too often drawn , as a prim old maid, are wofully wrong.

“ Miss Austen was pretty, she was gay, she possessed an indefinable

attraction for men, and she was in turn attracted by them , as a

healthy -minded, happy -hearted girl should be.” This is the Miss

Austen we recognise in Pride and Prejudice, and in Emma, not the

Miss Austen as many of her biographers have pictured her in their

books.

Now let me throw a sop to my serious correspondents. Let me

draw their attention to a volume recently issued by Messrs. Macmillan,
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entitled English Prose Selections, edited by Henry Craik, Vol.

1. It is the first volume of a work which is intended to do for

English Prose what The English Poets, edited by Mr. Humphry Ward ,

hasdone for English Poetry. Much of this present volume is in all

conscience dry enough, but it derives its great interest to us from the

fact that we are ableto trace by means of selected specimens the very

sources of modern prose. Rugged, awkward, and involved sentences

meet one in every author ; most of the specimens remind us of

children who are learning to talk , or of Englishmen or Germans

endeavouring to write each other's language. Here and there burst

out beautiful old worldmodes of expression which we are distinctly

the poorer for having lost, while sentences of almost childish sim

plicity follow those containing the deepest philosophy. Here we

have Sir John Mandeville and John Wycliffe side by side ; Malory

and Sir Thomas More ; Cranmer and Roger Ascham ; Sir Philip

Sidney and Richard Hooker ; Richard Hakluyt and Sir Walter

Raleigh. Is it not enough to make one's mouth water ? Let us

away with all modern light literature, when we have a chance of such

a godlike feast. It is a shame and an insult to the compilers of so

useful, so curious, so entertaining a volume, to order it at Mudie's.

It is our duty as lovers of our literature, and of improving literature,

to buy the book at the published price, 75. 6d . , and to be thankful

we have been let off so cheaply. Have I not partially redeemed my

character with those who want to improve me ?

E. B.
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St. Martin's Letter - Bag

W

bumours of the Post Office .

HENEVER the Times requires something lively to relieve

themonotonous solemnity of its columns it always turns to

the Post Office. On the 18th of August, we may suppose, after

suffering from long spell of Unionism and Bimetallism, it felt a

craving for the usual corrective,and a smart attack on the Post Office

was decided upon . The Post Office, of course, is a capitalcorpus

vile for a newspaper to attack . By its own regulations it is forbidden

to reply, andyou can say what you like about it, undeterred by the

law of libel ; for you cannot libel a public Department, however much

you pile up phrases like " obstructive imbecility.” On the 18th of

August, then, the Times felt that it really must organise a sharp sortie

against the Post Office, and so on the 19th of August the following

letter appeared :

“ Sir,-The humours of our postal telegraph service are exquisite.

Let me give you a specimen ?

“ On a recent Sunday I wished to send a telegram from London

to a spot in the north of England which possessed a telegraph office.

I handed in my message at Vere Street about i p.m. One of the

clerks looked in the telegraph guide and informed me that the

country telegraph office in question only opened for an hour or so on

Sunday morning, that it had been closed some hours, and that I

could not therefore transmit my message. But I want it to go ,' I pro

tested ; ' what is the nearest telegraph office to it which is open ,
and

what porterage shall I have to pay ? • We cannot tell you the

nearest telegraph office,' was the reply. Why not, ' I asked , surely

you have a map of England here ? No we have not. We have

only a map of London .' • Do you think they would have a map at

the Charing Cross office ? ' They might. '

“ I went on to Charing Cross. Precisely the same conversation

took place. They had no map of England. • Do you think they

would have one at the General Post Office ?' I inquired. They

might,' was the reply. I went on to St. Martin's -le-Grand.

at the great centre of our postal telegraph service, they still had no

map of England to guide them . What am I to do ? ' I asked.

Oh, Sir, ' was the reply, ' we expect the public, in these cases, to

tell us the nearest telegraph office which is open at the other end and

to tell us how many miles the addressee lives from that telegraph

office .' Then how do you make outyourcharge for porterage ? ' By

the information with which the sender supplies us.' But supposing

he does not know ? ' • Then the telegram cannot go unless he

>

6

Here,
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makes a money deposit sufficient to cover all possible porterage .'

Ultimately I sent my message by mentioning a town near which I

believed my addressee lived , and by leaving a deposit for a three

mile porterage, together with my address, in case any further charge

should be incurred.

“ This is a very delightful state of things. It is like going into a

shop to buy a hat, and saying to the counterman, “ I will buy such

and such a hat.' “ You cannot have it, Sir. ' Why not ? ' ' Because

I do not know the price of it. Unless you can tell me the price of

it , I cannot sell it to you.' • But surely I, a customer, cannot know

its value ? ' “ Very well, Sir, then you cannot have the hat. '

“ Do maps of England showing all the telegraph stations already

exist ? If not, why not ? If such maps do exist, how is it that the

great telegraph centres are not supplied with them ?

“Yours obediently,

“ FREDERICK LEAL . "

IN
F any further proof were required that this letter really emanated

from some one connected with The Times, it is sufficient to

mention that on the next day appeared a leading article on the subject,

in which phrases like "obstructive imbecility," " monstrous negation of

good sense ," and so forth, were freely employed. “We doubt," said

the writer , if there is a single civilized country except England in

which the whole service is virtually suspended for 12 hours out of the

24 , and once a week for by far the greater part of 36 hours on end.”

Thus was the Times brightened up, and the British tax -payer

sighed over the imperfections of the Department . But while he still

sighed, the cudgels were taken up vigorously and effectively by an

anonymous champion , for, on the 22nd of August, the following
letter appeared :

" Sir, -Not a few readers of the letter under the above title which

appeared in your issue of the 19th may, on reflection , come to the

conclusion that the humour of the situation depicted by Mr. Leal

lies in the enormous trouble which he appears to have taken to send

a telegram which he might have sent at first had he exercised a little

thought.

Village offices in England are usually open for telegraph business

on Sundays only from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m., while offices in many country

towns are open in the evening as well. Mr. Leal wished to send a

telegram to a country village after 10 a.m. on Sunday, so he went to

a telegraph office and asked to see a map. Now some people know

what a map is, but there are many more who do not. Mr. Leal must

belong to the latter class, or he would never expect each of the 8,500

telegraph offices in the United Kingdom to be furnished with a set

of maps on a sufficiently large scale to show every telegraph office

in its exact position. Nothing less than a complete set of 1 in.

ordnance maps would meet this requirement. Is he aware that

hundreds of fresh telegraph offices are opened yearly? The expense

of providing, storing, and correcting such maps would be enormous
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And, after all , what would be the use of them ? Merely to provide

for the few cases in which a very urgenttelegram is required to be

sent to a small village after 10 a.m. on Sunday. Ultimately, after

running half over London, Mr. Leal did what he might have done at

first ; he mentioned the name of the town near which his friend lived ,

was told that the telegraph office there would be open in the evening,

handed in his telegram, and paid a deposit of is. for porterage. The

telegraph clerk seems to have told him that the persons handing in

telegrams under such circumstances were expected to know the name

of the nearest town, and its distance from the village telegraph office.

Is there anything very unreasonable in this ? The fact is that many

of the public expect the Post Office not only to do everything for

them, but even to think for them. If Mr. Leal will consult the

Post Office Guide, page 438, he will see that the total number of

offices in England open on Sunday after 10 a.m. is only 241 , * and

surely he might be expected to be able to tell by looking through the

list which was the nearest of these offices to his friend's home. But

he did not need even to look at the list ; he knew it already. Of

course, as you point out in your leading article, the real gist of the

complaint is that all telegraph offices are not always open, night and

day, Sunday and week-day. To accomplish this is a mere question

of expense—a million or two a year, more or less. When the

Treasury and the public change their views on Sunday labour, and

when they also think that the advantage to be gained is equivalent to

an additional penny or two on the income tax, this can be done.

“ Yours obediently,

August 21 . “ OUDEIS .”
66

THE
'HE correspondence was continued for some days without adding

anything material to the discussion , but the third letter of

“ Oudeis ” practically closed it, and Mr. Leal,by his silence, acquiesced

in the assertion of “ Oudeis ” that he might have sent the telegram

from the Vere Street post office at first had he not lost his temper.

T will be seen that according to " Oudeis " the cost of providing for

continuous attendance at all telegraph offices throughout the

United Kingdom would amount to " a million or two a year, more or

less." Readers of his letter probably supposed that these figures

were not meant in all seriousness, but only to convey the general

idea that the cost would be very high . But what are the facts ?

Without going intominute detail we will try to form a rough estimate
of the real cost. The number of telegraph offices is 8,500, and on

the average each of them is closed for 84 hours a week. Now the

This is evidently a clericalerror, the actual numbers being
Open on Sunday evening 124

Open always ... 23

Total 147

D D
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full duty of a telegraphist engaged on night work is 42 hours a week .

It is evident, therefore, that if continuous attendance is to be provided

two additional telegraphists will be required at each office. In other

words , 17,000 additional telegraphists will have to be appointed .

The average yearly earnings of a telegraphist may be fairly put down

at £65 (we speak under correction ), and 17,000 multiplied by 65

gives us £1,105,000 . But what would be the use of continuous

attendance unless we also had a messenger at each of the offices ?

We cannot employ a boy messenger for night duty. The cost of

an adult messenger at each office would probably amount to another

£300,000. Nor would this be the only additional expense. Very
many of the smaller offices are situated in shops , and the sub

postmasters would hardly like to have a telegraphist kicking his heels

all night under the till without some kind of supervision ; or, in other

words, an allowance to the sub -postmaster would be necessary. On

the other hand, in many cases it might be possible to arrange for the

fixing of call-bells, so as to dispense with the personal attendance of

a telegraphist, and this would tend to reduce the expense. All things

considered , the estimate of a million is probably not far from the mark .

Oh ! Leader Writer of the Times, can you imagine the nocturnal
attitudes of those 17,000 telegraphists ?

THE
'HE other day we wanted to buy something, and in the

advertisement columns of the Times we found that very thing

advertised, but we did not know where the street in which the

advertiser resided was situated . If the Times was not steeped in

obstructive imbecility it would , of course, publish a map in every

issue , showing the exact situation of each advertiser's shop and its

distance from the house of each of its subscribers . No such map

could we find. At last we actually had to obtain the desired infor

mation elsewhere ! How long, we ask , is this monstrous negation of

good sense to be tolerated ?

Civil Rights of Civil Servants.

[Wereprint the following from a recent issue of the Star. We do so because

wewish our readers to be acquainted with an aspect of the question which certainly

commends itself to a large number of our countrymen, which comes from an

undeniably democratic source, and which is not likely to be presented to their

notice by any of the Civil Service papers .]

CIVIL SERVANTS' CIVIL RIGHTS.

OBJECTIONS TO Mr. Clery's TRADE UNION . CONGRESS PROPOSAL.

A CORRESPONDENT writes :—Not the least important of the questions

which will come under the consideration of the Trade Union Congress

are those dealing with the relations of the Government towards its

own servants and towards the employees of firms under contract

with the State. With the demands made on behalf of all such

workers for fair wages, for shorter hours, and for freedom of com

bination , every one - every Liberal at least-must sympathise.
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Parliament has already endorsed these demands, and the Government,

we may assume, is doing its best to satisfy them. But as regards

the resolution which stands in the name of Mr. W. E. Clery - who,

by the way, has recently been in communication with Mr. Gladstone

and Mr. John Morley on the subject of his motion—there is room

for difference of opinion. The resolution claims for all Government

servants full liberty in the exercise of their “ civil rights.” On the

face of it this seems to be a most proper demand, one, indeed , which

no Liberal Ministry could for a moment refuse. But upon closer

examination it resolves itself into a demand that civil servants shall

be allowed to put pressure upon Parliamentary candidates for the

purpose of securing improvements in their own pay and prospects.

It means , in short, that individual civil servants, or classes of civil

servants , shall be permitted to approach candidates with the question ,

“ Will you, if elected, endeavour to obtain for us this or that

advantage, or to remove this or that grievance ? ” — there being, of

course, an implied threat that if the candidate's answer is unsatisfactory

the votes of the persons concerned will be given to his opponent.

The whole matter springs out of what occurred at the last general

election . Mr. Clery now seeks , not unnaturally, to abrogate the

existing regulations ; but it is doubtful whether the change he pro

poses is a desirable one. Parliamentary elections are already fartoo

often decided upon petty and selfish grounds rather than upon broad

considerations of public utility. We blame— and rightly — the weak

kneed railway men of Hereford who have sacrificed principle to some

fancied interest in the amendment of the Employers' Liability Bill .

But the action of these men would be patriotism itself compared with

that of civil servants who should subordinate national policy to their

own narrow aims, who should , to put it bluntly, offer their votes for

sale to the highest bidder. The exercise of such “ civil rights ” would

be corruption of a peculiarly insidious and dangerous kind . Civil

servants, asa body, have no wish so to debase their franchise, nor

do they desire to see party capital made out of their grievances.

At the same time few would maintain that the present mode of

dealing with the complaints of Government employees is the best

that can be devised . Parliament, no doubt, is the ultimate court of

appeal in all questions affecting the State service , and the present

Parliament has shown every wish to treat its protégés fairly . But

details of administration must of necessity be left to heads of depart.

ments ; and thus it not seldom happens that men who have had little

or no business experience, and who have been chosen for their posts

rather through political exigencies than through personal fitness ,

become sole arbiters of what is due to tens of thousands of sub

ordinates . This is hardly satisfactory. Equally undesirable is it that

State servants—upon whose regular performance of their duties the

commercial and social life of the country so largely depends — should

be allowed to resort to the weapon of the strike. The true solution

of the difficulty seems to be the appointment of a small consultative

committee of members of Parliament, to whom the subordinate
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classes of Government employees should have the right of referring

their complaints. One -third, at least, of the members of this com

mittee should be Labour representatives, the remainder being drawn

in equal numbers from both political parties. Such a committee

would not usurp the functions of the executive in any way, but would

simply assist the Government in forming just conclusions on the

questions submitted to it.

WE
E observe that the important answer recently given in the

House on this subject by Mr. Gladstone is fully and

correctly printed by both The Telegraph Chronicle and The Postman's

Gazette. On the other hand The Post, while making a great parade

of giving the full and real answer and correcting others, actually

omits a long and most important clause. This is playing it very low
down indeed .

*

E also observe that The Post fills up two columns of its last

issue by reprinting an abusive and unintelligent article from

the Saturday Review on the “ Oudeis ” controversy in the Times. As

the question at issue was entirely a telegraph question , it is not quite

clear, at first sight, why the editor should reprint an article on

a subject which does not directly concern his readers ; but we should

not, we fear, be wronging him if we suppose that he printed it simply

because it was abusive.

The point is one on which the Telegraph Chronicle might be

expected to know more than even the Post or the Saturday Review ,

and this is what the editor of the Chronicle says :

“ I can conscientiously declare that I have carefully read every

line of the correspondence in the Times, and that I have been

unable to find therein any practicable suggestion for improving the

present Sunday system , or any arguments worthy of the name in

reply to those contained in two able letters signed • Oudeis, ' and

written in defence of the department.'

Sweating.

ROM time to time we have called attention to remarks in the

press on this subject, and have specially dealt with the em

ployment of auxiliary postmen, showing how the necessity for the

utilisation of such labour often arises, and how , if the public were a

little less exacting, it could in many cases be replaced by established

labour. (See Vol. II . , p. 55 , and Vol . III . , pp . 65 , 210.)

Recently Truth has had some paragraphs about female clerks.

“ One of these unfortunate girls tells methat at one office she was

on duty daily from 5 a.m. to 8 p.m., with five hours on Sunday

95
hours per week . At another the hours were a little longer, bring

ing the total up to 100 per week. The pay for this was board and

lodging and £10 a year in the first case, and £14 a year in the

second . After 13 years' experience, and with the highest recom

mendations, this same damsel now earns 11s. per week by 13 hours '

FR
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labour per diem, and has to board, lodge, and clothe herself out of

that sum, besides making good any deficiencies in her cash should

she make an error against herself. So far as I can learn, there is

nothing in any way exceptional about this case. No one can question

that this is a very black spoton our social economy. ”

This is certainly a formidable indictment, and has proved most

useful to clerks with much higher salaries who are bent on improving

their position . There is truth in it , but it is not by any means the

whole truth.

FIF
' IFY years ago a town of 30,000 inhabitants would have

possessed one post office only, as is the case now in France

(see Vol . II . , p . 51 ) , but as correspondence increased the demand

came for more offices, and such a town would now possess as

many perhaps as a dozen post offices. But it is obvious that it

would never do to build twelve offices and to provide twelve sets of

established men. They would be idle the greater partof the day,

and the expense would be enormous in proportion to the revenue.

The twelve desired offices have been in fact provided in the only way

in which such a number could be provided, viz., by engaging

tradesmen to give up a portion of their shops and of their time in

return for a commission on the work done. These men employ
or women to assist them. Sometimes an assistant is an

ordinary shopman, who gives part of his time to postal work ,

but at other times a young woman may be engaged principally

or wholly for postal and telegraph work . It is clear that, under

such circumstances as these, it is impossible for the department to

interfere with the wages paid, which are governed by the state of

the market ; but it also seems clear that a young woman of intelli

gence who, in addition to knowing a business, is also acquainted with

postal and telegraph work , ought to command a higher wage than if

she did not possess the latter qualification.

men

*

OWEVER, if the public really demands that this mixed em

ployment shall cease , it will be merely necessary to reduce

the number of Post Offices, especially in towns, to perhaps one-sixth

of the present number, and to employ established force . But the

public do not really want anything of the sort ; it would deprive them

of something to grumble at, besides putting them to daily incon
venience.

*

AS
S we have stated, Sub-Postmasters are paid a commission ,

the minimum salary being £ 5. Sometimes the work is so

light that the salary does not riseabove the minimum, and then if a

philanthropist happens to hear of it there may be a correspondence in

the local paper. It will be represented that for less than two shillings

a week the poor man has to provide labour, office room, string,

light, &c. The true answer, of course , is that, if the man has not
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got a business of his own as well, he ought not to have accepted

the position ; and that if he does not like it, and no one else will take

it, clearly there is no need of a Post Office in that village.

THF

of pay .

"HE Lady's Pictorial, in commenting on the appointment of

female clerks, remarks : “ In future the examinations are to

include precisely the same subjects both for male and female candi

dates, and this, it is believed , is preliminary to establishing equality

This reform is so obviously fair that one cannot help

wondering why its justice has only now been recognised. It is

monstrously unfair that the selfsame work should be paid for on a

different scale according to the sex of the worker.” It does not

appear to strike the writer that if this idea were carried out women

would certainly be replaced by men in most branches of the Post

Office, if not in all .

probeer

W.AP.

LANDING THE CABLE AT FAIR ISLE .

THE

Coast Communications.

'HE following is a further list of extensions which have either

already been made or are now being made. All are telephonic

circuits except where otherwise stated.

Aldborough , Orford, Orfordness Point, Victoria Hut, Shingle

Street , and East Lane. This extension involved the laying of a

cable across the Ore.

Ventnor, Shanklin , Sandown , Bembridge, and Foreland Coast

Guard Stations .

After a photograph by Mr. McNab , Chief Engineer of H.M.T.S. “ Monarch. ”
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Communication between Swansea P.O. and the Look -out and

C.G.S. at Mumbles.

Dublin Head Telegraph Office, Sandymount, Kingstown , Dalkey

Bray and Greystones.

Five-mile Point C.G.S.and Wicklow Lifeboat Station, with extension

to Wicklow P.O. , a call -bell being fixed at latter.

Extension of Ardmore- Youghal circuit to Youghal C.G.S.

Sutton C.G.S. , Mablethorpe Lifeboat Station and Theddlethorpe,

Saltfeet, and Donna Nook C.G. Stations .

Extension from the Head Telegraph Office to the Head Post Office,

Swansea .

North Stack Signal Station and Holyhead C.G.S.

Harwich , Walton -on -the-Naze, and Clacton - on -Sea C.G. Stations.

Stornoway C.G.S. and P.O. with call- bells at Stornoway on Port of

Ness and Portnaguran circuits.

Buckie C.G.S. and P.O. with call - bells at Buckie on Elgin and

Aberdeen circuits , and at Banff on Cullen and Gardenstown circuits .

Laying submarine cables, with the necessary land lines , for

establishing communication between :

Ballinskelligs, Port Magee, and Knightstown ( Valentia) C.G.
Stations .

Carnsore Point , Kilmore, Bar of Lough, Bannow and Fethard

C.G. Stations .

Fethard and Dunmore East C.G. Stations and Waterford P.O.

Lifeboat coxswain's house at Spurn Head and the Kilsea and

Easington C.G. Stations, with local communication at Spurn Head

for calling the Sub- Postmistress .

Helens Bay C.G.S. , Bangor and Groomsport C.G. Stations and

P.O.'s, and Orlock Hill C.G.S.

East Wittering (Cockbush ), Thorney , and Selsea Bill C.G. Stations.

Call-bell and connecting wire at chief officers' quarters, Cadgwith

C.G.S.

Port Logan C.G.S. and P.O., with call- bells at Port Logan and

Stranraer Post Offices.

Call-bells at Southend (Scotland) and at Campbeltown.

Communication between the C.G. Stations and Post Offices at

Ballantrae and Portpatrick, with call-bells at Stranraer, Ballantrae,

and Portpatrick.

Cove C.G.S. and Aberdeen Post Office. This circuit is also con

nected with the Girdleness Lighthouse communication .

Ballyheige C G.S. and Ardfert P.O. , with switch at the latter.

C.G.S. and P.O. at Fenit, with switch at the latter.

Call -bell at Bangor ( Ireland ).

Connections between the Shore Lighthouses and the C.G. Stations

or Post Offices mentionedin the First Report of the Royal Commission,

and also Lundy Island .

As regards the Lightships the Kentish Knock has been selected

as the first to be connected , and the work has been commenced .

The vessel is at present at Yarmouth undergoing repairs, and, while

there, the necessary fittings will be placed on board her.
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The Surveyors' Districts.

NCE more there has been a readjustment of boundaries . A

few years ago the late Mr. Raikes insisted on cutting down

the number of English provincial districts (excluding Liverpool,

Manchester, and Birmingham) from ten to eight, but he died

before the scheme could be carried out, and things soon drifted

back to their former position . The scheme was impracticable, but it

led to a weeding outof the surveying staff and so did good . Then

the Isle of Man and subsequently Birkenhead were put under the

Postmaster of Liverpool , and for the first time one postmaster was

made surveyor over another . After that the Manchester district was

thought too large, and a number of sub-offices were taken away and

made subordinate to other towns ; but soon this district was again

increased by the addition of a head post office, Altrincham . The

next step was to make the Postmaster of Bristol his own surveyor,

and now we see the Liverpool , Manchester , and Birmingham

districts each increased by the addition of several head post offices.

This last move, we presume, is somewhat of an experiment, and its

success must depend, to a large extent, on the class of men selected

to assist in the surveying duties in these three districts . The great

advantage of the system of large surveying districts, each containing

some sixty or seventy head offices, is that it provides for continuity.

Possessing a trained staff of assistants, the surveyor of the district

is in a position to take a broad view of things and treat all alike. In

a small district of six or seven offices, not worked by a trained

surveying staff, there is some danger of a want of continuity, and

a large opening for the personal element which may not impossibly

take the form of transmuting very ordinary geese into the semblance

of swans of surpassing whiteness. But we shall see.

A Directory of Registered Telegrapbic Addresses.

A
new decision has recently been come to on this subject.

The Department has never looked very favourably on the

registered address system as applied to inland telegrams. It was

objectionable from the point of view of revenue and from that of

practical working. None the less the system spread , and it was

inevitable that, with or without official aid , some compilation of the

addresses would be produced for public use . The compilation which

did appear was one published for several years by Mr. H. Sell from

information obtained exclusively from private sources.
There were

many omissions and , it is said, not a few errors, giving rise to very

considerable inconvenience. Still for want of a better the list had to

be used , but the discontent of the business public made itself heard.

It was argued that as the Department had accepted the system it

ought to facilitate its working . After long discussion of this

vexed question , the Postmaster General has authorised publication

of the official register, except of course the addresses of the few

persons who object to their names being given . Mr. Sell's prescriptive
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claims have been recognised by allowing him , on suitable conditions,

to complete his Directory from information officially supplied, but

for a limited period only, after which the Postmaster General reserves

full rights ofdecision as to the future.

The Azores Cable.

E referred in our last number to the successful conclusion of

W regeriacions for thelaying down of acable from Zanzibar

Last year

to the Mauritius ; and we are now able to report that the cable ship

has started for the work. Since then another isolated outpost of

civilisation has been telegraphically connected with the rest of the

world. On the 27th August last the long -delayed cable between

Lisbon and the Azores was opened by the Kingof Portugal , a tele

gram from His Majesty being sent to Fayal , the point where the first

connection of the cable has been made. Negotiations for this cable

have been protracted over a period of some 20 years .

there was keen competition between an English firm and the Societé

Francaise des Telegraphes Sous-Marins for the concession to lay and

work the line. The French Company obtained it, but being unable

to induce the French Government to provide the necessary financial

assistance, they relinquished it, and the line has been laid by their

successful rivals, the Telegraph Construction and Maintenance

Company. The length of the main cable from Lisbon to Fayal is

about 1,140 knots, and that of four sectional cables connecting

islands of the Azores Archipelago is about 72 knots . The main cable

is to be the property of the company, and to be worked o their own

account ; but the branch cables will belong to the Portuguese
Government. Exclusive rights have been granted to the company

to work submarine cables between Portugal and the Azores for 25

years, subject to its keeping its lines in working order ; and on certain

conditions to lay and work cables connecting the Azores with Madeira ,

the Antilles, Porto Rico and Cuba, and with the United Kingdom .

It seems that the cables are to be worked as far as possible by

Portuguese subjects.

The Postmaster-General's 39th Report.

NE effect of the recent relaxations of the rules of the half

penny post has naturally been an increase in the number of

circulars and book -packets. This increase has been as great as

43 millions, or about 8 per cent. on last year's total. The number

of undelivered circulars has increased by 2 millions, or about 25 per

cent. This, of course, is the natural effect of the new redirection

rules.

The staff of the Department has been increased by about 5,700 in

the year, and it is satisfactory that the greater part of these persons

have been added to the established and not to the unestablished

force. For the first time for many years we have some particulars of

the health of the staff. For established officers the average

sick absence in 1892 was 9-5 days for men and 17 days for women.

ON
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The averages for London and Ireland are considerably higher than

for the rest of the United Kingdom. Only two mild cases of small

pox have occurred , and this is a striking piece of evidence in favour

of vaccination .

The average postage on parcels was last year lower than in any

year since 1886—7 , and fell by one-tenth of a penny to 5'28d . The

Post Office share of postage only fell by zod ., so that the good effect

of the Parcel Coach Services in keeping up the Post Office receipts

still continues. The number of inland parcels increased by about

3 millions in the year, not much less than the usual rate. Depression

of trade , however, caused an almost complete stagnation in the

Foreign and Colonial Parcel Post.

The most noteworthy feature of the business of the year is ,

perhaps, the rapid growth of certain of the special kinds of business

recently undertaken. Thus, the Express Service nearly doubled

its work in the year. The special Sunday posting arrangements in

London were more used. Large numbers of letters have been

collected in the experimental boxes attached to tramways at

Huddersfield. Telegraphic money orders have increased by 90 per

cent. The collection of small savings bank deposits in elementary

schools has been adopted in more than 1,900 schools. The only

exception to this uniform progress has been the system of railway

letters , which have not increased. The reason , probably, is that the

the service is such a very special one that the public generally have

not yet realised its existence .

From an administrative point of view the chief changes have been

the improvement in the service from Queenstown for American

mails , the reduction in the transit charges through France and Italy

for the eastern mails by £ 12,000 a year, and the commutation of the

free telegraph message privileges enjoyed by various railway

companies. The tremendous increase in recent years of the tele

grams sent by railway companies without payment had added very

much to the burdens of the Telegraph Service. The Department,

in 1892 , agreed to take over the telephone trunk wires of the United

Kingdom and to further develop the system . One million sterling is

to be spent in the work , which must have an important effect on the

future of the Telegraph Service. The arrangement is just now

exciting much public interest, and its issue seems by no means

certain .

On the whole the report shows a steady growth of general business

in face of rather adverse circumstances , and considerable energy in

the development of new and special branches. The revenue of the

service increased by £ 140,000, but , owing chiefly to improvements

in wages and salaries, expenditure has also increased by £445,000.

American Nails via Queenstown.

HE Postmaster General has been extensively bombarded of

late with questions, deputations, memorials , and other engines

of persuasion in regard to the American mails . Much dust has been
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thrown in the eyes of the public by interested parties , and such of

our readers as may have attempted to understand the matter must,

we fear, have been mystified to distraction. Stripped of irrelevant

issues, however, the question is quite simple, and we now propose to

relieve everybody's perplexity by gathering up the pith of it in a trio

of paragraphs .

THE
HE first point to be borne in mind is that the trouble concerns

the incoming mails only, that is, those from the United States

to England. The mails in the other direction are all right, and

nobody complains about them . The inward or eastward ” mails

are those with which we have to do. Now these eastward mails

( with a few unimportant exceptions) have for years been carried over

the sea by the Atlantic " greyhounds” of three lines of steamers, the

Inman, the Cunard , and the White Star. Until lately the ships of

these three lines invariably stopped at Queenstown on their way

back from America, and then proceeded to Liverpool . Having

arrived at Queenstown the mails and passengers could either be

disembarkedat Queenstown , sent by train to Dublin, and thence by

the regular mail steamer to Holyhead, or they could be taken on to

Liverpool in the Atlantic greyhound. It all depended on whether

the greyhound arrived at Queenstown at a convenient time, so that

the passengers ( if landed and sent by train ) could catch the said

mail boat . If they could , they were disembarked at Queenstown ;

if not , they stayed on board and went to Liverpool in the greyhound.

Now the mail boat from Kingstown to Holyhead starts at 7.25 p.m. ,

and in order to catch it a passenger would have to be landed at

Queenstown not later than 2.10 p.m. Our readers will kindly note

these times. We may remark , in passing, that whenever an Atlantic

greyhound disgorges a multitude of first class passengers at Queens

town , it is, of course , a good thing for the Irish railway and steamboat

companies concerned.

' HIS was the state of affairs when , towards the end of last

year, the Inman line announced their intention of transferring

their headquarters from Liverpool to Southampton , and of sending

their ships direct from New York to Southampton without calling at

Queenstown. This meant a serious loss of traffic to the Irish

companies, and they were afraid the Cunard and White Star lines

might follow the example of the Inman. They therefore looked

about to see if the route across Ireland could not be improved . We

have said that if an Atlantic steamer arrived at Queenstown too late

to land its passengers by 2.10 p.m. , they were carried on to Liverpool .

Well , a proposal was made that in such a case, if the steamer arrived

at Queenstown between certain hours, too late to catch the mail boat

from Dublin to Holyhead, the passengers and mails should never

theless be landed and sent by train to Dublin , and from Dublin to

Holyhead by a special mail boat . By this means the mails would

reach London next day in time for a delivery in business hours ,
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which would not be the case if they were taken to Liverpool by the

Atlantic steamer. So the companies approached the Post Office.

The point was, Would the Post Office andthe Treasury agree to pay

about £130 for each occasion on which this special service was used ,

in view of the benefit to the mail service ? “ But," the Post Office

asked , “ how many such trips will there be in a year ? ” The answer

was that if the arrangement had been in force during the previous

year eleven steamers would have arrived at Queenstown within the

prescribed hours, and the special through service would have been

utilised eleven times. As the Inman line would soon cease to call at

Queenstown, the presumption was that the arrivals between the

prescribed hours would in future be even less than eleven in a year.

* All right,” said the Post Office and the Treasury ; we agree ! go

ahead ! ” And so the new arrangement came into force on the ist

of January, 1893.

ND then, as Mr. Rider Haggard would say , a strange thing

A at
within the prescribed hours were much more frequent than had been

expected . What could be the reason ? Eleven special services were

used up in about 6 months. Was it possible that the ships were

being purposely started from New York at such a time as to arrive

within those prescribed hours ? The Treasury naturally fidgetted. It

was more than they had bargained for. They said , “ Hold ! we can

only allow eleven special services in a year." Then broke out anew

the storm of deputations and memorials . It was contended that the

route across Ireland was better than the direct route to Liverpool by

sea, and it was claimed that it was better even than the Southampton

route. The fate of Ireland and of the whole civilized world quivered

in the balance. Ultimately it was arranged that the special through

service should be continued , but only in the case of steamers

arriving at Queenstown within the prescribed hours on two days of

the week, viz . , Tuesdays and Fridays . This was perfectly satisfactory

to everybody, and so the matter stands at the presenttime. The

arrangement, however, is an experimental one, and will , we under

stand , have to be reviewed at the end of the year . We do not know

whether the £ 130 paid by the Post Office is the entire cost of each

trip. If so , the service must be a pleasant source of profit to the

Irish companies, and we can understand their making a fight for it .

If they get all the passenger and other fares, and the working

expenses are nil, being paid by the Post Office, the “ hinference,” as

is hobvious.”

“ Slang, Slobber, and Slump.”

HERE is a paper published in London called the Weekly

Robert says,

, "
Bellairs . Of this paper and its editor we knew nothing until last

June, when they ran amok at the Post Office Savings Bank. We

then went through a course of Weekly Bulletin from a sense of duty,
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and , after wading through seas of Stock Exchange slang, we arrived

at results. As to Mr. Bellairs and his personal capacity we can

fortunately quote himself. He is one who “ will advise as to invest

ments or things generally of every nature or description .” His readers
know his views on English politics," viz., that as a nation we are

corrupt to the core . Every sixpence that can be cadged for the

benefit of the aristocracy is cadged .” And so on, and so on , and

we can only borrow one of his own elegant expressions and call it all

" utter poppycock ."

And now for his views on the Savings Bank. He arrived at the

fact that the sum deposited in that institution was £120,000,000 ,

whereas almost everybody else knows that it is less than two-thirds

of that amount. He further arrived at the fact that out of the

£120,000,000 no less than £118,000,000 has disappeared . “ In

short, the depositsare appropriations, not deposits. We want to

know where has that £ 118,000,000 gone. Have the Royal Family

spent it, or has Prince Henry of Battenberg got it ? This foreign

hanger-on to bankrupt John Bull has lately fitted out his yacht, and

perhaps the funds came from this source. Has it

been used to redeem an over-issue in Consols ? Was any of it in the

Liberator or in Barker's Bank ? Is any of it in Rupee paper, Brighton

A's, Milwaukees, Lake Shores, Union Pacifics or Readings ? ” and

so on for a page or two of the Weekly Bulletin . And then at last

Mr. Bellairs, being advised by Mr. Lang to consult the Postmaster

General's report and see how the Savings Bank fund was invested ,

discovered , what every one else had always known, that the money

was all in Consols or other British or guaranteed securities; in fact,

more safely invested , probably, than the funds of any other bank in

the world .

But Mr. Kenneth ffarington Bellairs was not the man to take a
back seat. No man ever did who began his name with two little ff's.

So he arranged two lines of defence. First of all , he tried to mix up

the question of the misappropriation of £120,000,000 with the

general banking question ofgold reserve. Thus, “ I have distinctly

and deliberately — and now repeat the charge - declared that the

Government has by one promise or another induced the country

yokel to invest some £ 120,000,000 in hard cash with the Depart

ment, against which the Department can only show a paltry million

or two. Showing a shortage of, say, £, 118.000,000 cash !! a trans

action , taking it in a banking sense , simply infamous.

The Post Office Department ought to day to have £ 5,000,000 to

£10,000,000 in golden sovereigns, and, say, £.25,000,000 to

£ 50.000,000 in securities instantly realisable for cash in America or

France.” Now it is not to be denied that the question of gold

reserve against Savings Bank deposits is a serious one ; it was feebly

discussed in June by the City Press. But what has it to do with

Mr. Bellairs ' original charge thatthe money was embezzled ?

We have reserved to the end the cream of the whole. The money

of depositors is lost because the credit of England is hopelessly gone.
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“ Always remember also , " writes our great authority, “ that I declare

the National Debt will be defaulted upon before long. As I say so

often, I believe every Government we have had for years is as wishy

washy as is Venezuela. ” Moreover , when the House of Lords , “ that

miserable effete body of old twaddlers or youthſul prigs,” throws out

the Home Rule Bill there will be War. And then “ bang will go

Consols and English Railway Stocks . So don't forget

what I write. Get out of your English securities, sell your Consols ,

we shall default upon the National Debt before long." And at last

we hear the conclusion of the whole matter : we should “ choose

Gold Stocks instead,” we should “ go to South Africa, and to South

Africa only ."

Readers ! on the word of a sober civil servant, fasting from all but

sin and bohea, this article is not an elaborate joke ; it is a real repre

sentation of the views expressed in the Weekly Bulletin of the 17th

and 24th June, 1893 , by Mr. Kenneth ffarington Bellairs .

Tbe Loop Line Arbitration.

OR years past a great argument has been going on as to the

payment that should be made by the Post Office for the

conveyance of mails over the little line of railway known as the

“ Loop Line.” It is a short line, four or five miles long, connecting

some of the railway termini in Dublin, and a couple of tons or so of

mails pass over it daily . The difficulty of arriving at an amicable

settlement will be understood when we say that the Post Office offered

£2,000 a year, and the Company wanted £5,500 a year. At last

the matter was referred to arbitration , or, in other words , a judge was

appointed by each side to settle the dispute. The arbitrator selected

by the Post Office was General Webber, and the nominee of the

Company was Mr. J. T. Pim. In case these two gentlemen should

fail to arrive at a decision, Lord Belmore was appointed umpire .

Everybody expected that they would never agree on a verdict, and

that Lord Belmore would have to be called in ; but everybody was

wrong. The case was tried in April last at Dublin , and very soon

afterwards it was announced that an award had been arrived at , and

was lodged under seal in the hands of a solicitor. For some reason

or other neither party was willing at first to take up the award ; but

in July last the result was made known . The amount to be paid is

given in the form of a mileage rate for ordinary trains, and a fixed

payment for special trains, and the upshot of it all is that the Post

Office is to pay the Company about £2,700 a year .

The perforation of Stamps.

QUESTION lately appeared in Notes and Queries as to the

first use of perforation for postage stamps. Many answers

were sent by correspondents, many of whom were eminent Philatelists,

and it is curious to note how extremely wide of the mark they were

Finally , the facts of the case , as set forth in blue - books, were

А
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described by one of our contributors to Mr. Andrew W. Tuer, the

well-known publisher, who thereupon communicated the following

letter to Notes and Queries (8th Series , ii . , November 5th , 1892) :

“ PERFORATION OF STAMPS (8th S., ii . , 127 , 197 , 254, 310).

“ Mr. Henry Archer first submitted his invention of the perforating

machine to the Post Office in 1847 . The invention was approved,

and in 1848 Mr. Archer submitted three different forms of the

machine, each devised to remedy some observed defect. It was not

until 1850 that the various difficulties were overcome , and the inven

tion pronounced successful. Mr. Archer's machine had been offered

to the Government on condition that no compensation or reward was

to be given unless it was approved . In 1851 someperforated stamps

were sold to members of Parliament ; this appears to have been the

first public issue. In 1852 a Parliamentary Committee recommended

the purchase of the invention, and in July, 1853 , Mr. Archer agreed

to accept four thousand pounds, which sum was paid him . Sums of

three hundred , four hundred , six hundred, and two thousand pounds

had been successively offered at earlier dates to Mr. Archer by the

Government and refused. Perforated stamps were first issued to the

post offices for sale in March, 1854. Mr. Archer is said to have

expended nine hundred pounds over his invention, and to have

resided in London for three years in order to perfect it .

“ The value of the perforating machine was due to the following

circumstances :-( 1 ) In 1851 postage was not prepaid on more than

one-half of the letters posted ; the greater convenience of perforated

labels is believed to have led to more general pre-payment and a lessen

ing of the very expensive process of collecting postage on delivery.

( 2 ) The cutting of unperforated sheets destroyed the gum at the

edges of stamps, and many came off letters in transit. ( 3) The usual

way of keeping unperforated sheets was in rolls ; the curved form thus.

given to stamps prevented their sticking . Perforation allowed the

sheets to be folded flat. (4) Time was saved in post offices, sheets

of stamps having no longer to be cut.

“ There seems no doubt that 1851 and 1854 are the respectivedates

of the first limited and general issues of perforated postage stamps.

Many sheets were doubtless perforated in 1848 , but none were issued

before 1851."

A Story of a Letter.

[ This is taken from the New York Evening Post of the 17th August. ]

ISS NELLIE HORTON, of San José , California , wrote a

letter in July last . She addressed it to her lover Charles

R. Hagan, at the house of his parents in Oakland . She stamped it for

“ Special ” ( i.e., “ Express ” ) delivery, and she wrote on the cover ,

“ Do not deliver it to any one except the person addressed, and to

him in person .” At this stage a careful official should state the

contents of the letter ; but if we could do so there would be no story

to tell . The Postmaster of Oakland appears to be a man of an obliging

disposition , and he obeyed the sender's directions. He journeyed

M
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off to find Hagan in person, and not finding him refused to deliver

the letter to his cousins or his aunts. While the letter thus dallied, Miss

Horton followed it up in person . She met Hagan in a street in San

Francisco, and an interview at a lodging-house followed . It termi

nated in a scene often set before us in the States, a report, a rush ,

Hagan on the floor shot dead , and a smoking pistol in Miss Horton's

hand. Then cameout the sending of the letter, which the long suffering
Postmaster of Oakland had meanwhile returned to the Postmaster of

San José , with instructions to return it to Miss Horton herself, and it

was at the San José office that it was apparently lying when the

shooting of Hagan took place.

A tug of -war between the Hagan and the Horton family for the letter

followed, and both postmasters concerned appealed for guidance to

Washington. It has been whispered that not everyone in the chief

office could pass an examination in all the edicts of the Post Office

Circular, and perhaps Washington , like London , is lingering fondly

over the consolidation of its rules. Anyhow , Washington wavered.

It seems that until the late Postmaster-General Wanamaker arose

the rule was that a letter with an endorsement like Miss Horton's

should , after an effort to deliver it to the addressee personally had

been made in vain , be delivered to any person who might reasonably

be considered to be authorised to receive it on his behalf. But an

edict of Postmaster-General Wanamaker had given a sender power

over a letter till delivered, and therefore power over the method of

delivery. So the Postmaster of San José has been ordered to give

the letter only to Miss Horton or her authorised representative.

We are well aware of the propensity of an official to find fault with

red tape which is not his own, but it does seem that here (if the

Evening Post's facts are correct) was a coil which might and

would have been cut in this country by a Secretary of State's warrant,

and it would be interesting to know whether there is really nothing

in the United States which takes the place of that very necessary

instrument .

Miss Horton has all along declined to state the contents of the

letter. Her story is that she wrote it under overmastering emotion

for her lover's eye alone, that when they met they quarrelled, he

struck her , and she fired blindly. Hagan's family suppose the letter

contained some demand with which Hagan would not comply. It

looks as if Miss Horton would keep her secret, and so perhaps save

herself from the gallows.

Universal Penny Postage.

N our January number (p. 3) it was stated that Elihu Burritt first

I
that about 1850-55 the idea was widely spread by means of a series

of envelopes bearing designs with such legends as

“ The World awaits Great Britain's greatest gift - An Ocean Penny

Postage. To make home everywhere and all nations neighbours . "
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A number of these designs are given in Major Evan's interesting

work , A Description of the Mulready Envelope. (London : Stanley

Gibbons, 1891.) We have recently seen a pamphlet on the same

subject, entitled

“ UNIVERSAL PENNY POSTAGE.

One Penny per half -ounce sufficient for Collection , Transport

(irrespective of distance) , and Distribution.

BY WILLIAM HASTINGS,

Formerly Agent for Lloyd's, Algiers , and for the Underwriters of Liverpool and

Hamburg."

It was printed at Huddersfield , in 1866 , was published by Simpkin

Marshall & Co., and was dedicated to the ex-Chairman of the Hudders

field Chamber of Commerce.

In 1865 Mr. Hastings addressed a letter on the subject to Mr.

Gladstone, the Chancellor of the Exchequer . This letter is printed

in full, but unfortunately only one extract from the Treasury reply is

given : — “ The ordinary charge for merchandise is no guidewhatever

to the charge to be made for the conveyance of mails, mail packets,

as distinguished from private ships, being bound to sail on fixed days

at all seasons of the year, and to run at high speed.” Mr. Hastings'

comment on this argument is merely that it is to the interest of all

ship -owners to have fixed days of departure and to keep to them .

On turning to the official papers we find a further argument which

Mr. Hastings has not thought fit to quote, viz. :-“With regard to

the anticipated great increase of foreign and colonial letters which

would result from a large reduction of postage, experience has shown

that no such result takes place ; the amount of correspondence to

distant places being evidentlymuch more dependent on frequency

and certainty of despatch and speed of transmission than on the

amount of postage charged .”

The last part of the pamphlet is entitled “ What ought to be done

at Home, " and is both curious and instructive. “ An objection has

been raised to the reduction to one penny on foreign letters that if

that rate be ample for long distances it must be excessive for inland

letters. No doubt of it , and the Post Office loses enormously by

enforcing it . A uniform penny rate has great merit for its simplicity,

but it does not follow that it isthe best method , or that it is not

susceptible of improvement.” What follows is studiously vague, but

he appears to favour low local rates. It must be borne in mind that

at this time there was no half-penny postage for circulars, the book

post rate being id. per 4 oz.

Aewspapers tben and now.

E have several times referred to the enormous advantage

which a large periodical containing news obtains when,

through being published weekly, it can be registered as a newspaper,

while an exactly similar periodical appearing at longer intervals is by

WE

E E
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law denied the privilege of passing at the newspaper rate. It is not

surprising then that from time to time attempts should have been

made to deceive the department into registering a publication as a

weekly newspaper when in reality it appeared only monthly. But

up to the year 1855 the state of thecase was very different. Previous

to that time all newspapers published at intervals not exceeding 26

days and sold at less than 6d. each , were obliged by law to be printed

on stamped paper, whether sent by post or not. For years a small

but determined band of men waged relentless war on this and other

taxes on knowledge, andin a recently published book , Sixty years of

an Agitator's Life ( Fisher Unwin , London ), Mr. G. J. Holyoake

gives an interesting account of his share in the fray. During the

early part of the Crimean War he published on the first Saturday in

the month Moore's War Chronicle, which was succeeded on the

following Saturday by Collet's War Chronicle. On the third Saturday

appeared Hoppey's War Chronicle, while the name of the paper which

appeared on the fourth Saturday was the Legal War Chronicle.
It soon struck the Board of Inland Revenue as curious that four

separate proprietors of monthly papers should choose Mr. Holyoake

for their publisher, and writs were issued but no action was taken on

them . So to stir up the Board Mr. Holyoake boldly announced that

The War Chronicle would be published weekly. However, the tax

was on its last legs, and nothing was done.

D
URING the debate which preceded the abolition of the duty

( 26th March, 1855 ) Mr. Disraeli said that “ N.E.W.S. ” was

derived from North , Fast, West, and South . A fact from one point
was not news, but a fact from all four was . So next week Mr. Holy

oake began his War Fly Sheet with a new motto :-“Consisting

exclusively of intelligence from the seat of war in the East, and

published in accordance with the recorded and mature judgment of

the Right Hon. Benjamin Disraeli, formerly Chancellor of the

Exchequer, that intelligence from only one point of the compass is

not news.

tReviewing the Revision.

Ε print on page 439 the

Office. It has been eagerly expected for years, and now

that it has come it has caused much disappointment . So far as the

Treasury is concerned it has resulted , or rather, will result , in a saving

of some £7,000 a year, while the number of first division men will

eventually be reduced from 102 to 53. The great complaint about

the revision is that it makes no allowance for the circumstances of

those at the bottom of the list . Perhaps that may be rectified, but

at present the matter may be stated as follows:

It is already seven years since a new man entered the office, and

in all probability fresh blood willnot be required before A.D. 1904 .

Then a fresh clerk will enter who will presumably be 18 years younger

than the man next above him. Journeying upwards very steadily
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and very slowly it is anticipated that in A.D. 1919 these two gentlemen

will be ripe for their first promotion , the one being then 54 and the

other 36. We will not further pry into the dark decrees of fate, but

so far as we can make outthe present junior man will be lucky if he

is not called on to retire before he gets the chance of becoming a

principal clerk !

AS
S regards the promotions themselves, the two last have caused

the most surprise. When Mr. Farnall entered the service he

was next above Mr. Walkley,butwhen the time came for promotion

from the third to the second class Mr. Walkley went over Mr. Farnall's

head, an event which did not cause much surprise. Some years

later , in 1891 , when they both approached the top of that class ,

Mr. Farnall was promoted over Mr. Walkley's head , which again did

not cause any surprise at all . Now, however, these two gentlemen ,

who have so long been playing a little game of leap -frog between

themselves, proceed to practise the same on others, and have each

taken five backs at a jump.

Of Mr. Farnall we need say nothing, but Mr. Walkley is a man of

mark. Possessing energy, ambition ,wit, considerable culture, and

above all a good newspaper style, he is at present the regular dramatic

critic of the Morning Leader and the evening Star, not to mention

the Speaker and Black and White. He also constantly contributes

articles on general subjects to the Illustrated London News, the

Observer, the Sun, the New Review , in addition to one or two

Colonial papers. With so many irons in the fire it is not surprising

if he makes £1,000 a year in addition to his official salary, but the

surprising thing is how a man of by no means strong physique can

do such an amount ofwork in addition to his official duties . This is

indeed a problem . Some answer it by saying that Mr. Walkley is

an exceptional man—which is true but not explanatory — while others

again give the answer which Herodotus would have given in like

circumstances. * The school to which Mr. Walkley belongs does

not , we believe, think very highly of Mr. Clement Scott as a dramatic

critic, but it is worthy of remark that Mr. Scott was for many years

in the War Office, until finding it impossible to harmonise the jingling

of the guineas from two such divergent sources he retired on a

pension in 1879 .

.
HE revision has not been without its humours . Three gentle

men , each of upwards of twenty five years' service, Messrs.

Bonus, Bona, and Bonum, have been told that they must get fresh

Civil Service certificates before they can profit by the revision. This

was found to resolve itself into passing an examination in a dead

language. So they considered the respective claims of Greek,

Hebrew, Pali , Good English , Sanskrit, Cornish, Assyrian , and Volapuk ,

" Wherefore they rode to Vesta's door

I know, but may not tell. " -Lays of Ancient Rome,
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“ Let us

« Ah ! ”

but decided on the whole to try Latin . Then Holywell Street was

ransacked for copies of Henry's First Latin Book, and the dauntless

three renewed their long dropped acquaintance with Balbus, who

was found to be still building that wall ( which Bonus considered

lucky) , and with Caius, who remarked that it was all over with the

army—an observation which struck Bonum as unlucky, until Bona

in his quietest manner proved to him that it was merely irrelevant .

Next they turned their attention to imperious Cæsar, who, though

dead and turned to clay, might , they considered , stop a hole in their

classical armour and keep the wind of adversity away.

decline Casar, ” said Bona, who was the wag of the party.

said Bonum, “ I wish we could,” for he was too busy with his Henry

to see the joke. Then Bonus opened the book and read : Omnis

Gallia divisa est in partes tres ” —All Gaul is divided into three parts .

This seemed ambiguous to the despondent Bonum, but on the whole

the others derived comfort from it . Latin , Bona explained, was

undoubtedly all gall to them, except that portion of it which was

wormwood ; but it was at any rate comforting to know that there

were three of them to divide the bitterness. Bonum was too

depressed to notice the pun, but Bonus saw it and laughed. We

understand that the date of the Examination has not yet been fixed .

It may be put off to the Greek Kalends.

Post Office Clerks' Benevolent fund.

N the 3rd July last , in the Postmaster General's Deputation

Room, a handsome testimonial , consisting of a marble clock

and canteen containing numerous pieces of cutlery, was presented to

Mr.W.F. Copeland, late honorary secretary to the above-named Fund .

Mr. Freeling J. Lawrence, who made the presentation on behalf

of some 500 subscribers, referred to the past services of Mr. Copeland
in very complimentary terms , remarking that having been himself

intimately associated with the work of the Fund he was, he was glad

to say , in a position to acknowledge the unswerving courtesy which

Mr. Copeland extended to every member of the committee, and the

delicacy with which every application for assistance received from

the widows or relatives of some of our less fortunate colleagues was

dealt with . He trusted that Mr. Copeland would have long life to

gaze upon the beautiful things he saw in front of him.

Mr. Copeland, in reply, said it was especially gratifying to him to

know that his efforts for 16 years had been so appreciated, and that

the silent way in which the work of the Fund had been conducted

approved of. The post of secretary was in no sense a sinecure, as

no doubt his successor had already realised, but all his labours were

amply repaid by the token of appreciation which the subscribers had

so generously given, and by the presence there of some of the Fund's

oldest and staunchest supporters, including that of two ladies who

now represented a considerable portion of subscribers.

It was subsequently moved and carried “ That in view of the large

increase of subscribers from the Savings Bank they be represented
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on the committee by three members instead of two." We understand

that subsequently Mr. Copeland was chosen to fill the place thus

created .

United States Aotes.

TNDER a law which was passed in 1888, a postman's working

day was fixed at eight hours a day for seven days, and it was

enacted that if any letter carrier is employed a greater number of

hours a day than eight he shall be paid extra for the same in propor

tion to the salary now fixed by law . This law has been construed by

the postal authorities to mean fifty -six hours' work a week , taking

short days with long ones, but the letter carriers took a case before

the United States Supreme Court , which has just decided that they

are entitled to overtime on any day on which they are called on to

work more than eight hours.

HE “

TH
spoils ” system hardly tends to develop public morality, if

we may judge by what the American Press has to say about

the matter. The following, for instance, is from the New York

Evening Post of July 12th :

“ Another abuse has been discovered , petty in itself, but of large

aggregate dimensions, inside of the postal service. Some of the fourth

class postmasters keep country stores, and have a good part of their

smallsupplies sent them by mail . Their instructions to their buyers

are to wrap the goods in a sealed package and attach a two- cent

stamp. This insures the forwarding of the package . When it

arrives, if the forwarding postmaster happens to have overlooked the

' rating up,' the postmaster-shopkeeper omits to attach any due

stamps, and thus gets his freightage free. If the forwarding post

master, however, has noticed the overweight and rated up the package ,

the receiving postmaster cancels the necessary due- stamps, charges

the cancellations on his quarterly account, and draws his pay
in com

missions under the law which makes the cancellation record of a

fourth-class office determine thecompensation of the postmaster ; and

thus again he gets his freightage free. One female postmaster has

been found who hashad her laundry parcels shipped to her in this

manner every week for a long time, and at the time of the discovery
was making preparation to go into a considerable express business on

her own account , by hiring out her official privileges to some of her

favourite neighbours."

IN
N the United Service Magazine for August is an interesting article

on the United States Post Office, by Mr. J. C. Willdey, of the

L.P.S., who has already written articles in the same magazine on the

French and German Post Offices.

.br. francis Abbott.

E regret to announce the death of this gentleman, who,

Whoughtlong retired from the servicesislyiewentfemembered
by many. Born at Exeter in 1801 , he entered the Secretary's Office ,,
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London, in 1822. In 1846 he was appointed Secretary of the Post

Office in Scotland , from which position he retired on a pension in

1868. Mr. Abbott's father was an amateur artist of considerable

talent , and his name appears in the catalogues of the early part of

the present century as an honorary memberof the Royal Academy.

His son Francis inherited his love of art, and visited every great

museum in Europe except St. Petersburg. He possessed a large
and valuable collection of original drawings by old masters, prints,

etchings, engravings, and books on art . He was a Fellow of the

Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, and for many years a member
of the Board of Manufactures.

He was essentially a civil servant of the old school. The fine

manners that come as much from the innate sense of true courtesy

as from gentlemanly birth, the determination to uphold the dignity

of his office at all points, the dislike of change, ofinnovations, of new

ways leading he knew not whither—these were all marked character

istics of the late chief of the Scottish Post Office. Too conservative

in his instincts, probably, for the bustle of these modern days, he was

admirably suited for the times when he held sway ; and by firm

discipline no less than by kindness, by honest, constantwork no less

than by unfailing urbanity and courtesy, he worthily upheld the best

traditions of theCivil Service, and did true and faithful work for the

great department in which he held so high a place.

It maybe mentioned that a very good bust of Mr. Abbott, by his

own hand, adorns the lobby of the Secretary's Office in Edinburgh.

IN

br. wm . wubittingbam.

N the language of Koko, there are many individuals in the

Post Office service who “ never would be missed - yes, they

never would be missed ” ; but this cannot be said of Mr. W.

Whittingham , the chief clerk of the Liverpool Post Office, who now

goes into retirement after a service of forty -one years. In 1852 he

joined the London Staff of the Electric Telegraph Company, and in

1860 he was transferred as manager to the office in Castle Street,
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Liverpool , the site of which was afterwards occupied by the

Commercial Bank. He came over at the transfer and took service

under Mr. Banning, who was then Postmaster of Liverpool . He

takes with him into his retirement the heartiest good wishes of all

his old colleagues and friends ; and we have much pleasure in

presenting our readers with his portrait.

An Old Post Office Man.

HE publication of Memini ; or, a Mingled Yarn recalls the fact

that its genial, not to say rollicking, author , Mr. M. O'Connor

Morris, was at one time a member of “ Ours.” He is the son of an

Irish parson and landowner , and one of his grandfathers was Mr.

Maurice O'Connor, of Gurtnamorra . Mr. Morris was born at Sea

View, near Dublin , and received his early education partly at home,

partly at aschool in Worcestershire, and eventually graduated at

Worcester College , Oxford. After leaving college, he obtained an

appointment in the Post Office, and was thence promoted to the

Deputy- Postmastership of Jamaica ; but he was deprived of his post

when the department was transferred to the Colonial Office, under

circumstances which had been described as “reflecting some dis

credit on the two parties chiefly concerned in the transaction, viz . ,

the authorities of the Post Office and the Lieutenant-Governor of

Jamaica, but none whatever on Mr. Morris," who appears to have

been very hardly used on the occasion . Since then , Mr. Morris has

spent most of his time in his native country, and has long been known

to readers of the Field as “ Triviator,” the Man at theCross-Roads .

He has a passion for hunting, and we can hardly conceive any man

similarly constituted in this respect who will not eagerly devour the

pages of this book , which are crammed full of good stories about the

noble sport. But the volume has attractions for the general reader

as well, and the somewhat lengthy introduction , written in a country

of topsy -turvey-dom by one whose literary life last year was " topsy

turveyed by a couple of untoward accidents and a prostrating attack

of influenza and bronchitis," is comical beyond description.

Among the good stories inthe book is onefrom Jamaica, in which

the Chief Justice of the Island , proposing to adjourn his court from the

Wednesday in Passion Week to the “ following Friday,” was met by

the Attorney General with this withering reply : " Certainly, your

Honour, you may adjourn the court till next Friday, if you please to do

so ; but I can tell you that no Judge has ever ventured to hold his court

on that awful day since Pontius Pilate." A highlander, “ by lineage

and lingo," on one occasion made a speech in the House of Assembly

of so extraordinary a character as regards sound that it could only

be rendered phonetically in the local paper, and this so enraged the

Gael that he swooped down on the editorial sanctum , and after

cutting out the offending extract , compelled the unhappy editor to
eat and swal his own words, under pain of being brained with a

cudgel . Passing from Jamaica to Ireland, we read of a family of

some note in Cavan whose four sons were so addicted to hunting,
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shooting, fishing, and gardening, that their neighbours christened

them, respectively, “ Nimrod , ” Ramrod, ” “ Fishing-rod,” and

“ Pearod."

A more entertaining, not to say enthralling, book than Memini

could hardly be. It contains the reprint of “ A Model Electioneering

Bill,” sent in to Sir Mark Somerville after a contested election which

probably took place about 1786, which still hangs in Somerville

House, County Meath, and is well worth reproduction did space

permit. The second item is intensely funny : “ To eating 15 Free

holders below stairs, and two Priests after supper, is to me £, 2 155. 9d . ”

Mr. Morris is no discredit to a department which has produced not

a few literary men of note, from Anthony Trollope (another mighty

hunter) downwards. His book, if not one of the deepest, is certainly

one of the most diverting which has appeared for a long time, and,

unl.ke most “ deep ” books , it will bear reading a second and even

a third time .

R. W. J.

知

(- / N.A.B.

LANCASTER Post Office ,

The Lancaster Office.

F the facade of the new Post Office at Lancaster is a little out of

the ordinary run of Mr. Tanner's elevations, this result is due

merely to the fact that the Old Savings Bank, with its tall columns,

has been bought up and utilised. No attempt, however, seems to

have been made to harmonise the two portions. The style of the

IF
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old part is Ionic with variations, that of the new is the usual box-of

bricks style so dear to the Office of Works.

“ Desinit in piscem mulier formosa superne. "

This is one of those things which they seem, according to Mr.

Bruce, to manage better in Germany.

Music.

OYAL Wedding Song ( copies to be had of Mr. C. Woolhouse,

Music Publisher, 81, Regent Street, W.).

We have received from Natal a copy of a “ Royal Wedding Song ”

composed by Mrs. Bainbridge, the wife of Mr. H. B. Bainbridge,

Chief Clerk in the Pietermaritzburg Post Office. The music, a solo

and chorus, breathes a simple melody, and the words, written by

Miss Stead, express a simple loyalty. Mr. Sydney Beckley and the

members of the Post Office Musical Society should be interested in

this composition , which has already had public audience at one of

the Santley Concerts ” given last August by the Pietermaritzburg

Philharmonic Society. There comes into our hands at the same

time a batch of programmes of concerts, instrumental and vocal ,

given at the new town hall of Pietermaritzburg , which prove that

the works of the greatest European composers are now familiar in

the recent home of the Zulus. Verily the art of music is cultivated

and the sentiment of loyalty is fostered at the ends of the earth and

on the confines of this Empire, and the presentation of this song

from a South African Post Office to the Post Office in St. Martin's-le

Grand constitutes a case of “ Hands across the Equator. "

Shrewsbury.

HE Recreation Society's cricket team is meeting with great

success this summer, for, at the time of writing, out of 12

matches played 9 have been won. The batting prize, kindly offered

by the surveyor of the district ( Mr. Turner ), acts as an incentive to

regular attendance at practice and to careful wielding of the willow

in matches.

THI

WITH
ITH the view of enlivening the monotonous lot of the post

men and telegraph messengers, the postmaster ( Mr. F. E.

Adams) has organized and conducted a frequent march out to the

residences of gentlemen in the neighbourhood, who have extended a

most cordial welcome and have also provided the party with liberal

refreshments. The detachment numbered about 40 on each occa

sion , and was accompanied by the telegraph messengers' drum and

fife band, which, although it has only been in existence for six

months, is able to render very pleasing selections of music . The

outings are immensely popular with the men and boys .

N the 13th June, a number of the members of the Recreation

a
most delightful excursion to the charming hill which is the pride of
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Salopians, and the admired of all lovers of ancient landmarks—the far

famed Wrekin . For those who were not adepts in the terpsichorean

art, the extensive views of the fertile Severn valley, and seventeen

counties, which are obtainable when the atmospheric conditions are

as favourable as they were on the occasion of the society's trip ,

proved agreeably attractive ; and when the party returned to Shrews

bury, at 9 p.m., all were unanimous in pronouncing the outing a
decided success .

BOUT 50 postmen and telegraph messengers, headed by the

A
procession which preceded a free fête on the Royal Wedding Day,

and they were subsequently inspected by Colonel Carey ( commanding

the 53rd Regimental District) and Admiral Jenkins, both of whom

highly complimented the postmaster on the neat appearance of his
detachment.

RRANGEMENTS are already in progress for holding a class

A

IN

and it will no doubt be as largely attended as the one held early this

year.

Bristol.

N our April number we mentioned that the Sub- Postmasters of the

Bristol district had formed an association which at the time

rather puzzled us. We have now received a copy of the rules, from

which it appears that the objects are ( 1 ) the promotion of the interests

of its members in relation to the Post Office, and ( 2 ) social inter

course among its members and with others in the postal service .

The subscription is 25. a year for money order offices and is . for

non-money order offices. That the society is fulfilling at least one

of its objects is shown by the fact that it recently chartered a steamer

and took 350 members and friends to Ilfracombe and back. Mr.

Newton, the chairman, made a speech, and Mr. J. S. Gover, the

honorary secretary, got many congratulations on the success of the

day. Mr. Tombs is certainly to be congratulated on the various social

phases which he is adding to postal life in Bristol . Like the Postmaster

of Shrewsbury, he evidentlybelieves in esprit de corps, and endeavours

strenuously to promote it. We wish such efforts every success .

Rouge et Hoir.

N a recent issue of the Financial Observer occurred the following

remarkable paragraph : - “ Red tape is not always so black as

it is painted by the irate newspaper subscriber.”

Of course it isn't . Red tape is originally red, and that is why it

makes the taurine newspaper contributor irate . It is not till he has

shed his ink over it that it becomes black . But why a newspaper

should deliberately make itself the home of a human cuttlefish is a

problem which the Financial Observer leaves severely alone.

IN
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Odds and Ends.

ANY of our readers will doubtless be interested to learn that

the remains of the late Mr. Edward Graves have been

removed from the cemetery at Hammersmith, where they were

interred on the 12th November last, to the Brompton Cemetery.

The grave is in the central avenue, and the memorial placed above

it by the colleagues and friends of the deceased in the G.P.O. suitably

marks the site. This memorial takes the shape of a large Irish Cross

in Sicilian marble, with a base of the same stone. The cross bears

the following inscription :

TO THE MEMORY OF

EDWARD GRAVES ,

Late Engineer-in -Chief of Her Majesty's Post Office Telegraphs.

Born February 25th , 1834. Died November 9th, 1892.

This Monument is erected by his ues and friends in the General

Post Office in token of their high esteem and regard .

Mrs. Graves desires to express her sincere thanks, through the

columns of St. Martin's, to the. donors of this beautiful monument

to her late husband's memory.

A
FRENCH lady recently complained of the loss of a number of

newspapers. The Sub -Postmaster of the village where she

lived was instructed to communicate with her and ask her the titles

of the newspapers. He did so, and reported the names of the papers

as follows:

“ Ils me manquent,” “ Plusieurs," " Journaux.”

The Head-Postmaster sent on the report to the Secretary in all

good faith , French being apparently unknown in his office .

*

A
TERRA-COTTA statue of the late Mr. Fawcett was presented

to the public by Sir H. Doulton on the 16th June last. It

stands on the site of Fawcett's house in Vauxhall Park , and bears the

following inscription :
IN MEMORY OF

HENRY FAWCETT.

Born 26th August, 1833 ; died 6th November, 1884.

After losing his sight by an accident at the age of 24 , be became Professor

of Political Economy in the University of Cambridge, Member of four Parlia .

ments, and from 1880 to 1884 Her Majesty's Postmaster-General.

His inexorable fidelity to his convictions commanded the respect of

statesmen .

His chivalrous self-devotion to the cause of the poor and helpless won the

affections of his countrymen and his Indian fellow -subjects.

His heroic acceptance of the calamity of blindness has left a memorable

example of the power of a brave man to transmute loss into gain , and to wrest

victory from misfortune.

1893.

Given by GEORGE TINWORTH ,

Sir HENRY DOULTON . Sculptor.
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WE
E are glad to observe that under the Home Rule Bill as

finally revised in the House of Commons the Irish Post

Office was to remain under the control of the Postmaster-General .

Both financially and from a federal point of view this was clearly the

right thing to propose , the only argument in favour of separation

being the patronage question .

IN
N May or June last somebody sent us a copy of a little publication

called Mercury's Missives. It had no date on the title page ,

and as it looked fresh and clean we naturally supposed that it had

only just come out, and we reviewed it accordingly. Since then we

have been told that it appeared ever so many years ago. Now, who

did this ? If he confesses at once, we will let him off with something

mild , say boiling oil ; but if he doesn't , let him beware, for our

intention is to scrape his bare back with a porcupine of red-hot hair

pins .

THE

M

HE Savings Bank Bill , with slight amendment, is passing

through Parliament as we go to press. We will give an

account of its provisions in our next number.

Answers to Correspondents.

ONTY is of opinion that our ideas on esprit de corps are

not wide enough . He would prefer the formula esprit de

corps de l'humanité. Now esprit de corps assumes the existence

of persons outside the corps, and consequently the proposed

phrase is absurd unless indeed the monkeys are likely to become

dangerous. Except, therefore, as an antidote to a simian reaction

(or return to type) the proposed phrase would be equivalent to esprit

de l'humanité, and would in no way interfere with our position.

Parturient mountains (we would remind our friend) have ere now

produced muscipular abortions, and the auditor who compares

incipient grandeur with final vulgarity is (as Horace Smith remarked)

reminded of the pious hawkers of Constantinople (not , we believe ,

now included in the Ottoman estimates) who solemnly perambulate

her streets exclaiming, “ In the name of the prophet - figs."
*

ANGIORA, N. 2. - We have sent you a Graphic of July ist ,

which is the best we can do. The cost is is . , which you will

no doubt send us. In future we must ask you to forward the

estimated cost in advance .

“ IT
T has struck me," writes C. M. K. , “ that it is a very great pity

that the old coaching prints and pictures relating to the early

days of the Post Office should be allowed to be bought up and in many
instances be removed from the country . It would not, I think, be

too late even now to form a collection of these, which would, I am
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sure, prove very interesting to the numerous visitors to the General

Post Office. I would like to suggest to the trustees of the

Rowland Hill Benevolent Fund that a portion of their invested

funds should be set aside with the object of carrying out this idea, as I
feel certain that by making a small charge, or by inviting the

visitors to contribute on seeing the pictures, a very useful addition
to the income to the Society would be assured . If it is not

possible for a portion of the monies of the Society to be used for

such a purpose I have described , I think that an appeal might be
made to the public .

[It was Mr. Tombs, we believe, who at the time of the Postal

Jubilee, first suggested that we should have a postal museum in

London similar to that existing at Berlin . If such a museum were

started , it would contain, no doubt, many prints, but we do not think

that prints alone would be particularly attractive . ]

R.
W. – We are much obliged for what you sent us, and have

put it by for future use . But you really must not be angry if

we do not at once publish the anecdotes we receive. Many of them

will keep very well . We have Capern's poems, but we are sorry that

we cannot tell you the value of old stamps.

C. Jones (Bermuda).- Thanks for your letter . We fear we

know nothing about stamp-collecting. You might communi

cate with Messrs. Stanley Gibbons, Strand , London, or Mr. Palmer

of the same address.

A.

*

E
VERY year, about this time, we receive several applications

from subscribers who have undertaken to lecture on the

Post Office, and want to know what books to get . We would reſer

all such to the Postmaster General's annual report, the article “ Post

Office ” in the last edition of the Encyclopadia Britannica, part

75, 75. 6d.; Dr. Birkbeck Hill's Life of Sir Rowland Hill (2 vols . ,

De la Rue, 1880) ; Leslie Stephen's Life of Fawcett ; Lewin's Her

Majesty's Mails (out of print) ; The Royal Mail, by J. W. Hyde

(Simpkin Marshall & Co. , 1889) ; A Hundred Years by Post, by the

same author (Sampson Low & Co. , 1891 , is . ) ; and The London

Postal Service of To-day, by R. C. Tombs (privately printed, 1891 ) .
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Our Dinner.

T a small dinner of some of our leading supporters and con

, in
that the next dinner should be thrown open to all the officers of the

General Post Office. Moreover, the opinion was held by more than

one speaker that we might be the means of instituting a really

representative Post Office dinner, and that under our banner all the

scattered departments, branches, and offices might unite for at least

one evening. We are now happy to say that this idea is in process

of realization . It is our intention to hold such a dinner at the

Criterion, in London, on Wednesday, November 29th , and we invite

the attendance of every post officer in the countrywho is interested

in our welfareand in that of the great Department which he serves .

Mr. Lewin Hill has consented to take the chair, and from the list of

stewards, which we publish below, it will be seen that we have the

support of an exceptionally large number of heads of departments,

postmasters, and surveyors . Our list of stewards is by no means

complete, and we have published the under-mentioned names at the

present moment in order to show our readers how thoroughly

representative of the whole of the General Post Office the dinner is

likely to be. The occasions have been so rare when Post Office men

have been able to meet each other in this way that we feel sure there

are numbers of our brother officers who will avail themselves of the

present opportunity to eat and drink with us and with their brethren

in other departments. There have been of late years increased

facilities provided for officers to meet in a social way, and the various

smoking concerts and conversaziones which have been held since the

Jubilee of Penny Postage have only served to stimulate our appetites ,

and we think a representative Post Office dinner will be atleast a

novelty. Those of our readers who have at any time attended one

of the annual dinners of the United Kingdom Postal and Telegraph

Benevolent Society, or of the Savings Bank Department, will agree

with us in our opinion that festivities of this sort are productive of

much good to the Society in the one case and to the Department in

the other. And our aim is to do the same for the whole of the

General ost Office.

The price of tickets will be 6/- each to all applying on or before

the 31st October. After that date the price will be 7/6.
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All applications, which must be accompanied by crossed cheques or

postal orders, should be made to the Hon. Sec. of the Dinner Com.

mittee,

EDWARD BENNETT,

Savings Bank Department ,

or to any of the following gentlemen :

A. M. Ogilvie , S.O.

S. GRANVILLE, C.E.B.

W. CODRINGTON, R.A.G.O.

H. C. SOMERS, L.P.S.

W. F. EVANS, M.0.0.

Preliminary List of Stewards.

Chairman - Lewin Hill .

Musical Director - Sydney Beckley.

A. Turnor, C.B. J. Manson, M.0.0.

H. Joyce, C.B. C. W. Hartung

J. C. Lamb, C.M.G. , S.O. C. D. Lang, S.B.

G. W. Smyth E. A. Poole

J. Ardron A. Belcher

L. Bridger G. A. F. Rogers

A. E. Chambre E. Stirling Coyne

A. M. Mackintosh T. M. Plucknett

T. Eardley Wilmot J. Reynolds

R. Bruce J. C. Badcock, L.P.S.

F. Podmore A. Pamphilon

H. S. Carey E. A. Sanderson

F. Wickham H. C. Somers

H. Higgs W. V. Inman

H. F. Smart J. Downes, R.C.o.

H. Price, Regr . H. J. Draper

J. Philips, C.E.B. J. Hookey, Tels .

W. G. Gates F. E. Evans

J. Lyle Smith J. Jenkin

R. Hunter, Solr . C. E. Stewart

G. A. Yeld , Sur. H. C. Fischer, C.T.O.

W. S. Kerswill , W. D. Herbert, W.C.D.O.

W. S. Rushton F. Hill , S.W.D.O.

F. Salisbury T. C. Brooks , Richmond

B. W. Seton ( Surrey)

R. A. Egerton F. Braid , Glasgow

R. O'C. Deane, Ass . Sur. R. C. Day, Dublin

W. A. D. Evanson H. Harley , Manchester

A. G. Babington J. W. Hyde, Edinburgh

T. R. Ling R. W. Johnston , Hastings

P. Benton, R.A.G.o. R. C. Tombs, Bristol

C. A. King J. G. Uren, Maidstone

C. Prall F. Wight, Birmingham

R. B. Hughes J. Wilson, Derby
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Postmasters Appointed.

TOWN. NAME. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

Alford

Christchurch

Clevedon ...

Coventry ...

:
:
:

Derby

.
.
.

.
.

...Epping

Exeter ܙ.

Kendal

Launceston

J. Lowans... Pn . E.D.O., 1868 ; Hd. Pn. , 1873 ;

Ms. Sol. Off., 1843

Miss M. C. Fuller

T. Nichols ... S. C. & T. , Clevedon , 1883

E. S. Adams Cl. , Mail Off., 1857 ; R.A.G.O.,

1870 ; Pmr., Leamington , 1871 ;

Exeter, 1892

J. Wilson Cl. , Dumfries, 1866 ; Sup. , Liver

pool, 1884 ; Ch. Sup ., 1890 ;

Pmr. , Preston, 1892 ; Exeter ,

1893

Mrs. Haddon

J. Irish Clk ., Bridgwater,'58 ; Taunton , 66 ;

Plymouth, 67 ;. Pmr. , Bridg

water, '71; Northampton, '89

J. Byrne Mag. Tel. Co., 1860 ; I'mr., Wor

kington, 1889

F. Wood Elec. Tel. Co., 1868 ; ist Cl. T.,

Exeter, 1877

Mrs. J. L. Sargent

Miss R. L. Hayward. S. C. & T. , Mitcham

Mrs. Owen

J. Milton S.B., '62 ; Sur . Cl . , '77 ; As. Sur. '87

E. Francis ... Cl., Liverpool, 1855 ; Halifax, 1859 ;

Leeds, 1864 ; Pr. Cl . , Birming.

ham , 1866 ; Pm. , Halifax, 1867

C. Lucas Elec. Tel . Co. , 1866 ; T. , Leicester ,

1875 ; Cl . (T. ) , 1891

T. Freeman 1861 ; CI . , Shrewsbury, 1865 ; Ch.

Cl., '81 ; Ch . Cl ., Stafford,' 89

I. Poole Cl. , Whitehaven, 1871 ; Ch . Cl . ,

Kendal, 1887

W. F. Inglis

J. MacInnes

Miss J. L. McPherson. S. C. & T. , Dalkeith , 1883

W. White ... T., Glasgow, 1882 ; Ist Cl . , 1890

Mrs. M. Buckley

Ledbury ...

Mitcham ...

Mountain Ash

Northampton ...

Preston

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.Royston ...

Wisbech ...

.
.
.

.
.
.

Workington

...Auchterarder

Broadford

Dalkeith ...

Irvine

Fermoy
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Retirements.

LONDON.

NAME, APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE,

...

F. E. Baines, C. B. As. Sec. , 1881 ... 1855 ; Sur. Gen. for T., ' 75

J. M. Lainé . 2nd Cl. Cl . , S.O., 1892 Inld . Rev., '81 ; S.O. , '83

A. Parmiter Ist C ). En . , 1887 Elec. Tel. Co. , '59 ; In ., '70

F. M. Keith ... 2nd Cl. En. , 1882 T., Edinburgh, '70 ; E. in

C.O. , 1879

*G. Wiseman ... Ist Cl. T. , C.T.O. From Subm . Tel. Co., '89

Miss B. Fremlin ist Cl. T., C.T.O., 1873 ... Elec. Tel. Co. , 1857

Miss E. Canter 2nd Cl . Cl . , C.H.B. 1887

J. Ramsay Ist Cl. Ex., R.L.O., 1892. D.L.O., 1853; C.D., 1859 ;

R.L.O. , 1867

L, H. Brooks 2nd Div. Cl . , S. B. 1875

* Miss E. M. Thurgood .. 2nd Cl. Cl . , S. B. Sr., P.O.B., '87 ; Cl. S. B. ,

1892

tG. Smith P.C. , Cir. Off ., 1889 S.O., 1845; I.O. , 1846 ;

L.D.O., '47 ; In . Cl . , '77

B. Frend Cl. , Cir. Off., L.P.S.D. 1852

E. Holbech 1862

...

...

.
.
.

PROVINCES.

J. Fisher

J. Wilson

F. G. Furse

J. Campbell

G. Westmorland

+1. Holmes

...

J. Dixon

E. Hollingworth ...

Pmr. , Barrow -in -Furness .. 1860

Ist Cl . S.C. , Birmingham . 1852

Ci. , Cardiff 1856

Ist Cl. S.C., Derby... 1873 ; Ist Cl. , 1887

Pmr. , Chorley, 1891 Sr., Bir’ham , '58 ; S.C. , '71

Pmr., Coventry, 1888 R.A.G.O. , 1847 ; Cl . in C. ,

1855 ; Pmr. , Shrews .

bury , 1886

Pmr. , Kendal, 1871 ... Cl. , Kendal , 1855

2nd Cl. As. Sup. ( T. ), Mag. Tel. Co.,'55 ; G.P.O.,

Manchester 1870 ; As. Sup ., 1890

Ist Cl. T. , Manchester Elec. Tel . Co. , 1861

Ist Cl. As. Sup. ( P. ) , Man. Sr. , 1859 ; Cl . , 1868

chester, 1890 ..

As. Sup. ( P. ) , Sheffield

Pmrs., Auchterarder 1872

As. Sup. (T. ) , Cork ... Mag. Tel . Co. , 1857

I'mr. , Naas 1865

J. Standen

G. R. Tratt .

1854E. Gregory

Miss M. C. Stewart

J. Cussen

Miss M. E. Atkinson

Gratuity. + Over 65 years.

F F
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Promotions.

LONDON.

NAME. APPOINTMENT, PREVIOUS SERVICE .

W. W. R. Powell ...

W. J. Edwicker

A. L. De Lattre

J. W. Groves ...

F. H. MacHugh

J. Cowans

T. J. West

...

... ...

...W. Noble

A. J. McD. Murray

>

99

J. A. Steele

A. Rose ...

J. W. Barber...

R. H. Black ...

Sur., North Mid. Dist. S.B. , 1867 ; Sur. Cl . , 1877 ;

As. Sur. , 1891

Ist Cl. Paper -keeper,

Registry, S.O. ... 3rd Cl . , 1878 ; 2nd Cl . , 1880

Shthd .Wrtr. & Draughts- T., Birmingham , 1886 ; Ju.

man , E. in C. O. Cl. , E. in C.O.,1891

As. Sup. En. , E. in C.O. U. K. Tel.Co., 1865 ; R.Cl.,

1878 ; 2nd Cl. En., 1885 ;

Ist Cl . , 1892

Ist Cl. En. , E. in C.O. 1871 ; 2nd Cl. En . , 1878

1870 ; 2nd Cl . En. , 1878

Elec. Tel . Co., 1865 ; 2nd Cl.

En. , 1883

2nd Cl. En. , Tel. , Aberdeen, 1877

Tel. , Glasgow , 1884 ; Ju. Cl. ,

E. in C.O. , 1884 ; Senr.Cl.,

1891

1881 ; C.T.O., 1885 ; Ju . Cl.,

E. in C.O., 1885

Senr. Cl.. Sup. En. Off., | Tel., Glasgow , 1874 ; Ju. Cl. ,

E. in C.O.... E. in c.0. , 1881

Ist Cl . Ju. Cl. , Sup . En . Tel., Stockton-on - Tees,1877 ;

Off ., E. in C.O. 2nd Cl . Ju. Cl . , E. in C.O.,

1891

T., Edinburgh, 1885 ; 2nd Cl.

Ju. Cl . , E. in C.O., 1891

2nd Cl. Ju . Cl., Sup. En.

Off., E. in C. O. Tel. , Birmingham , 1890

Tel., Stockton -on - Tees, 1885;

North Shields, 1886

R.C.,Low .Sec . , E.in C.O. T., Cardiff, 1888 ; Ju . Cl . , E.

in C.O., 1891 ; R.C., Low .

Sec. ( East Dean), 1892

R.C., Low . Sec. ( East

Dean ) , E. in C.O. T., Edinburgh, 1883

Senr. T. , C.T.O.... From Subm . Tel. Co., 1889.

Ist Cl. T. , C.T.O. From Subm. Tel. Co. , 1889

Ist Cl. Ex. , R. L.O. S.B. , 1881 ; S.O. , 1883 ; Cl. ,

R.L.O., 1889

2nd R.A.G.O., 1885 ; Cl . , R.L.O.,

1892

Cl. , R.L.O. ... B.C., S. B. , 1886 ; R.A.G.O.,

1890

Copyist , S.O., 1891 ; Cl. ,

R.A.G.O. , 1892

Storekeeper, Pst .St.Dpt 1868 ; Overseer, 1879 ; As.

Storekeeper, 1891

1874 ; Overseer, 1879

1874 ; Overseer, 1883

AS. Sup., Cir . Off. L.P.S. F.B., 1870 ; 3rd cí. Cik. ,

C.O. , 1885

R. A. Weaver...

J. V. Elliott ...
9 )

W. J. Medlyn

W. C. Clutterbuck

C. H. Müller

F. L. Tharatt

H. J. Draper...

H. Burr ...

N. L. Hubert

.
.
.

W. H. Broan

.
.
.

E. G. Chart

.
.
.

.
.
.

As....H. W. King

W. Curtis

E. Cane ...
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NAME . APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

H. Turrell ...

J. A. Hyde

A. A. White ...

J. P. McCanna

W. W. Thirkell

Miss M. G. Boys

Miss A. J. Pearce

F. W. Halfpenny ...

S. Russell

1870

A. G. Rutt

F. J. Inwood

W. Mullins

F. A. E. Williams ...

2nd Cl. Clk. C.O. , L.P.S.S.B., 1881 ; C.E.B. , 1886;

C.O .; L.P.S., 1887

Ist Cl. Clk . , Sor. Off., S.C.,L'pool, 1875 ; Cik.C.O .;

Cir. Off., L.P.S. L.P.S. 1891

Senr.Cm . & T .,S.W.D.O. 1871

IstCl.Cm . &T. , W.D.O. 1881

E.C.D.O. 1883

S.W.D.0 . 1881

Ealing ... 1884

Supervisor ofApparatus, 1856; 2nd Cl , Apparatus Ex. ,
L.P.S. 1880

Ist Cl. Apparatus Ex, 1871 ; 2nd Cl. App. Ex.,
1888

1870 ;

2nd Cl.

1871

3rd Cl. Cik . , Cont . Oft., Boy Cik. M. O. O. , 1880 ;
L.P.S. Člk. S.B. , 1883

Tel. C.T.O., 1880 ; Cik . S.B. ,

1883

Clk. S.B., 1884

Clk. R.A.G.O., 1891

Copyist S. O., 1889 ; Clk.

R.A.G.O. , 1892

Tel. , Leeds, 1882

S.C. , Huddersfield , 1887

Copyist, S. O. , 1886 ; As.

Cík . , 1893

Cir. Off.... S. C. & T., Newton Abbot,

’83 ; Kingston -on - Thames,

1884 ; Plymouth , 1890

S.C. , Portsmouth , 1884

Stamper, Edinburgh, 1880
Clerk , N.D.O. Clk . , S. B. , 1885

F. Sykes ...

T. Deacon

W. J. Woolley

H. J. Howard i
i

:

:
:
:

97

F. W. Rhodes

J. H. Greenwood

W. A. Soyer ...

:
:
:

:
:
:

F. James...

.
.

.
.
.

99E, A. Rowe

P. Chamberlain

W. F. Chessall

:
:
:

PROVINCES.

OFFICE, NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

Blackburn

1882:
:
:
:>

1874

1884
97

:
:
:

S. Holden As. Sup. ( Postal) 1871

J. W. Smith Ist CI. S.C

F. Mercer 1883

T. Dewhurst Su. (Tels.). ...! Magnetic Tel. Co., 1859

As. Sup. , 1891

J. Wilkinson Clerk (Tels. ) ...

T. Carnie Ist CI . T.

J. Kenyon ... 1885

R. T. Vitz ... 1886

D. Fielding Ist Cl. s.c. 1879

W.M.Farrington 1882

J. Seddon ... 1882

D. Williams Ist ci T. 18

J. A. Hardie 1885

W. Bromiley 1888

E. W. Thompson Clerk 1884

:
:

Bolton

99

Brentwood

.
.
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OTIO

NS

.

OFFICE . NAME, APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE,

...

...

...

2

Bristol A. E. E. York ... Clerk ( Postal) 1881 ; Ist Cl. , 1887

W. H. Sherwood Ist Cl. S.C. 1883

Carnarvon T. W. Fergus ... Clerk Mag . Tel. Co. , 1861 ;

Tel., Glasgow , 1870 ;

Birmingham , 1874 ;

S.C. & T., Carnarvon ,

1875

Colchester R. Ashby ... As. Sup. Sorter, 1873 ; Cl., 1875
J. E. Brown Clerk

1876

Dereham ... E. E. Myhill Clerk 1885

Exeter Miss E. B. Yeo ... Ist Cl. S.C. 1889
Godalming A. J. King... Clerk 1882

Harrogate J. W. Slater Clerk 1878

Leamington Spa E. Stephens
As. Sup. Elec. Tel. Co. , 1867 ;

Stratford -on -Avon ,'70;

Leamington Spa, '70

Leeds T. H. Willey Ist Cl. T. 1881

Leicester ... C. Duckering Clerk (Postal) 1875 ; Ist Cl . , 1887

A. G. Lippitt Ist Cl. S.C. 1882

F. Hewson Ist Cl . T. 1882

Liverpool W. Robinson Ch. Clerk Elec. Tel. Co. , '60 ; Ch.

Sup. (Tels.), '90

J. Ismay Ch. Sup. (Tels. ) ... U. K. Tel. Co. , 1861 ;

Sup., 1890

J. Walker ... Sup. (Tels.) ... Mag. Tel . Co. , 1853 ;

ist Cl. As. Sup. , 1890

G. Aickin Ist Cl . As. Sup. Mag. Tel. Co., 54 ;

( Tels.) 2nd Cl . As. Sup., 1890

W. Lambert 2nd 1871 ; Cl.(Tels.) , 1890

J. Sibbitt Clerk'(Tels.).” Elec. Tel. Co. , '65 ; Tel. ,

York, '70 ; L'pool, '74
H. Williams Ist Cl. T. 1882

Manchester J. Wadsworth 1882

Miss A. Tomkin 1885

Miss E. S. Mat

thews Cm. & Ret. , Ist Cl. Cm. & Ret. , 1883

Miss R. E. Chris

tien Cm. & Ret., 1884

Miss E. Lawson T. , 1881 ; Cm . & Ret. ,

1885

Miss L. R. Crock T., 1885; Cm. & Ret. ,

ford 1887

Miss A. E.Outram ist Cl. Tel. 1885

N'csle.-on -Tyne Miss E.R.Morton ist CI. T. 1885

Newport (Món.) H. T. Ventom As. Sup. ( Postal) S.C. & T. , 1873 ; Cl . ,

1893

A. H. Bisco Clk . (Postal)... Sr. , Gloucester, 1871 ;

Ś. C. & T. Newport

(Mon. ), 1874

H. Beer S.C. & T. , 1874

A. W. Little S.C. & T. , 1876

C.J.Chapman - Clerk ( Tel.) Electric Tel. Co. , 1866

Miss A. Gill Ist Cl. s.c. Cm. & Ret. , Manchester,

1881 ; S.C. , Newport,

1887

W. H. Jenkins ... 1883

...

... 99
...

.
.
.

...

9

...

.
.
.
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OFFICE. NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

Oxford W. Cornaby, Ist Cl. S.C. T. , 1883 ; S.C. , 1887

Plymouth A. R. Coombe 1880

Salisbury G. W. Blake As. Sup. 1878 : Cl. , 1889
W. J. Rousell Clerk 1881

Scarborough J. A. Broadbent Clerk 1883

Shrewsbury F. J. N. Clean ... Clerk ( Postal) Luton, 1882 ; Coventry ,

'88 ; Shrewsbury, '88 ;

Ist Cl. S.C. , 1889

W. J. Badger Ist Cl. S.C. 1884

Stamford ... W. Parkin ... Clerk Electric Tel. Co., 1865 ;

Tel. , Grimsby, 1870 ;

Stamford, 1873

Stoke-on - Trent Miss M.C. Burley ist Cl. T. Shrewsbury, 1889

Sunderland J. S. Crick ... Clerk ( Postal) 1873 ; Ist CI. S.C. , 1886

J. Greig Ist CI S.C. 1883

Swansea G. Howells 1879

TunbridgeWells D. Richardson
In. of P. & T. Mss.C.& T., 1887

Winchester W. Stockwell Clerk 1882

Wolverhampton T. Stokes ... Ist Cl. S.C. 1886

SCOTLAND.

Edinburgh

...

...

...

R. Scott P.C. , S.G.O. 1870 ; CL. S.G.O., 1878 ;

Ist Cl . , 1890

J. Steedman ist Cl . Cl . , S.G.O. . A.O. , '72 ; S.G.O. , '83

G. M. Anderson .. Sup . ( Postal) 1868 ; 2nd Cl . As. Sup. ,

1891 ; Ist Cl., 1892

D. Mackay Ist Cl. As. Sup. (do.) 1870 ; 2nd Cl. As. Sup. ,

1891

W. Cairns ... S.C. ... 1877

Miss J. M. S.

Macdermid
T. 1885

Miss F. S. War

1885

Miss G. White 1887

Miss C. Lowson.. 1887

Miss H. E. Kid .

ston 1885

H. Shedden T. , Glasgow , 1883 ; S.C.

& T. , Oban, 1884

.
.
.

.
.
.

den ...
...

Glasgow ...

Oban Cl . ” ...

IRELAND.

Belfast

Dublin - Sim
J. Allen

Miss F. Kent

Cl. (Postal) 1879 ; 1st Cl. S.C. , 1888

1871Ist CI. T.
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Deaths.

NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

A. Sanders Senr. T. , C.T.O., 1884 Mag. Tel. Co. , 1864

J. J. C. Trouvé 2nd Div . Cl.,R. A.G.O .,'70. Elec. Tel. Co. , 1868

Miss M. A. M. Chapman. 2nd Cl. Clk ., C.H.B. 1892

E. M. Jones Cl. , 2nd Div. , S. B. 1885

T. Carter Senr . Cm. & T. , S.W.D.O. 1859 ; Senr. T., 1889

R. E. Cater Cl. ( T ), Exeter, 1892 1870 ; Ist Cl. T., 1875

W. J. Smith Ist Cl . T. , Leeds, 1885 1872

J. E. Morley Leicester, 1892. 1882

J. H. Owen Pmr., Mountain Ash 1882

W. H. Hope ... Pmr. , Sheerness Elec. Tel. Co. , 1863

P. Macpherson Cl . (P.), Glasgow , 1890 ... S.C. , 1878 ; Ist Cl ., 1885

A. G, Ireland ... Cl. , 2nd Div. , S.O., Dublin. 1886

...

ABBREVIATIONS.

As., Assistant ; Cl. , Clerk ; Cm. , Counterman or Counterwoman ; Ex. , Exami

ner ; En., Engineer ; In ., Inspector ; Ju . , Junior ; Ms., Messenger ; O., Overseer ;

P.C. , Principal Clerk ; Pn., Postman ; Pmr. , Postmaster ; R.C. , Relay Clerk ;

Ret. , Returner ; Sr. , Sorter ; S.C., Sorting Clerk ; Sup. , Superintendent or

Superintending ; Sur. , Surveyor ; T., Telegraphist.
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Re -organisation of the Secretary's

Office.

5 Assistant Secretaries.
9 Principal Clerks (to be termined on )to be reduced

15 Clerks (title not yet de.

reduced ultimately to 7 ) .
ultimately to 12.

J. C. Lamb, C.M.G.

E. B. L. Hill

• T. E. Siſton

G. W. Smyth

# H B. Forman

E. Yeld

J. Ardron

V. H. Biscoe

J. Swainson

R. L. Bridger

A. E. Chambre

A. M. Mackintosh

I W. Roche

IS. Raffles Thompson

I C. Brodie

N. Ash

F. A. R. Langton

C. G. Hall

J. P. MacGregor

T. Eardley -Wilmot

C. F. Cartwright

C. H. Bundy

$ L. A. Marshall

$ A. F. King

$ R. Bruce

§ G. E. Salmond

$ E. Crabb

Š E. W. Farnall

Š A. B. Walkley

8 First- class Clerks.

(Old establishment. )

8 Second -class Clerks.

( Old establishment. )

29 Clerks.

C. G. Home

E. Udny

H. W. Linford

P. James

F. J. Beckley

G. A. Oakeshott

J. Chambers

F. Podmore

W. H. G. Johnson

C. Clarkson

C. Eden

M. Roche

W. H. Lupton

W. Nops

H. Bedingfeld

G. R. Tapp

W. G. C. Kirkwood

H. S. Carey

W. M. Gattie

A. G. Ferard

B. Hoskyns- Abrahall

A. M. J. Ogilvie

I. Richards

G. S. Edwards

A. H. Norway

P. G. Burrell

F. Martelli

R. J. Mackay

A. G. Leonard

+ G. McLaren

+ T. G. Stuart

+ H, W. Cardew

† F. Wickham

+ L, T. Horne

† V. H. Stephens

† H. L. Kingsford

† H. Higgs

+ A. W. Coates

† P. Z. Round

† W. Blain

+ F. J. Brown

† A. E. W. Codrington

Formerly Principal Clerks, UpperSection .

# Formerly Principal Clerks , Lower Section .

$ Formerly First -class Clerks.

† Formerly Third - class Clerks.
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TO OUR READERS.

V

- E have now completed a third volume, larger, better illustrated ,

and we hope better written than its predecessors. During the year

our regular subscribers have numbered 2,400 as against about 1,800

in 1892 , and it is this which has enabled us to extend our operations,

The present volume contains 448 pages as against 352 in

Volume II., and we have made a corresponding increase in the

number of portraits and views.

We now propose to continue the Magazine for another year on the same

footing as at present, and we invite our readers in all parts of the world to send

us in their subscriptions at once, so that we may be in a position to know how

much we can afford to spend on our January number. Although we have no

reason to be otherwise than satisfied with the pecuniary support which we have

received , yet we can do with more money still." We should like to increase the

number of our illustrations and improve their quality, and we should also like

to enlarge the Magazine byprinting a number of interesting documents bearing

on the history of the Post Office. We hope therefore that our subscribers will do

all they can to increase our circulation .

The audited accounts will be published in the January number. Our readers

will please note :

( I.) That the next number (No. 13) will appear on the ist January, 1894.

(II . ) That all subscriptions should be sent in not later than December ist.

Under no circumstances can deductions be allowed from the net price.

( III.) That as soon as the January issue has appeared the subscription price

will be raised for all European subscribers to 3s. 6d .

(IV.). That a subscription form is enclosed in the present number. Though

useful this is not essential , and if it be mislaid a written application will do if

accompanied by the cash .

(V. ) That it will save trouble and expense to the management if one agent at

each office orders, receives, and distributes the copies of subscribers in that office.

(VI. ) That payment must in all cases accompany an order. Cheques and

postal orders should be madepayable to F. J. Beckley, and should in all cases
be crossed “ London and Midland Bank , Newgate Street, E.C."

BINDING VOL. III.-- Arrangements will be announced in our next number.

TO OUR COLONIAL FRIENDS.

We urgently appeal to all who are interested in this magazine to send us

articles, notes , drawings, photographs of places, postmasters or high officials, or
indeed anything of interest connected with the Post Office anywhere. We

especially appeal to our Australasian friends on this point , as hitherto we have

received little or nothing from that quarter. The following is a list of Colonies

and Countries in which we circulate , those being placed first who help us most :

Cape, New Zealand, NewSouth Wales, Natal, Transvaal, Victoria, India, Egypt ,

Singapore, Penang, Gold Coast, Trinidad, St. Thomas, Bermuda, Germany,

France, Denmark,Sweden, Italy, Russia, Holland and Malta.

CANADA . - Although we circulate in so manycolonies, and altogether send
500 copies abroad every quarter, we have no subscribers in the Dominion. Can

any one help us ?

OUR DINNER .

We call special attention to the Dinner to be held in London on the 29th

November, details of which will be found at page 430.
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